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FUTURE U.S. POPULATION AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS

TUESDAY, MAY 23, 1978

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON POPULATION,

Washington, I.C.
The task force met, pursuant to notice, .at 9:30 a.m. in room 210,

Cannon House Office Building, Hon.-Daniel K Akaka and Hon.
Dave Stockman, cochairmen, presiding.

Members in attendance: Mr. Akaka, Mr. Stockman, Mr. Scheuer,
Mr. Beilenson, and Mr. Erlenhoni.

Present: Dr. Bouvier, prutessional consultant; Dr. Williams, task
force director; Ms. Parks, special assistant; Ms. Tames, research
assistant; Ms Stolp, research assistant; Dr. Vinovskis, assistant staff
director, and Mr. Lieberman, intern.

Mr. AKAKA. The, hearing on "The Consequences of Changing U.S.
Population" will come to order. I would like to welcome all of you
here today and thank you for your interest and your participation.

I am especially honored to share with my colleague, Dave Stock-
man, the chairmanship of this task force. We will cover many
sign-ficant issues in the coaling weeks. I am confident that the
upc ming hearings will help us to focus on the need for various
leve s of government to anticipate population change and to devel
op ppropriate policy responses.

I have a very personal interest in the topics we will be discuss-
ing. My_home State of Hawaii has recognized that it is an obliga-
tion of govenurients-to analyze the current problems and the pros-
pect of future difficulties imposed by changes- in the population.

-Legislative actions addreaSing growth management are now under-
way to facilitate the adjustment of Hawaii's rapidly rising popula-
tion to maintain decent levels of economic and social' well being.

The Federal. State, and local governments must make an assess-
ment of population-related problems and deal with, them through
appropriate policies. Demographic discontinuities, wheh unantici-
pated, cause serious disruption in all sectors of society. Thee -great
failure of the past is that policymakers have not recognized, until
it was too late, that these discontinuities directly contribute to the
problems currently at hand.

The baby boom and bust have required, and will continue to
require, large changes in most government programs and policies.
In addition, those programs and policies must respond to the shift-
ing geographical distribution of the population, as needs in differ-
ent areas cha4ige.

(1)
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I believe the testimony we will receive today and during subse-
quent weeks will heighten our awareness of the impact of demogra-
phic change, thus enabling us and future Congresses to cope more
effectively with the problems arising from population change.

We are, I repeat, happy to have you here this morning. Our
chairman of the Select Committee on Population will be coming
shortly and also bas a statement to make.

At this time, before we call on our witnesses, I'd like to call on
Mr. Stockman for a statement.

OPENING STATEMENT OF DAVE STOCKMAN
Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is indeed a privi-

lege for me to co-chair these 8 days of hearings on the conse-
quences of domestic population change. I welcome each of you at
the witness table todaythis first day which will present an over-
view of current and future population trends.

Today's-hearings will lay the groundwork for the next 3 weeks in
the sense of providing us with the basic information on the changes
that are occurring in our popluation.

The subsequent days of hearings will focus on the major policies
which, will be affected by these demographic changes..In particular,
we will look at the impact of the baby boom and the baby bust on a
number of social institutions.

We have already experienced the impact of the baby boom cohort
on the educational system with rapidly enlarging school enroll-
ments during the 1960's. With the onset of the baby bust, we must
now cope with an entirely different sot of problems. to do
with the excess (Ay facilities and educational personrid, now
that en- Anteni.s ,arm dropping, is one example of the End of dis-

.titi..-:.;4"3 that vll_ f re
The baby boom hat: Nitcle its presence relt in 0*,her .nays as well

Recently, otn NztjAiL raced the hi;fh.est unemployment rates since
the clepreFsion. to part. du, to this &ion: genera.tion's entrance into
the lartor force during 1i f 19701%,

Beer -se of the b by booln.'-.7 unique r,-lative size, the Nation is
likely to encounter and economic strains and nd-
h.,stmer i t,s thit cfener,',on mature:i. It will be incumbent on the
-Governm.-nt to .ic:e;13 -,Aicies to minimize the distruptions which
Are likely to

In these Ilear'.ngt, we will also leok at the consequences of geo-
graphical relocation of the populat'on with particular attention to
the problems associr.ted with Areas ?xperie icing population growth
and those now experiencing populatir,n gro-ra ar those now expe-
riencing population loss.

These are issues of keen interest 'to every member of the Con-
gress whether we represent an area experiencing rapid growth,
like Daniel Akaka's district in Hawaii, or population decline, such
as that being experienced by the district of our distinguished chair-
man from New York, Mr. Scheuer.

Finally, we will explore the capacity of the F,: deral Government
to plim for population change and its consequences. On that day,
we will consider whether the present, institutional-arrangements of
our Government facilitate planning for long-term problems associ-
ated with population change.
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We are all eager to hear from the panel of expert witnesses and
accomplished people in these fields that we have here today. I yield
the floor back to the chairman so that we can proceed with the
panel.

Mr. AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Stockman. Since we
would like to expedite the hearing today, we will ask the witnesses
to highlight their testimony in about 5 te 10 minutes.

At this time, I call on the leadoff witness, Mr. Director
of the Census Bureau. He is accompanied by Mr. Levine and Mr.
Zitter.

Your testimony will be included in total in our record, Mr.
Plotkin. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF MANUEL D. PLOTKIN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF
THE CENSUS

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 273.]
Mr. PLOTKIN. Thank you, Mr. Akaka. I alrn pleased to have this

opportunity to discuss with this committee the projected growth of
the U.S. population.

With me are Mr. Daniel Levine, the associate director for demo-
graphic fields in.the Census Bureau, and Mr. Meyer Zitter, who is
chief of the population division, and working with us is John Long,
chief of the population projections branch of the Censui Bureau.

As I noted in my prepared statement, the Census Bureau has no
crystal ball for projecting the population of the United States. The
projections that we have published are only the mathematical out-
come of the assumptions of the future course of fertility, mortality_ ,
and net immigration rates.

Although the assumptions we used in these projections as out-
lined in my prepared testimony are reasonable,-it is possible and;
as a matter of fact, virtually certain, that the future course of the
population trends will not follow our projected patterns exactly.

et, the projections can serve as a useful guide for informed
planning for the next 50 years. The coming half century should be
most unusual in terns of population change and a very challenging
period, for those charged with planning for the social needs of
particular age groups in the U.S. population.

It will be a period of boom and bust for age-related institutions
schools and colleges, housing, retirement, pension plans, and even
the undertaking business. As the baby boom generation pursues its
course through the age structure of the U.S. population, it will be a
period in which zero population growth and even population de-
cline could very well become a reality, or in which fertility rates
could rise, resulting in births equivalent to the number born
during the post-war baby boom.

It will be a period in which mortality races for the middle and
older ages may decline only gradually or continue their unprec-
edented decline of the past few years. In the latter case, the total
projected population would increase only slightly, but the propor-
tion of the population over 65, would sit, iificantly increase even
above the record high ratio currently projected.

It will be a period in which international migration will play an
important role in the U.S. growth rate if the rate of natural
increase remains at the current historical low. Yet the size and
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even the direction of the net immigration component remains
somewhat uncertain with the current lack of data on legal migra-
tion to and from the United States. We have only statistical specu-
lation about the volume of illegal immigration.

What specifically can we say about the futtire size, growth rate,
and age and sex composition of the U.S. population, between now
and 2025? There are three different series of projections made by
the Census Bureau. The high series assumes fertility will rise
gradually from its current range of 1.7 or 1.8 births per.woman up
to 2.7_ births per woman by 2015, an average increase of one child
per woman. Tlv middle series 'assumes a slight rise to 2.1 births
per woman, the level at which the population would eventually
reach zero population growth in the absence of immigration. The
low series assumes that fertility will eventually stabilize close to
the present level at 1.7 bifths per woman by 2015.

With this background, let me describe for you some of the high-
lights in population growth as we project it for the next 50 years.
Under all of the series, the U.S. population will grow between now
and the year 2000, but after that totals will vary widely.

Under the middle series, the current U.S. population of 218
million, including Armed Forces overseas, would increase to 260
million by the year 2000 and to 296 million by the year 2025. That
is illustrated on our chart 1.

[Additional materials in appendix with prepared statement.]
Mr. PLOTKIN. Under the high series, population would increase

much more rapidly to 283 million by the year 2000 and to 373
million in the year 2025. Under the low series, it would rise only co
246 ir ;Won by the year 2000 and to 252 million by the year 2025 at
which point the U.S. population would actually start declining.

The annual growth rate of the U.S. population for the past 5
years has been about 0.8 percent a year. Both the middle and low
series of projections show a decline in that rate of growth. The
middle series shows population growing at an annual rate of 0.9
percent a year for the next few years, but then growing more and
more slowly so that the growth rate in the year 2000 woulfl be 0.6
percent and by the year 2025 would be only 0.4 percent.

The most significant turnaround in growth rates is shown by the
low series which projects a decline in the growth rates from about
0.6 or 0.7 percent in the next decade down to 0.3 percent by the
year 2000, reaching zero population growth by the year 2020 and
then going to a negative population growth of 0.1 percent by 2025.

Thus, even with net immigration of 400,000 a year, the United
States in the next 50 years could reach zero population gkowth and
then decline, assuming a fertility rate that is close t= present
levels. Of course, there is also the possibility that fertility rates
could rise up to the level projected by our high series, in which
case the population growth rate would vary between 1 and 1.3
percent a year from now until the year 2025.

These growth rates are a result of the changing relaticriship
between the number of births and deaths in the coming years.
Although the current annual number of deaths, under 2 million, is
considerably less than the more than 3 million births, the number
of deaths is expected to rise markedly over the next few decades as
the number of older persons in the population increases.=This rise
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in deaths to 2.5 million in the year 2000 and almost 3.5 million by
the year 2025 is greater than the expected rise in the number of
.rths in the low series and almost as great as the rise in the

number of births in the medium series. Only under our highest
assumption for fertility does the number of births increase faster
than the number of deaths.

As you can see, rather small changes in fertility rates can make
major differences in the growth rate for which we have to plan.
For timately, we have somewhat more stability in our projections of
changing age structure. In fact, the knowledge of the current age
and sex distribution and the aging process is one of the best tools
demographers ilave for projections.

The simple 'arithmetic of the aging process goes a long way
toward assisting us in projecting population. Although the popula-
tions of the younger age groups are projected to be somewhat
larger under the high series and somewhat smaller under the low
series, we can discuss the age structure generally in terms of the
middle series.

During the next several decades, the major demographic factor
will continue to be the aging of the baby boom population. The
people born during the peak of that boornthe late 1950's and
early 1960'swill continue to be the largest population group
throughout most of their lives.

As ,this large group passes through each of these ages, the insti-
tutions that deal with population of particular ages will undergo
the strain of rapid expansion and a decade or two later, the often
more painful task of precipitous retrenchment._ We have alre dy
seen the process in our elementary schools. The tion's second ry
schools have seen the expansion and are begin ing to feel the
effects of contractions. A similar process is under-- ay in the Na-
tion's colleges. There is also an impact on the hou ing industry, the
entry level job market, and other economic activi ies that focus on
people 'in their twenties. In a few years this boo -bust cycle will
inevitably touch those institutions which are gea d to the middle-
age and older population as well.

I have prepared a set of charts that show exactly how the age-sex
structure will change. I'm not sure you can see the details from the
front, but we will .try to point out the highlights of the changes.

As of July 1, 1977, which is the,latest date this chart refers to, a
graph of the population by age and sex shows the typical pyramid
shape except for the bulge due to the baby boom population in the
15 to 19 and 20 to 24 year age groups and the smaller population of
younger age groups. By the year 2000 the bulge will have risen to
the 35 to 44 age groups and will have an echo effect on the large
number of youths, age 10 to 19, who will be born in the next decade
as a result of the 'unprecedented number of baby boom generatic -1
women in the childbearing ages. Even with constant low fertility
rates per woman, the total number of births will rise ,due to the
lar er number of women between ages 15 and 45.

or the next century, projections for age sex structure are more
tenuous since future fertility will have a major effect. Even so;,,we
do know that the baby boon generation born in the late 1940's
through the early 1960's will More e the number of persons 65
and over to an all-time high. From 2 million today, the number is
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likely to increase to :i2 million by the year 2000 and over 50 million
by the year 2025, more than double the number today. Under our
middle series of projections, the percentage of population over 65
will remain at about 11 or 12 percent of the population through the
end of this century, but then will jump to 17 percent by the year
2025.

I hope I have shown that even if we do not know the exact
details ci the population change, in the next 50 years, that we do
have suffinient information about general trends to aid those re-
sponsible for planning and policy formulation. In many respects
the next few decades will be unlike any previous period in the
Nation's history. The prOjected population and trends for this
period may at least provide a glimpse of the problems that will
arise in the next half century.

Mr. Akaka, my associates and I will be pleased to attempt to
answer any questions that you or any members of the Select Com-
mittee on Population may have.

QUESTIONS AND REMARKS

Mr. AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Plotkin. Let me ask a
hypothetical quesbon. If the Census Bureau were to receive a
budget increase of $5 million to be devo ed solely to population
research, how would you channel that mo ey? Into fertility, mor-
tality, internal migration, or international igration research?

Mr. PLOTKIN. Mr. Akaka, in response to that question, I should
first point out that the most important bane for future population
research is a high quality census in 1980. A you well know we are
developing and spending much of our time in planning the best
possible census for 1980, and we are devoting a good deal of the
Census Bureau resources and energies to that endeavor.

To make effective use of the large sum o \ money that you just
mentioned, the $5 million, we would see possibilities of working
with agencies in virtually all the areas you have mentioned. Cer-
tainly expanding a program on immigration\ statistics and some
effort to improve the statistics on out-mig-ration would be-in order.
There are data approaches that might be applied to that area We
feel more work can and should be done in mortality research and
certainly in fertility research which is such a large variable and is
so important in any work on population projections.

Finally, we also see the need to study the 14e of census data from
all'pf the countries of the world in order to measure international
population movements. So we sec opportunities for worthwhile re-
search in all of these areas.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you Mr. Plotkin. Mr. Akaka has a bill on
the floor that may affect the population of Hawaii. [Laughter.]

But I will proceed. I have one question that I. like to
pursue. I think you have\ done an excellent job of presenting some
of the basic parameters that we have to have in inind both in
terms of the aggregate population and its age composition in par-
ticular. I am wondering whether you have done, or whether it
would be possible for the Bureau to dn, what I would call some
policy related correlates of these three population series that you
project. Let me be a little more specific. Under the low series, for
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instance, could you give us a tracking of the school age population
over the next 50 years and then do the same under the middle and
the high series?

Similarly, one tracking that would be very important to us, I

chink and to the whole Congress, especially us we face the social
security question again next year, would be the retirement and
employment ratio that would correlate to the three population
series that you project as a result of the assumptions you use

Another, obviously, would be an age structure based specifically
on each of the three cases that you developed. Have you done some
of this kind of work, could it be done and submitted to the commit-
tee, or would it require more resources, time and so forth than you
possibly could put in?

Mr. PLOTKIN. Mr. Stockman, we have done most of this work, but
it would have to be updated. We certainly can supply the data you
request.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I would like to submit a more detailed request in
terms of the specific variables that we will take a look it

[Material requested with additional questions on p..18.]
Mr. PIRTTKIN. Thai would be very helpful.
Mr. STocKmAiv. It seems to me that in the aggregate these fig-

ure.; give you sckne notion of the general possibiliti4 But in terms
of their relevance to the specific policy areas that we---have to look
at whether it is health care financing, or retiremearlinancing, or
the educational resource needs of the future decade, I think it
would be very helpful to us if these figures could be translated into
specific series affecting those policy domains.

Let me ask another question. Do you make any effort to assign
probabilities, let's Say, to each of the three series that you project,
or are these numbers merely mathematical calculations that are
based on a set of assumptions that are grouped together in three
different paths?

Mr. PLOTKIN. We do not assign any probabilities. These are as-
.sumptions of the most likely alternatives in our judgment, and we
don't rank any probabilities. In truth we really don't know how to
rank probabilities in this area other than through a judgmental
method and this might he misconstrued.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I understand that Obviously, in terms of the
integrity of.your institution and so forth, you want.to be known as
a statistics gathering and collating agency, not one that is in the
business of prediction or forecasting or even making specific policy
recommendations.

Mr. PLOTKIN. We like to think of ourselves as the factfinder of
the Nation.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Right, but nevertheless, when you get to your
projections for the year 2025, there is a population difference for
the three estimates of over 100 million people. That is rather
significant, and it has obvious implications for the policy decisions,
that we will be making every year between now and then_ There-'
fore, one really does need to know whether he ought to assume
that it is going to be 373 million or closer to that higher range, or
252 Million, the low end.

12
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If this is something.that.can be provided or even taken a stab
at by the Census Bureau, where would one go to come to some
close conclusion about these numbers?

Mr PLonctri. As you pointed out, it is,a judgmental decision. In
my nrivate .industry experience, when developing forecasts of var-
ious kinds which: were based on population, we looked very careful-
ly at the Cenius Bureau series and often selected not otie of the
three, but often selected an average of the two that we thought in
our judgment were the most likely to occur.

Again, we try to present the assumptions on which t4 projec-
tions are, based and all of the information which-might, support
these asSumptio s,. but we ask that the final judgment in terms of
which forecast tit follow, be made by the policy people involved.

Mr. STOCKMAN,. I want to ask you one. more question. Each of the
projections is bqsed on a set of assumptions regarding fertility,
mortality, and iMmigration How would you arrange the impor-
tance 'of those, assumptions? Obviously, they are not of equal
weight. How would you rank them in terms of importance if one
were to Sit down with the three series and try to decide which is
the most likely trend for the future? Would you put fertility first?
How Much weight would you Put, on immigration, and so forth?'Mr./PLomiN. We would certainly put fertility first. I would like
to haVe Mr. Daniel Levine who is the associate director-of demogra-.
phic 'fields answer that question more fully.

Mr. LEVINE. Mr. Stockman, that is a veryfdifficult question be:
cause you are trying to peer into a crystal ball, and that crystal
ball can turn itself upside down in a very short period

We
time If

Congress,. for example, notwithstanding the fact that We were to
tell you today that we believe fertility would be the most important
factor, were to change the immigration statutes in the United
States and we !had a wholesale movement of- population Caused
either by immigration or emigration, the picture would change
over, night. . 1 .

Similarly, if the behavior of the American female were-to change
with regard to either birth rate or fertility rate changes, or if there
were some radiCal discovery with regard to mortality, this ranking -'
would again,chenge, radically. It is very difficult to assign priority;
but as we have shown, fertility, at least in our assumption, is the
most important criteria, and in-terms of making the'decision, one
has to decide `on the basis,of discussions, of the types of testimony
you have heard today, the types of testimony that I am sure you
are going to hear in the next week, what appears to be the most
logical assumption and make a judgment accordingly.

Mr. STOCKMAN Well what do you think is the most logical
assumption about' fertility?

Mr. LEVINE. Well that is a personal viewpoint, not the viewpoint
of the Bureau of Census.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Right.
Mr. LEVINE. My view is probably somewhere between the middle

series and the -low series. I think .the low \is'too low; I think the
middle is probably just about right, bill it would -prbbably 'be a `
little bit below She middle series. ,

Mr. STOCKMAN. Could you elaborate on why youwould--



Mr. LEVINE. No; I really can't. o the experience
of today' that I see and that I have seen lust don't think that
fertility is going to rise dramatically.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Let me ask you this We nave seen enormous
swings in fertility in the 'past 'and, of course, _that is one of the
reasons why you need to be, I suppose, as cautions as you tend to
be on this issue, because who is to say such a radical swing couldn't
occur in the future. Nevertheless, we can analyze the past to see
whether we can find factors that account-for those wide fluctu-
ations and then ask the question: Are they likely to be replicated
again in the future?

As you analyze the fluctuation, say from the 1920's to 1965, you
see that we hid a very low rate during. the 1930's and then the
curve steeply -ascended until about 1960: What do you attribute
that wide fluctuation to and is it something that is likely to be
repeated?

Mr. LEVINE. I attribute it of course, to the fact that there was a
rather extreme war situation, followed-by a rapid rise in personal
income and things of that sort. t believe you will find that histori-
cally, the fertility rate in the United States, with the exception of
occasional so-called abberations/has dropped fairly steadily. My
own thinking is as you suggest, that the rate' is not going to
continue to drop as precipitously as has recently. I think it is
oing to start leveling off. /That is just my personal view, Mr.
tockman.
Mr. PLonciN. One of the most unpredictable areas, of course, is

the economy. The depression had a very significant impact on the
birth rate. There is considerable speculation about our present
economy as it' relates to what the growth rate will be That is
certainly a factor that would have to be considered in any judg-
ment about future population \raten:

Mr. STOCKMAN. So, you think that there may be some correlation
of population growth with the rate of economic groWth or economic
performance.

_ I

Mr- Yes.-
Mr. STOCKMAN. We have a quorum call on the floor so we are

going to have to recess temporarily, .but-as soon as we all go ovet
and apswer We'll be back.-If you would be kind enough to wait, I
will proceed- with Mr. Erlenborn. Thank you

[Shaft recess taken.]
lq ./ ERLENSORN.' The committee hearing will resume. Mr.' Plot-

you have a new 'chairman now the third this morning. The
er.,:members have reasons to be temporarily absent from the

Committee hearings but will return.
Let me welcome ybu as a fellow Illinoisan to this committee. I

am pleased to have your testimony. I only have oneor two ques-
tions. .I notice that In your projections you had three varying
assumptions as to fertility, but apparently a constant assumption
about net inmigration. Can you tell us -why you use that constant -
assumption of 400,000? .,,.

Mr. PLOTICIlki. We have used-Constant assumptions in immi ation
and mortality because those are more stable series. . Ge erally,
these faders have less impact on the total population pro'ections,
so. we thought we were justified in using one series f r those
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variables but felt that for fertility, because of the high_ volatility of
that series in past years, that it would be best to use the three
assumptions.

Mr. ERLENHORN. Can you tell us what the Census Bureau has
found the historic level of migration to be over the last 10 years or
20 years? I preface that question by saying that we are quite aware
that.counting illegal aliens is a very difficult' task. Maybe you could
tell us how successful you think you are, if at all in counting them
in the census?

Mr. PurriuN. I would like to ask Mr. Zitter who is chief of our
population division to address that question, Mr. Erlenbnrn.

Mr. ZITTER. Thank you Immigration for= the 'past 10 or 20 ,years,
and even longer, has been running between 300,000 and 400,000 'a
year That is the main reason we chose that level.

With regard to illegal immigration, we hardly know anything
about it in terms of the absolute numbers. There has been a lot of
speculation as to what the level might be but we have no way of
'arriving at a figure which we feel comfortable with Now, we don't
specifically exclude illegal aliens from our census 'count or from
our estimates, and there is a very good possibility that many are
included.

Mr. ERLENBORN. The 300,000 or 400,000 figureS that you men-
tioned as fairly constant over the years, that is legal migration
isn't it

Mr ZirtER. Yes. That counts legal.,migration, and also includes
the net arrival of citizens returning from abroad who have been
living abroad for a ifilmber of years..

Mr. ERLENBORN. You say you don't feel comfortable making any
estimate on the-ziumber of illegal aliens even for just illustratiVe
purposes. Do you have any ballpark figure?

_Mr. ZITTER. Well no: prom what I have been reading; I justdon't---------
feel that the techniques that have been used provide any= reliable
data at all I don't feel that I have any basis even to speculate on
what projections might look like, so I have avoided incorporating
any such set in our projections,

Mr. PLCYTKIN. Mr. Erlenborn; as you know, there are estimates
Made by others on the number of illegal immigrants, and they
range all over the park. We have some -concern that any series
cited by the Census Bureau would be endorsed as a sound, statisti-
cally valid, series. We have found no sound basis for making any
estimate. .

Mr. ERLENRORN, Is one of the problems the fact that. illegal
aliens tend to flow back and forthin and out of the country? We
have heard testimony from other witnesses to that effect, and this
is probably a characteristic that would not be observed in the
resident legal population. Is that "one of the reasons?

Mr. PLOTICIN. That is certainly one of the problems; the issue e-of
aliens going back and forth is certainly a critical one One other
problem area, of`cOurse,-is that of identifying a person as a legal or
an illegal alien. In the census, we attempt to count everyone,
However, we cannot for obvious reasons ask a, question about
whether 'a person is a legd1 or an illegal alien. We do ask a
citizenship question, but we don't ask a question on legal status.



We do know that we include in our count a number of illegal
aliens, but we have no idea what that number is

Mr. ERLENBORN. We've had testimony about the change in the
question on the census questionnaire relating to the place of birth
of parents of the respondent, to the questionnaire. Could you ex-
plain to us why this question has been drc)ped and another,- which
many think is less revealing and less helpful, has been-substituted?

Mr. PLOTKIN. In the 1970 census we asked place of birth of one's
parents, and that question has been dropped in favor of a question
on ancestry.

The broader question has been introduced as a result of the
interests of many groups who have indicated, very strongly, to the
Bureau their need to identify the number of people by ancestry.
We have met with a number of groups from the Polish community,
the Italian community, and others who have pelt that just identify-
ing first and second generation Americans was not adequate and
that that approach, in effect, under-counted the number of their
people who are contributing to this country. In response to these
expressed concerns which we felt were valid, and to the great
interest in that question, we broadened the question- to include
national origin or ancestry.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I should think that for many of us, .myself
included_it_would be very difficult to answer that question. On St.
Patrick-'s -Day, I would probably think about my.Irish ancestry, and
other times I would think of my Alsatian ancestry. I would then
say that the latter was either German or French depending on who
was successful in the, latest war andt the period of history you are
talking about.

Mr. PLorKIN. Yes.
Mr. ERLENBORN. But I often think of my Norwegian ancestry. I

don't really know how r would answer that question, having a list
as long as the number of colleges I attended. [Laughter.] -

Mr. PLOTKIN You have highlighted one of the difficui, that
question, and that is why we leave it for self-enurnerat.:. > le let
the person make the identification as he/she wishes to ode haVe
experimented with questions on mixed ancestry and of course,*
you can appreciate, that can get to be quite burdensome and Com-
plex. We felt that this question, which lets the person identify his
ancestory, is the best alternative.

We have experimented with this in several of our test cities and
it does appear to have given us fairly usable results. Mr. Levine
would you want to comment on that?

Mr. LEVINE. I would only support what the director has said, Mr.
Erlenborn, There is great concern among many groups that the
first and second generation information would be inadequate be-
cause large in-migration flows have been curtailed, and there are
now third,..fourth, and fifth generation descendants here. To get an
identity from those groups using only .parent's place of birth would
not provide any information beyond, as we have said, recent imm'-
grants.

As the director pointed''OuL this is a self-determiria`tion question.
It does permit the respondent to decide whether he Or she wishes',
to report mixtures, and we will code mixtures when it is appropri-
ate. It allows the individual to indicate what is the strongest' cut-
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tural tie that he/she has in terms of ancestry. The instructions
that we will provide with our questionnaire will we hope, clarify
the issue and explain- to the respondent the types of information
that are needed.

We recognize that there is some softness in this approach, but in
terms of the various needs that have been expressed, the laws that
have been passed, and the interest at this point in our history in
terms of identifying discrete ethnic origins, we find that this is the
only question that we have been able to develop which will provide
us with types of information that have been requested.

Mr. ERLENBORN. One last question, to what extentyes, Con-
gressman Scheuer.

Mr. SCHEUER. We have heard from other, demographic profession-
als criticizing this change of yours, and they feel that the question
about the place of ,birth of your parents is a very valuable research
resource. There is virtual unanimity among professionals that the
loss of this information will hinder their research effort. What I
don't understand is why you want to substitute a subjective ques-
tion for a question that gave us some very hard answers that
involved facts, not perceptions. Doesn't the whole question of self-
identity simply reflect strong cultural ties and that only? Wouldn't
the Germahs; for example, be less likely to say German than the
Polish or Italians would say Polish or. Italian? It seems to me that
you are just getting into congeries of emotionalism and that your
answers are going to be so soft as to be-virtually meaningless. All it
is going too mean is that the answers will often reflect only what
people would like to perceive themselves as being. The consensus of
the professionals in the demographic community is that the re7.
sponses will be very murky and fuzzy, that no scientist, except a
social scientist who is interested in how people pemeive them-
selves, could use the results Of this question. We are giving up
some very hard evidence as to whether the foreign-born group is
-enlarging or whether it is diminishing or whether they are coming
and shortly afterward returning to their homelands or .staying.

Mr. EVINE. I think you have_raised quite a number of questions,
r, Scheuer..I would say, frankly, that in our context there are

differences of opinion. I don't believe that I would agree that there
is unanimity among the'demographic profession that this informa-
tion will not be useful.

I think also that the faCt that we do know that:,immigration is at
a relatively low level, and that many of the types of people who
you mentionedGermans, Scandanavians,randethersare not mi
grating 'here in large flows at the moment; means that asking a
question about the birth place of parents would not provide much
useful information. It would be quite feasible.to assume that Many,
many people identify with their foreign ancestry, but that third
fourth, and subsequent generations would not have parents born
overseas, but would have parents born in the United States.- The
only way one could pursue that would be a horrendous series of
questibns going back to where the mother and father, were born,
where the grandmother and grandfather on each side were born,
and so on

Mr. &HEUER. Excuse me, we have had testimony to the fact that
we have anywhere from two to 12 million illegal aliens in addition
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to the legal aliens. Now, we are not going to ask-them on a census
if they are legal or illegal immigrants, but, if we ask them where
their parents were born, at least we would have a winch clearer
idea of the number of people of foreign origins that are here. At
least we would know much more about these new immigrants than
we do now Forgetting their legality or illegality, we'd know where
they are coming from and how many there are

Mr. LEVINE, I think, again there are two points-to that First, tothe extent that they are covered in the census, we do have the
place of birth of these people who are illegal immigrants. Again, if
they answer honestly, we have the place of birth of the individual.

What we are talking about now is place of birth of parents. The
illegal migrants, I assume, have been born elsewhere than in the
United States and to the extent that they are covered in the census
we will have their place of birth. I can not tell you, and I don't
think anyone can that we will cover all of the illegal migrants, or
part of them, or the majority of them, nor can I tell you what they
will answer to the census question.

I can only ,tell you that we will cover some of those people
because when iAT knock at a door and someone-answers, if they are
here illegally the is.no way that they;can indicate that they don't
exist.

With regard to-,the other populations, which are the ones that
are raising serious questions because we happen to be atihe point
in the decade when there is very high interest among other ethnic
groups in terms en' thealsidentifi6tion, we felt the question we
are asking is the.qnly one which would provide the types of infor-
mation which migh\ be useful to. these groups.

We cannot guarantee their use of, the question. I agree, it is a
soft item, and there Will be people who will-indicate that they are
American, although I will say at this point in the decade, More
people, to use the colloquialism, have .come "out of the closet"
regarding their ethnic heritage than perhaps was true 10 or 20
yevS ago.

With regard to your question on place of birth of parents, we
have indicated that in order to _provide information which will tie
the deCades together, we will conduct a national survey close to the
census date where on a national level, not for the small area detail
Which we get in the census, we Will-ask questions on place of birth
of parents. So, we will have a bridge in terms of national data
relative to this series of questions.

Mr. FLOTEIN. As you observed, Congressman,. there has been
increasingly great interest in national origin and 'ethnic back--
g round. We have heard and been with many groupsmany nation-
al origin groupsand discussed this question with them. As a
matter of fact, we are not completely satisfy_ ing them. In fact, some
are. quite unhappy 'that we don't ,have, a complete listing of all
possible countries of national origin.' We have experimented with
this = and we- _have- fo_tind_.that such a listing would add t_ oo, many
complications to the questionnaire.

We plan to include the question on ancestry whicluwe feel,would
Satisfy the greatest heed. Also, we are trying to maintain some'-
historical continuity of place of birth of one's parents by the use ofthis question the large survey 'that Mr. Levine' referred to.
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Mr. SCHEUER. I have had a number of constituents in New York
City who come from Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania who are absc
lutely outraged and incensed that they have to be registered as
Russians, or give the answer that their" place of birth was-Russia.
Doesn't that have to do with the census?

Mr. PLerricm. That must be something else because this is an
open-end question, and they can certainly indicate Latvia or What-
ever country they wish.

Mr. SCHEUER. I may be confused. Mr. Levine, do you know what I
am talking about? Do you know what their complaint is in refer-
ence to? Is it when they apply'for a passport or something of the
Lind.

Mr. LEviNE. In some earlier rsions of questionnaires that we
were developing for 1980 and for some other questionnaires, there
was concern expressed about use of the heading of Russian as it
subsumed the headings of Ukra ian, Latvian, -Lithuanian, and
other local origins.

Mr. &HEUER. Yes.
Mr. LEVII4E. In answer and in re ognition of the concerns of the

sort, as the director has indicated, we now have a question which
basically says: You write in you ancestry and we will code it
appropriately. Thus, we no-- longer subsume any /groupagainst
their willunder any 'major heading.

Mr. .SCHEUER. Have some ethnic groups pressured_ you to include
this ancestry question, regardless of its quality? Has there been
any pressure from the White House u:ging you to ask this queStion
on perceptiona of ethnicity and national origin?

Mr. PurnuN. There has'been no pressure, from-the White House
other than that there has been an interest in our meeting with
various group_ s and our heiring them out, and of course this is the
policy of the Census Bureau. We Meet with whatever groups want
to meet with us to state their interest.

Although we get a large amount of pressure, the Census Bureau
does try to make a decision consulting with the professional's as to
what the best questions that-should be included are

Mr. SCHEUER. Tharik you, Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENtIORN. Mr. Beilenson? /
Mr. BEILENSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, but I do not have any

questions at this point. 1

Mr. ERLENECRN. I have one last/question, Mr. Plotkin. One of-the
things that this committee is going to be,looking at is the extent to
which Federal agenCies are looking ahead to anticipate what
changes- in population there Will be and what problems those
changes might indicate. From your standpoint. what sort of infor-
motion regarding the future population and migration within the
United States is of special interest to the various Federal agencies,
as they plan and praviOe for the anticipated changes?

Mr. PLOTKIN. There is a great deal Of interest,' Mr. Erlenboni.
There are many agencies of the Federal Government that employ
Census Bureau projections of population. Specifically, our pro ec-
tions of long-range demographic trends' are the basis of the prof c--
tions of the labor force 'by the Bureau of Labor Statistics They'a e
the basis of school enrollment figures for the National Center f r
Educational Statistics, of the number of annuitants by the Soci
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Security Administration, and of energy consumption by the Depart-
ment of Energy, just to mention a few. I knbw that the uses of
these projections are widespread in and out of the Government.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I said that that was going to be a last question,
but I thought of one more [Laughter.]

I noticed in my area which is one you are probably familiar
with Du Page County in the western suburbs outside of Chicago,,
that over the course of the years, the utilities have made their own
projections as to population growth in that area in order to antici-
pate what they nust do to be able to provide the utility service. Do
you have any feel for the relative success of the Census Bureau
versus these utility companies in projecting or guessing what the
population may be in the future?

Mr. Pr omit I think you will find that in most cases where local
projecticns are made, the researcher starts with the Census Bureau
long-range projections of demographic trends. I did that as a re-
searcher in industry, and I know the utility companies do that also.
After taking a look at long-range national demographic trends, the
conventional technique is to study one's local area to determine the
differences in growth in that local area from those expected in the
national projections.

On the whole, I find that many local areas do a good job in
preparing local projections. We are not in the business of develof_P-
ing projections for local areas, and if we were to try to do that, is
would require considerable resources and duplication of informa-
tion that is already available in local areas.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you very much for your appar:A-rice here
today: If you would like to remain to hear the other test ini.ony, you
may but if you, have other important things to do, we will certain-
ly underatand. Thank you.

Mr. PLOTKIN. Thank you,-Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEviNE. Thank you Mr. Chain-flan.
[Witnesses excused.]
Mr. Eau:Islam:N. Next, we will have a panel of withesseF. Dr.

Glick, Dr. Morrison; Mr. Barabba, and Dr. Espenshade.

TATEMENT OF PAUL .C. GLICK, SENIOR DEMOGRAPHER,
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 287.]
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the

title of this presentation is The Future of the American Family."
That is a big order. More specifically, I have been asked to speak
on the Census Bureau's research concerning changing patterns of
fertility, Marriage, and divorce.

Stated in the fewest, words, I interpret this research to suggest
that fur\ther changes in these, aspects of American family life will
be significantly less pronounced during the, next two decades than
they ha 'e been during the last two decades.

The B reau's projections of the rates of population, school,enroll-
meat, an labor force growth consistently have shown slower in-
creases f r future years than for recent decades. Slowdowns in
these res cts should be reflected in the future course of family
life.
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Population growth should slacken because the birthrate has gone
about as low as it can go, and rri,ist demographers do not expect it
to rise very significantly in 1he next decade or two Something that
deserves more attention in th's connection is the expanding use of
sterilization: Increasingly, young people who have all the children
they want, have adopted this form of contraception that is not
reversible. That should be one of the leading reasons to expect that
the birthrate is not likely to boom in the future the way it did after
World War IL

Increases in school and college enrollment rates will probably be
much smaller than they have been Without a continuing decline
in the birthrate and with less of an increase in education level
which enhances the .employability of the young adult population,
the odds seem to favor a slackening of the rate of inCrease in labor
force participation of women over the next decade or two These
developments should tend to stabiliie family size and also stabilize
some of the forces that have been contributing heavily to the
increase in divorce. /

Today's young family of two children stands' in _sharp contrast
with their great-grandparents' family of four children. One-would
expect that the father and mother of today, and of tomorrow, can
spend more time with each of their children/and with each other,
apart from their children. The period of childrearing has been
Sh --teried by 3 years since the turn of the cehtUry. The period after
the children leave the home before one parent dies has been in-
creased by -11 years.

The latter'ahange increases the post children period of life and is
largely a consequence of the improvement of survival rates- of
adults. Also, young people are postponing marriage an average of
11/2 years more than- they did in the 950's. The longer this pattern
of increasing postponement of marriage persists, the more likely
the prospect becomes that the extent of life-long singlehood among
yeung adults of today will increase. Unless women now in their
twenties have an unusually large/ am6unt of late marriages, the
chances are that, in proportion to their counterparts of 20 years
ago, ene-half to two times as many will remain single throughout
their lives.- ,

.The marriage and divorce rates have stabilized for approximately
the past 2 years and have a/good chance of remaining -relatively
stable. The marriage rate 'reaches' a peak back in 1972 and then
declined until 1975. Since that, time, it has fluctuated very little.
On the other hand,,the diyOrce rate continued its historic rise until #
1976, and for nearly 2 /years it has been 'virtually unchanged.

The future propensity of young .adults to marry cannot be fore:
cast with a great deal of confidence at this time Nevertheless,
there are reasons to ,expect that the proportion' of young adults
who marry will level off or rise noderately for a few years and
then rise still- more,after that time When the low birth cohort of
the present time reaches the age for marriage, they will find it
easier to become /employed, settle down, and raise their family.-

. The future course of the divorce rate is also difficult to forecast.
To the extent that the level of divorce is related to the level of,

rriage -with 'a lag of 4 or 5 years, the prospect for the divorce
rate to decline somewhat in the aext few years seems reasonable.
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Thereafter, the fluctuations in the divorce rate might be expected
to occur in a pattern similar to the future fluctuations in marriage
rates of about 4 or 5 years earlier.

What is the outlook for change among one-parent families? De-
spite- substantial increases in divorce and informal living arrange-
ments during the last couple of decades, the preponderant majority
of people, about 87 percent, still live; in households maintained by a
nuclear family. A much smaller proportion, about 79 percent, of
children under 18 live with two parent.S. Eighteen percent live with
one parent, and the other three percent live with neither parent,
but usually with one or more relativeS.

The 18 percent of children who live \with one parent represents a
doubling of the corresponding proportion in 1960 when it was 9
percent. The proportion for blacks at the present time is three
times that c whites or 43 percent for blacks versus 13 percent for
whites.

Since many children move between two parent families and one-
,parent families, we estimate that 45 percent of all children born
this year will spend at Jeast several months in a one-parent family

-before they reach the age of 18 years. The corresponding propor-
tion a few decades ago, was 30 percent, but then more of the
families were dissolved by the death of a parent rather than by
divorce. Most people would probably agree that the most desirable
situation is , for children to -live with two relatively harmonious
parents, but that is far from the actual situation.

The Census Bureau can demonstrate that three-fourths of the
increase among children living with only their mother has been
occurring among ithose whose mothers are high school-graduates or
who have completed some colleke training and are therefore likely
to be self maintaining, despite the fact- that they may be at a
somewhat lower economic level than if they were married. Young
mothers who are economically independent and who choose to live,
at least for a while, in the unmarried state, can be expected to go
on increasing in numbers, but the great "majority, about three-
fourths of them will remarry eventually.

During the last two decades, the social pressure on young adults
to marry, to have children, and to stay married, has been

During the next two decades the social pressure for bo# A

working mother and her husband to be employed full time may
also be expected to diminish. Relaxation of pressures in these ways
would be expected to increase the quality of the marriages that are
initiated and of those that remain intact.

An appropriate closing to these thoughts about the future of the
American family is the following sentence from President Carter's
'announcement of the forthcoming White House Conference on
Families "I am confident that the American family is basically
sound and that we can and will adjust to the challenges of Chang-
ing tim." ,

Thank you. if you have questions, I would be glad to answer
them.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I think we will reserve questions until we have
heard from all four of the panel members. The next panelist is
Peter Morrison. Dr. Morrison is a member of the senior staff of file
Rand Corp., serves on the board of directors of the Population

2
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Association of America, and is a member of the Population Re-
search ,Committee of the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development. Dr. Morrison, let me say that your entire
statement will will be introduced in the record. At this point you
may proceed to summarise it

STATEMENT OF PETER MORRISON, SENIOR SOCIAL SCIENTIST,
RAND CORP.

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 307.]
Dr. MORRISON. Thank you Mr. ErlenbOrn. My testimony focuses

on current demographic change in regions in the United States and
draws on two recently completed Rand studies, done with support
from NICHD and the Economic Development Administration.

My testimony addresses the following questions: first, how are
national demographic trends being manifested in different regions;
second, what public concerns are following and can be expected to
follow, in the wake of these trends; and third, what roles might
public policy assume vis-a-vis, these issues.-

The views and conclusions that I will expres.s here are my own,
and they should not be interpreted as representing those of the
Rand Corp. or any of the agencies sponsoring this research.

Let me begin by stating how regional demographic change im-
pinges on congressional concerns. First, demographic processes con-
tinually alter _the groups of recipients-and donors in various kinds
of transfers. One importahenype of transfer is _across regions,
through programs for urban and regional development, revenue
sharing, and indirectly through Federal procurement. The second
way in which these changes impinge on congressional concerns is
that they often undermine long-standing economic and political
balances, or make it difficult to achieve some sought-after balance.
My purpose heretoday is to furnish you with some perspective on
how these regional population trends are shaping and lending ur-
gency to the policy issues before CongresS.

Let, me begin by giving you a quick rundown on what is happen-
ing. In metropolitan areas, local population stability and decline
have become more commonplace. SinCe 1970, 42 of the Nation's 259
SMSA'sStandard Metropolitan Statistical Areashave failed to
eegister any significant population growth. This cessation of metro-
politan growth is partly the result of a lower birth rate, but it also
reflects- the excess of departing migrants over arriving migrants.
As the magnetism of the cities has waned, their population has

stopped.growing or has begun to decline. Or-course, this' as
severely strained the traditional mechanisms of municipal finance
in many places.

The counterpart of this trend is the revival of growth in nonme-
tropolitan areas, specifically in the small Cities and towns, includ-
ing those that are remote from existing metropolitan areas. We are
talking not only about areas that might conceivably be subject to
metropolitan overspill, but also about areas that lie. pethaps sever-

-al hundred miles from an existing metropolitan center. Many (of
these smallcommunities_ate111-equipped to-cope with the sudden
population growth that they have be-en experiencing and lack the
array of,institutional arrangements for copIng with growth.
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The changing directions of migration here also are producing a
variety of regional conflicts of interests and new regional political
coalitions centered on theErost Belt, the Sun Belt, and others.

This "tournament of the belts" has to be seen as a kind of
preliminary bout to the main event, which is the tension between
growing and declining cities. Mere the "contending factions are
made up of the Cleve lands, Buffalos, and Detroits where growth
has stopped, and the Tucsons, Boulders and Petalumas, which see
themselves as being victimized by the access that migration confers
on places.

In section III .of my prepared statement, I describe these new
, patterns of regional growth and decline. I would like to insert for
the record an example that might be Of particular interest to
Congressman Scheuer. It deals with New York State, which I
regard as an exemplary case study that points out one of my
central arguments. It is that -shifts in migration are determining
where the symptoms of the national population slowdown are first
appearing. The title of this paper which I would like to insert in
the record is "New York State's Transition to Stability_ , The Demo-
graphic Outlook."

Mr. ERLENBORN. Without objection, that paper will be inserted in
the record following your written statement.

[Additional material in appendix with prepared statement.]
Dr. MORRISON. Much of the Nation's geographic diversity is con=

cealed within the large census regions, the Northeast, North Cen-
tral, South, and West. In my prepared statement. I have tried to
elucidate these patterns at 'a somewhat finer geographic scale,
using a system of subregions developed by my colleague, Calvin
Beale of the USDA's Economic Research Service. These subregions-
divide the Nation into 26 economically and culturally homogeneous
areas.

Two principal points emerge from these statistics. First, migra-
tion continues to support metropolitan growth in the 1970's We
are not in the situation where all metropolitan areas have sadden-
ly stopped growing. What has happened is that the locations of
metropolitan growth have shifted from the traditional growth
areas to new sections of the country which have not exPerienced
growth in the past. Thus, the urbanization process continues, but
in different 'locations. This has given rise to very powerful political
conflicts.

The second point I want to underscore here is that nonmetropoli -,
tan settlement patterns have changed in a very fundamental way,
and in virtually al), regions-. Noni-netropolitan areas seem to have
evolved beyond the point where growth is contingent upon proxim-
ity to a metropolitan center. We can no longer attribute this
growth exclusively to metropolitan overspill.

The concluding section of my statement considers he public
concerns growing out of these shifts and suggests some 'olicy alter-
natives.. The view that personal success is achievabl as readily
outside. one's native region as it is inside is a distinctiv and deeply
ingrained element of the American culture. This view enables indi-

yiduals alert to opportunity tO exploit newly develope resources or
knowledge quickly.

2
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The American economy benefits from the readiness of its popula-
tion. to migrate. Our tradition of migration moves people frdrn
-areas where jobs are dwindling to places where workers are
needed; without this tradition, the development of the Nation's
economy would be sluggish and far less efficient than it has been
over the years.

As the work force rearranges itself in new ways, however, the
resulting shifts pose common kinds of problems in specific places.
have alluded to these in my statement under a number of Lead-
ings.

- One kind of problem I term "head - count " 'concerns: Here we are
talking- about the share of Federal largesse that is distributed to
areas on the basis of their population. Places that are declining
receive a dwindling share, although they may well merit increased
Federal attention by virtue of the fact that they must.eope with
the problernS of decline.

Another kind of prbblem I turn "labor force, quality''. concerns.
The notion here is that as people enter or depart, an area's labor\
force may gain or losel in terms of the mix of skills availableeven
though numbers may change only moderately.

Concerns about dependency should require no elaboration here.
Concerns about undocumented aliens have aroused strong senti-

ments and a preoccupation about the "X rated" statisti9, how many
of them there are. We simply don't know.

Two final points to which, .I want to call your attention are what
L term local shrinking pains" and newly experienced growth.

In terms of the "shrinking pains," many localities have discov-
ered that decline is not a graceful process. An understandable
reaction is an urge to reverse it, but many places can no longer
realistically expect to grow. UntOrtunately, we have had verylittle
experience accommodating no-growth, but we had better learn now
to live with it because nationwide about one out of every six
metropolitan areas today has stopped growing. Altogether, one
third of the metropolitan population resides in one of these no-
groWth areas. As for the future, I foresee an inci ease in the inci-
dence of stability and decline at the local level.

The counterpart, of course, is newly experienced growth. I am
sure that Congressman Akaka is familiar with the problems here. ci
In his State of Hawaii, the Governor has proposed Federal legisla-
tion to control the influx of migrants.

This same growth control sentiment manifests itself at the local
level, and I think that such sentiment will intensify as these new
patterns of population redistribution continue.

Let me conclude by considering possible roles 'for policy_ . In my
opinion, I think pressure is likely to build for two broad types of
legislative action. The first consists'of actions to ameliorate the
more visible consequences' of migration at the local scale. Under
this approach, policies would focus on assisting localities in dealing
with the common problems imposed by regionwide growth and
dt3cli ne.

For example, many large urban centers in the Northeast face the
prospect of continued outmigration. and its ensuing shrinking
painsa withering tax base without a corresponding reduction in
demands' for public services, and of l'ourse, the need to manage an
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excess inventory of housing, underutilized facilities like schools,and so forth. These are common problems that arise at the localscale and might be addressed by Federal policies promoting anord rly thinning out and reduction of excess capacity.
The newly growing nonmetropolitan sector, in :.ontrast, is experi-encing sharply increased demands for public services, and policiesthere should focus on enabling these areas to cope with rapidgrowth.
The second kind of pressure I foresee is for legislation to federal-

ize the redistribution of resources to match the population's chang-
ing locational patterns. These actions would acknowledge that aspeople freely migrate some regions will gain population while
others will lose, and that within a given metropolitan area somejurisdictions will gain and others will lose. Acknowledging Ciisinevitable fact, a secorrd approach would seek to transform such
problems as welfare dependency, which disproportionately accumu-lates in certain places, into national responsibilities.

These approaches I have described do not define policy. They
express ways of viewing regional change and devising organization-al resfsOnses_to the problems that change engenders. Thank youMr. ERLENEICAN: Thank you Dr. Morrison. The next witness willbe Mr. Vincent Barabba, the manager of market research for the
Xerox Corp. and former Director of the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Mr. Barabba, your statement as presented to the committee will be
put into the record without objection, and you may proceed tosummarize it.

STATEMENT OF VINCENT BARABBA, MANAGER. OFFICE OF
MARKET RESEARCH, XEROX CORP.

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 369.]"
Mr. BARABBA. Thank you, Mr. Erlenborn. If my colleagues fromthe Census Bureau will allow me to project from a sample of one T

think I will, be able to reinforce Dr. Morrison's discussion of migra-tion particularly as it relates to exploiting opportunity in the mi-gration process.
Interestingly, my example is directly related to the members inattendance at this time Mr. Erlenbornas born in Illinois, thechild of first and second generation I ian iffnw.grants. Mr. Beilen-

son, following the war, I moved -to kalif o:nia nay parents. Toall the members, I came to Washin n, D.C., to take advantage of
a job opportunity in government, and stave just recently moved toNew York State and Congressman Scheuer, you may be interestedto know that I found a job opportunity in New York State. [Laugh-ter.

r. ScHEUER. Well, I found problems with the population shiftbecause in 1972 when three House seats for New York City were'lost, I was one of the victims! It focused my mind on the impor-
tance of .understanding population ebbs and flows and their im-pacts:It has one hell of an impact on my life. [Laughteri

Mr. BARARHA. Mr_ I was asked to comment on theimplications that population changes might have on voting behav-ior and lifestyle in our society, and for the sake of brevity I'll just
comment on the basis of some of the more pertinent changes. I canrecall when not too long ago there was a rather strong feeling that
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the young people would soon be taking over the legislative bodies
of our country because We were going to become a younger society.

I think. the problem with that statement was really twofold.
'First, people were not aware that things could change dramatical-
ly. Second, they were giving the average age of a total population
rather than the average age. of the voting population, and when
one looks at the differences between those two statistics, the differ-,
ence is quite significant. My colleagues at the Census Bureau have
indicated that by the year 2000, which is really when we are
supposed to be run by the young people of America, that the
median age of, the voting populatiOn will be between 42 and 43
which, as I understand, is even Worse than being 30.

An important aspect of an older, and not a younger population is
people's attitude toward legislation as they start reaching age 65;
particularly as it relates to how they expect society to care for
them now that they have made their contribution. Additionally, we
shouldn't just took at those over 65; I think we should also locik at
those 50 to 65 who may be thinking about what society is going to
be providing for-them when they reach 65.

Again, the Census Bureau has done a projection, and we estimate
that the percentage of people 50 years old aka over will be about 28
percent of the total population and 38 percent of the voting popula-,
tion by the year 2000, which is not very different, than it is today.
The impact that these groups could have on Congress, however,
could be significant, particularly if they continue their migration
and start concentrating in specific -areas of the country. If this
should happen, we could and ourserves, with congressional dis-
tricts, which have much higher concentrations of older people who
will be interested in programs related to caring for our older
"population. We would then find ourselves /with a much larger
congressional delegation committed to caring for older Americans.
I would also point out that these constituents would be very inter-
ested in quick payoffs since their long-range perspective is neces.,
sarily limited.

Immigration is another area that could cause tremendous
changes in our political behavior as a society because as the growth
of our society from natural reasons- continues to get smaller, the
constant flow of 400,000 immigrants each year will becorhe-a larger
portion of new population growth.

In fact, we could expect between 20 to 30 percent of all the
growth in the population-, between =now and 1988 to come from
immigration. In whole numbers, we could See About 4 million immi-
grants in the 10-year period of 1975 to 1985 which is really equiva
lent to in today s numbers, seven congressional districts, without
even counting the children the immigrants will 'nave 'once they
come to the United States. Four million would also he greater than
the current population of.more than half of our States.

One other major con-ern that I think about from time to time is
the-difficulty that the Congress might have in trying to assess the
needs of society. ,In the past, as my former colleague and good
friend, Dr. Glick, has pointed out we used to have a dominant
form of economic enterprise in this society called the family. GeR-

erally, it was a family of two children. As elected representatives
'talk about the problems that were faced by that economic enter-

9
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prise called the family, they were able to generalize from their
understanding of the family. As the Census Bureau and: others
have pointed out, we are, going to be facing a much more diverse
group of families-There will be more of them, and they will be
quite different in their makeup.

Forming a coalition that Congress, can address and understand
out of this new group will be quite difficult, and I think it leads to
the area that I am most concerned about and that is How elected
representatives at all levels of government are going to require
different-information technologies to understand better the shifts
that are going to take place. These will, be particularly in demand
since you won't be able to use the average American (even though
we should not have been using him all these years because that
average American is really a statistical myth). The important
points is that the range around the means of prpulation character-
istics will be much more diverse.

I think it is incumbent on the Congress and all legislative bodies
to f'ce up to the very difficult issue of the conflict that yoii are
going. to run_into in_trying_to. resolve.the-desire -te-understand
societi-better while at the same time facing another ever present
concern that_many of us have. That concern is the right to privacy
relative to whir-we- are -- willing to tell government about ourselves.

I think that as society becomes more complex these two issues
will join. It is going to be very difficult for those who are asked to
provide information to you so that you can perform your mission of
better dealing with the problems of society, while at the same time
facing your constituents who have asked you to keep away from
them these- very same people who are asking all of these imperti-
nent private questions.

Thank you very much.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Dr. Espenshade, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS ESPENSI-IADE, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
[Prepared Statement in Appendii on p. 384.]

Dr. ESPENSHADE. Since today'S session is deliberately intended to
be an overview session, my prepared statement was-also deliberate-
ly general and touched on a number of topics.

In my sumrriary statement, I would like to focus particuL.:-,atten-
tion on the implication of population changes in the United States
for per capita income and then also if I might, speculate on what
some of -the policy implications of these demographic changes are

The question about the size of per capita income in the United
States has been studied by economist demographers from both a
theoretical perspective and also from an empirical perspective. Un-
fortunately, these studies yield rather ambiguous answers, not only
with respect to the direction of the effect, but also with respect to
the magnitude of the effect. I will have some other thing_s to say
about the implications of population size for GNP itself, but first
let me talk about per capita income.

There have been two theoretical approaches to the question of
how alternative rates of population growth affect per capita
income. One has evolved largely from what we call a dependency
burden argument, which says essentially that a slowdown in the
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rate of population growth is going to have an impact on the age
composition of the population in the United States, putting as larder
proportion of the population in the working ages and a smaller
proportion of the population in the dependent age groups.

Moreover, a slowdown in the rate of population , growth is as-
sumed to have an impact on female labor force participation rates.
As married women haVe fewer young dependents to care for
female labor force participation rates are assumed to increase...

These two features togethera larger fraction pf the population
in the working ages coupled with a rise in feinale labor force
participation rateshave the effect of creating a larger fraction of
the total population in the labor force and concomitantly, a smaller
fraction of the population in the dependent ages or out of the labor
force.

Arithmetic alone tells us that these changes imply an increase in
capita income. Some economists feel that with this slowdown in
rate of population growth, the amount of capital per worker is,

also going to rise, which would further contribute to a rise in per
capita income.

The other type of theoretical approach to the problem yields
somewhat different answers, and this is largely on the basis of
reasoning from long-run growth models. Frequently the focus in
these models is only on growth in income itself, with a failure to
take into account the corresponding changes in population size.
Nevertheless, some of the models that do look specifically at per
capita income suggest that in the long run the rate of growth in
per capita income must inevitably equal the rate of growth in
technical progress.

It is sometimes further assumed that the 'rate of growth in
technical progress is going to be slower in a more slowly growing
population. The argument is that you have an essentially older
labor force which, because of a slower rate of entry into the labor
force, is likely to be less innovative and less prone to come up with
new technological improvements.

This type of theoretical reasoning would tend to suggest perhaps
that a slower rate of 'population growth might in the, long run
imply a somewhat slower groWth in per capita income. So, we have
conflicting answers.if we approach this problem from a theoretical
point of view.

.There have also been a number of empirical studies, and in these
cases there is generally more unanimity of opinion about the
impact of a slower rate of population growth on future levels of per
capita income. There are two studies in particular that are rele-
vant and both of them follow along the lines of the dependency
burden masoning which I mentioned earlier. First, I want to recall
a studyighat was prepared as part of the U.S. Commission on
Population .Growth and the American Future in 1972. Two alterna-
tive projections of the U.S. population were followed, one corre-
sponding'sponding to a three-child-per-family average and the other to a two-
child-per-family average.

It was shown that the slower rate of population growth would
result in a higher level of per capita income over time, although I
must admit that the changesthe differences in per capita income
that followed a difference of a full child per familywere not in
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fact that large. Between 1968 and the year 2000, in the More
rapidly growing population, per capita income was expected to
grew at an -average annual rate of 2:6 percent, whereas the more
slowly growing 'population it would grow at an average annual rate
of 2.9,percent. Thus, there was not a very large difference. If you
make comparisons between the two series, in the year 2000, for
example, and these numbers are measured in constant 1958 dol-
lars, the more slowly growing population was expected to have a
per capita income of only 11.7 percent higher.

These kinds of differences in per capita income have also bOn
shown by Ronald Ridker, an economist at Resources for the Future.

No matter which of these two approaches we takea theoretieal
approach to the problem or an empirical apprdachthere are a
number of unresolved issues that still require additional investiga-,
lion. _ _

I should also point out,as is probably quite evident, that focusing
on per capita income as an indicator of overall economic well-being
has obvious difficulties. It is a convenient summary measure. for
the average level of well-being of American citizens, but it ignores
a number of issues that are probably also of concern to the Corn-
mittee.

It:ignores, for example; the question of the income distribution of
the population. .?oes not really tell us much rbout how income is
distributed arotald that average, and it also .ignore g a number :of
considerations that follow along with the demographic composition
of the population. It generally ignores our questions of age composi-
tion, average household size; and the attendant economies of scale.
These demographic considerations generally would have the effect
of narrowing even more the differences in per capita income be-
tween a population growing at a higher rate versupone_growing at
a slower rate.

Let me turn now to some of the policy implications that I see
following out of demographic trends in the United States. Let me
say first that it was the conclusion in 1972 of the U.S. Commission
on Population Growth .and the American Future_ that "We have
looked for and have not found any convincing economic argument
for continued population growth." rn my opinion this conclusion is
still valid in light of the 6 years of research that has taken place
since 1972.

I think a number of specific policy implications flow from these
demographic trends. One I think, relates to the continuing trade
deficit in the United States. One of the things that I have already
mentioned is that different rates of population growth have a
relatively small effect on per capita income in the United States.
However, the total size of GNP is much more sensitive to rates of
population growth, because it is tied more closely to: the size of the
population. Let me just indicate some figures on this particular
topic, again, according to some projections that were prepared by
Ronald Ridker. He used 1975 as the base'year -and then projected
the size of GNP to the year 2000 and, then to the year 2025, on the
basis of two alternative population projectionsone corresponding
to an average number of children per family of 2,5 and one corre-
sponding to an liverage number of children per family of 1.8.



He found that by the year 2000 significant differences in GNP
had not'yet emerged. The more rapidly growing population had a
total GNP by the year 2000 that was only 4.4 percent higher than
that of the more slowly growing population. However, beyond that
point substantial ;differences in GNP did start to emerge. By the
year 2025, the more rapidly growing population had a GNP 28
percent greater, and of course, these differences are going to be
magnified the farther into th2 future they go.

The importance of toese GNP projections is that the demand for
some items is related more to total GNP than it is to per capita
income. I am thinking in particular about the demand for energy
in the `United States. The U.S. Department of Energy has recently
estimated that energy consumption rises 3 percent for every 4
percent increase in GNP. Thus, other things the same, according to
the projections that Ronald Ridker has prepared, the U.S. energy
demand would be approximately 20 percent greater in the year
2025,with the population projections corresponding to 2.5 children
per family than if the population grew at the lower rate.

One of the implications that see from this is that a slower
growing population could ease the pressure on the trade deficit,
particularly on oil imports into the United States and have benefi-
cial effects on the depreciating value of the dollar.

A second area refers to the social security system. This has
already received much attention, and I want to just mention it
briefly. This probl6m may have been created in large part by
demographic changes, but I would like to e1nphasize that I,do not
think that we should necessarily seek a demographic solution to
the problem. In particular, I do not believe we should attempt to
stimuate the birth rate in order to correct the age composition of
the population and thus ease the financing problems with the
social security system..

On another issueand I am a littler bit less certain of my statis-
tics here--4 see another possible implication of population changes
in the ,United States for the Humphrey-Hawkins bill.. Please cor-
rect me if my memory is faulty, but my recollection is that one of
the targeted objectives of the Humphrey-Hawkins bill is a reduc-
tion in the unemployment rate to 4 percent by 1983.

An economist at the University of Pennsylvania, Michael
Wachter, has calculated that the rate of unemployment that will
not accelerate inflation has been on the rise recently. In particular,
it has risen from approximately 4 percent in 1957 to q current level
of about 5.5 percent..This is the rate of unemployment that will not
contribute to accelerating inflation in the United States. His pro-
j6ctions show that the rate will only decline to about 4.5 percent by
the period 1985 to 1987. So if the targeted objectives of the Hum-

.
phrey-Hawkins bill are actually met, what that possibly implies is
excessive inflationary pressure on the United States, because you
are attempting to get below what is otherwise the level of unem-
ployment that will not accelerate inflation.,

Finally, let me conclude with one other area of policy implica-'
tions that we have not focused on This concerns the whole area of
continuing educationthe area of life-long learning_ It has been
speculated that an older labor force, which necessarily follows from
a slowdown in the rate of population growth, would be geographi-
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catty and occupationally less mobile. Therefore, there may be a
need to focus greater emphasis on continuing education to create
the kinds of occupzitional flexibility in the labor force that might
otherwise be created by large numbers of new entrants into the
labor force.

Of course, this kind of employment training has already been
provided for in some respects, but I see an 'interest on the part of
many colleges and universities in the United States to focus re-
newed attention on this older age group. Possibly, colleges and
universities will 'need help in designing the proper curriculum to
'meet the changing needs of the marketplace.

Thank you, Mr. Stockman.
Mr, STOCKMAN. Well, thank you. I want to thank the entire

panel for your very fine statements and to apologize to the first
three members for my absence while you made your presentations.
I have a group of about 80 businessmen from my district here
today who-are very concerned about the growth rate, the high
growth rate of the population of Federal bureaucrats so I had to
meet with them, but I have had a chance to look at your state-
ments. Jim, do you have any questions?

QUES'FIONS AND REMARKS

Mr. ScuiEuEa. I too want to thank the panel very much for your
stimulating testimonies. As yOU all know, the purpose of this hear-

zing is to help us pinpoint both _for the executive branch and for the
Congress how our government can effectively anticipate and re-
spond to population change.

I think we would all agree that our experience in responding to
demographic changes has been poor. An example is the Govern-
ment's failure to plan within the educational system for the baby
boom and subsequent bust. Today, there are schools that have been
built in the last few years which are half empty due to popdlation_

shifts. Other schools have become more densely populated and are
operating far beyond planned capacity.

I would like to ask this question of the panel. Can any of you
suggest ways in which our Government should prepare for perfect-
ly evident population changes and the consequences that they will
predictably brine How do we systematically factor population
change into a long-range plan for all Government facilities and
services?

Dr. MoRK1SoN: We should recognize that the question you pose
has two distinct facets. One is technical, can we get better informa-
tion; the other is political, how can we build public recognition of
these coMplex long-range problems and of the need for Federal
action.

With regird to the technical facet, there has been a commend-
able increase-in the output of information by the Census Bureau in
recent years_ It is the kind of information that I can apply to these
problems of long-range adaptation to demographic change. There is
always room for improvement, but I can't really complain about a-
deficit of good information.

Where I do see room for improvement is in the procedures
whereby public perception of these problems is enhanced. Social
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security is an excellent illustration of how an unfavorable demo-
graphic context exacerbated other more immediate nondemogra-

, phic probleMs, but failed to be recognized in those terms so that
long-term solutions were not devised.

In short, I see the institutional problems here as being dominant.
Mr..STocKmAN. Thanleyou, Dr Glick.
Dr. GLICK. Mention was made a while ago about school buildings

that are now empty. This situation leads into one of the thoughts
that I had mentioned in my longer statement, namely, that it

-would seem quite logical to use some of the empty school buildings
plus some of the people who haVe been trained to teach athool, but
can't find jobs, to care for the children of women who want to
work. These women could make a contribution toward the payment
for such day care in proportion to their ability to pay. Doing so
would help make positive use out of some white elephants that
these empty school buildings have become.

Another consideration is that we are a pluralistic society, and we
have many different family forms. I believe that legislation should
acknowledge this fact and give persons in thb several marriage
arrangements as nearly equal treatment as is possible. Finally,
something should be done to modify the welfare laws to get the
husband back into the home if that is where he prefers to be It
should no longer be financially beneficial for him to stay away
from thehorne.

Mr. BAftAariA. Mr. Scheuer, my reaction to the question is that I
look back on the time that I spent in the Census Bureauand I
think Dr. Morrison correctly identifies the bureau as a fairly re-
sponsive Government agencyI can't really recall ever being asked
the questions that this committee is asking to0y.

Most of the times when we came to the Congress it was always
in response to "why do you ask the questions that you ask and why-
do you bother my constituents?" I think that the tone you have set
for this series of hearings is really an excellent one because, as Dr.
Morrison has pointed out there is considerable information availa-
ble. However, there exists no mechanism, to my knowledge, that
brings the equally important area of developing policy analysis
together with the agencies that gather information. Additionally,
there is no policy oriented mechanism available to help establish
priorities relative to the collection of informationparticularly
with a forward look.

I 'wotild also identify that in addition to the initiative of this
committee, there is other good news. The President has seen fit, in
his reorganization project, to address the issue of the reorganiza-
tion of the Federal statistical system. I think he has wisely chosen
not to take apart something that has demonstrated its capabilities
in the past, but to deal with the issue of developing mechanisms
that allow a better interface between those who have to establish
policy Lind those who will be providing the data and the informa-
tion upon which that policy will be determined.

In answering your question of what can be done, I think hearings
like the ones that you are having are an excellent start. But
continue your action by bringing together those people that come
to you with ideas relative to new policy and by insuring that they
are corning to you on the basis of reliable information. It is impor-
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tant that here are mechanisms established to allow the statistical
agencies to be better prepared .to deal with these forthcoming
issues.

Mr. SCHEUER. Yes, reliable information is needed for our own
policy and program design respoasibility and for-our own oversight
responsibility. We don't have the information that we need to do
our job. Of'course, we don't think the administration does either,
and a perfect example of that is in the area of,illegal immigration.

The administration has sent a bill to'Congresi; and it seems to be
perfectly apparent that they don't have the basic'factUal data that
they need to create an intelligent bill on illegal immigration. They
can't know what the consequences would be of legitimatizing many
millions of illegal immigrants in this country. If they do, they
certainly know something that we don't know We don't begin to
have knowledge of the various kinds of impacts illegal immigation
has on our society and on our various government programs at the
Federal, State, and local levels. We don't know how many illegal
immigrants are here. As you know, the estimates vary from 2
millidn to 12

We don't know the impact they have on social and Government
services. There are those who say, they make very little claim on
Government services because of their status of illegality. They
work-like the devil taking jobs that most Americans don't want to
take; they help keep going businesses that rely on low paid and
rather poorly treated labor; they give the consumers a break be-
cause products can be priced more cheaply than they would be if
the workers were paid decently and given decent working condi-
tions,

There are others who say no that is not true. Illegal immigrants
do take jobs that Americans would like; they do make significant
demands on public services. This group would support the city-of
Los Angeles in its suit against the Immigration and Naturalization_
Service for $50 million El year for costs incurred by the city to
provide health services for illegal immigrants.

How can we make policy on this subject? How can the adminis-
tration in all honesty send down a legislative program? The admin-
istration's bill divides immigrants into separate groups, those who
have been here less than 1 year, another for 1 to -7 years, and
another for over 7 years. But everyone knows that within 24 hours
or so after an immigrant arrives here illegally, for $100, or $200, or
$250 he can get a set of documents -a birth certificate, school
records, employment records, and rent receiptsthat go back to
when the memory of man runneth not and that he can in effect
prove.that his ancestors came over on the Mayflower.

So, the basic divisions in the administration bill of the various
categories are totally ephemeral, as far as we can figure out. We
wonder how the executive branch can approach the question intel-
ligently and professionally with so little data.

Maybe you could tell us how we can produce a data base that
will quantify the problem in terms of numbers and impact on
society.

Dr. ESPENSHADE. Let me speak to the question more generally. I
understand the immediate concerns

;78-811 0 - 78 - .
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Mr. SCIIELJElt. I hope that some of you will give us some specifics
because we really need them. We need help in designing programs
that will give us a rational data base. We would like a formula that
will pull together the enormous talents of the Bureau of the
Census, INS, HEW, the Department of Labor, and the AID pro-
gram in the State Departmentall of whom formulate or use some
kind of demographic data on the subjects we have been discussing.
I hope that all of you will respond if you have any specific thaughtS
or now Congress caniameliorate this problem.

Dr. ,ESPENSHADE. Let me answer that question specifically but
somewhat indirectly, it I can I agree with you that it is a shame

.'that we focused here on a specific problem for which even aca-
&ink: types don't seem to have any answers.

I think it is a greater shame that there are many kinds of
questions that policymakers haVe to deal with that academicians
do have somewhat greater information about and that information
is not utilized either,

Mr. SCHEUER. You are absolutely right.
Dr. ESPi:NSHADE. To -speak specifically to your question, Mr.

Scheuer, one of the things that I am encouraged aboutand this is
at the State level, but there may be implications for the Federal
levelis that some States have set up State population commis-
sibns, These vary in their composition, their makeup_ , and so forth,

\ but the general purpose as I understand it is to bring together
groups of people in that Statesome from the university comrnuni-

, ty, some from the .legislative community, some from the business
'community. Hawaii is one State in particular. It has been talked
about in California; it has been talked about some in Wisconsin.
The general purpose of these commissions is to-serve as an adviso-..
ry`, committee to policymakers, to ,advise on how demographic
changes are affecting what kinds of legislation that may be neces
sarY\ and, conversely, how legislation perhaps affects demographic
changes in the State.

Mr.Sci-iEuErt. Excuse me. This is the first I have heard of that I
think it would be extremely helpful to the committee if you submit,
some time in the next week or two some information on which
Statesihave done this and what those population commissions are
doing.

Dr. EspErisaADE. I will try to put that information together.
ScaEuER. We will hold the record open, let's say for 2 weeks,

for you to get this information in If you need a little more time I
am sure we can arrange it.

[See responses to additional questions.]
Dr.y.E.sPENstiADE. By implication, I was suggesting that that

might be a prototype that could be modified and made adaptable to
the Federal level.

Mr. SefrEuv,vi. I take it these commissions are under the execu-
tive branches in these States, not in the legislative bodies.

Dr. ESPENSHADE. You are questioning me on speCifics that I don't
have, but they are advisory committees that have members from

-the academic community and possibly_ , from the business communi-
ty, plus certain legislative input. It is an attempt to draw on the
data base, that we already have to make positive input into policy-
making.
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This auswer doesn't speak perhaps to the illegal immigration
problem, but I think it might be one type of possible solution to
making better use of the information we already have available.

Mr. BARABBA. Mr. Scheuer, I would add a specific State to that
comment. I think Minnesota actually has a position called the
State deMographer, and a person is appointed to': that position
within the executive branch in this case. I think the State of
California has.within its health area a very distinguished demogra-
pher,Avho provides current information to both the executive and-
the legislative branches.

In fact, the Census Bureau has a Federal-State cooperative agree-
ment in which all States participate in determining the current
population estimates of the State. It is a joint effort in which the
Bureau not only shares information with the individual States, but
develops a training program for those individuals and sponsors
seminars to assist people in developing better 'methods. .

To the question about what else we can doone of the great
frustrations I had when I was in_Government was that'it was
always difficult to try to communicate with the Congress in a
setting such as the one we are in today. It doesn't really lend itself
to a working relationship between the development of policy and
the knowledge that you have about the'area in which the Congress
is about to deal.,The examples of a statistical or a policy develop-
ment agency and the Congress getting together and really working
it out in heavy staff sessions Arere an exception to the rule.

In fact, I used to dread opening up the paper and finding that
another Piece of legislation cwas passed `that had within it a set of
directions to the Director of the Census Bureau saying that you
will collect on such and such a date this kind of information
knowing full well that you have neither the ability nor the re-
sources to go out and do that job. What was frustrating was that
all of these requests for new information were normally associated,_
with important issues, and the agency wanted to be responsive, but
could not because there was not sufficient planning and prepara-
tion.

My recommendation would be to find different mechanisms for
cooperation than what we-have been using. As important as con-
gressional hearings are to identify issues, I don't think they solve
problems in the sense you are talking about.

Mr, STOCKMAN. Would' anyone else like to comment on Mr.
Scheuer's question?

Dr. MORRiSON, Let me offer a specific suggestion for your consid-
eration. The Annual Manpower Report of the President provides a
practical model of what may be needed here. That report distills
the basic information on labor force characteristics and trends,
highlights structural problems and their implications, and reviews
Federal programs addressing those problems.

The Census Bureau issues an annual population profile which
has some of these 'elements. The profile may be a good model to
build- on because it contains the core of what is needed and could
be elaborated on Considerably if there were congressional interest
in that direction.

Certainly, a lot more factual information could be inserted, and
more interpretation relative to policy concerns could be added.
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Stich interpretation might be separated from the Census Bureau
staff,. which is oriented toward reporting the facts, and assigned to
some other group that could ,review alternative courses of action
and focus on defining what the problerns really are.

'Mr. SCHEIJEtt.' That is a very interesting suggestion. Are you
suggesting then that the Congress or that this committee or -once
ether committee of Congress should put out an annual population
report indicating changes in our pb ulation and implications for r
various government programs, or tha this should be done in more
elaborate form by the Bureau of the ensus? _- .,

Dr. Witticisms'. I would recommend the latter. Perhaps the Con-
gressional Budget Office would be more appropriate. But the point
here is that we need-14n activity of this type that would move the
annual population, profile in the direction of the Manpower Report
of the President. .

Mr. STOCKMAN- Would this be'desirable to do On an annual basis
though? It seentsto me that I look at all these demographic projec-
tions. In short periods of time you get very little change even if
you have a/major demographic variable change. You have so much
inertia in the population as a whole in terms of its size that over
time the effects become cumulative, so if you get a variable change,
say fertility rate, 20 years out it doesn't make much difference, but
50 years out it makes 100 million difference in the population.-
Wouldn't it be more desirable to have a 5-year 'kind of forecast
rather than every year It would get rather redundant, I would
think. Not that much happens in 1 year on population.

Dr.- GLICK. One of my duties is to coordinate the preparation of
the annual population profile that the Census Bureau issues, and I
will be glad to send you a copy of our current report' It regularly
compares data for the current year and for an earlier year such as
1970. Its purpose is simply to bring 4:tpi to date facts that are needed
to show the demographic highlightt14 the recent past. It does not
attempt` to get into policy issues, but is 'meant to be an instrument
that can be used by people who do develop the policies.

Mr. BAKARBA. Mr. Stockman, I could add to the comments that
Dr, Morrison made. I think it was in 1976, as part of the Bicenten-

' nial activities, that the total Federal statistical system got together
and produced a publication called STATUS which-stood for Statis-
tics United States. It was an attempt to take a look at the total
domestic picture of the United States, but ,realizing that different
individuals had different ways of looking at information. It took
highlights from the 4etailed reports which all statistical agencies
were publishing and presented them in a graphic forrn. All the
reactions to the publication that _I can recall were really quite
positive in the sense that it met-_a broader interest group who could
-then get a sense of what was going on in our society. In fact,. this
became a monthly publication for a period of time and there was
sufficient information being published about the country that we
were able to produce a monthly Chart book of what was going on in
the United States.

Unfortunately, Congress saw fit to cut that item from the Census
Bureau's budget when they came forward with it for continuation.
Examples of that publication still exist. From all the reaction I
received at the Bureau, even from my colleagues in the private
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those evaluations would probably be in the Bureau's files.

Dr. MoRalsoN. Let me be precise on my recommendation. It is.
that you look at the manpower report of the President as a model
of what the annual population profile might become. That means
not simply reporting but also interpreting and relating the data to
issues of contemporary concern. It is this interpretation that needs
to be done annually.

Mr. SCHEUER, What do you think the most appropriate interval
would be assuming that we recommend some kind of,an enlarged
report?

.Dr. MORRISON.1 would say biennially at the most.
. SCHEUER. Every 2 years would be reasonable taking into

account the objections that Mr. Stockman raised about doing it
every year.

Dr. MORRISON. Well the projections may remain the same, but
the interpretation of the issues, of course, changes continually.

Mr. SCHEUER. You think a 2-year period would be optimal.
Dr. MORRISON. At the most-2 years or more often.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr STOCKMAN. I have one question I would life to direct to the

entire panel. We have been commended for asking some new ques-
tions and looking more at length into the future than congressional
committees normally do, but the longer I listen to this debate the-
more I am inclined to take a skeptical poSture. Can we predict
major demographic variables with sufficient precision to be a base
for policy decisions?

This morning the Census Bureau witnesses testified that in the
aggregate there can be major changes in the population within the
next 50 years. That has some kind of policy implication, but I am
not sure what kind, since there aren't very many specific policies
that we act on,from week to week, or month to month, from one
committee to another that relate to the population as a *hole.

But, we do have policy domain such as retirement policy and
how to finance social security, health costs and how to finance
these for an aging population.-As I started to look at some of these
specific policy areas where we would hope that better demogra-
phics could aid in formulating more appropriate policies, I wonder
whether we have the basis for making projections that would be
accurate enough or reliable enough to actually do that

For instance, we know that the retirement population is growing'
in absolute size. Dr. Morrison, I have heard some of your presenta-
tion on that in the past, but the relevant variable in terms of the
financing question is the relationship between the size of the work-
ing population and the size of the retired population. The denomi-
nator will be determined in a large part by future fertility rates.

None of the witnesses this morning would venture any guess as
to whether the fertility rate was going to be 1.5 or 3.0. The uncer-
tainty of this complicates figuring out how to finance social securi-
ty within the next 40 years. We are attempting to make a decision
on that within the next year. I don't know how we could get any
demographics at the moment that would particularly aid in solving
that problem if we are as uncertain about it as we are about the
fertility rate which would be an impel-tent component.
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Another factor contributing to the problem of making piedictions
is female labor force participation. That has had large impa ts in
the last 4 or 5 years on employment policy and fiscal policy, but
could anybody have predicted_that in 1960 or 1958 or 1965 when it
began to gather momentum?

Another one is the baby boom and the subsequent baby bust and
the fact that we ended up with a lot of empty schools. Could
anybody have predicted that in time to make any difference on the
building programs and so forth?

In other words, when you had that baby boom from U147 to 1964,
it filled up the excess capacity of the schools, but the children
continued to move through second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, sev-
enth, and eighth grades and even though the fertility rate may
have been declining, there might have been justification for con-
tinuing to build because of the increase in the class size that would
be faced in the next 4 or 5 years.

Well I guess the point is here that I am being a little bit of the
devil's advocate. Do you really think that we can make forecasts
over a significant period of time with sufficient precision given the
uncertainty that there seems to be about so many of the basic
variableg, like- fertility or even life expectancy.

In the last 20 years life expectancy has increased from 68 to 73
years, but even more importantly we know that the population
aged 75 and above has increased enormously. That has a great
impact on our ability to finance medical care. The increase has
probably happened due to rapid strides in medical technology.
None of us have a crystal ball as to what the future of high
medical technology may hold in terms of its impact on life expec-
tancy and the size of the very aged population.

So let's'get back to the basics. HoW much confidence do you have
that we can make forecasts that would be reliable enough to affect
some of these longer term policy decisions, Dr. Morrison?

Dr. Motuusonr. Let me make what is perhaps the most conserva-
tive statement warranted by present knowledge. Their record of
-previous forecasts gives demographers no sound basis for arguing
that we have any accurate way to foretell the future course of
fertility. We have been seriously in error more often than we have
been on target. The stubbornly- uncertain future resists precise
predictions, but we cannot avoid it:

The projections we use have another purpose, hqwever, which is
to illuminate contingencies. Here, demographers can provide a
technical basis for appraising alternative possibilities regarding the
future. We can bring informed judgment to bear on the inherent
uncertainties here.

Certain facets of population change, of course, are highly- -edict-
able because they are built into the population's age structure: The
number of people of a particular age, for example, is very predict-
able once these people are born.

Fundamental uncertainties will persist, though, and it is not
obvious to me that these uncertainties could be reduced in propor-
tion to the research dollars expended. The judgment that is exer-
cised here matters more As with many questions about the future,
policyrnakers need to -perceive the future as a range of possibilities
rather than a certain course that will inevitably be followed. You

9
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have to be prepared for the likelihood that this demographic con-
text will change in unforeseen ways, and you have to he able to
deal with it and to adapt to it. 1

Mr. BARABHA. Mr. Stockman, I don't think we could ask the
Congress to be any more proficient at projections than our large
major corporations. In my own context, we try to predict what, the
future holds for our corveration, and we realize that there are
some assumptions we make of which are not certain.

We conduct a sensitivity analysis which, in essence, is what the
Census Bureau provided you this morning to tell you -the range
around the assumptions. Another activity that we try to do is to
find indicators that can tell us which Way the data assumptions are
likely to move.

I think in the economic area we have done a pretty good job of
allocating our statistical \resources to determine which of those
indicators are leading india tors and which are lagging.

In the demographic are. we really have never 'paid a lot of
attention to that becaue it as always a relatively straight line of
projection _of growth, and it asn't until recently when the compo-
sitions started to change, that 'we started to look for these so-called
leading indicators.

My favorite leading indicator these days is what women 18 to 24
are planning to do with their lives, because if we could ever under-
stand that and measure it then we would have a pretty good idea
of what the fertility rate is going to be.

Now, the Census Bureau has spent some time and effort in
trying to measure the attitude of young women and -What they
expect to do. Now, this is where \we run into the conflict between
the need to understand and the right to privacy.

I recall several times appearing before a congressional committee
and really being berated because we were interfering with the
privacy of their constituency by asking them these "embarrassing"
questions. It was frustrating because we knew we were asking the
right questionsthe important questions but on the other hand
they were sensitive, to the Government asking "private" questions.
We find in our society that people do not want to have Government
asking personal questions.

I think this is an issue that Congress has to understand and
assume a leadership role in identifying the importance of this
question to their constituents as well.

Mr. SCHEUER. Will the witness yield for a question? Are you
saying that people are sensitive to answering questions posed by a
"Government" person?

Mr. BARABBA. I would not limit it to Government in this case
because we do have considerable amount of research as a private
company and run into similar kinds of things,

Mr. SCHEUER. I haven't heard people objecting to being asked a
question by a Gallup poll interrogator or any of the other interro-
gatorsRoper and so forth. Would it be wise for the Census
Bureau to contract a private polling firm to get answers to these
sensitive questions which people apparently find "unpleasant and
offensive when they are asked by a Government employee?

Mr. BARABBA. Two thingsyou never hear about the Gallup or
the Roper concerns because they don't explain the amount of non.-
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response in their questions to the extent that the U.S. Census
Bureau does. The Census Bureau is one of the few agencies I have
ever known that not only is willing to admit that it makes an
error, but it extensively documents the extent to which it does:

The response rate in many of these private or commercial polls
that you spoke about would not be tolerated by the. Congress. You
would not accept it as reliable infortnation. The item response
error is even greater, in many instances, than the total response
error.

So, I don't think it is correct to say that the American people are
willing to respond to a private agency any more so than they would
respond to a Government agency. I would point out that the
Census Bureau in conjuction with the National Science Foundation
developed a study to address this whole issue of whether a private /
organization can collect some kinds of information better than a
Government organization. In fact both agencies entered into a
contract with the University of Michigan Survey Research Center
to do an operational test.

The other aspect is that the Government has gone from time to
time to private organizations to collect some of this sensitive infor-
mation. I believe it Was the National Opinion Research Center at
the University of Chicago which collected some of the initial, infor-
mation on fertility questions for the National Center for Health
Statistics.

So the procedUre to do, that is in place. The effectiveness of
response rates-,-and I haven't seen the results of any of the latest
studiestends to be that the Census Bureau gets a much higher .

response rate on some of these very important questions.
Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Zitter, would you have anything to contribute _

about this subject?
Mr. ZITTER. I don't have too much-to add to what Mr. Barabba

just told you but generally all the evidence points to the fact that
the Census Bureau obtains much higher response rates than pri-
vate industry does; but again, there are some kinds of questions
that we have not felt comfortable asking and have deferred in
those cases to private industry_ . I think what you referred to is the
National Center for Health Statistics detailed survey on family
planning.

The survey had some questions on family planning and birth
contro: practices. We were asked to do the survey at,the Census
Bureau, and our decision at that time was to decline because of the
nature of the questions; therefore, it was contracted to private
industry. _

Mr. SCHEUER. Welt; do you think that it is.an--acceptable alterna-
tive to make contractual arranyments-Vvith a commercial firm or
even with a university"?'

Mr. ZITTER. In many areas, private industry conducts studies for
the Government and does a very good job of it I think it depends
upon the particular survey and the sample involved.

One the advantages at the Census Bureau is thatwe maintain
a very large national sample and for a private' organization to try
to duplicate that type of sample would be very expensive. I think
the required size of the survey is one of the determining factors
here as to whether private industry can do the job.



Again, the Bureau is not= opposed to turning things over to pH-
vote industry as appropriate.

Dr. GLICK. The Bureau of the Census has expanded its questions
in such areas as asking women how many children they have had
and how many they expect to have We asked those questions only
of married women until recently; now we ask unmarried women
also Everybody knows that manynow 15 percentof children
are born out of wedlock, so it is not all that unusual for us to ask
all women how many children they have and how many children
they expect to have.

We often adopt new procedures after we assemble advisory
groups to check on our plans. For example, when we make prof_ ec,
lions or introduce new survey questions, we try to assemble the
best experts in the field and ask their views before we ask the
questions or make the projections.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I am intrigued by the suggestion that was just
made. Would it be feasible for you to develop a set of leading
indicators that might forecast what is going to happen with the
fertility rate?

It seems to me the fertility rate is a very large variable-in this
whole demographic forecasting business, and until we can get a
better handle on that, I don't know how much value demographic
forecasting is going to have for some of these specific policy do-
mains I was talking about.

I asked a number of the witnesses earlier whether they could
assign probability factors to the three Census Bureau projections
and of course, given the nature of their agency, they would be I
guess, somewhat sensitive about doing that But if we had a set of
indicators based on surveys of attitudes and expectations of life
plans and so forth of relevant demographic groups, could that help
us to get a better handle on this fertility variable and thereby give
us the ability to make at least some palpability analyses 'of which
path we ought to assume is the most likely? If we don't do that, I
am stuck with three different Census Bureau projections on the
size of the labor force during the next 40 years that don't help me
M deciding how much the real benefit level ought to -increase in
social security.

Mr. BARABBA. Mr. Stockman, if you would tolerate the same
levet of inaccuracy in a leading indicator of demography as many
of the policymakers have in economics, I think that something
could be done.

[Laughter.]
Dr. GLICK. I have been with the Census Bureau since 1939, longer

than almost anybody else. During that time business research
experts have spoken to me about our projections. If we apologize
for the projection's limitations they may Say, "Look, they are the
nearest thing to hard fact that we have tordeal,with. We have to
make all kinds of assumptions about Oilier softer variables than
the population.'

Not that population projections are perfect, but they rank pretty
well compared with some other variables that have to be taken
into account in business and government planning.

Mr. BARABBA. I made too flippant of an answer to your question,
Mr. Stockman, but in essence, this is one of the major problems
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that the Census Bureau has encountered in trying to be "respon -
sive" and "responsible" at the same-time. The Bureau is concerned
about expressing anc.opinion about something because it has been
too rigorous in its approach to come out with a reliable set of
numbers that when it starts expressing opinions, as distinguished
from numbers, all of a sudden those opinions could then be accept-
ed as realistic. That doesn't preclude it from starting to address
some of these other issues because many of the leading indicators
that you see in an economic area are, by the way_ , also generated
by the Census Bureau.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes; the Census Bureau may not be the agency
to do it, and I think your analogy with the leading indicator is
correct. I believe the leading indicators have Predicted seven of the
last four recessions so that with that kind of accuracy level I can
see why the Census Bureau has confidence problems.

[Laughter.]
Mr. STOCKMAN. I don't think we would necessarily want to get

the Census Bureau in policy or in forecasting and probability as-
signment. But we could develop a more detailed, more reliable
information _base that independent demographers could then use to
shed some light on that key fertility question. If we don't, we will
not get very much beyond where we-are today.

Dr. MORRISON. Let me be clear as to the nature of the uncertain-
ty here, and I am not trying to play a semantic trick. If you ask
meor indeed any of the gentlemen at the table hereto tell you
which of those three census projections is the likeliest to be real-
ized in the future,,I think each of us is prepared to give our own
considered opinion; based on the existing data to which we all have
access.

My choice would;' be the middle projection, or slightly below it
That is my anSwertoday.-What I cannot predict, however, is what
my answer would be next yeal., based on the new information, that
may become available.

Mr. BARABBA. I would also point out that the Bureau used to-
pu blish five series as I recall.

'Mr.ZIT
TER. Four.

'Mr. BARABBA- Four?
Mr. Zr[ ER. We usually prepaTe an evenrjumber of series.
Mr. BARABBA. Then we thought that four series gave too much of

alternative range, and we limited it to the three series where
y u are faced. with two extremes and the middle projection.

Mr. STOCKMAN. So there has been a narrowing which is an
plicit forecast.
Mr. BARABBA. Not necessarily. You do not have to go with any of

the three. You can actually take something around the middle or
toward the bottom or toward the top. The software that is designed
to develop the three series can be designed to develop a fourth or a
fifth and without too much difficulty.

Mr. &r TER. It scenias, Perhaps, the panel or the committee isn't
aware that the projections are based on a series of questions that
we ask women about how many babies they expect to have in the
future, and what they expect the makeup of their family to be
These are the leading indicators, at least in theory.
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The problem is that within 5 years, more than ihalf the babies
born within 21/2 years are from women who are young. They
were teenagers or perhaps only 10 or 11 years old hen the survey
MEW taken. So having these birth expectation surveys doesn't really
help to understand what these children will do when they reach
maturity. But, in a sense, we do have the leadii g indicators_ to
which you refer.

Dr. ESPENSHADE. Might I just add one or two other thoughts on
the matter? This is an intriguing idea, one which I think on the
surface is quite appealing, and the analogy to the economic indica-
tors is of course, what suggests its appeal.

In the case of the economic indicators, it seems to me that what
we are ;trying to forecast is short-run economic activity. The kinds
of questions that you are raising here concerning which of these
-Three alternative fertility patterns is likely to materialize require
that we forecast long-run demographic activity..That is something /
which I am not sure we can really do.

I've given some thought before to this quySition of demographic
indicators, and one of my own favorites is tan index of consumer
optimism or pessimism, with regard to whether people are plan-
ning to purchase automobiles in the next year or not This tends to
correlate to some extent with whether co`uples would have a child
next year or not.

The question of whether people will have a child next year or not
relates more to short-run demographic activity. It relates to the
timing of fertility behavior, but the question that you are raising is
a much longer run question which relates to the total number of
children. I think it is important to make this distinction between
the short-run versus the long-run demographic activity.

We may have some success in anticipating the shorter run
changes in demographic activity that relate to the decision of
whether to have a child this year or not, but these longer run
demographic problems that all of us are concerned about seem to
be much more intractable to study.

Dr. MORRISON. One further point you should understand about
this, of course, is that these national statistics are only abstractions
combining the experience of many individual places. In Buffalo, the

pulation is declining; in AlbeqUerque, it is growing very rap;41y.
These local manifestations are what really matters. What happaiis
on a national scale is only of long range significance, and then
probably just because of the effect it - has on the national age
structure rather than on whether there will be 240, 260, or 280
million people by the year 2000 or some other year.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes, but, it would affect certain national policies
and programs as well as questions pertaining to provision of bene-
fits which is a nationalized function.

Dr. MORRISON. True, that is one area where it would have a cle, r
effect, but many other concerns are only tangentially related to
these national figures. It is at the local level where these changes
are most palpable and where the most immediate political reper-
cussions are felt.

Dr. ESPENSHADE. I think I would have to disagree with that a
little bit. To some extent it reflects the fact that Dr. Morrison and I
have been interested in different kinds of things, but I don't think
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one should discount the national implications of these population
trends:

The age composition as was suggested is certainly important. But
I think the overall size of the, population as it relates to the size of
GNP is important, too, because the size of our economy has a lot to
do with the amount that we import from other countries.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I was going to raise that point. Here is another
problem I see. We have to be able to isolate the effect of purely

' demographic variables from the effects of other variables.
I would disagree very strongly with the statement you made

earlier that if we have a lower population growth rate, we'll have a
lower aggregate GNP and therefore our .imports will be lower.
Forty years from now relative prices will carry the greatest impact
on the volume of imports, For example, the relative price of energy
is going to be far more important over time It will outweight or
overwhelm demographic variables entirely in terms of the amount
of energy consumption that takes place, the sources of it and the
import impact.

Dr. ESPENSHADE. I would agree with that In fact, I had it in my
notes but forgot to mention that the size of the per capita income
in the future is likely to be much more influenced by nondemogra-
pbk factors than by the shape of the age distribution. How much
productivity grows over the next 25 to 50 years, for example, is
going to have much more impact on the size of per capita income
so I don't mean to suggest that demographic factors are over-
whelming in any of these issues.

Mr. SCHEUER. Dr. Glick, according to your testimony, marriage
rates are down, divorce rates are up, separations are up, and more
young people are living together without' benefits of matrimony.
What effect on fertility rates and other factors, will these phenom-
ena have? I would be happy to hear from any of you

Dr. Gupic. I think a central factor in this situation has been the
increasing employment of women. More women have gotten them-
selves educated to the point where they ar employable, and as
more women work, the birthrate has gone d vn. It is not a full-
time job to take care of one or two children many of the well-
educated women. They would much rather l a e the children in
the care of someone who has put less expendit r into preparation
for emplOyment. So, as women become mor e nomieally inde-
pendent they become more independent in the marriage sphere,

Women work over here; their husband works over there; they
have different contacts. It is not like the time when some 'of us
grew up on a farm or had parents who were shopkeepers. They had
to work together in order to make the business go. The employ-
ment situation is different now and it is not surprising that the
divorce rate is higher.

It is a new situation that has to be adjusted to Anything that
can be done should be done to minimize the breaking up of mar-
riages by getting the right people together in the first place_ and
giving them all the encouragement-7

Mr. &HEUER. Do you see a role fdr Congress there'? [Laughter.]
That might be an excellent service we could offer our constitu-

ents. [Laughter.]
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Dr. Gum Maybe you could offer the service to the Congressmen.
[Laughter.]

Various Sactors are associated with the continuing trend toward
a,,maller family size-; Accordingly, many of us would expect the
future population to be on the low side of the middle projectim. I
think the Census Bureau's staff should always make the middle
pro'ections express the best judgment that it is able to

e cannot be definitive; we can't give the final answer, but we
can update these projections frequently the best way we can and
take advantage of all the intelligence we can draw upon in the
process.

Mr. &HEUER. Do you think that the percentage of women who
are employed will increase?

Dr. Gtick. I don't think it will increase nearly as much in the
future as it has in the past. The employment 6f women increased
as the total fertility rate went down from 3.8 children 20 years ago
to 1.8 children now It can't go down another two children, you see.
It has to level off. Thus, one of the factors contributing to the

_ increase, in the employment of women is the smaller number of
children to occupy their time Of course, this is not the whole story,
but it is one of the more important factors.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I just have one-comment on this Art Buchwald
suggested that we could double GNP over night if everybody would
hire his neighbor's wife to do the work at home. [Laughter.]

Now, the point is, how much of a real economic change has taken
place here? Maybe we have just monetized the work put into our
GNP accounts, the work that was being _done anyway when a
woman takes a job in the commercial market and then hires some-
body to do some of the things at home. This adds -up significantly.

The more fliod is ,packaged in the food processing industry, the
more people are hired to do something she used to do. She may
have her kids in a day care center or child care center and that
employs somebody to do things. she used to do. Has anyone ever
tried to see how much real economic change has taken place as
result of the change of women's participation in the commercial
market?

Dr. GLICK. I don't know of a study that has zeroed in on that It
sounds intriguing.

Mr. BARABBA. I guess it is just like using the GNP as, you would
the total population. It could be a very misleading statistic. You
would probably look at the change in services as distinguished
from manufacturing and the other components of national ac-
counts. This might provide a fairly straightforward indication of
where it is coming from.

Dr. Gunk. In order for there to be an increase in the economy
and in the hiring of extra employees, there must be greater use of
natural resources and energy_ .

Mr. SCHEUER. Dr. Glick, next month is June, and June is the
great month for marriages. Can you tell us of the couiples who get
married next month, by the time 10 years have lapsed, how many
of them will be separated or divorced, and what will the average
family size be?

Dr. GLICK. I have in my hand a report that Dr. Bouvier asked me
to write. It says that 38 percft of the women about 30 years old

(.;
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who would have been married, about 10 yearscan expect their
first marriage to end in divorce; about three-fourths of them would
be expected to remarry; and about 44 percent of those would expect
to have a re-divorce.

All together, you come up with a
,

-round figure of 40 percent of
the marriage that are occurring among young adults today are
likely to end divorce.

Mr. ScHetr a. The chances that the Second marriage will survive
are worse than the first marriage.

Dr. Gum That is the way the numbers come out They are not
very far apart, but remember that it is a select group to begin
with They have been through a divorce already. They know how to
get another divorce, and they exclude the hard core of people who
are never going to get a divorce. So, the results are not too surpris-
ing to me.

Mr. SCIIELIER. Yee. Dr. Morrison, you talked about the depletion
of resources and the increasing cost of commuting and how burden-
some that is. Our Federal Government has had an urban renewal
program for about 20 years; in fact, before I was a Congressman, I
spent 10 years of my life in that program.

The Federal Government has tried to renew the central cores of
our major cities. What do you see as the future prospects for that
effort to rebuild cities? How do you perceive the likelihood of the
flow back to the central cities, and if this is likely to happen, how;
will it affect minorities and the poor?

Dr. MORRISON. Well frankly,..I am not very optimistic about the
central cities of the large metropolitan areasthe ones that are
now experiencing sharp population decline, like St. Louis.'There
has been talk about a back-to-the-cities movementthe so-called
gentrification phenomenon. It has been occurring in some parts of.

some cities. Indeed, gentrification always is taking place some-
where. The question is Has it become more widespread, or will it
in the future'? I don't think there is any solid evidence in the
affirmative, when we Consider all Cities. Moreover, I don't think
the Federal Government has done, or could do, very much to
counteract the powerful forces causing the outflow of population
from these cities.

This is not to deny the significant changes in the housing market
here in the District and a few other cities. There is a genuine-
revival in many parts of the District. This is a case of an area that
is recession proof and where large numbers of white collar jobs are

`created. These ingredients combine to turn around decline in many
parts of a city. But such ingredients are absent in most declining
cities.

Mr. SCHEIJER. I ask unanfinous consent that we hold the record
open for 2 weeks for some of the additional information that has
been promised. I also, ask that the witnesses accept some further
written questions because a rollcall vote is going to require us to
leave. 1 hope that the staff will stay and ask a few other questions.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Fine. We would like to Continue. I have a
number of questions myself, but-we are going to have a sequence of
votes -now that may take up to an hour, and so I am afraid we are
going to have to break off the formal session. I want to thank all of
you for appearing. Your statements and insights, have been most
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valuable and will be very helpful to us, and I only wish we could
continue, but the Hous floor beckons our attendance. Thank you

Mr. SeHEuEe. Thank you very much.
Dr. WILLIAMS. Dr. Morrison, your work has included a study of

the effects of demographic change on school enrollments, a topic
which this committee will consider on May 25. Could you comment
on the problems which geographic distribution of the population
pose for predicting school enrollments at the local level?

Dr. MoartisoN. Yes; the national unevenness in the population's
age composition, of course, has a direct bearing on enrollments
nationally, but the manifestations of these imbalances at the local
scale are exceedingly diverse.

This diversity arises from the fact that the people who move
from one locality to another are heavily concentrated in the young
adult ages. An area that gains a hundred migrants, then, gains
disporportionate numbers of families in their twenties and thir-
tiesfamilies with children or who will soon bear them.

The typical manifestation of this effect is that the areas which
grow rapidly for several years acquire an uncommonly large frac-
tion of their population in the school-age ranges. Areas which
decline for a period of time come to have a relatively smaller
proportion of their population in the school ages.

The -redistribution of population, then, tends to concentrate or
thin out the school-age population, depending on whether an area
is growing or declining.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you Another question that you addressed
briefly in your testimony is, the question of governmental influ-
ences on resource distribution. Would you say that the availability
of welfare or other public services is an important determinant of
migration, particularly to our cities?

Dr. MORR/SON. From the evidence that I have seen, the welter.:
seeking migrant appears to be a myth. There is a serious miscon-
ception about the motivation of low-income migrants to move to
large cities. It is widely believed that such persons go to places like
New York City as welfare-seekers, drawn by generous public-assist-
ance allowances. A recent Rand study on this question, however,
found that needy newcomers to New York start using the welfare
system only gradually, not immediately. The delay is more easily
interpreted as due to discouragement in finding work after the
migrant arrives than to prior motivation forlmoving to New York
deliberately to claim benefits. Findings from other independent
studies tend to corroborate this point.

If anything, receipt of public assistance seems to reduce the
migration of poor families. In other words, welfare recipients may
pile up in cities not because they are drawn by benefits but because
benefits deter them from leaving in search of jobs elsewhere.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you Mr. Barabba, in your testimony, you
refer to Many of the changes that are occurring in our society as a
result of changing age composition. Now as a marketing expert,
could you comment on two things. First, over the next decade do
you foresee any major changes in, the buying habits of our popula-
tion that might result from changes in age distribution; and
second, using demographics as your only variable, that is with
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everying else be g equal, what advice would you give to someone
wishing to invest the stock market? [Laughter.]

Mr. BARABBA. I ink I am going to stick with the marketing
expert and not the tock market expert. Related to the buying
habits, I think some f the things identified in the testimony are
really quite relevant. As Dr. Glick has pointed out so many times,
the size of the average 1-iusehold will get smaller, but the number
of households, will increase. To form a new household requires
certain durable goods. Thus, we may expect, an increase in the
purcl-asing of durable goods in the future, or at-least a status gm
even though we may have a declining population. That is a poten-
tial that could happen. Therefore, as we look at a declining popula-
tion, it does not necessarily mean a declining amount of purchas-
ing, if we are in fact, creating additional economic units in our
societythe household.

The othe: aspect of impact on purchasing arises from the accu-
mulation oi wealth by individuals. With more wealth, people are
more free to move. I concur with Dr. Morrison that the opportuni-
ties to move are greater and that social pressures to stay in one
place appear to be diminishing. My judgment tells me that pur-
chasing activities which are related to moving would also increase
considerabl y.

Dr. WiwArits. Thank you very much and please feel free to go
catch your plb ne.

Mr. BARABBA. First, I am going to go read the stock market
report [Laughter.] ,

Dr. WILLIAMS. Dr Espenshade, Mr, Barribba said in his written
\testimony that first births generate more economic demand than

Subsequent births. Now you have done extensive studies on the
costs of children. Based on those studies and on your testimony
today, would you agree that as the proportion of first births goes
up, the net stimulus of births to the economy will increase?

Dr. ESPENSHADE. I would agree with the introductory portion of
your question which is that there are capital outlays associated
with children per se, regardless of whether one has 1 child, or 2
children, or :3 children. There is the, whole accoutrement of things
purchased ..vhen rearranging one's household to accommodate chil-
drenfrom playpens to baby carriages, and so forth.

It is also true that as fertility rates decline, the proportion of
first births rises` .,I don't necessarily believe that that would be a
stimulus to the economy. What tends to stimulate the economy is
the arrival of the first birth itself.

I am at a bit of a crossroads as to how to answer the question. In
some of the. other, research that I have done, I did find that expend-
itures on first children Rutweighed those on subsequent children.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Isn't it true one of the reasons for the depression
of the 1930 s was the inadequate stimulus of the population growth -
to the economy? Could you-, in general comment on this whole
stagnationist argument? \

Dr. ESPENSHAUE. Well at the\time, it was felt not only in this
country,- but even more so in Europe, that population growth was
necessary for a healthy economy. The stagnation argument to
which you are referring basically posited that as there was a
slowdown in the rate of population growth, there was a slowdown

1 9
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in the rate of consumption, which would mean that with goods
piling up in warehouses, there would be a smaller- in entive for
businesses to invest. They wouldn't need as -rnkny wo ers, the
unemployment rate would rise, and the overall Wel" of in stment
would fall, so that eventually the economy would end up at the
point of less-than-full-employment equilibrium.

That feeling was especially pervasive in Europe, but it ha
advocates in this country as well So the argument at the time
that a slowdown in the birth rate was in part responsible for hip_ h
rates of unemployment.

I think thd general consensus of the economic demographic com-
munity, in hindsight anyway, is that the causal mechanism was
just the reverse. The reason the birth rate was low was because of
the economic insecurity that permeated the economy rather than
vice versa.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. Although there may not be a strong
relationship between population growth and economic growth, as
your testimony documents, certain sectors of our economy might be
either crippled or greatly benefit from a slower rate of growth of
population. What policies do you think that the Government
should pursue to ease these sectoral shifts?

Dr. ESPENSHADE. I think the key word here for government, as
well as for industry,- is flexibility. We have already seen that some
corporations in response to changing demographic trends are ad-
justing their product mix. They are remaining flexible.

I am thinking back in particular to a series I think that News-
week carried about a year ago when reference was made 'to, the
Gerber baby products, for example. They are now marketing baby
food for elderly people.

Another example is the Johnson & Johnson Co. which is now
trying to market its shampoo for young and old adults. So, there-is
already evidence that corporations are sensitive and are responding
to demographic trends, and the way they are able to do that is by
remaining flexible and having a diversified product mix.

There has been some speculation that the labor force itself might
be less flexible as population growth slows less flexible not only in
a geographic sense but also less flexible in an occupational sense.

Here one of the points that has beep raised is the need, perhaps
the accelerated need, for life-long learning. It is important to recog-
nize that education does not necessarily have to stop when one
graduates, from college or university, but that education can be a

fe-long process not only in an informal) sense but also in a formal
,nsense. So, there may be a need to focus ore attention on continu-

g education programs so that workers can move out of one occu-
,tion, out of one industry into another, and thereby provide addi-

tional flexibility in the labor force.
Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you I believe Dr. _Bouvier has a few ques-

tions.
Dr. BOUVIER. I would like to ask a couple of questions to fill in

some of the holes. Dr. GliCk, many of us are very concerned about
the dramatic changes that have occurred in the nature of the
family. This is reflected in the decision of the Census Bureau to get
away from the term "Head of Household" in 1980 and use "House-
holder" instead. There are two things I am curious about. What
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will be the exact procedure in 1980, and will it be possible e-to make
comparisons over time now that you have made the change?

Mr. CLICK. The 1980 census procedure to which you refer is as
follows: list the people who live in the household beginning with
the person or one of the persons in whose name the home is owned
or rented; if the respondent chooses to list the wife as the first
person, then all other members of the household will be recorded
in terms of their relationship to the wife.

We expect to publish the data in that form, whereas in the past
we had always switched to make the husband the head of the
household. But we have had much antipathy to the concept head of
household on the grounds that it implies an hierarchical arrange-
ment. The husband is primary and the wife is always secondary.
We have pretested this new format. It seems to work in the 'field, ._.
and it seems to have met with no opposition on the part of those
who have been sensitive to the former procedure.

This is a field operation that we have been speaking about. When
it comes to publication, that is something else. We have to have
some word to use for this "reference person," the first person who
is listed. We might conceivably use the term "reference person" in
some publications, but it is a term we can't use in the field because
too many people wouldn't understand what the word means. Cur-
rently, we are considering the term "householder" as the term
most likely to be used in publication.

I suspect, that we will be inclined to publish few statistics in the
future which depend on the use of this term householder. We are
more likely to show data for husband/wife families and show the
characteristics of the husband or the wife in order to match statis-
tics in past censuses.

Dr. BOUVIER. Thank you Dr. Vinovskis, do you have some ques-
tions?

Dr, VINQVSKIS. Just two quick questions. In trying to provide
_useful information for policymakers we often have a tradeoff in the
type of data we can collect. For instance, the Census Bureau tends
to collect only cross sectional survey data at a particular point in
time Other studies, such as the Institute for Social Research's
Panel Study of 5,000 Families; do try to-provide longitudinal analy-
sis. How do you feel about the allocation of funds in terms of these
studies? Do we need more longitudinal studies like the 5,000 fami-
lies study or do we need more cross sectional studies? How should
we go about making that decision?

Dr. MORRISON. The difference in information content between the
cross sectional and the longitudinal studies is immense. For pur-
poses of disentangling the underlying causation of changes in fertil-
ity, household structure and composition, and the like, longitudinal
data is far better. It adds new dimensions to the kind of informa-
tion presently available through large cross sectional data regular-
ly collected by the Census Bureau.

There are a nuMber of ongoing longitudinal surveys that have
yielded enormous dividends of knowledge about demographic phe-
nomena. Included here would be the University of Michigan's
Panel Study of Income Dynamic's to which yo I refer (also- known as
the 5,000 Families Study), the Parnes N tional -Longitudinal
Survey, the National Longitudinal Study of f1igh School Seniors,
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underway s:.ice 1972, and others. These data represent investments
of at least $20 million of. Federal funds. They are reaping huge
payoffil in terms of secondary' analyses by scholars throughout the
.country who ear. use them to discern causation.

Dr, 1-,z1FENSHADE. I think to some extent it really depends on the
1:int, of questions we are trying to answer., Let me just take one
e.arnple. Suppose that one is concerned with revising the consumer

index Periodically, and you want to take stock periodically of
now buying habits have changed. Then, a consumer ext enditure
survey. every 5 oe 10 years may be adequate, especially if y
think that buying patterns are changing that rapidly.

For other kinds of questions, as Dr. Morrison answered,
like to have panel data That would be a time series of ct.oss
sections. This would be particularly important if one is trying to
understand the causes for the baby boom and the baby bust.

I would, generally agree that the panel data are a much richer
source of information. Ideally, we would like to know everything
about everybody since they were born, but this runs into all kinds
of difficulties.

Let me just make one observation, something that has become
more apparent in my recent experiences. I have detected a tenden-
cy even to be dissatisfied in some cases with panel data because
frequently individual researchers will say:

Yes, 1 recognize that there is the Michigan Panel Study. There are other panel
studies, but for the particular kinds of questions that I am interested in studying,
they don't have the right variables So, let me spend a half a million dollars and go
out and collect a new set of data.

I guess my general enthusiasm for panel data is greater than
that for cross-sectional data but this really has to be qualified in a,,
number of ways. I think it depends largely on the kinds of ques-
tions that one is trying to study.

Dr. Gum Just a footnote to what has been said aboUt the
benefits of a longitudinal study. These benefits can be approximat-
ed by asking retrospective questions. Every 4 years the Census
Bureau has asked people about what we call their, marital and
fertility history. When did you get married? When were your chil-
dren born? When did you get divorced? When did you get remar-
ried'? And so on

The researcher doesn't have to follow people through life to do
that. Questions can be asked that provide such factual data on a
retrospective basis. What this approach lacks, of course, is the
corresponding socioeconomic leveltheir incomes and their occupa-
tionswhen each event happened. It does give you something; but
it doesn't give you everything.

Dr. VINOVSKIS. One final question. Mr. Plotkin testified on how
the Census Bureau decided to drop the question on the place of
birth of parents from the 1980 census. Dr. Glick, Dr. Morrison, and
Dr. Espenshade, as consumers of this type of information, what is
your reaction to that decision?

,Dr.' GLICK. I supported the change because I have sat in on the
advisory committee meetings where almost invariably the members
said they would like to have the person's identification with an,
ethnic group regardless of when the person or the person's ances-
tors came to this country.
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Of course, the new approach, yields a different type of statistics,
but I believe the right decision has been made.

Dr. VINOVSKIS. I would also like to ask Dr. Morrision and _Dr.
Espenshade what are their specific reactions to that decision?

Dr. MORRISON. Well I don't, have any particularly strong feelings
one way or another. Speaking only for myself, it will not give me
any problems with using census data

Dr. EsiEroiSHADE. I would have to respond in a similar vein. My
own research interests don't fall into those categories that would
be affected really one way or another by the question.

Dr. VINOVSKIS. What about the members of the Population Asso-
ciation of America of which I think Dr. Morrison is on the board of
directors. I'm not looking, for just your personal research interests,
but those of, demographers in general. Do you think that this is a
serious problem for demographers; or is it one that we can live =
with quite easily?

Dr. MORRISON. I think it could be put in the category of one of
the many minor annoyances that demographers live with The
Census Bureau. as Mr. Zitter said, bridged the gap and has pre-
pared a way- for us to connect the old information with the new

I am much more concerned about other kinds of issues that come
out of the privacy concerns. This is not one of the major ones, I
don't think.

Dr. GLICK. I hope that the people who record more than one
ancestry in the 1980 census will have that information coded in-
stead of only one ancestry as in past censuses. Such persons have
difficulty in deciding which one to record. Where there are mix-
tures of ancestry, the data can be enriched by finding out what
those combinations are.

Dr. VINOVSKIS. Thank you.
Dr. WiwAms. Thank you all very much. The hearing is ad-

journed.
[Whereupon, the hearing was concluded at 1:12 p.m.]
[Additional questions asked of the witnesses by the chairman

follow :]

ApomoNAL Qursriosis Auto or Ma. MANUEL D. PLOTKIN BY THE CHAIRMAN

Question l_ In our last week of hearings we will be looking at issues concerning
the geographical distribution of the population, Both the Census Bureau and the
Bu; eau of Economic Analysis (BEM maki. projections of State populations.

What is the relationship between BEA kind Census?
Is it necessary to have two agencies making projections of the same population?
Answer. Both the. Census Bureau and the Bureau of Economic Analysis do make

projections of State populations. The projeaions by the two agbncies are develo
using quite different methods and underlying assumptions and produce different
ty la of data which prove useful to different audiences.

In conjunction with the national projections reports, the Census Bureau has also
periodically issued population projections for States. State projections reports have
been a part of the regular Current Population Reports, Series P-25 since 1952. In
this prograM, the Bureau has at times presented State projections for individuals by
age and sex, foi. numbers of households, for school -age populAtion, and for voting

population, At the present time the Bureau has just completed processing a set
o State projections by age; race, and sex for every a years between 1975 and 2000.
These Projections should be published by September 197b.

The methodology used in this forthcoming set of State projections is the Bureau's
well known demographicallybased cohort.component method. The cohort.component
approach has many advantages. It uses data inputs on the basic demographic
processfertility, mortality, and migrationassumptions about which can be easily
related to theoretical developments and observed trends. In the forthcoming projn
tion;the fertility and mortality assumptions are tied into the national projections of
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fertility and mortality trends and then adjusted for traditional differences between
States.

Internal migration of the civilian non college population is the most volatile
component of State population projections, having changed markedly .in the past
years. To take this into account three different migration assumptions were used in
the current projections: no interstate migration, continuation of 1965-75 age-sex-
race specific migration rates, and continuation of 1970-75 agsex-race specific mi
.gration rates. Each .assumption generated a different State population projection
series, any of which might be selected by a given user as best for his purposes.

The cohort-component model also permits specific adjustments for special circum-
stances affecting only specific subdivisions of the population. In the current set of
State projections, for example, immigrants to the U.S., persons entering and leaving
college, and the military population are each treated separately: Special procedures
are also implemented to make the State projections consistent with the coverage of
the population. attained in the 1970 decennial census.

As a result of the use of the cohort-component method, the results of these
projections by the Census Bureau are quite different from those of the Bureau of
Economic Analysis. The output of the Census model is data by age, sex, and race for
each State which facilitates their use in planning applications related to specific age

roupS. Consequently these numbers have been of use to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare for providing projections of the population 65 and over for
use in administering the Title XVI (Full - Burton( program.

Since 1964 the Bureau of Economic Analysis has also produced State population
projections as a byproduct of their employment and earnings projections for States.
Their methodology does not consider the components of fertility, mortality, and
migration explicitly but rather uses historical trends in labor force participation
rates applied to projected employment to get total population. These total popula-
tion figures have been used by the Water Resources Council in water resource
planning.

While the existence of Multiple sets of population projections is useful for plan-
ning for different alternative courses of action. the Department of Commerce recog-
nizes that the mandated use of conflicting projections for planning or funding
purposes is not a satisfactory situation. Moreover, the technical accuracy of State
projections might well be improved by an interactive demographic-economic system
which prolfides the best aspects of the two systems. The melding of these two very
different procedures will not he easy and may well require a major research pro-
gram. A number of steps are currently being taken in this direction.

Approximately two years ago, a specizil task force was farmed from among the
membership of our Federal-State Cooperative. Progriirn for [kcal Population Esti-
mates (FS(.Pt to address the issue of population projections. On'April 12, 1978,
members of the task force met in Atlanta, (ieorgia, with representatives of the
'Insus Bureau and the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The overwhelming sentiment,

ex ressed by representatives of the 15 States represented at that meeting was in
fay )r of a Federal-State cooperative iirrangement for projections that would handle
projections in it manner similar to the operation of the FSCP currently ivith respect
to population estimates, Mr. Vidter P. Hohmann, Director of the Population Re-
,ea ch Unit in the California State Departmentot Finance, was elected chairman Of
the task force and was chargi.d with the responsibility of contacting State agencies
in fifty States to determine their interest in forming 'a more formal Federal -
S cooperative program including both the Census Bureau and the Bureau of

mic Analysis.
In Addition to the iictivities of this tiisk force, several other steps toward coordina-

,tion ffuve been made, The Census Bureau, the American-Statistical Association
(ASA% and the National Science Foundation iNSF) jointly conducted a recent con-
krence on methods of merging economic and demographic factors in projecting
migration- The Bureau of Economic Analysis, of course, was a primary participant
iwthe conference. ASA-NSF involvement in mergilig these activities is expected to
continue with the appointment and support or ii visiting research scholar at the
Census Burt.au to work on projections methodology linking the work of 11EA and
the Census Bureau.

In the war-Rime staff discussions betwet.i the Bureau of Economic Analysis and
the Census Bureau are continuing in an effort to exchange ideas leading to a
merger of the two seta of projections The coordination of the projection activities
within the (.!enunerce Department ili viewed .very seriously by the ,liepartment.
Recently Dr. Courtney Slater, Chief Economist, instructed the Office of :Federal
Statistical Policy and Standards to oversee the reconciliation of the- aubnational
Projections methodology used by the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Economic
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Analysis. This office has brought this matter to the attention of_bch the Federal
Committee on Statistical Methodology and the Statistical Policy Coordinating Com-
mittee. Both groups are now investigating the matter of federally generated State
population projections.

Question 2. The Presidents Reorganiiiition Plan No, I transferred from the Office
of Management and Budget to the Secretary of Commerce the responsibility for
oversight of Federal statistical activities.

Would you outline for the Committee the major functions of the newly created
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards'?

Answer. The Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards will be responsible
Ifor..assuring the integrity, accuracy, and timeliness of Federal statistics. As indicat-
ed by its title, the Office will be concerned with the development and coordination
of statistical policy and the development and implementation of statistical standards
and guidelines -The statistical policy function includes the determination of present
and future statistical requirements; the establishment of methodologies and the
definition of concepts to satisfy statistic:il needs; an examination of the feasibility of
alternative methodological approaches; a scrutinization of priorities to balance
needs and demands; and the coordination, implementation, and evaluation of plans.
For additional information, see the two attached documents.

Question J. Do you foresee any problems or conflicts arising from the fact that the
Office and both the Census Bureau and BEA. over which the Office has oversight
responsibility, are all located under the Chief Economist'?

Answer. We do not foresee any problems or conflicts arising from-the oversight of
the Chief Economist of the Department of Commerce over Census, BEA, and
OFSPS. The functions of each organizational unit are clear and distinct, and the
arrongernent offers, in fact. the potential for improved coordination of statistical.
analytical, and policy development responsibilities.



A Gurffn t wide Frss_r-c rve on Statistical Programs
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The Office of Federal Statistical
Policy end Standards

This okiet provides an Ott 3f, Office -71 Federal
Stansheet Policy and Standards. which was created in tne
Department of Commerce as a successor to the Stair Shag Policy
Oivirden in the Office of Management and Budget In accordance
with Executive Order No 12013 effective October B 1977
Ihe new Office 19 responsible for statistical policy development
and implementation functions that nave been transferred by the
President from OMB to the Department of Commerce

The Executive order redempates te !no Secretary of
Commerce authority granted to the President by Section 103 of
The Midget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1050_ The act
authorizes and directs the President (and, in me future, the

'Secretary of Commerce. acting on be behalf)
. to develop programs' and:to issue regulations and

orders ter Me improved gathering. compiling, analyzing.
publishing, and disseminating of statistical information for arty
purpose by the various agencies in the exec-pive branch of
the Government Such regulations and orders shed be
adhered to by seep agencies'

QAvornmAnt.itocii PoripActive
In general, the broad authority of Ihe new Office extends to all
economic and social statistics throughout me Federal
Government The Government- -wide perspective of the Office was
underSOOred by Seerelary of Commerce Juanita M !{reps_ in
October 1977 The Secretary stated

"The new Office will retain its independent Status ins,a-vis all
Federal statistical agencies. The Office will conduct obbective
analyses of individual statistical prograres, these analyses will
provide a bast; for recommendations for improvement I have
afar) directed Me Office to undertake a review of al;
cooperative arrangements among statistical agencies:
inhaling those within )he Department et Commerce.'

Basic &Meat IAA Inclitclo Oath
Improveffitint, Budget novIew
The rospOrepOIMOS set forth al the Budget and Accounting
Procedides Act of 1050 are oteto broad Spec activities of tho
Offien mcIudo setting standards for statistical programs and
recommending prolecls flit data improvement

If is the felpOns)bd,ty of the Office to advise the Departments
an9 curl arrieo of Management are Budget nn budget requests
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concerning statistical prOgrams. As stated in Section 7 of the
Executive order.

The Secretary of Commerce shall provide advice to the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget with
respect to the review and preparation of that portion of the
annual Budget of the US Government dealing with the
gathering, interpreting, and disseminating of statistics and
statistical information:"
The new Office also has responsibility for providing U.S

statistical information to international organizations This authority
is derived from Executive Order No 10033. signed in February
1940: Section 1 of the order, as redelegated; states that the
Secretary

. (a) shall determine with the concurrence of the
Secretary. of State. what Statistical infOrmation shall be
provided in responae to official requests received by the
VMMM States Government from any Intergovernmental
organization of which this country is a. member, and pal snail
determine which Federal executive egency'Or agencies shall
prepare the statistical information thus to be provided...."
The Secretary of Commerce and the Director of the'Dflice of

Management and Budget have further agreed to cooperate in the
execution of additional functions that are eseentiat to the
coordination of the Federal Statistical System, Among the
functions of the Office of Federal Statistical Polley and Standards
are The review of legislative proposals In order to assess their
potentiai impact on statistical programa, participation in the
reports clearance process to.ensure that administrative records
are utilized appropriately In Statistical programa; and analysis of
statistical data collection Instruments.'

Mechanisms tor Coordination
In recent years, statistical poP development has depended
upon coordination among the various Departments and agencies
of the Feral Government, However. a format mechanism for a
Collkoration at the Cabinet level was lacking. In response to thift
gap in the Federal Statistical System. the Statistical Policy
Coordination Committee, a Cabinet committee, was established
by Executive Order No 12013. According to Section @ (ci of the
order:

"The Committee shall advise and assist the President with
respect to he improvement, development;and coordination
of Federal and other statistical services. and shall perform
such other related duties as the President may prescribe

A$ a Cabinet committee chaired by the Secretary of
Commerce. the Statistical Policy Coordination Committee will make
recommendations concerning major statistical policy decisions
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Also to be established is the Interagency Committee on
Statistical pokey and Programs consisting of the heads, of major
statistical collection Or analytical units A number of interagency
committees on Specific statistical policy questions also eclat or
will be established: These will be cootdraated by the °thee ,ot
Federal Statistical Pokey and Standards

The establishment of the new Mite has entailed a review of
all existing interagency committees. A detailed policy statement
concerning the review la available: It offers a description of the
scope and membership of a variety of committees that are
important to statistical coordination Active committees at the
present time are -shown in Table 1. Future reviews of these
committees will he conducted.ort an annual naSia
end special committees Will be CreOted as needed.

Frooreme for Impiemen ilon
Activities of the Cdfice of F eral Statistical Policy and Standards
will Include contleyed Work on "A Framework for Planning u:S.
Federal Statistics,'t91a -tg O the development gg appropriate
circulars; the deskin and X. plementation of stens:ilea! standards;
cooperation in the President's Reorganization Project; and the
continuation of a publication program to reach as many usera of
statistics as poSaible_ Each of these activities in described in
greater detail beta*

"A Framework for Planning U.S. Federal
SteSittes. 1975.11Air
A high priority hos been asaigned to the piugram koown as "A
Framework for Pla.:a7io US. Federal Statistics, 1978-t9h9
inif;oted by the Statistical policy Division of OMB In 197S, the
program aims to develop a clear assessment of Federal
statistical needs, methods to tope with those needs, and
recobnienriailem tor the amac-varmint clthe Federal Statistical
syttxnri The pranetta Was initiated With a acres Of Meetirtga
197F ernottg intrvidual alkiiStiCal agencies who participate0 in a
task force to Lin Jiate g prograa tar preparing an overall
stetisacel framework Issue papers were developed in 1976 by
the staff of tfirt Policypvision as the first step in a
comprehensive a..tet,ipt to record agency and use toncerna

papa in die Federal Statistical .Syatent and to offer
'attune-1s Public; renew and @,,,:7@eonto will contralto@ until early
tors cr:aplered OW Will present air integrated rievx
of pertinent Star @idol policy issues Macs covered in the
Frsraework are.isofd in :Appendix A.
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cal Policy liandbonit
The Owl circular process was the means by which the
Statistical Policy Division in the Office of Management and
Budget implemented many standards. These circulars, having
been transferred to the Depanment of Commerce, Will provide mo
basis for an integrated statistical policy handbOOk. The handbook
will be the controlling mechanism for statistical policies and
procedures. Incorporated in it will be the standards prasentty
embodied in three OMB Circulars:

OMB Clfzufat No. A-39, "Providing of Statistical Information
to Intergovernmental Organizations",

OMB Circular No A-46, "Standards and Guidelines for
Federal Statistics"

OMB Circular No A-91, "Prompt Compilation and Release of
Statistical information."

The Statistical Policy Handbook also will include Ill charters of
interagency committees. it will be -updated as individual
regulations and guidelineS are issued Indial topics to bo covered
are listed in Appendix 13,

Statistical Standards
The issuance of statistical standards is an important mechanism
for ensuring comparability of data across Federal agencies The
Office of Fecicial Statistical Policy and Standards will be
responsible tor the improvement and enforcement of statistical
standards to maintain credibility and qualify and to meet goals of
timeliness and accuracy. The first publication df the new Office
will be me Standard Occupational Classification Manuel:which
provides a consistent framework for occupational definitions as
they relate to census statistics and manpower planning
p/cgrams The Manual May also be used by specific agencies.
such as the Offic I of Education, in its enalysis of _supply and
demand for eductlional manpower or the Public Health Service
in ifs analysis of hearth manpower. Also, a supplement to the
1972 Standard industrial Orassilecation Manual Will be issued by
the Office in late 1977.

.The Federal Committee on Statistical methodology Is preparing
a aortas of reports which will be issued as working papers. The
lest report _will focus on statistics for the aitocation of funds,
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In addition. the Office will provide standards for Iho timely
release Of economic series, designate and define Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas. and engage In current work
pertaining to commodities and international standards As
circumstances may demand. new Standards will be issued by the
Office.

Oinaral Statistical Improvement

The Statiatical Improvement Pre loci being undertaken by the
President's Reorganization Project is concerned with streamlining
the Federal Statistical System and increasing its responsiveness
to user needs. The Ottice Of Federal Statistical Policy and
Standards will work closely with this important protect. Work
"A FrameworIc tor Planning US: Federal Statistics, tani-1 Ste"
will proceed in t Ocedinetion with trio Statistical Improvement
Protect.

Publication Program
A large number at people, both in and gotside of Government.-
have a continuing Interest in new deseiofrnents in statistical
procedures and in the development of new statistical programs.
The need for prompt communication on these topics will be met
by the Office through an extensive publication program These
publications include a monthly publication, Statistical Reporter.
which includes articles on important developments as well as
descriptiona of new publications, new statistical series, and
related developments. Currently. Starts/rear Reporter is an ongoing
Mechanism for /owning on the progress of the project to
develop "A Framework for Planning U.S. Federal Statistics. 1975-
1989." Other publications include.

Enterprise Standard industrial Classitication Manual, r974
Federal Statistical Directory, 1976
Federal Stattstrhs: CeerdlnEtheh Standatd9. and Guidelines.

1975
Househoid'Survey Manual 1969
Social indicators, 1976
Standard Industrial Classification Manual, )972
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, I 579
Standard Occupational elassthhafion Manual. 1977
Stalielieal Senehes Of the Limed Stares Government 1975

2



6 APPENDIX A
TOPICAL OUTLINE
"A FMrnewOrk for Mann!
radars! Staffs des, 1970-1_

Section The Nature of the
Framework

U.S.

Section II The Organization rit U
Federal Statistics

;'section lil!--The State of Stoll Sties by
Functional Area

A Labor Statistics
El Price -Statistics
C Production and Distribution

Statistics
D Construction Statistics
F National Economic Accounts.'
F Energy Statistics
G Environmental Statistics

Health Statistics
I Population Statistic
J. Education Statistics

Criminal Justice Statistics
L Income Maintenance and

Welfare Statistics
M Housing and Community

Development Statistics
N. Income. Wealth. and

Consumption StatistiCS
D Agricultural StatisticS
P Transportation Statistics

O Science and Technology
Staten Cs

.R Financial Statistics

Section IV: Crosscutting Issues
A. Longitudinal Surveys

Multipurpose Sample Vehicles
C Serial Indicators and Social

Accourtii
Civil Rights Data

E Professional Staff Training
F. COnhdentialay .

G. Standard industrial Directory
Reporting Burden

1. LOngrun Economic Clown,
Models

J international Statistics and
Technical Assistance ,.

,a interagency (reimbursable)
Funding

L ..user Access-Data Banks
M A Program of Standards

Development
N. The federal-State Cooperative

-Systems of Data Collection
0 Statistical Methodology

Section vi Evolution of the Framework

APPENDIX 8
Topics to ba included In the Statistical Policy
Handbook to be issued by Urfa Office of
Fardarel Statistical Policy and Standards
of the Department of Ovierrearce

l'rocedures for:

Presiding of Statistical Inforrhation .

International Governmental
Organizations

Cooperating with State and Local
Governments to Coordinate
and Improve Information Systems

Prompt Compilation and Release of
Statistical information
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Standards and Guidelines for Federal
'Statistics inciurfinu

Standards for Slahshcal Surveys
Standards for the Publication of

Statistics
Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Areas Tates and Definitions
Standard Federal Administrative

Regions
Standard CIfinfliCatrOfi of Fiords of

Science and Engineering
Race and Ethnic Standards for

Federal Statistics and
Admlaratrative noporlIng

Definitions of Poverty for Statistical
Purposes.

Guidelines for the Realm of
Principal Current Economic
Indicators

Standard Data Source of Total
Population Wed in Distributing ..

Federal Benefits
Provision and Use of Standard Data

for Statistical Estimates of
Labor Force and Unemployment

Treatment of Transition Period for
Data Published On a Fiscal yeat
Basis

TABLE
Inferage y Committee. Created by the
Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards
of the Oepadynen1 of Commerce

Federal Agency Council on the 1980
Census
Federal Committee on InternaliOnal
Slalist,ca
Federal Committee on Standard
Metropolitan.Stansticat Areas
Federal-Committee on Statistical
Methodology
Federal interagency COuncil on
Energy information

Interagency Comnialeo on Balance of
Payments Statistics
infefagency Cornmateo on Cgramodily
Ciao si.fication
Intafagoky Comrnataa on FinanSal
Stataa-,5
Interagency CorPrfillten-on FihrP
Statistics
Interagency COnimarm on Hoimng
Statistics

Interagency Committee on Income
Distribution
Interagency Committee on Labor
Statistics
Interagency ComMittee on Land Use
Data
Interagency Committee on Price
Statistics
Interagency Committee on
Transponation Statistics

Technical Conimalee on Industrial
ciassificahen
Technical Committee on Occupational
Classification
Technical Committee on Standard
InduStrial Directory

Ad Hoc Committee on Toxic Substance
Data



Office al Federal Statistical Policy
rind Standards: Historical Backgroun

The establishment of Ine Office 01
Federal Statistical Policy and
Standards is the most re Cen! in a
series of efforts to coordinate Federal
statistical aci.vilies

Inferdeponinerdad Matta UM
Committee
Established by E.ocutive Order No
937, September to Iona it wan
Comp 01e0 of One member from cacti
of 10 agendas. designated by Itio
President

Control antann at planning and
Statistic
Established by ma War industries
Board in 1918, rr instituted measures
to improve me efficiency and quality
of the data gathering activities.
assembled statistics bearing on the
war effort, prepared a catalog of

-

Government statistic% advised
agencies on statistical methods:
promoted adoption of Standard
definitions.and served a0 a cloaring
house of statistical : information

Bosse of Moloney
In existence from 1916 tq 1933. it
was concerned with
coordination for Only a brief period
(1919-22)

Pistilli Wails lite noon/
Established in April 1931 to study the
collodion compilation, and use of
statistics and to recommend
econornies,and means tpy fuser
utilization of statistics and, statistical
personnel

Dentrel Minions:VI Boon
Eslablishod.os an independent
agency in 1933 to 10V/QW piano ter
the tabulation and btassitication of
statistics needed for purposes Of the
National Industrial Recovery Act ant
IO Pro MOM the Coordination and

Improvement of Me statistical
services involved II was given a
specifiC statutory mandale for 0 5-
year period by Public Law 2f9. Arty
25, 1935 Its function and operating
methods were basically similar to
mese now exorcised
ay me Statistical Policy Division

131v1sfon of BSI Ilsgoal Standards
Reorganization Plan I under the
Reorganization .Act of 1939
transferred the Central Statistical
Board to the Bureau of the Budget.
where it became the Division of
'Statistical Standards The Padang
Reports Act of 1942 broadened its
scoPe 10 cover. collection of
information generally. made
triandatiizy fhtn toview of
questionnaires pilot to issuance: and
made explicit the responsibility of
minimizing coal and burden on
respondents who maximizing the
usefulness of staliattca In to
reorganization of the Bureau in April
1952 the name of the Division was
changed to Offico of Statisticei
Standards

illatistIcal Polity Division
--Continuing earlier mandates, but with

broader reSponsihilify for statistical
policy, the Division was renamed the
Officeof Statistical Policy in 1969 A
funnel, internal reorganization of the
°thee of Management and Budget
resulted in a nainn change 10 the
Sletialicat Policy Division on
November LS, ten to rtaratlel Other
divisions with similar levels Of
responsibility

Mos of Finvisl'Stsnisilcal Policy
and Standards
Eslabi.shod in October 1977 by'
Executive= Order.. the Office is the
focus of this boomer
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u.suep nt Met) item Statistical Fiepottw Bctot i nri

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE-OF
FEDERAL STATISTICAL POLICY AND STANDARDS

Rum RELL

Intern, Oil" of cal Slatillioul Paley eptl Sfnndnrrh

the Department of Commerce teal on the
cover of this issue of Sratillical litpurtrr reflects
the transfer by President Carter of Federal
statittical policy functions from the Office Of.
Ntanagement and Budget to the U.S. permit--
mem of Commerce effective October 9. Un-
dreibtettly, the statistical commitnity tharet rig-
'Miran( interest in this particular plow of goy.
erimental reorganication. This artitio aims to
in ittrm readers of Storitrico/ freperter
!huts As till reason for the mintier, the means
by which it svaxesecitted, and the delegation of
statistical policy retponsibilities.to the new or.
fice of Federal Statittical Policy and Standards.

On July 15, 1977, President Carter 311.
flounced Reorganiradon Plait Nionlier I. De
tigned to streaffilitte the Executive Office of the
President, the Platt Included the proposal that
certain statistical policy retponsihilitiet hr at-
tigtted to the Department of Commerce, rather
than the Office of Management and litidget.
This transfer was deemed to he compatible with
Presidential plant for overall got ernmental

nreorganication, at well as with the traditional
-role of the Commerce Departinent in the Fed.
eral statistical sytteny In her statement to the
American Statistical Asinciation on Atigutt 1,1,
1.977, Sectetary or Commerce !Juanita NI, kirept

erithusiattically accepted this nese assignment:

welcome the nets respootibilitiextshith
the President has atked me to assume. These
new responsibilitiet for stannic-al policy tic
velopment are contistem with the ilepartineill
of Commerce's Irgstioldiog it

mthe Federal sei_ricai Si item. I intend to see
that they are carried out its a manner whicTi
will preserve and strengthen the Frtiwal
.Statistical System.'

1977

12 -vii 78

lit order to implement the televant provitions
of Reorganisation Plan Number 1, President
Carter signed on October 7, 1977 Executive
Order No 17013, entitled "Relating to the
Transfer of Certain Statistical Policy Funt
(The details of the Executive order can he
found on pages it and 7. it appeared in the &d-
em/ Register for October 12, 1977, Vol. 12, No,
197E

he statutory sash for Commerce's new ate
thorny it contained in Section 103 of the Budget
and Accounting Procedures At of 1930. Sec-
tion 103 authoricet and directs the Pre3ident

". to develop programt and to issue cegtcht-
tiotti and orders frtr the ittitirmcii Fathering,
compiiing, attalycitts, ptiblishing, and dis-
seminating of statittical information for tiny
pti [pose hr the various agencies in the event.
live liratich of the Cos-eminent. Such cegula.
nom mid orders that, he illterecl to by such
agetwies."-

lit vii tor of hit pins _r ttl. recieleoCon, the ryes-
in hat thus %coed Mete responsihilitiet in the

rsrrretart of Commetce who will act on his
behalf.

Within the Department of Commerce the
statistical polio function roil be 'carried out by
the new Office of Federal Statistical Policy
Standards. The Oft itc will be headed It joteph
W. Duncan, who served as Deputs Associate Di.
rector of the Office od NI.magement and liudget
for Statistical Pnbts Ills Ow.' title will be Chief
Stittiltiditli and 1)111 on Office of Federal

,
Amherst.

ti gi
I

i,totote, to punix
Massaihiiseits at
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St JO iiicAl Policy and Standards. -flit Office will
report to Contirnay SIAM Chief Economill
for the Depattment of (5mitilerce

-I he gosernment.wide and objective minim of
the NtatiNtoal policy function to be exeridwil by
the new Office was underscored by Secretary.
Kreps in her statement iii the American StatiNtii
cal Awdiatioll in August 1977;

In establishing this atew office, I intend to
=make it clear that it is expected tit retain an
independent status nit-n-i, all Federal uatis-
tical agerwin. Its goal will he to provide objec-
tor analyser of needed inwrovements in indi-
sidual statistical programs to that Oleic
programs will make more significant contri-
bitninis to the 'full set of governmental and
tion4civernmental needs. Under the authority
which will be delegated to me, f will instruct
this office to undertake objective analyses !if
cooperative arrangements of all government
ineencie. including those within the Depart-
men! a CoMtoeree. Duitlelinet will be ettab-
tithed to make it clear that the Federal statisti-
cal policy function, even though located in the
Commerce Department, will review Com-
merce statistical initiatives in the tame fashion
its ti would review thtiie of any other statistical
agency.-

flue Office it! Federal Statistical Piths,. and
Standards 6111 he responsible for availing the
integrity, ackiracy, and timilliness of Federal
itatiNtON, A iodic toed by its title, the Office will
he toncernedwith the ifeselonbtent and coordi-
nation id itallOital polo) the deieliipmem
nil iniplentemation o daff statistical stanils an

guideline.. HI- statistical polity fithetWin
chides the determination of present anti future
statism al ceiprirements the establishment 4)r

ii,1111ilifgiC% and the delirmli 41 iif i
[Meth; an examination id the

tea.thdits of altematiye methodological ap.
Noddies. a si iiminzation of pritnitie. eta ital-
mar oceil% denianik. attil theditortlinanoti,,
moilidtmotatom, vellitation rrf plans.

he dv ['hymen( am( eittorc einem a
and irindelnws (-mutes that nails.

al-chila are unit or m and rrtnrparatth fl is
role is espe, !ails signifis ;int given Ow skarn-

a,a1 nature id du- [ds,f tt sransf if ss

ihiieruto Atom if Imo tterda Saito tithe

issuer! b. Office it the Splaciord Orzcipo
Minn/ C13,4 ri Manual. which contains a
current set of occupational definition.. The
Manual is designed to coordinate and stands
ordite the clefinitinnt to census statistics and
manpower planning programs. In late 1977, the
Offite alto plans to issue a Supplement to the
1972 Standard indititrial CloctiMettna Manual.
Additional standards and guidelines will be i.-
met( as the need arises

The Office of Federal Statistical Folic.' and
MA total ds will supervise procedures for the
timely feletfir of statistical inhumation to the
public (Circular No. A-91). The new Office alto
has responsibility for providing U:S. data 10 in-
ternational organitations such as the United Na-
tiont, the Economic Commission for Europe,
and the Organization for Ecnnothie Coopera-
Min and DeVelopment. The authority for this
liaison function on statistical matters is derised
from Executive Order No..-10033. signed in
February 19 -19. (See appendix for the text of
this order.)

The core staff of the Office of Federal Statis-
tical Policy and Standards are former members
of the Statistical Policy DistNiott of the Office of
Management and Budget. The staff is ger.-
graphical,. located at 2091 S Street, NAV, The
mailing address is

Office of Federal Statistical Policy
and Standard.,

U.S. Department of Commerce
Washington. D.C. 20230

The ti cues and htisittes. phone numbers of the
staff are !.iced he !list:

Trife,!if ,V.#1er

RV Elkalnith I 673.7939
Joioph y. .. 673.7939

Edlitoildi, Margie V. 673-795(
Evitiger, Solon!) lc. 073-7962
Cotwaler, Sfaria 673-7953

lavitente 673=7933
Cieidgc E. 673-7950

Johnston Denis F. .7953

Ism's. !Wm 673-7063
nn, Mat garet 673-7933

slihi 0: . 673-7956
Dilbei \l 673-7969

Siiiiderliani, Milo It 673-7950
scallman, Kathmine FS: 673-7930
Wor deer. I at bird E. . . . 673-7956

Stontrind Reporter



In Flt.- onr ciliate future. the first priority of
the staff of the Office of Federal Statistical POI-
icy and Standards will he the compiell(111 and
preparation for publication of -A Framework
for Planning U.S. Federal Statistics, 1978-
19149,- A document which is familiar to readers
of Slatliiiral Riparlar. With regard to 114.
framework, Secretary Kreps stated: -My staff
has reviested this project, and I will ask the new
(Mitre to give priority to completing this project
so that it can serve as the foundation fur soli-
semient planning and fletilitthillAkItig By
ftinsfintral area, the assignments of the staff In
relation In the topics in the Framework sre as

Gaaerai

fiettAdif.stion U S
NAttf, StatistRat Program! In

14.4R11C, Complfs Sinwty .. Slum Awl (An

dinna Arm
Agrniihitral . %Sot lrn
Cnnstfurtinti stAtistirs

. linage"
f:fitsitnAl instne .4J1IlW1 1411

.

nergy summits. . Rodgets
Entifonnirtital 11,1[104S .,. .gwfv,s

shnistits Worden
Ite.111l natitti,s
th)Iflifig 5011 toritrimnity

dCsrlt,pment . Maher
In, nine ni,intenaince And el

swish( I . 5sindethAuf
Iniornr f.shh, and comnananon Sandaf hat!

Johnston
4 tat tionn %Vol denthiritaton,snfd!
[we 11411iiffi . jutototio
Pioilkiction And disinhutniti M311/11,1 retrinin
Sfie use at.a Wthititlitity, Ititc.Sium
T,ArtirtorAls,ri . %%Soden

(,1d iithit data

fr&tat Stale (00tirritilf sisterni
!18,3 ..11e1 ..,nn

itinyttiowtdr) binning
iA11111,S and

ten ht., Al Jr.Ii3f,tt
"4,1.111.41 liJiVfV1

1.,iigitlf. gfoiith rnntteti
iossple ichclts

risfriurm41 1411 -r erg
ViiE4rAtil IAndr-tli

hit Mdit.iitll and vi1131 aitnnnts

,,II441 the h011010aV .

t 11411 bank,

Waltman
Hahn.-

The (rile of Federal Statism al Pith() arid
standard- has CSI4bliShed Mitt 1111W ttlait'S
era! interagenc} committees. their cooperative
efforts will vorittibute to progress in Stich at cas
as standards development and the design of in,
trgratecl statistical programs. 1 he committees
also serve as forums for the exchange of .11111
feedback of technical and substantive informa.
tion. The reciprocits practiced by the inter-

tif y committees It conducste to the resole-
lion of t onfitel I heti, ern dull among agencies
and, the attainment t;1 conseusus among,
member agencies. The present committees

.red by the Office of Federal Statistical Pub
icy and Standards are:

Federal Agency Council on the IBSO
Federal Conimittce on International Statistics
Fedet al Committee tin Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas
Federal Committee 1111 StatiitiCal MrthtSSIOlitiy
feilrral litter4grAlcy C:Cittiltil tan Energy

Infor
Interagency Committee 09 Balance of

Payinents Statistits
Interagency Conirnittee on Commodity

(Amid-it:ohm
Interagency C:ottimittee on Financial Statistics
Interagency CodfThittee un GNe SIiIIIStics
Interagency Committee on flonsing Statistics
Interagency Committee on Income DiStritit

(ion
(Hi LatiOr

Interitgertili CtillittlitteC on Land Use Data.
Interagency Committee on Price Statistics
International Committee tat Transportation

Statistics .

Technical Committee on Industrial
Classification

Technical Committee tin Occupational ri2S.

41411 elan Fertinkal Committee on Standard Industrial
surideniaid Directory

an
Han
Elan, an

FS s'aillS hn.sn
l'elet son
Dian An
jr41,In

r.dr,
`No, ,1,11

Ail floe C:outtnitte ToNic Substance I)

All of the above are chattered committees soh-
lest to annual revieis by the Office of Federal
St,.ultical Polics- and Standards.

An unprecedented attempt to formally COM.'
itilidtc statistical policy efforts At the Cabinet
level is CSeittplified in the _Statistical Policy
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Coordination nunittee (SPCC). Chaired by
the Sycretary of Commerce, the SPCC is in.
sum:tell by the Executive order to _advise
and assist the President With respect to the int.
provernent, development, and coordination of
Federal and other statistical services... Secre.
tar) Kreps has voiced her firm belief that the
process of developing statistical policy Will be
strengthened by such consultation at boo levels,

Alan, standards and 'guidelines were im-
plemented by the Statistical Policy Division
through the circular process. Having 'been
transferred intact to the Department of Corn.
merce, these circillars constitute the subject mat-
ter of the OFSPS Statiutett1 Policy Handbook.
Statistical policies and procedures will in this
It as be communicated to those ;% fleeted by them
and additions will be incorporated in the hand-
book upon their protnulgatiOn. The titles of the
:irculars to be initially included in the handbook
are:

CircUlar No, A-39, "Providing of Statistical
Information to Intergovernmental Orgar:ii,
LatiOnt7

Ci Cti lac No. A6, "Standards and
Guidelines foe Federal Statistics"

C:irtlitar NO, A-91, ':_Vrontpt Compilation and
Release of,Statistieal Information."

The responsibilitY for reviewing paperwork
burdens in connection with statistical program%

cleart rig of 101-111i under the Federal Re-
ports Act of 1942 remain with cite Office of
NI,itiagement and Budget

.4pperniCe

Reprinted below is the test of Executive
°rile! Nos 10253 and 10033. The respott-
sibilities and itittlito ties erui{n4ed in these tn.
(lets hive been delegated to the .Secretary of
commerce tyith the transfer of the statis-
tit al pullet function tri the tkpelliftletti of
Cimino:rev rSectilke ()rider No If) r3 of lime
11. 1.951 tit plein.elits Sernirti 103 of the Budget
arid Accotintinq Protedures Act of 1950 and
specifies the tiltp (Uses to be sought. Eset miye
Order No. It)0.43 of February 8, 1919.scfs ftirdi
it tV eguldtions thetchy the Office Of Federal
Stali%lis".il Polo s and Standards will handle re-
quests from ititeroatiottaborganitat ions for u,s,
data, The test of these Executive orttets follows.

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO 10253
As Amended by Exertitioe Order Nu, 1201

Providing for tire Iniprosenjeot rif the wets et fed.- -rat
Exerutise Ageniiel %Vial Renter! to Statistical Information

By wore of the authority vested in me hi Sent -an itys of
the Budget and Areriunting. Procedure% Act of 1950 .JI

IKITT And AS President.of the Untied S And in
order to carry OM the purpose% of taut sectorn t is hereby
ordered As Infloteit

Section I The Secretary of Coinineece the le.
'lerred to at the' Sertetary) shall develop pr ograms. atal
issue regulations and orders, for the improved
compiling, Analyring, publishing and dilterninating !if

teal information for any purpose by the various are
cies or the executive branch of the.FederalGmernment.

See, 2. In order to caret' (Ott the provision% of,SeiTiOn I of
OM order, the Secretary than ma intato a continuing study
for the improvement of the lhoiniral work of the agencies
in the executive branch of the Federal Cov,,,,ent wlt yi a

w to obtaining die maximum benefit from the fund% And
beadles a,ailahle for such work, giving due consideration
tit the crOinantty changing. character of the s 1,14JIII need%

tor StAttitiral inforretAtion both within -arid with the (in%
eminent and. w con-here the atillical work is pr co
reined with operating programs, giving due totioderation
tit isdrninistratise need, stattitory requirement,: and the

ed% it in the development of and
legislative reennstrientlatiOns. The Set reloy, either upon
his own initiative or upon the ferniest of arcs c,c!) agenis,
shall (a) provide.hir the iliterstiArige of inform/lion
hued 10 itnprove .statimeal wink, an make appropriate at-,
rangements for irnprosiog statistical work involving reli
tionships heineen -tar en more ageetir and tee stOlte the
.gert,ies, by ?liter nteArti, tro troprose their statiltical work.

See, 3. The following shall he tot hided among lire tiNee
live% sought tarrying the ItrosiStiod Sertion I

hetes&

1L1) Ter achicvc An adequate program of uuaatilt tal work in
the agerities of the ear t olive branch, relAtion to over-all
needs for itatistica/ ;oho fo4letJet. et lotting eh e idling of
KAI'S and avenutini.. of .etknewes in presently Asailable
statistical information,

lb) In achiese the must eftertise Ilk re,i,i4FCCI
able for statistical stork the Agri. lits!111-relatIon 10 riser.
all needs

Rt.! s Ininithire Ilse hoiden of h s hero Ylrk s..uds -
11C;11 data needed in the Various Federal agencies

Idt Or Intl/rose the reltAhdits And timeliness of staiotn.al
information

Feta. e' Al. The Departmen t n. Agroultute and the
Nrienidl t:eider for ilealiti Stitt -nos hate annininied a
rem-gator:limn. The tient% established Department of
fmeigs will have at office ItelAds 1,1, these rera-
gitilittitions Alipteir iti the next rose.

Steinhart Reporter



tot To.orhievn maximum comparahrli aenong the reteral
stantinal series and toadies

If) To p- tie the peetcntation of itatiltiral informatroti
and of caidanations regarding these source* and reliability
of sot!. infOrevigtion and rigarding the litsittations on the
me, that ran appropriately be made of it.

Sec. -I. Regulations and otders mixed pursuant to Saturn
I hereof thall he wined by the Secretary. %%then ni srgried,
sOrti regulanons and orders shall require Jul further ap,
prowl bt adhered in by all agencies in the elicit,.
tire branch. Any such regulation it order nias pertain to a.
tingle agency, a goner of ageortes, or all ageticies in the
executive branch.

Sec, 5. In the development of programs and the prey ara-
tiors of regulation* anti for imigabre gOeilagrit Or Sec-

n hereof. the Secretary *hall crintult federal agencies
,winrse activities will be tobtrantially affected. and may con,

soli ontirreeletal groups to the extent he findt it riecewart
to catty um the potpmes of this order.,

her 6. Thes_aotriortiv usitlined ih this order is or ailtlitOM
n, arid lilt, yobutoopin for the rattling authority it the
Nxkrelaty.ric of the Dipartment of trumpeter, with reit., r

and repotsing gelluitiei. Ti, the eilteol.
Per, that this order eorim,t, with any pr tit Eamon, e
order Are, ring alailifirat iir febiniting iirdi ur the is
Moo ol this ender shall control.

Sec. 7 .Norhing in ohm Exert tif r order thallbe concussed
to apply In she obtaining of cleating of information by the
lintrAn uf Internal Revenue, die Cotoptrollerul the Cut-

. the Bueeao of the Publit Debt, the Bureali of At
intatitt, arid the t1 rao0or Foreign Assets Ctrintol of the
Treasury Department, Of to the obtaining of any ir
bank, supeefluity agency of report and lobo-matter,* from
banks at pros ided or aothoriaed by law and in the proper
performance of such agencys furittions u, rts tripersiwir y
capacity.

Sec. $ -lite performance of the Mbetioto veiled 01 the
Se,cretary by this Order shall be subject to any authority or
retprimihtlity vested in the Director of the Office of Man,
agroietti and Budget, including Chapter 55 of -1-0:c IS of
the Ufilieit Sloe% Code (the Federal Reports Art)

EXECtMVE ORDER Na 10033
As Amended 11 Executing Order No. 12013

gegoLdiont the Prioliting or Ste pal Inhrrna
rev itrdninrgOVernniffilid Ofk.nf,linn

WI-11.101AS the United Nation% and other inter.
el mental rogatiteattons 0r which the Crutril stater ls a

member hate nerd for ilatitotal whit; can fie
Writhed to the rotierbinent of the United States, ,stril

WHEREAS the burden Imposed on this Ginernmeni or
emote, tilett With priorchng such reslor matron to tuck tog no-
/Vitro% ihoold the tturitoono robioatible b Oh adelliiali
of informanisn, and

Ocinbrr 1977
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WHEREAS a syltettiatic procechtie for fotoitlung mar
informatron raitlierie effort and Import r the duality
and entriparability of the data furnished

NOW, 1 fit-dart-314E, by ftitre of the authoritt stand in
fare by the rintotitittinn gild the statutes . inthiding section H
of the Brciton Woods Agreements .let Orr Slat )15;
11.5.G. $141511. and 41 President of the United States, it it
hereby ordered as halos,

Section I. I: steep' ai !loot/led in se hereof, the
Secretary of Commerce, hr Wafter relerred was the Sec-
retary. (a) shall deternotie, ith the tonitrence of 'he Seri
retary of State. what tudistisal inforrmition shall pro
sided or response official requests Incited ht the Utoted
Stales Govetnmettilrorti intergoierritterilat ri.ganira

of which tf totoltry g member, and ,b) Ma:_ deter-
mine oforti federal evecutne agency of agenciet t, all per,
pares the statistical information thus' to be prosidesd The

aI itiforitigthira of prepared shall he trantinitted lit
tt -r 12+11.12ninK nnergVErnIncnIA1 ueganiration thro igh es-
tablithecl'Oatitirds by the Sr rears of State or fit arm Fcd
eral executive ageitcy finis or betrafirt autherrned try the
Secretary of State to transmit Melt Information,

Sec $ rat The National Advisors Council no Interna-
tional shin nn and FM,. Prohlettis. hereinafter ter
ferred to as Mr Ndlinn41 old .era Cauried, shall determine,
Attu! consultation with rhe SnErMrS, what information is
r,eht,..1 in order that the 1:ented States Government may
compls was entire-of for irattrinansin received from
the litho national Moneta, hind the,thieroational hard
fed Reromit tit tiori and Deschproem.

(b) [he %retrialy shall determine which Federal esecto
tile agents or ggenriet drill roller, or 1114t.e atailable

Mood escenitd 'order sesnon as here.A

tc) Irt the titliertion of infottiation poi/ ,ilit nig delet.-
mitiatiort made by the Secret Ar wider ,ec.
in reitbillie to a feitueit under Ariirle 1111 se,: on 5, of
thi Ankles of Agteement of the Internaldnal Vorietary
fund, the autho rity conferred on the President by section II
of the Bretton Woods Agreements Act to tequire any pet.
too to furnish With othirtilailOrt, to subpoena or otherwite,
Fogy I terwied hs each of the following-named ages

Derv,. tomtit nf Agin Moire
Dep.uttheht .1 omit-fleece
Depaetinent of the !mentor
Department of Labor
f_leprienitent of the Tfeaiiiii
Flog! if Of (arse inurt of the feartal Besot e Si Wail
t e r eral r.tiormireoration's I-Jona-moon
Petletal Deposit Initleilliir
Federal Priori CtiettiniSsnni
fedeeal trade Cinntinitn,
Intet3i.dn Utifintirter (fin:1,111,4.1
Srinf ite% And i.Ni halTr Uninn115$ifin
United States Maritime Lotininitforn
1,:tirterl States 1 ariff Cornimitiun

idl The toformatitin, eetleeted rirr Made ;timid-de under
'citron 2 of this ,.tiler shall Ire stagnated Ill the N animal
Adman's Loons-11 for retie, and for ptesentar:th if, the
raid Fond or Baal



set As used on this order. the ti "person" m ant an
individual partnership. co poratiori, n raysmiat ion

Sec. 3. The See retary'% diiermination of a enAtier
arslEr tectio-n l or settieM 2 (bl oFthis order shall be made
Ad consulting appropriate Federal executie Agencies and
lo sing doe consideration to any retponsihility nute
cited by any of them in !elation rp an intergnsernmental
organization.

See 4. This order shall not be construed to authorise the
Director or the National Ashooto Conned t peoeide, of to
reipitre any Federal executor agency to provide, to an in
tergoseenmental orgaroration tra) information doting ant
petted or tone Olen the agency hating primary yelp/0101d.
ity her security of the specified information declares that it
mutt be stithheld from the intergoternrrQnts1 organization

in the interest of ffill,aty tectirilt. or (tit inftomation
Any Federal CXefi:ilwr AgElIty it required hs la v. to rorainlam
on a cmilutential basis.

See. 5. The,Serretacy and the National .kthoYory Coue5i1
Ate rauthottred to prescribe well regul.tilE.n, mat he

art to carry out their retpectise relpeolobti_iesui.e.er
this order-

Sec. 6_ To the extent that this
presiosis Executive orde r. the pros kiwis to
cootroi

See.. 7 The .peetlienume of the funetiont in he
Se errs Its this Order AA! stilt! et to ant ,.thotit or
retpot.thillty yelled in the Dice, tor of the Otlke or 514d.
Agment And Budget, including Chapter 55 of I itle 41 of
the United States Code (the Federgt Reports lit.

tt flits
thB

tit a
.all

October 7, 1977, Pre mind Cosier signed Executive
Order No. 13013 ohteh teorttfert rilpaddhady for the tettiag

damiderf polio," no tie Three-toe of the (Witt of .5fonrage-
nt atld Budget to the Seceetory 4 Cogilnom. The !atilt-tog

It ale tilted/ urns. IAr tsport of the varigto
i-#101,1 of tad order The Famed I:mit:ire order it

Feted at the eenehanen of the general dtirti1110a_

1The bode ootharity for #114blithine
of tA, Rodget and Actounting Prideduret

1930 whet:A-dwelt the Preudeot

.,.step fr,grorrm r
for the improved gathredeg. tompthog, nonlyttog, gohitrh
tog, nod dirtermonang itatdtteal tofoemotion for oaf
petepide by Me eariaat ag ir the atire hearth of the
GoveraRent Soth regulation! and ordrel !hall be ddheeed to

infh auntie).-

hi 1970. a hes the Office of Ard".4'1'"' oast ll.dg"
eitatteohcd, thd aothoella or!! delegated to the tdeecet, of the

Nei flrelf 1 of thd f rmitIrry Order irt000..tm shat dttr-

Seepo 3 -.The ina,iitani of Srrnan In] veer rmplemerned
s,ttirILIO [Bete, No !WIT an foot 1 1971 lAtt teinen

,tjett the delegomm to the Se( retort of COMAION, Forth...
ti provide! that the Federal Report! .4(7 -A tote ',main! a ith
the Of / ter of ,11,,,ge../ and atidel

--11odee per 4.101.II othottlit to e national paltry
Ante -eluded eepodelblitty foe rata rag aid! to

nalitnal agoafiel F is ult..' Thaler 10011. obch oar
ped e,,aed oo 1449. el ...delegated t!_, the Se fetrIF,

--fere

In the iitettlatioadl tos.itm.nt
It; 1,0If, tii the!. .1nriu.hme poor tort! of tow:

datt.pral roorddlattod rhei, if4Itairfa pott,, hitt,
FIR vaa!fcered ia the Seertiara of Foraolerre

peonidei #4.1. 0,1 funds

.11 C.F.{ errs tat a ingot.' I orif Ono:

itinho-O-1 ht. gentoder proteduretrfof the armor
Dd. eel

7Th, pelt. ot funment of th Xtairinntl Polity
of the Ofliee of .tionageadat and tig4e1 in trttrotng

within/3f budgets and prowler Attic helot ion
Secritoey of CPRIMette,

Sechao 9-1-be 1.##1,d#,1 ha* ii:4/niled the Stnornol
Co4rifinanah 6.htch tnthoht ell Cot,,,t tet.

derr.nlre Core ;e of the Wide of Aloadgemeett and IlLdget, tad
CAnirman of the Council of readoddc eldettert and the Cho!,
mad pith.. Board of Gooeraael lir redeml Air e Sple,
The Sefeehl,e of Coredatere de doir;,,fed arahe CAE tereao
the Comodtdee .311 ngeorito ore r,,p4t1fri petalle n-nrrah,
and information to Air Cornraritter-_hint hat oinrall runt
ellpordllalitde foe Fedeeal doodle!

:Simon 3rbit urban leant! err e ;dude twitter!
lotion! mnoctorriOg rtatirtiral golwri from 1117 Witt
4g.rent and Bodo( to dte poorg000t of-Caron...ors

EXECUTIVE ORDER Na 12013
/if/wing lerthe T net !fee of Cooroon

Stativital Paw: 1...41m-tiara
By Ysine ol the alithorit) Vetted in me hs the 6,,
Iutnrr. and statute: of the United States of .5rnerica.

ReorkiniednOtt PlAwNo. -`2 of 10T0 id C.S.C.
App. lit. Section '302 the' liodget and Acs.--untin!
Pittreditiet Actja 1930 4. C. 581d. and Section
501 of Title 5 of the United Sind Code, And t
dent of the United States if America. in order to trans-
fee certain functions front the Director of the UP'llee of
51anago'r.ent and Budget to the 5 t COttillierte
aFed for other porposet, it herein °filmed at (01.w

I. hi, tom I of /A ... ()riff! N. 1151I I 7

Jots I 970..I, ,IIertatil r s LoldniA thereto the follostirt;
nes. soh..

'OA t he delegation to the plrertor dl the urbee
%I...gement and iindget, poroAato tithse.mto tat w
tins Section, roe functions etted itt the Director 4,f
the Biorati Id the Padget lot Section 103 of the, Budge'
and Ayeouttimg Bon ed.], et Act of 1950 t51 I. 5 C. Ill.
and IIItriCtiUrIIII) ti the President ht Pat(
or gviitganiration Plan No 2 ot !,.070 ri C_S L 5tip II .

It termitwied yin th !,titer 9, 1977

Nef = ',termite Order Not Joon ti ;WO

Stotonttai
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rector of the Bureau of the budget" is deleted
in Se tion t and 7Secretary or Comm erce- is substituted.

(hi "Dow tor" it deleted wherever it appears in Sec.
titIOS I. 2, 1. S, .and 6, and 'Secretary" Is substituted
therefor.

(e) `Bureau of the Budget` is deleted M Section 6 and
`Department of Commerce" it 61'71010.rd.

(0) A new Sedirin g it Added at follows:

Sec 11. The petformance or the fun- lions vetted in
,clie Secretary by shit Order shall be subject to any 014,
dimity or responsibility vetted in the Director of he OT
Dee of :Management and Budget, including Chapter 55
of Title 44 of the United State* Code (the Federal Re=
ports AM'.

Sr'. 3- Bsecotive Order No. 10055, at amended, is
further amended at follOwl:

(a) 'Direaor of the Bureau or the Budget" is deleted
ioSection I and 'Secretary or Commerce is substituted.

(b) "Director' is deleted wherever it appears in Sec,
tiriot t. 21a1. 2(bl, 2(0, 5, 4, and 5 and 'Secretary" is
substituted therefor,

(0 A new Section 7 is added At follows;

lec: 7. The performance of the functions vetted in
the Secretary by thii Order that) be subject to any am
thorny or retpontibility tinted in the Director of the Of

. Dee of Management and Budget, including Chapter 55
isl,TitAlect4)4.,7f the United States Code (the Federal Re

!vet 4. Section 4 of Executive order No. I loot of:
January 19, 1957, iiairteruled by deleting.-

'the Canine') on huernational ECOnOttlie policy shell
perform the function of 'taking periodic reports tO the
committees of the congress at Set forth in Section 4 (a)
(3) or the Act" .

and toliotitustog therefor
the Secretars of Commerce than perform the forli

lions to forth in Sections 4 fa) (3) and 5 (1) of the Act-.

Set. S. The records, property, personnel. and lanes-
peroled halancei of appropriations, available or to he
marleavailable which relate to the functions trantterred
oe reattigned from the Director of the office of mew
agement and Budget to the Sec retary or cotoreeree by
the delegatintit made in this Order.- are hereby trant-'
fored to the Secretary of

Sec. D. The Mt-emir of the Off ire of Management and
Budget shall make such determinations. issue such ori
tier take all item necessary or appropriate to en-
yore Or effectuate mite transfer or reaignmentt pro-
-tided by this Order, irteNding- the vaulter of fu h.
tecords; properly, and personnel. :

Sec. 7 The Seeretare of Commerce shall pros, ide ad-
'Mee to the Director of the Office of Management anti
Budget with reipect, to the review and preparation of
that portion of the annual Bodget of the ',S. Comm.
men. dealing with the gathering. inlet pr..I

71(i

ng. and do,
serninaling of statistics and itatiotval irtormatutit.

See. 11, tat There et hereby h) tit the Statistical1
riche) Coordination Cativo-twice. Inc rrtria terotwed to
at the Committee, which shall he eompuseti oi the tot

lowing members, and such
agencies es the President mar

(1) The Secretary of Corn
Chairman.

(2) The Secretary of State'

(5) The Secretary of the Treasury.

(4) The Secretary of Detente

(5) The Attorney General.

(6) The secretary of the Interior..
(7) The Secretary pt Agriculture.

(8) The Secretary of Labor.

(9) The Secretary of Health, Education. and Welfare.

(10) The Secretary of Hearing and trbari Des 1-
moo.

(11) The Secretary of Transportation-

(12) The Secretary of Energy.

(15) The Chairman, Council or Economic Advisers.,

(14) The Direetoi of the Office of Management And
Budget;

(15) The Chairman, Board of coeeroorr of the Fed.
MI Reserve System it invited to be a Member.

(h) The Chairman nu) designate any other member
to act alChairman during the absence of the Chairman.
Each member of the Committee may designate an alter=
nate to terse Whenever the regular member it unable ro
attend-any mewing: the Chairman may ;mite the heads
of othe'r Fterittne agencies or their alternatet to par,
ticipate in Committee deliberations. whenever matters
which affect the interests of such agencies Are to be
coOtidered.

fey The Committee shall advise and aids( the Peed,
dent with retpeet to the improsernent. development. and
rorodolettotr or Federal and other itatistital scribes,
and shall Fserforin inch other related citifies .41 the pretiv
dent may pretwibe.

(d) The Secretary of COMmerce. to the Merit per.
!tinted by law. Moll provide such administratise support
and such rumba! mat be necestary to tupport the fonts
Mott of the CtiniMillee.

r head, of Executive

who shall be the

(el Executive agencies shalt, to the extent permitted
by law. proirde such information and attistance as the
Committee or the Chairman may requevt to assist in car.
ruing out the functions of the Committee..

Ser. 9. Any met, rept)ations, orders, directives, circo,
latt, or other actiona taken puttualit n, the functions
trantterred or teastigned from the Director of the Of-

: me of Management and Budget to the Secretary of
cometerre by the Iteleitetteny made in thi, Order. shall
rentaiti in effect until amended; modified . oi rooked.
pursuant to the delegations niadt n alit Order.

Sr 10. This order ,bait be effective October it. lir77.

JIMMY C.v.:ATER

lit' W1l1 Tk ttrik'SI
thtitlos 7,1977

000 1977

7 2
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on 4. At the May 23 hearing. Congressman Stockman requested information
on policy -related correlates of the three series of population projections-
projected changes under the different series in the school-age population and is
.relative size to the rest of the population. Could you provide this to the Coinmittee,
as well as the same information on the retirement-age population?

In answer to Congressman Stockman's request for data showing some
ted correlated of the, three series of national population projections, we

gt'ave prepared sets of tables showing projected changes in the school age population
and the retirement-age population over the 50 years.

In Tables 1, 2, and 3 we present data from each of the three series for the
population of various schoolagesprimary school ages (5-13), secondary school ages
(14-17), and college ages (18-21). The data provided give the estimated population as
of July 1, 1976 and the projected population for every, five years between 1980 and
2025 both in absolute terms and as a percentage of the population. We have
provided data on the numerical and percentage changes in these populations.

Each series of the projections give a somewhat different picture of school enroll-
ment but let me point out some the most interesting trends projected under the
-Series II assumptions in Table rhe most notable fact is that each of the three
school age groups is going to go through cycles in which the populatiorTBeclines for
10 or 15 years, rises for another 10 years, and then declines again for 10 to 15 years.
and finally rises again. Thus, the primary school ages can expect declines between
now and 1985, marked gains between 1985 and 1995, further declines, from 1995 to

-2010,.and finally gains after 2010. These same trends will impact upon the second-
ary school population and college age population about 5 and 10 years after they
affect the primary ages.- For schools.- this implies the need for mechanisms which
permit the flexibility to meet these alternate boom and bust, cycles.
' Tables 4 5, and 6 present data for the population of approxisiate retirement ages
(65 and over) for each of the three projection series- data are provided on the
estimated population as of July 1, 1W/6 and the projected population for every five
years between-1980 and 2025 as well as data on changes in these populations. In
addition we have presented the projected nurriber of persons 65 and-over per 100
persons aged 16 to 64. This figure may supply some indication of the demographic
strain on the Social Security System as requested by Congressinan Stockman.

Again let me-point out a few trends from the Series. II projections (Table 5). On
July I-, 1977 persons 65 and over represented 10.8 percent of the total' us. popula-
tion. This proportion would rise slowly to 12.4 percent by 1995 and then remain
fairly stable for a few years until it starts to rise again about 2010. In the
quent 15 years.the percentage of the total population 65 and over will rise markedly
from 12.7 percent to 17.2 - percent as the "baby boom" generation moves into the 65
and over category. It is worth noting that the 1975-80 period was one of rapid
percentage increase in the population 65 and over (11.2 percent). In the next couple
of decades the percentage increases in the population will be much slower reaching
only 1.3 percent in the 1995-2000 period. By 2015-2020 however, the percentage

rnincreases will be back up to 14.1 and the increase in terms of absolute nu will
be over twice the-1975-80 value.

Perhaps the most useful ratio for- providing a simple measure of the effect of
demographic trends on the Social Security System is the ratio of the U.S. population
roughly of beneficiary ages (65 and over to the population in age groups that
contribute to Social Security (16-64). Under Series II this ratio would rise from 17.1
Per 100 in 1977 to 19.7 per 100 by 1955. The ratio will decline somewhat to 19.3 in
2010. but by 2015 it will rise to 21.7 and to 28.2 by 2025. Such a marked increase in
the ratio of beneficiary age groups to contributor age groups in the 15 years
between 2011) and 2025 would seem from a demographic viewpoint to imply a strain
on the Social Security System. A more comprehensive analysis of these trends
would require a complete actuarial review which I would defer to the actuarial

rts in the Social Security Administration.
hope that these data can be of some use to the committee in its work. We have`
sent reproductions of the charts on age structure used during my testimony to

Dr. Bouvier of your staff. If you care to submit a more detailed request in terms of
specific age groups, other rations. or charts, we shall be glad to supply additional
data.
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Pop at

1975
1977
1900
1985
.1999
1995
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

Percent of Ponm)Atipn

1975
1977
1909
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

Chan ga iriPooulatiom

t9

Sc=rim 1 (81

1, er ,

Total
Population

213,559
216,817
224,066
238,878
254,715
269,384
282,817,

616U

315,248
334,708
354,108
373,00

M..441o1 Age ft__

Includes lrfted

.244106 la Relpota iaa Ground

9

5-13 yoaro of
(Primary
School Mao)

14-17 y:Aro 018
(Secondary

School Alec)

18-21 yearo clA

(C01.41.0Age3)

33,440
32,227
30,197
31,012

38,591
43,975
44.725

--------

16,9)4
16,783
15,763
14,392

12,771
16,609
19,698

16,484,
16,956 '

17,117

15,442
14,507
13,248
17,692

43,745 20,513
. 20,26

45,417 19,865 28,7 8
/150,784 19,918 198

36,172 22,127 20,462
58,767 24,976 22,997

15.7 7.9 7.7
14.9 7.7 7.8
13.5 7.0 7.6
13.0 6.0 - 6.5

15.2 5.0 5.7
16.3 6.2 4.9
15.8 7.0 35.3

14.7 6.9 6.8
14.4 -6.3 6.6
15.2 6.0 6.0
15.9 6.2 3.8
15.8 6.7 6.2

995-1980 10,507 -3.243 '-1,171 633
:1980-1985. 14,812 815 -1,371 -1,675
198'9-1996 15,8)7 7.579 -1,621 -935
1990-1995 14,669 5,404 3,838 -1,259
1995-2000 13,453 730 3,089 4,444
2990-2C05 14,963 -68) 815 2,376
2005-2010 17,648 1,672 448 460
2010-2015 19,460 5,367 -730
2015-2020 19,400 5,388 2,209 464
2020-2025 18,945 2,595 2,849 2,537

Parr at,-2B1Mt18-11W2J1gAM

1975-1983 4.9 -9.7 -6.9
1980 -1995 6.6 2.7 -8.7
1985-1990 6.6 24.4 -11.3 ,=-6.1

1990-1995 5.8 14.0 30.1 -8.7
1995-2cco 5.0 1.7 18.6 33.5
2990-2005 5.2 -2.2 4.1 14.6
2005-2010 5.9 3.8 -3.2 2.3
2010-2015 6.2 11.8 0.3 -3.5
2015-2020 5.0 10.6 _ 11.1 2.3
2020-2025 5.4 4.6 12.9 12.4
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1975

1977 ,

-1980

1985
1.920

'1995
2030
2005
2010
2015
.2020

2025

Total
Population

213,559
216.817
=2,199
232,880
243,513
252,750
260,378
267,603

275,335
203,164
290,115
295,742

pr PopOnt.ion

1975
1.977

WOO
1.985

990
1995
2033
2005
2010
2015

2020
2025

*Dania Population

Years old 14-17 Yews o14, 18-21 78828 old
(primary (Socord617 . (College Ages)

School Ages) School Ages)

33,440
32,2,27

30,197
29,098
32,68
35,392
35,080
33,542
33,067
34,517,
36,225
3;639

16,9)4

16,763
15,763
14,392 -
12,771
14,226
16,045
16,180,
15,439-
14,603.
15,396
16,356

16,484
16,956

17,117
15,442

14,507
12,995

14,990
16,388

16,319
15,503
15,137

15,833

15.7 7.9 7.7

14.9 7.7 7.8

13.6 7.1 7.7

12.5 6.2 6.6
13.4 5.2 6.0

14.0 5.6 5.1

13.5 6.2 5.8

12.5 6.0 6.1

12.0 5.6 5.9

12.2 5.3 5.5

12.5 5.3 52
12.4 5.5 5.4

1995-1980
1980-1985
1985 -1990

1790-1995
1995-20:0
2000-2005

2005-2010
2010 -2015

2015-2020
2020-2025

1775-1903
1900-1985
1965-1990
1990-1995

19954=
2000-2005
2005-2010
2010-2015'
2015-2020.
2020-2025

4.0
4.8
4.6
3.8
3.0
2.8
2.9
2.8
2.5
1.9

': 8,600 -3,243 633

10,721 -1,099 -1,371 -1,675

10,633 3,470 -1,621 -935

1,-237 2,824 1,455 -1,512

7,628 -312 1,819 1,995

7,225 -1,538 135 1,398

7,732 -475 -741 -69 c,

7,829 1,450 .556 -616

6,951 1,708 513 -366

5,627 414 960 696 '

ation

-9.7 -6.9 3.8
-36 ,41.7 -9.8

4.9_ -Lu-3 .=6.1
=:,8 7 11.4 . 10.4

-43.9 12.8 15.4

-4.4 0.8 9.3

-1.4 -4.6 0.4

4.4 -3.6 5.0

4.9 3.4 2.4

1.1 6.2 4.6
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pnpuletion

Total
Population

1974 213,559
1977 216;017
1.940 . 220,732
1985 2.20,079

1990 236,264

1995 241,973
2000 245,076
2005 248,6)1
2010 250,092
'915 252,540
.020 -253,011
2025 251,915

Pecc.

1975
1977
198)
1905

1990
1995
2000

- 20)5
2010-
2015
2020
2025

n In Sol d

5-13 1/OM'S 01d
(Prirnanr

School Ages)

14-17 mire old
(SecOndary
501001 Ages)

18-21 yeas old

(College Ages)

33,440 16,934 -16,404

32,22? 16',703 16,956

30.19 15,763 17,117

27,665 14,392 15,442

28,546 12,771 14,507

30,007 12,417 I 12,848
28,915 13,831 13,006

261972 1.3,433 14,019

25,540 12.557 13,498

25,315 11,718, 12, 578

25,409 11.497 . 11,837
f-.5.016 L1,669 11,740

15.7 7.9 7.7
14.9 7.7 7.8

13.7 7.1 7.8
12.1 6.3 4.7

12.1 5.4 6.1

12.4 5.1

11,0 5.6- 5.3

10.8 5.4 5.6

10.2 5.0 5.4

10.0 4.6 5.0

10.1 4.5 4.7

9.9 4.6 4.7

1975-1980 7,173 -3,243 -1,171 633

1980-1985 8,147 -2,532 -1,675

1%15-1990 7085 881 -1,621 -935
1990-1995
1995-2000

5,709
3,903

1.461
-1,092

-354
1,411.

-1,659
158

20049-2005 2;755 -1,943 -398 1,013

2002010 ,. 2,261 -1,4)2 -876 -521

2010-2015 1,656 -255 -839
2015-2020 463 174 -221 -741

2020-2025 -1,096 -473 172. -97

Pe-Cent Chnr tn_PmaLritielt

-9g0 . 3.4 -9.7 -6.9

-1905 3.7 -e.4 -0.7

1985 -1990 3.2 3.2 -11.3

1990-1995 2.4 5.1 -2.8 -11.4

1995-2000 1.6 -3.6 11.4 1.2

2000-2005 1.1 -6.7 -2.9 7.

2005-2010
2010-:015

0.9
0.7

-5.
-1.0

'-6.5

-6.7 -6-3 .8

5-.2010.A) 0.2 0.7 -1.9 -5.9

2020-2025 -1.9 1.5 -0.8
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TABLO hl ,MCTIONZ OF 090 -1-MIATI0 N AND rturrortr AGE&

(corios - Sorlee)

(Humbera _hounanda. Aa of 'July 1. Iheludia Arnod Drone

rn in fautbor of persons:1
Gro=g;,Grond

65 yearn and over
65 years and over par.100. purr:one

(rotirortont ft PIO 16460 yvarr: ald

_population

Total 1(64'years old
isolation (tokire noofl)

1975 213,559 3,304
1977 216,817 237015

- 1980 224,066 143,408

1985 238,878 150,302

1990 254,715 155,2'f,9

1995 -269,384 1610014
2002

, 282,837 172,586
2005 297.600 185,506
2010 315,249 195.977
2015 334,708 107.683
2020 350.108 279.082
2025 -373,053 217,656

1975
1977
1980

1985
1991
1995
2020
2005

2010
2015
2020
2025

Chum 1n. population

1975-1980 10,507

1960 -1985 14,812
15.8371985-1990

1990-1995 14,669
1995-2000 13,453

2000-2005 14,763
2005-2010' 17,648
2010-2015 19,460

2015-2000 19,400
2020-2005 18,945

lisreopt0hAngo in Tqflagat_p_n

1975-1980 4.9
1980-1985 6.6
1985-1990 6.6
1990-1995 5.8
1995 -2003 5.0
2000 -0005 , 5.2
2005-2010 5.9
2010-2015 6.2
2915-2222 5.8
2020 2025 5.4

62.4 -

63.0
60.0
62.9
61.0.

59.8
61.0
62.3
62.2
60.6

59.0
58.3

22,42o
23,494

24,927
27,305
29,824
31.401

31,822
32,436

34,837
39,519
45,102
50,920

10.5
10.8
11.1
11.A.

11.7
11.7
11.3
10.9

'11.1
11.8
12.7
13.6

. 2.507
1!!!! . 2.378
4,956 2,519

1,5T7
11,572 421

12,960 -614

10,431 2,401
6,706 4,682

5,583 .

g:Mt 5,818

7.6 11.2
4.8 9.5

3.3 9.2

3.7 5.3
7.2 1.3
7.5 1.9
5.6 7.4
3.4 13.4

3.2 14.1
4.1 12.9

16.8
17.1

17.4
18.2
9.2
19.5
18.0
17.5

17.8
19.5
21.6
23.4 .
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5: ESTIMATP priturcrviNs OF THE PDPUIATION 1H W01X1110 A69 RUIIRMF,2:T AGF,-5

Serino II (1411dlo Zerion)

(Uumb,rg 1n thouaanda. An of J.': 1, Including Armed Forcen Overs

Number or parsone,'
r,, :: _ n Solotod'A-e Grouno

65 years and nver
Total 16-64 loam old 65 Years and over per 100 sor000s

population Lirli,zu1,000 Cretlroment nuonl 614 ward old

. -

1975 213.559
1977 216,817
1960 222,159
1985 232.880
1710 243,513
1995 252,750
2000 260,378
.2005 267.603
2010 275.335
2015 283,164
.2020 290,115
2025 295,742

at nr Population.

1917
1980

1935
1990
1995
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020-
2025

1975-1980 8,6c
1980-1985 10,72.i

19054990 10,633
1990-1935 9,237
1995-2000 7,628
2000-2005 7,225
200532010 7,732
2010-2015 7.829
2015-2020 6.951
2020 -2025 5,607

FlarcaM. 011519 In Ponula on

1975-1900 . 4.0
1960 -1985 4.8

1985-1990 4.6
1990-1995 3.8
1995-2000 3.0.
2000-2005- 2.8
2005-2010 2.9
2010-2015 2.8
2015-2021 2.5
2020-2025 1.9

133.304 ____22,420

137.515 23,494
143,408 24,927
150,302 G27.305
155,258 29.024
159,738 31,401
167.502 31,822
175,469 32.436

180,555 34,837
181.704 39.519
01,124 45,102
00,403 50.920

62.4 10.5

63.4 , 10.8
64.6 11.2
64.5 11.7
63.8 12.2
63.2 12.4
64.3 12.2
65.6 12.1
65.6 12.7
(.4.2 14.0
62.4 '15.6
61.0 17.2

10,104 2.507
6,894 2,378
4,956 2,519
4,480 ; 1,577
7,764 421

7067 614

5,086 ', 2.401
1.149 4,682
580 5083

.721 5,818

7.6 11.2,
4.8 9.5
3.3 9.2
2.9 5.3
40 1.3
4.3 1.9
2.9 7.4
0.6 134
-0.3 14.1
-0.4 12.9

16,8
17.1

17.4
18.2

19.2
19.7
19.0
18.5
19.3
21.7
24.9
28.2
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FALL.: 6- TM An rb0JECTI0 N3 OF TRE POPULATION IN W

Derien

(Numbora th thouFnnde. AS Of duly 1. , Including Armed Forces Overseas.)

G AND Ni?A00

Total

Pest 1,1n

c,e_ted A Grbuno Number of pernOT13P.Tulation in Pel
16-64 yara old 65 years and over r17:07=oi°1:".
(1,orge21 iretiremont 'meal 16-64 Sacra old

1975 213,555 133,304 22,420
1977 216,817 137,515 23,454
1980 220,732 143.408 24.927
1935 228,875 150,302 27.305
1990 236,064 155,258 29,824
1995 241,973 158,816 31,401
2000 245,876 164,043 31,822
0005 248,631 168,928 32,436
2010 250,892 170,552 34,837
2015 252.548 168,113 39,519
2020 253,011 163,321 45,102
2025 251,915 157,417 50,920

Feroentof

1575 62.4 10.5
1977 63.4 10.8
1980 65.0 11.3
1985 65.7 11.9
ly 05.7 12.6
1995 65.6 13.0
2000 66.7 12.9
2005 67.9 13.0
2010 68.0 13.9
2015 66.6 15.6
2020 64.6 17.8
PW5 62.5 20.2

1975-1980 7,173 10,104 2,507
1980 -1985 8.147 6,894 2,378
1985-1990

: 7,385 '4,956 2,519
1990-1995 5,709 3,558 1,577
1995-20o0 - 3,903 5,227 421
2000-2005 2.755 4.885 614
2005-2010 2,261' 1,624 2,401
2010-2015 1,656 -2,439 4.682
2015-2020 463 -4,792 5,583
2020 -2025 -1,096 - 5,914 5,818

foroaat Change inITalatien

1975-1980 3.4 7.6 11.2
1980-1985 3.7 4.8 9.5
1985-1990 3.2 3.3 9.2
1990.1995 2.4 2.3 5.3
1995-2002 1.6- 3.-3 - 1.3
2000-2005 1.1 3:0 1.9
2005-0010 0.9 1.0 7.4
0010-2015 0.7 -1.4 13.4
2015-2020 0.2 -2.9 14.1
2020-2025 -0.4 -3.6 12.9

7

16.8
17.1
17.4
18.2
19.2
19.8
19.4

19 2
20.4
23.5
27.6
32.3

0
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS ASKED OF DR. PAUL C. GLICK DV THE CHAIRMAN

Question I. Accurdiag to your testimony, marriage rates are down and divorce
rates are up, Some experts are predicting the end of the American fainily as we
know it,

What are your thoughts on this important topic?
What do you think the American family will look like in 1990?
Answer: In my opinion, the family in 1990-12 years from nowwill look more

like the family of 1978 than the family of 1978 looks like the family of 1966-12
years ago, This opinion is Consistent with the theme of my prepared statement on
The Future of the American Family," namely, that most of demographic changes

in family life seem likely to slow down during the next decade or two
By 1990long after I have retired and will be unavailable for further question-

ingthe vast majority of adults en the middle years (around 35 to 55 years old)
should be married and the parents of a small number of children (about 2.5 chil-
dren, on the average), Three of every four women and five of every six men of this
age range shtfuld be married and living with a spouseonly a couple of percentage
points below the present level. All but 6 or 7 percent of those who married will have
become parents: a similar proportion will have never married, and only one-fifth of
these persons will have become parents. Also by 1990 about four of every ten adults
in their middle years will have ever experienced divorce. This is only a few percent-
age points above the lifetime level 138 percent) for women who are now 25 to 29
Years of age. The proportion of unmarried adults who will be living together as
members of unmarried couples may become twice as high as the present 4 percent,
but this is one of the very few areas of recent rapid change that seems likely to
continue to increase substantially before it levels off.

Question J. You have stated that the labor force participation of women rose from
38 percent in 1960 to 48 percent in 1977 and that it should stop rising soon,
However, the latest data for April 1978 show 49.7 percent of all women working,

Flow do you explain this continuation?
If women's labor force participation continues to rise, what would be the repercus-

sions for the family?
Answer. The two percent increase between 1977 and 1978 in the proportion of

women who are in the labor force is no guarantee that the rate will go on increas-
ing that much until 1990. If such an unlikely event should occur, it would probably
be a consequence of other economic and demographic developments that are beyond
the current horizon.

If women's labor force participation continues to rise during the next dozen years
as much as it has during the last dozen yettrs, the projected slow changes in family
characteristics noted above in reply to question 1 would be expected to become more
rapid changes, But even if the increase in worker rates for women should not
slacken before 1990, people should have become so accustomed to fast changes that
they would become more able to take them in striaeespecially members of the
young adult generation with much different expectations than those of us in the
older generations,

Question .I. In your testimony you contend that parentS are spending ,more time
with each child than in the past?

Do the data support this contention?
Doesn't increased work participation by women counter-balance the effect of

fewer children?
Answer. In my testimony I was careful to say that "Other things being

equal ' ' one would expect that the father and mother of today can spend more
time with each of their children and with each other " We have no relevant
time use studies to document this "expectation" of what can be done. To the
extent that it majority at children arc in school most of the daywhen the mother
may or may not be working outside the homethe mornings and evenings are the
main times available for spending with the children whether or not the mother
works, Then it becomes in large part a matter of logic and arithmetic; a mother
with four child of given ages should be able to spend only about half as much
time with each the children as she could if she had only two such children.
Whether she would if she worked (or if she did not work) away from home is a
question' that research studies would be needed to obtain the answer,

Que.qtion 4, In the May 23rd testimony, Dr. Peter Morrison testified that th..!
Population Profile series be expanded to compare to the Manpower Report to the
President. Some reference was also made to "Status" as a model for a more detailed
demographic survey of the nation. Do you have additional thoughts on this topic?
flow would you visualize such a publication?
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Answer. I like to think of the annual Population Profile as the Census Bureau's
specialized-vehicle for issuing early in a given year the highlights of survey findings
on population characteristics that were produced by the Bureau for the precedin
year and one earlier base year. This annual report serves its purpose in no small
part because of the promptness of its publication (usually in March or April). If it
were expanded into a report similar in scope and size to the Manpower Report to
the President, the resulting report would serve a more sophisticated audience_ a
great deal more time would be required to draft it and to debate the policy issues
implied by the recent changes. Likewise, the recurring report formerly issued by the
Bureau under the title "Status" could serve still another very useful but quite
different, purpose if it were to be issued once again. Meantime, the Bureau is
engaged in Federally funded studies to be published under the designation of
"Social Indicators My impression is that the public would be best served by
keeping the Population Profile reports essentially as they are and by making
whatever 'expansion" that seems advisable through the Social Indicators program '
where the reports could be prepared with the propor amount of time-consuming
deliberation about the underlying implications of the tabular and graphic displays
which are likely to have a longer time perspective.

ADDITIONAL QuE.grioNs ASKED OF MR. VINCENT P. BARADBA HY THE CHAIRMAN

Question I. What does the President's (President Carter) Reorganization Project
for the Federal Statistical System hope to accomplish?

Answer. The primary objective of the President's Reorganization Project is to
.sign a means for strengthening the decentralized system of Federal statistical
gencies with additional capability for the coordination and -management of reit.
.it functions. and the provision of selective overall policy direction. The Project

does not propose to change the decentralized institutional nature of the statistical
system, although analysis of the need for some consolidation and for realignment of
function will be included. It is not possible to accomplish all aspects of coordination
and policy planning of a large and decentralized system from any one place in the
decision structure. Thus, the greater coordinating and management capacity must
be designed into each major level of decision making, from the agency through the
cabinet secretary's office to the Presidential level.

Question 2. In your opinion, will this-Reorganization effort result in a more
effective use of demographic data in -long-range planning, and policy formation --

Answer. The Reorganization should result in better integration and coordinatic,
of Federal data collection analysis and decision making including demographic d
and policy formation. The approach of the Project is one which views static ca
coordination and planning within the context of the organization and design of
decision process 'twit- and the institutional structure of inforhiation on which deci-
sion makers depend.

Question f. Could you recommend any institutional changes which would enhance
the capacity of the Federal government to plan for the long range changes that are
occurring in our population?

Answer. The Federal Statistical System Reorganization Project is just underway
so Rig premature to talk about any recommendations that might emerge.

ADDITIONAL QuEs-rioris ASKED OF DR. THOMAS J. EspENsuADE BY THE CHAIRMAN

Question 1. During your oral presentation before the Committee, Congressman
Scheuer asked you to supply the Committee with a list of the States that have
formed population commissions. Could you provide that information?

Answer. I enclose the following- excerpt from the article "Formulating Population
Policy: A Case Study of the United States'. by Rebecca Cook. It is taken from
"Population Policymaking in the American States: Issues and Processes," edited by
Bergman, et. at, Lexington Books, pp. 15-42.
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Formulating Population r.
Policy: A Case Study-of
the United States

The objectives of this article (1) to describe how population policies are
perceived, formulated and implemented in the United States and (2) to analyze
how- and. why the definition of demographic trends by ten state commissions
have a profound impact on how policies are developed and evaluated. Some of
the demographic components of policy will be outlined for the law maker and
some of the legal components ,of policy will be described for the demographer.

For the purpova of explanation, four analytical population policy models are
developed: (1) the family planning Model, (2) the motivation model, (3) the
population distribution model and (4) the per capita consumption model. There
is no one correct policy model but rather many policy models have and can be
developed based on different social, .economic, political and environmental
conditions of a state. The artile's principal analytical utility lies in its challenge
to state officials to develop their policy model based on the unique conditions
and goals of their slate,

A legal systems model outlines the many facets of policymaking that should
be taken into consideration in helping to determine which kinds of legal change
should be used in implementing policy. Since the demographic effectiveness of
legal change on a poput!tionifpolicy is uncertain or unknown, subjecting
alternative pieces of leslatton--the "inputs"lo test hypothesizing a desired
"output" might help to formulate and choose more effeCtive policies. For

,example, compare the effectiveness of two pieces of legislafionone requiring
the teaching of population education and the other instituting programs to raise.
the status of women. Determine which legal change would be Felate-tional in
implementinea policy of population reduction. The answer epends on ma_ny
conditions within a state, some of which could be determined y projecting the
probable feedback.

The effectiveness of any institution in imp;emenling policy is determined in
part by how well policies are deftned and how well institutions are structured. It
could be a rt.:Ialively straight- forward matter to establish effective statutory

'Rebecca J. Cook received the M.P.A. from the John F. Kennedy School of Government.
Harvard University.
RolAnled by permission of knvirnrir enlcl Affairs, vol. 3 no. I.
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policy, Most states nave developed adequate statutory family plareee policies
and have create1 the r ,cncics necessary to implement the lordly planning
objectives. However, they are juet beginning to articulate and develop three
subsequent modelsthe motivation model, the distribution model and the per
capita consumption modelto enable them to adequately develop institutions
capable of implementing these models' objectives.

once a policy is seiccted, toe next institutional problem be
determination of the indicators needed to measure the policy's eft
The search for criteria raise such issues as: (I) is the two child
adequate policy indicator to measure the effectiveness of a stabilization poitGy?
(2) do the given indicators ignore the other dimensions of the problem?; and
(3) how e 74: tnmit utions best desige 4 °() evaluate policy?

This article asks more qv ut policyrnaking than it answers. It is
hoped, however, that the qi be helpful in determining how, and at
what points, the legal proce used ir formulating and implementing
population policies.

Population nation

Population policy is the direct and indirect result of legislative, judicial,
exeelxve and edininixtrat:ve actions directly and indirectly affecting many
demographic components. These components include (1) the size of population;
(2) the rate of increase or decrease of either birth, death, or growth rates; (3) the
distribution of e poinflacv within an area including both internal and interna-
tional inigret , (4) the age and racial composition of a population, and (5) the
qualitatiti 7,! f:orc;;15ition cif a population in terms er alia, education, per
capita consumption, and per capita income.

Population policies fall along a wide spectrum: on one eri, the anti-natalists
assert the advantages of lower growth rates: at the other end the pronatalists
assert the benefits of an increased population, Between these extremes are
variations with arevicipated and unanticipated consequences.'

There .17-e fru; behavioral elements of population charge: political, economic,
social cried environmental. The effects of population change can be diagramed by
cimipating rhese behavioral elements On a vertical axis and their determinants
size, rate, ilk; ribution, and composition) on a horizontal axis.'

State Population Commissions

In formulating population policy states are faced with trw choice of whether to
allow existing trends to shape the future size, rates of growth, composition,
distribution and per capita consumption of its population or whether to alter
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these 'trends by adopting population policies. Either alternative, iti
'constitutes population pOlicy.3 Twelve smites through special state commissions
have issued reports recommending explicit policies either to stabilize- growth
tales or to locate the populace in better balance relative to resources and
services. These policy recommendations agree with the following conclusion of
the Report of th,e Commission on Population Growth and the American Future
which states:

The Commission believes that the gradual stabilization of populati n bringing
births into balance with deathswould contribute signific,sntly 13 the nation's
ability to solve its problems, although such problems would not be solved by
population stabilization alone. It would, however, enable our society to shift its
focus increasingly from quantity to quality.4

These commissions have been either special population commissions,' sub-
committees of State' Commisston,4 or Commissions on Land Use
and Population Distribution.' Although the commissions have been appointed
by the Governors and/or the state legislatures, the reports have been primarily'

\ the result of research by citizens and state officials interested in population
r The commission members .represent a broad' spectrum of racial,

ec ie, religious and academic backgrounds. The reports are based in large
par pon citizen testimony, academic studies performed at, state universities,
and ements of state and local officials. As a result these reports are use:til in
educa,1 the genera) public about stpte population policies,

Recogin :bat demographic trends form the basis of population policy, the
Ca Data COIC.r4dc ri.. ju Massachosetts and Mich;gan reports investigate the
recent history and the piojected future of population growth and change!' Each
report distinguishes bween (I) growth due to natural increase; (2) growth due
to migration; and (3) differential growth rates between the urban and rural areas.
Policies are recommended based cn these three important distinctions.

For example, Colorado's pop;dation grew by 26 percent from 1,753947 to
2,207,259 in the sixties, Ho, ,ver, 40 pen-,,tit of this increase was due to net
migration.9 California cm.. cl by 2t; /percent in the sixties, with a present
population of about 20 m 5 1 petcent of that increase is attributable to net
migration, but this Noe. has begun to diminishrelatively and absolutelyin

-relation to natural growth.'" California and Colorado were used as examples not
only ',:cause they were among the fastest growing states in population, but
because_their population problems should be solved by two distinct policies, one
aimed at het migration and the other aimed at the birthrate.
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Mr. AICAKX. This hearing of the Select Committee on Population,
Task Force IV, on the impact of the baby boom and bust on the needs
of youth , will come to order.

would like to welcome all of our witnesses this morning and
acknowledge the_chairman -of our committee, Mr. Scheuer. I would
also like to thank our staff for all of the preparation that has gone
into the materials before-us_this morning .

I want to remind the witnesses that their prepared statements
will be included in the record in total and that we would like to
have each of you make a 5- to la-minute summary of your state-
ments. Following your presentations, we will have some questions
to ask you.

We will ask Dr. Joe Wray to make his presentation first. Will
you please begin, Dr. Wray?

STATEMENT OF DR. JOE D. WRAY. POPULATION STUDIES
CENTER, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 456.]
Dr. y. Mr. Akaka, Mr. Scheuer, members of the staff,eand

guests, asked to come here today to talk with the commit
about til impa ct of family size and birth interval on child health.

The written material that you have seen is a review of the
evidence concerning this issue based on .eudies available a few

rs pg-1. W hat I will do here is provide a sort of update discussing
-%-ledge gaiceer.) sines the original review.
rn su.:t yoe know that in the early years of awareness of the

pulatioi p.e-i''zetn we saw it as a national or a gloJal problem.
a worried at.p. da rates and so forth, and the impact on

whole countrieP, or the globe. We began only rather recently to
(83)
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look at the micro levee and to examine the impact of population
pressure on families and individuals,

Now things like family size and birth intervals have been includ-
ed in health and family studies for many years, but they, had not
been considered in the light of the population problem. fiy looking
at the impact of family size or birth interval on the well-being of
children, however, we began to bring the population problem down
to an understandable, comprehensible level, and obviously down to
the level at which families make their decisions about having
children.

Studies carried out in the 1920's and 1930's and all the way .into
the 1970's show clear and strong associations between family size
and a number of health variables affecting chili In very simple
terms, the bigger the family, the more illness, higher the death
rzltes, the poorer the growth of the children, One of the more
interesting associations is the fact that the bigger the family, the
lower the IQ's in the children.

Mr, SCHEUER_ Is this the IQ of all of the children or IQ of the
youngest child?

Dr. WRAY. We will get' into this when we see the evidence,
SCHEUER. the I of the first child-affected by the fact that

you have a large number of siblings? I was a second child and I
had three siblings after me. Would I have been a Senator by now if
I had not had those three siblings? [Laughter.]

Dr. WRAY. The data show that the odds are in your favor as the
second child. You are_better off as the second child than you would
have been as the fifth child.

Mr. ScnEuER. Would I have been better off as the second child in
a family of two than I was a second child in a family of five?

Dr. WRY. f_ Yes, but only slightly, as you will see from the data
Mr. ScueilEa Would that have made the difference?
Dr. WRAY. Some difference. Let me refer you to figure 3.
Mr. ScriEuER. My colleague poin'ted out that if I could have been

zi second child in a family of two rather than the second child in a
family of five, it would have meant an improvement in my IQ that
might have enabled me to make the Senate. I would not have had
to cope with the reapportionment problem that cost me my seat in
1972 and cost me 10 years of seniority when I came back, [Laugh-
ter.'

Dr. WRAv. That might be true. We know, at least, on the aver-
rise, second chiliiren have higher IQ's than fifth childrenbut we
don't underst,'id fully why it co. Let me refer yoa again to figure
:i where you can See, the association between both family size and
birth order. in the upper part of the figure, and between family size
and social cl:iss in the lower part. It is quite clear that intelligence
test performance is lower in children from larger families, regard-
less of birth order or social class_ Tnis association, again, has been
known for a long time Back in the 19A's, ',he results of all of the

1!plus" examinations of kids in Scotl..ad were analyzed by family
iz., The saris e associa,:on seen in f' !ore 3 was apparent then. It

alarmed the elite in Fn) l:mcl They weN. aware that lower lass
families had a larger nuraber of kids, so people wrote passionate
essays lamenting the "dilution" of the national intelligence---inc-
goes Cattel, for example, wrote one such essay.
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Now, the same data, that is, the results from the total population
of children who cook the I1-plus exams in Scotland, were reexa-
mined in the late 1940's and curiously enough the association was
exactly the same. That is as family size increased, 1Q went down,
But test scores were higher in every family sizeicategory in the late
1940's than they had been in the late 1930's. So this sort of defused
the concern: The "national intelligence" was not going down, but
seemed, in fact, to be going up.

Mr. SCHEaR. So the '-ne still stayed at that same slope, but it
just moved up?

Dr. WRAY. Yes; exactly.
Mr. SCHEUER_ Can you tell us what it means? Is it a factor of

income and ability of families to provide proper nutrition and
health car-, or is it their ability to provide excellent education or
provide books and magazines in the house? Would this be true
and I am not trying to be humorousof a family like the Keenedys
or Governor Carey of New York- where they have large families,
but where they are obviously at the top of the socioeconomic educa-
tional or vocational pyramid? Would it be as true of a Kennedy or
Carey family or a family like mine wivre there were five siblings
as it would be for low-income and perh.-Aps economically deprived
people'?

Dr. WRAY. Let me ref you once m ire to figure 3. Look at the
lower right-hand corner. There you set the association between IQ
and family size by social class. You see the slope is the same; in
every social class, high or low, the same negative association is
apparent.

Now, again, the thine. to stress in of this is that this is a
statistical phenomenon. Not every child or every person from a 10-
child family or I2-child family has a low IQ, but on the average",
that is the case, even in families which are better off.

Someone, in describing the statistical phenomenon are deal-
ith, put it this way: We can predict with great accuracy that
;ven day in this country, a certain nurr)er of people are

_rig to bc.. killed in car .accidents and we can predict that with
.0,eldence. We have the statistical tools to do that What we

flu io is predict which individuals will be killed on a given day,
have the population data; we do not have the individual data.

The s.ime- is True for the relation between IQ and family size.
The implications of family size in this country have been specu-

lated about in -.a ieteresting fashion by ZEijonc. Some of his results
are shown in figure 2 Zojonc i6 one of ninny people who Dave tried
to understand what it is about family size or birth order that
affects what we test and re...sure and call IQ, He has a theory that
the IQ of n child is determined by the "environmental" IQ. Suppose
you have two parents with an IQ of 100, The average is 100. When
a child is born into that family, his environment has an average IQ
of,100. Whee the second child con e-Js along, the first one is not up
to 110 yet, so the family re,1 au is lower. Whco the third one
comes along, the average is still lower This lower "enviror nental"
IQ makes the IQ of each succeeding child lcver. I do not believe
this but it is an intriguing theory,

Zajonc has analyzed the t- iT scores in a very interesting fashion
in order to explow such relations. I am cure you know that SrAT



scores have been declining in this country in recent years and that
this decline has been the cause of great concern. There are those
who kitteihu te it to fiiihire of the school system. Zajonc proposes at
alternative explanation. He shows that if you plot the -averag
birth order of the kids by year of birth and relate that to SA1
averages in the year in which they will be taking the test, you find
quite a remarkable parallel, as seen clearly in figure 2.

-Now, I am not at all sure about his theory, but I do indeed
believe the association. The proof of the pudding will come in
another 5 or 10 years when we can look for an increase :1 average
SAT scores, if Zajonc as the birth order of those the
test decreases--that is as the family size from which the children
come, decreases.

Mr. SCHELTER. Professor, I hope that before you finish your oral
presentation, you will give us some policy and program recommen-
dations that result from all of the fascinating material that you are
giving us. I hope all the other witnesses will do the same. Basically
we are here not as scholars, We are bore-because tve make policy
and design programs, So I hope that in addition to giving us these
extren ly fascinating perceptions and analyses, you will also give
us .son:e bottomline recommendations on both policies and pro-
grams.

Dr. WRAY_ All right, sure.

QUESTIONS AND REMARKS

Mr. Scumns:R. Can we infer from your testimony thaCreductions
in our resources devoted children would be Ix:Li:Able due to
smaller family size? Conversely, it more a. question of increasing
the per capita funneling of resurces, time corng, and emotional
and intellectual investment ner child'?

De. WRAY. Let me speak to that issue as a pediatrician with
experience in other cultures. Most of my career has been Spent
overseas in developing countries teaching pediatriCS and communi-
ty medicine.. My concerns about these issues grew out of field
research that I did which showed a strong association between
l'amilv size and maltiutrition in kids. That got me intereJled in the
general phenomenon.

The paint here. though, is that out of n experience ii: tcadition-
it! societies with large flittltigerterational families living in semisub-
sistence rtgrieultural settings, and then with families in this coun-

I have begun to have a diff merent view of far tsize, in hL
troffitional society, a girl growing up axptires all that that culture
lifts to Offer about .child rearing. Now we may be able to- identify
specific denciencies in her `Knowledge, but she gets whatever her.
culture has to aft r by taking care of her ainger sibs or of
chldreo of her -rsihs and when she gives birth to a child, she

the support of her mother, her mother-in-law, so SOCia
SU i:;..)4 t structures are powerful. She has a lot of help available 23
hours day. What I See and what I worry about, today is the

ihcise thins in our culture, Cur growing up in small,
nuciear farllrlit 'le not have a chance learn much

about chit 1 rear: :g from titeii inotherE: when they beCome mothers
they have very littfe social support. This has been going on for
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several generations. It is aggravated by small family size, by the
fact that we live in nuclear families rather than extended families,
and by the amount of geographic mobility. Today, a vast majority
of young people become parents several thousand miles away from
their own families.

The policy issue that bothers me about' current trends in family
size and the way we live as families, is the notion that young
women growing up in our society are not prepared for motherhood.
I believe that many problems including child abuseare related
to this The obvious implication is tht we Should provide better
preparation for parenthood.

However, I do not have that much confidence in our ability to
devise curriculaecoursesto do sorrik of the things that more
traditional. ;Oties or cultures handle without anybody giving it
any thought. In traditional societies there is certainly no curricu-
lum to prepare people for parenthood. Nobody in traditional soci-
eties thinks of it as something that you do, but it happens. It
happens very effectively.

In contrast, we are in a phase iu our social evolution when
preparation for parenthood is poor and social support is limited. I
think many of the things that are going on witl: kids today are
manifem_.iitions of this and I am not sure we know how to cope.
Thus, I think this is the policy concern that worries me more than
anything else.

Now to bring this around. finally, to the specifi form of your
question, the data that are ;- ailable from the older studies show
clearly that kids from small I imilies are better off. There-is less
morbidity; survival rates are higher; IQ's are higher, rind so on

I personally am not sure that those advantages are sufficient to
compensate, for some of the other social behavioral disadvantages
that I:aril talking about. I think that the things that we are seeing
today in our socieiychild abuse is sort of the tip of the iceberg
relate to these changes in family size, family structure, and I see

°these as being very serious in their implications for the future.
Mr ARAKA. Would you say. Dr. Wray, that a large family is

detrimental to the children in it because possibly they ire unwant-
ed? Does that contribute to the .lowering of the IQ?

Dr. WRAY. Like many questiGoi: relating to this phenomenon,
your question is,diilicult to answer heciiuse it is so hard to general-
ize. My imswer would be yes-indeed that is true in some families.
On the other hand, we all know large families where all of the kids
were wanted and got 'along perfectly well. Looking at it as a
population phenomenon. I think the answe.- to your question is yes.

Mr. ScliKIJER.. this committee's hearings on fertility and
contracepti,.. in the -United States, the wit nesses agreed that this
country should sex educatior in the 'iools. We 1-1;----e had a
number of Catholic representatives appear be 'ore us and say that
see: ed=itIon is a good idc and, in fact, in taught in many Catho
lic schools. However, they stressed that sex education should not be
confined to simply the biology of sex. Rather. s uld t
these young people a sense of their c wn dignity, self es and
self-worth, and teach what society expects of them. We.
that view. Now are you going a step further and suggest that iii
addition to teaching "plumbing" sex education and family life edu-



cation, we ought to include something in the curriculum about
mothering and fathering and whit it takes to make a happy home?
This would include teaching these young boys and girls what kind
of contribution they can make -toward the welfare and integrity of
their families as well as the welfare of their future children'?

Dr. WRAy. I am saying exactly that. But I am expressing some
doubts, mr, reservations, about our ability to handle that kind of
task, in a formal educational setting. As I look at this fromithe
perspective that I have acquired while working in trziditiontilr cul-
tures, al; I mentioned earlier, I think that traditional cultures have
devices built into the socialization process, which I do not believe
we understand very well, but which take care of these things.
When you try to take it out of that context ,ind do it artificially, so
to speak, in a school or classroom setting, I have real reservations.

I am reminded that we hear assertions that what is needed along
with "sex plumbing" education is "sex role" education; that we
must teach boys how to be men and girls to be women. I keep
thinking, however, of my experiences in villages in Thailand where
nobody ever heard of sex role education, but where men were doing
what men hitd done for hundreds of years and women were doing
what women had d 'no and the little kids grow up in that culture
with no confusion, no ambivalence whatsoever about their sex
roles.

Now, in our society today, our roles ut that sharply defined.
Little boys get up and see their fat1-1-', go off, but do not know
what Men do because they rn-y never st't them at work. Girls are
better off; they can see their mothers Mho!' at least one important
role of women.

Mr. Stmt mot. These roles are changing.
Dr, WRAY. They are changing, but I think my point here is that I

am worried zibout -our ability to devise curriculums to do things
that ttiditional societies do well without any_one giving it any
thought. I am concerned about--

Mr. tie ttEmot ,tupposo you might say that -ducation in the
school is essentially an artificial process and that people !ewe trove
their environments. School is sort of a structured, artificial envi-
ronment, but it seems to work.

Conw-i,ssinan Akaka is going [o Linswei- the 7 olicall and I will try
not to ,rtv anything intelligent until he com,:is back. [Laughter.]

Supposing we had invit you hr -re for our Task Force on Inter-
national Population and Development Assistance and I had said
one of the problems in the de,eloping world is that young boys
grow up with a very clear sense of the kind of sex rotes they are
expectd to play in adulthood. It is mac; e perfectly clear to girls
from inlitncy that their job is to till the la,-td_and to hear ;:hildren.
Thase clearl defined sex roles is one of the reasons ror high
fertility rates in the developing world. I might then risk yov now do
we send them a differert kind of signal') How eau iNe help these
societies to send :1 different kind of 'gnat to these young girls frc,n
a very young age as to who they are and the kind of they are
expected to play?

L effect, what i am stating i titot the sign ils soci2t, sends to
you gir' _oncerei,_ the;r adult Nes, can be disruptive as well
as positive.
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It is true that a woman grows up to be at home with those roles
and she does not suffer a lot of conflict until the time comes when
social attitudes begin to change. Those roles can be disruptive to
her growth and development as a human being and, as we have
seen, it can result in high fertility rates. This kind of sex role
identification can be disruptive to a society's efforts to produce
development ia-ograms for health, education, housing, employment,
and industrial development that would irnprove the quality of their
lives.

Dr. WRAY. Let me respond to that, and make, I think, three
points. First of all I think the baaiL question is a fair one and there

no doubt that the inculcation of tha traditional sex roles may be
innibitory to the full development of some people as individuals. If
you think of society as a whole, however, and as :a-Au look at the
evolution; at the history; we see thatof developing countries in
the last 10 or 15 yearsare where the family situation evolves to
the point that there no great advantages in having too many kids
and where, in fact, the family is stressed by having a lot of kids,
then traditional attitudes do change and rather quickly. As fami-
lies change from a traditional extende ' pattern in a subsistence
economy into a more modern nuclear pattern in a more urban cash
econoiny, where they have to buy all the food they eat, then they
begin to feel the pressures of family size.

Now once again, generalizations are, risky. But certainly in
Latin America, for example, this began to happenattitudes began
to change remarkablybefore health professionals realized it And
I say that because by the time health professionals began to look at
the phenomenon of abortion in Latin American, it was, widespread.
I mean 1 in every 3 or 4 pregnancies was terminated by an
abortion. Now, the health professions were

Sr.HEUER. We heard testimony during our hearings or Inter-
natioral Population and Development Assistance from Colombia
and dosta Riea who said that in many countries it was 1 to 1, an
abortion for every live birth.

Dr. Witay. Th. ... is higher than I recall, but surely possible_ The
point, though, is that these high rates had evolved before the
health professionals took notice. The only way that Lean interpret
such elites is as a reflection of the -!sperate desire of people not to
have so many kids. Thus, before -! heanh profeasionais recognized
the "population problem", before here we e "population policies",
and before family panning pielr,rams were aveilable, ordinary
people in Latin America had recognized their own problems and
were using abortions to limit family sire.

I was in oloriCia when this phenomenor. ,egan to b.! recognized
in the early 1960'a. When we did riasoenize i' and began to talk to
mothers, 'those women knew what they were doing. They knew
that Ivhei. they had an induo2d abortion they we putting their
life on' the line ii. order to have another child. All of this is a way
of saying that people are perfectly c. pable of recoenizing popula-
tion' pressure at their own family level .vhen y begin to feel
Their perception of problem is goila to be different from (aura.
They are Looking at it tram their own family level as cpposed to
4.1-e-! national L.vel ..ad what they aee may be different.
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In my a experience in developing countries, I have learned to
trust the basic intelligence of ordinary people around issues like
this When see that their own welfare and the welfare of their kids
is impaired having too many kids, they will find ways to stop
in Latin Ain,,:rica, the only really effective way available was abor
tion.

No my other response t.0 your question is this I think that in
those cultures around the world where women have been given
opportunities, where they have been brought into the mainstream
of education and when ctireer oossibiliLes have opened up, the
same thing e- ht:ippening that has hipper cd in this country. That
is marriageb are late-, v.omen morc time= on oducationi.more
Worn(' it employed c:atsi,.2.; their flumes, and all the other
model a pi,!iiorncna occur; when this happens, fertility falls among
women. As life evolves and society changes and as women are
provided more opportunities, they take advantage of them and
these attitudes, the old values about family size, et.- cetera, change
very quiclly. The Peoples Republic of China is a very clear exam-
ple of this in that within the space of 25 yeii,s, there has been a
incrediblt. change in all these things, You can see the move from a
society where powerful social forces were operating to get a woman
to produce a lot of sons, to a society with a family size norm of two
all of this occuring in a short tim, in a poor country. So we know
these --

Mr. SentEg. There is also tremendous concentration of peer
group pressure and pressures from the top down.

.Dr. WRAY. Tremendous pressures, to be sure, but these other
things are going on I mean the education of women, job opportuni-
ties for women, delayed marriage, old age security, et cetera. My
own biased view is that educational methods are not this' effective.
1Nor is social pressure alone that effective. I simply doubt that
reproductive behavior will change, unless the other social changes
are going on to support women as they change their values and
their behavior.

Mr. SeinaJEg. I do not want to go on to.the formal presentation
of the next witness until tit Akaka returns from the rollcall vote.
Let me ask one further question of Dr. Wray concerning the corre-
lation between ne:ilth, intelligence, and fzuoily size. Does this corre-
lilt Um lead you to a y suggecitions for national policymaking or
rultroniii Programs, for example, eduezitional programs? You have
obviously be thinking about this very deepij What do you have
in the way of a hottom-line suggestion for us.

Dr. WRAY_ Weil, looking at it 1,..a-ely from the phys,cal health
le, growth, morbidity, mortality, what have you, we are moving

.;1 the right direction in the sense that we surely having
Her families fertility rates are falling off. So I think all we

,_-1 to do is sort of let things go as tney are. The things that I find
worrisome are those that I Illye already referred to in termr of
phat small family size iii ty over the generations, to our ability to
t:).ke grad care of he kids.

Mr. SeitEtiEs You do not seem' very enthusiastic a' :t th'7. pros-
pect of some kind of family lice education that would ,ect itself to
me 'Mg the issue: that y,u have raised.
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Dr. WRAY. I think we have to try, but I am not terribly confi-
dent. I think that some of the experiments going on--again the
educators can speak to this more intelligently than I canI think
that some of the experiments . ling on where kids in are
given opportunities to take care of children, to I iy their hands on a
live baby and to learn how to handle kids, are definitely a step in
the right direction. This is what the traditional societies do. Now
we sire hung up on licensing and on credentials and so there are
real limits to how much you can let you children do. Measures to
give kids real life experiences, I believe, are a step in the right
direction. And there are such experiments going on

Mr. ScuEuEit. What kind of experiments?
Dr. WRAY. I am sorry, I'm not familiar ith the details. I have

heard bits and pieces about school system where children at the
elementary level are sent to day care centers, nursery centers, to
work or play with the children there, You know, it is possible for a
woman in this country to go through school, go through university,
and arrive at motherhi ithout ever having laid a hand on a
live baby in a responsibl,

Now just the mechanics of child care obviously are not all that
matter. I think exposure to babies, learning how to handle them,
learning the whole array of skills are probably better acquired
from experience than in a text i_

Mr. &HEUER. A teenager of 'A or 15 oni,nt- also benefit from
working in a day care center.

Dr. WRAY. Ideally, you like to see exposures, I think, all through
a person's life. And I think in fairness, the way we are going today,
we ought to be providing the same experience for the boys. Girls
and boys ought to be exposed to younger kids and learn how to
handle them.

Mr. SCHELTER. Yes. Professor.
Mrs. ETSFNBERGF.U. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ScumEtt. Mrs_ Eisenberger.
Mrs. EisENBERGEti. If I may, I would like to comment, e, on

the aspect of parenting as it might be evidenced in our elementary
and secondary schools. There are many s' hool districts in the
country that do offer experiences for young people in the parenting
role. It is not unusual for a high school student to iit; -ract with an
elementary pool student or w:th a youngster in a prenursery day
care program within the school facility . You raise an intere:;ting
point. Because of decreased family size, the one or two children in
i family do not have the opportunity to .race with a series of
yoi!nger siblf al . A H , 17-, or 18-year-old in a family of 8 children
or 6 children of the past would have had t !ie opportunity to play
with diaper, care for and become involved with a 3-year-c.I.1 broth-
er or sister. The imp!ications of this for curriculum 're broad and
you raise that pair' -the b-oad implication, However. I wonder in
terms of interplay and interaction, if it is the actual mechanical
and physical handling, diapering and caring for a baby that we
need to stresf in scho,lls. T wonder it the need is not much nore in
terms of the parenting role and what the implication of being a
parent is and how you react, as a young person, in making your
choices as to whether or not you want to have children. Young
peop!e defer mark iage or defer r..hild raising until they feel comfort-
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able in parenting role. I think the curriculum in our school
districts is moving very rapidly in this direction of providing eppee-
tunities for young people, particularly, at the secondary level, to
have a broader range of experience prior to that decision. I think
this t-c-c is evidenced by our current deferred marriage rates and
de.:rres-1 chid rearing. Young people ure making choices.

Mr. 'MUER. Don t you think that somewhere in this education
t..1.eee .0.,ght to be an opportunity for .'hildren in both elemen-

tary o.rit:' Jecondary schools to work wit., young children under
supervision and learn how to relate to them?

Iii this way they can learn the kind of inputs parents can have
into the emotional and intellectual lives of their children. Do you
not think that this is something that could be designed in ar
education program?

EISENBERGER. If I may respond to that?
Mr. SCHEUER. Please.
Mrs. EISENBERGER_ You bring up a very interesting point and

that is t!-- concept of age segrega..on. We as a society prat tie', age
segr'gat to a degree and 1-3.* thr.t has not been practictd by
any socieLy in the history of the w. .'d_ We segregate preschoolers
from prenursery from kin:1,,..:rtene.-3, from elementary schcilees
and seconda..y tichoolere I -oung adults. We even segregate our
elderly in terms of the -!-i" fled that is under i5, and the
"old-old" that is over 75.

Mr. &HEUER. How do iete them?
Mrs. EisErmEacea. In !icy programs. I believe that the

F'ederal Government , ..c differen1 policy and program guide-
lines and funding prcaderui lei "young-old" and "old-old".

Mr. ScHEUER; Doe ,,, ::1-year-old person regard themselves
as intrinsically differs'; !re rl in ziu-year-old person'

Mrs. EISENBERGER not had the opportunit:, to experience
the wisdom of ake d to answer that question, sir, I am
Sorry I cannot.

Mr. riEUER. Sir Akaka has not returned yet, I am going
to takethe moving .head. We thank you for your very
excellent testimony Dr. Wray, and we thank you for having been
patient enough to stay long after the normal time Your testimony
was of very great interest to us. We know you-I-lave another en-
gagement and we are delighted and grateful that you were able to
come.

Dr. WRAN. Thank You very much,
Mr. SCHEUER. Dr. ,ioffer..h.

STATEMENT OF DR. SANDRA IlOFFERTII, ANALYST
URBAN INSTITUTE

(Prepared Statement in Appendix or. p. 325.1
Mr. ScliEuh'. Why don't vou chat with us for 5 or IQ minutes

and then I am sure we wig: liave a few questions. We hoF_ th,e-e
will be some reactions. among the panelists-An things that have
been said: So please proceed. We are delighted to have you.

Dr. HOFFERTii. I would like to speak to you briefly onthe 6ubect
of family structure changes and child care. How is the lui_iily
changing and hlw .:ht chit. -,n be affected? One of the most
-important changes, the oat, I will focus on today, is the in-
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creased number of women employed outside the home. Women
with young children have generally tended to remain at -home. The
largest percentage growth over the past decade has been in the
labor force participation of the mothers of young children. The
result is that the number of young children with working mothers
is growing at a faster rate than the total number of young chil-
dren. In 1977, there were 16.7 million pre-school children in the
United States; 6.2 million with working mothers. By 1990, there
will be an estimated 24.1 million pre-school children; 10.4 million
with working mothers.

Mr. SCE1EUER. I hope that before you are finished you will give us
the policy and program implications of of these statistics.

Dr. HOFFERTU. What this means is that cl,ildren are not just
brought up by parents today in the United -tates, nor are they
brought up just by,relatives. The children of working mothers need
care during the tifne the mother is away from home. The arrange-
mentS made, we call day care. How are they cared for now and
how will they be cared for in the future? At present, only a small
proportion of children are cared' for in 'what we call day care
centers, andthat is under 10 percent. Most are cared for informally
in their own homes generally by nonrelatives. Family structure
appears to be the most impoilant determinant of the type of care.
whether this represents parental choice or a lack of alternatives is
unknown. Of all the'types of care, we know most abotit center care.
What we know so far is that center care does not appear to harm
children. Under some conditions, it may be good for them. This is
directly relevant to what Dr. Wray has said Not all children are
brought up full-time by their parents, but a good many of them
today about 37 percent of pre-school childrenare cared for at
least part of the day in some other sort of arrangement.

We do not know much about informal day care arrangements or
about those people who provide them.

Mr. SCHEuER. What do you mean by informal day care?
Dr. HOFFERTI -I An arrangement such as a babysitter in the home

who cares for the children while their mother is away, or a house-
keeper who doeS housework and also cares for the young children.
It includes the mother who takes her children to the home 'of
another mother to care" for the children during the time she is
away. It includes care by a relative or by a nonrelative.

Mr. SCHEUER. Once you have a mother who takes her child to the
home of a nonrelative and pays her for caring for the child, you get
into a whole congeries of restrictions, barriers and standards. What
do we do about it We have had some efforts under the poverty
program to compensate women who would take care. of five or six
children at a time for working mothers on her block. However,
once you get to the point of taking a Child from square one to
square two where square two is the home of a nonrelatilve and
where money passes, you get into restrictions concerning building
codes, sanitation, and other such barriers. Now do you have any
recommendations for us? Should there be a kind of half-way\house
between a mother taking care of her own child, either in he own
.horne.or a relative's home and a certified, qualified, registered, day
care center or nursery?

32-911
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Dr. HOFFERTH. Yes, I would like to address that, but I would like
to put it off for a little while, if. I, could.

Mr. SCHEUER. All of us sitting here today find your testimony
extremely interesting. We would appreciate it however, if you
would give us your judgment, your wisdom, and tell us what ought
to be done. We need your help and we need specific policy and
program recommendations from you.

Dr. HOPFERTH. One fact that we should take into consideration is
that fewer than 10 percent, and I estimate around 5 percent, of
these arrangements are licensed. That means that these regula-
tions to which you refer do not apply. The majority of arrange
ments are informal, very informal. They are arrangements be-
tween one mother and another. One person and another.'

Mr. &HEUER. Let me interrupt you for just 1 minute. This is
Congressman Dave Stockman who is cochairman of this task force
and he will take over in Congressman Akaka's absence. Please
proceed, Dr. Hofferth.

Dr. HOPFERTH. Sir, I have been talking about informal day care
arrangements and about those who provide them. I have been
emphasizing all along that more and more women are entering the
labor force...However, as women enter the labor force, there may be
a decreased supply of informal care because informal caretakers
may be attracted into the labor force themselves. If so, informal
care may become harder and harder to find.

Mr. SCHEUER. Is the decreased availability of informal care good
or bad?

Dr. HoFFEe.m. Parents seem to prefer informal care. However,
we do not really know whether it is preference or whether it is
because day care centers are not available. I just wanted to point
out that other changes are occurring such as increases in single-
parent families, small families, and highy mobile families. This is
likely to increase the need for care as well; whether it is because
they are poor and care is subsidized or whether they prefer such
care, such families are more likely to use centers.

So, in answer to your question concerning what can be done,
there are a number of policies at the Federal level that affect i;he
supply, and demand for care. These policies are often not recog-
nized. I would like to point out some of the ways in which current
Federal policies do affect the demand and supply of care. I think
that is the first, place to start. After that, we can ask what we
should do, because decisions have been made that have so far not
been based on such evaluations.

First'of all, the direct expenditures on day care, formal day care,
amounted to about $2 a billion in 1977. Yet the demand for and
supply of day care are tied to policies other than direct expenditure
on care. What sorts of policies are they? First, social policies affect
the employment of the mother. Welfare policies, for example, affect
the need- to work, incentives to work, and in two-parent families,
who works. So to begin with, there are current policies that affect
whether children will need care, because they affect whether moth-
ers work or not So when we consider welfare policies, we can say
that if we establish one sort of a policy and allow mothers of
children under age 6 to stay home, then their children will not
need formal care.
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Mr. SCHEUER. That may be a non sequitur. That mother may not
be able to provide her children with everything they need in the
way of an enriched home. Those children might possibly be better
off in an enriched day care center or a Head Start type of program.

Dr_ HOFFERTH. That is a possibility. Preschool programs of this
type could be used in conjunction with public assistance, welfare
programs The mother may need to get out of the home for a few
hours, may want to put her child in day care. This may help her be
a better mother. Meanwhile, she can take courses or whatever. I
agree with that completely. But these policies should be- ,linked.
The way day care is set up now it is totally separate. It has no
relationship or connection with employment policy. Employment
policies affect women's wages. They affect the attractions of work,
such as benefits and schedules. For example, if we had more flexi:
b'e scheduling of work hours, extended maternal leave and reem
ployment rights for mother, there might be less need for care. So it
is not simply a matter of saying that more and more mothers are
entering the labor force, that have young children, and that we
need to immediately go out and spend a lot of money on day care
centers. This is not necessarily the way to approach the problem. It
is one way but it should be combined with attention to for exam-
ple, flexible scheduling of hours. This would allow two parents with
young children to split the care of their children. That is, one
person could stay home to take care of the child for half a week
and then could go to work the other half while the other person
would stay home and take care of the child. So in employrnent
policy, I would suggest flexible hours and scheduling for men and
women and, inclued with that seniority rights so that neither the
men nor the women .that wants to stay home would have to give up
either the benefits or the seniority that might accrue.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Could I interrupt right there?
Dr. HOFFERTH. Yes.
Mr. STOCKMAN. What do you think are the main dete ents to

scheduling flexible hour§ nowwage and hours laws, attitudes of
employers- =what would you point as the main obstacle?

Dr. HOFFERTH. Well, probably everything that you mentioned.,_
First of all men, fathers, are unwilling to work part time or to
work on a flexible schedule. This may be because they fear for
their careers; that is that employers will not look at them as being
as serious about their work. Then, because fathers,are unwilling to
take this time if mothers take off, women are considered to be not
as serious about their jobs. So it is probably a combination of the
attitudes of employers and the attitudes of the parents themselves.
It is true that this is something that would be very difficult to
change: However, a commitment on the part of employers at the
Federal level would help_ . The Federal GoVernment can affect the
way people view work if they take into consideration that both
men and women have family responsibilities rather than just being
one dimensional persons. We have mothers and we have fathers:

1 Their children are very important.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes, but what would the policy options be? I

mean, that is attitudinal matter; a question of philosophy on per-
spective. What could we do policywise to facilitate this?
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Dr. HOFFERTH. There are several bills. One covers the flexible
'scheduling of jobs in the Federal Government and the other one
covers flexible hours.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Flow would you recommend amending the wages
and ht.urs laws. I can see the obvious thing. If someone wanted to
work 36 hours a.-week, which is practically a full week, 12 hours a
day for 3 days, you could not do it now because you would have to
pay overtime for 4 hours per day.

Dr. HOFFERTH. That is right.
Mr. SCHEUER. You might be able to have this type of flexible

W rkday if it was a hospital or some kind of institution that was
around the clock.

4,47. STOCKMAN. Well, there are some exemptions, but they are
beia narrowed every year. In fact, the policy directions are nar.
o and seem to be eliminating the exemptions and maybe that

is tong in just .the -wrong way.
Dr, HOFFERTH. I believe these bills do attempt to amend this, to

allow employe's to set up snhedules and not pay overtime. I am not
sure of the technicalities.

There is also a proposLi pending to remove the ceiling on the
number of civil positions, which is a barrier to increasing part-time
positions.

Another proposal was introduced by Mr. Riegel of the Senate
Human Resources Committee, This bill would guarantee reemploy
merit rights for workers who temporarily rplinquish employment to
pursue education or child care and for other purposes.

Any person who applies for reemployment under the provisions of this chapter
within a period of f, ye mrs shall retain all seniority and all rights and privileges
attaclied.there.

It does not provide for financial assistance during the period
which the person is at home taking care of the children or is going
to school. That is another sort of benefit or issue that would be
considered.

Mr. SCHEUER.-Now, supposing a woman had three children over
a'5-year period. Would that mean that she could really stay out of
work 10 years because if she came back for a few days and then
took another leave for the next child; 5 years Would start running
again?

Dr. HOFFERTH. No in order to obtain rights, an employee must
be continuously employed for a period of at least 5 years by an
employer engaged in interstate commerce.

Mr. STOCKMAN. That is qualified.
.Mr. SCHEvER7 But how long would they stay out in that case?
Dr, HOFFERTH: Only for 5 years. After that, the perSon would

either give up that jobright to come back, or--
Mr. SCHELIER. What if they came back and then had another

child after 6 months or a year?
Mr. STOCKMAN. [ think the qualifier there is 5 years.
Mr. ScHEbEa....Let me tell you why I raised that question. I just

came back from an OECD meeting in Paris. The stewardesses told
me on the flight corning back that under the policy of their airline,
a hOstess could get married, leave her work, raise her children, and
after 15 years or so, come back with full seniority.- They wanted to
know if this was fair. Now what would your answeti be to those
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hostesses? These Young, single women who are really looking at
their work as a career?

Dr. HoFFEarrn. I do not know the details of it, but 5 years would
certainly seem to be reasonable. Do not forget, these young women
may at some point want to have a child, in wl ich ease they would
take advantage of, the leave policy. If it were no longer available
they might regret it at such a time Most of us do want and will
have children. Only a very small proportiOn of women do not have
children. So some day it will be w their advantage.

Mr. &HEUER. If I had been a little more on my toes, that is the
answer that I would have given them.

[Laughter.]
Dr. HOFFERTH. Let me just point out a few more specific policies.

I have mentioned welfare and employment. Tax policies also affect
the type of care parents use and the profitability of care to provid-
ers. For example, the way the tax credit is set up provides credit-
for only certain types of care. Therefore, whatever types of dare for
which the credit is available will increase in use However, on the
other hand, the benefit of the income tax credit is in many cases
offset by the c,:at of the Social Security tax to the employ_ er. Thus,
there may be no overall remaining benefit. This applies especially
to the housekeeper, a person that comes into the home. The em-
ployer pays: Social Security tax and gets a credit. However, the
Social Security tax and child care deduction are just about equal
and there remains no overall benefit.

Another type of policy, an educational policy, affects the need for
care of 3- to 5-year-olds, but not the under 8-year-olds. I will give
you-some fig-ures-26 percent of the 3-year-old children; 48 percent
of the 4-year-old children; and 82 percent of the 5-year-old children
with working mothers were enrolled in a nursery school or kinder-
garten in 1976. Expansion of preschool programs at low or no cost--
might substantially affect the types of care people rely on for--thiir
3- to 5-year-olds. More and more of the 3- to 5-year-olds are enter-
ing nursery and kindergarten programs.

Mr. &HEUER. Why do you say that age could not be extended
down? Did we not have a fairly good experience in Headstart or did
we not go below the :3 years? I know in Israel, they go right down
to the first year, I think, after 6 months or so. Why do you say that
we should not go below 3 years?

Dr. HOFFERTH. I am not saying necessarily that we should not.
We have experience, with the 3- to 5-year-old children now. We can
definitely say that there are certain benefits from this program.
Mothers do, in fact, put their children in preschool programs,
mostly for part-day, although some working _mothers put their
children in for a full lay. Many mothers are hesitant to put their
young children, toddlers, and infants, in this sort-of program.

Mr. SCHEUER. Why are they hesitant?
Dr. HOFFERTH. The data that we have indicates that mothers feel

the home environment is best for the young child. There is also
some evidence from preschool studies that too many children to-
gether in one room is bad for them. There is too much stimulation
for the infants and they wind up not being alert and attentive. The
caretakers cannot care for them adequately. There is definitely a
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problem involving the number of caretakers, the number of infants
and the quality of care.

Mr. RHEUER. Well, are you not pointing us toward some kind of
nthesis of what we have heard this morning? We ;lave heard

tat school buildings :ire being closed down because of the declin-
ing number of children of school age and.that is expected to contin-
ue in the future. We also discussed the need for elderly people to
have useful rol "s in society, the "young" elderly and the "elderly"
elderly. We have heard a discussion concerning the need for ele-
montary and secondary school students to be working with infants
and toddlers under some kind of supervision. Could you not imag-
ine a demonstration project where there would be a licensed teach-
er in a room where there might be an elderly person, an elemen-
tary schoolchild of 8 or 9 or 10 years old and possibly a secondary
schoolchild and maybe a university student who is working toward
a teacher's certificate, all working in a controlled environment. It
would break these children away from the mass that you are
talking about where there is overstimulation and overinteraction
into the small group_ s of two or three or four? Could you not
visualize some kind of demonstration project along these ines?

Dr. HOFFERTH. Yes, I think that would be a good idea. There is
one pr,;tiern with involving, the elderly in such programs that I
would like to point out Social security regulations. There is an
earnings limit which might be a barrier to an older person wanting
to do such work if it were in fact, paid. Welfare mothers might
also be participants in this sort of project. However, again there is
an earnings limit. It might not be to their advantage to participote
for pay. As far as including schoolchildren, they would require
supervision, so I am not sure to what extent that would take the
burden off the caretakers. A teenager, yes, and there are a few--

201-1E7.)es.. I am not. saying take the burden off the caretakers..
If you are saying "caretakers'. as a teacher?

Dr. HOFFERTFI. Teacher, yes.
Mr. RFIEUER. It taught make the job of a teacher in that class-

room much more challenging and much more complex. I do not
think the teachers are looking for ways to avoid creative chal-

--lenges. I think teachers would enjoy taking on tl-r:1 rather stimulat-
ing and creative role that they are not now pia:, ,ng. If in addition
to having the responsibility for their educational needs, they had
responsibility for stimulating the involvement of perhaps a univer-
sity student or two, an elderly student or two, an elementary
student or two, and a secondary student or two in a creative well-
designed way where the teacher would exert effectiVe guidance and
help all of these people, it seems to me that 'would be a fantastical-
ly stimulating and satisfying role for a teacher.

Dr. HOFFEETI-I. It would involve a substantial commitment of
money and -resources because it would require a number of very
well qualified teachers and excellent facilities to go along with it
This would not be your usual informal arrangement.

Maybe I should just go on briefly to a few of the other points.
Federal regulation was one point you mentioned regulation of
care. The main effect that regulation has is that it affects the
number of children per caretaker. Since the 'cost of teachers
caretakersis most of the cost of care, anything that would affect
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the number of them is going to affect the cost. Therefore, these
regulations should be very carefully coi.sidered. They are undergo-
ing a process of review at the present time I am not sure exactly
what will come out of it but these are definitely being reconsidered
and I believe recommendations for change will be presented to
Congress within a month or so.

Now, as far as the regulations go, a lot of times you hear about
th silly requirements for centers. Most of these requirements turn
out to be State requirements. Things such as zoning requirements,
health requirements, and so on are at the State level. So I am not
sure that there is anything that Federal policy could do.

Mr. SrockmAN. Are you talking about the interagency stand
a rds?

Dr. Holeie Earrti Yes, the Federal interagency day care require-
ments.

Mr. STOCKMAN. You have been talking about supply and the fact
that there is going to be a growing demand for day care or child
care services due to increased participation rates by women in the
labor force. Is the supply not going to depend to some very great
degree on how you define it? I mean, if you put prohibitively_ high
standards in terms of staffing ratios and equipment and a lot of
sunlight coming through the windows and so forth, you are going'
to rather drastically curtail the supply and raise the cost. of the
supply that is available. What is your philosophy as to appropriate
standards and whether we want a continuum of service ievel.4
available? Or do we want to limit it only to the vezj highest
quality child care defined by the professionals in the field who
obviously want to provide. Cadillac service a everybody if they
ind ice Fi.milies arid taxpayers to pay for

Flomici-t. The Federal Government id paying for a lot of day
care r:n- cl-A,'ren on public assimance, for example. And it would be
undesira./,'P, if not politically impo..-sible, to put them in poor qual-
ity Phis is of tie reascns for these regulations. Policy-
i.r,-.ke.rs wan' t3 make suee. the .pare is adequate. However, parents
do not, n2,-.,.sFarily want i3eveiopmental type of care, which is the
most .xpensiv-,.: iry-olvs social services and educational pro-
grams f:Ir Therefore, one suggestion th.,--A I have hat
there `3e ...-.1ral types of care, Fay, minimum standards for differ-

eare. This would make regulation more complicated,
%%oak! also allow parents more freedom to choose the type of

Ire.i.-hit their children get. If they prefer the care to be in a very
ieiike environment, then there would be fairly loose minimum

stanchrcls that could 4, estat fished. Whereas if a center, for exam-
ple, wants to call itse:f -el )pn.ental", then it would have to
meet other, more rigorous standards.

Mr. STOCKMAN._ Well we are spending over a billion dollars a
year, perhaps even more, for child care services one way or another
through the social services programs, public assistance and so
forth. Should we be buying only developmental, high quality,
$2,500 per child year care or shi uld we be buying the range of
alternatives that is available, dep,.nding on the wishes of the cli-
ents involved?

Dr. HOFFERTH. I would opt for the latter, with the stipulation that
parents have the_knowledge and information to choose the-type of
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care with, for example, the help of an informational referral serv-
ice. This is a type of service for which the Government might
provide funds.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I think that unless we move along here we are
not going to get through the entire panel. Unless you have any
further major recommendations you would like to make, I would
like to call the next witness.

Dr. HOEFERTH. No, T. will just Summarize. It is first of all clear
that the proportion of young children with mothers in the labor
force will continue to increase, which means that day care will
become more important. Second, Federal policies are important
and will be important over the next decade. Finally, we should
know what the effects of these policies-are and will be on both the
supply of and the demand for care. They do -have important im-
pacts. When thinking of workers, it is no longer sufficient to think
of them apart from their families and their familY roles and re-
sponsibilities.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you very much. I think your statement
has been very helpful.

Ms. Friedman, would you like to proceed?

STATEMENT OF- MRS. KATHERINE EISENBERGER, DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, HUNTER COLLEGE. INTRODUCED BY MS.
CHARLOVrE FRIEDMAN

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. i57.1
Ms. FluEamarg. I would like to introduce .Katherine Eisenberger.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Excuse me, before you go ahead, we have two

other members of the committee here, Congressman Beilenson
from California and Congressman Erlenborn from Illinois.

Ms. FRIEDMAN. I work in the Office of Governmental Relations of
the American Association of School Administrators. Here today to
testify on the subject of Changing Enrollment Patterns is one of
our experts. She is the director of AASA's demographic project,
Katherine Eisenberger.

Mrs. EISENBERGER. It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to
speak with y "u this morning. I understand from the dialog that we
have had that you are most interested in policy recommendations
and eager to discuss them.

Mr. SCHEUER. And program recommendations.
Mrs. EISENBERGER. The first implication or recommendation that

I would like to suggest to you as a result of enrollment declines in
our public schools is the increasing number of abandoned buildings
or idle buildings that at one time were useful school facilities.
Currently, we have little funds available within the local district or
at the county or State leral to allocate toward rehabilitation or-
recycling of these buildings. I suggest to you sir,:that these are the
very buildings that our legislators helped us to construct through
construction aid during the post-World War H growth period. It
was with Federal dollar! and construction aid, dollars that they
were built. It was with this assistance that they became useful
facilities for public education. Once again we need the assistance of
Federal dollars, not for the purpose of construction, but for the
purpose of recycling, refurbishing, and rehabilitation.

) 1
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I believe that would be an area that school administrators would
embrace.

Mr. SCHEUER. How do you see these buildings rehabilitated?
Mrs. EISENDERGEli. Sir, about 5 minutes ago, you described what

We caii--
Mr. SCHEUER. No. I am an amateur. You are a professional.
Mrs. E1SENHERGER. You described what we call a joint occupancy

facility. It is a facility that houses schoolchildren within. Et regular
school educational .program while simultaneously providing for
other social services to be ongoing within the community, such as a
senior citizens' recreation center or day care. There is a facility in
Atl ,nta called the J. F. Kennedy facility. It is a joint occupancy
faciiity housing five different social services on five floors. I would
call your attention to another facility right across the river in
Arlington. It is the Madison School.

The JFK Middle School in Atlanta has a social service wing, a
professional wing housing doctors and lawyers in professional
suites, a middle school, a recreation floor, a senior citizens' floor,
and a cafetorium-auditorium. It has five floors.

Mr. SeklEUER. It is a cafeteria-auditorium?
EISENBERGER. Yes_ In education, we improvise. [Laughter]

The. Madison School in Arlington was discontinued for public
school use as a regular educational facility. It remained idle until
it was picked up by the county and now offers day care services as
well as senior citizen services.

Mr. &HEUER. How about something for the teenagers? We are
constantly hearing in our district from parents, especially of teen-
tigers who get into a little trouble with their exuberance, that our
kids have nothing to do. Give us something for our kids to do after
school, evenings, weekends and holidays.

Could part of this school be used as a recreation facility for
teenagers, for some kind of sports, or other recreation?

Mrs. EisENtimwER. Sir, when I talk about a recreation facility, I
try very hard not to be age-specific. I am very concerned about age
segregation and when I talk about recreation, it spans any age
group. I see older people who are able to participate in recreation
experiences with young people simultaneously. There should not be
or need not be any barrier isolating a teenager from what we
would typically call a middle-aged person or an older person.

Mr. SCHEUER. Or a younger person?
Mrs, E1SENBERGER. Certainly. Another area that I believe is very

important is the concept of managing decline; it has direct implica-
tions for.policy. We, as a society, have a mind-set of growthbigger
is better, new is good, growth is positive. For the first time histori-
cally, we are facing an era in which we are no longer keeping pace
with the rapid growth experienced in the past. We have little
experience as a society in managing decline. We have two industri-
al models to look to and they are agriculture and the railroads; and
I suggest that the management of decline in agriculture and the
railroads was less than we could have hoped for.

Our school administrators are now on the frontier of managing
decline. We are viewing education as in the beginning phase of a
declining industry. That is decline in terms of numbers and I want
to make the point of quantity, not necessarily in quality.
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Our school administrators were placed in their positions and
selected for their expertise in managing growth. Most of their
professional lives and experiences, academic training, and program
preparation was during an era of growth. We are now for the first
time, looking at the management of contraction, stabilization or
decline. We have little available research to guide us. There were
six dissertations completed in the last century, going back to 1878
that deal with the management of decline.

Funds need to be made available for practical research, applied
research and theoretic:Lil designs for investigating the parameters

Iand frontiers of managing decline. It is anticipated that decline
will not be limited to education only. Other sectors of the economy
are experiencing decline also.

The third area I would like to discuss is the concept of age
segregation and as I have already ex dressed to you it is an area

I believe is of vital importance. The segment of our society
that will be over 18 will outnumber by 5 to 1 the school-age
population. BY WO, we will have more people over 55 than we will
have in our total elementary and secondary schools. Older peOple
need to learn and understand about young people from other
sources than the TV news programS. Young peoole need to learn
and understand and respect the needs of our older citizens. We
must devise programs to break down this isolation and the barriers
of age segregation that we have currently within our society. The
'schoolhouse, with its available space, and with its opportunities for
lifelong learning, must encourage and bring in older citizens for
learning in careers, hobbies, interests, and/or rnidlifb career
changes. It presents a natural situation to bteak down smile of the
Lige barriers that currently exist. I would suggest that this be an
area of high priority for our legislators, part cularly in recognition
of the fact that the youngthis generat on currently in our
schoolswill be the engine of support that will pull our societal
train into the 21st century.

The fourth area I would like to discuss is t le typical image of the
American family. You have heard from my olleagues this morning
that the traditional image of the American familymother, father,
three children, a dog, a cat, and two-car garageis increasingly at
odds with reality. It is estimated that 45 percent of the children.
born in 1976 at some time during their school years will live with a
single parent or in a one-parent household. _Forty-five percent!

The conceptions that we have held about the traditional Ameri-
can farniiy has forfned the basis for our policy and planning for the
public schools, our education programs, and curriculum. Revision
and redesign of curriculuM and program within our public schools
to meet the realities of changing family lives is imperative. I sug-
gest--

Mr. Sc HEUER. Can you just elaborate on that for a sentence or
two?

Mrs. EISENBERGER The programs and materials that we have in
our public schools display the image of the American family as a
traditional one that I have just suggested to.you. Increasingly we
are learning that this image is at odds with reality. We need to
redesign and revise our curriculum and programs in terms of the
way we portray the family. If v(ie can agree that women are defer-
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reflect this change. It would be of great benefit to our young people
try provide experiences in personal financial learning, in training
Lind counseling to prepare for living an independent, single life for
a number of years; and in understanding complex human relation-
ships. These are all experiences that ,need to be incorporated into
the curriculum at the secondary schools, given the realities of what
our high schoolers do when they leave our schools'.

Another area that I would like to touch, and the fifth, is the
concern over toe extension of the schooldtiy. You htive heard my
colleague discuss the increase in the numbers of women who work,
the dual-parent working family, and the single-parent family; and
the increased need for daycare, nursery, preschool, extended school
services. We all knew the "latch key" child of the 1930'sthe
"latch key- child is back again. Given this reality, the extension of
the schoolday into after - school activities, the incorporation of day-
care into the public school facility, the opportunity to mix daycare,
extended schoolday, nursery, recreation, and senior citizens under
one joint occupancy facility is a reality for the first ti;.ie. With
decreased enrollment and available space, the schoolhouse is a
logical place to provide this series of services. It is located in a
neighborhood. It is part of the fabric of a neighborhood in urban
and suburban settings. The facility is erect, structured, and there.
The available personnel are intact. A d I suggest to you that we
can extend the concept of lifelong le. ming from cradle to-grave.

Mr. SCIIEUER. Would you include in that joint occupancy facility
a community health clinic?

Mrs. EISENDERGER. I would include 'n that community facility
whatever the needs of that particular n ighborhood and communi-
ty would be A health facility, an out! atient clinicall of those
would be-- \

Mr. ScHEuER. Legal aid office, perhaps'?\
Mrs. EisENHERGERI. Absolutely. All of those would be included.
Mr. STOCKMAN. It/ seems fairly obvious rid self-evident that thisi

would be a good thing to do. What at.. the deterrents or the
obstacles to any kind of movement in that direction? Maybe there
is some movement in isolated instances, but it is my observation
that we are utilizing our school plant even less,"-rather.than more,
despite the growing excess capacity vacancy and so forth. -There
must be some institutional policy, or informal barriers that could
tie identified and that weNshoirld consider.

\ Mrs. EISENRERGKR. Yes, a number of them.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Would you mind very briefly identifying some of

them?
Mrs. ENENBERGER, Absolutely. In our society we have little inter-

agency, intermunicipal cooperative planning. We all seem to devel-
op our own specific fiefdom and then hold and protect it This I
believe, is part of our culture. We cannot continue to do this for
we run the risk of squandering our scarce resources .in duplication
of services in almost every area.

,

We need to develop forms of providing cooperative planning.
Perhaps this would be a structure that would fund the school
district in terms of recycling that building and provide the incen-
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Lives to encourage municipal tenants and social service agencies to
become part of it.

Currently, the school districts' hands are tied. In many Su
they cannot rent or lease excess facilities---

Mr. STOCKMAN. That is what I am getting to Now that is a legal
barrier.

Mrs. EISENBERGER. That iswe can discuss institutional barriers,
legal barriers, and human barriers, but the legal barriersmany
are prohibitive. You cannot rent school space or lease it you can
sell it only by referendum in some areas. In some States, you can
lease, but you cannot sell. In other areas, ypu can do whatever you
wish.

Mr. ScifEuEs. Of courge, one very simple way to do this is to offer
various congressional incentives, for example, funding support. It
could possibly be conditioned on a State or a city or a county
putting their legal house in order and making these things possi-
ble. If the incentive is sufficient, that will put their legal house in
order.

Mr. STOCKMA1N. Do you detect any movement in that direction at
various places in the country? Obviously, if the taxpayerS are
paying offla bond on a half-empty school, it might be in their
interest to find some way to contract out space or even a whole
elementary- school that they might close down. Is any of that
happening?

Mrs. EiSE1ABERGER. Yes.'I gave you two examples of areas when
there were joint occupany facilities and cooperative planning.

I can cite glaring examples, however, of the other. I can cite
communities that have empty schools sitting idleinvitations to
vandalism and a blight on their neighborhoodwhile two blocks
down the road a senior citizens' recreation center is being Con-
structed.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Well, that may have something to do wit h Feder-
al programs. We have 1,200--

Mrs..EISENEIERGER. Exactly.
Mr. STOCKMAN [Continuing]. Categorical programs and there is

part C of some' categorical program which provides brick and
mortar money for a multipurpose senior center, but it has nothing
to do with everything else going on in HEW. Would you say that
We might take a pretty thorough look at all the brick and mortar
subparts in all these categorical programs and also conduct a
survey of the space already available and that space which will be
increasing, as I noticed from Dr. Fishlow's written testimony, in
future years as those enrollment trends continue to decline. It
would seem to me that one of the major things that this committee
might do is to request a survey of brick and mortar money for
social services type endeavors.

Mr. &HEUER. I could not agree with you more especially\in the
field of health because we know that our health costs are absolute-
ly exploding. The extended age of senior citizens means that we are
going to have enormously increased health costs and health S rv-
ices. Hopefully we will be able to shift services from tertiary
hospitals where we are totally unable to control coats and to rn4e
limited-care facilities that are hopefully, community-based and em-
phasize preventive health care. I cannot think of a more ideal way
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to actually save taxpayers money and also improve Cu' ivality of
services to these elderly people. The elderly would find it a pleas-
ant and enjoyable place to come for prevellitive health services
without any capital investment at 211.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Without carrying our digression too far, I just
want to put on the record a classic example that occurred in my
district. I have a fairly affluent, town in which the senior class in
the public school system numbers 600 and the kindergarten num-
bers 175. It is just an incredible enrollment decline. They just tore
down a structurally sound elementary school two blocks away from
the CETA office. But since CETA is expanding so rapidly, they
needed more space so CETA bought, a bankrupt Robert Hall store
and/spent a fortune renovating it for office space. Now there is a
classic example of the madness that we ought to look into

Mr. &HEUER. I could not agree more.
Mr. STockrAAN. Excuse me. Go ahead.
Mrs. EISEI!JBERGER. I would like to suggest one more thing. The

Federal Government has alWays supported public education and
particularly in categorical areas. Our legislators at the State level
have always recogniied the need for MuCation and learning. Our
local citizenry has out of their pliCkets, supported public education.
I would like to suggest that we have a new category for categorical
aid and that category is adults. We have provided for learning in
f(-12 instruction at the local level, the State level, and the Federal
level. The .neiw category that I would like to suggest in terms of
,inclusion into the regular school day based exactly on our ADA or
ADM, as ih our State and local areas and with the support of the
Federal Government,- is. the inclusion of adults. There is everything
to be gainedl by having adults in our regular school day on an
available space basis sitting next to a youngster in a.---classroom.
We I am sure, as educators, could have provided these experiences
and the expansion of the concept of life-long learning years ago had
we not been prohibited by the space and overcrowded conditions of
the poSt-World War II period. We now have the opportunity to

Iprovide that xperience. An educational experience not-only for the
old or for the middle-aged or for the young, but an experience that
should transcend °rib's age: a lifelong learning. .

So ,I would like to suggest that, we investigate categorical aid in
the category of -dults. .

Mr. SCHEVER Are you suggesting we have adult educatiop merge
with the regul r :elementary ,and secondary education programs?

Mrs. EISENBE GE11:_No:1 see a very specific need for adult educa-
tion, s6ecific as it is...I also see a new category. We have title I, title
IL-title III,,,and;-all of the different categorical aids underneath it I

'Am suggesting! he category of "adults in day school."
Mr. SCi-lUER If' an 'adult wanted to attend a European hiStory

class, they:wou d enroll in the high school European history class?
Mrs. ElgENBE_ GER: That is right.
Mr. SrrockmA-1. Eked that complete your statement?
Mrs. EISENBE GER. If I could provide any additional information

to you or answ r any additional questions, I would be glad to.
Mr. STOCKMAN. We are going to open the entire panel up for

questioning as soon as we finish. I want, to thank you for your
statement. I think you have given us some very valuable suggos-
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tions and I hope we ally pursue the one line of thought that
we were ,following the

Dr. FiShlow, would you like to proceed?

STATEMENT OF DOCTOR HARRIET FISHLOW, OFFICE OF
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

I[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 568.]
Dr. FisaLow. I work for the Administration of the University of

California and I am a demographer by profession. My remarks
were designed more to set the stage for-the discussion of demogTa-
phic change than to suggest specific policies as Mrs. Eisenberger
did. However, I do have some policy suggestions WhiCh I will give
to you at the end of a few remarks about the demographic changes
that are coming.

I see the changes not just as a decline, although the decline is
now upon us and is certain, but rather I see it as a series of
fluctuations, both national over time and across space from place
to place at the same time I would like to set the stage for that if I
might.

We are all aware by now/that:the United States experienced a
high level of births for 18 years from the postwar year of 1946 to
1964. The children born at the end of the baby boom are now in
high schOol. As we have heard, births began te_decline in the early
1960's and fell nearly every year to the mid-1970's. That decline
amounts to about 25 percent, from the early 1960's to the mid-
1970's. Only now does there appear to be the beginning of an
upward trend so long expected by demographers.

Because of the large numbers of young women in the populatibn,
births are expected to rise into the 1990's. Even with a very modest
fertility desire of two children per family, which is-very modest by
American historical standards, by the mid-1980's the number of
births could well equal the `boom years of the late 1950's or very
nearly so, depending on annual fluctuations.

First, I would like .to talk about the, fluctuations arising from
births that have already occurred. X used HEW's projections and
modified them by my own observations on more recent birth data
and this calculation shows a decline at the elementary level, as I
think probably has been mentioned here, to 1983. The decline from
the peak year of elementary enrollment, 1969, will be about 16
percent At the secondary level, the decline in enrollments will
continue until about 1990. The peak year for secondary enroll-
ments'appears to have been 1976._ By 1990, all things being equal,
the numbers in high school should be about 25 percent less.

The Bureau of the Censu-s has projected future fertility using
several different assumptions about completed family size. The one
that -appears most reasonable is series II which assumes two chil-
dren per woman on average and this, as I- mentioned before, is on
the low side if on_ e considers past.American fertility. The is
based on survey responses asking young wives the number of chil.7
dren expected and it also assumes timing patternS will not change
drastically.

Since, for various reasons, series II seems most reasonable to me,
as well I used that for enrollment projections past 1983 for elemen-
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tary schools and past 1990 for secondary schools. Ir time permits, I
will make some observations on postsecondary education as well

Now, if series II projections approximate future reality, what
long range fluctuations can be expected? At the K-8 levelthat is
elementary schoolthe decline will continue through the early
1980's. The low number should hold steady for a couple of years,
but thereafter, growth is expecied. Assuming that the fertility
projections are accurate,. growth, should be about 12 percent be-
tween 1985 and 1990 and another 6 percent in the following 5
years. It will be about 20 percent between 1985 and 1995.

In 1995, there will be about as many/ children in elementary
school as there was in 1970, close to tile peak year for elementary
schools, but then there will be -another decline. At the. secondary
level, the steep 25 percent decline from the mid-1970's to 1990 will
be succeeded by a rapid increase, bringing the total back to -about
the peak 1975 level at-the end of the century.

One thing I want to emphasize is that the preceding figures are
all national figures. Local changes will occur in their context, but
will vary. For example, I would expect steeper declines and more
modest increases in parts of the Northeast, Central and-mid-Atlan-
tic States and the converse for the West and Southwest. Local
areas within each region will differ also Therefore, my first sug-
gestion under strategies for dealing with these fluctuations, be-
cause they are fluctuations rather than just a decline, is to improve
the capacity to predict them at the State and local level. We cannot -

deal with either the decline or the almoit certain increase thereaf
ter not certain yet, hilt it seems to me that it shall be since birli,s
have already started to rise in the last year or so. We cannot deal
with thes-e changes unless we know at a very specific local level
what this is likely to be In some areas, high school population may
decline 50 percent. Probably that would he the case in the school,
district mentioned earlier. I do not know where that is In Califor-
nia, it would he less. Our own_population_ unit does not predict that
kind of decline for us, though there will still be some .decline.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Could I interrupt you just One second here?
Dr. FISHLOW. Certainly.
Mr. STOCKMAN. I am looking at the series -III projection that you

have in your table 3 and that, of course; there Is never a recovery.
You stay at the lower levels for elementary that were achieved a
few years ago and for high schools that were achieved in 1975.
Now the fertility assumption between series II and series III, the
range is not that great. It is 1.7 under series III, which has pre-
vailed for the last few years and it is 2.1 under series II. In other
words, you are dealing with a- relatively narrow change or small
change in the variable, but you get a b million. difference in the
number of children in elerrientary school by 1990 or 1995. In one
case you get no change in -terms of enrollment trends aril(' in the
other you get it steep recovery. We have been having discussions all
week concerning what.,we can do to improve fertility projections or
anticipations and right there is a classic example because you have
two vastly different outcomes in terms of what we ought to be
doing in the interim to prepare for that

Dr. FisuLow. Well, one remark which I make to the adininistra-.

tors at the university where I work is-that there is really no way to
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accurately predict the future. There has to be a range. The differ-
ence between 1.7 and 2.1 is not that small, actually, 2.1 is 24
percent greater than 1.7. But the fact that we have been at one
point for 8 or 9 years is confusing and it is a confusing way to use
those figures. The 2.1--

Mr. STOCKMAN. I know it depends on the exposure, right.
Dr. F1SHLOW. Well, the 2.1 is a life long number and the annual

figure the 1.8 or 1.9is a hypothetical construct based on a single
year's performance. It can be very confusing and beside the point.
For example, in 1957, I think, the annual total fertility rate was 3.5
or .6--

Mr. STOCKMAN. But the cohort rate was--
Dr. FISHLOW. But the cohorts involved will not achieve that, so

that the fact that we are very low'new seems to be connected with
a number of temporary factr)rs, not least of which is the economy.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Timing.
Dr.-FISFILOW. The timing patterns. In the larger work which I did

for the National Institute of Education, I discussed at great length
why I think approximately two children on an average is correct.
That is just my judgment.

Mr. STOCKMAN. We have had a dramatic decline in the annual
rate, say, from 1962 to 1975.

DrElm-1w*. Yes.
Mr:STOCKMAN. You are suggesting that there was a much lesser

,change in the cohort rate, life cycle cohort rate. "Do you have any.
idea of what that might be in.numbers? _

Dr. ,Fisciww. Yes; I do. It is still a considerable decline even on-
the cohort side. The cohort of young women who were producing
children around 1960, which was a benchmark year in the .baby
boom, are women typically from the birth cohorts of the 1930's. It
looks as if those cohorts will end up,,!oitran, average, having pro=
duced three children per woman. Of Co,i'-se, there will be differ-
enees amongst themselves by the usual - ' Variables--!--eduCation,
race, and so on but three for the entk port, or' nearly three,
which is considerable for modern, Western Livilization.

It looks as if the cohort of youngAvomen now of primary repro
ductive agethat-is, 20 to 29will probably end up with about two
children. That is a very large drop. . --

Mr. STOCKMAN. Thirty three perce9t drop? ..

Dr.'Fismow. Yes- the lifelong fertility of women now
who are, young is not something I wOulcl like to be held to in 10 or
15 years. However, ft lookS`as if that4i11be the case because, for
one thing,,' what they say always turns out in the aggregate to be a
fairVaccurate predictor of what -will'happen.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes.
Dr. Fismow. Naturally, conditions can change. But my feeling is

that two is about right..Educatedwomen and many women I come
in contact, with, whom' I work with at the university, speak of one
or two But we have a very large heterogeneous population in this
country,,and two seems to be the best guess.

Mr STOCKMAN. Go ahead. I am sorry.
Dr. Fismow. I made some suggestions based', on these fluctu-

ations. One is that we improve the way we predict. I suggest that
there be some cooperation between State authorities, either in _the

1 2
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education or in population units, and the Bureau of the Census in
order to improve the current state of small area forecasting. It
depends a lot on local judgment. It would mean training persons or
providing training manuals in basic demographic' techniques to
school districts and having them combine these with local judg-
ment. One has to bein a small areain the place to decide what
is going to happen 5 years down the road. You cannot just do that
with mathematical models.

While many of the larger school districts have staff who project
enrollmcuts, usually by the grade progression method, combined
with local birth rate estimates of future .kindergarten entrances, .

few are equipped to estimate the range of probable enrollments as
long as 5 years, ruuch less 10 to 15 years in the future.

The of the Census has _done some work in small area
estimation which I am not too familiar with, but which I heard of
when I called up and down my own State to find out what the
school projection methodology was in the larger school districts. It
is a small area census in a project called' the Dual Independent
Map Encoding File or the DIME project which enables one to map
a census survey into any area you choose to code it to This capac-
ity would at least give school administrators a knowledge of who is
already there, including how many children under the age of 5.
Combined with other techniques, such knowledge might give them
some idea of who is likely to be there 5 or 10 years down the road.

The value of such knowledge was brought forcibly to mind in a
flyer from my son's school, which is a kindergarten to third grade
school in Berkeley. They had projections for next year with 70 in
the third grade; 60 in the second grade; 50 in the first grade. At the
kindergarten level there was a fight between the school board and
the principal in which the school board suggested 40 and the prin-
cipal projected 60 at the kindergarten level. None of these people,
as tar as I could tell, really knew how many 4-year-olds were in the
district. So some kind of survey technique would be very useful.
'this could be done on a pilot project. I have discussed that with

i people in the Population Research Unit: in/California and it is
possible, but they do not have the funds to,do it

I- made a number of other suggestionS in my paper, none of\
which are _novel and none of which are at the detailed level that
persons actively engaged in education, like Mrs. Eisenberger is,
could provide. Just to briefly mention them, these suggestions in-
elude the, availability of advide to school disti!icts, both political and
economic, on the sale of school buildings and laid to teachers to find
different employment. The latter is particularly, ,dear to my heart
since "I cannot envision the school building problem as quite as
serious. It may be, but that is not the way I see it.

Mr. STOCKMAN Should we have some kind of adjustment or
assistance program for elementary and secondary education per-
son n'el? .

Dr. FISHLOW. Well someI am not as specific as ,I am about the
demographic techniques, but it does seem to me that some sort of
program, whether federally or State based, to inform current high
school teachers of the coming very sharp enrollment decline in the
1980's so that they know that many of them, including schoolteach-
ers with long tenure, are going to be laid off in that period. They

.37 -911 78
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then will at least have a chance to prepare themselves now for
alternate employment. Training programs could be provided and
various job finding aids, such as help in writing resumes. This is
important because many people who started out teaching in the

-public schools went through a local training program in a local
college and got a job. They have stayed there and do not have a
very good idea about what other -opportunities are available. So
help, like that would be very useful.

Buf we have to keep in mind the fluctuations. There has been
work by Peter Morrison, whom I was told spoke to the committee
earlier, that showed that there is golly to be a need for incleased
numbers of schoolteachers in the 1980 s. Certainly if my demogra-
phic predictions are accurate, there will be. Then there are other
factors involved as well, like the stock of schoolteachers falling off

My suggestion not a new one I remember it when I was in
teacher training in the 1950's. The suggestion is to have a post
baccalureate 1-year program or-post-master's level 1-year program
so that students do not have to make that commitment for 4 years
in advance. They can judge the market more closely and some one
with an accredited degree can then -go into training and become a
schoolteach. I think that might be the best way to handle the
upturn because the upturh, if my fertility projections are correct,
will be followed again by a downturn. So we want to be as flexible
as possible_

Mr..K9E. On that, Mr. Chairman, I'have a question.
Mr, STOC mAN)Yes '
Mr. Kith . How closely have the teacher training institutions. .

been followin demographic progressions? They have not had a
good track rec rd in the past.

Dr. Fisinow. Well, I. do not know that too specifically. I do know
,that every- of post-secoudary education that I have ever

come in contact with is very concerned with keeping its- enroll-
,ments up. And that-- . ._

Mr KILDEE. Whether or not there is a market- for -the skills they
produce?

Dr. Fismow., With the exception, of-course, of, the Unversity of
California which is more responsible in this area .[Laughter.]

Mr. RILDEE. You know, it is inaedible. I was chairman Of the
Education Subcommittee of ,the Appropriations Committee in the
Michigan Legislature, and we were warning the teacher training
institutions, including some df-_the most prestigeoUs enes.that they
were producing teachers for students Wha,would not be there. They
were just hellbent for production arid all of a sudden people were..;
walking around with bachelor's degrees and teachers' certificates
tucked in their back pockets-and looking for a job in ,a foundry. It
is ironic that some of the very institutions which ,are strongest in
demographics' continue to produce skills for which' there will be
little demand. The left hand was not advising the right hand at all
and when we find within the same institution a lack of communica-
tion, you must worry that in government itself that the same lack
of communication exists between agencies. I think someone in ear-
her testimony mentioned that there should be a study of school
br,.ards and school districts so as to adeqUately make projections of
numbers of students:; Many school boards have not made use_ of
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data that presently exists. School boardr, in my district were not
watching the birth rate that was available at the courthouse and
basing projections on actual data There are buildings which were
built because of this failure that are being emptied right now.

I think that somehow there has to be some coordination between
the projections of population growth or nongrowth and the services
we deliver at every level, and education, I think, has done a deplor-
able job in planning on this. ,

Dr. FISHLOW. I_arn not as familiar with it at that level, but I have
not seen much evidence of planning. The popular media has played
up the birth rate decline and that has caused some school board
members to notice it becau4e they read about it. But they very
often do not know what is going on in their own district, although
some of the districts, as I mentioned, do some kind of enrollment
projections. Very often politics \ ly, those are unpalatable. There is
someone who does projections hom I spoke to and saw his figures
for the Berkeley schools and e used a method which used the
birth rate in Berkeley to help project kindergarten enrollments.
That is a difficult thing to do bu his method has worked over time
and the difference between the b irths in 1961 and 1962 and those
in the year I looked at which /was 1974, were considerable. The '
birth rate in 1974 was 40 percent of the birth rate in 1961. When
he projected kindergarten enrollments based on that it was not
very well accepted and no changes in plans were made as a result. .

It is not always easy to get people to recognize the obvious until it
really hits them.

Mr. KILDEE. I really think that S. or 10 years ago when changes
began to take place in the school enrollment that if people had just

'taken their car and driven down to the courthouse to look at birth
records, projections of enrollments might have been better. School _
people did not do ,that. They were not doing anything at all. They
began_All of a sudden to realize that fewer students were coming
in and they began to complain to the legislature about declining
enrollment which to them meant less State dollars, but they were
not even doing anything as-scientific as going down to the court-
house to check records. At some Agency, some level in goVernment,
there has to be some type of coordination and planning. may
have prevented4he school buildings which were built that were
unnecessary.

Dr. Fisinow. Or remodeled kir that matter. The districts where I
.live are remodeling schools for earthquake\safety, some of which
probably ought to be closed. But it is a very serious or difficult
political situation that goes beyond the technical -matter of anyone
projecting students. When there are interests involved, people -do
not Want to listen.

Mr. KILDEE. It's like Ibson's play, The Enemy of the People."
Very often people are afraid of becoming the 'enemy of the people if
they expose the truth.

Thank you very, much.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you.
Dr, Fisiii.ow. I had one remark to make on post-Secondary e luca-

tion, if I have the time and if I an notcutting into anybody lse's
talk.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Fine.
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Dr. Fisuww. And that is that the pool of traditional age students
will decline nationally 25 to 20 percent depending on whether you

-project 18- to 21-'or 18- to 24-year olds.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Excuse me- would the high school decline

be more precipitous or steeper than the elenientary school decline?
I think you had 14 to 18 percent elementary and

Fon Low. Because it is a smaller span, so that if you have a
very sharp

Mr. STOCKMAN. Oh, OK. Right That is contracting, right.
Dr. FISHLOW. If you project 18- to 21-year-olds, it is exactly like

high school and the decline is 25 percent between 1980 and 1995.
But if you use 18 to 24's which is more common in this kind of
thing, it is 20 percent.

Now within higher education circles, one often, hears the idea
that demographic decline will be ameliorated by a rise in the rate
of college attendance. Of course this could happen, but from my
point of view it is extremely unlikely.

Historically speaking, the rise in the rate of attendance nas been
more important in the rise in college enrollment than copulation
growth. Even in the 1960's when the population- of colime age rose
more rapidly than at any, time since the mid-19th cent,Lry; the rise
in the rate of _attendance was more important in increaaing college
enrollments. The numbers of enrolled rose 8 percent a year during
thoSe years.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Do you have the numbers on tile declining or the
reversal that has occurred since the peak year on attenclance rate
which was in the early 1970's was it not?

Dr. Fismow. I do not have that with
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes.
Dr. Fismow. There are various ways oft' mear i iiig it.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Right.
Dr. FISHLOW. I have used 1975 as a benchmark year because the

changes- discussed are so large that, from my point of view, the
small decline in the early 1970's which seems to have begun to go
up again, is irrelevant and just confuses the issue.

The point I wanted to make is that, at the present, close to a one-
third of that age groupthere was -about 35 percent in 1970 and
there is a little less nowattend c_ ollege HI we assume, and I think
it is reasonable, that the more favored sections of society now
attend college at close to a maximum level, given ability and the
needs of the job market and that the less favored half improves to
that-level by the year 2000, whichd think is perhaps optimistic, the
rate .of college attendance would be 50 _percent in the year 2000.
This was done by State figures on the population which goes on to
College and graduates from high school. These figures indicate a,.
ise in the rate of attendance of about 1 percent a year, which is

then half the rate of decline in the numbers of that age group
the 15-year period from 1980 to 1995. So I believe a decline in

p st-secondary education in those years is virtually inevitable even
if we do manage push up the rate of enrollments somewhat. How-
ev r and this is a remark I made most forcibly in my own work at

i universitythere is very likely to be a very _sharp increase
eafterafter 1995, Now that is a long way down the road, but

coll ges are expensive to build and one of the unofficial remarks

/t-iite-1 off.
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sometimes madeit certainly is not admitted as official policy
that if we experierce a very significant decline in the enrollments,
we might close °la of our campuses or significantly cut out pro-
grams.

I would coitijon people who have the responsibility for this to be
very careful about cutting out Something now that would be very
expensive to build up later. Therefore, if we have ,a choice of
policies, I would suggest using those policies which are more like a
holding action rather than doing away with schools. I know that
already there are small colleges in trouble with enrollments. This
will only accelerate in the coming 15 years. If there is any policy
that will help keep some of them afloat, I think we would be
grateful for it around the turn of the century.

That is all the remarks that I have to make.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you very much. I am going to haver a

number of questions later, but why don't we finish with the panel
and then we can open it up to everyone. /

Dr. Spencer?

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT 'C. SPENCER, PRESIDENT,
SANGAMON STATE UNIVERSITY, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 594.]
Dr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman, not being a/specialist on population I

am uncertain hew I can add to the contributions already made by the
demographers and sociologists on this Panel. It happens, however,
that I have witnessed and experienced some conspquen2es of the
things we are talking about today, namely, the impact of population
shifts upon the planning and management of higher education. In
particular, I speak of a new institution of which I have been
priVileged to have been founding/ president these past 9 years.
hardly had Sangamon. StateVniversity opened its doors in the fall of
1970 than it was faced with reduced enrollment expectations,
changed planning strategies, altered schedules for completion, and a
perceptible redefinition of its Mission. Under such circumstances
part of the leadership task became the "management of decline" as
well as institutional development. It is an experience which many
institutions are or will begoing through in the years ahead as higher
education comes to be a ' no/ growth industry" in many parts of this
country. Let me tell you a bit of the story.

Sangamon State University is today aboUt half its planned size
for the current acauernic year and in the 1980's will be about one-
third as large, in headcount and one-fourth- in full-time-equivalwit
student enrollment as 'its original planners conceived it in the late
1960's. such reductions in enrollment of an ongoing institution,
wherever located, would -be disastrous indeed. It has a real but less'
visible impact upon an institution which is new and growing, but
will not achieve its planned size in the foreseeable future.

In this Situation we are not alone. Many colleges and universities
are already adjustIng to the demographic realities of the 1970'S and
1980's, to leveling or reduced enrollments, to an older and atypical
undergraduate student body, to undekitilized physical facilities,
and to shifts'in the marketability of curricular options.

Sangamon State University, however, optimistically carne off the
drawing boards of. Illinois' educational planning and coordinating
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agencies less than 3 years before these demographic changes begar
to hit ell of higher education. Generously funded from the start,
SSU did not have the lead time, if you will, to establish its reputa-
tion and its clientele, and to stabilize its program offerings before
its own new depression hit. That are a going enterprise today in
spite of these difficulties testifies to the resilience of the faculty
and staff, to the resourcefulness of the internal 'planning process,
and to the continued confidence of our several external boards and
agencies, including the legislature. For better or for worse, our
setting in the State capital of one of the Nation's great States has
given SSU an earlier opportunity to test its mission and programs
under public scrutiny.

Before continuing, let, me explain briefly just where Sangamon
State University Ns into the array of postsecondary institutions
across the county. Clarifying that point will also make it easier to
understand some of the long-term difficulties which a number of
new institutions, as well as,many older ones, will face in the years
ahead. The 350 State colleges and universities in this country now
serve some 50 percent of all baccalaureate students in public sector
senior institutions. In the postwar years these were the most rapid-
ly growing institutions, of all, and successfully absorbed much of
the enrollment expansion in American higher educationsharing
this expansion with new public community colleges as it ,came
online throughout the 1960's and 1970's. This growth was engen-
dered not only by the postwar baby boom, but also; by the ideas of
expanded educational opportunity Which generous funding, a flour-
ishing economy, heightened expectations of social. mobility and per-
sonal growth, and in some instances opportunity and growth,
:which local pride and boosterism had sought:

Within this astonishing record of educational growth, the older
land-grant institutions and many private colleges and universities
also expanded. Educational planning boards and agencies span-
sored much of the growth, but much also occurred as tuition in-
creases and generous public funding permitted ad hoc institutional'
Oxpansion in response to enrollment pressures. Sangamon State
University is part of a subgroup of these new, planned,
institutions. They were founded-in response not only to regional
demographic changes, but also to the growing number of communi-
ty college' graduates seeking admission to senior institutions for
completion of baccalaureate studies. America has never been with-
out a great public faith in 'education, at all levels-as ari equalizer
of opportunity, and as a panacea for a better world. These years
were characterized by untested and unchallenged assumptions
about the value and utility of nearly universal postsecondary edu-
cation in a democratic, industrial society.

Sangamon State University and GOvernors State University were
designed primarily to meet the new community college and gradu-
ate/professional stAident markets in Illinois. In Florida four of
these upper-level institutions were started, and in Texas, eight
either as freestanding institutions or as branch campuses of exist-
ing universities. New York had two, now one, as did Michigan. For .

the most part these Upper-level institutions were well located in
urban or suburban settings and had which make them aca-
dernicelly as well as geographically 'accessible to an increasingly
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heterogeneous student body. They had, in addition, close affili-
ations with nearby community colleges.

Among the public 4-year institutions founded during this era
were two in New JerseyRamapo and Stockton State Collegei;

'Oakland University and the Grand Valley State Colleges in Michi-
gan; half a dozen in California; Evergreen State College at Olym-
pia, Wash.; and an equal number of new or greatly expanded 4-

i year campuses in New York State. Wisconsin added branch cam -
puses, to its land-grant system at Green Bay and Parkside, while
the Universityof-Illinois branched at Chicago Circle, and Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville.

More than being new or emerging institutions, these institutions
had another very significant experience in common. They were
founded, or were expanded at a time of unprecedented social fer-
ment and unrest in America. The implications for educational
leadership and institutional management were soon clear: student
and many faculty, intensely unhappy with existing social institu-
tions and with the quality or performance of America's political
and corporate leadership, began testing new areas. of dissent and
new lifestyles. The new universities about which we are speaking
recruited many of their faculties from the Nation's major graduate
schools and from some of, the best and most troubled campuses
during this period. Some institutions became, in short, testing
grounde not only for most appropriate curricular changes and care-
fully designed innovative programs, but also for the ideologies of
disenchantment and liberation, for alternative 'lifestyles as well as
exnerimental programs.

There were two 'Major consequences for university leadership
and management from this change in the environment of higher
education and the troubles in the world outside. Firstand
larly in public sector institutions=policy and administrative deci:
sionmaking, whether at the campus or higher levels, soon had to
comply with new levels of participation by campus constituencies.
This was in turn accompanied by new levels of openness for public
meetings and internal processes'. Second, on many campuses the
petition, the referendum, the electoral politics, and populist rhetor-
ic became, fo'r many faculty the standard, of academic legitimacy
rather than appointed or traditionally selecLed consultative bodies
dominated by tenured faculty and seasoned academic administra-
tors. Inexperience and political skill became more viable than expe-'
rience and practical ,judgment in such settings. Finally, to older
measures of fitness for academic appointment or reappointment,
scholarship, teaching, and public service were added either overtly
or, ntherwise, new tests of sincerity, ideological purity, or sensitivity
to ggrroup norms of the alienated or the newly liberated.

Gn older campuses with stable internal governance, with, estab-
,lished standards of quality in teaching, scholarship, and public
service, these same pressures and constituencies could and very
often did provide healthy stimuli for debate and solid contributions
to needed- educational change and more responsive bureaucratic
stylesAnLon_goingacademic community with a sense of its Own
worth and valued academic traditions 'wit manage these forces of
change differently than a new one strugg ing to establish its
tation and credibility, its teaching styles, and those standards and



internal procedures which free is staff and faculty forserious
academic tasks.

But the new public institutions of the 1960's and 1970's, as well
as many older public institutions, have another hurdle to jump.
That hurdle is set by the array of technical reporting requirements
of legislatures and coordinatipg, governing, budgeting, and auditing
agencies. These require.thatpublic colleges and universities regu-
larly prove that their perfotmance is worth the cost. Accompany-
ing these very understandable demands for accountability is a
grov.ing suspicion that the promise of universal higher education
may not be bringing about the better world; but that indeed, it
may be bringing only more unrest, confusion, and alienation from
what good was left of the old world. More recently, too, Johnny's
college-educated 'older brother and sister have been found less liter-
ate and informed than expected, despite the vast resources devoted
to their training and development.

Doubts about the value of higher education seldom lead to seri-
ous discussion about the quality or rigor of what should be taught,
about minimal educational requirements for citizenship in a free
society, or the purposes of what We do as educators. The enterprise
is too complex, diffuse, and questions of quality too subtle, to
permit that luxury. Instead we are asked to report institutional
output and performance by quantitative measures. This is-calculat-
ed in many ways: by unit costs per credit hour of instruction, by
academic program costs, by .faculty workloads, by the research
productivity of faculty, by the employability of new graduates, and
by compliance with affirmative action guidelinesto mention ,sev-
eral.- For example, with affirmative action guidelines, institutions
are required not only to be in compliance, but also to report con-
tinuous progress in providing career and employment opportunities
for women and rriinorities. Lack of progress, from whatever cause,
could be construed as a flaw in,, institutional performance. Over a
period, ,1 year for example, our institution files---required 120 or
more reports to a total of 7 major external agencies, and 35 volun-
tary agencies or institutions in addition to telephone and personal
inquiries. Those reports and obligations occur regardless of institu-
tional size.

The required reports are received and studied by a growing
,number of central staff specialists and experts in assessing parts of
the whole. Because internal resources also must be developed to
meet external reporting requirements, all public institutions have
added to their administrative overhead costs the necessary techni-
cal machinery and personnel to survive. This, in turn, adds further
to costs-and is a special burden on the small institution which has
few economies of scale to offset the investment.

As important as the cost, however, is the iMpa t of external
ifreporting on management. More and more profe sional people
within an institution come to understand less and less about the
entire institution's operations and purposes._ Tech ical staff loyal-
ties, moreoverlike those of many faculty --are 4 rented as much
to colleagues and peers outside the institution a to those within
from whom the larger picture might be understood. Finally, the
closer one gets to the. teaching faculty, the l ss 'these external
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reporting obligations and technical requirements are understood or
tolerated.

To return to the effects upon higher education of demographic
changes one can assess the impact of this last and most technical
requirement of external reporting upon management.- It is one
which tends to fragment further the attentibn and perspectives of
central decisionmakers, leaving untended some educational agenda
requiring serious study and the commitment of leadership., Few
reporting documents, in other words, are decision documents. Most
convey technical information to specialized personnel.

I_ have called the pattern of management under the condition
described here as perforated decisionmaking. It is perforated be-
cause of the necessary fragmentation of data on institutional per-
formance and the relentless deadlines of external agencies; it is
perforated because, while internal governance is highly participa-
tive but seldom deliberative, occasions are seldom available to dis-
cuss with legitimate internal constituencies the questions and prob
lerns of an institution's performance before time runs out; and it is
perforated, finally, because external agencies and their professional
staffs have too frequently come to rely upon data of this kind more
than upon the genuine accomplishments of an institution's faculty
and programs as expressions of a whole educational enterprise.

Please understand that I am not discounting the need or value of
detailed examination of institutional performance. What I am con-
cerned with is the loss of purpose and perspective because the
working environment has become so fragmented that it is difficult
to assess responsibility or to prescribe remedies under these condi-
tions. The weakest excuses for failure of institutional performance
are procedural or technical; the strongest are substantive and per-
sonal. Under the conditions described here .the former tends to be
substituted for the latter in heavily regulated public sector institu-
tions. Add to:this the requirements of reallocation and retrench-
mentthe management of decline, if you willand there is almost

1ho way that decisionmaking can proceed smoothly. And it is inevi-
'''table that central administration in many public institutions will
find it easier to seek technical, political compromises rather than
to make sound educational decisions. .

With maximum feasible participation mandated by both internal
constituencies and many external agencies, too -much energy and
skill must be devoted to building relations with constituencies and
seeking consensus. When everyone is in charge, one might say,
nobody is in charge=although formal responsibility remains the
same. Moreover, shifts in population and college and university
enrollments in years ahead will undoubtedly continue to cause
high anxieties for faculty and staffs as they seek to protect their
status, ecdnomic benefits, curricular priotities, an' wofessiorial
identities.

Mr. Chairman, rather than make immediate policy suggestions
for this committees I have spoken to the conditions' for decisiortmak-
ing which many colleges and 'universities, particularly the newer
public ones, find themselves in as demographic changes force shifts

ii

in the-size and mission of many Institutions. In the long term one
can probably say that America's public educational establishment

l_is overbuilt in places, and it is very probab e-thatbarring sudden
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new national educational effortc, like that provided in the late
1950's and 1960's by the post-Sputnik era in the sciencesthe

\ levels of support enjoyed in the past cannot be sustained in the
future.

In my judgment the greatest contribution which could be made
in this situation would be for this body and others somehow to
sponsor an examination of our national educational priorities in
right of the need for sustaining and renewing one of the world's
last open, free, democratic governments. Our founding fathers and
many.observerS of American history have shared this concern. We
have no source other than an enlightened and educated citizenry
from which to draw our future Congressmen and leaders, and other
public servantsthose who represent us and who govern. The
demographic realities of the late 1970's and the 1980's provide an
opportunity to set such an agenda as the soundest preparation for
the future of this country.

Such an assessment of national educational priorities would_ rec-
ognize many good things which are already being done by our
pubifirand private educational institutions. paralysis and stale-
mate which make institutional leadership and management so dif-
ficult could be reduced if we possessed clearer prioritites and pur-
poses. Authority and participative mechanisms can be clarified
around acknowledged purposes. To stimulate recovery of purpose
in the relationship between education and the survival of a free
government in a highly technical, rapidly changing society in a
world fraught with conflict, could be one notable outcome, for the

'concerns of this committee.
The conditions- of management and leadership described here

will affect most institutions to one degree or another in both the
public' and private sectors of higher education in the yearS ahead.
Survival for some during this period of relative decline or steady
state will,depend.upon several things: geographical and transporta-
_Oen access; an adequate range of degree and pro-,:ram options; the
historical legacy and academic reputation of ti'e institution; a
sense of mission and institutional pride, arising from its accomplish-
ments and shi-ired purposes; and, finally, external support which
returnt, flexibility and a measure of discretion'to hamstrung insti-
tutional leadership. It will be found that strengthened - leadership
will yield stronger internal governance and reduced stress and
confrontation when it is known that, the buck stops where it ought
too, and not in' external agencies.

The possibility exists that Sangamon State University will meet
these conditions and will be given continued support, despite its
drastically reduced final size and relatively steady state the next
few years. Many of us also believe that it will achieve a reputation
and usefulness appropriate to its setting in the State capital in
central Illinois. 'Looking at the future cynically, one might be as-
sured of future students in light of the grbwing tasks of goverment
in the years' ahead. If that is the case, SSU will bear its share of
responsibility that the bureaucracy be.well educated and capable of
the tasks it will face.

Mr. SockmAisi. Is that not where Springfield is? [Laughter.]
1)r. We are located in Springfield and if it were not for

the 15,000 public servants and many professionals from 'our big



programs. in Government and headquarters organizationi in this
community we would have less future growth.

Mr. KILDEE. Government is a growth industry?
Mr. SCHEUER. I think you should point out that that s what the

Republican administration is faced with [Laughter.]
Dr. SPENCER. With these introductory remarks as to where we

come from, I have been trying to think of what policy suggestions
We might make. One option is to muddle through and hang on
When you are in a state of decline, you find to your surprise that
institutions tend to exist less, for the benefit of the clientsstu-
dentsthan for the benefit of the istaff and the faculty. So re-
trenchment is a very, very painful process when you find out that
not all folks4.re high-minded, when it comes to giving up jobs, or
,cutting our low enrollment programs, or similar painful decisions.

Mr. SCHEUER. We are finding that out now- in a very_ harsh way
in the debate on the tuition tax credit.

Dr. SPENCER. Yes.
Mr. SCHEUER. Because the education establishment is up in arms

and one cannot help but get the feeling that it is because they
perceive it as job threatening and it is their jobs that are being
threatened.

Dr. SPENCER. We _recruited a liberal arts faculty at SSU to begin
with and it was my notion that they were to be the core of this
institution in -terms of its scholarly quality and teaching style.
From that point one recruits the professional faculty within that
commitment and framework of the liberal arts. To my surprise
after the enrollment 'crunch began I found that liberal arts people
do not welcome -professional' people and programs on the campus.
They would take away their students, Some scorned` professional
programs because they were oriented-to the "service arts"; for
example, jobs. With sortie difficulty, we finally developed an ar-
rangement on the part of some liberal arts faculty that they ride
Circuit-among the professional programs and bring their enlighten-
ment to police administration, nursing, management, public admin-
istration, and the more workaday things. So the consequences of
retrenchment on faculty behavior and identity are very serious.
With the faculty senate, we have developed layoff plans for tenured
faculty, which have been apPrOved right up to the board level so
that if that unfortunate day 'ever comes when we have to start
laying off faculty, we have a process to do it But long before that,
there are .budget cuts which stimulate faculty and staff anxieties
and keep them high, and do not give you much-peace as a manager
of-decline. I think we might explore what kind of authority, what
kind of huh-lanity and wonder--working is necessary to be a leader
of a highly participative Professiona: and Scholarly, institution in a
state of retrenchment or decline. Because we have so much partici-
pation and direct access to governing board and board staff, deci-
sionmaking of this kind tends to corrode leadership itself And
most of ,you know of circumstances where you find an administra-
tor who has. done the right thing, and who is the one who is out of
a job- because he has tried to meet these things head-on.

Mr. SCHEUER. That sometimes happens-to Congressmen.
Dr. SPENCER.' That is right.

I 23
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Mr. ScHEuER. Every once in a while we get your profile in
courage down there.

,-

Dr. SPErsicEa. Now one of my suggestiOns is about the matter of
external reporting and regulation. As I pointed out earlier, in
addition to our new institutions, all institutions in the public sector
in particular these days, but particularly the new ones, are heavily
regulated. We call ourselves a managed public utility. For example,
to meet the requirements of external reporting we have an institu-
tional research center at Sangamon with a staff nearly the same
size, give or take a few student workers, as that of the. University
of Illinois_ This is because the demandS for external reporting are
the same whether you are big or little. A similar burden is on all
private schools also to meet these new external requireMents. This
does not contribute to your sense of what ought to be taught. It
does. not help you deal with the educational questions you face, but
it does keep the external clients happy. And this is a phenomenon,
I think, that might be reexamined as how do you debureaucratize
higher education so you can be educators once more. .and maybe
face the problem of decline and manage it more effectively.

Faculty seldom understand why we have so many educational
bureaucrats on campus and in external agencies and it is simply
because external reporting is not very visible in a curricular, sense
or in a teaching sense.

I thought as I, was listening to the other panelists that if your
committee does come upon suggestions for policy change, you
might find yourselves stimulating another Ph. D. specialist pro-
gram some place as a whole new crop of new professionals may be
needed to manage declide and retrenchment in. higher education. I
was just ,wondering how we would handle the near-term future if
we did not have sociologists or their subspecies we call demogra-
phers. We would somehow muddle through, I imagine, and might
not fight with each other any more than we do today.

But I thought you might take another tack and this is the only-
policy suggestion I really have That is why not look for institu-
tions that work, families that work, communities that work, and
colleges, that work in this period of decline and find out what the
characteristics of leadership, budget, curriculum, staffing and par-
ticipation are among other things, that these institutions have In
fact, I was thinking that most of us experts at this table are
migratory workers. Academic professionals tend to be uprooted
people, and they are often great critics, ba-c not very good citizens
because they are denied real stable community and citizenship
experience because of their mobility. Why would you invite a group
of migratory workers to advise you on policy? Your questions may
be better answered by people who have been settled long enough to
know what a community is and what the networks of support and
understanding are in a community;

While I was talking, I counted the number of schools I went to
and places I livedbetween age 3 and 18three schools, tv o 'neigh-
borhoods and ;four places. My daughter, who lives in Orli here,
went to five schools, lived in five neighborhoods and six places

' e and
during the same period in her life. My mother and father 1ve e less
mobile than I, and I am sure my grandchildren will
travel. much more than their own parents. But the elm nt of
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stability is very important in growth planning as it is in retrench-
ment planning, and in making communities work and institutions
work. We seem to thinicthat by adding something to a curriculum
or adding an element to a community we build' a community when
there are a lot of ether ingredients in it For instariceI do not
want to be too autobiographical hereI have an 137-year-old

who, for
mother

living in town 5 years, has taught part time in a parochial
school. She teaches First and second graders on a one-to-one bbsis
who have reading problems. She has always been a teacher, _but
when she got old, she decided to teach part time She lives in an
all black community, works in an all-black or mixed parish school,
and it is in, a stale area'rea of Washington, D.C., which seems to be
working. At least frorri the standpoint of that neighborhood and
that school and the relationship of the few white people in the
community, things are working. An overlooked source of stability

She hadis the parish. a very meaningful lifealthough it is a
halftime job, morningo only and it has kept her as an active
citizen and participant in school and parish life through' eight-
ies. But how many of us know where_ to find the talent to make
similar schemes work in other settings and what are the ingredi-
ents of that neighborhood and that parish that might make this
useful some place else?

I think we have resources that we have not tapped, maybe be-
cause our methodology of looking for solutions is so big so grand in
scale. If we could find a way to reward communities and institu-
tions that are doing things right and make models out of them and
then stimulate that kind of change in other areas, we might sim-
plify this pi-oblern enormously. For instance, let us look at the
neighborhoocrPersoo who is successfully taking in the child or the
preschool children of the neighborhood for working mothers. There
are some enormously socCessful women doing this, surrogate moth-
ers for a lot of children. But there is little reward for it in the civic
sense; there is more often punishment by regulations. There are
similar= community institutions that might be looked at where
things mihgehtmboetiv jog. I do not know how Federal policy can

, work
provide the the carrots, if you will, for institutional
and behavioral change, But I do know it takes time and it takes
leadership of a kind which I am not sure alwayi emerges when you
are dealing with grants. I observed early on when I was a graduate
dean that too often troth is where the money is in our graduate
education and re search; it is not where the need is And too often
in our institutional behavior the rewards do not go to the real
problem solvers; it g05 to the grant getters.

Now I do not know how you can change thiS solution, but I am
suggesting that maybe we should be more innovative and forth-
right in management of higher education since it is already suffer-
ing from cynicism and disillusionment about its own purposes and
goals.

Here's another suggestion: The Senate Select Committee on Nu-
trition and Human Needs dared to suggest that this Nation might
change its nutritional standards so as to reduce carbohydrate con-
sumption, certain anirnel protein consumption, diminish utilization
of junk food,. and incregse the fiber content of our diet_ Now can a
Senate or House committee suggest that maybe in higher education
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there might be a richer diet, and a stronger purpose than institu-
tional survival itself for our schools? We are now timidly getting
back to basics on the elementary leVel,'but what about higher
education? Who dares criticize that? It.is,pOlbriger fashionable or
possible for presidents to be educators.arid it is a high,-isk for VPs
and deans. It seems they are managers and politicians, more than
educators. But somebody should be_saying these things because we
need good models, in education_veryliadl -7pyeeple who can provide
models for change 'Wh&'can:,,get us back to What -education realliy is,
and to perhaps:- what Whitehead once suggested' as a goal 'the
habitual vision of greatness".

So I did not come up with anything very practical, Mr. Chair-
man, but these are my thoughts. And, these remarks are a conden-
sation of what might have been a rather dull discussion.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you very much.
Why don't we turn to questions. Dale, do you have any ques-

tions?
.Mr. -KILDEE. Well just, one question maybe. Having served 12

years in a State legislature, I have noted that a State legislature
usually is very preoccupied with FTE full-time equivalentand
usually writes the formula in that way. That does not really en-
courage in any way quality education or innovation or concentra-
tion or d core curriculum, does it when the legislature imposes
uch a formula upon you?
Dr. SPENCER Not without some values attached to the uses of

formulas, the uses of the funding, I would say.
Mr. KILDEE. Right now though, you are almost forced to go out

and look for live bodies in order to get dollars shaken loose from
the State legislature rather than looking at programs 'and quality
on your campus;, are you not?

Dr. SPENCER. Yes. Of course, we politely tell legislators to stay
out of the content of education because you are not supposed to be
competent as a legislator about these things. That is a specialist's
function and academic freedom and institutional autonomy~ are
precious things. But you are concerned with the common good as
legislators and the welfare. of your districts- and communities.
Somehow some of us, or some people will break through that and
try to find a way to set some goals which would tie strings to
educational funding, let us say, on performance, in the same way
that we try to put a merit system into a university to reward the
people with the best minds and the best teaching skills. That is
very, very difficult because everyone wants to be treated alike once
a place is established; that is, the vested bureaucracy tends to take
over and equal treatment is the solution to merit and also discour\,
ages the stronger people and institutions.

But you have got the same thing in any bureaucratic environ-
ment, I think, of how to break through and provide incentives for
change and for development along purposeful lines.

Mr. K1LDEE. It would seem that the policy of State legislators has
been really to force colleges to look for live bodies rather than
really look at what programs mightbe--

Dr. SPENCER. That is right.
Mr. KILDEE. As a matter of fact, in our formulas, if we do make

any differential in the students,, we generally give them more
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dollars for those who are, say, taking welding than those who are
studying Shakespeare.

Dr. SPENCER. That is right, and-is a matter of comparative values
and priorities. Both are important. One should not substitute for
the other.

Mr. Kum& NoW there may be some fiscal reasons for 'that, but
if we do make a differential in FTE, usually the vocational skills
are the ones that are more highly funded. And you mentioned
when you opened your school, your core faculty and curriculum
were the liberal arts.

Dr. SPENCER. The core faculty and degree programs.
Mr. KILDEE. The core faculty, right. -
Dr. SPENCER. We could never settle on a, liberal arts curricu-

lumwe begin with the junior year We do not have an undergrad-
uate curriculum. It is an upper level and graduate school. But we
do have a mandate to the liberal arts in terms of the teaching sty_ le
and electives and the cultural environment for study.

Mr. KILDEE. The point I am trying to-make is even though the
legislature is politely or sometimes impolitely told that we cannot
make academic decisions, and I concur in thatI believe in,,aca-
demic freedomthat nevertheless, by our fiscal policies toward a
college, we do enter into curriculum decisions. We force you into
certain curriculum decisions because of the way we fund the col-
leges.

Dr. SPENCER. For example, schools are mandated to teach driver
education, alcohol education, specifically, and to certain basics of
career training, and then you haNie--

Mr. SCHEUER. What about drug abuse education?
Dr. SPENCER. Yes, in some common schools, arid that clutters up

the curriculum basics because we cannot really restor-
ing

hold on restor-
g the basics as easily as we mandate the special interest areas of

the curriculum. But it is a difficult thing to get ahold of
I think a better reward system for doing the basics is needed,

perhaps in a certain sense, recognizing the better models is one
possible-approach.

-Mr. KILDEE. But a program that might be really educationally
very sound and socially very sound, but does not attract a large
number of people, becomes very difficult for a college to maintain
because the legislature is not going to fund it since we generally
base it upon bodies.

Dr. SPENCER. That is right, and the scramble for bodies becomes
very undignified when you are in an environment,of decline.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STOCKMAN. I am going to yield to Mr. Scheuer, but before I

do, I want to ask Dr. SpenCer what. punishment was meted out to
/ the demographer who did the projections on which your institution

was based? [Laughter.]
Is he novi:r working for the Federal Government?
Dr. SPENCER. No you have to, forgive people. [Laughter]
We Americans are eternally optimistic that education will some-

how flourish and succeed in any setting.
There is a story about the founding of the UniverSity of Illinois

that Allan Nevins told when he was a lecturer there in the early
1960's. It says that when Urbana got the State university, Kanka-
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kee got'the State hospital, Joliet got the prison, and Springfield got
the State fair. It -took 125 years before Springfield, the State cap-
itol, got its State university. Ifthere had been a State university in
the State capitol from the beginning, the history of Illinois would
have been different, just as the history of Wisconsin and the histo-
ry of Michigan is different because of the presence of great univer-
sities in their capitols.

But the reasons why you start schools are many and the reasons
why you protect them are many. Planning provides employment
for planners, for one thing, and you need big plans in order to get
something on the boards and get it funded. There was no hint
during the late 1960's when they planned these two schools that
there would be such a diffelence in the outcomes in contrast with
expectations. Even Governor's State University, located south of
Chicago in Cook County, has :3 million people within 20 miles of its
campus. Yet GSU is much bigger than we are and we have only
half a million people within 30 or 40 miles. So you cannot win on
Projections. Overestimating projections has happened in Florida; in
New York; and in Texas.

Mr. SCHEUER. It seems understandable to me how they could
miss on a,long-range estimate of a generation. How could miscalcu-
lations occur for a decade or a decade and a half when they can tell
fairly accurately from the births this year, how many children will
be going into their high school -years, say 14 years from now?

Dr. SPENCER. I think their projections were based in part on the
rate of growth and the rate of graduation of community college
students. The upper level institutions, such as ours, were designed
to articulate with-community colleges. The 4-year publics were not
very interested in community college students until their own en-
rollments began to drop. Then they became very interested in
community college graduates and now they admit them at the
junior year level with no or very little academic penalty. It used to
be a.."5-year trip" if you went to community college and trans-
ferred. Today, even the University of Illinois takes community
college graduates with very little penalty, providing the academic
standing is adequate and basic requirements are met.

Mr. KU,DEE. Four year colleges recruit students now whereas
before they were very, very disdainful.

Dr. SPENCER. And the U of I and other well established schools
are much more attractive than new institutions which are untested
and do not have those winning teams. As you may know, school
choice is related to other things besides academics.

Mr. SCHEUER. How can you see Congress helping and moving
along this process of variety within 'unity? How can we help in
creating a more diverse educational system that really focuses on
noneducational community needs, a whole variety of government
-facilities and services, and incorporates them in with traditional
formal education? This,.wovld also include all of the social service
disciplines and at every age group. What is the role that we should
be playing here?

Dr. SPENCER: Well this is an architectonic question.
Mr. SCHEUER. If you can give us all the specifics you can in terms

of policy and program, we would be grateful.
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Dr. SPENCER. I think that one of the. things that we might do to
unbind higher education would be to provide in some way flexible
money and encouragement to quality leadership situations with
strong community support. We have seen that the absence of flexi
bility and the absence of available resources and support to encour-
age leadership continue to frustrate the kind of institutional devel-
opment that you are talking about. We do not have change agents
or change directed programs which are not already constrained by
regulations. You might need a kind of community organizer who
can represent a host of governmental programs and bring' them
together, bring them to bear on a community or educational situa-
tion. As it is there is -a telephone book of programs that you have
got to shop through in order to set up your own program. We need
people and funding for catalytic program develop_ ment.

Mr. SCHEUER. Where would that person sit?
Dr. SPENCER. He might be a "circuit rider"..
Mr. SCHEUER. Should this person be part of the local education

system or be in the State office of education? Should he or she be a
Federal bureaucrat sitting in the Office of Education down here?
Where would you like to see that catalytic function?

Dr. SPENCER. I have not really thought this throub, but
Mr. SCHEUER. Our last witness. Dr. Mary Berry, is now on her

way from the White House where she was this morning, so we
have 15 minutes to kill. [Laughter.]

So, yOu have got to keep talking one way or another.
Dr. SPENCER. Maybe the other panelists have suggestions here.
Mr. SCHEUER. Where would you suggest this catalytic function

ought to be located?
Dr. SPENCER. Well it is hard to find, but I think it can be located

in the office of an innovative Governor or head of a board of higher
education. The task is to. get the truly innovative people into such
a program...You have Chem in every State government and in every
city. But they are very often not appropriately placed or institu-
tionalized for this kind of mission.

Mr. SCHEUER. It ought to be a poor man's M_ rs. Eisenberger.
Dr. SPENCER. Right. .

Mrs. EISENBERGER. What is .wrong with a rich man?
Mr. SCHEUER. You are not going to be able to replicate her but

someone who has been motivated in trying to think along the lines
that she was giving us. Is that not what we are talking about?

Dr. Sr,NCER: That is right.
Mr. CHEUER. Someone who lays out all the options in that

community and then works with the local community people to try
and piece together a comprehensive program that Is sensitive and
relevant to community needs.

Dr. SPENCER. Right.
Mr. SCHEUER. But on the basis of experience, this person is going

to think of a lot of different permutations, combinations of events,
services and facilities, than someone from that neighborhood who
is starting out without the background.

Dr. SPENCER. Right, some years'ago I served several terms in the
Vermont Senate. During that time we heard of a very small and
rather poorly funded experimental community development project
called the Terrill fund project. The project eliminated the single-

32-011 0- 7R 9
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purpose social worker and provided instead, a community organizer
to represent all agencies and programs. This person stayed in the
neighborhood and did not specialize in a.single welfare function for
a segregated age group of clients. The Terrill fund project had
remarkable results. The only thing was that some social workers
did not like it, and not a few teachers, were suspicious, and the
ministers were not sure. These other people who were also charged
with doing good and at times did it badly, were upset. But they had
gifted people doing this kind of cominunity organizing on behalf of
many needs of their clients. So there was a kind of social stability
associated with improvement.

Mr. SCHEUER. Where did this take place?
Dr. SPENCER. St. Albans, Vt., 25 years- ago in a little project that

was privately endowed at first and then was funded partially by
the State, I believe.

I am sure many similar projects have succeeded since then, and
we have all had more community organization experience in many
different settings since then. But it might be something to think
about. If you can find -somebodysome way to,,do this without the
redundancies associated with bureaucratizing one more group of
people. I would not go to academe, not-because I do not love there,
but because their experience is,very often limited. I would go to a
inan who has succeeded in a range of setting_s, perhaps an ex-
politician or teacher who has still got his virtue. [Laughter.

Mr. KiLoEE. Let us look at the reason for being asked.
Dr. SPENCER. I speak for myself this way.
Mr. SCHEUER. That is something of a contradiction in terms.

[Laughter.]
Mr. KiwEE. A successful politician is one who has voluntarily

retired from the field of battle,
Dr. SPENCER. Yes. I think there might be a way to provide this

kind of resourcefulness. There are many, many older people who
have these kinds of skills who; given a little help and authority,
could render enormous service to a community. That is just my--

Mr. SCHEUER. You do mean a noneducational professional?
Dr. SPENCER. Not necessarily, but one who is resourceful and

ecumenical in spirit at the same time:
Mr. ScHeuEit. Yes.
Mrs. E1SENBERGER. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes, Mrs. Eisenherger.
Mrs. E1SENBERGER. I would like to ask my colleague a question, if

_I may You describe some characteristics of leadership in an era of
decline or managing decline. I would like you to comment for me
in regard to the world of big business; a world where so frequently
education is held up to and pales by comparison. In the world of
big business, such companies as Johnson & Johnson who saw their
clientele and market disappear now manage their decline by mar-
keting their baby shampoo for the adult who washes hisJiair daily.
Levi Strauss who clad a generation of teenagers in tight denims is
managing decline by opening the seams of his jeans to it a fuller
figure with his jeans for men" line. [Laughter.]

-We have seen Gerber package -4Thy, food now in single adult
package servings.

Mr. Sc.nEuER. For senior c
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Mrs EISENBERGER. FOr senior citizens. When we look at buSiness,
we see managers of decline in the business would seeking new
markets. Yet, you comment negatively about marketing education
today instead of being an educator. I find it difficult on one hand to
view the marketing of education in the concept that we are talking
about during an era of decline as being negative. We would be
marketing education to a new and different series of,markets and
providing greater opportunities just as Levi Strauss has now for
another generation to wear jeans. Could you comment on why you
said educators seeking new markets were less than attractive?

Dr. SPENCER. Yes. I am very prejudiced. [Laughter.]
I have 'a distinct bias that the liberal arts are kind of basic to the

educational process and that our job skills and marketing skills
should be acquired through experience more than through school-
ing. When 'you take experiential things and put them into the
university curriculum, you deny people ,exposure to the liberal arts.
This is just a trade off. We have an applied study program at
Sangamon State which is required of undergraduates where they
must have job .experience- to get the bachelor's degree. Some skills
we .do not try to teach, job`' skills, habituation to the workplace and
preprofessional experience, in, let ,us say, State agencies. We have
over 100 employers. So my bias for the liberal arts asks the univer-
city to do what it can do best and my- bias for the workplace says
the workplace can teach some -things better than the campus in
Many cases.

What we have done is made the university the vocational school
and having done so, it is difficult to catch up with the education
you missed in later, life. Now there is a new function few higher
education as the student population grows older. You teach for the
education that people missed. And that is the most rewarding of all
teaching experiencesthe adult learnerparticularly in a setting
with the younger students. The adult learner, by being there, helps
teach the younger-students and also teaches the faculty much. This
is because the older learner has experience, a sense of the past and
talks back.

So think there is an answer, but it is a subtle answer. It is not
a simple one of the liberal arts versus the professions because the
professional people in many universities are the only people in
c6ntact with the working world and we must respect that At the
same time, we cannot trade off illiteracy for specialized or techni-
cal education in the professions. We have a literacy problem in the
liberal 'arts now as well as the professions. So our task ig to nur-
ture the learned profesSions and somehow make a mix on the
campus so you cannot escape, providing some kin& of liberal educa-
tion. It is an obstacle coursethat is what education is in a way,, is
it not?

EISENBERGER. Thank you.
Mr STOCKMAN. I just have one question that I would like to put

forth. If there are any further comments that some of you would
like to make in reaction to what has come from up here or from
other members of the panel; we would be glad to hear it and then I
think we will close off the session.

It seems to me as I try to summarize everything we have heard
this morning, it boils down to the fact that because we have had
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these trernendous 'gyrations in demographic factors and fertility
trends and so forth, that the entire education system is going to
face tremendous volatility in the next 20 years. In the elementarY
level, there will be steep declines until 1985 and then it will turn
around in a descending trend depending on the fertility rate there
will be a sharp drop in the 1980 s for secondary schools and a turn
around sometime in the 1990's and even greater uncertainty for
the higher education level.

Now, as I understand it the National Institute of Education is
supposed to be the great fount of innovation and to be on the
cutting edge in terms of the whole educational structure in this
country. I am just wondering whether any of you know if the NIE
is doing anything to help the educational system cope with this
tremendous volitility that lies ahead in the next 20 years.

MTS. EISENBERGER. I would like to respond to that if I may I
have had an opportunity to become intimately involved with some
of the projects, funding opportunities, and research that has gone
on with NIE. In the Office of Finance, the director, Mr. Dennis /
Doyle, currently has a project called "Changing Ehrollments." He
provided research funds to some 11 ,different project people who
went out into the field and did actual research reports, returned
them to NIE and they have now been published in a book which I /
believe is out this month. The range of topics covers the cost of /i
decline through the view of enrollment decline from the superin-/
tendent's chair through the demographic trends ahead. I know also
that they are currently involved in a series of other research
projects geared for an era of decline and understanding that de-
cline.

I think perhaps my colleague, Dr.. Fishlow, would like to com-

/
ent on the seminar that was originally done some 3 years ago/ by

N
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes, Dr. Fishlow.
Dr. Fist-mow. Has it been 3 years already? That was the one at

Snowbird. Frankly, I have been peripherally involved because I am
not involved in the financial studies that were done, which was the
heart of it However, I did prepare a paper from which I drew the
material I presented today and I believe that will be in that
volume "Changing Enrollments". The NIE has been active now for
several years in first of all promoting research and in asking for
suggestions for projects. The suggestions I made about funding, the
sorts of things NIE could fund, were what I went through today;
namely, to find out what the fluctuations will be and also perhaps
prepare manuals to assist school superintendents in closing physi
cal plant and in preparing teachers for other careers.

But I have not, had any more contact than that.
Mr, STOCKMAN. Well, Dr. Berry has arrived and I think we will

ask her to make her statement at this time. Before I yield to her, I
just want to get some sense from the panel as to whether you think
that adequate resources are being devoted by the NIE to this very
major and important educational problem that faces us down the
road. Is- there more that could be 'done?

Mrs. EISENBERGER. I cannot respond in terms of whether the
resources allocated to the study of decline is adequate because I am
not familiar with the priorities of NIE within itself. So for me to
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make a judgmentnent.as to whether they are establishing the priorities.
approp riately, I could not I feel comfortable, however, knowing
that they are in the area, that they are working with decline, that
they are involved, and that AASA is involved with them. I know
that other administrator organizations are in contact and involved.
In direct response, of course, absolutely, greater funding by Con-
gress would be better.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Well, I would lik to welcome Dr. Berry, Assist-
ant Secretary, for Education, HE . We realize you had a very;
important assignment this mornin about a mile down the street
here and so we are delighted that you are able to join us and we
give you this opportunity to make your statement.

STATEMENT OF DR. MARY BERRY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 604.]
Dr. BERRY. .Thank you very much and I do apologize. We were

down with the Presidential scholars, who are those gifted and
talented students we recognize every year with the President at
the White House. I am pleased to be here and have the opportunity
to testify before this committee on the implications of demographic
change on the Nation's elementary and secondary school popula-
tion.

I do have a statement which I would like to submit for the
record, please._

Mr. STOCKMAN. Fine.
Dr. BERRY. I will summarize portions oflhat statement and then

be pprepared to answer any questions that you might have.
Not knowing what has already been said before I arrived here

this morning, I hope I do not repeat too often something that has
been stated.

We do recognize from all the data that is available to us from the
National Center for Education Statistics and from the Census.
Bureau that Ei decline in elementary/secondary school enrollment
is projected at least through 1990, and that there are some com-
plexities involved in analyzing it One should point out for exam-
ple, that the K-8 enrollment is projected to start increasing, but
that it will be offset by continued declines in high school enroll-
ments. So the overall figures are going down.

The problem is also made complex because in some areas of the
country enrollment is actually going up. In fact, in the sun belt
areas the projections indicate that the enrollment generally will be
going up. There are even districts, within areas with declining
enrollments, where enrollment is going up. So you have a very
mixed kind of picture. It would be easier to deal with if it were not
mixed.

The whole problem is complicated by the fact that Americans
and that includes school teachers, administrators, and parents as
wellare more often inclined to think in terms of expansion rather
than decline. Many of the schoters who work in this field talk
about the psychological impact or having to deal with decline. A
distinguished American historian, David Potter, wrote a very sig-
nificant book called "People of Plenty" which I think explains\
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better than almost anything else that expansion is the ideal of the
American people. It is difficult therefore, for administrators, for
teachers, for parents, for,communities to cope -with the notion that
decline is%'occurring, evens. when it occurs right in .front of them.

Mr. SCHEUER. They equate it with failure.
Dr. BERRY. That is right, and that is a notion that has to be

dissipated. There are a lot of ways' to do that I think that having
hearings of this kind is a very effective way of putting the message
before the American people: And there are other means that can
and should be taken by the Federal Government and the "State
governments.

It is true, as we all recognize, that State support is generally
geared to enrollment, which makes the problem very difficult. It is
also true that there are some areas, such as big cities, where even
though the enrollment is decreasing, the school population costs
more to serve because the kids come from disadvantaged back-
grounds or are of limited English-speaking ability. So it costs more
to serve fewer. And that complicates the problem.

There are some strategies and policy options that have been
suggested by various people to deal with this problem. But I point
out again that first one must understand that there is a problem
and one must understand that declining enrollment does not signi-
fy failure. That is the first thing that must be recognized.

Now let's look at these strategieS and policy options. We need to
-take the lead in explaining to people and to those who have leader-
ship for education in the. States and local communities that one
option, of course, is simply to adjust to the fact that there are
fewer numbers. They can do that I mean,- they can talk about
closing buildings and working out local union or tenure problems
and firing teachers.- Let us cut everything in sight. -

Another thing that they can do is look around at other uses for
the schools. There are uses. There are populations that are still not
being served by the schools of the country and it is ort:sible tois
there a rollcall, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. STOCKMAN. We are all wired up here.
Mr. SCHEUER. You do have about 8 minutes and then we have to

leave, but we will come back in about 10 minutes.
Dr. BERRY. I will be finished with my statement well before then.
Mr. SCHEUER. Good. Then we will come back in 10 minutes and

have a final question and answer period.
Dr. BERRY. All right. There are strategies to deal with this One

thing that schools can do is to look for underserved,or unserved
populations in a community and simply decide to serve them, such
as those .in nontraditional age groups. Another they can do is to
use schopls to serve the community. One idea that has been sug-
gested is to make the school a sort of one-stop shopping center for
social services in the community for health or recreational services

--and the like.
Another thing they can do is to look for populations like the

handicapped and get them into schools, as required under ,the new
Federal law, and mainstream them into the regular ,pg-rams.

So there are populations to be served. But in approaching these
strategies, educators need a lot of help. One problem is that admin-
istrators who;,have been taught to manage expansion now have to
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traditional populations have to be retrained. We have some pro-
grams in the Federal GOvernment and we have the respOnsibility
to do something about those problems. We have a new activity in
my office involving the American Association of School Adminis-
trators on the retraining of school administrators. We have anew
teachers center program that was enacted and-funded by the Con-
gress to retrain teachers. We are also supporting a large amount of
research, and not just in NIE. We are supporting research on
school finance and on declining enrollment at ME. But we also
have research in progress in two or three other offices in the
department on these issues. For example, we are looking at wheth-
er a State can take the opportunity of declining enrollment to
redistribute resources to equalize the financial base for education
for all the children within the State.

So we can conduct research, and assist with training and retrain-
ing. We On support program options as we do with the community
schools- legislation. There is the new legislation that has been intro-
duced by Congressman Kildee on the House side and by Sendai.
Williams on the Senate side to use the schools for the community_ .
So we can do all of those things.- There is a Federal role.

We can in addition, help the States develop a data base for each
one of their communities so that people will know what the situa-
tion is locally. Since the situations are so different in the various
communities throughout the country, it is not enough for a local
official to know what the national picture looks like or even what
the State picture looks like_ They have to be aware of economic
trends in their cv,rri community and the opportunities that are
created by this new declining enrollment situation.

Thank you very mail, Mr. Chairman: And I would be pleased to
answer any questions that you might have.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you Dr. Berry. I think we will break right
now and run over to the floor quickly. If you all could persevere for
a few minutes, we will be back and I am sure there will be a
number of questions.

Dr. BERRY. By all means.
[Short recess taken.] T-

Mr. AKAKA. The hearing will please come,to order. I want to
thank Dr. Berry for her testimony.

Dr. BERRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AKAKA. And now I understand we are ready for any ques-

tions. Let me call on the distinguished chairman of the Select
Committee on Population, who is asking me to go first. [Laughter.]

Let me ask you the first question then: How important is the
problem of predicting enrollments as opposed to the actual man-
agement of decline?

Dr. BERRY. I thing that the problem of predicting enrollments is,
of course, related to the management of decline. One would not
believe that decline was in fact, taking place or would take place if
one did not believe that we were able to make predictions: We
would also have to have information available that would tell us
how long the decline would Continue. So we need to have predic-
tions, and some reputable way of making those predictions, in
order to worry about the problem of decline itself and its manage-



ment. I see the two as related to each other. They are both neces-
sary. Managing a decline when you know it exists is a current
problem that you must face. But you also need to have enrollment
predictions so that you know if there is going to be an upsurge in
enrollments or whether they are going to continue to have a down
'turn. So prediction is related to management:

Mr. AKAKA. How far ahead of the actual decline can you deter-
mine this?

Dr. BERRY. One of the demographers could answer that better
than I could. ,,The information that. I have read would indicate to,
me that a number of experts knew that there was going to be a
decline, in enrollment, or at least they thought that there would be
a decline in enrollment and projected that there would be one
before it took place. But it seems that it was rather difficult for
that information penetrate the consciousness of the people who
were involved ,in the schools as well as the communities. The
reasons have tee do w\ith dissemination as well as the psychological
notion that one thinks always in terms of expansion. But they
knew a bit ahead of the actual decline, that decline was projected.
You can tell in terms of how may babies are born, for example. It
is a simple_ wayif you know how many babies are born or are
likely to be born, you know haw old they are likely to be at a
certain time. So.enrollment predictions are related to how reliable
our predictions are for the numbers of births, and mortality rates,
and the like. So it does seem possible to tell.

Mr. AKAKA. What has beenJhe general trend in enrollment, let
us Say, in the elementary, school systems throughout our country?

Dr. BERRY. Well until recently enrollments were increasing. It
has only been in the last few years, into the 1970's, that one has
talked in terms of decline and the persistent. pattern of decline
which is projected to continue until the 1990's. Before that time in
the l960's and 1950's, we thought alwiys in terms of more and
more students, and more and more buildings, and more and more
teachers, and more and more everything.

Mr. AKAKA. Do you share your data on predicting enrollments
with school systems?

Dr. BERRY. The data that we have available, we do share. Some
data are made available by the National Center for Education
Statistics from time to time throughout the year For example,
each year NCES releases data on opening fall enrollment, and it
reports annually on the condition of education. That is one way we
do it.

We have also done a number of studies in NIE on declining
enrollment,- and just recently published such a study with a
number of papers, some= of them written by people who are on the
panel'here, I am told. Those are made available to school systems.
But on a routine basis, we make available the data that is generat-
ed by the National Center for Education Statistics.

Mr. AKAKA. Thank you very much. Mr. Scheuer.
me'. &HELIER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Berry, we enjoyed your very thoughtful testimony. In your

written statement, you say:
Growth led to innumerable difficUltiesbut as we proved in the early 1960's,

when we constructed 185,000 new classrooms and trained and employed each year
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more than 150,000 new elementary and secondary school teachers, we have histori-
cally been capable of handling those difficulties well.

Now, thece is opinion to the contrary. Of course, this is not
directed at you it is directed to our education establishment and
how it has performed over the last decade. The Advisory Commit-
tee on National Growth Policy Processes, in effect, concluded that
the Federal Government's response to the baby boom was belated
and not very intelligent. and that it came as a response to a crisis
situation long after-the signs were apparent. The Advisory Commit-
tee went on to say that programs, for example, to train new teach-
ers and programs to build new schools were terminated much too
late when it was perfectly clear that we were in the midst of a
baby bust and not a baby boom. I would like to have your com-
ments on this and I would also like to get some more specifics on
the actions you are taking to improve the capabil. of your
division and the Federal. Government to plan in advance popu-
lation change. You mentioned before that you are reedu ting
school administrators; you are retraining school administrators nd
school teachers. What are you retraining them for? What are you
teaching them to do?

Dr. BERRY. T is is'a very difficult problem, as,,,you point out My
statement in m- wrilten testimony was only intended to mean that
when we were i_ the midst of growth, the American school syistem
seemed able to come up with new classrooms at a time when they
were needed and teachers when they were needed. But I agree with
you that, all of the historical evidence shows that the reaction came
after the fact rather than as the problem actually occurred Also
the reaction seemed not to be based on. any predictions that were
available, and that could have been made, about the fact that the
problem was coming, "

I also agree with you that some of theprograins were continued
unchanged until long after they seemed to be needed. I mean, their
purposes were not diverted. For example, we have a teacher corps
program. I discovered that it was only about a year or two ago that
its.purposes were changed to the retraining of teachers rather than
training new teachers, even though it was obvious that we Prob-
ably did need to redirect the program.

So you do have a problem of a match between prediction and the
uses of that information by administrations and also by Congress to
make policy in a timely fashion.

Mr. SCHEUER. When you say there _is no match, you i are saying
that in a period when the baby bust had already commenced, when
all the evidences were there, we were still cranking out new teach-
ers and new schools. Now to put it very simply, the,Federal gov-
ernment failed. And-Itake part of the responsibliiiy because I am
a Member of Congress. From 131:15---to--1-9-73 I served on the Educa-
tion Committee, so I beaf an even- heavier burden of guilt than
most of my colleagues here.

But I think we have to start out with a very clear understanding
that both. the Federal executive branch and the Congress failed.
Now tell us what you are training these new administrators and
new teachers for.

Dr. BERRY. Well we plan to train the administrators to be able
to manage the decline in which they find theinselves now and to
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use predictive information of the kind' we are talking about today
to adjust to situations as they come along, to be aware of the
fluctuations that take place and of the different strategies that you
use to approach either of these. But first to deal with the immedi-
ate problem, which is

SCHEUER. Flow are you teaching them to deal with decline?
Dr. BERRY. They must deal with it very carefully and very sensi-

tively. They must realize that before doing what might seem sensi-
ble, like closing down a school in a community because the num-
bers have gone down this year, they must first get some local
information on what the numbers are going to be in succeeding
years. They can't assume that what has happened this year in a
school district will happen for the next 10 years.

Second, they are being trained to look for new uses for the
buildings rather than just closing them. The buildings may be used
for something else in that community.

And finally, if the buildings cannot be used they are being
trained to think in terms of not selling if all the evidence is that 10
years from now they will need the buildings. It would be a lot
cheaper to perhaps lease them for some other purpoSe, and to
think imaginatively and creatively, and to approach their local
problems with more flexibility. So that is what we intend to do in
training the administrators.

As far as the retraining of teachers is concerned, one can help
them deal with immediate local problems, such as dealing with
diftvrent pbpulations that they had not expected to have to teach
and do not know how to teach..

The other goal is to make teachers aware and more importantly,
to make those who train teachers aware that they have to build
more flexibility into teacher training than in the past. One just has
to be aware of the demographic facts, as you said about any enter-
prise.

So I think that those are two responsibilities. We are only at the
beginning, the very beginning of that of and we need to do a lot
more.

Mr. SCHEUER. We have had a fascinating morning of testimony
here and I am sorry that you missed it I am going to take the
liberty of asking. Mrs. Eisenberger to just give you a laundry list of
the kind of things that we talked about in detail. That is some of
the flexibilities and choices, options and exciting posSibilities that
decline gives us. And then ask whether you think these kinds of
things are being included in your retraining programs.

Mrs. Eisenberger.
Mrs. EIRENBERGER. Thank you It is a pleasure to have the oppor-

tunity to reiterate briefly some of the comments I made earlier.
The focus of my testimony was on the opportunities that decline

can provide for us, and some of the impediments in realizing these
opportunities. I suggested in my testimony that we need to consider
legislation that will allow States and regions, pp.rticularly at the
local level, to have a greater flexibility in building recycling. We
are currently limited in many cases by law as to what we can do
with a buiding. We need to be able to provide recycling, rehabilita-
tion, and joint occupancy facilities.
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If I could quote Y term, _which I thought was just marvelous,our
"the shopping Center of social services under one roof'. We have
traditionally called that a joint occupancy facility, but I like your
term So must better. It i0 so much more

Dr. BERRY. Of course yours is much more sophisticated. [Laugh-
,z7 ter.]

L

.

Mrs. EISENBERQER. A shopping center of social services under one
roof gives the visual image of some of the comments I made earlier
this morning.

The other area that 1 spoke of was the concept of age segrega-
tion. We are the OnL 1y society in the history of the world that
segregates ourselves predominantly by age and we need to break
down the isolation and the barriers that we have built_within age
segregation. One way that we_inight do this is by providing oppor-
tunities for older people to learn and understand and gain informa-
tion about the young from sources other than Tr_ newsreels. The
schoolhouse becomes a logical place to provide programs which
would involve adults, whether they be middle -aged adults or senior
citizens or as the committee on Aging calls them "young old" and
"old old". Whatever category they may fall in we should begin to

- conceptualize ways that we can incorporate all of our society as
life-long learners under one roof.

In the same vein, the extension of the schoolday to provide for
the needed demands of working mothers for child care, day care
and_nursery,

I also commented-on the concept of managing decline. We, as a
country, have a Psychological orientation toward growth. Our histo-
ry is predicated on gromth-7bigger is better, new is best, and
growth is positiveto niot groW is almost un-American. And when
we have this American mindset, it is yery difficult to dispel or
disabuse people of the idea thit decline or contraction or stabiliza-
tion or whatever term you want to use may result in positive
actions and societal gams.

Another comment that I made was in terms of providing categor-
ical aid for adults to part icipate in schools_ an ongoing, everyday
learner in our school buildings.

I guess these were the (rain pointh that I had suggested.
SCHEUEE.0 Well jut assume that I had been clever enough

nd creative enough and imaginative enough to have suggested all
f these exciting choices-, options, and flexibilities. What is your
eaction to them? That is the question.

Dr. BERRY. We know that you would have been shrewd enough
nd smart enough to do sebecause you are one of the most imagi-
ative and talented harmonica players in the Congress. [Laughter.]
As you demonstrated at the hoedown the other night. I just
anted to congratulate y 0 u publicly.
Mr. SCHEUER. You have:made me a very happy man. [Laughter.]
Dr. BERRY. Let me indeed address the points that Mrs. Eisen-

berger made. First of ail, the one-stop shopping center idea and
using the schools in that wry can be implemented very--

Mr. Scuitueri. Lett me just add in the record that I am not
entirely unqualified in ihatjirea. I want you to know that in 1933,
when I was 13 years ofd, -1 Was New York City harmonica champi-
on.
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Dr. BERRY: Great. [Applause].
Mr. SCHEUER. Please proceed.
Dr. BERRY. It shows. [Laughter.]
Dr. BERRY. I think that the shopping center idea, the use of

schools for social services can be implemented rather successfully
under the new community schools legislation I mentioned earlier
that Congressman Kildee and Senator Willia s have added to the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act reauthorization . So this
act gives us a basis to move more aggressively in that area, and it
is an area that I think is very much needed.

On the issue of lifelong learning and serving adult populations,
unfortunately, even though the Congress passed a bill to give us
the authority to begin a lifelong learning program before we all
came here last year, no funding had been made available. We
requested some funds for it, looking at all tl4e demographic facts/
and the predictiOns and the current situatiori. We thought it made

,

sense and we suggested some money in our 'budget for the lifelong
learning program this year But the Ho* saw fit not to fund it
We do not know what the Senate will do. But, we think that the
lack of funding flies in the face of the very demographic facts that
we are talking about in this committee. We very much believe that
lifelong learning is needed and all oVour information tells us that/it is needed very much.

On population education, which /is also important for the stu-
dents in the country and for teachers, I understand that there is an
amendment that was tacked onto ESEA, the Elementary and Sec
ondary Education Act, which would give us a basis for moving in
that area.

And then, finally, on the point you made first, about housing and
schools and greater flexibility in building user-it seems to me that
if there are constraints on the use of buildings, perhaps there is
some legislation that would be needed in that area We would favor
as feW constraints as possible so that the buildings can be used in a
variety of ways. _

So we have some strategies to deal with some of those Problems,
and in other areas we have tried and have not done enough. And
then there are some areas where we still need to do something, Mr.
Ch_ airman.

Mr. SCHEUER. Excuse me, Dr. Berry. I am going to have to go to
this rollcall vote. Another congressman, Congressman Kildee, will
be back in a minute. Dr. Bouvier and Dr. Williams, of our staff,
will take over.

Dr. BERRY. Thank, you very much. .

Mr. SCHEUER. I very much appreciate you appearing before the
committee. Your testimony was marvelous.

Dr. BERRY. Thank .oli.
Dr, BOUV1F.R. Just to turn to some of the problorns of enrollments

on the college le,iel and address it to the entire panel. Dr. Spencer
has mentioned how the projections for Sangamon State were off by
about 7,000 and it brings up an interesting question about the
problems of enrollments; in college. But first of all, when we make
college enrollment projections, we must take into consideration
many things besides the demographic aspect.

4 0
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Many of us are concerned with enrollment declines and there are
a number of bills introduced in the Congress with reference to
assistance for college education. One bill has been recently intro-
duced into the House by Congressman Michael Harrington of Mas-
sachusetts and I would like to have your thoughts on it The bill
would, allow college students to borrow money from the Federal
Government to pay for the secondnot the first :,!arbut the
second, third, and fourth years of collegenot graduate school.
Rather than the old loan system that we are all familiar with, the
students would then repay the loan through the IRS. Do you think
that kind of a plan would alleviate some of the enrollment prob-
lems that colleges face today that are forcing some of them, as Dr.
Spencer testified, to literally shop around for numbers and never
mind the quality? I would. like any of your thoughts on this partic-
ular question.

Dr. FistILow. I made some remarks earlier about the rate of
attendance. Whereas this-bill may be very good for other reasons,
such as affording people the opportunity to go on to higher educa-
tion where the h t not otherwise have, we are not going to
eliminate the
if we vastly
current rate,
the century,
increase in t e rate of attendance, assuming we go from 35 percent, -

roughly, to 5d percent--
Dr. BOUVIER. That is 35 of thewhat age group are you taking

about?
Dr. FISHLOW. The traditional age group_ --
Dr. BOUVIER. Eighteen to 24? .

Dr. FISHLOW [continuing]. Of 18 to(24,:,
Dr. BouviEa. OK.
Dr. FISHLOW. I calculated it onceit i roughly 1 percent a year,

the increase in the rate of attendance. the demographic
decline during many of those years is much steeper than that

So even if we were increasing the rate of `tiendance by 1 percent
a year, it would not wipe out the demogr tihic decline of better
than 2 percent in many of those interim y a s. Of course, by the
end of the century, you would have a demog hic upturn anyway.

Dr. BOUVIER. Yes.
Dr. FISHLOW. So whereas that may be good for arious reasons, it

might make the decline much less steep, it 1s not`gaing to elimi
nate it.

Dr. BOUVIER. Thank you.
Dr. BERRY. May I comment on that?
Dr. BOUVIER. Dr. Berry.
Dr. BERRY. I would just comment that we do not have an official

position yet on the Harrington bill. As a matter of fact, we are, in
the. Department, preparing a bill report on it now So I cannot tell
youwhat our final reaction will be in the administration. But I can
tell yoU that we believe that the student assistance package that
we present4-to the Congress and that is being considered, called
the "Middle Income -Student Assistance Package", Will provide the
financial support that is necessary for students in that category to
attend school. So if that is a factor related to the decline, it would

ec o e demographic decline by doing that. Even
crease the probable rate a attendance from the

hich is roughly one-third, to 50 percent at the end of
will not eliminate the effect of decline. Because the

4
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be our impression that the package that we have up here would
solve that problem.

Mr. AKAKA. Let me ask a final question. What about the politics
of -demography? Can we expect old and aging electorate voters to
continue to support education?

Dr.,BERRY. In many communities thtoughout the country it has
already been demonstrated, Mr. Akaka, that we cannot expect
them to support education. When bond issues are before the public,
they simply vote them down. That has been demonstrated already
and that is a problem. Insofar_ as we will have increasing numbers
of citizens living in a community who do not have children or are
beyond childbearing age, it might continue to be a problem.

believe, though, that even with the demographic factors, if we
can establish confidence, or more confidence, in public education
and the school system, and people can feel more comfortable about
the quality of education their children are receiving and the pros-
pects of it, then we might find greater success despite the fact that
we are dealing with populations that do not have children in
school. If we can make them aware of the necessity that children
have a quality education, so-that in the end you do not have all
kinds of societal problems related to the lack thereof, then we
might still go a long way toward getting financial support, ,despite
the fact that they would not have any personal interest in the
outcome. But that is a problem. It is a problem all across the
country and is likely, I think, to continue to be one

Mr. AKAKA. With a smile on my face, may I ask is that one of
the reasons why we should defeat the tuition tax credit?

Dr. BERRY. Everything is a reason why you should defeat the
tuition tax credit. [Laughter.]

That would be a reason, and anything I can imagine is a reason.
By a!I means, you should do everything to defeat the tuition tax
credit.

Mr. AKAIKA. That question was not only for you, blit for others on
the panel who wish to comment.

Mrs. E1SENBERGER. I would like to voice my opinion along with
Dr. Berry's in the concern for the defeat of the tuition tax credit. I
would also like to make another comment as we look toward'` our
older citizens to continue to suPport our schools financially. People
in general tend to support that from which they receive services. If
we were to provide services other than K-12 public instruction
within our school _system, we might find that the generation who
no longer receives services from the K-12 public school system
would be very willing to support it So I perceive that the commu-
nity bill or any kind of legislation that we can increase the oppor-
tunities for a broader segment of our society to receive -services
from instructional slc.--12 public systems would not only enhance the
opportunities of thOse people, but would certainly provide for the
tomorrow of millions of school children.

Mr. AKAKA. When we are through hearing from the other mem-
bers of the panel, another question I would like to pose to you is
what would you recommend that we do to get over the problem of
the 'elder electorate not supporting the education system? I think
partrof the answer is to build confidence. But let us go onyes?
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ui I just wanted to remarkI do not have the tables
and then umbers in front orffie, but the generation or the cohort of
people who will be parents will be the increasing one in our society
in the 11.'180'4. That bulge of college age students which reaches a
peak around 1980 will be becoming of ty*nt age through the
1980's so whatever political implications that has for voting in

Mr. AKA A. Now, thisepends on the district?
school bond ouig

dht

to switch around.

Dr. Fismow. Of course, but just in the national picture, demo-
graphically speaking, there is` no reason why they should not be
voted in. There may be other reasons.

Mr. Aitfr..ICA. We know of some school systems that are suffering
'because of the makeup of that district.

Dr. Fismow. Oh, -quite.
Dr. SPENCER. I think we will have difficulty for some time to

come with the perception that maybe the common school_s_ystem,
as well as the university system, is overbuilt. People assume and
of perfect mobility between communities and between institutions
as when it is overbuilt in one areaor when there is a 'half-filled
school in one area, and elsewhere it is overcrowded, that, this
adjustment takes place automatically. So the perceptions that
people have, together with the current cynicism and distrust ahout
what education is for and its relative merit, will make compen -
tory utilization of school facilities tough sledding. Thep has to be a
restoration effort oh. confidence in what education doe' for people, I
think, as well as the other matters. You just cannot sell education
like you used to The myth has been pretty well shattered as a
universal good, no to speak.

That is part of a larger malaise that we should perhaps not get
into today.

Mr. AKAKA. Dr. Hofferth.
Dr. 110FUERTH. I would just like to remind us all that the stu-

dents will be the workers of the future. They will be supporting the
elderly. If they cannot teed, if they cannot write, if they have a
poor education, this will have a detrimental impact on our social
security systeM. I think that if we make a commitment to quality
education the elderly will help out

Dr. BERRY. I would like to add only one more point to this
question. The evidence indicates that where you have community
school programs you do have greater' community support for
schools; We have a lot of evidence already from the evaluations of
the schools. Again, this is a strong basis for the new legislation.

The Other part concerns the point that Dr. Hofferth made about
iality edUcation. We need to make that known more often to the

elderly so that they will be willing to give their support, whether
they want to or not We ought to find some way to impress upon
them the importance of that information.

'Mr. AKAKA. Did you have another word?
Mrs. EIBENBERGER. Yes; I would like to comment briefly that in a

society where the population is aging at a rate greater than year-
by-year, the impact, of sheer numbers alone may dictate greater
social, priorities for the larger proportion of the population than
education for the smaller proportion. Already new societal de-
mands are being created, such as mass transportation, housing,
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health care, nursing, geriatrics, job creation, welfare needs, and
increased care for numbers of senior citizens, that are growing
rapid' . :I think these'nen social priorities will vie with education
in the years ahead for priority status. And we need to begin
considering every possible way to impress upon our total citizenry
that the quality of education we provide for today's young will be
the engine of support that will pull our societal train into the next
century and that the quality that we provide today is a great
imperative. And second, of course, that life-long learning. can in-
crease the opportunities for our society-to move ahead and to meet_
global challenges as well as the challenges that we face here at
home.

Mr. AKAKA. Let me conclude by making one more comment and
then I will ask for questions from my colleague, Mr. Kildee. My
point in raising these questions is only to tell you the solution
Hawaii has to that problem. That is to go into, a statewide funding
system, a centralized system where it eliminates floating bonds or
getting votes on bonds, and has the legislature'appropriate money
for education. About 48 percent of Hawaii's State funding goes to
education. This is where, then, .the young parents would have the
edge in voting and they put in the people who can help them get
the money for education. This might be a kind of solution for the
States that do not have a centralized educational funding system.

At this, point, then, let me turn it over and ask my colleague for
any questions.

.Mr. KILDEE. I am going to ask a question and then run to make a
rollcall, but I would like to ask a 'question of Dr. Berry. I really
appreciate very -much your reference to my community education
bill. Apparently the Office of Management and Budget, however,
does not share your enthusiasm because they. did not recommend
any increase in the budgeting for community schools this year.
Indeed, if my figures are correct, they may have recommended a
slight cut. And, I do know the problems because I served on the
Appropriations Committee for many years in the State legislature.
I know of the gap in communication between your department and
OMB and sometimes the friction that does exist there. But I would
hope that you convince OMB of the value of community education.
I come from the city which I call the birthplace of community
education. Dr. Spencer spoke of his 87-year-old mother teaching
and I am really happy to hear that. My/ mother is 78 years old and
is a student. She is involved in community education at Homedale
School, the area where I was raised. At 10 o'clock at night, the
place is still-ablaze with lights and my mother is one of the reasons
one of the lights is burning there. And I think it is really impor-
tant.

In Flint we are closing some of the older schools. But we are
building a brand new, multimillion-dollar school in what we call
the Doyle School area We are building a completely new town
within a city, creating a community there, and there is no wayin
Flintthat there can be a community without a community school.

Now, the people could go elsewhere. There are schools on the
fringes, but they really want their community schools. So ingrained
are people of all ages that they have to have that community
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center whkch is the school. And I really appreciated very much
your reference to my bill. Please get back and talk to OMB and

Dr. E3ERRY. I will do that and let us hope that they will be willing
to put a little it more money- into it next time around.

My. KILDEE. ery good. I am going to ask one more question and
then I am going to run because I want to make the rollcall. In your -
written testimony you state that Federal and State programs based
on the number of students can hurt school 'districts and that is
basically how, we do fund in most States with a certain formula on
students: What do you propose to counter this?

Dr. BEas. There may be a number of other approaches. People
who work on school finance in the various offices in the Education
Division would suggest several. One is to simply look at the cost in
a district without regard to the head count or the enrollments, and
have some kind of weighting which would account for the differ-
ences in the services that have to be provided for that .population.
So there are other bases which one can use for determining that
cost. I would suggest that States and local districts ought to look at
that rather than assuming that funding must always be geared
simply to head counts or FTE's or enrollment figures.

Mr. K1LDEE. Is HEW doing anything specifically to provide any
expertise to----

Dr. BERRY. Yes, we provide technical assistance for what we call.
school financing projects out of the NIE, and out of OE, and also
out of my immediate office on finding ways to develop new plans
for school finance.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much. I am running over to vote. I
do not know whether you are going to adjourn now I want to first
of all say that. I am going to quote your statement on my communi
ty education bill.

Dr. BERRY. All right. [Laughter.]
Mr. MILDER. Very widely.
Dr. BERRY. I will be prepared.
Mr. AKAKA. Let me express the gratitude of this committee for

our presence, your testimony and your statements. They have
been helpful and will aid us in our work on this committee. Again I
want to say thank you very much.

This committee hearing is now adjourned.
_

[Whereupon at 1:45 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
.._

ADDITIONAL. gursTioNs ASKED OF DR. SANDRA tiOVFERTII IlY THE CHAIRMAN

Question I. In\ all your projections you rely on the Census Bureau's Series II
fertility projection: But there is some possibility that fertility could be much lower
or much higher than 2.1. What would be the effect on child care services if fertilty
increased to say I children: what would be the effect if fertility stayed at its present
level of about I.7 or 1 8K

Answer. !chose the raid-range projections of the Census Bureau, because I believe
that these are most likely. In any case, I do not expect slightly higher or lower
completed fertility to affeci\my projections for child care services very much. This is
due to the offsetting effects of variation in fertility rates.

On the one hand, a somewhat higher level of cohort fertility might reduce the
need for child 'care services over\the need I projected, whereas a lower level (e.g., 1,7
or LS) might increase demand Aomewhat. These paradoxical expectations result
from the following reasoning: A higher level of fertility will probably reduce the
labor force participation of the mothers of young children, whereas a lower level
will raise their participation. Mothers who are not working are less dependent on
child care services, though they may use them occasion -idly. Analyses of the Panel

12-911 Q = 781 = 10
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Study of Income Dynamics dope at The Urban Institute show learly that.women
who have a large number \of children work less over their life-t: e than do those
with a small number or nOne.-Reduced labor force experience, in urn, lowers the
chance of a woman being employed in any given year regardless o the ages of her
children, On the other hand, the decreased need for child care = rvices due to
reduced labor force participation rates may be offset by the large o I number of
children in the case of the higher fertility scenario.

Therefore, slight variation in fertility rates should not affect the ove II predic-
tion of greatly increased need for child care services by 1990, as long as th present
relationship between childbearing and employment stays about the same. here is
some evidence that this relationship is weakening, however. For example, , ecent
cohorts have more and earlier labor force experience, which suggests the will
spend more year working, regardless of the number of children they have If
drastic new conservatism were to sweep the country and we returned to the "fe
nine mystique",of the "fifties" or if a wave of' socialistic fervor were to sever
relationship between childbearing and employment, then my projections can
tossed in the waste basket.

Question 2. You noted in your testimony that there will be additional increases in
the needs fur child care services. As this occurs, do you foresee a decrease in the
quality of such services? Should licensing procedures be tightened?

Answer, Although decreased quality is possible, I do not believe it likely. Most
studies indicate that parents are highly conscious of the quality of care their
children receive-Therefore, parents who have some choice about the care of their
children should choose good quality care, Since choice of care is frequently based on
its cost, the children most at risk" of obtaining poor care are those of the pooreit
families. However, day care is -subsidized for the children of families receiving
public assistance,-and many centers operate on a sliding scale of fees. The next most
"at risk" group are children of parents who do not qualify for public assistance, yet
who have low incomes. Choice of care, and thus quality, could be ensured by
expansion of subsidies as well as through increasing the availability of "flexitime,
part-time employment, and extended parental leave with reemployment rights.
Information on what to look for in choosing a day, care provider or caretaker is

available (from, for example, the Day Care and Child Development Council) and
might be used in conjunction with a non-profit information service for parents.

The FIDCR are general as they now stand, with the exception of the staff-child
ratios. It appears as though the recommendation of the experts will be to increase
the flexibility of even these standards. Research indicates that the size of the groups
rather than the number of children per caretaker may be both more important to
the well-being of the child and a more realistic way to take into account the
changing nature of the day Care environment over the course of a normal day.

I am in favor neither of more specific nor of more stringent regulations at the
federal level. Unfortunately, this sounds like the status quo. However, .I believe
that, although certain safeguards on federal funds are necessary, regulation of
community activities and concerns is more appropriately carried out at the cornmu-
nit./ level. Communities differ widely in characteristics and needs; to regulate is
either- to be so general as to be ineffective or to ignore variation ,entirely and
therefore, harm the smallest (or largest) communities.

Question You have referred to chains of day care centers emerging. Is this
pattern likely to continue and to grow in the fidure?

Answer_ Most such chains do not accept the very young children (under 3).
Therefore, they are competing with public and private not-for-profit pre-schools. At
the present time fees to parents are higher in the non-profit centers and Schools,
except for those whose children are subsidizer, than in for-profit centers. As with
any business, if chains keep costs down and quality up, they will survive and grow.
Day care centers, in particular, keep costs down by keeping child-staff ratios high
and staff salaries low. At the present time federal regulations do affect private
chains as long as they do not accept federally subsidized children' or other federal
funds. State and local licensing regulations do apply. Increased regulation. would
raise the costs of providing care, which would raise fees to parents. Free public
preschools would put chains out of business, unless the latter were to provide
services the former could not provide. Because of the cost of such care, it is unlikely
that for-profit chains will move into the provision of care for infants and toddlers.
Even if they survive and grow they will not solve the problem of the increased need
for day care over the next decade.
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ADDITIONAL QUEST7ONS ASKED OF MRS. KATHERINE EISENBERGER HI THE
CHAIRMAN

Question L Recently there haa been much presaure on school systems to return to
the so-called basics and do away with so-called frills. Do you advocate a return to
basics? Would it be more difficult to return to bisics if our teaching force were
younger?

Answer. "Back to Basics" a buzz word in education right now I would advocate
curriculum redesign to meet the needs of a changing student population. Elimina-
tion of the "frills" is a simplistic solution to the complex problem of establishing
curriculum priority areas. The need is not to "cue' program but to revise and
redesign educational program offerings. Teacher age has little to do with the "back
to basics" move.

Question 2. Dr. Berry mentioned in her testimony that funding for population
education was included in the Elementary and Secondary School Act for fiscal year
1979. How do you feel about including population education into our school curricu--
la? Ifyou think it should be included, at what grades should it be introduced and
what materials should be included?

Answer. Population education should be included in the school curriculum' at the
secondary level. Of particular import. for young people is basic understandings in
the relationship of age groups and societal needs. For example, with ever increasing
numbers of older citizens requiring health-care, geriatric programs, housing, and
recreation facilities new societal demands will emerge and vie with existent pro-
grams for priority status. This in turn, will create expanding career opportunities
in some fields while constricting employment opportunities in others.

Young people making career choices should be aware of such populationspecific
economic dynamics. Population education would develop and provide insights into
future societal needs.

Curriculum materials should .focus upon and analyze the dynamic interactions of
age-specific groupings with employment opportunities, economics, emergent societal
needs and demands, as well as the projection techniques of population study. A
greater demographic awareness would have helped our society to plan more realisti-
cally for the baby bust decades.

Question 1 What can the federal government do to encourage school district
mergers where that is clearly needed?

Answer. Financial incentives, grandfather provisions assuring similar levels of
funding categorical aid inducementsall would encourage school district mergers.

A caution should be mentioned: It night be wiser to encourage small school
districts to begin operating coinmunity.beLsed educational programs in lieu of merg-
ing with another district. The social and educational benefits of a community
service program might prove greater in the long run than consolidation_

We need to begin thinking less about the size of a district and-more about the
quality level of service it provides. "Smaller and more selective" vs: "bigger and
better is a concept whose time has arrived.

Question 4. You have talked a greater deal about Managing decline? How can we
start convincing people that decline is not necessarily a "bad" thing? How can we
get them to believe that "Small is Beautiful"?

Answer. Changing the American mind-set from "bigger is better" to "smaller and
more selective" is one of the greatest challenges we face as a society. It requires a
shift from quantity to quality . . . as mentioned above in reference to school clis.
trict mergers.

Encouragement of such concepts must come from a variety of sources and the
most obvious is the federal government. Funding guidelines should reflect a policy
which embraces quality of service" vs. "size in numbers ".

Not only is managing decline more difficult and demanding than managing
growth but it requires a new and different set of leadership skills.-Decline manage-
ment demands a keener tense of balance and proportion in the allocation of scarce
resources, a deeper understanding of human behavior, and a greater awareness of
the priorities for the future.

In growth, the paasage of time tends to balance errors of judgement in resource
allocation; in decline, time compounds them. Growth years promise job expansion
and rapid career advancement; decline portends job consolidation.; Growth encour-
ages and provides for multiple priorities; decline condenses priorities and necessi-
tates focus on only one or two In varied ways and for multiple reasons decline
management will challenge the most able leader/adzninistrator.

There exists today a need to develop in.servic training programs for school
administrators to acquire these crucial decline management skills. Direct funding to

Iii
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administrator associations for the purpose of developing such in-service training
programs would be a great step forward.

It is quite possible that we hold onto the concept of bigger is better" because we
have no positive experiences with or preparation for planned nat.-growth. The
solution to the problem of changing a "mind -set" might well be as simple as
providing the training and skill requisites necessary to manage non-growth or
stabilization.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS ASKED OF DR. Harourr Fisutow BY THE CHAIRMAN

Quenon /. In your testimony you Stated: "The demographic art of lccal migration
forecasting is in considerably Mess statisfactory statt than even annuaLlertility
forecasting. Do you think that the Censiis Bureau sho iln ,at. a involved in
making small area projections or do yod,, have other it v 4 how to improve our
ability to predict population size?

Answer. Small area forecasting, especially forecasting log,.! migration, will never
be completely satisfactory since so manyi, uncertainties ai-e involved. Of course,
method'logies can-always be improved upcp, however, I believe ,.4.ro could improve
our planning performance substantially simply by making use of the techniques
already known and by being aware of the Oossibility of demographic fluctuation.

One thing the-Census Bureau could do is tolacilitate population estimation in
sub-county areas like school districts. It would be of great use to administrators to
have some idea how many children .under five (by year of age) were currently living
in the district. I referred in my testimony to a Census project I had heard about last
year called the -Dual Independent Map Encoding File or DIME Project, which
permits investigators to pull out data on pre-selected subareas from larger census
surveys. I do not know what is currently being done with that but if it worked it
would prove useful. -

Also helpful would be manuals or how-to-do-it guides on short, term enrollment
projections techniques. At the least, such material would sensitize school adminis-
trators to the possibility of demographic change. It would perhaps be most useful for
Census to Work through the state boards of education or population units in distrib-
uting such materials. Training programs for state demographers, with special atten
tion to the problems of small area estimation and forecasting, might prove useful as
well.

ADDITIONAL. QUESTIONS ASKED DV DR. ROBERT SPENCER BY THE CHAIRMAN

Question I. The present day university faculties are generally quite young and far
from being ready for retirement. More and more we see departments that are
entirely tenured. What are the prospects for teaching jobs for young PhD's? What
can be done to help bright young people get into the teaching profession so that new
ideas can be infused into what may well be an 'increasingly stagnant profession?

Answer. I see no difficulty in departments being entirely tenured so long as
everyone is fully employed in teaching and research,- and so long as tenure was
gained for reasons of scholarly and teaching competence. On the other hand, a
tenured-up department of old cronies is a disgrace to academe and a block to
employment opportunity for qualified young aspirants. Moving a sleepy tenured
faculty is probably more difficult than moving a graveyard. However, there is hope
because there are options which have not been tried very much. One is to give
surplus tenured faculty an opportunity to be retrained (re-educated?) into a related
teaching or research field so they may continue professional work or teaching until
retirement. Other useful tasks and responsibilities are possible. We cannot assume
that a surplus of tenured faculty due to stagnation 'of a department or to enrollment
decline is always bad. It can provide opportunity for retraini . too. There are well-
established policies now for early retirement or for layoff of enured faculty in the
event of declining enrollments or fiscal disaster at an in_ : ution. Good policy
planning and the safeguards of due process are crucial for the operation of such
policies, however. Bright young people might also be adaptable to retraining. I don't
agree that the teaching profession is necessarily stagnant or that stagnation is
primarily related to the protection of tenure. Young people have been known to
stagnate, too, for lack of drive, good training, or other reasons.

esrion 2_ Many .people are predicting a massive return to college by older
people over the next few years, how can universities change their academic empha
Res to serve this possible new clientele?

Answer. The average age of students at Sangamon State University has been 2')
and :it) ever since it opened. Older people, whether previously highly educated or
n){t, make hardworking. conscientious students and in many cases provide good
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models for young people. Moreover, presence of older students gives a onroom
school" effect to good teachers in classes of uneven talent. They are good catalysts
for learning. Universities need only to welcome older people to classeson-a non-
credit basis as a starter for the timid, and on a full-credit basis for-the-Se who are
qualified and can keep up. SSU has a program called The Second Time Around" to
assist older students and women with their reentry into--higher education. Again,
imaginative administrative leadership and a few strong teachers can set patterns
for others in any institution seeking the older student. Weak transcripts from the
dim past should be ignored if motivation and literacy are strong. Academic amnesty
is a good policy for older students, as well as for many younger One who want to
try again.

Question In .your testimony you were quite critical of the demographic projec-
tions insofar as they have affected your university. Do you have any recommenda-
tions as to how we can improve our projections of the population in the future?

Answer. We can only do our best as demographers, and the planners of SSU were
right about a university for Springfield but a bit off schedule for its eventual size
and diversity. Demographers are not prophets, after all. The errors in SSU's plan-
ning have not been catastrophic. They have taught us muchpainfully, yes, but a
valuable learning experience for others not so well funded or with added trouble?. to
carry on the other shoulder at the same time Future demographers might take into
consideration regional and intrastate community growth patterns. In my earlier
statement I suggested. and I belieVe quite rightly, that Springfield/Decatur make up
a little "Sunbelt" of downstate Illinois. Although other universities will decline in
enrollment, SSU can expect steady but modest increases in enrollment because of
its unique programs, style, andover the long termits academic reputation.

Question 4. At the hearings on May 25; Congressman Scheuer asked the following
question: "Flow can you see Congress helping and moving along on this process of
variety within unity, creating a more diverse education system. . ." e then asked
if you could give some specifics in terms of policy

Hand

program. Could you
address yourself to this issue at this time?

Answer. One very helpful program would be a Federal program for tenured
faculty within 10-15 years of retirement who could, with the help of post-doctoral
training, and more promising career opportunities than a tenured-up department
can offer, or whose institution faces a fiscal crisis. This would be a resourceful,
imaginative, and dignified approach to making career openings-for younger people,
too. And not too expensive. Some protection for retirement annuity, benefits should
he provided also.

A second suggestion: a study commission might examine the long-term impact
upon educational leadership, management styles, and curricular flexibility of pres-
ent state and federal regulatory schemes relating to higher education. If institution-
al autonomy, educational leadership, and other features of educational quality are
impaired, then one might consider schemes of simpler reporting, of deregulation,
and the like. On the other hand one should remember that some state coordinating
boards have reduced the anarchy, and competitive mayhem among public higher
educational institutions at the public trough, have strengthened and protected new
and weaker institutions needing bi`idgetary and planning protection, and have cut
the fat from older institutions needing that treatment.

I know of no satisfactory way to rtiducethe number of colleges and universities in
a given state any more than one cah find n sure, safe method for shutting dewn
military bases and governnient installations, More than such facilities, colleges and
universities are deeply rooted in the culture as well as the economy of a region,.

AnorrfoNAL QUK4THINS ASKED ()F DR. MARY BERRY FY THE CHAIRMAN

QUemiiOn 1. Is your department taking demographic data into consideration in
developing policies?

Answer. Definitely yeS. Demographic considerations are taken into account, in
virtually every major policy analysis activity.

Question .1. Do you have professional demographers on your star
Answer. We are presently recruiting for a demographer to be assigned to the staff

of the Nati/mai Center for Education Statistics. Additionally, NCES has a number of
staff members with backgrounds in demography. We work closely with demogra-
phep from the Flureau of the Census and in some other departmepts (such as
Agriculture,.

Question ./. Is the Department concerned with long-range demographic analysis
and planning?

Answer, Yes. See shove.
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Question 4.- In some areas of the country where large sections are losing popula-
tion, particularly rural areas, there is a logical reason for districts to merge. Yet
local pride often opposes mergers.

What can the Federal Government do to encourage mergers in such situations?
What guidelines should be, developed to assist districts to merge or not to merge

in light of declining enrollments?
Answer. Since, as early as 1965, and certainly by 1970, rural areas in general

stopped losing p_ opulation. To the contrary, the historic flow of people from rural
areas to urban areas has now reversed itself, and rural areas are growing more
ra -idly than anywhere else.

This phenomenon calls for a reassessment of the nearly century-old policy of
encouraging mergers in rural areas. At present, for population reasons alone, the
Federal government should suggest that mergers not be encouraged. Rural popula-
tion growth will likely force the expansion of many rural schools.

Further, there is much more than local pride involved in opposition to mergers of
schools in rural areas. It appears to be sociologically, true that a school provides a
much-needed comenunity focus in many rural areas. To close a school is to take the
heart out of a rural community. Since may people today are moving to rural areas
to gain the advantages of living in smaller communities, the government might well
act to support the maintenance of the quality of life in rural areas by supporting
the maintenance and improvement of rural schools, rather than seeking to merge
them. Such a practice is now common in many other industrialized nations, includ-
ing countries in Europe.

Finally, there has been considerable development of intermediate service agencies
in States to deliver service on a cooperative basis to associated school districts_
Nearly every state has legislation on the books for such agencies, and more than
half have them in operation. The Federal Government's Teacher Center programs
and efforts to improve the national dissemination networks all are contributing to
this-development. In general, this suggests that a more viable policy than mergers
for rural schools is to bring improved services to them via intermediate service
agencies. In many parts of the country, school consolidation has reached the limits
that are sensible; bus lines cannot be made much longer than an hour, and the costs
of fuel are escalating rapidly. Therefore, it is appropriate to recommend and support
policies other than mergers for most rural areas.

Question 5- How can we improve our enrollment projection& so that we obtain
neither a glut nor a shortage of college students studying to become teachers?

Answer. A major way to improve enrollment projections is through increased use
of demographic analysis in the policy planning and decision - making process, par-
ticularly at the state level. Demographic analysis can improve the accuracy of
enrollment projections, underscore future contingencies and help policymakers logi-
cally prepare for meeting those contingencies. Little in the way of demographic
analysis is utilized at the state level because of a lack of resources. A significant
step that could be taken would be to provide support that would allow demogra-
phers to be hired at the state level. This would assure that demographic analysis
would become a major component in state policy planning.
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U.S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON POPULATION,

Washington, .6.0
The task force met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m, in room 210,

Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Dave Stockman, chairman,
presiding.,

Members in attendance: Mr. 'Stockman, Mr. Scheuer, Mr, Gep-
.

hardt.
Present: Dr. Williams, task force director; Dr. Bouvier, profes-

sional consultant; Ms. Parks, professional staff; Dr. Martin, re-:
search associate; Ms. Tames, research assistant; Ms. Stolp, research
assistant; Mr. Rafferty_ , research assistant; and Mr. Lieberman,
intern.

Witnesses: Mr. Robert A. Demon, accompanied by Mr. David R.
McKusick; Mr. Elmer W. Smith, accompanied by Mr. Francisco
Bayo; Dr. Robert Clark; Dr. Robert Butler, accompanied by Dr.
Jacob Brody,

Mr. STOCKMAN. We turn today to the fiscal, implications of a
changing age structure of the pop_ ulation. Before I turn it over to
the panel of witnesses,- I would like to say that I think this is
probably the single most significant topic area that we're going to
be dealing with in this set of hearings. It will have direct bearing
on some very important policy decisions that will be facing the
Congress this year and in the years ahead.

I would like to begin by saying to the panel of witnesses that
we're delighted to have you here toddy, and we appreciate the fact
that you've been willing to take your time and present td us what I
think is some very important information on this topic.

We will put your prepared testimony in the record. We 'would
ask that, as we proceed in order, you try to distill your comments
into a 5 or 10 minute presentation. After we've finished with each
of the witnesses, we will open the forum for general questions from
the members to the panel and perhaps for some interchange among
the witnesses.

Let us begin now with Dr. Derzon, the Administrator of the
Health Care Financing Administration from HEW.

Q47)
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. DERZON, ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH
CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, ACCOMPANIED H\
DAVID R. McKUSICK,i SUPERVISORY ACTUARY DEMOGRA-
PHICS AND SPECIAL COVERAGE ANALYSIS STAFF, HCFA

[Prepared Staernent in Appendix on p. 658.1
Mr. DERZON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it's a

pleasure for us to be here today representing HCFA. We will follow
the guidance we've .been' given, which is to present simply an
outline review of our statements.

To my Mr. David McKusick, supervisory actuary of the
demographics and special coverage analysis staff in the Health
Care Financing ,Administration. He and I will do' our best to
spond to'questions concerning the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration.

As you know, the Health Care Financing Administration is a
new agency of Government as a result of reorganization of the
HEW carried out last spring. Just a year ago, in fact, this month, it
brought together medicare and medicaid, the two principal health
care financing agencies and programs for both the aged and the
poor in the United States.

We share yaw concern that the Federal Government must rethink
present and future health' care policies and health care financing
policies which do take into account the demographic changes which
you and we are §tudying. I'll just trace for you briefly the origin of
medicare and medicaid.

These programs were enacted in 1966, because it was, recognized
by Congress that the aged and the poor did not have adequate
financial protection for the high costs of health care. Hospital
expenses for the aged, as many of your know, are roughly three
times the expenses of the nonaged group: That ratio existed in 1966
and it exists today. The majority of the aged in the United States
have yen- low incomes; they are incomes obviously reduced well

which they had during their working periods. They do
not haw. adequE,...e private health insurance cciverage when they
leave their work environments, and most employers which had
good health plans terminated those coverages for retired employ-

So, there were very obvious reasons why medicare was enacted
by f,'ongress and aVcourse medicare has gone a long way toward
meeting many of the costs of the health care needs of the aged.

I am not going to review the demographic changes that you've
been studying in any significant detail. I think you will have both
in our papers and in other papers, adequate demonstrations of
what is happening. Today, three-quarters of the population of the
United States do reach age 65 and once there, men are expected to
live another 14 years and women another 18 years.-

There are trends in the average life expectancy, but these trends
are rather slow. I think there are some very interesting charts in
Dr. Butler's testimony that basically discuss that

Nevertheless, we are extending, through if variety of both medi-
cal means and lifestyles, the life expectancy among the aged.
There's been that dramatic decline in fertility rate sin e 1955. I'm
not going to be the one to predict what's going to hap en in 1985
on that_. particular count.
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There will be a senior boom after the year 2000, and that shows
up in virtually all estimates- 1900, 4 percent of the population
was 65 and over; in the year 2030, we will have 18 percent of a
larger populationroughly 55 million peopleamong the aged:cat-
egory.

The group that we watch most closely in health care financing is
the group that's over 75 years of age, because the over-75-Year
group is the group that begins to have very much higher costs in
the medicare health expenditures.

Mr. STOCKMAN. could I interrupt there?-
Mr. DERZON. Yes.
Mr. STOCKMAN. What is the primary reason for that'? I see in

your numbers here that there's a very large differential: $712 per
capita for 65. to 69 years; $1,200 per capita for 85 years and over,_
Which is 70 or 80 percent more Is that primarily because of more
acute inpatient hospital treatment, or is it- due to a very high
proportion of people in that age category in skilled nursing care or
other institutional settings where the Federal Government would
be paying the costs or somebody else would be paying the costs?

Mr. DERZON. The answer 'to that question is that most of those
higher costs of the medicare program are clearly on the hospital
side. The medicare benefit for nursing home coverage is light; it
represents a relatively small proportion of the total cost.

The incidence of institutionalization in nursing homes begins to
be seen at around age 80. The average age in nursing homes now is
something in excess of 80 years of age, and close to 25 percent of
the over-85 are in institutions, in nursing homes, or in intermedi-
ate care facilities. Medicare pays relatively little on that because it.
has a relatively small benefit package.

So in medicare, the higher costs that we begin to see are primar-
ily in the hospital area for more frequent and longer stay hospital-
izations.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Do you have some numbers you could provide to
the committee on frequency of admission, length of stay_ s, and so
forth?

Mr. DERZON. We do.
Mr. SCHEUER. Also could you provide information on the serious-

ness of the ailment ,and whether the patient could. have been dared
for in some setting other than a tertiary hospital bed: Either in a
nursing home, another health-related- facility, or perhaps at home
with some kind of Government funded home nursing service.

I have the feeling that our reimbursement schedules, which favor
inpatient hospital care rather than ambulatory or home care, are
part of the problem. You state in your written testimony that yourpart

is to deemphasize institutional and inpatientsettings and
emphasize ambulatory outpatient and home health care services."

But yet, if you talk to any hospital administrator, theXII tell you
that in the world of reality, they can't perceive of this new shift in
emphasis. I hope that you re going to be doing something about
changina the reimbursement schedules to put meat on the \skele-
tons of what are now frankly, glittering generalities and innocuous
platitudes.

If you can prove me wrong, I'd be the happiest man on earth-, but
when I talk to hospital directors,' they constardly say, When are
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they going to make if feasible for us to provide a great deal of the
health care that is now provided on an inpatient basis, on an
outpatient basis?"

Mr. DERZON. Congress Man, I'd like to -iond to that You may
know that in my previous reincarnation, vas a hospital ad nis
trator, and I do understand what hospital administrators fire
ing you.

Under the current laws, there's no question that coverage is
more generous for inpatient hospital care than it is for ambulatory
care services and generally, for out-of-hospital services or even out-
of-nursing home services under medicaid.

Mr. ScnEuErt. Have you prepared any recommendations for Con-
gress that would change this? I serve on the Health and the Envi-
ronment Subcommittee, which has jurisdiction over medicaid. J
have heard of no recommendations corning from your office or from
the executive branch for a whole restructuring of the reimburse-
ment schedule. It seems to me that this is fiecessary if we are to
rationalize the health cai-e system.

Mr. DERZON. Well first I'm going to react by telling you that
Congress has directed us to do a major study of home health
services and home health benefits, and that we are on schedule.
We'll be producing .a very comprehensive report on home health
services and on the extent to which that benefit should be in-
creased.

Medicare is now paying rnore nr-ts program cost for home health
services than it is for nursing home care. There is a significant
increase in medicare expenditures for home health services, yet it's
still a small proportion of the total medicare program.

Mr_ SCHEUER. You mean most of it is being given through terti-
ary hospitals.

Mr. DERZON. I don't think it is through tertiary. .hospitals neces-
sarily. The vast majority or about 60 percent of the hospitals in the
country are small community hospitals with under 200 beds. These
hospitals account for a little over 20 percent of total hospital ex-
penditures. So, we are a country of many, many small hospitals.
Many of which are quite economic and low cost.

There's a preSumption in the question you've raised that there
are an awful lot of patients who are in acute care hospitals that
could be in some other setting. We have some evidence, through
PSRO review and utilization review, that there are patients who
are kept in institutions longer than necessary because of-lack of
available nursing home beds or some other kind of supportive care.

Mr. SenEtiF.R. That is also because hospital directors want to
continue collecting that reimbursement if they don't have some-
body else to put in that bed.

Mr. DERZON. Well, hospital administrators are very ambivalent
about all this They keep complaining about cost reimbursement,
which is what they have now and which favors keeping patients in
Per diem reimbursement allows them to be fully reimbursed for all
allowable costs.

When we begin to talk with hospital administrators about pro-
spective rate setting programs, such as cost containment legisla-
tion, which puts a prospective ceiling on their revenues, they want
to complain to us, because they recognize that, in some cases. they
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may be spending more money than their revenues would allow. So,
hospital administrators have a lot of ambivalence about these mat-
ters.

Mr. &mum. Do you think that for an average medicare patient
the community hospital provides the appropriate level or intensity
of medical care? Or for many

is
them, is the reimbursement sched-

ule the reason that he or she s there?
Mr. DERZON. First of all, I do abt think that most patients are in

hospitals because of the reimbursement schedule. Certainly all of
our utilization studies would basically confirm that the vast major-
ity of patients are in hospitals because their physicians feel it is
medically necessary for them to be at a level of care that most
community hospitals can provide.

There is a feeling on our part that there are more services than
are necessary in some community hospitals. Indeed, we feel that in
some tertiary care hospitals, planning has been very bad. There is
too much duplication of services, with not enough hospitals work-
ing together with each other. This in my view, does not come
about principally because of reimbursement issues, but rather be-
cause of the individual desiresiof institutions to be one-stop health-
care shopping centers.

I do want to point out to you that in the medicare program,
coverage is better for inpatient services than for outpatient serv-
ices. As you know, in the case of outpatient services, 80 percent of
reasonable service charges are covered by the medicare program;
20 percent are out of the pocket. There are -deductibles ou both
part A and B. So, the patient's out-of-pocket costs for ambulatory
service's may be larger than they would be for a reasonably staid
stay in an acute care hospital. di

It has been argued, and I thirik correctly,_ that some change in
that structure, in terms of relative benefits for outpatient-inpatient
care would be desirable, and should changeat some p_ oint, when we
can figure out how to do that and how to finance it

Virtually all changes that we're talking about would probably
raise the cost of health expenditures in-the United States, includ-
ing most expansions, in our view, of home health services. That is
not a reason for not doing it, believe me. I think that all of us
would 'argue that there are many patients who could be treated
more humanely in their homes; but most of our analysis, so far,
would show that the trade offs of additional home health services
or out- of services would not be major dollar savers, as
closely as we, can calculate.

Thee are differences of opinion on this and the GAO study that
was done for the House suggested another conclusion to that But
on' I would have to answer your remark by saying that I
don't think that there are inordinate numbers of medicare patients
in hospitals for medically unnecessary reasons.

Mr. &HEUER. You think most of them are at the appropriate
level of care.

Mr. DERZON. I think we have greater problems in the nursing
home -area, where levels of care are much harder to measure and
where differences between what is provided in a nursing home,
what is provided in an extended-care facility, and what could be
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provided in a sheltered, housing arrangement or something else arc
much narrower and harder to read.

Mr. SCHELIER. Thank you.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you We're sorry for the interruptioh.

We've used up some of your time so if you'd like to proceed and
complete your statement, please do so.

Mr. DERZON. Well, I just want to touch a little bit on medicaid,
because medicaid and the issue of population growth and popula-
tion changes in the general economy of the poor are very relevant
questions to your committee.

In 1971, there were over 4 million people over the age of 65, by
and large covered by medicare, who also received medicaid bene-
fits. In 1977, that number declined to about :3.7 million aged Ameri-
cans who received medicaid. We expect that by 1984, perhaps
there will be even fewer aged, at least over the age of 65, who will
be on medicaidactualThurnbers.

This is coming about because of better income levels for the aged
through social security, through private pension funds, and so
forth. I want to be caret-ill about drawing any conclusions, however,

'because even though the average income of the aged is moving up
during their retirement periods and so forth, through other benefit
programs and social security, nevertheless, the aged are people of very
modest income and will always. need substantial support for their
health care expenditures.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Are these numbers a gross head count-4 million
and- then a drop to 3.7inc!uding someone whc. Miht crily have
his part B premium peid by medicaid? ..

Mr. DERZON. These would be people who are covered in buLeins, I
believe. Dave, is that right?

Mr. McKusick. Yes.-
Mr. DERZON. These would be the group that's covered in buy-ins

plus other groups that are taken over, because medicaid, in a way,
is supplementary health insurance for particularly the person who
has .anger term institutional eeoblems and institutionalization
weds. Medi:aid tends to fill the gaps the medicare does not pro-
vi le, particularly for people in flee very elderly group.

nere are about million people ever the age of 65 in nursing
homes in t'ne United States, and I think there is one set w nun--
hers with which you should be quite familiar. Between the age of
4,5 ind 7-I about 12 per 1,000 in that age group are institutional-
ized in musing homes, hut over the age of 85, about one -gunner
are in nursing homes.

o we almost have a geome.ric progression. As people age in that
population .group over 65 and as one projects o'i_ld tor the num-
bers oi people in theeover-8: ategory in the United States, one sees
onvioee adjustments in terms of tr.m1,0-, in longer term care facili-
tiep.; as well as great riee:Ss to Ind and explore wayS to avoid
having people institutionalized at ail.

Health c4.ire spending fer the aged is one of the facets of this
preblern that needs to be examined, There has been enormous
escalation in healthCare costs, and health care costs have per-
formed differently from any other costa in the economy 'his is one
of the reaeons why we tryinghave deen adamant in ying '.0 get success-
ful pa.seage' of tort centainment legislation in the fPstest growing



part of j,he health field, hospitals. Hospitals are the biggest element
within the medicare budget and compete about equally in the
medicaid budget with nursing home expenditures.

Part A costs, which are primarily hospitalization costs, haVe
groWn from $3 billion in fiscal year 19137 to about $18 billion in
fiscal year 1979. These are part A costs under the Medicare Act. I
think the numbers are interesting, because if one looks at the new
proposal for a separate Department of Education outside HEW, you
see a $17.5 billion amalgamated program, which is just a little less
than what we will be spending in medicare alone for hospital care
for our beneficiaries next year This is just to get a sense of
proportion about health care costs.They are very dynamic, very
dramatic.

People argue that part of this cost growth has been in terms of
additional beneficiariesthe population is aging. We're adding
about 500,000 people annually to the medicare rolls because of the
aging of the population, but the actuaries tell me that of the large
expenditure growth from $:3 billion to $18 billion, only about $1
billion was due to the increased enrollment of the aged, and the
remainder is due to increased costs per person served and to infla-
tion.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Would you mind addressing that? I know it's a
bit off the beaten path, but both Congressman Scheuer and I serve
on the Commerce Committee, and Congressman Gephardt is on the
Ways and Means Committee. So, we're all very much involved in
this hospital cost containment program.

Mr. DERZON. I think that what I'd like to do is make a comment:-
or two and maybe ask Mr. McKusick to tell,you what the probleMs
are in estimating health care expenditures in the United States
and how muei they're tied to health cost inflation rather than to
population changes. The great hazard in projecting expenditures in
this field is what's going to happen to the inflationary picture.

Mr, STOCKMAN. Well, I was just hoping that you could address
this issue in three parts: One is obviously demographics or num-
bers of people; the second is cost per unit of service, but that has to
be broken down into price change and input change. This is where.
I believe that there's been some failing on the part of the adrnin-
stration.

If the primary reason that the cost per stay or admission has
risen so rapidly is that you're getting a better quality of care
because of more nursing time behind it more diagnostic oper-
ations, more therapeutic treatments and so forth, that might not be
all that bad. We may have a difficult time finding a way to finance
that care, but it might not necessarily be a bad thing in the sense
of waste, inefficiency, and so forth.

Mr. DEttzoN. Well let me give you a picture on this which I
think 'will be helpful to you.

Hospital expenditures have increased about 17.3 percent per year
for the last 3 years. This is roughly 2.5 times the increase in prices
of other goods and services in the economy. We are about to an-
nounce expenditure levels for fiscal year 1977. Every American
spent or had spent on his or her behalf, $737 for personal health
care services. That's up, as I recall,. over $70 from last year. We
had a- change in fiscal years, so we have numbers that may not
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have been published before, but. I will simply tell you that the rate
of expenditure is up $70 to $75 per year per person in the United
States.

Now the problem of course, is that maybe the average family
your family and minecan afford that change for our family. We
can afford that change in cost. But you and I have some other
'responsibilities, I think; and we recognize those responsibilities by
taking care of the poor of the country and taking care of unfin-
anced costs of the aged. That is they did not themselves put money
into trust funds or some other set-aside.

So when health care expenditures grow $70 or $75 per year per
capita-,in, the United States, that's extremely burdensome for a
family of four or five, and it's extremely burdensome for that same
family which has to meet the costs of the poor and the aged in
order to give them equivalent access to equivalent care.

So the number we watch, of course, is this particular per capita
expenditure. Now in looking at that per capita figure, a large
percentage, 40 percent, is in hospital care costs and hospital cost
increases. It's the biggest single item. The next one is about 19
percent.

Mr. STOCKMAN If I May break in here, we are going to have to
answer a quorum, but we'll be right back in 10 minutes. I'd like to
continue with this because not only is it relevant to some policy
decisions we have to make right now but also it is even more
relevant in terms of any kind of medium -terra projection we might
make. By putting the numbers together with continued rapid real
growth rates in cost per capita, you have some rather dramatic
financing problems with which to deal.

Mr. DERZON. Fine.
[Brief -ecess taken.]
Mr. STOCKMAN. I think we're ready to proceed again. Would you

like to continue, Mr. Derzon?
Mr. DERZON. Yes. I'd like to come hack to your question having

to do with some of the causes for inflation in hospital costs particu-
larly. I think we were dwelling on that because that's been the
primary concern in HEW over the last year

There's no question that the hospital product has changed from
what it was in years gone by We are not talking about the same
hospital' day of care in 1977 that we were in 1967. The general
picture would suggest that about 10 percent of the expenditure
increase has bien attributable to the increased numbers of benefi-
ciaries or to changes in benefit structures or what-have-you that
are legally constituted changes that one would expect with changes
in the statutory program.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Are you talking about medicare only? You're
breaking down the medicare cost increase?

Mr. DERZON. No, I'm talking about all health care costs.
Mr. STOCKMAN. All health carehospital and nonhospital7
Mr. DERZON. I'm talking about all health care costs and then I'm

talking all hospital costs and talking about all hospital costs.
Mr. STr-2KMAN. OK.
Mr. DERZON. This group of increased numbers of aged in the

population would obviously have a bearing on increased hospital
expenditures. We estimate that to be roughly 10 percent.
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There is about a 36- or 37-percent increase in health care costs
that is attributable to the changes in the ptoduct, changes in the
mix. That is changes in intensity of service, changes in new tech -
nology, and so forth. The balance is in general inflation. Part of
that is catchup costs in health manpower part of it is more availa-
ble, higher priced manpower.

In my early days in New York City government, we couldn't get
graduate nurses. I'm sure today there are many more registered
nurses in the city hospitals of New York City than there were 10
years ago. So there's been increased saturation of higher skilled
staffs.

The teclimlogy of medicine has obviously brought with it; many,
many benefits, and with it, many atterkdant expenditures. The
hospitals of the United States and the American Medical Associ-
ation agree that health care or hospital expenditures do not have
to go up 16 or 17 percent a year; but they believe, along witir:usl-
that that rate of escalation can decrease. They want to do it volurv,
tarily; they want to take a little more time to get there. We would \
like to mandate it or at least have a strong mandatory element in
any voluntary program, so that health care expenditures could go
up at roughly 1.5 times the rest of the economy.

We have never said that health care expenditures or hospital
expenditures could be totally stabilized. We never said that was
desirable or even practicable. But, we would like to get it down to
roughly 150 percent of the increase in other goods and services and
stabilize this inflationary component within better parameters
than has been possible in the past.

I think that even the health field itself agrees that this can be
done without sacrificing the quality of care by being a little more
prudent in terms of management practices and perhaps a little less
single minded' in terms of expansion of services, some of which we
and I think the hospital field, now realize are probably unneces-
sary.

Mr STOCKMAN. I appreciate that I had a little different perspec-
tive on it and, of course, the problem is that you take different
time periods and you measure different variables. I have put to-
gether an analysis, which I have distributed to the members of the
Commerce Committee, which shows a kind of different reading.
Now, I know there was some catchup on wages and some other
factors during the late 1950's and 1960's, but let's look at the
increase in the 1970's.

After you remove the general price inflation from the economy,
the GNP deflator, we find that the residual or the excess increase,.
in cost per admission, 88 percent is due to input increases and only
about 12 percent is due to price changes. In other words, prices for
hospital input such as manpower, linens, food, or energy are going
up faster than the rate of general inflation in the economy.

Now, what are some of,those input increases? Well, we find, for
instance, that between 1971 and 1976, the number of diagnostic X-
rays per average admission increased from 1.5 to 2.0, or by 26
percent. Also we find that the number of laboratory tests per
admission rose dramatically, from 15.6 to 25.0, or by 60 percent, in
a 6-year period.
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We find the number of physical therapy treatments per admis-
sion rose from L2 to 1.8, or by 50 percent during that 6-year period.
Even more significant is the fact that the number of man-hours per
admission rose by 20 hours, from 148 to 169, or by 14 percent. For
regis(ered nurses in particular, there was a fairly large increase
from 23.8 to 29.2, or 23 percent.

Now these are just illustrative examples of the measurable input
increases per admission; and if you factor those out you find that
that's about 90 percent of the excess cost growth above the general
rate of inflation in the economy.

Now, the problem I have with the cost-containment approach is
that I don't think any case has been made that all of these input
increases represent the changing nature of the hospital product or
what that statistician called an "average admission" or an "aver-
age patient day," I don't think it's been dery onstrated that all or
part of this is waste; and you want to cut it in half in the sense of
lowering the rate of increase to 1.5 times the general price level.

Do you think that it can be demonstrated that these input
growths have been too fast and that they have not been cost-
effective? This is important, because this is where you're going to
have to get your slowdown in the cost per admission growth. It
can't come out of prices, since you're not going to have any effect
on general price trends in the economy. It has to come out of the
rate at which the product's changing. Is that a desirable thing?

Mr. DERZON. I'd very much like to study that analysis, because I
think that your description of input ,costs is probably quite accu-'
rate, but I would like to see where the data bases came from and,
in fact how the conclusions were drawn.

But on the assumption that they're fully accurate, then the
question is What do you do about that? Are we just going to let
hospitals spend as much as they want, make as many input costs
as they want?

Where hospital occupancy rates have declined the personnel are
probably still there; ,the man-hours per admission are going up.
They're going up becAuse of -inadequate planning, because of too
much ambitiousness on the part of individual institutions, or they
may even be going up because the radiologist has been suggesting
to his colleagues that he has some new diagnostic tools that per-
haps they'd like to avail themselves of and there's time and staff
awaiting his patients.

There s a lot of marketing going on in hospitals for patients and
for diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. We think the hospitals
are correct when they say they can reduce, moderately, the rate of
increase in costs. We don't disagree about the end- points anymore.
The hospitals have already suggested getting down to roughly 11
percent, which is very close to what the administration wants.

So we-all think it can be done. I would hope that you could come
to that same conclusionthat -that could be done with relative
ease, because there is excess capacity and there probably are exces-'
sive services in many institutions in the United States or services
that _are being offered that don't have_commensurate benefit to the
cost of those services.

My own feeling is that if the Government wants to it can keep
buying as much as hospitals are willing to spend. And, if we, are
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willing to simply subsidize that element of the economy, it will be
at the expense of all the other needs of society_ , fine. But I don't
think that the administration has made up its mind that it wants
to go entirely in that direction; and I doubt that Congress really
does, because there are so many competing needs.

Right now almost all of the discretionary expenditures in HEW
are being eaten up by hospitals. Of the $6 billion that has been
proposed by the President for additional health expenditures in the
1979 budget in HEW, $5.5 billion or thereabouts is in my agency,
the Health Care Financing Agency, and half of that is going to
hospitals. And that was with the assumptidh that there'd be $73O
million saved in cost containment, so without legislation it's going
to be much worse.

Now, what that means is that not only is health eating up
education and other needs within the Federal Government and.
HEW, but health is now the largest single item in terms of medic-
aid expenditures in many States of the United States. It's eating up
the State budgets, and most of it's going to hospitals., There are
other ways to spend money on health care besides hospitals.

So I think the arguments are very persuasive for enacting strong
legislationmaybe along a voluntary track with clearly a manda-
tory element in it, so that people, if they don't perform, are going
to have to perform. But it seems to me that if you want to get a
handle on health care costs, you start with hospitals. Hospitals,
collectively, with their boards and in their communities with their
physicians, can begin to deescalate the rate of escalation, which is
all that the Federal Government has been asking.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Go ahead, Congressman Gephardt.
Mr. GEPHA DT. I appreciate your statement. I also appreciate the

fact that the ast year and a half of dialog about health care cost
and hospital c st containment has resulted in some substantially
voluntary cha es that are being made all around the country. So I
think there is edit to be given to the administration for the fact
that the subject has been brought up in such a forceful manner.

I have grave concerns about the particular legislation that the
administration proposed for some of the reasons that Congressman
Stockman has brought up. I believe that somehow we've got to
affect and change the use of the whole system by both the users
andAthe professionals and others who work in the system. Health/
hospital cost containment is certainly one approach to that prob,
lem.

We have had and now have a number of mechanisms_ place,
some of which have just begun to work,, also to affect those rela-
tionAhips and those decisions. I think that the financing mecha7_
nism, as you suggest in your testimony; has to be very important iri
this whole equation.

I would ask-you if your agency or others _have been coming up
with alternatives to the way medicarereimburses as a way to
affect this decisionmaking process in a more constructive manner?

Mr. DEszorc- i think that's an excellent question, .Congressman,
and I appreciate your comments as well on the impact we've had.
We've had a sentinel effect on his7itals and they have gotten
busier about containing their costs. I hink that that's good fcr, the
American people and it's good for medicare and medicaid.

11 7 7'8 711
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Nevertheless, the costs, I have to tell you, are still going up
substantially ahead of the rest of the economy, even in spite of the
rather bleak inflationary picture at the moment for all goods and
services.

HEW is doing a number of things and will be proposing, in its
1980-81 legislative package, a number of additional changes in
reimbursement, in coverage, and hopefully in terms of eligibility
and other issues which concern us deeply in both of these pro-
grams.

In terms of reimbursement, we are financing nine experiments
on prospective reimbursement in State ratesetting, and some of
these are proving to be quite productive. On others, I think the
evidence is still out. We're waiting and seeing, but we continue to
support these demonstrations because we think there are interest-
ing alternative ways in which to finance hospital care particularly.

These prospective reimbursement experiments basically target
reimbursement levels or revenue levels. They do, In fact, what cost
containment does nationally in the State by setting certain targets,
sometimes based on budgets of hospitals, sometimes based on rates
or fees, sometimes based on formula, These are different ap-
proaches along State lines. The one in Maryland the closest to
Washington and perhaps is one of the more successful experiments
that's taken place so far.

Whether they will succeed in deescalating the rate of increase in
costs significantly on any large scale remains to be seen. They have-
been started in States that tend to have the highest per capita
costs in hospital care, and so those States are still on the high side
in terms of hospitalization cost per capita in the population, despite
the fact that many of the ratesetters believe that they have saved
significantly millions of dollars in their States.

But prospective reimbursement versus cost. reimbursement is one
approach. We have testified already to the House Oversight Sub-
committee about our dissatisfaction in the way we reimburse physi-
cians..We believe the present formula in law is weak because it
provides for usual customary and prevailing reimbur . Int for
physicians, and we believe that is inflationary and uni t exac-
erbates differences between rural, and urban physicia: etween
physicians in primary care and in specialties, and so lvth. We
think that it has had an inflationary effect.

We, as you know, have a major effort in terms of HMO's (Health
Maintenance Organization) development, which is a capitation ap-
proach to financings. Although only a small proportion of Ameri-
cans are covered by HMOs, probkiblv no more than 6 or 7 million

the present time, the rte cal` growth has been high, and there
are things the Federal Government can do to stimulate that.

There are many things we are doing to encourage business to
begin to shop for health care services on behalf of their employees
the way they shop for other .commodities for their product lines.
That effort is moving, I think, quite successfully at the present
time.

We will be proposing and have already tossed out on the table
ways in which medicare and medicaid patients could participate in
capitation programs. There is concern that we have been perhaps
overly ambitious in that regard, and so we are back reconsidering



our reimbursement proposals for medicare and medicaid under
HMO's. We'll be dealing with the substantive committees on that
issue as HMO legislation works its way through the House and
Senate.

We are moving on the prudent buyer approach. We have just
issued certain regulations which the Secretary promised to the
public a few months ago, so that we can buy services at the lowest
cost reasonably available in the community for equivalent products
needed by beneficiaries of the medicare program, and we are en-
couraging States to do the same thing in the medicaid program.

States, as you know, have a good deal to say about how they pay
for services in the medicaid program, and many have come up with
rather imaginative and interesting ideas.kEach time_we do this the
providers of service argue that we are trying to buy cheaply or are
being inequitable or unfair. You've heard that cry from the phar-
maceutical industry about the MAC program, which is the program
that Congress enacted a few years ago that-we are busily trying to
implement at the present time The thrust of this program is to
buy drugs that are commonly available at the lowest possible price
on behalf of beneficiaries of the medicaid program..

So there's a lot of activity going on in the Government to try to
reduce costs and the rate of inflation other than through the device
of hospital cost containment. We cannot put all our hopes on that
particular approach, although we think that's a terribly important
one since it represents 40 percent of the health expenditures of the
country and more than that in- ourown programs.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Well I'm very happy you are reporting today
that all of these things are going on Each of them is in a different
area and it's difficult to press one button and have the problem go
away, because it's a complex, frustrating, intractable kind of prob-
lem.

I would suggest to you that, in my mind, all of the things you've
mentioned, plus HSA's, PSRO's, trying somehow to deal with the
private insurance question and how it's structured, HMO's, and
jawboning, which, I guess, is a lot of what we've doneall together
offer to me perhaps the greatest hope for solving the problem.

My concern with a particular piece of legislation called hospital
cost containmentI don't want to belabor that pointis that I'm
not sure about the results of the type of health care that we
continue _to offer in the country_ . I'm not sure that the decisions
that will be made by individual administrators across the country
will be the decisions that ought to be made.

I guess the ultimate solution, if' there ever is one and I ro not
sure there is one is a very compliCated variety of approache, orne
of which we've mentioned here this morning I commend your
effort and I hope it works. I do have some concerns that that
legislation is not the answer, but I do think that the combination of
efforts that yotCre putting together does constitute the answer.

Let me ask briefly another question that goes to your second
point, and that is the philosophy of the medicare program. Some of
the statistics in your testimony are really alarming; when you
consider that, In 1967 the cost of medicare was $3 billion. but in
1915, you think it will be $41 billion; when you consider the baby

6
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boom coming into the 65 category; and when you consider the fact
that one-fourth of the people over 85 wind up in institutions.

I'm particularly taken with the part of your testimony that says
that we have to rethink the philosophy of Medicare. Can you tell
me what the philosophy of it is today?

Mr. DERZON I can tell you what the philosophy of the medicare
program is because it's really well spelled out in the legislation
that enacted the medicare program in 1965: Basically, this was a
program that described in very detailed terms a .benefit structure
for people who reach the age of 65. It was a two-part benefit: A
part A benefit and a part B It was for acute-care services. It was
for persons age 65 or over who had episodes of acute care illnesses.
In fact, the legislation even talks about spells of illness. It deals
with acute care. It does not deal with preventive services. It deals,
by and large, with not quite first-dollar coverage, but it tries to
moderate the out-of-pocket cost, by having modest deductibles and
coinsurance.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Can I just break in right there? You said it does
not deal with preventive treatment, is that correct?

Mr. DERZON. Clearly not.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Do you think that medicare moneys are used

today for preventive treatment, such as testing and diagnostic sery
ices, in hospitals?

Mr. DERZON. They are supposed to be used for services where
patients have bona fide complaints and problems identified by a
physician. Then, the, doctor proceeds to order diagnostic tests and
therapeutic services based on a patient's complaint of an illness or
an episode of an illness.

I am sure that there are situations where some preventive serv-
ice as a part of that visit has been provided to a patient, who has
then billed the program or his physician has billed the program.
Preventive services cover quite a wide range of services, including
genuinely good medical advice about how to live better. I am sure
that we have physicians in the United States and staff members in
physicians' offices and in hospitals that are helping, people live
more sensibly.

But basically the program wasn't designed to do that, and there's
nothing.in the legislative history that I'm familiar with that basi-
cally argues that this is a preventive program.

Mr GEPHARDT. How many medicare dollars today go for long-
term care? Do any medicare dollars go for that?

Mr. DEazoN. Very few, because almost all the long-term care
benefits proceed off of an acute care hospitalization. The long-term
benefits are home visitsa hundred under part A and a hundred
under part Band a nursing home benefit of very modest scale
based on a spell of illness in an acute care hOspitall

I have to ask Mr. McKusick if he can tell us how much of the
benefits paid out are for the longterm care services.

Mr. McKusicK. About 5 percent of total benefits.
Mr. GEPHARDT. Five percent of total benefits go for long -term

care as spelled out in the specific formula following an acute care
visit, is that correct?

Mr. McKusicK. That's right.
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Mr. GEPHARDT. OK. And you're saying that we really need, in
terms of the demographics that we see, a rethinking of the philos-
ophy of medicare.

Mr. DERZON. Well I think that it's time This program is more
than 10 years old.- There are questiong that we have been raising
with our staff, who have been with the medicare program since its
inception, about the worthiness of-many of the requirements; about
whether or not there are ,preventie services that could be covered
under the medicare program through changes in legislation.

There's a preventive health care task force that's working within
HEW to come up with a clearcut strategy on prevention, and that
preventive program, I am certain, will extend into proposals of
both medicare and medicaid.

Medicaid does have more variability. Medicaid has some-rfiarida-
tory services, one of which is family planning by the way, which I
think most people' would agree is a preventive service. But medic-
aid obviously covers a great range of services in some-States where
the benefit coverage is generous, and so we have many more pre-
ventive services in medicaid in those States that have seen fit to
invest in prevention.

But I have to tell you that one of the great heartaches in the
medicaid program is the unevenness, thr inequities that exist in
the benefit structure between States.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm sorry to have
taken so much, time.

Mr STOCKMAN. Well I think we've opened.up a pretty important
issue._We want to move on here, but I just want to make one
comment, because this discussion of nreventive services and care, I
think,'has opened it up.'

You can use preventive maintenance on a car and prolong its life
or its usefulness for a certain period of time, but sooner or later its
going to wear out. It seems to me, when we're talking about medi-
care and projected costs in future yeats, that we are dealing with
nople who because of the aging process, have biological systems
that are failing. ThVte,\may be some limited .gains possible from
preventive services, but hot nearly what would be possible for those
in the younger age groups.

I've been looking at some of the causes in the growth in-admis-
sions, treatments, and so forth for medicare. There has been a very
large jump in the number of cataract operations, for example.
Well in the past, before elderly people had the financing, they just
lost their eyesight and suffered the pain and everything else that
goes with it

I've :seen a very large jump in the number of operations for
artificial joints and hips. In the past, people just suffered !from
arthritis and the pain became excruciating, but.that was part of
the. process of aging. Now there is financing availa',,!2. ttrough
Medicaid, so that we are relieving part of the agony, ; guess you
Might say, that; went with aging.

We ,see it in lung ailments, too. The death rate 15 or 20 or .25
years ago from acute pneumonia of pedple 70 years and older was
pretty high Now we place -:them in intensiv?-care units for long
periods of time and they survive another winter.
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So all,.this raises a fundamental cogehtion in my mind: we have a
serious problem of rationing here, and this is where I disagree very
strongly with the administration. I look at these numbers, and I
don't think. that the major reason for the increase in cost per
admission or hospital costs generally is due to a lot of duplication
and waste, and an excess of services, and the fact that there may
be some special unit in the hospital trying to market its wares, and
so forth.

I think there's been a demonstrable improvement in the quality
of care, and most of the responsibility for the double digit inflation
rate in hospital costs is due to the fact that we are providing
something tangible and real for the medicare population; in partic-
ular, the aged population, that is improving their life circum-
stances. It's improving their health, it's extending their longevity,
and it's making life,a little easier irr their later years.

So the point is if we're talking about rationing, we've got a very
serious moral problem. We can ration gasoline and we can ration
oranges if we have a shortage.. However, I think that when it
conies to rationing health care and rationing life and death; we
haven't even begun to grapple with that.

That is why I think this hospital cost containment legislation is
superficial and expedient. It will only obscure the real nature -r
the problem and maybe delay our facing that for a couple of year.
If you project the absolute number of elderly, the absolute number
of elderly over 80, and their proportion of the populatio6, and then
factor in the tremendous rate of progress that has been imade and
is being made today in the quality of health care, 10. or 20 -years
from now we will have a rationing problem. You have told us about
how the costs are going up and how it is eating. your budget up.
But, what kind of dilemma will we have in 20 years? It will be
many,many more times severe than it is today

justI'll ust end my comment by saying that I would hope that we
have some work going on and some creative thinking going on in
HEW to grapple with that problem: How do you ration life- and
death? I think that's really what we get down to in this whole
hospital cost issue.

Mr. DERZON. Well Mr. Chairman, with respect, I would like to
differ with you and maybe sort out a few points while I am doing.
that.

First of all, we don't talk about This program or programs like
this as rationing programs, but rather as ways to move hospitals
toward ,greater efficiencies in the way they operate, and better
planning ;,ind better division of resources, which is entirely possi-
ble. Hospitals are loaded with fixed costs and when they are
planned badly, when they do not share services with other institu-
tions and so forth, you and I

Mr.. STOCKMAN. But isn't that the function of the HSA's?
Mr. DERZON. Well, yes, it is the function of the HSA's, but they

have limitations on how-far they can go.
Mr., STOCKMAN. Well how will a cost containment cap help im-

prove'interhospital coordination and allocation of resources? This
will be applied on a hospital-by hospital basis. 1 see no reason
whatever to think that a containment cap, a revenue cap, is going
to have any effect on planning on an interhospital basis.
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Mr. DERZON. Let's just take one simple example of a situation
that drives up hospital costs. Two hospitals close together in a
small town both have maternity service's. It's very expensive to run
those two but you could save a fair amount of money if you ran
one and maybe traded another service with the other hospital and
gained through the merger of those programs or the integration of
thfSse programs, say_ , 10-percent savings on 25 percent of your ex-
pense base.

Well a hospital that was faced with some limitations on revenue
could find that they could live comfortably within those revenue
limits simply by finding an efficiency in that kind or prograin. So
there's every evidence that capping revenues is possible, but we're
not capping them. If you remember, we're escalating them and
there-are plenty ofpassthroughs. There are a lot of ways in which
hospitals can justify higher rates. So, it isn't a cap_ .

But it does force hospitals to begin to think, both inside their
institutions and collectively with their other hospitals, about better
wayl to do the same things. And I think it has much to recom-
mend on that front.

I want to tell you that I do think that the miracles of modern
medicine are, in fact, miracles, and they're important. They're
important to my family...and your family and to all Americans. I
think we have a country that hopefully, is rich enough to afford
the benefits of modern medicine and technology to all Americans.

The problem we get into is when you start to look at some of the
items you've mentioned: cataract surgery, for example. The ratio of
cataract surgery now to an age-adjusted population in medicare
would show that we are taking out many more cataracts than we
took out earlier in the program. It's the most frequently mentioned
surgical procedure in the program.

Now is American eyesight changing that fast on an age-adjusted
basis? I don't think so. We have :ilore ophthalmologists than ever
before, and we have a system of compensation which doesn't dis-
courage physicians from doing surgery.

So our problem is to find a way in which, obviously, cataracts are
taken out when they have to be taken out; no sooner and no later.
This is the dilemma that we face on one of the procedures you've
mentioned_ .

There's strong evidence that joint surgeryparticularly hip sur-
geryis of great and lasting benefit to patients. It was a technol-
ogy that was fried, proven, and then expanded. But we have other
technologies that have just been drummed in without any real
tests of efficacy. Yet, the. Federal Government is faced with the
problem of paying substantial sums of money for that.

So we've got a very real responsiblity in government, it seems to
me, as well as in all parts of society, to figure out how to introduce
technology in a reasonable mannerthat technology which is truly
beneficial to all Americans. We've, got a' big job ahead of us in
getting more effectiVe consumerism in health care. I think the
'American consumer who knows more about his body and knows
more about his health is going to shop more effectively for his care.
We've got a lot to do.

And if we don't do a lot of these things, it seems to me that our
successors are going to be in a terrible jam. They're going to be
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faced with this mammoth increase in population, business as usual,
and absolutely no -taxable resourcesnot taxable base on which to
deploy these' benefits, and then we will see rationing of the %vorst
kind.

Mr. STOCKMAN.' I appreciate very much your comments, and
we've pressed you a little bit here on a few issues, but I think it's a
terribly important area and I think we're all oriented toward the
same objective. It's a matter of what tools and means and steps and
pace that you go after this.

But I ttiink it would be very helpful to all of us, to concentrate
our thinWing hand our efforts up here, if you would give us a
business-as-usual projection. This will be my last request. We want
to move on because health care financing is the miniproblem. Next
we'll get to the maxiproblem, social security financing, which may
dwarf this issue into insignificance.

Have you developed any kind of business-as-usual case 25 years
out in terms of the rate of growth in costs which we have now for
various health services for the elderly and what that might mean
for the budget? You don't have to give us the numbers now but if
that information was .available, I think, whatever our position, on
one particular piece of legislation, like hospital cost containment, it
could help us to focus on what's facing us down the road.

Thank you very much.
Mr -DErtzoN: Thank vou.
Mr. STOCKMAN. We'll turn now to Mr. Smith, who is the Asso.]

elate Commissioner of Social Security for Program Policy and Plan-1
ning of the Social Security Administration.

STATEMENT OF MR. ELMER W. SMITH, ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY FOR PROGRAM POLICY AND
PLANNING, ACCOMPANIED BY MIL FRANCISCO KAYO,
DEPUTY CHIEF ACTUARY, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRA-
TION

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 6751
Mr. SMITE!. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and .Mr. Gephardt. I'll

have to ask your indulgence: some gremlin or virus has--crept into
my voice box, so I'm a little hoarse this morning.

With me is Mr. Francisco Bayo, who is the-Deputy Chief Actuary
of the Social Security Administration in charge of long range pro-
jections.

I'd like to make about five of six points, and then I'll be open for
questions from you gentlemen./ But first, I'd just like to point out
that probably more information is provided about the economic
and demographic fassumptions underlying the social security pro-
grams of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance than
almost any other governmental ,program. This is illustrated by the
annutil trustees' reports, which. are submitted to the Congress and
contain really a very large amount of data regarding the demogra-
phic and economic assumptions underlying the income and the
outgo figures.

To just give you one example, riot only is information provided
about these assumptions, but information is also provided about
the sensitivity of the forward estimates to these assumptions. For
example, the most recent trustees' report shows us that if the

16 :
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ultimate fertility rate in the country were to be 2.3, which is our
so-called optimistic range projection, rather than 2.1, the actuarial
deficit in the last 25 years of our projection would =be reduced from
4.10 percent of taxable payroll to 2.88 percent of taxable payroll.

"I say, I think there's really a rich amount of information
wine s providedprobably more than almost any other program
that I know in the public sector.

Now, the first point I'd like to make may sound simplistic, but I
think it's important, and that is that the last two or three trustees'
reports have pointed out quite carefully that we're dealing with a
change. When we're looking at' the demographic profile of the
future, we're looking at something which has broad implications
for society as a whole; not just the income maintenance programs,
not just the OASDI program, not just the hospital insurance pro-
gram.

We're really talking about almost a total new way of looking at
this country. We're certainly looking at changes in consumption
patterns. Certainly there would seem to be implications for differ-
ential uses -of labor versus capital in the future. Certainly there
will be. some choices, which probably will be made differently from
today, between leisure and work, between savings and consump-
tion. And Certainly there would seem to be at least the base for
some shifts among the various sectors of our society-and economy.

For example, what will happen to education and child-care ex-
penditures in the future as a proportion of the total expenditures
of the society when that segment of the population declines?

Now, there is a tendency to focus on the OASDI programs, partly
because we do project income and outgo and program implications
for 75 years, which, again, very few other programs do: The hospi-
tal insurance projections, for 'example,_ are made on a 25-year
period, not a .75-year period. Furthermore, we project them with
precision. Everything is reduced to statistical formulation and ulti-
mately comes out at a bottom line actuarial surplus or deficit.

Now even though there are three forward projections made, we
have a tendency ourselves to talk about the intermediate-range
-projection, and we have essentially, I think, acclimatized both the
Congress and members of the public to talk about the intermediate
range projection. This again, I think, gives a greater degree of
precision to that set of estimates than possibly it warrants:because
after all we are talking about making some projections over a
fairly long period of time into the future about some very volatile
matters.

What, in fact, will be the fertility ratenot only 75 years in the
future but 15 years into the future? You have demographers essen-
tially in some degree of controversy with each other about whether__
the present relatively low rates will continue, about whether we've

'just gone through a period of deferred births and there will be an
upsurge in the fertility rate, or what-have-you.

So I think-that it is terribly important to have these projections
recognized for what they are, and that is they are not abolute
predictions of things to come, but rather cast a range or a set of
possibilities of how the future might look. ,I

One of the things which I think is terribly 'important and is
sometimes overlooked when, we examine just the aged part of the

-16!)
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population in the future, using f74rrenas.sumption3 for fertility,, is
the fact that the overall dependency ratio in the future, under our
intermediate rat ge projectiont, will never be as high as it actually
existed in 1975. That is, the number of perscns in the population
under age 20 an.. terse in the population 65 years and older will
not be as high a ;,roportion of the working-age 1-.1pulation over the
next if v-.ars ;t. actually was in 1975. So that is something to be
I ept-in mind r:F a fairly significant point.

Y.r. Sic :KMAN. Do you have some specific numbers onf what you
might call the dependency rat,_'?

Mr. SMITH. There are pro ..le estimates on the dependency ratio
associated with the trustees' projections. which are included in the
1977 OASDI trustees' reports un page 13.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Fine. Thank you
Mr. SMITH. Looking just at the aged part of the population, in

about 2020, there will be about two workers for each OASDI benefi-
ciary, whereas at the present time there's a little over.three work-
ers in the population for every OASDI beneficiary.- But that does
have to be measured up with the point I was making just -a
moment ago that -the overall dependency ratio will not be as high
during the next 75 years, using our intermediate range assump-
tions, as it was in 1975.

Now, let me move for a moment to the OASDI programs. As
you're aware, the -future forecasts are affected by a variety of
assumptions, some economic and some demographic. Before the
1977 amendments were enacted by the Congress, the economic
factors were extremely important because-of the double-indexing of
the benefits; benefit amounts were affected by both rises in wages,
as well as rises in prices. Our future projections were very sensitive
to variations in these economic assumptions.

After the 1977 amendments were enacted; however, and the so-
called decoupling 'provisions, it meant that the demographic as-
sumptions have a greater relative importance in terms of the
future outlook for the OASDI programs than was previously the
case.

However, there are other demographic factors in addition to the
fertility rate, which are quite important in forecasting the future
nature of these programs and the scope of the benefits and the _

costs.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Before yob turn to that I'm afraid we're going to

have to break again. We have another vote on the floor of the
House. We'll-'come back as quickly as we can.

MT. SMITH. Fine.
[Brief recess taken.]
Mr. STOCKMAN, Mr. Smith, would you like to continue?
Mr. SMITH. Thank you I was mentioning some of the demographic

factors, in addition to the fertility rate, which importantly affect the
projections for the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
programs.

One of them certainly is the question of mortality rates. This
year's trustees' report reflects more optimistic experience in the
mortality rates than was true of last year's report, for example.
Over the next 75 years, it projects a 19-percent itnprovement in
mortality rates.
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Questions of marriage rates and family size are important, too.
I'd like to remind this committee that although the portion of the
population that'S aged is very important for these programs, there
are many people, drawing benefits who are, of course, not aged. For
example, at the present time there are 5 million child beneficiaries
drawing benefits under the OASDI program.

Then there are certain derivative influences which are quite
important, like labor force participation rates of women and migra-
tion rates. One of the things I would point out is that as you look
at the 1978 trustees' reports, although we are using for our inter-
mediate range_ projections an ultimate fertility rate of 2.1, which in
some people s minds represents a zero population growth rate, you
will note that the estimated population continues to grow through-
out this period of time Part of that is due to the assumptions made
about migration.

Mr STOCKMAN Are you talking about immigration?-.

Mr. SMITH. Immigration, right.
.Now in addition to these demographic factors, of course, econom-

ic factors are still quite important. Unemployment rates, increases
in real average wages, consumer price increases from year to year
are still quite9important in terms of affecting the future income
and outgo picture for the OASI and DI funds.

If we look at the fertilityerates per se, we see that they obviously
have a very important effect. I've mentioned earlier the sensitivity
of the estimates to the fertility rates by giving an example of what
the difference in the actuarial deficit would be for the last 25/ear
period of these 75-year projections.

At the present time we are benefiting from the post-World War
II baby boom by having persons in the work force who are adding
to the income L.- the funds. Of course, when these persons retire,
they will add to the expenditures as they draw benefits.

Under the current trustees' report's assumptions, using 01 inter-
mediate range estimates the outlook for the next 75 years shows
that for the next 25 years, there will be an actuarial surplus of 1.02
percent of taxable payroll. During the second 25 years, there will
be a deficit of _1.11 percent of taxable payroll. Using some of the
surplus accumulated in the earlier years, however, will carry the
OASDI funds, on a combined basis, approximately through 2025
before they get into a deficit position.

F )r the third 25 years, the actuarial deficit will be 4.10 percent
of taxable payrolla sizable deficit figure, as our actuaries remind
us from time to time.

When we look at the entire 75-year, period, we see that there is a
deficit averaging 1.40ipercent oftaxAle payroll. However, as I say,
I think it's important to look not only at the 75 year average, but
to look at the breakdown for each of the 25-year periods, because
the experience in each one of those 25--year periods is considerably
different

Now what are the implications of these projections and the
effects of the demographic assumptions on not only the income and
the outgo of the progrzim, but on the possibilities for program
change? I am one person who believes that it is very healthy that
the current ,dialog is proceeding in the public press and among
various interest groups at the high pitch that it is, concerning the
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future program shape and outlook of the social security program
and the ways in which it should be financed.

I note that I can't pick up leading national newspaperspracti-
cally every day and that has certainly been true this weekwith-
out seeing an article concerning either the financing or the future
benefit scope and structure of the social security programs.

Certainly these demographic assumptions, together with the eco-
nomic assumptions, begin to raise questions about the retirement
age. As Secretary Califano has indicated, in his speech before the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, we may have to
rethink the whole question of when is a person retired and when is
a person not retired, for example.

It certainly has implications for the benefit structure. For exam-
ple, as there is a greater labor force participation of women who
have ,their own earnings -records rather than relying on their
spouse's earnings records, we may have to look at the question of
the benefit structure, including the way dependents' benefits are
now calculated.

In fact, Congress, partially recce.nizing this and partially pressed
by dissatisfaction with the current dependents' benefit structure, is
requiring the Secretary of HEW to study this problem and come up
with a report listing various alternatives, to be presented to the
Congress later this year.

The -question of taxation of benefits, I think, will arise, again
partly as a byproduct of the fact that people may want to work
later or the economy may encourage them to work later and later,
both as their -health permits and as the valde of their services
becomes more important as the 'now working-age- .population con-
tinues to shrink in relationship to the OASDI beneficiaries.

And perhaps, as people live longer and draw benefits longer, we
may have to think about alternative ways of updating the benefits.
It may be appropriate to continue into the future the updating of
benefits by using only the CPI as a method of keeping them up to
date; or it may be that as peoPle live longer, draw benefits over a
longer period of years, and as there are technological and other,
improvements in society, we may want. to find a way to have the
beneficiaries share more fully in the productive growth in the
society which occurs at that point in time

These are only a few of the questions that are raised as a result
of looking at the forward projections for the income and the outgo
of the o -age, survivors, and disability insurance programs. I'd be
happy to ttempt to answer any questions related to these remarks
or to the tatement which was filed for the record.

I'm sure if you have any questions about the way in which our
estimating is done, Mr. Bayo would certainly be pleased to assist.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I just have one brief question. We'll have more
later, but maybe we can hear Dr. Clark and then discuss the
general topic, because he will be speaking on some of the same
issues. \

I'm just wondering whether you've ever done any analysis of how
accurate or how good the track record of the Social Security Ad-
ministration is on sits demographic projections, Now, you've been
doing it for roughly 10 years. What would happen if you went back
and looked at the 1940 report and checked their assumptions about
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life expectancy, or mortality rates, or fertility rates for 1977? What
might you find?

Mr. SMITH. I'm going to ask Mr. Bayo, who is in charge of those
estimates, to respond to that. [Laughter.] .

Mr. BAYO. No, I don't believe we have tried to run any calcula-
tion based on the assumptions that we used back in 100.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I wasn't asking you to necessarily do an actuarial
calculation. Just go back to those reports and see what you were
projecting for the late 1970's and early 1980's in terms of fertility
rates, mortality rates, labor force participation rates, and so forth.
It would be useful, I think, for you and it would be useful for us
simply .because it would help to remind us how much range of
uncertainty there is in this whole enterprise.

Mr. BAYO. We do publish, with every population projection, a
summary of the total population that was projected in previous
reports.

Mr. STOCKMAN. All the way back?
Mr. BAyo. We always do that For example, the projection that

we prepared in 1946 showed a range of total population for 1975
between 147 million and 191 million.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I think they're a little off there, right?
Mr. BAYO. Substantially off, because it was actually 223 million.

[Laughter.]
Mr. STocKmAN. I guess you 'didn't anticipate the baby boom.

Wouldn't that roughly be the reason for that large error?
Mr. BAY0_ That is correct. There was also substantial improve-

ment in mortality that was not anticipated at that time
Mr. STOCKMAN. Right, Well, I think we're going to really want to

bear down on some of those various questions later. If it would be
agreeable with you, Dick, we'll go on to Dr. Clark.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT L. CLARK, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
OF ECONOMICS, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 705.]
Dr. CLARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was asked to assess the

impact of alternative retirement ages on the social security system.
The idea-oLretirement is a very difficult issue to get ahold of in
itself. A lot of definitions of what retirement is are available,
depending on who's examining the issue.

In some cases, when one studies a particular measure of retire-
ment, there can be alternative influences that might be contradic-
tory if you were using another. .measure of retirement. The idea of
trying to determine the factors that cause or influence retirement
is relatively new to economists; most of the work has been done in
the last 10 years or so.

However, there are 5.1 wide range of social and economic variables
that do infl the retirement d ec,s,on, not the least of which is

,e gene! us:* of social security benefits So if one-
wants e.....rie the trend in retirement age, he has to know
what the social security benefit is going to be and what the covered
population is going to be

By the same token, to assess the cost associated with any given
level of social security benefits, one needs to know the labor force
participation rate or i.he retirement rates in the economy.
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With that in mind, I attempted in my written testimony to show
the result of alternative retirement ages or age of eligibility on the
cost associated with the social security system. To do that, I used a
much simpler model than the social security actuaries used In the
particular model that I was using, to try to examine retirement
age, I fleshed everything out except the demographic -variables
which are driving the system.

If you do that and then compare it with the range of_estimates
in the advisory report, you find that they're very close indeed,
because, as was stated earlier, the primary driving variables in the
new estimates, given that the replacement rate has been remOved
from the double indexing problem, are now the demographic varia
bles.

So with that in mind, then, we look at the cost implications of
alternative retirement ages. Now if one moves toward a system
that does not have an earnings testand perhaps Congress is
moving in that directionat least the age of determination was
lowered by the 1977 amendment, or if you eliminate the earnings
test altogether, then by setting an age of eligibility, you in a
sense, defining the entire population that's going to receive social
security benefits, thus eliminating some of the biases the partic-
ular model that I'm going to discuss.

To the extent that you do have earnings tests and you reduce
benefits by continued labor for=ce participation, then the cost esti-
mates that I present would be an overestimate.

By the same token, when you set a retirement age, you also draw
people out of the labor force. For example, if the retirement age
were lowered or the age of eligibility were lowered, you'd not only
increase the number of beneficiaries, but you would also reduce the
number of people who are going to contribute to the system.

On le other hand, if you increase the retirement age, you
reduce he defined population eligible for benefits and if one be-
lieves that the availability of social security bene' 's is one of the
reasons people are withdrawing from the labor force, then you
would expand the number of people contributing and staying in the
labor force.

With that as background, look at tab IV in my written state
ment. In that statement you can see that if one maintained the
constant replacement ratio that was in effect in 1977, and used the
assumptions presented in the model, a tax increase of about 63
percent would be needed in the year 2025, as compared to that in
effect in 1976.

The 1977 amendments. have a declining replacement rate over
the next 10 years or so, and once that adjustment- is made, there
would be less than a 60-percent increase in a tax rate needed in
that year or a percent of payroll going to social security benefits.

However, you can then see clearly that if the retirement age
were to fall to say, 62 for full benefits, more than a doubling of
taxes for social security would be needed, and for retirement at 55,
you'd be faced with a tripling of the taxes.

The most significant poiht I wish to make using table IV is that
if the retirement age or age of eligibility were at 70, the tax rates
that were in existence in 1976 would be sufficient to cover the
benefits of the eligible population in the year 2025. Thus, a very
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crucial element in moderating the higher taxes that we're faced
with in terms of providing benefits to the elderly is alternative
retirement ages.

I urge that we begin a specific analysis of alternative retirement
ages within the assumptions that the Social Security Administra-
tion would be-using in a more detailed model, and not just 5-year
intervals as I have used but single-year intervals of the retirement
age. If one looks into the future, the cost is rising primarily be-
cause of demographic variables, and if you're going to maintain the
same level of real benefitsor "relative benefits" would be a better
term in terms of the replacement ratiothen you're either going to
have to raise taxes as the, beneficiary-to-worker ratio changes or
you're going to have to lower the relative benefit.

Now either of those is an option_ To maintain the same level of
benefits, I would argue that increasing the retirement age would be
a more effective way of moderating the substantial increases in
taxes that are going to be needed over the next 50 years.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Could I interrupt just for 1 second? How do I
read your ratios here?

Dr. CLARK. The "T" in table IV would represent the percent of
payroll needed to finance the OASI program in 1976, which I
believe was 9.4 percent of payroll. So you're talking about 1.63
times--

Mr. STOCKMAN. OK, that's what I meant. Not the scheduled one
but the one that was actually in effect in 1976.

Dr. CLARK. That's right. Actually in effect in 1976. 'Fhe scheduled
tax increases, as was pointed our earlier, would cover this increase
through about the year 2010, and then it begins to increase more
rapidly after the year 2010.

But the difference in the retirement ages or the age of eligibility
I think is the sharp contrast; not that I think that there's any
likelihood that the age of eligibility would be lowered to 55,

Mr. STOCKMAN. But almost 30 percent of payroll would be needed_
in order to finance that.

Dr. CLARK. That's correct. By the same token, then, it would still
be about 10 percent in the year 2050, if you raised the retirement
age to 70.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Ye4.
Dr. CLARK. Now, what I suggest is not that we all of a sudden

one day raise the retirement age from 65 to 70, but that we
gradually do that or that consideration be given to gradually doing
that Say you wanted to raise it 5 years. If you raised it one-quarter
every year, it would take 20 years to do that. If the major crunch is
coming in about 2010, then you'd need 20 'years to do it If you
started in 1990 to gradually raise the retirement age, by the year
2010 or so, you'd have about the same tax rates that you would
have already legislated without there being any particular demo-
graphic pressure.

Mr. STOCKMAN. What is the repl nt rate implicit in the 1976
tax level?

Dr. CLARK. The average replacement rate in 1976 was about 40-
some percent.

Mr. STocKmAN. Forty-two?

I 7
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Dr. CLARK. I think 43 percent. Mr. Robertson's paper in the
March issue of the Social Security Bulletin lists the declining
ratiosthe replacement ratios implicit in the 1977 law.

Mr. STOCKMAN. That's only temporary. Doesn't that reverse?
You've indexed the system to a real wage change. Isn't the replace-
ment rate going to start rising again 20, 30, or 50 years out?

Mr. BAYo. The new law would tend to stabilize replacement rates
at a level about 5 percent lower than the rates projected under the
old law. That is, the new replacement rates would be stable at
about the 1976 levels, except for the case of the maximum wage
earner due to the fact that the earnings base was increased ad hoc
to $29,700 in 1981. It would be a while before the earnings record of
that particular type of worker would catch up.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes; but for the average for the system, does this
stabilize the wage index and the replacement rate?

Dr. CLARK. It declines somewhat and then stabilizes before
the ®=

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. Right. It was deliberately designed to do that. Con-

gress was presented essentially with a chpice of whether to have
declining replacement rates over, the period of the long term, or
whether to have stabilized replacement rates.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Right. However, isn't it correct that stabilized
replacement rates against a rising real wage level, if we can project
that means a fairly large increase in absolute benefits over time?

Mr. SMITH. Right.
Mr. STOCKMAN. So wouldn't one alternative to changing the re-

tirement age be a phase down in the replacement rate?- I think
price indexing is better than wage indexing since price indexing
would provide for a decline or phase decline in the replacement
rate. But, what would be the fiscal implications of that over the
projection period? Is that in the trustees report?

Mr. SMITH. That is not in the trustees report, but there are
materials available, because we did work with the Hsiao panel's
model, which called for declining replacement rates and indexing
by prices, as well as the model which had been proposed by the
.1985 Advisory Council.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Isn't, holding the replacement rate constant in
the lower 40's really a major leap anyway? Prior to 1972 and the
double indexing mistake, wasn't it down around 35, I think, 33 or
36?

Dr.- CLARK. Replacement rates rise continously over the early
1970's after the double index.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Right. So we've really made rather a substantial
leap in the long-run target that we've established for a replace-
ment rate and then decided to hold it constant in this decade.

know when it was double indexed it was rising very rapidly,
and you got into an absurd situation where it was going to be 80
percent.

Mr. SMITH. Right. You must recognize that in the 1977 amend-
ments, Congress did stabilize the replacement rates at 5 percent
lower.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes; but what I'm saying is that, we stabilized a
replacement rate that we inadvertently created by the double in-
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dexing _mistake. Is that a fair interpretation or not? Is it true that
in 1971 the replacement rate was about 36 percent?

Mr. BAYO. That is about correct, and then there was a 20-percent
increase in benefits across the board declared in 1972.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes. Then we got up into the mid-40's, and we
rolled it back a little bit and froze it.

Mr. GEPHARDT. I think we can learn something from history-
1972 is not too long ago. A lot of the demographic data that is now
before us was before us in 1972. Can you tell me what kind of
policy discussions and studies of the data went into the decision-
that was made by Congress in 1972, which I think is a significant
decision, and which led to the kind of decision we made in 1977?

Mr. STOCKMAN. Did anybody tell them at the time that the-
replacement rate was going to rise that rapidly?

Mr. SMITH. No that was not projected at that time
Mr. STOCKMAN. Well why not Wouldn't that be just pure num

bers that you'd plug through some computer?
Mr. BAYO. Well what happened at the time is thf
Mr. STOCKMAN. Whose model was-at fault?
Mr. BAYO. At that time, the projections were prepared on a

different set of economic assumptions. We didn't have the kind of
double-digit inflation that we--

Mr. STOCKMAN. That's right.
Mr. )BYO. And the double indexing did not create any significant

problem if--
Mr. STOCKMAN. At low rates of inflation, you wouldn't have th
Mr. BAYO. At low rates ofinflation, it doesn't create any pr

lem. The history is that the 1972 amendments were passed
rider to a Senate bill. It went to conference, and I don't thi
was discussed by any committee at all; there was no discussion
really, It was in a matter of weeks that the bill was passed.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Well do you remember if there was a discussion
between the involved committees in the Senate and the House and
the actuaries and officials from the SSA about exactly what was
being done, why it was being done, and what the policy behind it
was?

Mr. SMITH. Do you mean the automatic indexing?
Mr. GEpHAtiorr. Yes; for both prices and wag_ es.
Mr. BAYO. There was a recommendation by the 1971 Advisory

Council to have the automatic increases in benefits. Automatic
increases were also, at that time in both parties' platforms, and
although the costs were known to be sensitive to the assumptions
of the projections that we were preparing, based on the then-

I reasonable economic assumptions, didn't lead us to believe that
there would be any problem in the financing.

Mr. STOCKMAN. IRD't there a good lesson there. That is that in
doing these projections, we ought to consider extreme cases. If
anybody would have said in 1970, We can expect an average
inflation rate of 71/2 percent for the years 1972 to 1980," which is
what we've had or will have and probably more in light of the
track record of the last 20 years, where inflation averaged 21/2
percent or 1.7 percent, you probably would have dismissed that as
a worst case, low probability projection.

7N =1' 7;
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Since we seem to have an ability, in the world we live in, to have
these rather large swings in some basic variables, maybe we ought
to start widening the range of values for each of these variables
that we look at That's' why your projections fOr 1975, prepared in
1946, for instance, are 50 million off They're 25 percent off in
terms of population because no one said "You could have a fertil-
ity explosion."

This is the one program where we have a long-range projection
and all kinds of quantitative data; but the record of the last 30
years doesn't look too good to me thus far. Could it be because
we're constraining our projections in terms of the values we assign
to the key variables to what seems like what happened last year?

Mr. GEptiAnnt. If the gentleman will yield. Mr. Smith, your
paper talks about two assumptions: One is that the ultimate rate of
unemployment will go to 5 percent over the long haul, and that the
ultimate annual rate on the CPI will be 4 percent. It would seem
that the very kind of assumption that I guess we were making in
1972, when the law was passed, we may making again.

I'm linking on to what he's saying. Do you have a response to
that?

Mr. SMITH. If I may gentleman, and then I'll defer to Mr. Bayo
again.

We're getting at the vefy heart of in a sense, the actuarial
science and how 'projections are made. On the one hand, I think
these projections/are extremely valuable for program planning pur
poses. I think they have introduced, in a sense, a discipline into the
system which/has been recognized both by the executive branch
and the Congress, and there have been serious attempts to adjust
the income 'and the outgo side of the ledgers whenever the projec-
tions suggested that that was a reasonable course of action.

I think you gentlemen and your colleagues are feeling some -heat
now from the action taken at the last session of-Congress, which on
balance was a very responsible set of actions to try to keep the
system on an even keel.

But we are after all, dealing with some matters on which we
have to do educated guesswork. That's my termI won't hold Mr.
Bayo to that term. This work, in part, relies on hidtprical data, and
in part relies on a consensus of society at any one point in tirrie as
to what is a reasonable range and what is an unreasonable range
and so forth.

We do not develop these estimates in isolation. As you're aware,
the boaid'of trustees consists of the Secretary of Labor, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, as well as the Secretary of HEW. I might say,
particularly in recent years, since I've been with Social Security,
there's been a very lively dialog among both the staffs and the
members of the boards of trustees about what these assumptions
should he.

Now, the other point I would like to make is that we are doing
very long range projections, so I think the actuaries and other
people who are in this business of making future projections are
always a little conservative about taking our most recent experi-
ence; particularly if it seems to vary/from a long-range historical
cycle, and using that as "a basis for making 75-year projections. So

ere's probably always a little lag if the current experience turns
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out not in fact to be an aberration, but to be essentially a new part
of the curve for the future.

There's probably always little lag in recognizing that, and
think you can see that when we go back over the past decade-and
look at the changes that were made, for example, in the.
rate assumptions. --

Frank, I'm sure you'd like to add to that.
Mr. BAYO. We 'find that due to the 1977 amendments, the cash

benefit program of the scrial seci.frity system has no to a very
large extent, been insulated from the effects of the various changes
in the economic assumptions.

Mr. Gephardt indicated what would be the effect of say, high
inflation. We have run some calculations, and they're in the trust-
ees' report this year. If, instead of the 4-percent Consumer Price
Index assumption, we use a 6-percent assumption, the deficit will
ddcrease from 1.40 to 0.98that is, about 0.4 of, a percent. It is a
minor change in the cost of the programs; about 3 percent relative
change over 75 years.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Well wait a minute, wait a minute; there's a
problem with that Is this thing price sensitive at allthe 1977
amendments?. Because if you're going to assume a change in prices,
you've got to assume a change in wages, too.

]iow, I think what you were doing was making a one variable
change, which isn't very likely in the real world, right? And if you
changed prices from 4 to 6 percent and you changed the real wage
growth rate correspondingly, then it's a wash, right?

Mr. BAYO. If we assumed wages and prices increasing by 2 per-
cent, keeping productivity at the same level, then it will be about a
wash.

Mr. STOCKMAN Yes.
Mr. BAYO. Productivity will be significant. The more productivity

we have in the United States, the lower would be the cost of the
program.

Mr. STOCKMAN. If we___Tiave a continued downward trend in pro-
ductivity, then it works in fhb other direction, right?

Mr. BAY°, That is correct.
Mr. SMITH. That's right.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Do we have some low productivity projections?
Mr. BAIT). Yes.
Mr. STocio,tAx. What is your productivity rate in the median

case or the central case?
Mr. BAYO.- TE e intermediate assumption of gain in real earnings

is 1.75 percent per year, and on that basis we have a deficit over
the 75 years of 1.40. If the gain in real earnings were to drop to 1
percent, then the deficit would increase to 2.31.

Mr. STOCKMAN. From what to 2.31?
Mr. B.AYO. From 1.40 to 2.31 or roughly by about 0.9 percent of

payroll.
Mr. S-rockmAN. That's about a 75-percent increase.
Mr. SMITH. That's right.
Mr. BAYO. But since the program costs in total are 13.55 percent

that would be about a 7-percent increase in the cost_
Mr. GErsimaur. Whac's the percent of payroll today?
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Mr. BAYO. The percent of payroll .oclay would be equivalent to
around $9 billion.

Mr 1.-titlITH. I don't want to appear toe !."T' risIve, Mr. Stockman,
u. e I think the points you're niakiae, .J.re good points, but I do

to point out that the trustees' reports do give options. They
may not give the worst case, but they do show what would be the
experience under a variety of options.

Now I've also pointed out however, that there is a `-e -dency of
everybody to drift toward the intermediate r. - sump..ons.

Mr. STOCKMAN. The central assumptions
M.7 SMITH. Right, the central set of assn
Mr. STOCKMAN. Let me ask you this qt!( in institutional

matter: The trustees' report is basically pi oy Sdcial Securi-
ty. Administration employees and actuaries, is that right?.

Mr. SMITH. The basic work which is done is done by the Office of
the Actuary -r the Social Security Administration, that's right, I
can't sperl rally for what the experience was but I can tell
you that st couple of years, there's been some very lively
debate a. 31.i-ffs and, to some extent, among the various
niembers upards of trustees about which rates and what
assumptions would be used.

Fio the trustees have played a role in that they are not just
rubber stamping what the Office of the Actuary recommends to
them or what the Commissioner of Social Security, as the executive
secretary of the board, recommends to them.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Well I'm getting kind of a radical conclusion
seee. I know you're probably not the right person to ask, but would
there be any merit to having an independent board of actuaries
entirely divorced from the Social Security Administration and,
therefore, ma: sharing in any institutional interest and so forth?

Vou see, I think we made a terrible mistake in the 1977 amend-
:nents, not because of the tax rates, but because we indexed the
5ystern for 75 years to real wage change. By doing that, we have
made a decision to use up all the productivity geins in the economy
and channel tisem into the social security system, or at least to
have real absolute benefits rise with the rising lever of wealth or
real income in the economy.

When you consider all the variables that might increase the cost,
such as growing resource and energy scarcities slowing down the
rate of productivity growth, increasing preference for leisure as
real incomes rise on the average, therefore possibly lower labor
force participationif you look at all the variables that could shift
on the downside, and yet having made that commitment to tie the
future benefits to real growth, it seems to me that you really leave
us open to some Serious financing problems and liabilities in the
future.

1 think it would have been far better to index it to prices and
then make discretionary decisions from time to time over the next
20, or 30, or 40 years, about, "Well these variables didn't; tura out
as badly as we thought; we've got some extra resources in society,
and so let's notch up the replacement rate."

But now you've got us locked into a constant replacement rate to
wing real levels of benefit and to, in a sense, sorbing the

eroduct of reel growth :n the economy into social security and
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moving, it toward a universal retirement income system. Now, that
could be a bias in the Social Security Administrationan institu-
tional bias.

Mr. SmisH, Mr. Stockman, if I may First, give what may
seem to be an indirect reply and if I'm not getting to your points,
you can call me back to it.

The question of whether or not to index a worker's earnings to
the increase in average wages in the economy or whether to index
to increases in the CPI was not a technical decision of the Social
Security Administration, nor was it a technical recommendation
foisted on the country by the Office of the Actuary. I use that term
advisedly.

It was a high policy set of questionsand I respect the fact that
different people will have different value judgments about whether
it is a good decision or a bad decisionbut it was in a sense an
informed public decision. Now what do I mean by that?

The question went to two separate Presidentzi of the United
States on what form indexing stould take, and the decision, in
ter' e' of the executive branch decision. was in both cases made by
the President. Second, Congress had before it an alternative. It had
before it for two sessions of Congress an alternative, the recommen-
dation of the so-called Hsiao Panel, which was I guess, originally
chartered or asked for by the Senate Finance y-arnittee but
worked hand-in-hand with the Congressional Research Service.

The kind of model that you suggest was very close to the model
-proposed by the Hsiao Panel, and that is that L he indexing be done

prices, that replacement rates be allowed to decline, and that
ngress, as it looked at the picturo periodically in the future,

coul_ make ad hoc changes.
o the Congress had both of those proposals before it and it

chose the one that indexed to wLige increases and essentially pro-
vided an

,i

opportunity for persons in the future to share in the
productive growth in the economy ac a part of their retirement
income.

On another point, there have, from time to time, been independ-
ent bodie' of actuaries established to review the estimating proce-
dures and the methodology of the Social Security Administration.
One was established., ,pain under the auspices of the Senate Fi-
nance Committee. in l')71 or 1972. The quadrennial advisory coun-
cilsone of which is now sitting at the present time to make
recornmendLitiOnS about the fintinging aired the future nature of the
social :! irity progr_uis--havohire4:1 independent actuarial consul-
tants estimates and so forth. My recollection is that in

.cry one of those cz:ises, there has been no seriotL, differ-
ence on he part of the congressionally established panel or ;ctu-
aries or the actuaries retained by the advisory councils with the
raethociolgy and the procedures that are used by the Office of the
Actuary of the Social Security Administration.

But some of the key points that you're talking aboo`. are not
technical actuarial decisions, The actuaries tell us. whnt proposed
changes will cost, what will financial coasequences and so
forth, but the decisions are the highest level of policy decisions that
one can make.
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Mr. STOCKMAN. I realize that, and I appreciate your comments,
but I'm saying that when you make this basic policy choiceand
really wage indexing and price indexing is one of those fundamen-
tal kinds of policy choices---

Mr_ SMITH. Right.
Mr. STOCKMAN. I would hope that you don't make that by just

sort of flipping a coil,. although maybe that's how it happened; I'M
not sure.

Mr. &Anti, Oh, no.
Mr. STI.:CKMAN-. One of the things you do is try to look at the

consequences or the impact of choosing one path over another, and
that is what you give Ls. You say, "Let's take wage indexing," and
you say, "Here is what the requirement on taxable payroll will be
with wage indexing over-75 years,"

But then the Congress, in the Ways and Means Committee, i!--; not
going to look at 35 different projections based on different sets of
variables or perniutations. They're probably going to look at your
central estimate, because people just cfon't have time to absorb that
many nuiribelli and very carefully analyze and dissect them and so
forth.

So if your central estimate is based on sort of optimistic assump-
tions about fertility, about productivity, and about labor force par-
ticipation, it might look feasible; and since it doesn't look too scary,
we stick with it because we want to provide everything we can for
the public, OK?

So really, even though I know there's a difference between policy
choice and the actuarial projection, the way that you present the
data and the values that you assign to your central case on these
key variables can cause so much change in the outcome, when
you're doing long-run projections, that they put you right in the
thicket of the decisiOnrnaking whether you want to be or not

I don't think that we can make a nice simple dichotomy between
the policymakers on the one hand and the statistical projection
people on the other, because the w-iy that you phrase the two
three options that people are going to look at may have a very
large impact on the:decision that's made_

Mr. Swat. No that's quite right, and I hope I wouldn't NI inti)
that simplistic trap, because all my training and my experience e.S
1.1. public administrator tells me that there isn't always this clew;
d;stincziozi betven policy and administration.

But it seems to me that we have two or three. points that art--
worth looking at One is that the Hsiao model wasyin fact,
priced out It was priced oat to show what the differenN in cost
would be over the next 75 years, and thz,, w:,,s available to th
',Vays and Means Committee and the 9hnate Finance Committee,
and the staff was very familiar with the di'Terence in the est:-
mates.

In pricing out these ,various estimatesbecause, as you say, we
can't constantly generate q variety of permutations and combina-
tions- the pricing has been done in 'erms of the central set
of assurn.3rions. But .nat sane contra! set has bean used for al'
pr:cing. used fu.- pricing the Hsiao Par_el; it :s used for p: 9ng
the wag- lock--x system and so forth_



might quarrel that the set of assumptions are too optimistic
or too pessimistic, but the same ground rules are used to price all
the legislative proposals.

Soc.4.mAr.I. Yes, but you see, the productivity variable will
nut carry the same value which is very important, and wouldn't
affe!rc, a price-based indexing system, would it

MT. BAyo. The proci\uctivio: varible would h .itronger effect
on a price-indexed system,

Mr. STOCKMeiN% OK. Dick?
Mr. GEpHARDT. Thank you I have a couple questions . our

paper, Mr. Smith, points out the major demographic factors t

you look at Can you tell us which of these are the most imponaris
or are they of equal importance?

I think, from reading your paper, you conclude that the fertility
projections ark:.\-,he mortality projections are the key projections. Is
that correct?

Mr. SMITH. Tqat's my understanding. Again, I'll defer to Mr.
Bayo.

Mr. BAyo. After the 1977 amendments, we found that the demo-
graphic assumptions turned out to be now the most important
ones. It's not a substantial difference\like we had before 1977, when
the economic assumptions were easily the most important ones.

Mr. GEPHARDT. So that from 1972 to 1,977, or 1970 to 1977, the
economic assumptions became extremely. important because they
changed so radically.

Mr. BAyo. The economic assumptions became critical because of
the way in which the benefits were indexed. Decoupling did insu-
late the projection from the high sensitivity that it previously had
to the economic assumpti6ns.

Mr. GEPHARDT, Well let me ask you The way we've now struc-
tured benefits as a result of the 1977 actwill 11-1e, ecenomic.as-
sumptions continue to have7-that extreme importance Will radical
shifts in the inflation rate or the- -unemployment rate, if we're
incorrect in our assumptions, have the same kind of radical effect
on the status of the fund?

Mr. BAYo, They will not.
Mr. GEPHARDT. They will r.o
Mr, BAvo. They will not Basic changes in the economic '..;.ump-

tions will not really have a sulr::,tantial effect on the long -r. cost
estimates. 'rho trustees' report does provide some anal' the
sensitivity of the projection to variations in both economic and
demographic assumptions.
For example, a change in the Consumer Price Index from 4

percent to 6 percent will decrease the cost by about 3 percent --
relatively. A change in the mortalitysay a 10 percent decreaseT
mortality projected over 75 'Year; will decrease the cost by about
the same amount, 3 percent. A change in the total fertility from 2.1
children per woman to 2 2 -..ould change.the cost, again, by about 2
percent relatively.

Regarding comparative sensitivity, the quostion we have to ask
0L-selves is whether a 1-percent increase in ._,.11alion is more likely

ilappen than a tenth of a child it crease in the total fertility
ion"t think we can answer Enecificaily this kind of question,
fly judgment both are at about the same level of sensitivity
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except that the economic assumptions ht ye slightly Ie.,- .ffect on
the long range cost than the demographic projection. was not
the ease before the 1977 amendment, when slight changes in the
economic ;Assumptions had significant impact on the long-range
cost of the program.

Mr. GEPHARD, But if the economic assumptions have slightly
less significanceand I put emphasis on the word -slightly"than
the fertility and mortality assumptions, from our experience in the
1970s, might we be best advised to assume the worst case, at least
with regard to the economic assumptions. Rather than the middle
case?

N1r. BAvo, The Congress has apt opportunity to decid which one
of these projections they would like to adopt, and there have been
instances in which they have o ided to take the most pessimistic
assumption.

Mr. Ger-i Atom Well if we take the most pessimistic assumptions
for all of the factors involved, can you tell me what the 75-year
projection of the deficit will be in the 75th year? You said on your
middle case it would be 1.0 as a percent of payroll.

Mr. SMITH, That's zit-el-aged over the 75-year period rather -than
in 'nththe year.the

Mr, GEeitAittrr. I understand. When would we wind up in 75
yeiirs if we use the most pessimistic case?

Mr. BAvo The.deficit, instead of being 1.40, would be :
Mr. STOchMAN. is that over the life of the system or is that in

the 75th year?
Mr. BAYo. Over a 75-year period.
Mr, SlockmAN. What would it be in the 75th year'
Mr SMITH. Well for the last 2:-) years, it would be 7.9.
Mr. STOCKMAN. And what's the rate that would be scheduled for

then? If the deficit is 7.9, you've got to add that to the payroll tax
i;--hedule in order to get what she of the taxable w:iges were
going to be taxing for social security.

Mr. SMITH. From 2011 on just for the OASDI program and
excluding the hospital insurance program. the tax rate for employ-
ers and employees each is 0,20-12,40 combined,

Mr, STOCKMAN. That's the base. And then you've got to add 7
percent def-:it on top of that, right? So you're up to about 18
percent.

Mr. SMITtt, Right, neiirly 2a percent if one tikes the combined
employee-employer rates.

Mr. S-rockmAN, And hospiuds by then will he about percent.
GEPHAPI:Yr Your figure, 1.;i1 or I I or vhatever, was just for

OA DI?
Mr. BAvo. Only OASI)1 alone, that's right.

GrimAtur. Well, ,we heard earlier that by 1. 1, Ili was going
to be in a deficit situaiou under current assumptions.

Mr. Smrru That's rightunder current a:isumptii7.m.
Mr, (1F.enA1tin.. So it of these iissumptions and p. cii

nothing to do with H ou're just talking about OASDI.
Mr, LAvo. That it : rrect.
Mr. GEPHARITT. Do iou have figures assuminL: 1977 tax '

zissuming th. II iao Ilanel replacement assuItir-'ion.?
Mr. BAvo. No: not at this momen:. We cook' submit th-An.

have



Mr. GEPHARDT_ Could you produce that for us and give that to
us'? That would be if in 1977, we had done what we didit would
he assurnini;. 1977 tax law and it would be assuming that we used
the Hsiao,plan rather than the replacement plan we used. Do you
ilt-lerstr.trid?

Mr. KAYO. And.that would be assuming that the starting benefit
would be at about the same level as was decided in the 1977
amendment. It's just how that level would change thereafter.

Mr. GEPHARDT, That's correct, that's correct.
Do yor want to move to the retirement questions of do yogi =
Mr. oTnekMAN. Yes, because this could potentially throw another

large variable range in it.
Mr. Sttirrti. :%iziy I just remind the committee that there are, in

fact, two or three groups that are authorized by the Congress to
study the program, which will be very active, over the next couple
of years. We not only have the advisory council, which is to report
to the SecrtAary by October 1979, but we have in addition, the
National Commission, to which the House named two Members
and the Senate has named one Member; he executive branch
mt-, oilers have not yet been namedthe National Commission on
Social Security_ , which was authorized as a part of the 1977 amend-
ments.

And then we have the -,,roposal of the President, which was made
in the 1979 budget, for a Retirement Policy Commission to look
overall at the question of what retirement policy should be in the
country, including in ths, private sector, the State and local sector,
as well as the Federal sector.

Mr. GEpitAnoT..Who instituted that last group, the Retirement
Policy Commission, and are they in place'?

Mr. Smrrit. It was a proposal of the President and it was made as
a part of the .1979 budget submission. They are not yet in place.

Mr. GEritaatin. Can you tell me, with rt,gard to all of these
groups, their demographic and actt:arial information come
from you in each case, or will it come f,-:,rn different bodies of
experts?

Mr, :intern. They have the option, Mr. Gephardt. They can use
information which comes from is they have the option of contract-
ing for independent adviceactuariin advice, t-eonomic advice, and
what have you. The last advisory council on t;ecurity, it is my

ipresiTon, did have some independent act consultants work-
h them. Certainly that's true of the Ntitional Commission,

wel' as the Presidents commission,
Mr. GEPHARDT. That's all 1 have another qui...st ion for Mr. c=rnith

later, but go ahead.
Mr. Srrota,m,AN. ! think we'll turn to Dr. Butler, but I just want

to th-ow one more wrench into the works here.
I think one of the basic omissions that we have in your work

todayand I'm sure that well never convince you to do it, but I
think it ought. to he looked atis that your projections are based
on a static as.F-tm- :on regarding feedhack offects.on the economy.
It doesn't matter ,vhat the tax rate is, you just assume different
levels of real economic growth, let's say, and thin you run your
demographic vari:lb!es and your bent Tit levels and so forth through

:)



But I think common.sense Cells you that a 10-percent payroll tax
drain on the economy may have a little different effect on produc-
tivity, real output growth and so forth, than 30 percent, which.we
could get to under some worst case assumptions a' out health care
and productivity growth.

It seems to me that were going to have to start building some
feedback analysis projections into the data that you supply to the
Congress as well. I know you get into a can of worms there,
because nobody knows in precise quantitative terms how tax rates
affect incentives, economic growth, productivity improvement and
so forth. But since we're getting such a ide range of possible tax
burdens ,in the economy, it seems to mi imperative that you start
to look that too.

Would that be something that the Socitil Security Administration
would even venture into?

Mr. SmiTti. Yes, sir.
Mr. STOCKMAN. AM I correct saying that you don't do that

now?
Mr. BAyo. That is _correct. At the moment, the variations in the

tax rate or the effect, they have on the economy are not reflected
iii the cost estimate. We are beginning now to conduct studies to
that effect, but as you indicated, Mr. Stockman, it will be awhile
before we get some kind or satisfactory measure.

Mr. SMITH. Yes. This year's board of trustees 'essentially charged
the staffs of the three agencies with doing additional l'eseareh into
the various assumptions and the motto of calcukiting effects, so I
think we'll see more of that being done.

In addition, we are beeinning more intensive analy.i,-,es W. both the
distribution d acid the macroeconomic effects of various methods of
financing the s.ernwhether throaty] payroll taxes or throierh
general revel: u-;,. of value-acidea,taxes.

Mr. Thank you.
Mr, GEenAlinT. Mr, Chairman, may I ask ome question in addi-

tion to what we've asked for'?
You've gi:; a pay-as-you-go pro 1111, is we all well know,

of swings in fertility and mortality ratesespecially in I itil
it) rateswe wind no in the peisition.a to tax at a certain
level today in of to have enough moaey to get through a bulge
period, and from what ,.ye understand, the haby boom of the last
couple of decades crezites a critical situation in that 2025 period.

I know that you haven't-gone beyond 75 years, but if v,v assume
the kind of deficit you've talked about at the 110 or the and if
we look farther down the roadan.:; I know that 1.axomes more and
more difficult ti, dod0 we get to a period, with present tax levels,
where the picture become. a lot bright-,- and have we, in a sense,
in N77, set a rriediin tax rate that is designed to get its through
that crunch peHod .and beyond 't or do we begin to curl into cash
!1 oroblems before the effect comes into effea?

Mr. Sri.tiTti. Let me iinswer and see if I'm ii]eetine your question.
For the first 25 vears we- are building up under the intermediate

range assumptions. consider thlt surplus. That surplus, together
with the Jiceine during the second 25 years, carries us through
about 20!: that -tit, Fr:inkca the combined OASDI pro-
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But in 2025, were essentially out of steam, and the current

financing does not carry us- through this critical period. Now that
was deliberately left as an unfinished piece of businessI think
partly for some of the reasons that are being raised this morning: a
recognition that there is volatility in ihese estimates; that it's very
difficult to make projections over this period of time and there is a
question about the extent to..which you wish to tax people today for
presumed events 50

-years
from now There is also the recognition

that the 1977 amendments place the system in relatively good
shtipe for the next 25 years, :And it essentially provided us with
some time so that we could further examine, year by year, where
these trends were moving end whether they were in fact moving in
the directions that we now forecast or away from those directions.

It would give us some time to make some adjustments, some
technical analyses, and for further policy proposals to be made
along those lines.

Dr. CLARK. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes.
Dr. CLARK. Let me just add that in developed countries with

relatively low mortality rates, the dominant influence of the age
structure of the population tends to be th fertility rate. li. sump-
tions typically made by dernogr.dhers, the idea is to assume a
fertility Nite and hold it constant. You therefore generate com-
bined mortality assumptions- -the age structure of the population--
that give you in this particular case what we're con,:erned about, a
beneficiary-t: 'Norker ratio that':i rwug to determine to a consider-
able degree cost of the programtax rate.

Now, what has always happened in the past are fluctuations
around a Icy,:_7-trm aver..igo. I the fertility rate is falling, it doesn't
fall continuously along a nice line and then approach a level, and
stabilize; there are fluctuations throughout the period. These fluc-
tuations may_ , in factnot only in the case of financing social
ccurity but for a wide, broader range of economic institutionsbe

more significant in the problems that we encounter ecop)mically
than in the act mil seemingly Lirge differences between tv,

-rates.
For example, fertility swings that give small cohorts of children

one year and li rte cohorts the next, then bock to small, can put
significant strain,, on the educ:Ationa physical plan_ By the same
token, with relatively large cohorts of the elderly one .year and
small cohorts the nextby year, 1 would say period to period-1-
there Haley be unused and idle capacity in particular health care
facilities.

So because of the feet, was pointed out earlier. 'hat a eDmposi-
tion of demandthe age-specific composition of de! ,and differs
fluctuates around a particular fertility rate, it mac have consider
ohle economic consequences even as, in f he cases we'rr... examinii4;
today, wlir h assumed Loitstaill fertility ri.a.e.s.

Mr. GEPHARDT. SO yOU're saying that the, fluctuation experience
or levels create economic problems unto themselves regardless of
howyou look at the overall long-term swing area?

Dr. CLARK. That's correct. It there is a stable population, it could
be that it is stationary in numbers. You could have the same size
population, hut with a fluctuating age structure es the fertil;tv rote
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fluctuated around the replacement level, and that may well he the
more likely occurrence than a constant, over a prolonged period of
time, 2.1 births per woman year after year after year.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I'm sorry to have
taken up so much time.

Mr. STOCKMAN. That's OK. I think we want to move on to Dr.
Butler, but I'm tempted to just add one more element here. What I
think I'm trying to encourage is that the actuaries be more/imagi-
native in terms of the possible range of altern;lf- es presented to
us.

Now, one that I've never heard of and I'm suie has not been
done, but ought to be considered is what would happen after 1995 if
we had a major guest worker policy in this country'? Now nobody
would think of it We ha.-, high ,Inemployment and more people
than we can employ. This has a lot to do with the demographic
situation, absorbing the baby boom and so forth.

However, when you start to look at the 1990's and you see the
rate of labor force entry the situation is totally different. What
would happen in a period from 1990 to 2030, for instance, if we had
4 or 5 million a year guest workers in the labor force paying
payroll taxes? Has anybody ever done a projection on that?

Mr. SMITH_ I don't know that we've done this type of analysis,
Mr. Stockman, but it's quite obvious from the data that I la,d out
earlier that one of the corn rollable.elements here is either immi-
gration or as you me,'.1eied, the guest worker policy as used in
certain European count Those are both elements which have to
be taker: into account

Our economists and our actuaries are both aware that tl?at's
possibility, Until there is some chkinge in the immigration 1.,,,tleiL-;
and the quoL,s of this country, we can't use it in our projections,
althi 10 we can do it for analytical purposes.

STocKmAN.-That'6 what I ioeari, for analytical purposes, not
for your central projection, but as an option to consider, even with
the prevailing climate.

Mr. SMITH. Right.
Mr. STocKmAN. The problem i unempl( 'merit and too maw'

workers, but obviously, if you're liking abo,_( Toy(ar projection:
and policy options and so forth, the dirmite jj-ay change radically
by the 1990's.

Mr. SMITH. That's quite rig .t.
Mr. S-ro mar. Thank YOU. Let proceed to Dr. Butler. I'm

sorry that t. ve kept you waiting Hr so long.

STATEMENT OF f)R, ROBERT N. BUTLER, DIRECTOR. NATIONAL
INSTITUTE 0' AGING. ACCOMPANIED BY DR. JACOB IIRDDY.
ASSOCIATE DIRECTO!? OF EPIDEMIOLOGY, DEMOGRAPHY.
AND BIOMETRY. NATIONAI INSTiTUTE ON AGING

[Prepared L3taternent in Appenuix on p
Dr. BuTuli. Mr. Stockman and Mr. Gephardt, I'm ver:,..

° he here_ I hope that we of the relatively new Institute oil Aging,
can contribute to this important cE:cussion.

I'd like to intoduce on my left., Dr. Jacob Brody, the Associate
Diretor of Epidemiology, Deinography, Ind Biometry- of ,J,r Insti-
tute.
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Most of my remarks will, of course, ultimately turn to research,
health, prevention, and epidemiology. As you know, this century
h :rs been marked by considerable triumph in the rcaluetions of
maternal, childhood, arid infant mortality_ , which have contributed
to the survivorship and the increase in the older population. We
have begun to speak of three generations, and even multigeaera-
tion famiiiis, while at the time of the founding of our Republic,
less than 4 percent of Americans lived within a three-generation

In the year 1900, there were about 3 million Americans over 65.
Today, there are roughly 23 million. This means itrat one in nine
Americans are age fly or older, with the expectation that in 50
years, this rate will become one in six.

By the year -'n:i0, the U.S. Census Bureau estimates that the
ever -65 population will peak at 52 pillion. Although the overall
sire of the population will increase, population projections reflect
our past history in their distribution of people. The percentage of
elderly will barely decline by 1 percent between 1990 and 2020,
reflecting the lower birth rate during the depression and World
War II, and then will rise steeply as the post-World War II "baby
boom- cohorts grow oh. I have provided figures to convey this
information.

But figures alone cannot really convey the impact- which the
graying of American has had and will continue to have on society.
Yet, they de illustrate the magnitude and urgency of the issues
related to tae health and well-being of our older population. The
establishment of the National Institute on Aging as a part of the.
National Institutes of Health was in part stimulated by congres-
sional prescience in this matter.

The National Institute on Aging's broad mandate us to
study all aspects of the aging process, with the ultimate goal of
enhancing. the quality of life through the application of research
disCoveries. This includes the social and behavioral sciences, as well
as the traditional biomedical disciplines, because the pia loins of
he aged are not only disease-related, but also economic and psy-

chosocial in nature.
We already know why 'there has been an increase in the num-

bers of persons over 65. Our aging poptilati, ti, as I said is the
result of a coml-nOnition of factors, such Lis decreased infant and
maternal mortal. . major advances in the treatment and preven-
tion of infective- diseases, .sad remarkable decline's in the inci-
dence of cardiova-cular and cerebrevascular diseases, both of which
are leading causes of death in the elderly.

The Institui, epidemiokaly, biometry, and demography branch
is in part desigru to nsva questions about the elderly, such as
who they are; whera are: and what are thei special health
needs'and problems.

The populaiion over 65 is r6t his.:10geileOUS. By far the fastest
growing, group are those over '15. le 1:?On, there were :100,000 people
over i`a; today, there are 9 million and thi!--: is the group that has
the most reinaricAle cost impact.

Of these, more than 2 most of whom are women. are age
85 or older. It is this group which faces the greatest social and
health burden. About 1 'n 5 of the 85-plus group are residents of
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institutions, as compared to 1 in 20 for the 65-plus population as a
whole. In general, at any one time 95 percent of the elderly are
living in the community, while only 5 percent are in any type of
institutional care. Only 20 percent of all elderly ever have any
nursing home experience, and for many that may be very brief
just prior to death

In addition to the increasingly !lipid growth or this portion of the
population, the cost of health is rising at an even more staggering
rate. Fifty-six cents out of ,:..very Federal health dollar --a total of
about $18 billion in 1976 .vas spent through medical,' and medi-
care on health car, for th, elderly. Between 197,1 and id76, health
care expenditures on the elderly rows by $10.7 billion, 72 percent of
which came froo, Thc judicious application of new
knowledga= acquired throogh research potentially can do much to
improve e.,sisting services and health -.ire.

Without new knowledge, we will continue to do the same things
in he same way, while our health costs continue to soar. Imagina-
tive thinking about new ways to prevent disease and disability_ , to
support the family, and to develop better systems of self-help and
self-care may help us contain t' ose`spiraling costs.

Although demographic trends show a tremendous growth in life
expectancyespecially the proportion of the population beyond age
SOthis has been 'predominantly experienced by whites and
women. Although women enjoy a longer life expectancy than men,
they are thus more susceptible to multiple health and social prob-
lems.

Today, ono of every three females born will reach the age of s7i,
but fewer than one of every six males will attain that age. This is
further complicated because women tend to marry men 3 years
their senior, and thus are subject to an average of 11 years of
widowhood.

Differential life expectancy is evident among races as well as
between sexes, and represents one of the Institute's major research
priorities. The study of the health.related effects of grief, bereave-
ment, find living longer than one's contemporaries are also areas of
importance, Which greitly affect the quality of life of our elders.

Certainly 4? participation of the elderly in the labor force is an
impor flint Lwow in terms of health and well-being. According to
the U.S. Labor Department, many people over 65 continue to work,
despite the decline in the average ilge of retirement. In 1976
almost 1 million peopla over that is. 17 percent the 'derly
rem mined in the labor fore,. rimrs were, however, important differ-
ences among those older workers, particularly in regard to their
marital status, It fippe irs that labor force participation a.ay be a
matter of economic necessity, in spite of social security and Gov-
ernment support pro,froins for thi fderly.

Knowing who the elderly are is of critical importance in our
healtti care and social welfare systems. In order to place serv;ces
where they are Heist neecltd, we need to know who -e they 'lye or
where they move. That Miami Beach may be mecca for flee',-ic
New Yorkers is obvious, but until recently, nc, comprehensive siod-
,s hive been done on the migration p- fats of the elderly.

Let me conclude by emphasizing th. . esearch provides the most
promising mechanism o control spiraling he !th costs. Perhaps I



can give one example. There are about 200,000 hip fractures annu-
ally in the United States at this time. They cost at. least $10,000 in
care for each case 'that's over $2 billion spent 9Itogether only for
hip fractures. we began to understand better the mechanisms,
such as the sots sing of bones that occurs with age, povticularly in
women and partieularly in the post-menopausal period we would
do muchnot so much in extending the length of life, but improv-
ing the quality of life, and also reducing staggering costs associated
Wil.h such problems as fractures and resulting compliczttions

The is currently carrying out extensive studies in clinic:11
and basic sciences, such as metabolism, endocrinology. pharmacol-
ogy, biochemistry, nutrition, and prevention to better understand
the declines in f, functions which occur with age, why these
differ among individuals, ind the methods best suit .1 to control
these deer nes,

It seems likely that, with the fruit of current research, the
elderly Americans of the year 2030those who, in fact, are alive
and arl todaywill he healthier and more active Each day
there t increase of some 1,-100 elderly, as 5,000 Americans
join the 1..,iks of the over-65 group and -3,600 people over 65 die.

It is crucial that we consider who the elderly are, where they
are and their special problems in shaping future health policy.
Hearings such is these offer us the opportunity to interact with
Congress for the benefit of el !orly citizens, .

Mr. GEpumtni I wanted to get to the retirement issue, if I could,
that's been touched upon by a numNer of you.

It seems to roe that there are a number of factors that go into
making a decisiona social decisionabout retirement. Obviously,
the kind of life that people who are of older years live is one of the
factors that has to be looked at; the economic consequences of any
decision that's made.have be looked it the viability of a social
pension system has to he lo.2,eti at.

In looking at all of the fzictors, I guess I'd like to know which is
the most important one that we should at. Which facto.. has to
he looked at above the others, or do they all have to be put in an
equal status?

Dr, CLARK. As I mentioned earlier, there are now a number of
.-itudie:i by economists looking at the issue of retirement. That's the
particular field I'm most familiar with. I assume that there are
others in sociological an I psychological areas.

What the studies zire finding is the following: that health
very significant factor in determining when an older person retires
or vvitildraws from the force. They are also finding that the
level of social security benefits is a very important factor, in other
worrLz, the ine-ine that a person cart receive if he dues withdraw
from the labor

The same would hold for covering° by private pensions, So if one
is trying to decide whether to retire, and f one disregards or holds
constart health status. thee the 'evel of income that that person
has rind I would think in a relative sense, compared to his pre-
retirement incomeis 'me of the most siglifThant variables doter-
mining rt. irement.

mare ,'uses, this individual cannot just choose to acceiA that
benefit, hecause is tied to ,z_nue work restrictions, such :39 the
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earnings test or retirement from a job in order to receive the
pension payment.

A third factornot an independent factoris that there is con-
siderable interaction between health and the availability of retire-
ment benefits. That is, people who have health problems are more
responsive to the availability of income in retirement than people
who do not have health problems

So there are two primary factors that have been found to be
most significant in receic studies of retirement: first, health status
of the individual; and second, the availability or retirement income,
whether it be from social security or private pension. A thi a factor
would be that there is a considerable interaction between tho two
dominant influences on the retirement decision.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Let me ask you this Congress this year passed
the mandatory retirement age law which makes it unlawful for an
employer to discharge someone because of age until they reach age
70. We have not made many changes, only some minor changes in
the Social Securn: Act in I 977 regarding the retirement age ques-
tion. We, as I lainc,aher, created a minor disincentive to opt for the
62 age retiret71. tt, 'ind tried to give an incentive, even though a
minor one I wait 65.

Same - ,rgue that we have a number of disincentives in the:
syatem f retirement. We have, ol,viously, the generous bene=
fits; we -a-oviaion for early retirement at age 62 ith, no
p_ enalty, he earnings limitation situation.

I guts !stion is after an analysis of the entire question on
the a. ibility for social security and the mandatory retire-
men ei.. we polidyynakers be making decisions on this
matt,- ih Jame time, rather than setting the age liMit for one
and not the atiier.:

Dr r ai. Yes, sir, I firmly agree with you and I think that
r is a comprehensive view of the total/Federal position

in ta-- , of rules, regulations, policies, and programs, as it affects
the lividual decision toward retirement. You mentioned some of
th problems: one, to go further and discuss preferential tax treat-
ment for private pensions; you could talk about the double exemp-
tion at age b5 and any age-related benefit program.

The availability of those programs is going to play a role in an
individuars..decision to withdra,v from or to remain in the labor
force. I certainly would think that before 2,Ding piecemeal and
chancing one part, we need to know what the entire policy isor if
there currently is a retirement policy.

As I tried to argue earlier, its certain that of increasing impor-
tance in the future will be the need for a definite retirement policy
that would include and encompass all the policies; and pragrams
we've been discussing. Perhaps we should also consider tha ,,ffect of
a change in any of those particular parts of that puzzle on the
labor force participation of older workers.

Mr. GEPHARDT. That's all part of the entire question and the
reason that the Retirement Policy Commiss=ion, which Mr. Smith
mentioned, will be looking at the entire retirement question. I hope
its acope is wide enorrh to look at all of the mie_-,tions that have
been :-,resente0 today. because I think that analysis is absolutely
neer..,.,azy for col 4ress to make a policy that's not, at best, Liphaz-
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ard. I think it is haphazard today, because we have been looking at
each of these questions in isolation and as a good or a bad political
idea at any one point in time without any good sense of how it fits
into the total picture. ,

Let me ask one more question with regard to retirement. I think
that one of you made the comment that we should have a look at a
gradual increase in the social security retirement age. I want to
ask anyone who wants to respond if you really think that it would
be possible today to begin making such decisions, even on a gradual
basis, or should we wait.

If these demographic factors are so difficult to predict, would we
not be better served to wait until a later time a-(1 then make some
decisions with regard to upping that age, or is it ,inportant that we
do it very quickly?

Dr. CLARK. think it's very important that the policy begin to be
discussed, and I think it's also important that it be legislated ahead
of time for this to be gradually done. I think part of the resistance
to a change of that nature would cOme if you voted today to start
raising it next year.

I think that if you're going to raise the age of retirement, you're
changing the rules of the game under which people save for retire-
ment, and they need a lead tithe in which to revise their expecta-
tions and their planning horizons. If you're going to start in 1990, I
certainly would argue that 1980 is none too soon to put that into
effect.

Mr. GEPHARDT.- If we pass legislation now based on demographic
changes which won't take effect for another 30 years, do we run
the risk of the kind of unforeseen changes that we talked about
that occurred in the 1970's, which could mean continual tinkering
with the system before we really know how we should change it?

I guess I'm sayingthat's a significant change, a most profound
change in your whole attitude about retirement and about the
social security system. By making it today, we have to light on
some assumptions, and if those are radically wrong, the tinkering
that might go on might be very counterproductive. I guess the flip
side is that if you just decide not to act because you don't kno
enough and you're not sure enough, then the kind of legislative-
changes you might need to make later would be even more coun-
terproductive. I guess that's your answer.

Dr. CLARK. It seems to me that the least desirable thing would be
to have to raise the retirement age quickly in response to impend-
ing very large immediate tax increases that were facing the public.
I think1f you came to a point and said, "Next year_ we're going to
raise the retirement age from 65 to 66, and in the next, it's going to
67"it seems to me that that is the least desirable alternative.

If one begins to do it well in advance and if you see th t thet
projections are offand my guess is that 2.1 is probably gdin to be
optimistic over the short term; that the fertility rate is below that
and will remain below it for some periodthen you can slow down
the process of the rate of increase.

Instead of it being raised 3 months every year, you could go\to 3
months every 2 years and slow it down. That would be one way o
respond to assumptions that are' not coming to fruition.
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Mr_ GEPHARDT_ Let me say to you that it .s politically interesting
to me today that there are two absolutely contradictory schools of
thought which are in full operation. I guess it's always the case
that we want it all ways.

We've got a group of people who obviously want people to have
the ability to work and be as productive as long as they possibly
can and in fact, they want government policies that would encour-
age that trend, We have another school of thought, which I guess is
much more operational than the first one that is lowering the
retirement age so that people are pushed out of the work force
faster and have long retirement times, so that people can have lots
of leisure time in their retirement_

It seems that somewhere.- along the line, we've got to make a
decision on what we want for all of the reasons that are involved.
But it's interesting to note that these two schools of thought are in
full operation.

Mr. Srvirrin, Mr. Gephardt, if I may I'd like to just repairto the
standard raised by Dr. Clark by saying that I think its terribly
important that it be an active subject of public discussion today.

I agree that if we're. going to make changesat least if we take
into account the way the social security system has evolved and
other pension systems have evolvedwe have to give people some
reasonable notice for their own retirement planning. So it is impor-
tant that we get some lead tittle on actually bringing about changes
in the retirement age.

However, I would say that you don't have to make the decision
today or tomorrow, but as Dr. Clark said, it may not be too many
years before you have to make those decisions.

Actually,--the 1975 Advisory Council of the Social Security Ad-
ministration considered a proposal for increasing the retirement
age gradually, starting in 2005 and ending in 2023. It would essen-
tially provide for full retirement benefits at age 68, with reduced-,
benefits available at 65, rather than at 62. Congressman Archer
has a bill in which he would also increase the age to 68, but he
would begin the adjustment in 1990 and would end it in

Now both of these proposals would have a considerable effect on
the long-term actuarial deficit of social security. The prOposai con-
sidered by the 1975 Advisory Council would cut the lo:ig-term
deficit in half, for example,

Mr. GEPHARDT, From 1,40 to--
Mr. Smrrit. To 0,70. Now, it seems to me that the other thing

that has to be said about this is as you point out there are
different parts of the population and for a variety of reasons, some
wish to retire earlier and some wish to retire later_ Our data is
similar to the data discussed by Dr. Clark, in that people who
retire earlier cite that poor health is the reason for retiring earlier.

So if you wish to devise a system which takes into account that
some people may want to or need to retire earlier 'and some inay
want to or need to retire later, it seems to me that it's appropriate
to go back and look it this question of incentives. Do we wish to
enrich, for example, the delayed retirement credits, which is one
thing that was worked on as part of the 1977 amendments and
which would encourage people to stay in the labor force longer, but
which wouldn't necessarily require it'?

51
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It seems to me that there is a variety of options that can be
canvassed around this question of the retirement age.

Dr. Bun. Ea. I'd like to pick up from the very correct observation
that Dr. Clark made of the retirsment decision bearing the varia-
bles of both health and economic factors. I dori't think we've given,
perhaps, adequate consideration to the complexities involved in
health.

For instance, we've had a potentially major change in retirement
and work practices with the passage of the Pepper bill this year,
ending retirement in the Federal sector and moving it up to 70 in
the private sector. In truth, we don't know enough about what
could be called functional retirement; that is, the science base out
of which )ne can assess performance abilities which are going to
vary and how these are related to aging and efficiency on the job.

A great many people simply are not going to be able to continue
to work; such as those people who have lung disease from working
in ki mine. We need zilso to consider differing needs of skills: exem-
plified by a- traffic controller in an airport or a surgeon. Many of
the elderly who would be able to continue to work, and would wish
to, might be healthier and in -more service oriented occupations and
positions than people who work in fbundries and factories.

We need to have much more effective techniques for measuring
health and functional performance, so we can truly have a choice
and truly have a flexible system to measure functional capacity.
I'm not sure we've given enough attention to that fact. The popula-
tion over 65 is not homogeneous and health may be in many cases,
related to perceptions by the individual of his "healthiness" regard-
less of his chronological age or physiological changes.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STocxrnArg. Dr. Butler, I would like you to focwi in a little

more detail and a little more depth on the question of mortality.
Specifically, what I want to ask is Is there any probability that we
wii! have some real wild cards coming up in mortality trends or
some large discontinuity in the next 30 or 40 years?

Now I want to give you a reason why I think we ought to
consider that and I'd like to know what your general feelings are
and what conclusions you would draw. -

If we could break- mortality down into pre-65 and pot-65, we
could look at some things that happen to people in their years
prior to 65, and we might say that, because of all the wonderful
strides that we've made in the 1970's. We now haVe an Occupation
al Safety and Health Administration which is starting to enforce,
very stringently, standards regarding occupational health, emis-
sions of potentially carcinogenic substances or other things that
people have been exposed to in the labor force over the years that
are affecting the mortality rate today. However, as a result of these
efforts, and other efforts to lower accident rates, and to control air
pollution and water pollution, we may make significant advances
over the next to 40 years.

In other words, we're making a concerted effort to substantially
reduce the environmental exposure of people to death-causing or
illness-causing elements in the environment. That's No. I.

Another factor is progress on infant mortality. Infant mortality
has dropped considerably, but there's still room for substantial
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improvement relative to what other countries are doing and rela-
tive to what is now happening to neonatal care and so forth in the
high technology hospitals.

A third factor is we're going to have a drastic labor force shift.
Look zt what the labor force was exposed to from 1930 to 1960. For
instance, in 1940, someone entering the labor force had only a 1
out of 10 chence of getting a safe job for life working for the
government where he would not have to bear too much wear and
tear and so forth. However, his chances were very high that he'd
be out on a farm or down in a deep coal mine or in a steel factory
or hauling around stuff in auto plants tind so forth.

Today his chances a7e 1 in 3 of getting a safe job working for
government or in some other white collar occupation.

Well the point I m making here is that the industrial age is
phasing out in this country. The industrial work of the future, in
20 or 30 years, is going to be done in the developing nations. The
United States will be unable to compete terms of cost of labor
and so forth. We will be a high technology, service-oriented econo-
my. There may be some very direct correlates between that labor
force structure, composition of economic activity, and the things
that bear on mortality during the pre-65 age period.

Then, the other half of the equation is the post-65 age period.
There, the questions that need to be answered concern the prob-
abilities of major technological or biomedical science break-
throughs. For instance, what would happen to life expectancy if
some major breakthrough occurred and it was possible to substan-
tially reverse the normal cardiac deterioration process,:or if a cure for
cancer were found? After all, we're spending hundreds of millions
of tax dollars a year to see whether we can find some Salk vaccine
or some cure Of that sort.

Nov, is there anything in that whole net of possibilities that
could lead one to make a case that, over a 40-, 50-, or 60-year period
or generation period, there could be a major discontinuity or wild
card in the mortality scene?

Dr.-BUTLER. I think you're quite right to bring it up. It occurs to
me that we need to have as solid a he.-1th actuarial base, you
might say, as we wish for in the social security base.

Let me try to pick up on a number of your questions. There's a
tinction, as I'm sure you know, between lifespan and life expec-

tancy, and what we've had in this century is an increase in life
expectancy. More and more people in each cohort born are surviv-,
ing to age 65 and age 80. We have not hadand a.- far as we know
in recorded history, there has never beenany change in the in-
herent longevity of human beings. That is, lifespan itself has never
been extended, and there's nothing on the horizon at the monent,
other than some wishfulness, to make us think that there will be a
great breakthrough in molecular biology o?. genetic programing
that will lead to a massive lifespan extension.

Now if there were life expectancy extensions through major
breakthroughs in cancer or heart disease-, there are some predic-
tions that are available to us. For instance, with respect to elimina-
tion of cancer, there would be roughly 3.4 to 3.8 years' extension of
life; then if heart disease mortalitythat means all circulatory
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disturbances were reduced, additional life expectancy at birth
would be 10.2 years.

However, that fails to take into account the if you could elimi-
nate one disease or set of diseases, mortality t-. ould be replaced by
other diseases. Therefore, you would not actually enjoy that
amount of increased life expectancy, even if you were to have total
conquest of circulatory disturbances and cancer.

Another important point in connection with your question re-
lates to our comparisons with other nations.

We're still 18th insofar as life expectancy among men, and 10th
among women. In sonic measure, this is a function of inadequacies
of health care and problems of :Appropriate maternal and infant
care at birth, particularly among our disadvantaged 'minority
group populations, and .that we hop.-.1 will be subject to change.

[very prediction that I'm aware of in this century with respect
to the actual absolute number and relative proportion of older
people has tended to he an underestimate. Just as social security
may have its problems with underestimating benefit out liabil-
ities, so does the health can field. We seem, to have been successful
enough to have actually reduced mortality more than had been
expected, so we do have greater survivorship.

Its true, of course, science progressing as it does, that you can't
always he certain. What:s been predicted one moment may turn
out in a matter of a year or several decades to be quite something
else again. Who would have suspected that penicillin would have
been discovered by Alexander Fleming just about 1929, which is
hardly 50 years tigo, with enormous benefits for life expectancy
extension?

For me, one of the reasons that seemed to be so important in
developing our new institute to have a major_ focus upon epidemic,-____
logy, demography, and biometry, was to be able to answer-yolir
kind of question in a detailed, specific manner, as best as present-
day knowledge permits us, and to coordinate, this activity with the
National Center of Health.Statistics.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Let me pursue it .a little further, What is the
probability right now of reaching 65, of reaching retirement? Let's
just arbitrarily say it starts at 65 What is the probability today for
someone born today to reach the retirement pool of age 65?

I want to see how much room we have left for improvement.
Obviously it can't be more than 100 percent, unless we get cloning.

Dr. Bu mutt. In other- words, for a newborn baby today, what
would be--

Mr. STOCKMAN. ,Yes.
Mr. BAvo. Sixty-nine percent for ma es
Mr. STOCKMAN. Sixty-nine for males?
Mr. BAYO. For males, yes, and for females--
Dr. Burn FR. It.would be about 82 percent or something like that.
Mr. BAVO. Eighty -two.
Dr. BUTLER. That, of course, would mean by 2055. In the year

2055, they would reach 65 and.above.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes, so there is some substantial room for im-

provemen?J. Now, what would it have been in 1950, or let's say two
or three decades back? I want to see what the rate of increase in
probability has been.
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Dr. BUTLER. I would be very happy toit's probably not thatI
think a lot of the dramatic changes preceded that. For example, in
the year 1920, men actually outlived women and now %omen sub-
stantially outlive men

But I'd be very happy to sec if we can acquire that information
and make it available to you.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank you. I think the staff, will have a few
questions. I'm going to have to leave now, but I want to thank each
member of the panel for your willingness to stay so long and be as
patient with us as you have I've found this an enormously profit-
able and informative experience;. and I'm sure Congressman
Gephardt has as well.

I just want again to express our appreciation for your appearing
here today_ .

Dr. WILIAM.% Dr. Clark, you mentioned that fluctuations in
population growth rates pose a completely different set of problems
from those of any long-run constant growth -rate.

I know that you have worked on the question of whether the
higher proportion of the elderly that we will face in 30 years is
going to bk,1 offset by a lower proportion of young people. Could you
compare _.he per capita spending on a young dependent versus an
old dependent, and have you broken these out into public versus
private expenditures?

Second, do you know whether switching from supporting young
people to older people will pose any administrative problems for
our society? For example, much of the spending on children is
financed either privately or at the State and local level, whereas
much of the 3p-riding on the elderly is financed at the Federal
level.

Do you have any recommendations for adjusting our systems of
taxes so that the needed revenues will be in the proper places?

Dr. CLARK_ The comment that Mr. Smith made earlier in terms
of the total dependency ratio never attaining its 1975 level is true.
It is also true that it will eventually be higher than it was in 1977.

What we find is that as the increasing propori Hn of the popula-
tion is over 65 or 75 or whatever measure you w.,ut to use, there's
a decreasing proportion of the population below age 18. The ques-
tion then is is there an offset in these fundings for programs for
the young dependent as opposed to programs for the elderly de-
pendent? '

What I've tried to do was to look at the major public support,
programs for the elderly, which of course would include the retire-
ment programsmedicare, medicaid, and other in-kind service pro-
grams for the elderlyand calculate an average cost of supporting
an elderly dependent and do. the same thing for children. With
children, the primary costs are the survivors' benefits from social
security, AFDC nutrition programs through school lunch programs
and the like, and educational expenditures.

Now, when one makes that type of calculation and takes the
aggregate measure of those costs of supporting children and divides
by the number of children in the population during the period, say,
1970 through 11)75 or 1977any reference point you want to pick--
and does the same thing for the elderly with the programs men-
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tinned, one finds that the public cost of supporting the elderly is
about 3 times that of supporting young dependents.

So, as the dependency ratio or the composition of the dependency
ratio changes, even if the total stays the same, there are cost
implications for governmental expenditures, and that is, they will
use ',f children or young dependents cost less to support througfr
public programs than do the elderly, although there is an offset,
its not significant enough to eliminate the projected rise in costs.
It does, however, moderate the higher cost for the elderly.

A second point is that the bulk of child expenditures--and that
would be educational expenditurescomes at the State and loctil
levels. So, if you're going to talk about offset, you have to talk
al,out where that offset is coming from. Fur example, the Federal
Government will increase its expenditures for supporting the elder-
ly, whereas State and local governments will decrease their ex-
penditures on young dependents.

Now the likelihood .that the States will voluntarily come to the
Federal Government and !=iiy, -Why don't you tame some of my
revenue sources is slim in light of the way things are going in
today's current political arena. So, I'm not sure how to answer that
question, but I think that's a significant point to raise when some-
one starts talking about offSets. This is not going' to be an et157,
process, and how it comes about will be a difficult and whys
painful process.

A related point to that is that if one looks over the past or 10-
year history of these programs, there's not m: offset to the extent
that programs are held at the same expenditure levels. Whether
you,,'ote= re the e;pnditures on children or the elderly against

,,ensure cf per capita income, you see that those expenditures
are in( r relative costs--.:t renlacenien' ratio for the elderly
and sinii:3r measure for ,he yotg.hsare held constant, then as

in raportion to (1.x population and the other de-
s. you'd 1-,z_ve an of fset that keeps total expenditures as a

-tirtion of Fe;:ieral 1:udget anout constant,
In fz,--t el,er the hist 10-ief.r period, both of those costs increased,

SO it now :6prikite to talk about an offset for that real, is
well.

the,.- are three factors that I would like to emphasize. One
Sot, zu-d local expenditures as distinct from Federal expend-

iturs; ,t,o whit I think is i relatively significant difference in
the expenditures on the young versus the expenditures on the old.
A third point I haven't discusFJd would be the mix between public
.and private cots.

A family may aPsck:tte a loo t;on of Its income to its child for the
child's maintenance in human capital or education, and that is not
mellsured by the estimates I lutve given. The reason it's not includ
ed is that I'm not really sure how to handle it It seems to roe that
a family clearly is_ going to view expenditures on its own children
differently from expenditures on the elderly through a tax pro-
gram.

In addition, its difficult in an economic sense to describe what is
a family expenditure nit the child. Is it consumption on the part of
the parent or an investment? So, in this particular study that I
assume you're referring to, I stick r,-ainly to the public mecha-



nism. , although there are estimates of what it costs to feed and
clothe a child that you could include.

To the extent that you do that, then the cost of supporting
children rises relative to that of supporting the elderly. For exam-
ple, if you include the additional cost of a child, using the interme-
diate BLS projections, you go from a three-to-one expenditure ratio
to about a 50 percent greater cost of supporting the elderly than
children.

Dr. WILLI/kw. Thank you. Mr. Smith, I wanted to ask how the
social security system Likes account of the rising labor force par-
ticipation of women'? Does this help or hurt the system?

Furthermore, in making the assumptions about fertility that
you've described, do the different fertility assumptions also carry
with them changing assumptions about future growth in female
Libor force participation rates?

Mr. &writ. In making the projectionsas was pointed out earli-.
er, none of these factors operate in a sense in isolation; they're all
interrelated -with One another, and thei .. is a very explicit set of
assumptions made about labor participation rates of both men and
women.

I'll ask Mr. Bayo to give us more detail on that.
Mr. BAvo. The cost estimate included in the board of trustees'

report projects a significant increase. in the labor force participa-
tion rate of females. This increase in the labor force participation
rate of females will result in a lowering of the relative cost to
social security because of the dual-entitlement provision in present
law.

Most females who are married are eligible to draw benefits on
their husbands' accounts. Their eligibility to thaw benefits on their
own accounts would, in some instances, not significantly increase
the total benefits that they could draw.

Dr. WILLIAMS; SO are you saying that women do not get a fair
return on their contributions? Is that correct?

Mr. BAYO. If you assume that she already had a right to a wife's
benefit, then from that point of view, yes. It would be different if
we assume that the benefits on her own account are payable first.

Mr. SMITH. That's a separate set of questions. We don't mind
answering that, but

Dr. WiLLiAms. Yes, well I don't think we really want to get into
them because many committees already have. But I did want to
4t1so ask: Are the projections of the labor force tied to the specific
fertility assumption that is employed?

Mr. )BYO. It is influenced, but there is no direct connection that
has been established per Fertility is a-ssurned to increasea
relatively small increase from the 1.8 children that we are experi-
encing now to 2.1. The question is how much effect that will have
in the projected 75 years.

I think all the other fa. ors overwhelm the effect of the number
of children in a family.

Dr. Wif.,LtAms. I have one final question for Dr. Brody. Could you
tell us how Our branch, which studies epidemiology, biometry, and
demography, coordinates its research with that of the National
Institute for Child Health and Human Development.

z )0
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BRODY. The program is a very new one at the National
Institute on Aging, and the very formal mechanisms for coordina-
tion have not been developed. The two, institutes are aware that
they are representing noncategorical subjects and cover the entire
age span.

The way we have informally been proceeding is: The National
Institute for Child Health, and Human Development, in terms of at
least population and projections, is certainly involved in fertility,
mortality, and migration issues for the total population. Obviously,
the -olongation of life is a major interest of both. The areas that
we are reaching very good working agreements on are in programs
involving females.

Menopause is a good breaking point. This is a quite important
example in terms of estrogen use. NICHD is interested in the
contraceptive pill; NIA is interested in the use of estrogens in post-
menopausal women.

In areas such as nutrition, we have a formal way to sit down, the
NIA Nutrition Coordinating Committee. In general we're trying to
not duplicate but to fill the population research gaps because our
interests largely reside at two ends of the age spectrum.

Dr. WILLIAMS. But you would categorize your research as being
primarily biomedical and they doing most of the behavioral and
social science research? Is that correct?

Dr. %Din. Oh, I hope I didn't say that no Child Health and
Human Development has really made more of a commitment to
the early and formative years, with our programs, including the
Gerontology Research Center, being broken off. The National Insti-
tute on Aging was part of Child Health and Human Development,
and was legislatively separated and then expanded in the ancillary
programs through the intramural program.

We are both deeply involved in psychosocial and behavior re-
search, as well as basic biomedical research, and there is not par-
ticularly much overlap in that The area that I called attention
toin an area such as nutrition, we feel we have to reach to each
other, and we will both be doing the psychosocial aspects for our
different ends of the age spectrum.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. GEpatiara. I have no other questions. I would like to add my

thanks to the chairman, for your participation, and the length of
time you spent with us. All your testimony has been very helpful
to us. We appreciate it. Thank you.

[Whereupon. at 1:15 p.m., l'he hearing was concluded.]

AnomoNAL A8KFD OF THE CtiAiRmAN

/ Effective policy making requires adequate data collection and analysis,
In general, do you feel that governrmat agencies have access to sufficient demogra-
phic -data? Do you think they make good use of these data in policy formation?

rmwer by Dr Rnbfrrt N. Butler:
The data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau and the National Center for Health

Stzitistics certainly are Sufficient in demogr:,ipbic detail for effective policy making.
These data are extensive in terms of demographic, health and socioeconomic charac-
teristics and they are amenable to analysis. However, the data have generally not
been tinalyzed in sufficient detail to allow effective policy making to be made based
on results of analvses. The major drawback of these Mita fire their cross-sectional
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nature. That is, they are taken at a point in time Ind are not longitudinal, with few
exceptions.

The few longitudinal studies which are ongoing, that is the Framingham Study of
the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute and the Baltimore Longitudinal
Study of the National Institute on Aging have provided significant insights into
health related changes with age. The Social Security Aulninistration also has an
ongoing longitudinal study concerning retirement. The National Institute on Aging
is currently conducting an inventory of longitudinal studies and assessing the value
of these studies for research n aging.

There is no doubt that the blow amount of quantitative data currently collected
by the Government statistical agencies could be more effectively disseminated and
analyzed in the various university and private research centers around the country

well res continue to be analyzed by Government agencies to insure greater input
for effective policymaking.

Answer by Mr Robert N. Derzon:
The question of whether we have adequate demographic data must be viewed both

in terms of the cost of collecting the data and the burden which would be placed
upon the individuals providing the data. In that light, I view our present demogra-
phic data as adequate, sufficient and well used for purposes of policy formulation.

Answer by Dr. Robert L. Clark:
Data requirements for sophistictited technical analysis for economic and social

issues can be enormous. Although I am not employed by a government agency, it
appears that most of the relevant offices have access to much of the required
demographic data These data are frequently employed in policy analysis by these

1 staffs. The most difficult aspect of incorporating demographic trends into long-run
policy evaluation is the assumption of the most appropriate fertility rate. In addi-
tion, it would be useful to indicate the likelihood of fluctuations around a particular
fertility assumption.

Anvwer by Mr. Elmer W Smith:
In one sense I think it Might be said that there is never sufficient demographic

itind other) data on which to base policy decisions. Fo example, there are limita-
tions on the availability of data relating to disabilit incidence in the country.
Development and analysis of data takes time and societt I and political changes have
a way of generating new data needs "overnight." And it is only natural for
policyrnakers to stress their needs for the mostand the lateStpossible data on
which to base their decisions

All of this notwithstanding, there are nevertheless very good sources of demogra-
phic data both inside and outside the Social Security Administration, and the data
are used extensively in policymaking. SSA's Office of the Actuary and Office of
Research and Statistics compile and analyze data which are Mr Executive Branch
and congressional policymakers in evalutiting the program and proposed changes in
it.

Moreover,. in most areas we htive the capacity and knowledge necessary to re-
spond rapidly to newly perceived needs for data not currently available and to move
to genertite that data. In this connection, I might also note that the Social Security
Administration provides data not only for social security policymtikers. but tilso to
other Government agenciesFederal. State. and localaciitlemia, the private
sector. and the general public.

Question 2. The social security system has set an example for long-range planning
by milking 75-year projections which try to account for likely demographic and
economic changes. Would such projections for other programs be useful, or would
they lead to useless paperwork?

Answer by Dr. Robert A Clark:
The Social Sorority Administration does an excellent job of =outlining tilternzitive

assumptions that determine future coverage and costs of this program. It would be
most desirable it ill programs that provided tige-specific benefits would incorporate
anticipated demographic changes into a comprehensive asessment of future costs.
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Answer by Mr. Robert A. Derzon:
Program costs for Part A of the Medicare program projected 25 years into the

future for purposes of setting payroll tax rates and for the annual report of the
Board of Trusteesof the program.

Part B of Medicare program costs and the Medicaid costs are normally projected
five years for budgetary purposes. For the immediate future, inflation in the midi
cal care sector is a far more important consideration than demographic changes in
determining costs. However, there is some merit in looking into the future and
periodically, 75 year :rojections of both part A and part B Medicare programs are
prepared for illustrative purposes.

ismer by .%fr. Elmer Smith:
First, a cautionary note about the 7:;-year projections for the social security cash

benefits program: While the long-range estimates provide a helpful indication of the
trend and range of experience, they cannot be regarded as predictions of actual
future experience. Moreover, to maximize their usefulness the projections must be
reassessed periodically in light of emerging experience and to reflect changes in our
understanding and interpretation of the behavior of demographic and economic
factors.

.

The usefulness of long-range projections in setting financing provisions of a pro-
gram, of course, depends in large measure on the nature of the program. There is a
question, for example, how useful projections for the "black lung" benefits program
(now largely within,the jurisdiction of the Department of Labor) beyond the 5-year
period covered in the Federal Budget would be Long-range costs will depend in
large part on future incidence of diseases which areat least in partpreventable.
Other significant variables that would be very problematic to estimate are the
extent to which the Nation will increase its dependence on coal as a source of
energy and the potential for technological advances) in the coal industry. ,

On the other hand, if reasonable bases for medi m range (25 year) estimates
public assistance programs (both present and pro -sed) could be developed, such
projections might well prove useful. Of course, give: the States role in the adminis-
tration of AFDC and State-totate program variations, meaningful projections may
not be possible. \

In general, I think it would be desirable if ways could be foUnd to make reliable
medium-range (if not long- range) projections for other programs. The American
people ought to knowor at least be able to find ot from the governmenthow
much government programs are going to cost in the future if they continue., And it
is reasonable to assume that the public would expect public policymakers to take
this into account in determining what government programs should be established
and which should be continued.

/ ,.,.\
ADJITiONAL QUESTIONSSTIONS ASKD of MR. ROBERT A. VERZON ay THE CHAIRMAN

Question 1. The proportion of the very old and the proportion female is expected
to rise within the elderly, population. What data do you have on differential health
care costs for the various age and sex groups within the elderly population? In
addition to hospital costs by age and sex, can you supply us with information about
expenditures on physician's services, nursing homes appliances, pharmaceuticals,
etc? Are there significant differences in frequency of admission to hospitals, length
of stay, and cost per day, by age and sex within the elderly population?

Answer. See attached 'charts.
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Question During the hearing Mr. Stockman requested a "business-as-usual"
projection of health care costs for the next 25 years. Can you supply us with that
information please?

Answer. The 1978 report of the Board of Trustees of the Hospital Insurance
pp ogram presents three projections of the Hospital Insurance program for 25 years.
The alternate III projection is labelled pessimistic. It is pessimistic in the sense that
it assumes that the inflation rates that have prevailed in the hospital sector of the
past110 years will continue indefinitely into the future. Under those assumptions, a
tax rate of approximately 7 rcent will be required to support the j-lospital Insur-
ance program by the year 2000

ADDITIONAL QLIFSTIONS ASKED OF MR. ELMER W. SMITH BY THE CHAIRMAN

Question 2. What effect do you think the elimination of mandatory retirement
would have on the social system?

Answer. As you know, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments
of 1978, enacted April 6, 1978, raise the permissible rnanda:nry retirement age for
most non-Federal workers from 6- to 70 and eliminate the mandatory age-70 retire-
ment age for most Federal civilian employees. The legislation also directs the
Department of Labor to study the feasibility of eliminating any upper age lirh t for
non-Federal employees and to submit an interim report by January 1. 1981 ad 14
final report by January 1, 1982.

This change in the mandatory retirement age is expected to affect the social
security program in the future since more workers can be expected to work beyond
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age of 65. If these workers' earnings are above the social security retirement
teat exempt amount ($4500 for 1979 and higher i n s ubsequent years), they will not
begin to collect their full social security-benefits until such time as they decide to
retire or their earnings fall below the exempt amount. As a result of the later
retirements, long-range costs under the program are expected to decrease by 0.08--
percent of taxable payrolleven though some delayed retirement credits are pro-
vided under the law for workers who postpon e retirement.

A propdsal to completely eliminate any upper age limit for mandatory retirement
would not result in any additional long-range saving to the social security program
over and above that produced by the recent legislation. This is because, under the
1977 Social Security Amendmentx, the age at which the retirement test no longer
applies was lowered from 72 to 70., effective after 1981. Thus, since full social
security retirement-benefits will be payable after 1981 at age 70 regardless of work
activity../workers will receive no advantagein terms of social security benefitsby
delaying retirement past 70.

-( ?uestion 2. Canlyou explain why the assumptions a t fern le labor force partici-
pation in the social security projections are so much, igher thi the official ones of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics? Hok sensitive is the projected d licit to the asstimp
Lions about female labor force participation?

Answer. In Deceniber 1976 the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),published-projec-
tions of female labor force participatioh rates which provided values by 5-year age
groupu' to the year 1990. The 1978 Reports of the Social Security Board of Trustees
presented 7.70/ear cost projections that are based on projections of the female labor
force participation rates prepared by the actuarial staff of the Social Security
Administration (SSA) which are generally higher than BLS's projections. The table
below-compares the two projections for the calendai year 1990.

COMPARISON Of PROILIPO LABOR FORCE PAPDCIPAI4ON RCS IN CALENDAR YEAR 1990

4046

1

Prolection

BLS SSA

616 125
59 1 10 `i

rl u
628 100
601. 610
60 . 600
510 520

/ 340
112 960
as 40

120

It Will be Mated frorn the above table that significant differences occur rosily at
the' prime working ages 25:49. The age-adjusted total flames show that overall the
SSA projections are about 6 percent relatively higher in 1990 than the BLS,projec-
Lions. These differences are due principally to the fact that SSA are later projections
and -reflect the accelerated increase in actual rates experienced in calendar years
1976-77 and to the different assumptions used in the preparation of the projections.
BLS projections were assumed to reach a level of zero growth by the year 1995, but
SSA projections weer not assumed to reach ultimate levels until the year .2010. The
BLS projections are based on extrapolations of the rates experienced in the pas(, but
SSA projections also incorporate assumptions about continued shifting lifestyles
which will allow more females to enteriand to remain in the labor force.

Regarding sensitivity of the OASDI 75-year long-range cost projection to iissumt
Lions in the female.labOr force participation rates it is estimatpd that for every Ohe
percent relative increase in the ultimate rates the OASDI cost would,decrease by
about one - fourth of one percent relatively. .

Que$tion .1 Life expectancy has increased almost two years in the laSt decade
alone, Yet the social security projections imply only a two to three year increase in
life expectancy over the next seven decades. Why do you expect that advances in
life expectancy will slow down so "tich? How do you take account of new advances
coming out of the biomedical field in making your projections?
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Answer. Life expectan biPtit,,,..afi may be observed from the table below,
increased significantly dun g the 19401and...1950s. This was mainly due to, im-
_provements in the control of infective and comaibpicative diseases. Relatively small
improvements were recorded during the 1960.s, bat in the mid-1970's there were
large decreases in mortality. Our latest projections a.s.surne that over the next seven
decades there will be further decreases in mortality amounting to about 15 percent
for males and about 2 percent for females. Most of these decreases would be due to
improvements in cardio-vascular-renal diseases since these are the current major
causes of deaths. It should be recognized, however, that they rep_ resent to a large
extent degenerative diseases which will not be easy to control.

ACTUAL AND PROJECTED L8[ EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH AND PROBABILITY OF SURVIVAL TO AGE 1.6

L h! op ctancy 11401 P100,117ilily 01 surov,11 110m
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In addition, it should be recognized that life expectancy is a measure of survival
rather than a measure of mortality -and that as mortality decreases larger percent-
itge decreases in mortality result in smaller percentage increases' in IA expectancy
at birth.

Finally, in our projections we have incorporated our belie( that the fast improve-
ments in mortality recorded in the mid-1970's are rather extraordinary and should
not be'assumed to continue at that rate into the future.
:4Question 4. The mortality prejections of the social security sya.tern assume that

the life expectancy of women Will continue` to increase faster than that of men. Why
shouldn't we expect the gap to narrow rather than widen. women adopt male life.
styles more (e.g.-, smoking, executive stress)?

Answer. We are projecting a faster improvement in mortality for females than for
males over the next seven decades (25 percent decrease vs. 15 percent decrease).
This results in a widening of tKe gap in life expectancy at birtht-between males and
females. Our analysis of the trends demonstrate that (eau& mortality continues to
decrease faster than male mortality. This vaster improvement in female mortality
has been occurring while the difference in life StylEs between males and females
have been narrowing, Consequently, we believe that it it, more reasonable to assume
that as the narrowing of the difference in lifestyles continues in the future the gap
in life expectancy will nonetheless Continue to widen.

Question 5. How would the cost of the Social Security program change if we used
itCPI-indexed approach rather than the wage-indexed one in present law'?

Answer: Under the wage-indexed system in present law, the following formula,for,
computing a worker's benefit based on his Average Indexed Monthly Earnirigs
(AIME, goes into effect in 1979:

90 percent of the first $180 of AIME, plus 32 percent of AIME between $180 and
$1.085, plus 15'percent of AIME in excess of $1,085.

Under this' system a worker's AIME is calculated by averaging his annual earn-
ings, after first adjusting thcise earnings for increases that have occurred in the
general level of wages between the year the worker incurred those earnings and the
second year prior to eligibility 11977), the latest year for which data' are available.
For later years this ,formula is updated by adjusting the dollar amounts to reflect
changes in the general level of wages.

Under the CPI-indexed system designed for this comparison, the folloWing 1979
- formula has been developed:

96 percent of the first $165 or AIME. plus 35 percent 0LAIME between $165 and
$985, plus 17 percent of AIME over $985.

Under this system a worker's -AIME would be calculated similarly to the wage-
indexed AIME, but with earnings adjusted for CPI changes rather than for changes
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in the general level of wages. This formula has been designed so as to produce
.benefits which match those estimated for 1979 under the present-laW system. For
later years this formula would be updated by adjusting the dollar amounts to reflect
CPI changes.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the benefit payments estimated_ through 1988
under the two systems. From that table we can see that the short-range effect of
changing to a CPI-indexed system would be minor. Consequently, the additional tax
income provided by the 1977 Amendments would still be necessary to insure ade-
quate financing of the program in the near future.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the projected costs of the OASDI program under
the two systems over the next 75 years or so. From that table we can see that the
COSt of the program would be considerably lower under the CPI-indexed system than
under present law. However, it is not reasonable to r,onclude that the program
would in practice experience such lower cost in the filture. The reason for this is
that under the CPI-indexed system the replacement ratiothat is the ratio of the
benefit amount payable to a worker for his first year of retirement to his gross
earnings in the year prior to retirementwould steadily decline to values so low
that future action would be necessary to increase benefits on an ad hoc basis if the
system were to continue to provide a reasonable adequate floor of protection for
future retirees. Hence it is inappropriate to anticipate that the program would
actually experience long-term reduced costs of the magnitude implied by the differ
once of the projected costs in Table 2. We have included Table 3 to show a compari-
son of the replacement ratios under the two systems and to illustrate the low levels
that would be reached under a CPI-indexed system, as compared with the relatively
constant values maintained under present law.

In addition, we have included Tables 4' and 5 to show- a comparison of the
sensitivity of the projected OASDI costs to assumptions rarding increases irrthe
CPI and in real wagesthat is in wages after adjustment for inflationunder the
two systems_ Table 4 shows that the costs projected und6r both systems show only
minor sensitivity to changes in the rate of change in the CPI, with those projected
under the CPI7indexed system showing less sensitivity than those under present
law. Since the CPI-indexed system is designed so as to reflect changes in the cm,
this latter result is not surprising.

Table 5, however, shows that the costs projected under the present-law system are
significanily less sensitive to ..hanges in the rate of change in real wages than are
those under the CPI-indexed system.

1A1411! r3/FAPARISON nr-THE Pcsrf.FD 0A001 fffraF41 PAyAIINIS UNDER THE PRfSf LAW WAG[-INDFAFI) SYSIEM ND A
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TABLE 2-COMPARISON OF THE PROJECTED COST OF THE OLD-ACE, SURVIVORS, AND DISABILITY INSURANCE WW1) SYSTEM
UNDER THE PRESENT LAW WAGE-INDEXED SYSTEM AND A CMINDEXED SYSTEM. CALENDAR YEARS 1978-2055

1ln percent of taxable payroll]

Calendar year

Present law
wage-indexed

system
CPI-indexed Change Irani

system present law

1978 10.94 10.94 0
1979 10.45 10.45 0
1980 10.34 10 34 .0
1985 , ,

10.31 10.22 -09
1990 10.58 .9.99 -.59
1995 10.90 935 -1.15
2000 '.. ..... 11.02 9.31 -1.71

.2005
- 11.32 9.05 -2.27

2010 12.08 9.19 -2.89
2015 . ,' 13.30 9.68 -3.62
2020 , 14.74 0.31 4.43
2025 ,

2030
,,,

16,06
16,73

0.80 -5.26
0.85 -5.88

2035 16.80 0.51 -619
2040 , ...... . 16.49 9,97 -6.52
2045 16.28 9.51 -6.77
2050 .."--- .... . -16.26 -9.19 -7.07
2055 . 16.29 8.91 -7,38
25-yr averages.

1978-2002. , 10.64 9,94 -.70
. 2003-2027., 13.51 982 -3.69

2028- 2052 16.50 10 00 ,-6 50
75-yr average .

19/8-2052,.. f3.55 9.92 -3.63

TABLE 3-COMPARISON OF ILLUSTRATIVE REPLACEMENT RATIOS FOR MALE RETIRED WORKERS AT SELECTED EARNINGS LEVELS

UNDER THE PRESENT LAW WAGE-INDEXED SYSTEM AND A SELECTED CPI-INDEXED SYSTEM_ CALENDAR TEARS 1918-2055

Benefit system and earnings level

Calendar
Present law wageinnencl

Low Average

CPI-indexed

year Maximum Low Average Maximum

1973

1919
53

63

I31
.,

35

35
63

63

47

48
35
35

1980 61 48 3, 63 48 .30
1985 54 41 2 54 42 23
1990 55 41 24 51 40 22
1995 55 47 25 47 37 21
?ON 55 42 26 45 36 21
2005 55 42 27 44 34 21
2010... 55 47 21 42 33 21
2015 55 42 28. 41 31 21
2020 55 42 28 40 30 20
2025 55 42 28 39 28 20
2030 . 55 42 28 38 27 19

-1r
2035
2040

55

55

42

42
28
28

31

37

26

25
19

18
2045 55 42 28 36 24 18
2050 - 55 42 28 ,-. 34 23 182055 55 42 28 33 22 17

Note --The low earnings level is defined to be 51.500 in 197 Armin earnings in other years adjusted according to the trend in the
average wage m covered employment, the average earnings level is dehned as tour Ines the average firstQuarter wage in covered
employment in each year the maximum earnings level IS defined as the maximum earnings taxable under the social securityprogram in
each year It rr assumed Mal Ine worker retires al age 65 31 the beginning of the year

L.

S1,
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TABLE 4gGOMPARISON OF THE SENSITIVITY or THE PROJECTED COST OF THE OASDI SYSTEM TO CHANGES IN. CPI ASSUMPTIONS
UNDER THE PRESENT LAW WAGE INDEXED SYSTEM AND A CPI-INDEXED SYSTEM

[In percent of taxable plot!' .0
Projected average cost based on ultimate

-wageJCPI increases of-

System and calervAr yeais +Y4-2 51/0:-4

Present law wage-indexed:
1978-2002 .10.85 10.64 10.44

jj 2003-2021 13,99 13.51 13.09
2028-2052 11.18 16.50 15:88
1918- 2052......, 14,01 13.55 13.14

CPIindexed
1978-2002 .. .. .... . . ................ 10.13 9.95 9.18
2003-2021 10.12 9.82 9,56
2028-2052.. 10.34 10:00 9.71
1918=2052 10.20 9.92 9.68

TABLE 5- COMPARISON OF THE SENSITIVITY OF THE PROJECTED COST OF THE OASDI SYSTEM IC CHANGES IN RBIWAGE

ASSUMPTIONS UNDER THE PRESENT LAW WAGE-INDEXED SYSTEM AND A CPI-INDEXED SYSTEM

(In percent of taxable payroll]

System- and calendar years

Present law wage-indexed
-- 1978.2002

2003-202/ 4.,
2028-205i..
1918-2052

CPI-indexed
1918=2002.. .: .. ... .-_ . ,--.

2003=2027
7028-2052.
1978-2052 ..

.. '.. -.. .. :: ...

,

.. .-J. - - - -

Projected average cost based on ultimate
wage-CPI increases of-

,

k

--

5-4

11`.13

14.51
17 77

. 14.41

10.84
12.02
13.30
11 99

5,Y0 -4 - 6V0-4

=

.

10.64
13,61
16.50
13.55

9.95
9,82
10.00
9.92

.

.

10:19
)2.62
-15 35

12.12

9:33
8.07
7.63
8.34

Question 6. Do you have any information on whether guest workers in other
countries pay social security taxes and receive benefits?

Answer Generally, countries-who import guest workers from another country
require these workers to pay social security taxes. The duration' of the guest welit-
ere' stay is generally too short to enable them to qualify for social security benefits
in the host country. However, the workers protection-is assured by many countries,
particularly those in Europe, through totalization agreements between the host
country and the country of origin. Other countries, such as those in Asia and Africa
that were colonized by the English, have established provident funds to which
employees and employers contribute equally,' upon disablement or retirement, an
employee is entitled to all the -contributions 'Plus 'interest. Usually, these plans

r it an employee to withdraw the funds if he leaves the country permanently.,
me African countries have totalization agreements, there are totaliza-

tion agreenients among Asian or Middle Eastern countries. There are however, a
few totalization agreements between Middle Eastern and European countries, such
as between Iran and West Germany.

Totalization agreements prevent the impairment of social security protection
which results when a person works during his lifetime'Under the social security
systems of two countries but is not eligible for benefits on the basis of his work in
one or both of the countries when he retires, becomes disabled, or dies. Under a
totalization agreement, eligibility and the amount of benefits payable by each
country generally take into account a worker's work and earnings in rboth countries.

For example, under a totalization agreement between two countries, each country,
at the option of a social security claimant,.considers the workers total earnings
record-Le , his covered work in both countries-in determining insured status and
benefit amanita Thus, covered work in either country could count toward meeting
the insured status requirements of-the other. In computing a benefit, a participating

-'
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country would first compute the theoretical benefit that would be payable under its
laws if the total earnings record were coverdd by its social security program. The
benefit actually paid would be a fraction of the theoretical benefit amount equal to
the proportion of the worker's covered employment in the country paying the
benefits to the total employment covered under the systems of both countries.

As you may know, the Social Security Amendments of 1977 have enabled the
United States to enter into bilateral totalization agreements with other countries.
No agreement can go into effect until it has been submitted to Congress and 90 days

`have e'apsed in which both Houses of Congress.have been in session, The United
States as already agreements with Italy-and West Germany and

pUrs ing discussions, with Switzerland and-Canada, A number of other countries
have t, `7ressed interest in concluding totalization agreenients with the United
'States

't*k
Ann' NAL QUESTIONS. ASKED OF DR- ROBERT N. BUTLER BY THE CHAIRMAN

QUeSIIKTI I. Do you have any information about the iropliCation of demographic
change within the elderly population (e.g. a rising proportion female, and very old)
on health care costa?

Answen,\We should begin by clearly distinguishing between health care costs and
social costs\ associated with aging. The majority of those over 65 are in good health
and only about 5 percent are in nursing homes and similar institutions. Unless we
separate the\ costs of health care from the costs of social'support, transfer payments
such as Semi Security, and welfare, a true comparison of health costs over time
and among nations cannot be done meaningfully, The components of social and
health costs of 40,ainfig and disease must be analyzed in order for cost-effective policies
to be formulated d carried out with respect to the impacts of aging on health care
Costs.

Together, nursing homes dnd hospitals Account for 2 of every 3 dollars in health
care cost. Given the increased incidence of major' diseases with age, we can expect
the hospitalization.of older people to increase as the population ages, and with this-
increased hospOltiation, cost will increase.. In 1970 hospital care cost $25.8 billion.
In 1976 personal hospital care cat $55.4 billion, Less_ that 10 percent of this amount
was from direct payment. Fifty-five percent of the cost of hospital care was paid for

over 5 years of a in 1975, almost two - thirds was from public sources 90
by the Governrnent

g_
the $30.T,billion spent for personal health care for persons

6

percent of the health care hospital cost coming from public sources.
The information we have on coats from the National Center for Health Statistics

(NCHS) indicates that tide aging population, especially the rising proportion female
and growing proportion., ver 75. will increase the cost of medical care associated
with nursing homes. For instance. between 197i-7,1 and 1977 the number of Musing
home residenfa increased from almost 1.1 million to about 1.3 milliOrL The average
monthly charge for resident_ of nursing homes during this period increaSed'from

;$479 a month to $699 i month, an increase of $190 a month in less than -4 years. In
1977,7 70 percent of the nursing home population was over _75 years old,. and 71
percent, or over 900,000hvf these' residents, were female. Between 1973-74 and 1977
there was an increase of about 100,000 residents of nursing, homes in the 75 and
over age group. This represents an increase of almost 2,000 per month over the
period. This data from NOIIS on nursing hoines also shows that as, the population
ages. Lei, the older the population in the nursing home the more likely they are to
require special aid. speciarrmsistance, and in general are most cost intensive. Thus,
as the population ages, especially as women experience greater longevity, we could
expect the cost of medical 'care, especially that in nursing homes, to increase.

To illustrate this contrast More Vividly: the per capita expenditures for people
under 65 years of age in 015 was $375. For persons 65 and over the per capita
expenditures kir personal health services were $1,360, about four times s-greater than
the under 65 years old age group. In summary the implication Oa rising proportion
of females and very old within the elderly population will probably result in an
increase in the health care cost because of rising absolute numbers of females and
of those over 75 who require. greater hospital care and nursing home -care and for
whom the largest share of the bills are.; paid for by the,Federal Government.
Research is 'ceded to distinguish those health serviceg which could be provided at
lower cost in an alternative manner to the current methods using hospitals and-
nursing homes, while maintaining services in those institutions _which they are able
to provide in a more cost effective manner for the elderly.

Question Many older people fear that An increase in life expectancy does- not ..
mean d healthier life_but rather an increase in the amount of time they spend sick.

2 i
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Life expectancy at age 65 has increased by about one year in the last decade, Can
this additional year be broken down into days spent in hospiuils? Days spent sick at
home or in a nursing home? and healthy days?

Answer. The increase in life expectancy is a statistical phenomena which indi-
cates that a larger proportion of the population is living longer. Fifty percent of the
men now reaching age 65 can now expect to live at least to age 78. Fifty percent of
the women now reaching age 65 can expect to be alive after the age 83. There is no
realistic way which these additional days of life can be broken down into_days.spent
in the hospital or days spent sick at horn! or in a nursing home and healthy days
since this is a statistical phenomena relating to the population as a whole; the most
that could .be done is to take age specific incidence by year of age and artificially
create these days. However, most of the data which we have are by 5 or 10 year age
groups so that this information would be very difficult to generate and would
probably be unreliable for these pu pews. We do have plans in the coming year to

1 tbegin a research project on the days of life which will look at some of .the
basic relationships between the indi idual, his !wit days of life, and his living or
confinement relationships. From this\study we may be able to answer some of the
questions which we need. in this respect to determine the distribution of time spent
in various settings in the last year of li e.

The older population appears to be composed of a substantial majority in good
health until.death and a relatively -9 all group who are chronically ill and who
spend a large proportion of their lateil life institutionalized. In the five percent of
the elderly in nursing homes are man who spend their last days there as well as
those who have previously. been insti utionalized. In 1976, one fourth of nursing
home "discharges were deceased, and. over half of the 1976 nursing home residents
had resided in another health facility just prior to admission. This phenomenon, the
progress from healthy status to death and its variations in the population, needs to
be more thoroughly studied because of its significance to healtti-care: policy. --

Question J. Life expectancy has increased by about Le years Id the last decade
alone. The Social Security Administration projects thaC.e.rer the next seven decades
it will increase by about two to three years. Would you concur with this projection?
If so, thy will the advances in life expectancy not continue at recent rates?

Answer. The changes in life expectancy which have occurred over the last decade
have primarily been due to two phenomena. The decrease in infant and maternal
mortality and in more recent years, the decrease in the major causes of death
amongthe older population, particularly heart disease. The projections made by the
Social Security Administration andthe Census Bureau are based on several assump-

, tains concerning mortality rates and fertility rates as well as migration.=We mould
expect some continued decrease in the major, causes of age specific death at ages
below 75 particularly, if for no other reason than the inc7eased survival of those
who contract disease; this survival, is related to better prevention, treatment,. and
early .diagnosis of disease. However, it is doubtful that the major declines which
occurred in maternal and infant mortality will continue at the previous rate. Also
the projections probably inadequately reflect the immigration, especially the illegal
immigration, of certain minority groups whose longevity is not as great as the
majority. -of the American population., This would have a tendency to reduce the
projected increases in longevity or life expectancy. Thus, the etatistica:_ mean life
expectancy probably will not continue/ to increase at as great a rate as it has in the
recent past, but it can be expected to reflect the better social conditions, e.g,
increasededucation and income and shift- toward nonimanufactiiring. service orient-
ed occupations. which suggest a continued decrease in age specific death rates
overall. .

The relationship of socioeconomic conditions and mortality rates is well estate
hailed, but has not been used to project population survival rates taking into
account shifting economic and social conditions per se Th4a needs to be undertaken
in order to put more realistic bounds on the projections carried out by those
concerned with the future population distribution and policies related to that distri-
bution.- ,.

Question 4 Do you think that future advances in life expectancy will: increase
health care costs by requiring the use of high technology diagnostic and treatment
methods? or reduce health care costs through use of better

crAnswer Increases in life expectancy will probably result in an incre health
care cast because a greater number of individuals in the older age groupe,will be
surviving and in their later years of life will be subject to chronic diseases and
institutionalization. Even. if coats per age group were to remain constant, which
they probably will not do because of inflation and higher cost technologies being
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developed, the future health costs would increase as a result of the larger numbers
surviving to older ages. To reduce' health care cost would require nit.:-Tnatives to
hospitalization and institutionalization for the older population ;iiclud0 among
these alternatives might be care at home through visiting nurse programs and
similar= means of treating the elderly and their chronic diseases without requiring
hospitalization or institutionalization. This would appear unlikely to make a large
impact at present, given the current framework under which medical costs are
reimbursable. That is it is macheaSier to be reimbursed for a hospitalization or an
institutionalization 'than it is to be reimbursed for health care costs incurred at
home. Of, course, preventive methods could be effective in controlling the cost of
accidents and acute diseases which affect the elderly. Overall, however, it is doubt-
ful that the health care cost rises which have occurred over the last decade %All be
substantially reduced on either per capita or a total basis without significant
changes .in the methods and requirements under current policies whereby reim-
bufsement of costs'of medical care-or health care are made. Most of all however, is
the importance of new knoWledge which would prevenV'the occurrent, of costly
dieeases and/or prcvide prompt, effective means of treatment and cure.

Question 5. Could you elaborate on Dr. Brody's comments in the testimony about
coordination between NIA and the Center for Population Research in NICHHD,
concerning research on aging?

Andwer. The Center for Population Research is exclusively an Exts,,rural
Program dealing with the determinants and consequences of population cloonge.
Their funding is'primarily in the general areas of fertility, mortality, ane, ;iligra-
tion. The National Institute on Aging has both Extramural and Pro
grams. The demography or population research is carried on both through, the social
science portions of the Extramural Program and through the epi&ii.ioloo, demog-
'raphy, and-bioMetry program within the Institute on Aging. The NIA pi,egram
partictilarly interested in the size and rates of change of the eklerly, the secioczce
nornic,' and dernographic correlates of changes in disease incidence ancPirroe.mity
rates, and in future trends in the composition of the elderly'peeutation, wtere,o, the
Center for Population Research of NICHED funds, through its 134ramiir:11
studies which deal with a:I rge groupe, with conceitratien the child-bearing
child-rearing years, but t,ot exclusively confined to thou yo arm. The Getontologics1
ResearckCenter, as well as many,of the perSonnel- in the Ext:amural Proger,rn of
NIA, were formerly part of NICHD. Therefore. five niaintain twiny informal con-
tracts with the Center for Population Research though there is no fervAal arrange-
ment with them concerning research on aging.

Question 6. Could you discuss priorities for data on the eiderly population. In
particular, could you discuss, the importance of: -data broken down by 5-year or 10.
year age groups within the elderly population . such as-for health-care expenditures..
In view of the problems of age reporting for the elderly, could such data for narrow
age groups be useful and reliable?-longitudinal surveys -health examination survey_s
directed tixpliciLly at the elderly.

Answer. The data currently published by the majority of federal agencies, if not
all are 'extremely inadequate in terms of five and ten year age groups beyond age
65, espeCially in regard to health care expenditures, socioeconomic conditions,-and
demographic composition. Even though there are questions as to the reliability of

-,such age reporting for some segments of the population and especially at the upper
age groups, this data would be extremely useful. It is imperative that these break-
downs, at least by ten year age groups and preferably`by five year age groups, be

irporated into current planning of tabular presentations as soon as' p_ ossible.
,))though the data in the past have sOffered in reliability that reliability will no
doubt increase with time But given the tendency of institutions and agencies to
maintain their current reporting system,- changes must be made at the present in
order, for the more reliable data which is likely to be gathered in the future to be
reported in the more data 'ail age category. Also it is much more difficult to judge
the reliability, and to the steps to nnprove reliability of the data for the older age
groups if it is never reported, but simply maintained within the specific agencies
and net released The cause of significant increases in mortality rates by age, in use
of long\ term facilities by!age, and in other health care related measurements which
all tend to increase with age, particularly at ages 75 and above 85 years of age,
could more readily studied if provided. The reliability of the data which is now
question ible in many instances could in greater age detail be increased by aversam-

, pling of he upper age groups. In fact, the National Institute on Aging is discussing
with the National Center for Health Statistics the increased representation of the
elderly or their, two major :population surveys, the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
and the Ftealth `and Nutrition Examination Survey .(HANES), Currently HANES
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does not include the population over age 75, yet this is the major source of informa-
tion on variations in nutrition and in standard health and anthropometric measures
in the general nubile. Thus, by excluding the population over 75 years of age, we are
prevented from learning the normal range of health and nutrition status of 8.5
million Amerites who are probably the most important group in terms of health
care costs. Such data must be made available for research and policy making as
soon as possible.

/ Question 7. Can you comment on how living arrangements and family status
affect the nutrition of the elderly..

Answer. We do not have information on the elderly classified by living arrange
ments or family status and nutrition. We do have some information-on self-assessed
weight status in the Health Interview Survey. There are 6.5 million people over age
65 who consider themselves overweight. 4.5 million of whom Are women. Fifty-five

. percent of these women are trying to lose weight. Among the elderly who assess
their weight status. only 12 percent of the men and 10 percent of the women
consider therhselves underweight; 61 percent of the men and 51 percent of the
women consider their weight about right. While these figures do not necessarily
indicated the nutritional status of these populations, they do suggest that these
groups of elderly de consider themselves to be getting, in most cases, an adequate,
diet. One note of caution is due, however, because in the 6.5 million who consider
themselves overweight, 54 percent are trying to lose weight and only 32 percent of
these are doing so on a physican's advice. There is obvious danger to these who are
trying to lose weight without the advice of the physician of suffering from short
term malnutrition and its consequences if the method of losing weight is a drastid
reduction in food and nutrition intake. It is unfortunate that this data-is not broken
down and analyzed by the living arrangements or family status of the elderly
population.

The relationship of nutrition and weight, especially obesity, clearly needs to be
determined. From the HANES survey, we do have information on the elderly
population under,75 and their nutrition, but thiainformation also is not categorized
by living arrangements or family status. It is published by income below or above
poverty level. For males below the p174veny level, the mean nutrient intake of
calories is only '70 percent of the standard, while it is 75 percent of the standard for
those over the poverty level...Males over 65 have a mean protein intake. 91 percent
of the standard if they-are below the poverty level and 102 percent of the standard
for protein if they are above the poverty level. .Similarly, the Vitamin A standard, is
reached by these males above the poverty level of income, but is only 73 percent'of
the standard for those males over 65 below the poverty level. For all other nutrients
identified in HANES, the male population, whether above or below the poverty
"income level, exceeds the standard based on body weight for age, sex, and height.

For females the results are similar. Females over age 65 below the poverty level
have a mean nutrient intake of calories which is only 71 percent of the standard; for
those above the poverty level, the mean nutrient intake of calorie's is 78 percent of
the standard. For protein those women over 65 below the poverty level haVe a mean
nutrient intake l4 percent of the standard, while those above the income poverty
level have a mean nutriew intake of protein which is 92 percent of the standard.
Women over 65 whether below or above the poverty level have a mean nutrient
intake which is below the standard also for calcium, for iron, and for Vitamin A.

',For those over 65, -whether. male or female, black or white, or whether abo,)e or
below the income pover..- level; the mean caloric intake is above 1,000 calories a
day Caloric intake tends to be lower in women over 65 than in men over 65 and
lower in blacks regardlessofsex than m whites.

In summary, from the HANES data it does not appear that there are sies of
significant malnutrition among these p_ opulations. of 'elderly. Of course, without
further inforniation on the distribution around the mean figures which were cited
in the HANES study, we cannot be positive as to the degree of malnutrition which
may exist among the elderly Certainly there are segments of the elderly population
for which such programs,Meals on Wheels and other food delivery programsare
essential for the nutrition as well as the continued socialization of the elderly..:The

, impact of these programs should not be considered minimal, but rather.should be
considered in the overall context of both the nutritional and social value of these
Programs for that segment Of the elderly population. which they serve_ Obviously
much more information is needed in this area especially, for those over age '75.

Question 9. you tell, us how the probability of reaching age 65 has improved
for bOth men and women over time

Answer. The U.S. -13ureau of the Ceram's in their Special Studies Series P-23, No
'59, has provided figures on the portion surviving, that is the probability of reaching

2 1
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age 65 for males and females from 1900-1974. At the turn of the century only 39
percent of the white miles reached age 65. Of those another 31 percent survived to
age 80. In 1950. 64 percent of the white males who were born reached age 65 and 38
percent of those who reached 65 lived to be age 80 or more In 1974, almost 69
percent of those white malei who were born can expect to survive to agex65 and
another 40 percent of those who reach 65 will live to be age 80 or beyond. The
proportion surviving among white females is much higher. In 1900, 44 percent of
the white females who were born lived to be 65 years of age. Of those reaching-65,
35 percent lived to be at least 80 years of age. In 1950, 77 percent of the white
females who were born live to be 65 years of age; of those, almost 50 percent live to
be 80 or beyond- By 1974, 73 percent of the white females survive from birth to age
65, and of those surviving to age 65, 61 percent live beyond the age 80.

The figures for the non-white races are quite revealing with respect to proportion
surviving. In 1900. 19 percent of the nonwhite males who were born could expect to
live to age 65. Of those living to age 65, one fourth could expect to live to age 80 or
beyond. In contrast. 22 percent of the non-white females who were born in 1900
could expect to live to age 65 and 30 percent who reached 65 could expect to live
beyond age SO. In 1950. 45 percent of the non-white males who webereyobondrnagce soulod
expect to live to age 65, and 37 percent of these could expect to live
For non-white females in 1950, 52 percent who were born could expect to live to age
65. Of those reaching 65 years of age, 45 percent could expect to live beyond age 80.
In 1974 for non-white males who were born 53 percent -could expect to live to age
65. Of these. 37 percent could expect to reach age 80. For the no-,- vhite females in
1974. 70 percent of those born could expect to survive to age 65. Of those survivors,
52 percent could expect to reach age SO or beyond.

these figures demonstrate, the chanceS of survival have traditionally been
much higher for women than for men, and have been much higher for whites than
for .non-whites in the US. Nonetheless, a significant proportion of all race-sex
groups dorlive to reach ive 65 and an additional large percentage continue to live to
age 80 and beyond. In terms of health costs, since the increase in incidence of
chronic diseases and the increase in mortality with age are well known, we must
plan accordingly for_thwhealth care of this increasing absolute number of elderly
and this increasing proportion of our total population. The social constraints which
have in some ways hampered the harnessing of creative talents and continued
particiaption of the elderly in society must evolve so that the elderly continue to
make their positive contribution to society and are-Jiet artificially prohibited from
doing so simply based on age. Research must be directed toward these social issues
as well as toward the biomedical aspects of aging if we are to have effective,
consistent policies regarding the older members ciPsociety.

AnorrioNAi. QuarrioNs Asset:, op Dn. ROBERT L. CLARK BY THE CHAIRMAN

Question 1. What effect do you think the elimination of mandatory retirement
would have on the Social Security System?

Answer. The elimination of mandatory retirement provisions will prohibit invol-
untary removal-Lot- capable older workers from their jobs This legislation may also
induce Firms to more closely examine the productivity of their older workers and in
some cases lead to earlier termination of employment. The net effect should be to
increase the number of workers over 65 who remain-in full-time positions. Delayed
withdrawal from the labor force reduceS* the expenditures and enhances the rev-
enues of the Social Security System, thus moderating the need. for higher taxes.

In the shodrun, the magnitude of additional workers will probably be fairly
small although. little effort has been given to an assessment of this effect. Within a
longer time frame, I regard this as an important first step toward establishing the
proper context for a national retirement policy that does not encourage early
retirement.
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Erlenborn.

Present: Dr. Williams, task force director; Dr. Bouvier, profes-
sional consultant; Ma. Parks, special assistant; Dr. Martin, research
associate; Ms. Tames, research assistant; Ms. Stolp, research assist-
ant.

Witnesses: Dr. Isabel Savvhill, Dr. Richard Freeman, Dr. Joseph
Anderson, and Dr. Julian Simon.

Mr. &HEUER. The hearing on the effect of the baby boom and
bust on economic policies will commence.

Congressman Daniel Akaka of Hawaii, and Congressman Dave
Stockman of Michigan, are the co-chairman of this task force.

Congressman Akaka is in Hawaii and Congressman Stockman
will be here in another 10 or 15 minutes. Nevertheless, let us begin
the proceedings.

Dr. Freeman must leave by 12 o'clock, We should be well along
by then. We will begin with Dr. Sawhill.

I hope each of you will take a few minutes to sum 'up your
testimony. If you want to comment on what your colleagues say,
please do. Dr. Sawhill,cyou may. proceed.

STATEMENT OF. DR. ISABEL SAWMILL, DIRECTOR, NATIONALtl
COMMISSION FOR MANPOWER POLICY

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 741.] . -

Dr. SAWH1LL. It IS 'Very nice to be here and to have the opportuni-
ty to testify. For the record, I would like to make the disclaimer
that I am here as an individual and my remarks should not be
interpreted as representing the official views of the National Com-
mission for Manpower,,Policy.

Mr. SCHEUER. What are the views of the National. Commission
for Manpower Policy on the subjec,. matter?

Dr, -SAWHa.L. I arn not sure that the Commission has made
specific recommendations on the issues we will be discussing this
morning

. I

Mr. ScREcr.ER. This is part of the problem, is it not?

(211)
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Dr. SAWHILL. I think in the future there will be more attention
paid to the issues.

Mr. &HEUER. Will you take back a message to the National
Commission for Manpower Policy that we are asking all the agen-
cies to get their act together and to start thinking of the future?
They must realize that population ebbs and flows. This will affect
Manpower policy, and this shotild be reflected in legislation, and in
executive branch policies and programs. Congress should have the
benefit of the opinions of the National Commission for Manpower
Policy. This should be a two-way street.

Dr. SAWHILL. I appreciate your comments and I will certainly
take them back to the Commission.

Let me make a correction in what I said Although the Comm
lion has not made a set of recommendations about the future of
population growth and related issues, it 'has done a great. deal of
work in the sense that it has commissioned special studies of these
questions.

We have an excellent study which I can send you on demogra-
phic change and on employment which was authored by Michael
Wachter and Prof. R. A. Gordon, who died the same week that the
publication came out, I am sorry to say_, but it is an excellent
contribution from him.

We have also just released a very lengthy and very informative
report on illegal and legal immigration and its impact on the
economy.

Mr. SCHEUER. We would very much like to have those reports.
Dr. SAWHILL. I will make sure to send these rep_ orts, and several

'others which may be relevant, to you.
Mr. ScHguEtt. That would be very helpful. Please proceed with

your testimony.
Dr. SAWHILL. I am going to focus my remarks on the increased

labor force participation of women and some of its implications for
the future and for public policy. I think it would not be an exagger-
ation to say that we are experiencing a revolution in this area, and
it is occurring in all western industrialized societies. It really has
very profound implications for the future.

The most obvious manifestation clearly is that increased commit-
ment of'women to paid work.

I would like to take my 'few minutes to first review with you a
few facts; second, to highlight what I think are the major conse-
quences and; third, to discuss what I think are the key policy
implications.

First the facts. In 1950, one,-third of all women were in the labor
force. Currently the .-proportion is about'One-half. It 'has already
exceeded what the Bureau of Labor Statistics projected for 1980.

Mr. SCHEUER. About a 50-percent increase in a genera ion.
Dr. SAWHILL. It really is phenomenal. Since-1940 th labor 'force

participation of married women has tripled.
Mr SCilgUER. Did the participation rate of single women rise 50

percent as well?
Dr: SAWHILL. Yes.
Mr. SCHEUER. Could you give us the figure of wl it ;the increase

has been in the labor force participation rate of women with chil-
dren-Under, let -us say, 5 or 6?
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Dr. Sawmill.. It is currently about 37 percent.
Mr. SCHEUER. What would that have been 20 or 30 years ago?
Dr. SAWHILL. I don't know that off the top of my head. Twelve

percent or something like that.
Mr. &HEUER. Right. That would be a tripling_ . Incredible.

1)r. SAWHILL. Suppose we take the female age group 25 to 34,
which is mostly younger women with children. In 1970 their par-
ticipatien rate was 45 percent. Eight years later, as of March of
this year, it was 61 percent.

Mr. &HEUER. Unbelievable.
Dr. SAWHILL. I think this suggests the way in which attitudes are

affecting this very youngest group of women.
I would also like to note that women of any age with children

under 18 are more likely to be employed than those without. In the
past, all of our 'research suggested that having children was an
inhibiting factor Ito being in the labor force. The overall statistics
show that this has flip-flopped now and it is obviously again very
much related to changes in attitudes and the fact that it is younger
women who are coming into the labor force in droves and, of
course, they are more likely to have children.

Mr. SCHEUER. What are older women without children doing
with their time? Are most of them married?

Dr. SAWHILL. Yes; most are married women. They were socialized
in an era when the "right thing to do" was to be supportive of
one's husband. The rules of the game have changed very rapidly
for them and it is a little bit late for them to suddenly adjust to
these revolutionary changes. They don't have the same skills and
the same orientation to the labor market. So, they are dciing the
kinds of things that they have always done in the home if they
were not working, and a smaller portion of them are working than
in the case of younger women With children.

I have written a paper called "Homemakers: An Endangered
'Species?" in which I ,focus on thifl older group_ of women. I have
some concern about their status and what these rapid changes are
doing to them.

Now, the next fact I want to, point out is that the Ancreased
participation rate for women- has been accompanied by a decline
for Men. In 1950 the participation rate for all men was 86 percent.
It now 77 percent.,

Mr. SCHEUER. Are the rest of them retired or going to school?
Dr. SAWHILL. Yes; alio, some of them are prime-age males who

are not working for one reason or another. Disability is increasing.
As you know,- this is a somewhat subjective condition and I think
we are seeing -a looser definition of or different reac. ./ to disabil-
ity of the men than what we saw in the past. This may have
something to do with the fact that there afire more earners in the
family and more sources of income Support, including disability
payments. ,.;.

I think i is possible that we migrit one day see a convergence of
the male and female participation rates. I suspect that is quite far
in the fupre, but I don't think we should ignore the possibility
that it may occur and it may even occur more rapidly than we
think. Certainly all the history to date has been that thbse trends
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are going forward with much more rapidity than anyone ever
projected or expected.

1 Another thing I would like to note is that the increased partici-
pation rate of women reflects both a greater tendency for women to
'seek paid jobs andI think this is the important parta much
greater tendency for them to remain in the labor force. It is not
only that they are coming in, but that they are maintaining their
commitment.

Furthermore, women are working on the average more weeks
per year than they did in the past. In other words, they are more
likely to have a full-time commitment to the labor force.

Let me turn now to some of the major demographic and econom-
ic consequences of these trends. The most obvious is the growing
prevalence of the two paycheck or multiearner family. Only one-
third of all husband-wife families currently consists of a breadwin-
ner husband and a homemaker wife.

If we ask the question, what proportion of all American families
consists- -of a breadwinner husband and a homemaker wife who is
responsible for the care of children under 18, then the proportion is
only 16 percent. The other 84 percent consists of two earner fami-
lies, older couples who no longer have minor children in the home,
and single-parent families of which there are many.

A second set of consequences has to do with marriage and di-
vorce. We are seeing fewer marriages or, more accurately, much
later marriage on the part of young men and women than in the
past. We are also seeing more divorce and, in general, more single-
parent families.

The data here are again quite dramatic. The proportion of chil-
dren living with only one parent increased from 12 percent in 1970
to 17 percent in 1975.1 should also point out that children in
female-headed families run a very high risk of lx_ng poor and of
requiring some type of income assistance.

You may ask, is this a causal relationship? In other words, has
the increased participation of women in the labor force been a
direct cause of the later marriage rate, higher divorce rates and
more single-parent families? I think the answer is a qualified yes.

My own research suggz.3ts there are many factors that are lead-
ing to the changes I have cited. But the increased 'economic inde-
pendence of women, which has come from their work outside of the
home, has been one factor.

A second consequence is lower fertility and smaller families.
Again the causation runs in both directions, and there are other
factors involved. However, I don't think there is any question that
recent trends in fertility are related to the increased participation
of women in the labor force. The facts are that they have new
options other than motherhood, and that the cost of rearing chil-
dren is going up, particularly when considering the implicit costs of
the foregone earnings of a mother when she stays, home for many
years. She not only foregoes the immediate income that her work
could bring, but also the skill acquisition and career building that,
over the long run may increase her earnings.

Mr. SCHEUER. Does that skill acquisition and career building
carry any suggestion on the degree to which she is able to cope
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with being a single mother of a family and to raise her children in
a strong and secure home?

In other words, is ca_horne healthier when a woman works or
when she is not employed and on welfare? Which offers the best
prospects for a good family life?

Dr. SAW1-111.L. I don't think we can give a general answer to that
question and say categorically one is better than the other. I think
it depends very much upon the circumstances in each case. One
thing that -the research suggests is that the woman's ovrn prefer-
ences are important.

If she is at home when she would really prefer to be working,
that is not very good for the well-being of the family and for her
children. Conversely, if she in the labor force out of economic
necessity and would, much prefer to be fulfilling a more traditional
role at home, that leads to problems as well.

However, in general the research does not indicate any major
effect, of women's employment on children. We don't have any_

evidence on any major adverse effects.
Mr. &HEUER. Have there been any systematic, longitudinal stud-

ies made of that? Don't you think it is important for us to know
that? , ,

Dr. SAwniu.. Oh, I think it is an extremely important question.
Mr. SCHEUER. We are spending billions and billions of dollars on

manpower programs. Hdpefully we will soon be spending more on
child care programs. These programs are designed to allow a
woman to enter the world Of work. Certainly a large part of the
question is whether it is good for the child.

One option is for the child to remain at home with the mother,
who presumably is not very well skilled and educated. The alterna-
tive option is for the mother to work and the child to be in a day,
care center. Which of those options will produce better results?

I think that is .something for us as policymakers and legislators,
and also those in the executive branch, to consider.

,e ought to have a data base on that.
Dr. SAWHILL. I think a good bit of research has gone forward on

that One of the difficulties is how you measure outcomes, and as
you suggest, -you would need longitudinal data.

Mr. SCHEUER. Another thing you mention is the readiness of the
child to learn when he first goes to the schoolhouse door.

Dr. SAWHIU.,. You probably know the results of some of the Head
Start programs as wel'i as I do. They suggest that being in a Head
Start program, which, -after all is a form of developmental day
care, provides some good things for children, initially at least. We
are not sure those effects have a lasting value, but certainly there
is no evidence, on the other hand, that the children are any worse
off for having been through that exp.-?,rience. I think, if anything,
they are better off.

I have never seen any research that has been able to document
in a satisfactory fashion any negative effects for children of moth-
ers being n the labor force generally.

Now we can go beyond that simple question and say, "Well,
under what conditiopi does it make sense?"

One of the conditions it makes sense under is if the alternative
care arrangements are very good=both in the developmental sense
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of learning academic competencies or preschool types of skills, and
in the emotional sense of having a warm substitute environment.

I also think it is important to remember that the tradeoff is
often between income and time For many families that second
income is absolutely essential. Although it might be nice if one
parent could stay home full tirr ! with the child, it may be that the
family can't really afford to go without that income.

We talked about the impact of women's employment on fertility
and the fact that this is leading to smaller families, and then we .
moved to the :mpact on the children themselves. Several other
types of consequences of womens' employment, which I don't have
time to go into in any detail, should be noted: First, a more urban-
oriented society and less geographic mobility than in the past and
second, a more unequal distribution of income. These are somewhat
more speculative consequences, but I think that other things being
equal, we would see thern,occurring.

Let me now touch on what I think the major policy implications
of these changes are. One of them we have already touched on.
Very broadly I think two problems need to be addressed.

One is the strain which these changes are creating for the eaono-
y, and another is the strain which they are creating for the

family, to which you have already alluded.
Let me begin with the economy. The major issue hereand I see

this very much from my perspective as Director of the Manpower
Commissionis, can we create enough jobs to accommodate all
those who need or want to work'? A kind of subsidiary issue that
lies just under the surface here is whether women are taking jobs
away from men, particularly minority men, and from teenagers.

My answer would be very simply that we can and we should
create enough jobs to accommodate growth in the labor force.
There is plenty of work to be done in our society, and it would be a
real travesty to ignore the contribution which women can make_

I think the issues here are very similar with ,respect to older
people. We see'an emerging debate about increasing the retirement
age and whether the economy -can absorb the older workers. My
answer would be exactly the same as it is in the case of women.

I think there is a short term digestion problem that we should
talk about as we'l,as in inflation constraint on job creation, at least
in the ways we have always done it. For some economies, and
increasingly even for this one there is a balance-of-payments con-
straint. I have just come back from a meeting with the English-
speaking countries in Australia on employment and training
policy. One of the things that I learned from conversations with my
colleagues in these other countries is that because they are trade-
dependent economies, they don't feel they can expand their econo-
mies. Like us, they have increasing numbers oC women coming into
the labor force. Because of this trade constraint th6y are seriously
considering adopting policies which would discourage married
women from workingthrough the tax system mainly. In some
towns in Australia there are actually ordinances which prohibit
married women from working. Frankly, I was quite shocked to
learn this. .

Mr. SCHELIEW 'That would be unconstitutional in this country.
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Dr. SAWMILL. I asked if there were not some legal redress for
these women, and the answer I got was that they would be socially
ostracized if they even raised the question.

Now, the single most important thing that we could do in order
to create enough jobs to find some innovative ways of controlling
inflation. I personally think we ought to take a more serious look
at tax-based incomes policies. There are problems with these poli-
cies but we certainly don't have any better solution. I think experi-
mentation along these lines would be extremely constructive. More
voluntary efforts, aithough entirely worthwhile, may not be suffi-
cient to do the job.

think that the benefits of finding .a way of .absorbing all of
these extra workers can be substantial. Standards of living will
clearly rise and with slowing productivity growth, it may be that in
the future we are going to have to improve standards of living
more through reductions in the dependency ratio than through
increases in individual productivity.

If we haVe more older workers and if we have more women
workers, we may indeed get some reduction in the dependency
ratio. Utiliiing these workers-will lead to higher standards of living
a conventionally measured.

Let me say just a few words now about the strains these changes
are creating for the family. The $64 question in this area which we
have already touched upon, is who is going to take care of the kids
if everybody is out working.

There are various possibilities and I think all of them are likely
to occur. One is that there will be fewer children, smaller families.
A second is that maybe children won't get the kind of care that
they got in the past.'l hope that this won't-lead to a generation of
neglected children, but in spite of what I said a few minutes ago, I
think it is critical that we learn more about this

A third possibility is that we will m_ ove-toward more institution-
alized child rare arrangements. You asked me a minute ago about
the child under 6 who doesn't have, full time care within the home
and is in some type of institution. I think we are a little bit the
victims of our past history and cultural arrangements here. No one
has ever done a scientific study that said at age 6 it is better for
children to be in school and under age 6 it is better for them to be
at home. It might be age :3; it might be age 1; it might be age 8. We
don't have hard evidence on that question, particularly within the`
range of variation that is realistic in a policy sense.

A fourth possibility and one that I would like to emphasize, is
shorter and more flexible hours of work. Again, there is nothing
sacrosanct about the 40-hour work week and with more multiple
earner families one can maintain family, income with each individ-
ual working somewhat fewer hours per week.

I think that in a policy sense we have to give attention to these
last two possibilities: Institutionalized childcare arrangements and
shorter and more flexible hours of work. I hope' that we don't jump
on the bandwagon and adopt the first alternative before we have
really looked into the possibility of changing 'hours of work, be-
cause in many ways I think that is the more desirable way to go. It
does preserve a More important role for the family in the life of
the child. It doesn't necessitate a massive new expenditure of Fed-
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eral funds, and so for various reasons I think we should give it a
great deal of attention.

Thank you. I will stop now.
Mr. STOCKMAN. We will suspend for 10 minutes to vote and be

right back.
[Recess taken.]
Mr. STOCKMAN. We have succeeded in approving the journal of

yesterday's proceedings. That is a narcissistic act. So we will move
forward.

I want to call on ,Dr. Simon next but before we do, I have a
couple of questions- that I want to address to you, Dr. Sawhill.

I think you touched on a terribly important point, the whole
issue of displacement effects and the assumption that there is a
fixed supply of jobs in the economy. That is if you make room for

'people who are on the outside, you are going to displace somebody
who is already in; whether youth, minorities, or older people. That
is really a nonsensical economic proposition, I think, because ulti-
mately the level of output in the economy is a function of the input
supplied.

Dr. SAWHILL. Precisely.
Mr. STOCKMAN. The more input' supplied, the more output you

should get if you have capital, commercial transactions and so
ff,rth. I think that is obvious, but it does not seem to be understood

,Jund here very well. Whenever we get into these questions, the
fixed supply assumption seems to prevail.

A good example last year was the-youth opportunity wage. That
was all fixed; job supply. We could not get it in. The same thing
starts to happen when you talk about older people working longer.

In the case of women, a dramatic case can be made, and I am
wondering if you or somebody who'shares your opinion could begin
work on a model- which would show, in, rather concrete terms, the
fact that when a woman goes to work that tends to create an
additional job demand in the economy.

We have been talking about child care. If she is going to go to
work, the chances are that:somebody is going to be employed to
take care of her children. It probably can be shown that she would
have a higher propensity to buy convenience food, or the family
might eat out three times a week instead of two. She might have a
propensity to purchase more labor-saving devices such as micro-
wave ovens, than she would have before.

Has anybody tried to put a model together which would show the
indirect job creation effects of someone moving out of the unmone-
tized household sector into the market and thereby creating
demand for things she is going to monetize? Would that not helia,
people better understand how this process works?

Dr. SAWH1LL. I think in a sense our macroeconomic models do
that.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes, on the macroeconomic level.
Dr. SAWH1LL. The problem is educating people who are not con-

versant, as most of us are not, with the details of such models. -I
feel that is badly needed. I do not think it is new modeling that is
needed as much as a better way to disseminate that information
and to make it understood to the lay public. I would like to work
on that.
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I was at a conference at Arden House last week that was spon-
sored by the Work in Amertha Institute. We got into this kind of
discussion, and what I have always called the lump of labor fallacy
was very much' in evidence in the discussions of this group, and
this was a group of leaders. top trade union leaders, some Govern-
ment people and a sprinkling of academics attended. But, most of
the people really did not understand this point. Dr. Bernard Ander-
son, who was there with me, was appalled at the level of misunder-
standing about this He is testifying either this week or next before
the Joint Economic Committee, and I hope he is going to speak out
very strongly about this.

I will certainly give more thought to whether there is some new
way we-can model or talk about these issues in a way that will be
somewhat more convincing to the general public.

Mr. SCHEMER. Wait a minute. Would you elaborate on that?
Dr. SAwnit.L. You may not have been here when Mr. Stockman

asked me his 'initial question, which was There is an assumption
which many people hold that there are a fixed number of jobs in
the economy and that if women get the jobs, or older people get the
jobs, they will displace other people. What can we do to dispel
those nonconstructive ideas which are becoming increasingly prev-
alent?

One thing that may be needed is better modeling or analytical
work. I would like to refer that question to some of the members of
thepanel here Who are into the modeling area. I think they would
be much more competent than I to give you some answer on that

In addition, I think we need better education and more convinc-
ing arguments on this front and better dissemination of what the
economics profession, I think, accepts almost unanimously. Again I
would be, interested to see what my colleagues have to say about
this.

Mr. SCHEUER. I remember when -President Roosevelt promised
that by the end of his term we would have 60 million Americans
employed, and everybody laughed uproariouslythe Republicans
made great fun of it.

SAWHILL. You know, up until last year,I think the largest
increase in employment that we had had in any single year in the
postwar period was 2.7 million people. We -created 4 million jobs in
a single year and everybody said it could not be done, and it Was
done. I do not think there are a lot of limits on job creation.

All you have to do is look back, not only to the Roosevelt experi-
ence and what World War II was able to accomplish, but at the
entire transformation of the economy from an agriculturally based
to an industrially -based economy. All of those people had to be
absorbed into the work force. There has been tremendous growth
in the population and in the labor force, and we have never had
any difficulty providing work for them.

Mr. SCHEUER. There is almost an infinite number of jobs to be
created as the service industry 'expands..

Dr. SAWHILL That is right.
Mr. STOCKMAN. The other minor question I want to ask is in

view of your position with the Commission, how much confidence
do you have in the statistical agencies of the Federal Government,'
particularly in their projections?
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I have been listening very carefully for a few days now and I am
starting to compile a list of disastrously wrong forecasts for a 20-
year period.

Yesterday the Social Security Administration people told me in
194h they had projected the population for 1975 at between 147 and
191 million and it turned out to be 223 million. I note in your
paper that in 1970 the Bureau of Labor Statistics projected a labor
force participation rate for women for 1980 that was achieved in
1974.

Do you think that in terms of manpower policies, macroeconomic
policies, and so forth,' that we need a rather large quantum jump in
the forecasting activities and-precision of the statistical agencieson
which we rely to make policy?

Dr. SAwnu. I think there is room for improvement. I am sure
that if these agencies were here to defend themselves,. they would
point out that they have an insufficient budget and staff for these
activities. But I am sure that they would be happy to improve their
estimates given theiresources to do so.

When I wa_s at the Urban Institute, I was instrumental in getting
a research grant from the Department of Labor to improve the
projections of the female labor force and I hope that the work that
my ex:colleagues at the Urban Institute are doing, will improve the
forecasts of the BLS. -They are using very simple ext7apolation
methods with an assumption that there has to be a deceleration of
the trend, since the participation rate is obviously not going to go
to 100 percent or more than 100 percent. It has to slow up at some
point. BLS keeps assuming it is going to decelerate in the near
future and it has not decelerated; it has in fact continued to accel-
erate.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Am I wrong in perceiving a systematic bias or
are these just two examplesand I probably could give others=
where you have had this large error factor?

Dr. SAWMILL. There have been errors, there is no question about
that but I am only,pointing out that it is very difficult to do this
kind of forecasting. It takes sophisticated studies and staff time
and resources to collect and analyze historical data from which one
extrapolates.

I would also say that our statistical systems are better than what
you find in Many other parts of the world. Although I think this

; kind of critical self:assessment is very important, we should also
give ourselves a little pat on the back.

Mr_ STOCKMAN. Yes. Well I will not carry this any further
except to say that we seem to have a tendency to want to fine tune
more and more things, and the more you want to fine tune, the
better your data -have to be. do not see that our data are solid
enough to do that So maybe we ought to be a little less ambitious.

Dr. SAwith.L. One last comment.
Given the amount of money that we spend on operating pro-

grams, it really is too-bad that we do not invest a little bit more in
information. Even if it happens that in only one case out of 10 the
new information leads to much wiser policy, it would clearly be
worth it in some cost-benefit sense. The information and analysis
are very cheap relative to the cost of running the programs.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank- you. -
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Mr. SCHEUKR. Just to add e footnote, I could not agree with
ou more Dr. Sawhill. One of the gripes_ that this committee has

had is that both the executive branch and the Congress are making
policies and designing programs from an inadequate data base. You
have to look at the whole scheme in order to realize how pervasive
this is.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Dr. Simon.

STATEMENT OF DR. JULIAN SIMON, PROFESSOR- ECONOM-
ICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, UNIVERSITY OF ILLI-
NOIS

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 8051
Dr. &MONT. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to talk with

this committee, especially because mine is as yet a minority view,
though certainly not a lone voice.

I was delighted by Mr. Stockman's and Dr. Sawhill's remarks
about fixity and about limits, because I am convinced that mis-
placed assumptions about fixity and limits are at "the basis of our
conventional view of population growth.

In the long run, say 30 or 40 years after a child's birth, popula-
tion growth and additional people are not bad for the standard of
living; that is an observed empirical fact. There is also sound
theoretical reason to "go further and say that population growth
and additional people are beneficial, and to a large extent, in the
more developed countries of which the United States is the central
element. These assertions are quite at variance with the .conven-
tional wisdom, of course.

Before beginning the subject proper, I would like to mention a
few basic misconceptions about population growth. One is that
even if additional people have a positive effect upon per capita
_income, this effect would be offset by such negative effects as
Pollution of the environment, shortage of agricultural land due to
paving over by cities and highways, shortage of energy, and in-
creased chances of world famine and starvation.

The main basis for these objections, is the assertion that the
trends and the factors are for the worse than at present. The
simple truth, however, is that it is bunk that these trends are
toward the worse; rather, the trends in all of these things have
been proceeding in positive. directions over the relevant past.

Another objection that one sometimes hears is that social disor-
der and psychological distress would be caused by higher popula-
tion density in the United States. In fact, there is no evidence, for
any such negative sociological or psychological effects of population
density on balance, as all recent studies have shown.

Now about population proper, and productivity and knowledge,
classical economic theory, since the first edition of Malthus, con-
cludes that population growth must reduce the standard of living.
The operative mechanism is capital dilution, the so-called law of
diminishing returns. Two men cannot use the same tool at the
same time, or farm the same piece of land, without reducing the
output per worker.

But the empirical evidence does not confirm this conventional
view. The data suggest that in more developed countries, popula-
tion growth does not hinder economic growth. One piece of histori-
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cal evidence was the concurrent explosion in Europe of both popu-
lation and economic-developinent from 1650 onward. The failure of
France to excel economically despite its low birth rate in the past
100 years is an important vignette in this history.

Now the more scientific evidence. The statistical evidence is of
two kinds First we have the historical evidence which was collect-
ed by Nobel prizewinner Simon Rusnets on population and eco-
nomic growth over the first half century, and then a whole cen-
tury, for those countries-with available data. Those show no nega-
tive effect of population growth on economic growth.

Then we have cross-sectional studies by several researchers relat-
ing the rate of population growth to the rote of economic growth in
various countries in various periods since World War II, These
studies show the same -absence of correlation between economic
growth and population growth.

These overlapping empirical studies do not show that fast popu-
lation groWth in more developed countries increases per capita
income, but they 'certainly imply that it does not decrease per
capita income or economic growth.

The most plausible explanation of the lack of negative influence
of population groWth on economic growth almost, surely is the
positive effect of additional people on productivity by creating addi-
tional productive knowledge.

I am saying that in the long run the most important impact of
population size and--growth is the effect of additional people upon
the stock of useful, knowledge that is employed in the production of
goods and services. This positive effect is large enough in the long
run to dominate all the negative effects of population growth. That
is a strong statement, butt the evidence for it seems strong, too.

Let's consider a question:- Why is the standard of living so much
higher in the United States or Sweden now than in India or Mali,
or than in the United States or Sweden 200 years ago? Clearly, the
proximate cause is that the average worker in the United States or
Sweden now produces much more goods and services per day than
does the average worker in India or__Mall, or than the average
worker in Sweden or the Urfited States did 200 years ago.

The all-important difference between the United States and
Sweden now and India and Mali now or the United States and
Sweden then, is that there is a greater stock of technological
knowledge available now and people are educated to learn and use

=that knowledge. The knowledge'and schooling are intertwined; in
India now unlike the United States 200 years ago, the knowledge
is available in books in the library. But without the schooling, the
knowledge cannot be adapted to local needs and then put to work.
The stock of industrial capital is also intertwined with the stock of
knowledge and with education. The value of our stock of capital
such as computers and jet airplanes consists largely of the new
knowledge that is built into them, And without educated workers,
capital equipMent cannot be operated and hence would be worth-
less

The importance of the technological knowledge factor cane out
clearly in two famous studies. Both of them found that even after
capital and labor are allowed for much of the economic growth
Cannot reasonably be explained by any _factor other than an im-

'
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provement in the level of technological practice, including im-
proved organizational methods.

Well how do population size and growth come into the picture?
The source of improvements in productivity is the human mind.
The human mind is very seldom found apart from the human body,
and because improvementstheir invention and their adoption-
-come from people, it seems reasonable to assume that the amount
of improvement depends on the number of people avaltAble to use
their minds. sj

Mr. -ScHEVER. We heard testimony last week that children in
large families tend to have I.Q.'s lower than children in smaller
families. This negative association holds for all social classes.

I wonder how you relate your proposition that with more people
there is more human creativity with what we heard Dr. Wray say,
that is that IQ seems to fall for the later children. in a large
family.

Dr. StmoN. I have to confess I am not a .psychologist. I am not
thoroughly conversant with these data. I wish I were, Mr. Scheuer.
Nevertheless, two things strike me. First, there seems to be an
awful lot of controversy about the nature of these data Having
looked at some of these data in a few of the more general publica-
tions, they seem to be amenable to various kinds of interpretation.

Second of all, even those studies which conclude that there is a
relationship between birth order or parity and IQ do.not tell us
how much in any kind of important terms. They may tell us there
is a statistical significance between the two, but that might, mean
that, over the tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands of people
in the study, half an IQ point between the seventh child and the
first child might' be enough to establish what is a publishable
statistical significance. however-that might be of no importance in
any kind of economic terms.

Mr. SCHEUER. My recollection was that it was in the range of 10
to 20 IQ points. But I will check the record.

Dr. SimoN. Would you please?
Mr. ScHELTER. We will inform you, Dr. Simon.
Dr. SIMON. I would be interested in knowing that 10 to 20 IQ

ppints is an enormous thing.
Mr. SCHEUER. It was very significant.
Dr. StmoN. The averages in the groups I was looking at, in the

science articlethe famous one of Zajonc and his coauthorwere
102.3 to 101.7 But I repeat that I am not a psychologist.

Mr. STOCKMAN. First,,,I do not think we should necessarily corre-
late one-for-one IQ with the kind of productivity-enhancing input
you are suggesting.

Dr. StitoN. Wonderful.
Mr. S'TOCKMAN. I read your testimony. You talk about the super-

market cierk who finds a better way to display things on a shelf.
That may or may not be a function of IQ.

Second, did not this testimony show that with g levels of
income, real.income, IQ's rise as well?

Mr. ScHEUER. The slope still remains the same.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Nevertheless, you have a rising slope. To the

extent of your thesis, population creates higher levels of wealth,
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then you have these two fAtors off:ietting one another. The whole
curve is rising even though the slope remains.

Mr. SCIIEUII. Correct.
Dr. SIMON. Thank you You said that better than I could have

said it Mr. Stockman. As to the need now for additional producers
of knowledge as well as what their effect is for example, Nobel
winner in physics Hans Bethe tells us that the future cost and
availability of nuclear 'power, and hence the future cost or avail
ability of energy generally, would be a rosier prospect if the popu-
lation of scientific workers in the United States and the more-
developed world were larger. If we had more workers, chances are
we would have nuclear fusion sooner.

Another example, whereas we develop new materialsplastics
and metalsalmost every day, it was centuries or thousands of
years between the discovery of say, copper and iron. It makes
sense that if there had been a larger population then, the pace of
increase in technological practice would have been faster.

Population site and growth have a variety of economic effects,
some negative, some positive. If an economist is going to be worth
his salt, he has to take account of the size and importance of-
various effects. He or she has to calculate the net effect of all these
forces together. You can only obtain an on-balance overall assess-
ment if you build an integrated model of the economy and then/
compare the incomes that you would get under various conditions
of population growth.

I, therefore, added to a simple neoclassical .model another simple
fact of the economic growth of nations, which is the increase in
productivity due to additional people's inventive and adaptive caps-
cities. Not too surprisingly, I arrived at a very different result than
the standard Malthusian model. /

I compared several different rates of population growth in the
simulation. One of these was zero population growth, another-what
I call BASE, 1 percent population growth per year; another was a
i0 percent jump in the birth rate above BASE in year zero and in
subsequent years; another had 2 percent population growth per
year.

The most important outcome is that under every set of condi-
tions, the demographic structures v,rith the more rapid population
growth come to have higher per-worker income than the BASE
structure in less than SO years. The population growth structure of
ZPG holds its advantage over the BASE one-percent structure only
about as long as BASE holds its advantage over the faster popula-
tion-growth structures; thereafter ZPG does much worse.

In many of the runs, the higher fertility structures overtake the
BASE rate in per-worker output after only 30 years. That is only
11) years after the entrance of the first additional children into the
labor force the faster population-growth-rate structures do better.

Now it is true that the long run, 30, 50, SO years, is a long way
off. Therefore, it is of less importance to us than is the short run.
But we should remember that our long run is going to be somebody
else's- short run, just as our short run was somebody else's long
run.

Babies do not create knowledge and improve productivity while
still in their cradles, of course. Although the family bears most of
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the cost of the children, society has to shell out to bring him or her
to adulthood. This means if you do.not want to look as far ahead as
the next 25 years, the benefit of knowledge from somebody else's
babies born today does not interest you But, if you feel some
interest, and obligation, to the longer-run future, perhaps based on
the fact that you yourself today are enjoying the fruits of the
expenses that someone paid for 25 or 50 or 100 years ago, then the
knowledge that will be produced

you.
today's children will be seen by

you to be of great positive benefit t
Mr. &HEUER Next Wednesday in California, we are going to

have an interesting laboratory test on the kind of decisionmaking
you are talking about.

Dr. SIMON.. Why?
Mr. SCHEUER. Well, that is the famous Proposition 13 where they

are talking about a Very drastic reduction .in the State property
tax; most of which goes for education. What people are afraid of is
that the older people will say_ , "To. hell with education, it is not
going to affect our lived!.

Dr. SIMON. You are saying that this measures our willingness to
look forward?

Mr. SCHRUM. Yes; it is going to tell us a lot about how people
_identify -theMselves with other generations.

Mr. STOCKMAN. This will tell us whether Keynes was right.
Mr. SCUEUER. No.
Mr. STOCKMAN. In the long run we are all dead if we act on thatbasis
Dr. SIMON. I think some measure of unselfishness should compel

us to keep the ldng-run in mind as we make our decisions about
population policy. I analogize here to what the environmentalists
are urging on us with respect to our national environment.

I close with a couple of polidy recommendations.
First, I recommend that we stop worrying about too rapid a

pdpulation growth rate in the United States. people obtain
the number of children-they want, no more and no less, is desirable
on general grounds. But, there is no long run macroeconomic war-
rant for any government population control activities.

My second recommendation is that we increase the rate of immi-
gration, because immigrants are likely to have even lower social
costs and higher social benefits of the sort described here than do
native-born children.

_ Mr. SCHEUER. Would you elaborate on that?
Dr. SIMON. I was about to -thank you for your kind attention.
Mr. SCHEUER. You can thank us for our attention for the next

few minutes.
Dr. SIMON. That was the subject of a whole paper I gave at the

Population Association meetings.
Mr. SCHEUER. Maybe we should have that
Mr. STOCKMAN. For the record.
Additional Materials in Appendix with Prepared Statement.]
_. SIMON. I would be happy to I can summarize.

What I did was to look at the studies I could find for four
countries, United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and Israel. I
looked at a variety of issues which includedwith reference to my
last pointthe amount of taxes that immigrants pay, and the
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amount of social services that they use. In all of these cases-tmost
especially, of course, with respect to the illegal immigrants in the
United Statesthe amount of taxes that they pay is likely to
vastly exceed the amount of social services that they use.

One important fact, of course, is the, age composition of the
immigrants. Immigrants everywhere throughout. history have
always been young, strong, single, without children, and in the
prime productive years rather than in the years in which they
consume.

Mr. SCHEUER. Yes; it would be helpful to us if you would send us
your study.

Dr. SIMON. I would be delighted to do that and have it included
in the record.

Mr. SCEUER. We will print it in the record.
Dr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. STOCKMAN. I want to thank you for your testimony, Dr.

Simon. I think it is a tremendously helpful antidote to some of
what I consider to be the nonsense we are getting these days from
Malthusian institutions like the Worldwatch Institute.

I think there is a problem with your presentation. I want to ask
you this I think you mean to say that population growth has a
positive effect on per capita income and income growth, all other
things being equal.

Let me give you an example or a hypothesis so we can probe that
a little bit. Assume that everything is equal about the United
States today, its population, natural resources, land area, and so
forth, except for two things:

First, there is a 70 percent tax rate on all productive activity,
whether it is returns to physical capital, elective capital, or labor.

Second, assume something went wrong at the time of indepen-
dence and the United States was not formed; instead :,e now have
i0 sovereign nations traversing the continent, each with their own
currency, border restraints in terms of tariffs, obstacles to com-
merce and so forth. Do you think we would have the same level of
income in the continental United States that we have today?

This is not a trap.
Dr. SIMON. The first of the questions, what would happen if we

had a 70-percent tax on all kinds of capital?
Mr. STOCKMAN. On the return to productive activity.
Dr. SIMON. All kinds.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes.
Dr. SIMON. I confess I would have to take some time to think

that one through, Mr. Stockman. It is not the kind of thing that I
could answer off the cuff. I have not thought about it I would
prefer to duck that one if I could. If you do not mind, may I think
about it for a few minutes and come back to you?

On the second, one, what if the United States were 50 separate
Countries. My family is here with me. We drove from Illinois and
just by chance, one of the things we talked about as we drove is
what would have happened if in fact the country had seceded into
two parts at the time of the Civil War, and What would happen if
each of the States of the United States were a separate country. I
argued to my wife and kids, as I would argue with you, that I think
that although the context then was mostly political, it is not likely
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to have had any enormous economic effects that would change my
conclusions.

This would of course depend upon hew many trade barriers there
were between each of these States, whether we had a situation
where the barriers were as great as they are around Israel with
respect to the Arab, world, or as small as they are between, say,
Monaco and France, If the barriers were small, I do not think it
would matter one whit.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Let's say substantial impediments to commerce.
Dr. Simorl. OK. Let's take the tough case of Israel. Israel cannot

buy or sell anything from its neighbors. Despite the total barriers
that exist, from my experience looking at the Israeli economy and
how it developed, I do not think even barriers that great would be
large enough to alter the main thrust of the conclusions which I
was offering.

To substantiate that conclusion would be a massive job. I am not
sure that anyone could do it at this point. But I can tell you I have
thought about it; have looked at some of these cases at least
casually, and even in the extreme case of a country that has no
commerce whatsoever with its neighbors, it would, not be enough to
change the conclusion.

Mr. SCHEUER. Just to put a footnote on that, the pressures are
such in that hypothetical situation that even with all the enmities
it is not true there is no commerce; there is a fair amount. All you
have to do is stand and watch on the Allenby Bridge as the trucks
go back and forth. The Israelis manufacture insecticides and the
trucks roll them across the border. They stamp in Arabic "Made in
Jordan," and distribute them all over the Arab world. Everybody
knows that they come from Israel but nobody wants to talk about
it because they need the insecticides and Israel is where they are
made. You can replicate that a thouand times.

There is an enormous amount of produce going from the West
Bank into Israel. There are workers from the West Bank by the,
tens of thousands going to Israel for the same kind of jobs that our
low-income minority people and the illegal Mexican immigrants fill
in this country, particularly in the construction trades.

So behind that facade of total hatred, there is a lot of economic
activity going onwhich is a lesson in and of itself.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I think you have to distinguish between raw
population potential and the economic context which allows that to
be more or less ,fully mobilized. If there are e-all kinds of deterrents
to people developing fully their potential capacity for productivity
growth because of various kinds-of constraints whether they are
tax disincentives or disincentives to commerc, specialization of
labor, it seems to me that that is an equally important variable.
And under the most ideal -,circumstances, where everyone has a
wide opportunity to develop his economic potential to the fullest,
there is a market to exchange talent and labor and the wider the
market the better. Then you get more overall benefit to society,
higher per capita income, and so forth from the population growth.

It seems to me that it would be a pretty hard case to sustain that
pure population growth alone is going to do anything for you. Look
at India.- There is ample raw labor, but they do not have the
economic institutions in the marketplace, I happen to believe, that
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would allow that raw labor potential, raw intellectual potential to
be mobilized at the highest level of economic activity_ . Would you
go along with that?

Dr. Simont. Yes; I go along with it. You are quite right,
I think it is important to emphasize that what I am saying here
all things being equal.

Mr. STOCKMAN. That is where we agree.
Dr. SIMON.' It is important to mention explicitly some of these

things. Perhaps the most important is the one that is inherent in
the comparison,,between India and the United States, that is as-
.surning that the average level of income between the countries is
equal and if we compare countries which differ both in population
size and in average level of income, then of course the proposition
does not hold. \ ,

Mr, STOCKMAN. I am just trying to lead you one step further,
though. Population cap come from natural birth or it might come
from removing barriers to the highest level of extraction of the raw
human potential.

Let's say the. Common Market suddenly becomes a wide-open_
market. All the tariff barriers are removed; there are common
levels of taxation and a common currency. Instead of 8 or 10
countries with populations ranging from 8 to 50 million, all of a
sudden there is a market of 300 million people in which all bar-
riers to the realization of that inherent capacity in population
disappear. Shouldn't this produce a higher level of per capita
income?

Dr. Simor4. I think that is certainly right. I would expect an
increase in opportunities and an increase in population to work
hand-in-hand with each other in such a way that both of them
would act to promote economic growth more than either one of
them separately. I think that is one of our fundamental ways of
thinking,- as economists, to assume that to expand opportunities,
and to expand the possibilities for exchange and trade and commu-
nication, will always lead to improved economic performance.

Mr. STOCKMAN. I have one more question.
I think I buy your thesis entirely, but there
Mr. SCHEUER. Will the gentleman yield?
Why do you not ask your question of Dr. Simon, then I will ask a

question, and we will request him to answer later. Then we will
shift to Dr. Freeman because he has to leave at noon; we will come
back to Dr. Simon. He said something very interesting before.

He said he likes to think before he answers. That is a different
precedent than in Congress.

Mr. STOCKMAN. We do not even think before we ask.
Mr. SCHEUER. You ask your question; I will ask mine.
Mr. STOCKMAN. OK. This is a rather major question so maybe it

would help you to have a few minutes.
I think I buy your whole thesis that there are not resource

constraints, it is particularly clear on the mineral side. The thing
that dramatized that to me was when I was out on the West Coast
to speak to the Mining Congress and somebody pointed out to me
in 1900 the real price for a pound of copper was $1. Today it is 60
cents, even though we were mining hybrid copper then and we are
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down to fractional analysis copper now. You can duplicate that all
over.

I an wondering if you can make that same argument on the
environmental side in terms the of the natural carrying capacity of
the biosphere or biological systems. The whole Club of Rome argu-

,ment is that there is a fixed amount of physical capacity on the
part Of the different biological systems, such as air or -water sys-
tems, systems, to receive emissions from industrial activity.

Therefore, with increasing levels of aggregate output that you
are calling for, there are going to be more and more emissions
entering those systems. Now if their carrying capacity is fixed in
some way, we are going to have to have higher and higher degrees
of removal of those emissions and pollutants from the higher level
of aggregate output. But, everybody knows there is a curve that
tends to go straight lip. The assumption is that with higher de-
gree's of pollution removal, say from the tailpipe of a car or from
the smokestacks of a powerplant, the cost escalateS exponentially_ .

When you go from 10 percent to 90 percent pollution removal it
does not cost much; when you go from 90 to 95 percent it gets more
expensive, and from 95 to 99 percent it is prohibitive. The point is
as you have to to higher and higher degrees of removal, it
becomes more costly.

Their argument is that the cost curve is so steep that you reach
a ridiculous situation. If you can answer that, then your whole
population-environment hypothesis fits together and you will carry
the day. .

Mr. SCHEUER. Assuming there is this kind of limit on the carry-
ing capacity of the biosphere, how do you factor into it food needs,
energy needs, environmental stress, nonrenewable natural re-
sources?

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes.
Mr. SCHEUER. Now I have one additional question for you to

answer after we hear from Dr. Freeman.
We talked before about illegal immigration from Mexico. It was

said that these people are coming in at the prime of their lives, at
the peak of their productivity. You also mentioned just a few
minutes ago the assumption that levels of everything were equal
between countries_ Well of course we know all things are not equal
between countries.

You have the push factor, which is the absence of jobs in Mexico,
and the pull factor, which is the availability of jobs in the United
States. put, the hard fact is that whTo these young people come
here,'they do not know the language, they do not have-
skills, they generally fare not literatein-Engtish, and frequently not
in Spanish.

In a fairly sophisticated, industrialized economy, where do they
fit in other than in the lowest of low-paying jobs?

We have had testimony from witnesses who felt that illegal
immigrants who came here and filled these low-paying jobs may
not percqive of themselves as immigrants, but really as residents of
rural Mexico. They may not be frustrated by tip, lack of upward
mobility and unequal pay because they perceive themselves as
.returning to Mexico with their savings.
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But, their children will not be satisfied. Their children will not
perceive themselves as rural Mexicans but as Americans. They will
not be satisfied to be treated in an inferior status, unequally; they
want the kind of life they see on television. What kind of group
will this generation become? Will they be a cohesive part of Ameri-
can society or will they feel alienated'?

How do the realities of this whole Gestalt match your theoretical
statement that these young people come here at the peak of their
productivity?

We will get back to ou anon.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Dr. Freeman.-

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD FREEMAN, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS. HARVARD UNIVERSITY

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 767.]
Dr. FREEMAN. I would like to direct attention to the effect of the

large number of young people currently graduating into the job
market on the economic position of young people relative to older
people.

Let me first restate some of the facts that Isabel Sawhill gave to
highlight the tremendous charge in the age structure of the work
force that has occurred recently.

In 1966, if you take the number of male workers less than 35
years of age and divide that by the number of male workers more
than 35 years of age, the number comes out to be about 55 percent.

In 1976, that number was 78 percent, a huge increase in the
number of male workers under 35 relative to the number of male
workers over 35.

Mr. ScuEnEa. I do not understand these statistics. Are you tell-
ing me that there is a smaller percentage of under 35 year olds in
the labor force than over 35 year olds or a larger percentage?

Dr. FREEMAN. It is smaller. There are fewer workers under 35
than over 35. But, because there have been so many people gradu-
ating from high schools and colleges; dropping out of high schools
and colleges and getting into the job market, the relative number
of people aged over 35 years to those under 35 years of age has
declined.

Ten years ago for every worker over 35 there was about one-half
younger worker under 35. Now for every worker over -35, among
men, there is now three-fourths of a worker under 35. The ratio of
younger to older workers has changed very sharply. There are
many more younger workers today relative to the older workers.

Mr. &HEUER. Wait a minute. Is this the famous baby boom
moving like a watermelon through a boa constrictor?

Dr. FREEMAN. Exactly.
Mr. ScuEuEii. And, by the year 2020 they are all going to be

retirees?
Dr. FREEMAN. Yes. Because of the baby boom, we have the

youngest work force we have ever had. Among women this is even
more dramatic because the participation rate of young women has
increased -relative to the participation of older women. The group
where this is most dramatic is among college people, because this
big baby boom group has gone to college in numbers Unprecedent-
ed.
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So that among men in-1966, for every male college graduate over
35, there had been 0.6 male college g_ -raduates in the work force less
than 35. Today, for every working college-,graduate male over 35,
there is one under 35.

For women in 1966; for every woman college graduate over 35 in
the work force, there had been 0.8 college graduates- under 35.
Today for every woman college graduate over 35 in the work force,
there are 1.6 women college graduates under 35 in the work force.
A tremendous change in the age structure of the work force has
occurred because of the big baby boom.

Now, I.want to talk about what that has done to the economic
position of young workers relative to older workers. According to
all the census statistics that I. have analyzed, the baby boom has
caused a tremendous decline in the relative wages of young people
compared to older- people. This change in relative wage rates
makes good logical sense. With more and more young people per
older _person, one would expect the wage structure to change
against the young.

Let me give some statistics to show the magnitude of this.
In the mid-1960's, a person aged 45 to 54 earned 74 percent more

than a person aged 20 to 24. There is now a 100 percent advantage
in the latest statistics.

In 1968, a male college graduate between the ages of 25 and 34
,earned :18 percent less than a college graduate who was 45 to 54
'years old.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Are these for the population as a whole?
Dr. FREEMAN. These are broken down by sex. They are for men.
Mr. STOCKMAN. So the 74 percent, that is male?
Dr. FREEMAN. Male, yes.
Dr. FREEMAN. College graduate earnings went from a .3 percent

advantage for the older workers to a 63 percent advantage, as of
the latest statistics.

For women, there really isn't much change because, for whatever
reason, earnings by women of different ages haven't varied much.
There is a steep profile for men., The older you get, the more you.

Imake. Among women, there hasn't been that kind of relation.
IThe big influx of young women doesn't appear to have had much
effect on what had previously been a flat age earning profile.

One lesson from this experience is that the wages in the society
ire really much more flexible than some people might have
hought.
The changes in the last decade have been in some senS`i, a ve-

-rood experiment. Suddenly the supply of one group of ,people in-
reased enormously for essentially demographic reasons, because of

the baby boom, and we obserVed what happened to their wages
relative to the wage of other people in the society. We saw, that
their wage goes down quite a bit relative to the other -people in the
society. This is what we would expect in a system that is reason-
ably economically flexible.

Sore analysis thht I have done shows that this change in the
relative earnings is not due to the recession, although that has had
some effect because young people suffer more in a recession than
older people. The main force is the demographic change.

-....,
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One can ask some questions about this. One is, what is going to
hapr en to the young people who enter the job market in the 1980's
as your watermelon ages.

Mr. SCHEUER. They are no longer new entrants into the job
market.

Or. FREEMAN. As far as I can tell from th data, the young
people who graduate in the 1980's, especially to ard the,end of the
1980's, will be in a much better position relative to older people for
the same reason that the current group of you g people are in a
bad position relative to older people. This mean that some of the
youth labor market problem's we had in the 1.07:2's are going to
diminish in the 1980's as the demography changes:

The baby boom group has had a rather poor relative start in
their economic life, and it is likely that their poor portion will
persist for a good deal of time This large generation of people will,
suffer for many yearspossibly for their whole working life. Being
born in a large group means competing with lots of.people for the
same kinds of jobs. Somewhere in the 1980's this huge youth group
is going to get to a position where key promotions in their working
life will be decided.

There will be a huge number of people competing for supervisory
jobs, for traditional promotions Thei-e will be fewer people for
them to supervise. The largest group in the history of the country
will be seeking these jobs. I think it will be a sizable' problem for
this generation as they proceed in their working lives, It really
means they have taken a serious economic loss because their par-
ents didn't pay attention to the fact that everyone else was having
a baby and didn't postpone having a child until a later period of
time.

Mr. SCHEUER. What?
Dr. Freeman. It has nothing to do with their particular behavior.
Mr. SCHEUER. May I ask you a question before you proceed?
Will the problems encountered by the baby boom generation, spill

over to the smaller group following them? Will it be a seller's
market for them or will the fact that this watermelon just ahead of
them which is really having a tough time all along, shadow their
careers too?

Dr. FREEMAN. That is a really big question
Mr. &HEUER. I have a couple of kids in college. I want to know

whether I am going to have-to support them all my life. There are
two daughters out of school, both lawyers, and they are doing OK
even though they are in the watermelon. But, my two boys in
college are past the watermelon.

Will it cast a cloud on their lives? Will they have a tough time
because the effects of the watermelon will spread both ways?

Dr. FREEMAN. To soe...extent they will but it is my feeling that
because of the way the job market operates wit'i the employers
going to campuses and really distinctly wanting new graduates
rather than people who have been out for 4 or 5 years, they will
not suffer for much of their working lives. Also because older
workers are higher paid than younger workers, it may be easier
and cheaper to hire the new person.

It is my speculation that in fact the people who graduate into the
1980's will do much better; they will not suffer that much from

3
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being next to this huge group. That is probably true of the people
who will be graduating into the job market in the late 1980's.

Now, for high school graduates or high school dropouts, people
who are more likely to be in blue collar jobs, it is not clear because
there the preference may indeed operate the other way among
employers; that is, they would prefer those who ha ., more experi-
ence. W_ e know that the employment rate among people drops
sharply with their age, indicating employers may prefer the 25- to
the 20-year-Old, all else the same. There may be quite i different
effect for the two kinds of groups.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Dr. Freeman, I think we are beginning to see
your thesis. From my point of view I think you have a seriousall
things being equalproblem too. Implicitly you are assuming that
a 45-year-old is inherently more productive than a 28-year-old in
some abstract sense.

I would think that can be shown. You can go back to Alexander
the Great, who conquered the world when he was 23. .

Mr. Sca Emil,. Congressman Stockman is the first Republican
under the age Of 30 who has ever chaired a major committee in a
Democratic Congress.

Mr. STOCKMAN. That is quite an achievement.
Mr. SCHEUER. How old are you?
Mr. STOCKMAN. Thirty-one.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thirty-one-year-old Republican chairing a commit-

tee in a Democratic Congress.
Mr. STOCKMAN.. The point I am getting to is this It seems to me

if you had a parallel increase in physical capital formation and
intellectual capital forination, that -group could have been ab-
sorbed, the pie would have been bigger; there would have been
more opportunity to go up the supervisory structure in the entire
hierarchy.

1

You would have needed more technicians, more senior managers,
and so forth. For that reason, there would ;lave been more upward
mobility for some of the brighter, more p ductive, snore capable,
more talented hierarchies who are member this generation, and
you wouldn't have had that squeeze at the b ttorn that is depress-
ing the relative rate of wages compared to a s ago.

met with the wrong policies. We raised the
h
\leve of taxation error-

rapid expansion in-labor force growt rte was deliberately

mously in the last decade, slowing down the rate-of intellectual
capital formation and the rate of physical capital formation.

The attack on capital gains, the 30-percent increase inthe tax
rate from 1965 to now and the increase in transfer payments have
all slowed economic growth. During the great waves of immigra-
tion there was enormous growth of the labor force, but these waves
occurred during periods when the economy was pretty wide open so
that those people were ingested relatively easily.

These were the young people who were at the prime of life and
we didn't have the problem then. So, I don't see why, just because
you have an unusually large cohort, that this should cause some
kind of problem on relative wage rates and relative lifetime oppor-
tunities, all other things being equal.
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I don't think it is what the parents were doing in the 1950's on
the fertility rate. I think it is what the Congress was doing in the
1960's and the 1970's.

Dr. FREEMAN. My analysis deals with what they were being paid.
If you don't believe people are being paid more or less relative to
their productivity, it does not affect the thrust of what I have to
say. Some employers have seniority-based programs unrelated to
productivity and that is all right. There has been no re-,Ily strong
analysis of the issue.

One of the things I did look at in this analysis was the effect of
the growth of capital on the relative position of the young worker ,

versus the older worker. Your statement is correct in the following
way: /'

Certainly the absolute position of young people would have been
much better off. Everyone in society would have been much better
off if the economy had grown primarily through capital formation
or better ideas or what-have-you. That would have benefited every-

. one But you now ask: How would that benefit the older worker
versus the younger worker?.

The analysis suggests that capital formation does not have any
marked differential effect on the younger worker versus the older
worker. While everyone would have been better off, the relative
position of the young wouldn t have differed very much.

It is also important to recognize that the society has absorbed
this huge cohort of young people. Many more young people, includ-
ing teenagers, are working today than 10 years agc.

Mr. SToCKMAN. I think you are missing my point that we could
absorb all of them into the labor force by having them build
pyramids and then they would all be working. The point is, we
haven't absorbed them very productively because of the slowdown
in the rate of capital formation.

Mr. ERLENSORN. These are public service jobs. They can be
placed to work in public service jobs that are probably not mean-
ingful and are demeaning to the people engaged in the activity.
However, it reduces the percentage of the unemployed and the
statistics look better.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Society doesn't value public service jobs very
highly so we pay those workers the minimum wage, which de-
presses the relative wage rate.

The point is when the economy isn't growing rapidly, the young-
est people are the last ones hired. You have a surplus on the
margin of the labor market which drives down the relative wage
rate. But I don't believe there is any reason to believe that would
have happened if we had not had a 50-percent reduction in 'the
average economic growth rate since 1969, but instead maintained
the pace of 1962 to. 1968.

Dr. FREEMAN. In terms of the population growth rate as opposed
to capital per se, it is definitely the case that the slower the capital
growth rate, the worse off young people will be relative to older
people.

If we had maintained a booming economy in this period, the
young people would indeed have done better relative to older work-
ers. With the machines and capital, it is much more complicated. It
depends on the kinds of machines you are going to bring in Cer-

43 .
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taro kin& of capital obvroaly require very skilled technicians and
you are not going to have young people working with them.

Mi. STOCKMAN. I would dispute that In every computer firm I
have been to lately, the technicians are under 24 years old.

Dr. FREEMAN. I am not sure about the steel mills.
Mr. STOCKMAN. The steel mills have technology.
Dr. Fa*EmAN. Take the huge steel mills, the Ford River Rouge

plant.
Mr. STOCKMAN. That is because they have seniority. That is

Pinion seniority. It has nothing to do with what the market might
do.'

Dr. FREEMAN. I can't dispute that The computer industry is one
instance where you are correct, but there are instances the other
way.

Seniority rules, where they are in practice, pose a different situa-
ting.. What the machines do to the wages of people is not obvious.
For economic growth, I agree with you.

Mr. STOCK:-4AN. Go ahead.
Dr. FREEMAN. I wanted to say a couple of other things.
One is, the way in which this burst of young people has affected

the college system. What we have is an interaction. The biggest
generation coming of age to go to college, together with the late
1960's booming job market for college people, which raised the
fraction of the people deciding to go to college, produced the biggest
number of college' students ever. As the students have graduated,
there have been economic consequences. The young college gradu-
ates today still earn more than young high school graduates, but
their earnings position has been compressed relative to similarly
aged people with lesser educatiori.

This is likely to change as We go into the 1980's since we will
have fewer young people graduating from colleges.

The last comment, I -wnrited to make has to do with the youth
unemployment problem, which is not addressed in the paper which
I gave to you It is true that we have a major, indeed, in some
ways, extraordinary unemployment problem among young people
of a magnitude that, when one looks at the statistics, is difficult to
believe. I don't mean to make it difficult to believe that the census
is not producing as accurate statistics as possible, but it is difficult
to understand what on earth is going on

Consider, for example, black young people just graduating from
high school. Some of the BLS statistics for the last 2 or 3 years
have shown that 6 months after graduation from high school, 45
percent of young blacks are unemployed and something like 20 or
30 percent are out of the work force. As a result, only a one-third
hold a job. These are people not going to college. Some of the other
BLS statistics indicate that upward of one-third of, these people are
not working at all ov.-.!r a year To be without a job for an entire
yedr is an astounding situation.

Mr. ERLENBoRN. May I ask about the young people, particularly
the young blacks who compose an extremely large percentage of
the unemployed? Have .you studied at all the effects of the mini-
mum wage on this problem?
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Dr. FR.. MAN. I myself have not. There have been a fair number
of studies, some of which showed the minimum wage has an effect
and some of which suggested it does not have a very big effect.

Mr. ERLENBORN. It seems to depend on who commissions the
study.

Dr. FREEMAN. In one of the review pieces, it was more how they
handle the demographic aspects. If you analyze the big liurst of
young people correctly, the demographic variable picks up many of
the effects other studies showed as a result of the minimum wage.
However, I was not commissioned by anybody and this is just my
reading of what the evidence would say as of now.

No one would claim that the minimum wage is increasing em-
ployment of young people. The question of the magnitudehow
much of the rather huge rate of unemployment we see among
these peoplecan be attributed to the minimum wage is an area of
some controversy.

Mr- ERLENBORN. There have been suggestions that growth in
population, if accompanied by growth in capital including new
technology, can provide a high per capita income and a good econo-
my.

I have observed in the last 10 or 15 years, probably led by
environmentalists, a rejection of growth and technology. The
theory is technology has brought pollution. Therefore advanced
technology i8 bad. Let's reject technology altogether.

To what extent do you think this slowdown in the growth of
technological advance may have affected the economy and the
slowing of the growth in capital formation?

Dr. FREEMAN. In my sentithents, I agree with you However, I
haven't seen any detailed study of this that would let me make a
scientific statement.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I think we still observe that going on today.
These may not be perfect examples, but they are ones with which
we are all familiar. The SST was rejected by the Congress. It was
advanced technology. Because of environmental considerations,
whether valid or not, we rejected that.

The President is now rejecting advanced nuclear fission technol-
ogy for the production of power, which is desperately needed. I
think this all reflects an obvious growing concern for the environ-
ment, but the reaction seems to be to just reject technology because
it has led us to the problem.

I personally thinkI like your view on thistechnology can help
us find the answers to the problems that face us. Rather than to
reject technology, we 'ought to try to get it under control and

vance it.
Dr. FREEMAN. I certainly agree with that view. As Dr. Simon

said, the stock of useful knowledge is the reason for the high
standard of living we have today_ . To turn your back on technology
is crazy.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Has not our country lost the technological ad-
vantage that it enjoyed for many years over some of the other
countries that are now world trading, not partneis, but opponents?

Dr. FREEMAN. The latest scientific data put out by the National
Science Board present a more complicated story. It turns out the
United States, and very surprisingly4.he United Kingdom, continue
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to be the leadig innovating countries in introducing new products,
but for reasons that no one really understands, the other European
countries and Ja an have taken our innovations and actually made
them more econ mically successful than we have been making
them. It seems that we still produce most of the new commercially
feasible innovations. Whatever diminishment there has been is
slight. The problem is that we haven't made as much commercial
success of our technology as other` countries have.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Commercializing a new technology is a high-risk
economic investment. Also to the extent that incentives have been
declining, maybe that is why we are not getting the advantage of
the technologies we are producing in the laboratory.

Dr. FREEMAN. Possibly. I don't really know.
Mr: SCHEUER. Dr. Freeman, you have described the situation of

urban black teenage unemployment. Does that suggest any policies
that could be adopted by the Federal Government or by the States
or local governments?

Dr. FREEMAN. As of now, I don't know the solution to the prob-
lem. Let me make a point about the statistics mentioned earlier. If
there is one group of people we don't understand from the national
public statistics and what is going on with them, that is these
urban black youth. We know they are out of the labor force; we
k now that they are unemployed and we know many are -unem-
ployed and some are employed by the Government.

Mr. SCHEUER. Are they employed in the illegal sector?
Dr. FREEMAN. We don't know that What we need is a study that

would in some sense decide what the kids are doing with their
time whether they are engaged in illegal activities.

Mr. ScriEuEa. I meant the illegal labor market. Are they working
in sweatshops for subminimum wages?

Dr. FREEMAN. We don't know that. You see, the statistics are
gathered in a way that provides little information about the people
who are out of work. Either they are unemployed or out of the
labor force. When they work we know their job, their wage rate,
their occupation, and we have information so we can understand
where they fit into the economy. For people without work, howev-
er, the Census doesn't ask detailed questions.

It is hard to recommend policy when you don't know what these
people are doing with their time and what is happening to them.
We do know as they get older and they reach 25, of course, the
unemployment rate falls very sharply. At that age they begin to
enter the mainstream economy in some fashion, but there is a
lengthy period of 5 GI- 6 years when all we know is what they are
not doing. We don't know what they are doing.

Mr. SCHEUER. That is a gap in our data base too, isn't it
Dr. FREEMAN. A major gap, yes.
Mr. STOCKMAN. Thank,you.
You may proceed, Dr. Anderson.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH ANDERSON, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, WILLIAMS COLLEGE

[Prepared Statement in Appendix on p. 781.]
Dr. ANDERSON. My,comrnents concern the same things Dr. Free-

man talked about. I will discuss these issues in a somewhat differ-
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ent framework, hopefully to provide additional \"nsights and to
provide information concerning the effects of some ublic policies
on the U.S. labor market, taking into consideration ongoing and
prospective changes in the labor force.

We have widely heard that the demographic compos ion of the
American labor force has changed dramatically in rece decades
and will continue to change dramatically in the future. . rovided
some information about that in table 1 of the statement that I
prepared for the Committee. Figures in that table are quite c nsist
ent with Dr. Freeman's observations of the increase in this d ade
of young workers relative to older, workers in the labor mar et.

My discussion of the effects of age structure on the labor mark
is in three parts. First, I will discuss the possibilities for substitu
tion among the various age groups that make up the labor force.
Second. I will talk about some factors that affect the demographic
composition of unemployment. In that discussion I will suggest
some reasons why age structure changes may be related to changes
in the unemployment rates of demographic groups, and to the
aggregate unemployment rate. Then finally, I will try to venture
some forecasts of labor market variables provided by a long-term
econometric model.

Mr. SCHEUER. Maybe you can give us some program and policy
recommendations. This is our raison d'etre; this is why we are in
business.

Dr. ANDERSON. Very well.
In your hearings you have heard that one of the prospects of

future U.S. population change will be a rise in the size of the
dependent aged population. However, the overall dependency rate
probably will not be greater than it was in the 1960's. The reason
for this is that there will be a fall in the proportion of the popula.
tion that are young dependents. The fact that the dependency rate
will be unchanged obscures the changing composition of the de.
pendent population.

'Yesterday, in the committee's hearings, a lot of emphasis was
placed on that important fact. Something similar is going to
happen within the working population. The proportion of the total
population that is working will rise between now and the end of
the century, but not very dramatically. However, there will be very
important changes within the working population, changes in the
relative sizes of age-sex- groups. This would not be a particularly
important phenomenon economically if one age group could easily
be substituted for another. Then, all we would need to know to get
important information about the labor f6rce would be the size of
the total labor force. Its composition in different age group_ s and in
different sexes would not matter too much. If the number of young
in the labor force were to grow relative to the nUmber of older
workers, employers could just hire more young workers relative to
the old. This change in the relative sizes of different employed age
groups would not require a change in the wages paid to the young
group relative to the wages paid to the older group.

We intuitively feeland Dr. Freeman's results are consistent
with our intuitionsthat there are very important differences
among age groups in the, labor force, differences that have econorn-
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Ic significance. In my work, I have tried to test for that fact
statistically and found, in fact, that this, is the case.

As I said to most of us this will come as no surprise, but ,it, has
some important implications that may not have been obvious. In
particular, if there is an increase in the size of one age group
relative to others, for all the members of that expanded age group
to find employment, their average wage will have to fall relative to
the wages of the other age groups. If wage adjustment does not
occur instantaneously as relative sizes of age groups change, then
unemployment among expanding age groups will be greater.

What I am saying is that different -age groups in the labor force
may not be easily substituted for each other. Information about the
substitution possibilies among age groups is relevant to several
current policy issues. Let me give a couple of examples.

Minimum wage laws are purported by some to have a dispropor-
tionate impact on the employment and wage opportunities of
youth, whose lower level of skills and experience qualify them for
lower average wages than older workers. The nature of the impact
of a wage floor on the demand for the labor services of young
workers, and on their wages and incomes, depends upon the substi-
tutability of older workers and of capital for young workers. If we
have some quantitative notion of how easily that substitution can
come about, we may get sharper insights into the effects of differ-
ent minimum wages levels.

A second example, the recently legislated increase in the manda-
tory retireincnt age may prompt an increase in the labor force
participation of older workers. Changes in the age at which work-
ers qualify for social security and other retirement benefits, as
were discussed by. Robert Clark in the hearings yesterday, and
proposed changes in the adjustment of those benefits for early or
fOr delayed retirement, may affect labor force participation of older
workers.

Changes in the social security retirement earnings test passed by
the Congress last December may increase labor force participation
of older workers. If these recent changes prompt a significant
influx of older workers into the labor force, the impact on the
wages, incomes and employment prospects of other workers could
be considerable. That impact also will depend upon the substituta-
bility of older workers for younger workers and capital equipment.

Using data on the input and compensation of labor in the U.S.
private sector for the years 1947 through 1976, I investigated the
ease of substitution of age groups for one another in the labor
force. My conclusion was that labor force age groups are not per-
fect substitutes for each other. That is for producers in the aggre-
gate to he willing to hire more young workers relative to older
workers, the average wages of young workers must fall.

The relationship between changes in the average wages of differ-
ent age groups in the labor force and changes in the demand for
workers of different ages will be determined largely by how easy or
difficult it is to substitute for an age group whose cost has risen.
Substitution can be made either by hiring more workers of other
ages or by using more capital equipment and less of the more
expensive age group in the labor force.

2j
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Based on my investigations and attempts to measure these sub-
stitution possibilities, let me venture some rough guesses as to
some of the panial effects of some public policies on the demand
for different age groups.

My tentative estimate suggests that any measure, such as the
investment tax credit or ccelerated depreciation, that reduces the
price of capital services y let's say, 10 percent, will tend other
things eqn h-oual, to increas the demand for capital b' Rt 4.5 per-
cent; reduce the demand for workers aged 14 ._, 24. hi about 2
percent, for workers aged 25 to 54 by perhapF 3 .ercent, and for
workers aged 55 and over by about 6 percent. La me emphasize
that these are partial effects. This is all-other-things-pqual type of
analysis and reflects only substitution possibilities. The important
factor that is left out of this analysis is the effect of an increase in
the capital stock on overall growth in the economy, which wouldcreate jobs. I am saying, given a static situation, if its price is
reduced, capital will be substituted for labor and in approximatelythese proportions.

A second issue is the effect of raising the minimum wage. If that
serves primarily to raise the wages of all workers aged 14 to 24 by,again let's say, 10 percent relative to other wages and prices, my
estimates suggest that the demand for labor of that age group will
fall considerably, while the demand for workers aged 25 to 54
might increase by about 2 to 3 percent and the demand for workers
aged 55 and over might rise by about :3 percent. This reflects
substitution of older workers whose wage levels, in the absence of
the minimum, still would -have been above the minimum wage.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Where did you get that? Afe you saying the
elasticity of demand is 2.5 for teenage workers? You have a 25-percent drop?

Dr. ANDERSON. That is my estimate of the elasticity of demand
for teenage workers.

Mr. STOCKMAN. That is pretty high?
Dr. ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. STOCKMAN. I think you are right; so does John Erlenborn.
Dr. ANDERSON. This is again what we call a partial equilibrium

result, ignoring all the other changes in the economy. The esti-
mates are derived b' looking at aggregate production process in
the United States as one where we have inputs of labor disaggre-
gated by age, and of capital equipment, and by trying to estimate
the elasticities of substitution among those inputs. Then we ask
what happens if we raise the wage of one of those inputsin this
case workers 14 t ©"24 relative to the others. How will employers
substitute and how will that affect the demand for each input?

Mr. STOCKMAN. You generated that empirically by running some
regressions?

Dr, ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr: STOCKMAN. I think that is right.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Have you looked at this in a way to separate

men and women in the work force'? The reason I ask is some of the--
studies relative to the increase in the minimum wage indicate that
the young people are the losers; the gainers are not just older
workers but primarily women in the work force and part-timeworkers.
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Dr. ANDERSON. That may be right. The specific investigation-that
generated these results did not address that question, butkhaire, in
another set of investigations, tried to estimate quantitatively the
effect of the minimum wage on 8 different age groups of women
and 8 different age groups of men. The results are generally that
for most women whose wages, in the absence of a minimum wage,
would be relatively low. The minimum wage increases unernploy-
ment. The big gainers from the minimum wage are prime-age
males.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Some studies have indicated that the youth are
the losers in an increase in minimum wage; they lose the job or job
opportunities, but women gain job opportunities.

Dr. ANDERSON. I have seen those studies. That is not what my
research indicated.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Your research does not show that? Have you
made any investigation in your studies as to family income levels
of the worker?

Dr. ANDERSON. No
Mr. ERLENBORN. The suggestion also has been made in some of

these studies that the low-wage family or low-income families are
the real losers and the part-time workers and the women who are
the gainers in the substitution come from higher-income families.

Dr. ANDERSON. That is right. However, there is another side to
that There is some evidence that the low-wage youth that lose
their jobs because of the minimum wage are from relatively high-
income families. Youth that need a sufficient income to support a
family have full-time jobs and are ordinarily earning more than
the minimum wage anyway. So, as often is the case, there is a lot
of conflicting evidence.

Mr. SCHEUER. How do you explain that? The youth from upper-
income families presumably are better educated.

Dr. ANDERSON. They are ordinarily looking for part-time jobs.
Mr. ScHeu Es. I see.
Dr. ANDERSON. A 16- or 17-year-old head of family ordinarily has

a full-time job and is earning more than the minimum wage.
In 'my discussion so far I }lave used these substitution measures

to try to provide some idea of the effects of price changes on the
quantities demanded of labor\ inputs. The same measurements of
substitution possibilities also give us an idea of the effects of
changes in the sizes of different age groups on their relative
wagesthat is, how prices resphnd to quantity changes. This type
of information may be quite valuable, particularly for this commit-
tee looking at the effects of demographic changes on the economy.

It seems _reasonable to think of the size of various age groups in
the labor force as being determined primarily by outside factors,
such as past birth rates, and then by the levels of wages responding
to these given input quantities. It is important to have some notion
as to how wage levels may tend to change when there are changes
in the sizes of different groups.

A rough idea is provided by the following estimates.' If every
thing else in the economy could be held constant, a 10-percent
increase in the labor input of workers aged 14 to 24 would tend to
reduce their wages by 1 to :3 percent. A 10-percent increase in the
quantity of labor of ages 25 to i4 would tend to reduce their wages
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by about 5 percent. A similar increase in the labor input of work-
ers aged 55 and older would tend to reduce their wages by about 3
percent.

A change in the quantity of one input also will affect the wages
that can be commanded by other inputs or other age groups. My
preliminary estimates suggest that a 10-percent increase in the
quantity of labor provided by workers aged 25 through 54 will tend
to reduce the wages of workers aged 14 to 24 by about 2 percent,
and a similar proportional increase in the input from workers 55
and older will tend to reduce the wages of young workers less than
1 percent.

These estimates have policy implications. The estimates of thesize of the effects of a change in the size of one age group on the
wages of other groups and on the returns to capitalmay be used to
suggest some of the possible directions and magnitudes of the ag-
gregate effects of the recent increase in the mandatory retirementage. If raising the mandatory retirement age prompts an increase
in hours worked by workers in the oldest age group of say 10
percent, that might serve to increase the return to capital by about
1 percent, reduce the wages of young workers by something less
than 1 percent, and have a negligible effect on the wage rate of
middle workers. These effects of a possible increase in the quantity
of input of older workers do not appear ,to be particularly large.

Let me note that no evidence has yet appeared that the rise in
retirement age will prompt a large increase in the labor force of
older workers. The trend has been toward earlier retirement andnearly universal retirement at age 65. Labor force participation
after' age 65 will certainly be determined much* more by social
security legislation, economic factors and social standards than by
a mandatory age limit. Estimates of the potential proportionate
increase of older workers that might result from an abolition of the
mandatory retirement age level are around 6 to 7 percent, less
than the 10-percent benchmark figure that I took in the examples.

Let me turn and say a few words about demographic changes
and unemployment rates.

It is frequently observed that because of the differences in rates
of unemployment among demographic groups, the changing age-sex
composition of the labor force would have raised the measured
aggregate rate of unemployment even if group-specific rates re-
mained constant. The increased proportion of the labor force ac-ounted for by demographic groups, which persistently have high
rates of unemployment, younger workers and women, has in-
creased the aggregate rate of unemployment.

For example, the unemployment rate in the fourth quarter of
1977 was 6.6 percent. But that rate would have been only 5.8
percent if the composition of the labor force were the same as it
was in 1956 and each demographic group had its unemployment
rate of the fourth quarter of 1977. So almost 1 percentage point
perhaps can be accounted for by a change in the age structure of
the labor force alone.

However, in addition to the fact that demographic groups7rtvW
high unemployment rates have grown considerably in recent year
there have also been sharp increases in the unemployment rates of
those groups that have grown the most. The high unemployment
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rate groupgi have grown, concurrently with an increage in their
unemplcr:rnent rates.

Mr. &HEUER. Excuse me.
Dr. Simon, I think what he just told us is relevant t the ques-

tion that I posed to you earlier.
Dr. SimoN. Maybe we ought to have it repeated.
Mr. SCHEUER. I am not, asking for an answer yet. Maybe you can

incorporate that last sentence or two into your answer.
Dr. ANDERSON. We have observed an increase in the overall

average unemployment rate that can be explained in part by the
change in the composition of the labor forcethat groups that
persistently have high unemployment rates have increased relative
to other groups because of the demographics of the fertility rate
changes and the preferences of women moving into the labor force.
But, I am saying that something else important has happened. As
those

i a way that we cannot explain without looking at thein
their unemployment rates have also, have grown ,

evidence about substitutability. The general picture is portrayed in
tables 2, 3, and 4 in my prepared statement.

The evidence that I discussed a few minutes ago concerning the
substitution possibilities among labor inputs in production suggests
an explanation of how an increase in the size of a demographic
group may frequently prompt an increase in its rate of unemploy-
ment. That evidence indicated that a shift in the relative supply of
workers of different demographic groups requires an adjustment in
their relative wages.

If wages are inflexible in the shcrt run, this process of adjust-
ment may be prolonged: While relative wages are adjusting to
what is the new standard appropriate to the new composition of
the labor force, excess supply of the expanding demographic groups
will result in an increase in the group rates of unemployment.

Here again, with reference to the minimum wage, we would
expect anything which slows down the wage adjustment process to
be associated with an increase in the unemployment rate.

I investigated the relationship between the relative sizes of labor
force demographic groups and their rates of unemployment. For
each of the three demographic groups that I have mentioned, age-
groups 14 to 24, 25 to 54 and over 55, and for each of 16 demogra-
phic groups, 8 age groups for each sexI estimated statistically the
relationship between the group rate of unemployment and its share
of the labor force and the shares of other groups. For each group
there was a significant positive relationship between its labor force
share and the group unemploythent rate.

Let me emphasize that nothing is inevitable about this relation-
ship. I don't want to imply a necessary element of causality. Sever-
al comments have been made today that we have not perhaps
taken the policies, both in terms of the management of aggregate
demand or in providing incentives for growth of the economy, that
would have been necessary to prevent the rises in unemployment. I
am not saying there is any-inevitable relationship, but the data
indicate that a relationship has existed during three decades.

I conducted .a second experiment to acquire information about
the determinants of the unemployment rates of each of the 16 age=
sex groups that relates to some of the issues brought up by Dr.
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Sawhill and Dr. Freeman. For each group, I estimated the relation-
ship between the average annual unemployment rate of the group
and the labor force shares of each of the following four groups:
Males aged 14 to 24, females aged 14 to 24, females aged 25 to 44,
and females 15 and over. These four particular demographic subag-
gregates were selected to serve as explanatory variables because
their shares of the labor force have shown considerable variation
over the period, and because there has been speculation that sub-
stitution among these groups may have occurred. Such substitution
tendencies would be reflected in a giositive relationship between the
substituting group's labor force share and the replaced group's
unemployment rate. So I expectif there has been such substitu-
tionas one group is growingthat growth would be positively
associated with the unemployment rate of another group. Let me
give you some of the results.

Unemployment of teenage males was positively associated with
the size of the labor force of males aged 14 to 24, as the notion that
age groups are not perfect substitutes would predict. As the group
of teenage males grew, their unemployment rate increased. In
addition, males aged 14 to 24 appeared to substitute for females,
aged 14'0 24 and for females age 45 and over The share in the
labor force of females aged 14 to 24 was positively associated with
the unemployment of males 18 to 34, indicating substitution of
young women for young men, as well as substitution of young men
for young womenone would not necessarily imply the other.

The two groups of women aged 25 and older appeared.significant-
ly to have substituted for teenage males. Their expansion was
positively associated with the unemployment of young men. The
shares of both females aged 25 to 44 and females. aged -13 and older
%%ere iiively associated with the unemployment of females age
45 and over

Finally, fen.ales -15 and older appeared to have substituted for
,leA !.; agad older and for all the female age groups except

I1 to 15.
Lot 11.- etnplu.--:ize that this evidence is only descriptive and is

%en,/ ten -it we. descriptive I mean that this invest;gotion has
Hf.ntifi,.,i some relationships that seem to have existed, but it

r t i.r,, lr y explanation. I do not want to associate with
tut.; evidon,:e ar.- rigorous theory that would imply that one of
these iactors is .2ausing another, but it should alert us to some
pry .ihilrtre It rtainly suggests th;it the demographic structure of
unemployment and the aggregate unemployment rate are related

ch.:nges in the demographic composition of the labor force.
It me empkisize, I do not want to attach any notion of

necessity to these relationships and would certainly not want to
point the finger of blame for teenage male unemployment at an
ncrease .in the participation by women in the labor force.

Finally, let me turn to some forecasts of labor market develop-
ments between now and the end of the century.

'I'he research I have just described was undertaken for the pur-
pose of developing an econometric model of the U.S. labor market
that provides annual forecasts of a considerable number of varia-
bles describing the labor market. The model was developed to
investigate and to forecast the effects of demographic change on
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the labor market and on the economy, Given projections of demo-
graphic data, the equations of the model are solved for each future
year to provide forecasts of the variables characterizing in the
labor market,

I would like to report just a few of what I believe to be interest-
ing aspects of the forecast that are based on the most recent
Census Bureau population projection. That is the projection that
assumes an ultimate fertility rate of__2.1 at about the turn of the
century, and corresponds to ZPG.

The specific labor market forecasts that I am going to describe
today do not vary significantly between the two ends of the range
of ultimate fertility rates assumed by the Census Bureau, between
1.7 and 2.7. Even in the year 2000, the size of all age groups aged
24 and older do not vary with different assumptions with respect to
the fertility rate because those people were already born by mid-
1976.

First, I estimated labor force participation rates for each demo-
graphic group in the labor force, For most male groups there is no
major change over the forecast period. And for ages 14 to 24, I
forecast perhaps a slight decline; ages 25 to 54, perhaps a slight
decline but nothing significant. Within those groups, the-participa-
tion rate for the 10-year age group, 45 to 54, is forecast to decline
the most, from about 93 percent in 1977 to perhaps 88 percent by
the end of the century. For the age group of males 55 to 64, the
rate falls from about 80 percent now to about 72 percent in the
year 2000. For the over-65 age group, it is about 21 percent in 1977,
falling to about 10 percent in the year 2000,

Let me emphasize that in these forecasts I assume there will be
no major institutional change. The forecasts are_provided by pro-
jecting the effects of time trends, wages, income, and demographic
variables on the participation of these age groups in an essentially
unchanged social and institutional environment.

For women, quite marked changes are forecast. The age group 14
to 24, is forecast to- experience a considerable rise in participation,
particularly for women ages 18 to 24, whose participation rates, I.
suggest, will rise from about 60 percent now to about 70 percent by
the end of the century. Thearticipation rate of males of that age
is forecast to fall from about 80 percent now to 'about 72 percent at
the end of the century. So in this age group, we see a convergence
of the participation rates of the two sexes, a convergence that Dr,
Sawhill, in her testimony before this committee, observed in past
data, and suggested would probably continue in the future.

For women, aged 25 to 54, a continuation of the very strong
rig trend we have observed over the past two decades is forecast

with their overall participation rate rising from around 50-57 per-
cent at the present to about 70 percent for women aged Q5 to 34 at
the end of the century, and perhaps SO percent for women aged 45
to 54. Again. a convergence in the labor force behavior of women
and men is forecast,

For women aged 55 to 64. 1 suggest a rise from about 41 percent
now to about 60 percent by the end of the century.

The:,'. changes in partiipation and the changes in the age struc-
ture: combine to create considerable changes in the size of the
labor force of different demographic groups.

21
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For men aged 14 to 24, because of the slight decline in participa-
tion and the stabilization of the population of the group, there is
almost no change by the end of the centur the size of the labor
force of that group. The size falls through 1980's as the lnwe
fertility age groups enter- the labor force, and then rises again
toward the end of the century. In 1977, the size of that group in the
labor force was about 14 million. Id the year 2000, I forecast it will
be about 13 million, So, there is no major change there. This
forecast is based on the assumption that the total fertility rate will
be 2,1. Using the Census Bureau series corresponding to a fertility
rate of 1.7, the size of this young men's group will diminish consid--erably. If you use the Census Bureau 2.7 fertility rate series, it will
expand.

For men aged 25-54, quite a large increase is forecast. In 1977
there were about 37 million men in this age group in the labor
force. By the year 2000 that will be about 51 million, a 38 percent
increase.

Virtually no change is forecast in the number of men over 55 in
the labor force: about 9 million in 1977; about the same number at
the end of the century. So, the numbers ofyoung men and old men
are almost exactly the same, but there is a large increase in the
number of prime age men. At the turn of the century the baby
boom age group will be in the ages of 35 to 50.

For women, roughly the same pattern holds, but because of the
increases participation there is some growth in all the age
groups. About 11 million women aged 14 to 24 were in the labor
force in 1977; I would suggest about 13 million by the end of the
century. Aged 25 to 54, the -change is very dramatic. About 23
million women were in the labor force in 1977. That will be per-
haps about 42 million by the end of the century, an 83 percent
increase in the number of women in the prime ages, For women
over 55, in 1977 about 5 million were in the labor force; at the end
of the century perhaps') million.

With the increase in the numbers of women in the labor force,
there is of course, a corresponding increase in the share of total
income earned by women.

In summary, there is a rise in the proportion of the labor force of
prime age men and women, with the other age groups virtually
unchanged. What is even more important is that there will be a
dramatic rise in the proportion and number of women in the labor
force. As you have heard again and again, in our planning for
social programs front now until the end of the centurychild care,
health care, education, social securitysuch programs must be
designed for a society in which most women of all ages participate
in the labor force.

Finally unemployment. You have discussed the catastrophically
high unemployment rates of youth we experienced in the 1960's
and 1970's, For the age group 1-I to 24, my projections are that
unemployment rates will fall notably during the 1980's for both
males and females, due to the reduction in the size of this age
group entering the labor force. If the fertility -rate rises as high as
2,7, as assumed in Census Bureau series,l, the high projection, then
teenage unemployment again rises quite markedly by the end of
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force.

For the age groups 25 to 54, unemployment rates remain fairly
steady. This group as ill whole is sufficiently large. There is enough
substitutability among different 10-year age groups within the
larger prime age group that a sharp increase in one specific
groupremember that the baby boom lasted only about 10 to 15
yearscan be accommodated fairly well without the catastrophic
increases in unemployment that occurred when that group first
entered the labor force.

Again let me emphasize that these results are from a very aggre-,,
gative -perspective. They don't take into account considerations that
have been raised concerning the effects on the attitudes and abili-
ties of individuals suffering prolonged periods of unemployrnert:-
their labor force attitude and abilities have been impairedA some
way, such that as they age and move through the labor force they
can never really recoverthat fact is not taken into adeount in this
overall view.

Given all the other problevs that htiVe been created by age
structure changes, we can at least hope that the unemployment
problem will be alleviated to some degree by natural forces be-
tween now and the end of the century. On that hopeful note I will
conclude.

Mr. EruiENnoRrs.i. I have one question about the statistics you used
for your analysis and that is the Bureau of Labor Statistics unem-
ployment statistics. It has been suggested by some that they don't
necessarily reflect the same thing today that they did, say, 10 years
ago because of various factors.

One is that people-who are really not in the labor force may
appear to be because it is a qualification for certain welfare pro-
grams. That was not required in the past, so they are showing up
now in the BLS statistics even though they may not be actively
seeking employment.

Another is the availability of food stamps, and extended unern
ployment compensation. It means people don't necessarily take the
first job that comes along. I am not certain that BLS differentiates
between part-time and full-time job seekers. I think there are
many more women seeking part-time employment who don't have
any real dependence on working, but would like to pick up some
extra money to augment the family income. These women appear
in the statistics now in greater proportions than in the past.

Do these factors bother you when comparing unemployment
today with 10, 15, or 20-Years ago, or projecting what will happen
in the future?

Dr. ANDERSON. Yes. Let me say a couple of things.
First. in terms of the collection of the data In fact, BLS does not

distinguish between part-time job seekers and full-time job seekers
when calculating the unemployment rates. If an individual worked
for 1 hour during the previous week, he is considered employed.

Dr. FREEMAN. Although they don't investigate- it, there are ques-
tions which would break up the jobs you are looking for, or the
kind of jobs you have You can tabulate that from the data tapes.
The employment and training report of the President does not
break this up, but it is available on the tapes znd you can recalcu-
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late the statistics for precisely that. The Census has some rep_ orts
on this.

Dr. ANDERSON. The raw data from which my estimates were
derived are the tapes that give the overall unemployment rate of
the various demographic groups. They do not distinguish between
part-time and full-time workers.

Second, you have mentioned institutional and social changes that
would change people's attitudes toward employment and unemploy-
ment; that would make some people more willing to accept a
longer period of unemployment for various reasons, and be better
able to do so. That would, be largely accounted for by the tech-
niques that I ttse to derive the estimates, primarily by the treat-
ment of changes that are associated with the passage of time per
se.

The estimates are derived by a technique called multiple regres-
sion. That technique sorts. out and measures separately the influ-
ence of each of a set of what we hope are "explanatory variables"
on other variables, whose behavior we are trying to explain, which
we call the dependent variable. If, after all the effects of the
explanatory variables have been accounted fcr, there remains an
underlying time trend in the dependent variable, that trend should
represent the effects of the social and institutional changes the
Congressman referred to It does not explain now those changes
came about, but it does approximately measure their effects. If
those factors continue to open' -pie in the future the same way
that they did in the past, projecting that time trend, along with the
effects of the:: other explanatory variables, will provide useful fnre-
casts.

Dr. FREEMAN I have just finished reading a study by Kim Clark
and Larry Summers of Harvard University having to do with the
welfare reporting problem and unemployment eompensation. These
factors inflate the unemployment stAistics. though not hi as much
as was s,iggested in the study at the University of Flerida,

iiowever, if one ignores the unemployment issue and just looks
at th.. employment divided by poptIlatien this statistic look.s worse
fir the young blacks than the unemplci;rient data indicate,

am very suovicious of the meaning of "the labor force." It turns
our a let of people report tl;.::t thej are out of the labor force one
nio,ah -I am no longer working, I am very unhappy and discour-
aged--and 2 months later they- are hack in. There may be a major
probleol identifying certain subsectors of the society because they

a1-e repi-7-ti.ng themselves in the labor force or !.t of the labor
f,,rce. . -

This ,,ye,ir we had a stude, Joseph Cooper, who went to the
unemp:rirne;it lines in MasslichuseLs and did a questionrcaire of
the r.:L-ople. He asked them If they had received a job offer, You
have to worry about how 1-emest they will be in answering this.
Neverthe;ess, this was a very able student who told them he was
goink to use this information bec3use Cicr ernment poNcies were all
messed up and he would use this to illuminate the truth and
therm_

Seventy-five percent cf the people said they hadn't, had a job
offer at all With an ziwf.c lot of these people, it is not a question cf
reiPeting an offer. Sonic of the 2 :1 percent- who had receved offers
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were rejecting; high-paying jobs, relatively high-paying, but 75 per-
cent had not had an offer at all during their whole period of
unemployment.

Mr. SCHROER. What reasons did they offer for rejecting a high-
paying job?

Dr. FREEMAN. It wasn't in their area; they didn't like it There
were all kinds of personal factors.

I want to focus attention on the point that the majority of the
people just didn't receive any job offer.

In May 1976, the BLS did a survey of job searchers. This student
did the same thing. He asked them how much money they were
spending; how many hours they were looking for a job, and so
forth. Most of the people were in fact, spending $10 or $15 a week
on travel- in search of jobs and spending a fair number of hours.

The same thing comes out in the BLS job-search question. The
people do seem to be actually searching and would like to work.
This is-the 75 percent, and not the 25 percent who had offers and
had rejected them for whatever reason. One of the real surprising
things is that the teenagerswhom you would have thought are
not doing a lot of searching and are the most questionable people
as to whether they really want jobswere reported to be spending
as many hours as the adults in actually engaging in an active
search process.

The thing I want to stress is that while there are obviously
people rejecting job offers, the evidence shows that the bulk of the
unemployed are not getting any offers. That was in the 1975-76
recession.

Mr. ERLENRORN. When we talk about unemployment politically,
we usually projcct the figure of "head of household" who has been
unemployed for 6 months or a year or several years and the family
is suffering because the breadwinner is unemployed. Yet some of
the figures I have heard about average periods of unemployment
quite surprise me. An average period of unemployment was some-
thing like or 10 weeks.

Dr. FREEMAN. I think those are misleading numbers for some
groups. It turns out a lot of these people don't end the spell of
unemployment by-getting a job. They actually end it by leaving the
labor force. The next time they are surveyed, they say, "1 am not
in the labor force:

Mr. SctiEuEa. If they are not in the labor force, where are they?
Dr. FREEMAN. Then they are no longer counted as unemployed

and they are reported as just out of the labor force.
Mr_ ERLENBORN., Again, we don't have any interest in them. If

they are out of the labor force, we forget them.
Dr. FREEMAN_ That means a lot of short spells of-unemployment

end not by the person getting a job, but by leaving the labor force.
If you look at how long a person is between jobs, it roughly

doubles,the 8 or 10- weeks reported for a spell of unemployment.
Then you are talking about people who are 4 months between jobs.
A lot of people have been saying it is of short duration. They have
just ignored the fact that a lot of people aren't getting jobs at the
end of the spell of unemployment.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Aren't those figures based on insured people?

2
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Dr. FREEMAN. No. Teenagers would never be calculated. This is
based on the current household survey of the Bureau of the
Census.

Dr. SAW/111.1- Could I .sly something in response to your earlier
question about the usefulness of the unemployment rates'? We did
some work recently that looked at the family income situation of
people with various durations of unemployment, including the total
unemployed population. We looked at how many of them were the
prime earner in their family; how much faMily income there was
how many children; etc. It was very clear that in this day and age
unemployment is a very bad measure of economic hardship.

One statistic I remember off the top of my head is that 80
percent of all of the unemployed people were not pooreven in the
year in which they were unemployed and therefore had a certain
number of weeks when they wei en't earning anything.

This was based on looking at a full year's experience and how
many weeks the individual was unemployed during that year and
what the family's income was during that year. Most of the family
incomes were not very much lower than the family- incomes of
people who have jobs._

If we are going to continue using the unemployment rate as
some kind of a surrogate for economic hardship or the need for
income it is a bad measure. That doesn't mean, I don't think, that
it is therefore not a good measure of something else. I think what
it does measure is the underutilization of human resources and the
output the economy could produce if we were to put people to
work.

Mr. FRI.ENBORN. It is a measure of-economic activity or lack of
i t?

Dr. FREEMAN. Yes. Not utilizing our resources is a terrific loss to
society. So, although I don't think it is a good measure of people's
income status, I think it is a very good measure of the health of the
vonornY-

Mr. Eat.p.NnutiN. Would you agree that the politician's profile of
the unemployed as the head of household and family suffering is
not correct?

Dr. FREEMAN, It is way out of line.
Mr. SracKMAN. Talking about' unemployment insurance, Dr.

Freeman's colleague has done a lot of work on the after-tax rate of
wage replacement which is very high in many States, especially in
the urban States which now have relative economic stagnation. IF
people can get SO or 85 percent of their previous take-home pay
from insurance, that surely has to be a major incentive to with-
draw productive resources from the economy or to not look too
hard or to go to the places where they know jobs won't be open to
meet the requirements of the State's unemployment insurance
office. But, it seems to me that if we have the growing trend of two
wage-earner fzimilies continuing into the 1980's and 1990's, then
unemployment insurance ought to be rethought,

Dr: SAWHILI.. I think it should be related to income rather than
to unemployment. It depends on what the purpose is and if the
purpose is to shore up family income, our current system doesn't
make' a lot of sense,
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Mr. ERLENBORN. You are referring to what politicians refer to as
a "needs" test. You are supposed to give regardless of need.

Dr. SAWMILL. Could I add one other thing?
Mr. SCHEUER. I would like you to elaborate on this explosive

subject.
Dr. SAWMILL. Actually, I wasn't going to do thatalthough per-

haps I should.
Mr. ScuEuEn_ Please speak for yourself and not for the Manpow-

er Commissicn.
Dr. SAWMILL. Absolutely.
Mr. SCHEUER. All of you speak for yourselves and not for your

universities.
Elaborate a little bit on what I see as your emerging thesis that

our present system of unemployment compensation is not particu-
larly relevant to the real problem and that we ought to have an
agonizing reappraisal of it and maybe to change the focus.

Dr. SAWMILL. I think unemployment compensation was originally
conceived of as an earnings replacement system in a world where
the model was a single earner per family. If that individual lost his
income, that family would be in trouble. I don't think it is terribly
controversial to say that all of this has changed. On the other
hand, we should not ignore the need of many people for income
replacement.

Mr. SCHEUER. But you say 80 percent of the unemployed don't
need it.

Dr. SAwniLL. I said 80 percent aren't poor. Surely there is a drop
in income that occurs when people become unemployed.

Dr. FREEMAN. Your figure included unemployment insurance
during the year, is that correct? You are saying they are not
dropping down too much because there is this net underneath
them.

Dr. SAWMILL. No; I don't think it does. I would have to double-
check that.

Dr. FREEMAN. It is a very interesting point.
Mr. ERLENBORN. You will check that and report back to us?
Mr. SCHEUER. Do any of you have any contributions to make on

this?
Dr. ANDERSON. While rethinking the treatment of unemploy-

ment and maintenance of the income of people who are unem-
ployed, we want, to keep in mind the distinction that was very
important when these programs were set up and I think is still
very important politicallythe distinction between social insur-
ance' and welfare. Unemployment compensation is conceived of as a
form of insurance to protect people against unforeseen job loss,
regardless of what their income is Similarly, social security is to
guard people against the loss of employment ability that occurs
with age and disability, regardless of what their income is Many
groups in the United States have felt that it is important to distin-
guish between these types of programs that are like insurance
programs on the one hand, and welfare on the other, which is
directed toward establishing a minimal level of income for every-
body

M . STOCKMAN. If you look at the unemployment programs, they
have deviated from the original purpose.
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Dependent's benefits do not necessarily come under social insur-
ance. There are various rights of replacement,' depending on the
wage level; that entails very large means testing, directly or indi-
rectly, of the element in it I think we should throw that method
out as fast as we throw out the social security mess. Why confuse
them with that?

Dr. ANDERSON. I think we want to recognize a very important
political and psychological role that the distinction has played and
continues to play_ .

Mr. SCHEUER. If any of you have further thoughts on this point,
send them to us and we will include it as part of the written
record.

I would also like to ask unanimous consent for the witnesses to
either tell us now or to send us their thoughts ani what further
data we need on this unemployed group_ .

Maybe you can tell us in general the kind of information we
'ought to adduce and which Federal agency should collect the data
We need to know a great deal more about this group.

Dr. SimoN. With respect to this information, Dr. Sawhill earlier
said that if unemployed people represent a terrific loss to the
economy, it seems to me one of the kinds of information you want
to get -about these peoplethough it would be difficult to get it
from them diretlyis how much contribution these people would
make to the economy if they were in fact employed rather than
unemployed.

If I were to ask Dr. Sawhill how big is the terrific loss or gain we
would get from a change from 6 percent to 2 percent unemploy-
ment, surely it wouldn't be 4 percent of GNP because the people
going from unemployed to being employed are not likely to be
average producers in the labor force taken as a whole.

I certainly would have no idea what the answer would be. I
would also doubt that anybody else would have any idea, as of now,
just what the productivity of these people would be I don't know
how you would find It out but it is the kind of information ulti-
mately you would like to know.

Mr. SCHEUER. This is the question for Dr Simon. These illegal
immigrants coming across the border are supposedly in their most
productive years. We are faced with a tradition and not a fear, as
Grover Cleveland said about 100 years ago. What is the impact of
this group of illegal immigrants on our economy? Are they fitting
in? Do they have skills? Are they productive? I don't know. If yOu
can enlighten us, we would look forward to your answer.

Also I would like to have all of you think about this We have
rollcall now but I am willing to come back. Are you returning,
Dave?

Mr. STOCKMAN. Yes, if you are willing to stay.
Mr. SCHEUER. I would like to know more about how some of

these new perceptions of yours relate to our traditional image of
structural unemployment. Has something new been added? Who is
this group? Is this just a single cohortand I apologize again for
using that wordthat is moving through our economy? Do we have
a Shakespearei.n play with five different plot lines here, with one
group which is distinctly related to age and another group consist-
ing of discouraged workers?
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What is the profile of this problem and what are the societal
implications of that What are the policy and program implica.
Lions?

Mr. STOCKMAN. Those are the second bells. So we will suspend
temporarily.

If you can wait, we will be back.
[Recess.]
Mr. STOCKMAN. The committee will come to order again.
Mr. ERLENBoRN. I just have two short questions, one to follow up

on unemployment insurance and what it does to statistics.
There have been those who have observed, because we have

unemployment insurance paid on an experience basis but with a
cap that is fairly low, that an industry that is seasonal and needs
large numbers of employees at some times but doesn't necessarily
need those large numbers at other times, feels quite free to lay off
workers because it doesn't cost them any more They reach the
maximum contribution and they are not going to pay any more
They use this as a management tool.

The employees see it the same way. Unemployment compensa-
tion, is really an extension of their job during periods when they
are not actually working. However, they don't actively seek other
employment; they are just waiting until he need for their warm
bodies on the production line occurs agai_ in the seasonal fluctu-
ation.

Is this a factor also; do you have any idea as to whether we
ought .to change that by taking off the cap or not making it
experience ratio?

Dr. ANDE ON. It seems clear that the unemployment insurance
system doe subsidize industries characterized by seasonal vari-
ation in the demand for labor, and subsidizes the wages of individ-
uals who ha pen to want to work in industries like that Agricul-
ture and tot = ism are probably the best examples.

The presumption of economists is that prodows should pay the
full costs of production, and consumers ought to pay the full costs
of the product. If part of the cast of seasonal production is that you
have to pay workers more while they are working because they
know they are not going to be working a full year, then that cost
should be paid by the consumers of seasonal products. Unemploy-
ment compensation relieves producers and consumers of the cost of
using labor seasonally. If producers had to pay the full cost of an
unstable pattern of labor use they might try to smooth out that
pattern or economize on the use of seasonal labor. If consumers has
to pay the full costs of products that use seasonal labor, they might
consume less of such products, in turn reducing the demand for
seasonal labor.

You asked, for some estimate of the magnitude. Martin Feldstein
has estimated that if seasonal unemployment could be avoided
completely, the average unemployment rate would fall by more
than three-fourth percent. We would_not want to eliminate season-
al unemployment completely, of course. But we would want the
full cost of unstable employmentpatterns to be paid by producers
of seasonal products and, in turn, by their consumers. Then market
forces would prevent excessive use of easonal labor and the accom-
panying unemployment.

32-9I 7C 15
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Mr. Eiti.ENaokN, I would like to make an observation because youreminded me of something when you said that the employer shouldtake into account the period of unemployment and compensatethat with higher pay. Schoolteachers have used this argument, I
think their compensation has been set on that is.

Yet a couple of years ago, when we hastily led a bill to extend
unemployment compensation to public workers, we unintentionally
covered schoolteachers They were planning, not all but many ofthem, to go down to the unemployment office come June and get
on the unemployment rolls until school opened up again in Sep-tember. Fortunately, I was able to head that off with an amendment on an appropriation bill and it never happened. I guess thatis just human nature.

Mr. SCHEUER. Point of information: Are teachers paid generally
on a 12-month basis or just on the 8 or 9 months that they work?

,Mr. ERLENBORN_ I think it varies. In some places they have a.choice of taking it in 9 monthly, checks or 12 months over the--course of he full year. ,..

Mr. &HEUER. Presumably, if they are paid their. full year salary
in 9 months, they could go on unerriployment compensation.

Mr. ERLENBORN. They can't Tiow.becauSe' of the way I had thelaw amended. But they were going tb.be qualified.
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes,
Mr. ERLENRORN. One last question. -We have talked about the baby boom. We now know there is aso-called baby bust, where the fertility rate has dropped rather

dramatically.
In our population commission, the Rockefeller Commission, onwhich both Congressman Scheuer and I served, we studied the

implications that this might have for the security of the UnitedStates; that is would we have sufficient manpower for our armedservices?
I wonder how you might view this question. Will this,. say the1980's be a problem, particularly with an all-volunteer A inbeing able to get sufficient manpower to provide for the sec. ofthe United States?
Dr. SAWHILL. Can I say something about that?
Mr. ERLENRORN_ Yes.
Dr. SAWHILL. It seems somewhat paradoxical that we have atremendous youth unemployment problem, and at the same time

we have a volunteer Army that is beg;;Ing for manpower. It wouldbe worthwhile, I think, to explore the possibility of a nationalyouth service which wouldn't --(.,,,-:arily just he militarily orient-ed.
Mr. ERLENRORN. Are you thinking of a voluntary or a draft typeof service?
Dr. SAwi-iii.L. Well, that would be one of the key issues that

would have to be explored.
Mr. ERLENRORN. I observe at this point that at one time whenthis idea was put forth, it was pointed out that even during the

time we were fighting in Vietnam, we had the draft, and we ware
only taking a very small percentage, something like 10 percent, ofthe eligible age group.

Mr. Sci-inIF.s.. That is because of the college exemption.
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Mr. ERLENBORN. No; they were within the eligible age groupp, and
our manpower requirements were 10 percent of that elgib e age
group If we had universal service, it would be tremendously expen-
sive because we would be taking 100 percent and putting them to
work; with many in civilian positions. I think there is a question as
to our ability to finance universal service.

Dr. SAWHILL. Well, I would say that you would have to pay some
training or gtiasi-volunter wages. Again you could make it a
means tested system and expect a certain amount of voluntary
service, possibly. There are lots of ways you could work it.

Also don't forget that we finance a lot of higher education for
people who may really not be all that i terested in higher educa-
tion but who are going on because the are no jobs and there
aren't subsidies for other types of tra ning and other types of
service.

For the future, I think that we are going to rely more and more
on women. The Defense Department is already conducting some
recruitment drives to involve more women in the volunteer forces.
So, I am not sure that the shortages are going to be all that great. I
think the issues will remain: Who is sufficiently trained, particu-
larly, in the basic competency sensereading, arithmeticrather
than are there enough warm bodies around? As you probably
know, the armed services are fairly choosy about who they take
and who they reject.

Mr. ERLENSORN. Do any of the other witnesses have any observa-
tions they want to make?

Dr. ANDERSON. With respect to the national defense, to back up
what Dr. Sawhill said by expanding our horizons to include
women, we have virtually doubled our potential manpower, corn-
pared to the situation when women were not thought to be appro-
priate for various responsibilities.

With regard to national security, specifically, the comment I am
going to rna also applies to a lot of the concerns that people have
voiced abou the effects of declining fertility and the baby bust. We
should rerni d ourselves about the distinction between the absolute
changes in population and relative changes. With falling fertility,
the birth rate has fallen dramatically, and the number being born
per unit of population or per woman has fallen. These relative
numbers have fallen so dramatically, in fact, that the absolute
numbers have fallen also, so that fewer people are being born now
than were born 10 years ago. But that absolute decrease is not
nearly as dramatic as the relative decrease, because the number of
women of child-bearing age has increased.

Given the technology of national defense, absolute numbers are
probably more important than relative numbers. Let's look at pro-
jections of the absolute size of the population. In 1977, there were
14,400,000 men in the age group 18 to 24, from where most military
manpower comes. In the lowest Census Bureau population projec-
tion that figure will be 11,200,000 in the year 2000. This is with
the lowest fertility rate assumption, where the fertility rate falls to
1.7 and remains there, which, is unlikely. If it returns to 2.1, which
I think is a better guess, then the size of that male age group will
be 12 to 14 million between now and the end of the century. It
doesn't grow larger, and that is an important change. We have a
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history of a growing population, so it is a big change when an agegroup doesn't grow. But, 11 to 14 million still provide ample' man-power to take care of the national security. In 1976, at the peak ofthe Vietnam war, there were 2.2 million men of this age in themilitary, and total military personnel were 3.5 million. All of thisignores women.
Dr. SIMON. be Anderson just made an interesting point which 1would like to use as a lead in lie mentioned that the absolutenumber of births has actually fallen. Mr. Erlenborn just earliermentioned the President's Commission, and Mr. Stockman wastalking earlier about our accuracy of forecasts.
It is interesting that the report of the President's Commission

came out in 1972, and in that 1972 report it said there will not be ayear in the next 20 years when the absolute number of births willbe lower than what it was in 1970. The first year in which theabsolute number of births was lower than in 1970 was 1971. So notonly is there a problem in forecasting, there is even a problem in
"backca,sting."

Mr. &HEUER. When was the report written?
Dr. Simon'. It came out in 1972.
Mr_ EKLENBORN. It was written in 1971.
Mr. STOCKMAN. 1971?
Dr. SIMON. OK.
Anyway, on the matter of national security, I want to take along-run view, just as always. In the long run, a country's military

'capacity is likely to he a function of its absolute size, just as JoeAnderson was mentioning. And the relative military power of theUnited States and Sweden is likely to be a function of the absolute
relative populations of the United States and Sweden. I think weshould keep our eye fixed on that rather than on the short-term
fluctuations. Then I concur with what Joe Anderson has said

There are several questions I did not get to earlier.
Going backward. Mr. Scheuer asked a'couple of times about thecontribution of the Mexican immigrants to the economy; how theyspecifically fit into the economy. I think I can pass on to you someother people's data on them. Some of this I think you have heard

from Professor Cornelius from MIT. has testified, and Fioreand you also had David North testify. I think David North's conclu-sions are not exactly the same as his data, Other data are found in
Villalpando's reference to two studies done by the Internal Reve-
nue Service and by San Diego County. All coincide very neatly.This is what they say.

First of all you can measure the contribution of the Mexican
(mount to the economy which can be measured in terms of wages,and we know what their wages are As to how they fit in, in terms
of the substitutability for other kinds of workers, in the two experi-mental studies done on the west coast that Villalpando told usabout, the IRS went out and grabbed 300 to 400 Mexican immi-
grant. and then watched to see what happened to their jobs. Some-
thing-of this order was in both studies.

in both these studies, they couldn't find American citizens to fillthe jobs. In one study, the jobs simply went unfilled. In the other
study, they got the jobs filled all right, but they were with legal
commuters from Mexico, so there is really very little substitutibi-
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lity between what the Mexican migrants do and what anybody else
might do. We know what kinds of jobs they hold also They work as
Waiters, and.the like.

&HEUER. Piore's reaction to that would be to eliminate the
secondary labor market.

Dr. SIMON, I don't know vAat he-means by that exactly. Even if I
knew what he meant by it, I don't knOw how one would go about
that What did he mean by "secondary labor market"?

Dr. SAWHILL. It means to force employers to use more capital
and pay higher wages and provide better labor standards. If they
have no choice, they will do that.

Mr. SCHEORR. I think he meant a conscious effort to encourage
`labor union organization. I think he specifically mentioned strict
adherence to minimum wages and conditions of work.

Dr. SIMON. I don't know what would happen. I can tell you from
his other studies what the migrants do under present conditions.

Mr. SCHEUER. What happens to the ones who don't work?
Dr. SIMON. The ones who don't work don't stay. We also have

good data on that When the migrants come, they immediately find
work. If they don't find work, they leave.

Also with respect to their childrenthis is an interesting ques-
tion that I think you raised before about the children's aspirations
and so on The fact is that the children stay in Mexico and the
migrants don't stay here _very ldng. They come many times; they
come for short periods of time very often they come to work for
the same employer year after year, and go back.

They average about 7 days being here before they find their first
job .and then if they are unemployed a:forward that they immedi-
ately go back.

Mr. STOCKMAN. Is it almost like a de facto guest labor policy?
Dr. SIMON. I think so.
Mr. STOCKMAN. We had one witness who suggested that the roots

of this can be traced to the bracer() cutoff in 1965 in that a lot of
the same villages supply the undocumented aliens. The patterns
seem to be the same, the seasonality, the return of the wag es back rN1
to the Mexican economy and so forth.

Mr. SCHEUER. It depends on the magnitude of the bracer° pro=
gram and type.

Mr. STOCKMAN. You gave one answer that I want you to rethink.
The question was posed: let's eliminate the secondary labor
market. You said you weren't sure what the outcome would be I
think the outcome would be that production would be lower. If you
have less work done at the lower wage rate, then you have less
output.

Dr. SIMON. All my economist's instincts tend to agree with you
immediately.

Mr. STOCKMAN. If you substitute higher cost factors, tr-hno ogy
or labor, production would be affected.

Dr. SIMON. I would want to check through that to see if there are
other things I have 'forgotten about, but on a first analysis I think
that is entirely right. Per capita income of Americans falls under
those circumstances.

Mr. STOCKMAN. You argue strongly for immigration and I am
glad to hear you argue that. Yesterday we had witnesses from the
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Social Security Administration speaking on the aging population.
We have the right impetus to funding social security with the
arrival of the_baby boom generation into the labor force However,
hospital costs continue to rise and the baby bust will soon diminish
the labor force, posing serious fiscal problems for the entire social
security system.

I suggest that we ought to have a 30-year policy of increasing the
rate of immigration to fill the valley in the labor force. You can't
talk about it now in the I970's because everybody appears to be
fighting for the argument that there is a fixed supply of jobs, but it
seems that may be the solution 20 years out.

We won't talk about it today, but we can at least rely on it as an
alternative as public psychology and political debate and rhetoric
change.

Dr. SimoN. It makes perfect economic sense to me. Whether it
makes political sense, that is something you should know about
better than I.

Mr. ERLENBORN. It seems you have the wrong thesis that we
don't talk about it now but wait for 20 years. If we start talking
about it then, it will take 20 years for us to do anything and then
we will probably implement the policy at the wrong time

Mr. STOCKMAN. I agree. I am just saying the climate right now
isn't conducive to advocate higher rates of immigration. You
wouldn't get too far back home with that.

Dr. SIMON_ That is probably right.
One difference between our policy and the guest worker policy

that you mentioned is, unlike the guest workers in Europe who are
legitimate, we rip off the illegal aliens; they can't get many bene-
fits because they are illegal. They can't go to public hospitals, they
pay social security taxes though they can never get any benefits
from the taxes. They pay income taxes, and they can't send their
kids to school. Guest workers have those benefits.

Mr. STOCKMAN. What we ought to think about is formalizing this
or at least moving toward formalization where some of these fac-
tors could be corrected.

Mr. ERLENBORN_ No less an authority than Leon Castillo, the
Director of the Immigration and Naturalization Service says we
are going to have guest workers. Either in an unorganized illegal
manner or we are going to do it in an organized and legal manner.
I think those are the only two choices we have.

Dr. SimoN. Leonard Chapman seemed to think there was a third
alternative, whi,Th was to seal off the border hermetically_ .

Mr. Erlenborn. That is the Scheuer solution, isn't it
Mr. ScHF.tivil. I don't think we can ever seal it off hermetically. I

think we can get closer to it than we are right now
Right now it is an open sieve_ If you ever go down to the border

and go to the Naturalization Service Offices and look through their
night scopes, you will see them. We have repealed the immigration
law along that 2,000 mile border. With the numbers of people you
see, it looks like it is Yankee Stadium at the end of the ballgame.
ft is not exclusively compOsed of young males. There are old people:

re are mothers and small kids all. Large families are corning
-oss holding hands like I cross the street in New York City with

four kids. I think we would have to Lio more thinking on the
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idea that there are just young, single maleS coming across. Unless
my eyes were playing tricks on me, it isn't true.

Dr. ANDERSON. 1 think crossing a street in Manhattan is a bigger
barrier.

Dr. SIMON. Could I change the subject to go to another question?
The question is, does my argument hold when we take account of

environmental matters, food, energy, and nonrenewable resources,
and what about the increasing cost of depolluting if we have more
people rather than less people?

Mr. &HEUER. What is the optimal carrying capacity of the bio-
sphere?

Dr. SIMON. Of course, I am talking as an economist and not as a
technologist, but it seems to me that our problem is, as always, to
forecast what the future costs will be of all these goods. The future
costs of clean air, of food, of energy and so on

Now, I can produce data for you on the cost of food and energy.
can show you what the trends have been in the costs of foods,
energy, and other commodities from 1800 until the present, and
these tell the same story that Mr. Stockmangot from the copper
miners about the price of copper. The prices of all of these goods,
all these primary goods including energy, of coursehave been
falling over the entire period for which we have data That says to
us that the scarcity of all of these goods has been decreasing over
this period of time, as population has grown during the same
period Of time.

Whether we can directly forecast the past into the future be-
comes the fascinating problem in forecasting. How does one guess
what the future will be?

I was thinking about this problem and I went back to my experi-
ence as a businessman. I said, how does a businessman forecast
what costs will be in the future? Businessmen very often have two
sources of estimates on what the cost of something will be, what
the cost of another McDonald's hamburger place will be, or what
the cost of a dam will be, or whatever.

A businessman usually has two sources. First, there are engi-
neering costs, where the engine&rs will come in and say it will take
you 34,000 bolts and 18 pieces of wood and so on to build a McDon-
ald's. Second, the other possible source, of course, is the cost of
building a McDonald's 'last week or last month. A businessman will
always prefer data from costs in the past to an engineering or
technological estimate built up on the basis of the bits and pieces.

The businessman thinks this way_ : "If I know what a McDonald's
cost me 6 months ago or a year I know that nothing important
was Iett out of that estimate. But if I make an engineering esti-
mate of what a McDonald's will be today or tomorrow, who knows
if the engineer will forget to put in the cost of the land or the cost
of the labor or something else, or his calculations might be wrong. ,

He might forget that we need nuts on the ends of the bolts.
So our best estimate, business problems and in economic prob-

lems generally, about what costs will be in the future is what costs
have been in the past. If we look at what the costs of food, energy
and resources have been in the past, we find that the costs have
been declining over the entire course of human history. And,
unless we believe that the world has changed as of today, or there

2 6.
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has been some sudden discontinuity, there is no reason, in myview, to believe that this trend is not going to continue into theinfinite future.
Mr. SCHEUER. Let me suggest a couple of possibilities as to some-

thing new that may be intervening.
No I, most of the arable land on Earth is under cultivation, so I

understand from the Club of Rome and other sources. To makeadditional land arable requires great amounts of fertilizer and
both of which are tremendously capital intensive. This isthe probem with the Arab lands.

Insofar as energy is concerned, we are rapidly running out of the
easy sources of natural resources, number one of which is wood.The fact that we have denuded forests all over the world has
caused an enormous destruction of fragile ecosystems. 'We arequickly depleting our natural resources of oil and gas. And in thenext 20 or 25 years, the projections state that we will be out of the
cheaply extractable gas and oil supplies; with coal being the onlyfossil fuel left. The alternative source is nuclear energy with all its
safety problems with which we are -familiar. These seem to be the
constraints, and therefore, all things aren't equal.

Dr. SimoN. Let me give you some data which I think run in anopposite direction. You mention desertification. 1 talk about this alittle bit in one of the appendices that I included with my testimor
fly_ Much of the recent U.N. Desertification Conference came out of -a book called "Losing Ground" by Erik Eckholm. I found that book-7
very interesting, full of anecdotes, suggesting that the world waslosing land.

I found statements in there saying, "Wouldn't it be ,nice if wehad data so we could tell what was going on?" Then lo and behold,I ran across a book by Joginder Kumar, who finished a Ph. D.
thesis at the University of Berkeley. He had found data He had
gone through the statistics of about 109 countries and looked athow much land they actually had in the years 1950 and 1960. Firstcontrary to the statement that there are no data, there are data;
second, contrary to the statement we were losing land, we weregaining arable land at a very fast clip. We were in fact gaining
land at almost 1 percent a year during that 10-year period: The
U.S. Department of Agriculture made a report which covered peri-
ods after 1960 and their general conclusion, though I couldn't find
hard data for it, waS that the same trend is continuing.

When we get down to the hard data, we find the facts about this
terrible thing, which is exactly the opposite of that which filled up
the newspapers and Newsweek and every other medium. Kumar sdata never even got out of the library at the University of Califor-
nia in Berkeley, perhaps because nobody has any interest in drag-ging them out.

To repeat: as to arable land, we got solid dat that run exactly
contrary to everything which is written in the °pular press aboutit.

As to the cost of building land, the cost of Eiuilding land is high.
Mr. SCHELIER. Don't you mean retreiving land rather than build-ing land?
Dr. SIMON. The agriculturist's talk about building land. They talk

about whole land being built out of the sea; they talk about farm-
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land being built out of swamps. It costs money to build land, to
create land. But it has always cost money to create land, and it
=costs less now to build land than it did in the past, because youdo ' ve to go out and chop the tree down with an ax. You knock
it o th a bulldozer.

Mr. &HEUER. There are places where there are no frees,
-
only'

sand.
Dr. Simoikt. That is correct. As a matter of fact, we are doing that

in the Pacific Northwest with another piece of technology. There
are moving irrigation systems which you now can take a great
wonderful, desert out there, put in irrigation systems and turn
what was sand into marvelous agricultural land.

In Illinois everybody thinks of Illinois 100 years ago as the fron-
tier, this prairie ahere you came along and dropped a few seeds. I
live in Champaign-Urbana, which is as rich as any agricultural
area in the world. When people came there 100 years ago, it was a
malarial swamp and you couldn't raise much- of anything All those
lands around the university and throughout all of Illinois, where
you now see these wonderful stands of corn, look like flat land.
Underneath each of those acres are drainage systems. Tiles were
put under those lands 100 and some odd years ago first by people
digging those ditches with their bare hands so they could put down
these tiles to drain the swamp into the ditches. Then they found
out they didn't have to do itwith their bare hands, but could get
oxen to do it for them. They hitched up 24 oxen. Then they found
they could do some of the work with steam machines. And now we
can do the same job enormously faster, enormously cheaper.

Yes, indeed, it costs money to build land, but it has always cost
money to build land and it costs less now to build land than it ever
has before. How long will this go on? That is a very complicated
question. One of the things we do, of course, is substitute multiple
cropping; we substitute all kinds of intensification systems for the
use of traditional land. We have no reason in agricultural econom-
ics to think this trend is changing.

Mr. ScriEuEa. We have this room reserved only until 2 o'clock.
We will have to leave in the next 10 minutes or so.

I do want to get any further thoughts that you may have on the
characteristics of the structurally unemployed and the group
known as "discouraged workers"?

What are the profiles of these two groups and what are the
policy anelprogram implications flowing from that?

We will expect very short, simple answers.
Dr. ANDERSON. This is not an area that I have studied so I' can't

give really hard information. I want to make a couple of general
statements that we do know about and that should put the problem
in a useful perspective for policymaking. But they do not suggest
what the answers are.

It seems to me thatwith regard to this problem of the large
number of young people without jobs, and particularly black people
without jobswe don't really know what they are doing, whether
they are in the labor force or out but that we an say without
much doubt at all that in our economy today we are not producing
or providing a sufficient number of jobs that people want to take. I

-can't say whether or not a black teenager in Washington or New

2 (i
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York could get a job if he really wanted one or what his future is
going to be 3 years from now because of the experience he is
having now or has had over the past decade.,I think we can say we
haven 'hadenoug". jobs that people lave wanted to take.

Mr. ScHEIJER. IlTna kind of jobs can't be filled?
Dr. ANnPF.ser.., 1 in a positior,.wheie I don't kr nw enough so I

eannot go much frrrther than that.
JErt Do you. feel vre ought to collect data on this?

Dr. ANDEaxo.s. 1 am just trying to create cite perspective rather
than the details.

It seems w me it is useful to remind ourselves that we have a
very affluent economy. On the whole, goods and services are not
really scarce in the United States as is the case in many countries
over the world. We can afford to be a little bit softer in our
approach to labor market issues and think about the importance of
creating jobs people want to take rather than the importance -of
getting everybody to work to produce enough.

Certainly we are going to have to change the structure of jobs
'and I don't have the answers to thatarid perhaps we are going to
have to change the attitudes and the abilities that people have. We
are going to have to match the jobs to the people. There will have
to be a change on both sides. But, it is useful to look at the jobs
problem from the perspective that we should be looking toward
creating enough jobs that are satisyfing to people. There must be
jobs that people feel are meaningful_ and that can provide them
with incomes that make them think it is worth their time to take
the jobs.

A second distinction that is closely related to the jobs creation
problem is the ore that we use often in macroeconomics between
voluntary and involuntary unemployment. We are "realizingnow, I
think, one reason why the macroeconomic models that we used
with some success in the 1950's and 1960's have not seemed to be
successful in the 1970's. The models are based on the notion that
people are not employed because there are not jobs for them; that
doesn't seem to be the situation in the United States now.

Mr. ScrisuER. What is the situation now?
Dr. ANDERSON. Today, most of the unemployment in the United

States is voluntary_ I most emphatically -clOn't'rnean to imply that
we don't- need to worry about voluntary unemployment because
everybody could actually find some kind of job if he really needed
one, sweeping floors for $1.50 or $2.65 an hour. I don't think that
recognition diminishes the problem, but I think that it is a useful
perspective.

Mr. ScitiArEa. Sweeping floors should pay the minimum wage,
which -is a lot higher than $1.50 an hour.

Dr. ANDERSON. There are uncovered jobs. There are still uncov-
ed jobs individuals could take.
Sorire amount of voluntary unemployment is useful if people use

it to find appropriate jobs, and it is also beneficial for the economy.
Mr. SCIIEUER. Will that improve their education or sharpen their

skills?
Dr. ANrwrisoN Thar is right. A lot of the measured unemploy-

ment Illat we hove is the transitional omployment of individuals
moving from one job to another. That is particularly high for
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teenagers and for women entering the labor force, or re-entering.
We wouldn't want that to be zero. We would want- people to look
around and find the right jobs. We want it to be at some optimal
level of voluntary unemployment, but we don't know what it is

It is useful to look at the unemployment problem from these two
perspe-ctives: The necessity of providing jobs people want to take;
combined with the notion that most unemployment is voluntary.
But, that fact doesn't relieve us of the burden of trying to figure
out policies tdo something about it.

Mr. SCHEUER. The taxpayers of this country are uncomfortable-
and unhappy that a great deal of unemployment is voluntary.
These people are on unemployment rolls and welfare rolls and I
think we are faced with the very real prospect of a taxpayers'
revolt.

Dr. ANDERSON. Maybe I can make on statement that is a little
more concrete. I would not interpret it as a social improvement if
by aboliShing unemployment insurance or all income support pro-

ems, we would increase the potential hardship for, let's say,
lack families in urban areas to the point that black teenagers had

take jobs somewhere. That is an extreme case, but I think that it
speaks to many of the notions that we hear that people are un-
happy that we have income maintenance programs and unemploy-
ment insurance programs which lead to an increase in measured
unemployment. We could reduce unemployment by abolishing
those programs. I certainly think that would not be an improve-
ment.

Mr. ScHEDER. What policies and prOgrams do you -suggest in
terms of the problem of voluntary unemployment?

Dr. ANDERSON. I .1.-Unk we should pay more attention to efforts to
match people with jobs. Perhaps we could learn something from
experience abroad with youth employment information cent-:.rs,
where information about the types of jobs that are going to be
available can be communicated to the people that are going to be
Coming onto the labor market. Their expectations can match possi-
bilities, and they do not expect to move into a job that does not
exist.

We should look at the structure of jobs mild see how they can be
changed either through institutional changes, such as labor union-
ization or incentives for hiring certain types. We should try to go
as far as we can in the direction of eliminating or modifying the
types of jobs that people do not want to take and providing more of

e types of jobs that people do want to take.
Mr. &HEUER. To the extent that that distinction is a realistic

one it may be that 'people want jobs for ''which they are not
qualified.

Dr. ANDERsoN. That is why I mentioned that we have to change
the people as well as the jobs.

Mr. SCHEUER. Right.
Dr. Sawuit.L. Well, it is a very tough area. For someone who

claims not to be a labor economist, I think Dr. Anderson has done
rather well and I agree with a lot of what he said

Let's take the youth problem since that is a big part of the
,problem. People 14 to 24 years old compose half of the total unem-
ployment problem right now.
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I think that there is an awful lot of frictional unemployment or
job hopping among this group. To the extent-that this is the case,
there isn't much of a probletn.-There may even be a benefit to
society. We can tiike the entire group of youth and we can disag-
gregate them and ask: Where is the real problem?

Now let me tell you what I think we do know about that. If you
think about the consequences of being unemployed, I think thetwo
that concern us most among youth are First, does it lead to crime
and other types of antisocial behavior, and second, does it have
long-term consequences for the ability of the individual to integrate
into the labor market successfully?

AThe research here suggests the following '-
First, there are aggregate studies that show that there is some

relationship between youth unemployment and crime rates, but
there not the kind of refined evidence that suggests that if you
provide a job to an unemployed young person, that individual is
less likely to commit a crime. We simply do not have very good
information about that

On the long-term consequences issue, there was an interesting
study released recently that shows that if you look at people who
are unemployed at 16 to 19 and what becomes of them at age 25 to
29, they are the only group for whom a period of teenage unem-
ployi.iont determio.es their employment status at ages 25 to 29.
Members of this grcup are both out of school and out of work when
they are teenagers. If they were in school and unemployed, that
does not seem to have any long-term consequences. If they were
out of school and in a job, it is fine. !Cis the ones that somehow did
not make the connection either with the world of education or the
world of work that have problems.

Now whether the relationship is then causalwhether their
unemployment while young is causing the problems when they are
olderor whether there is some third set of factors that has to do
with personality or health or what have you, we do not really
know.

But I guess the bottom line of what I have said is that there is a
large group of youngsters whose employment probably ought not to
cause us to be too overly concerned.

Mr. SenEuxit. If they are either in school or working as teen-rs?
Savitut.t. Yes. The group we should really focus on, that

should! be the priority for some kind of public policy intervention,
is the out-of-school and out-of-work youth. I say out of work, by the
way, rather than unemployed because, as Dick Freeman said previ-
ously, there is this large group which has dropped out of the labor
force, and we do not know what these people are doing. They may
be involved in the irregular economy.

I do think that our programs have not really focused on the need
to provide serious remedial training for young people who are in
this at risk population. There are political pressures to spread the
money rather broadly, both geographically and demographically,
and as long its you _do that and you provide, work experience
programs that are say, 4 months in duration and which do not
involve any extensive supervision or any significant-training com-
ponent, you are not going to buy very much with your expenditure
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of public funds, other than a little income for an individual for
some limited period of time I think most of the people who work in
the manpower area would agree with that point.

I would like, to emphasize what was said about the need for a
better matching process in the job market. I think there are Euro-
pean countries which have refined their ability to provide informa-
tion on the kinds of jobs available and match the available jobs
with the, job-seekers much better than we have been able to do in
this country.

Mr. SCHEUER. I understand that some countries, like Japan, have
done this through the computer.

Dr. SAWHILL. Yes.
Mr. &HEUER. The computer has linked people with jobs. Perhaps

adding a third element of time, the computer could say, if this
individual with his level of skills, work experience and education
shows up at this place, after completing a training program, then
he will have a perfectly good permanent job waiting for him at the
end of the line. Is this something we ought to look into

Dr. SAWHILL. I think it could help. I think your point that the
young person needs to know there is a job down the road is an
important one.

Our Commission has just set up. a special task force on youth
employment which is headed up by Dr. John Porter, superintend
ent of public instruction in the State of Michigan. He believes we
first need competency tests at about the 10th grade level so that
nobody will graduate from high school without certain skills, basic
corgi potencies.

Second, those youngsters who have successfully gone through
high school and achieved those competencies, or received remedial
training, need an assured job down the road, at least for some
segment of time This perhaps should be defined by family income,
because we clearly cannot afford to guarantee everybody a job. The
Labor Department is doing some experimentation with this area in
its youth program, but I think it has to be linked with the willing-
ness of the individual to acquire the competencies and go through
remedial training if necessary.

Mr. &HEUER. Are there countries using computers in Europe or
in Asia that have accomplished this better than we have?

Dr. SAwiiii,L. I do not know the details on where that technology
is best- developed at this point. But my general impression is that
there is more of it in other countries than there is here.

Mr. ScHEUER. Dr. Simon.
- Dr. SIMIAN. 10- anything to contribute to that, unfortu-
nately.

Mr. Seiwii?-ii A.. right. Would anyone like to contribute-_ me-
thing else before we actourn the forrnEil hearing?

Well it is after 2. This has been a thoughtful and
stimulating hearing. We thank you all.

This hearing is zidjourniA until next 'ruesday.
[Whereupon at 2:12 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconv

'Tuesday, June fi, 197S.]
[Additional questions asked of the witnesses by the chairman.]
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AnornoNALQur.srioNs Assn) OF THE PANEL ny THE CHAIRMAN
Question .1. Do you feel that legislation to end mandatory retirement can counter

act the growing, trend to earlier retirement and-more leisure?
Answer by Dr. Joseph M. Anderson:

No As the standard of living rises, people desire to use part of the economy's
increased productive capacity to have more leisure. Thus far, institutional con-
straints seem to have prevented the reduction of hours worked per week much
below forty for full-time workers. Increased non-employment time, therefore, has
been taken by men at both ends of the working life cycle, in the form of lower labor
force participation of youth, and earlier retirement of older men. These trends will
probably continue.

At the present, the proportion of all retired workers that retired because of
mandatory provisions-even though they were wilting and able to work is sruzil.
James Schulz estimates this proportion to be seven percent. That provides one
estimate of the increase in labor force participation that might initially result from
Prohibition of mandatory retirement.

In many developed countries retirement at age 65 is much more universal than in
the U.S. In the U S about 20 percent of males and eight percent of females age 65
and over continue to be economically active, the only industrialized country with a
higher proportion is Japan, where about 35 percent of the population age 65 and
over work. Some countries do not impose a social security retirement earnings tests,
but still have smaller proportions'of the older population in the Li;zor force. In
Sweden and West Germany individuals collect full retirement benefits upon reach-
ing age 65, whether or not they continue working. Nevertheless, in both countries
the proportion of the population age 65 and older that is in the labor force is lower
than in the United States-11.7 percent in West Germany, 8.6 percent in Sweden.

If public and private pensions continue to provide adequate income, it is likely
that the trend toward early retirement and widespread retirement at age 65 will
continue.
Answer by Dr. Die B. Freeman:

Yes, but I know of no study of this issue.
Answer by Dr. Isabel V. Sawhill:

No one 'lows, of course, what the effects will be but them seems to be some
consensus at the trend toward early retirement among blue collar workers will
continue. The effects, on white collar or professional workers are likely to be more
pronounced. We have a paper on this topic being prepared b Dean Morse at
Columbia University. He has little confidence; in most of the estimates currently
being cited on the effects of the new retirement law.

Question J. Some analysts argue that pressures on labor markets and the educa-
tional system can be alleviated by encouraging adults to mix periods of work and
education, in a lifetime learning experience. Ca you comment on the merits of
such a proposal and whist t role should the Federal government play?
Answer by Dr Joseph M. Anderson:

The proposal should be evaluated on its own meritsnot as an attempt to relieve
pressure on labor markets or on the educational system. Pressures on labor markets
are going to be alleviated by demographic trends that are already underway. The
number of teenagers entering the labor force has already stabilized. The number of
workers age 14-24 and age.55 and over will not change greatly between now and
the end of the century. Most growth will be in the group age 25-54. Even this

owth will not exceed the rates of labor force growth experienced in the past
uring some periods of rapid American economic growth and low unemployment.

Absorption of an expansion of the labor force of this age should be easier than
absorption of the burgeoning numbers of teenagers was in the 1960's and 1970's.

My opinion is that mixing periods of education and work would provide enriched
lives and a more productive labor force. Many individuals and businesses recognize
this fact and interrupt their own or their employees' careers to provide educational
experiences. Such individuals and businesses apparently judge that the benefits
from mid career educational experiences justify the costs. Provision or subsidization
of such mid-career educational breaks by the government is justified only if it can
be demonstrated that the provision of such experiences to an individual' will benefit
others in society that it will provide social benefits external to the private benefits
it provides directly to that individualand that those others benefited could not
efficiently take measures to promote the provision of such educational experiences.
Demonstrating that fact would he difficult.

27U
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Answer by Dr. Isabel-V. Sawhill:
Fred Best of the Commission staff has written extensively on this subject (see The

Future of Work, Fred Best, editor; 'Effects of Work Scheduling on Time-Income
Tradeoffs," Fred Best and James Wright, Social Forces, September 1978; "Prefer-
ences on Work life Scheduling or Work-Leisure Tradeoffs," Monthly Labor Review,
June 19'78) and we will be holding a conference to examine this and other work time
issues in.the fall.
Answer by Dr. Richard B. Freeman:

Many more adults are already going back to school, as shown in BLS Special
rt 184.
estion S Dr. Sawhill discussed possible special employment programs for inex-

perienced workers. Are CETA programs filling some of the needs for inexperienced
workers in providing training and assistance in locating permanent jobs (non-public
employment ones)?
Answer by Dr. Joseph M. Anderson:

My knowledge of CETA is very limited. In the few cases that 1 have observed.
CETA seems-to be successfully bringing workers into contact with employers and
providing training in a way that benefits both workers and employers.
Answer by Dr. Isabel V. Sawhill:

There is very little data about (1) the prior experience of CETA participants or (2)
outcomes for CETA workers, whatever their level of experience. (Some more evi-
-dence should be available soon from the Department of Labor's Continuous Longitu-
dinal Manpower Survey.) Some evaluations of earlier programs show that inexperi-
enced workers achieve the biggest earnings gain from participation in a training

rogram_ The two major groups of inexperienced workers are women and youth.
oth groups are underrepresented in PSE programs relative to their unemployment

shares. (See Table 2, p 54, Job Creation Through Public Service Employment, Vol_ I,"
Summary of Findings and Recommendations, Interim Report to the Congress of the
-National Commission for Manpower Policy, March 1978.)
Answer by Dr. Richard B. Freeman:

don't know.
Question 4. Could you comment on the magnitude of the loss to our economy from

underemployment versus unemployment. What measure of underemployment can
you use.
Answer by Dr. Joseph M. Anderson:

Underemployment can be defined two ways. It can mean a situation where
employers retain workers even when those workers are not fully needed at the time
or when those workers' output is worth less than what they are paid. The number
of workers could be reduced without a corresponding reduction in the output of the
business or of the economy. This situation may prevail in less developed countries
when labor markets are characterized by serious distortions or where labor prac-
tices are dictated by traditioLs and customs. It also may exist during parts of the
business cycle in countries such as Japan and the United Kingdom, where lay-offs
are less common than in the U.S. In a country like the U.S., when labor markets
work fairly efficiently for most groups and where lay-offs are not uncommon,
underemployment of this type is probably not a problem. In fact, efforts. to reduce
outright unemployment by reducing cyclical and seasonal unemployment might
increase this form of underemployment by encouraging employers to retain workers
even when demand for their labor services is slack.

A second definition of underemployment refers to a situation where a worker
works fewer hours wr week than he or she would like because full time work at the

ge desired or of t he type desired by the worker is not available. In 1976, 3,272,(000
pie of the total non-agricultural employment of 84.188,000 (four percent) were

reported to be working part-time for economic reasons. Of that figure, it was
reported that 1,317,15)0 usually worked full time 1,955,000 usually worked part time
mainly because, they could only find part time work. This provides one indication of
underemployment of the second type. (During 197), the average number of unem-
ployed was 7.288,000. 7.7 percent of the labor force.)
-Answer by Dr. Isabel V. Sawhill:

Underemployment is, in my opinion, a somewhat elusive concept. It could include
anyone working below their capacity, of whom there are undoubtedly many. Alter-
natively, it is sometimes defined as aill those um ning Lou little to support a family or
people working part-time fur economic reasons. In my written testimony I argue
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that many women are "underemployed" within the home by which I mean they
have underutilized talents and energies. A study by Lee Rainwater of Harvard
based on a sample of women (18-64) in 8 common market countries shows that 57
percent of those women who were not in the labor force in 1975 would have
preferred paid work. With the caveat that we don't know what kinds of jobs or
wages they would find acceptable, this suggests a great deal more "underemploy-
ment" than unemployment. Pot slightly differently, 38 percent of all adult women
who want:to work (including those officially unemployed) do not have jobs. I'm sure
we would find something similar in the U.S.
Answer by Dr. Richard B. Freemen:

For underemployment issues I would look at the article in the Monthly Labor
Review, Feb. 1976, by Shishkin.

Question .5. Could you briefly comment on data needs for the nonworking popula-
tion. particularly for youth?
Answer by. Dr. Joseph M. Anderson:

Outside my area of competence.
Answer by Dr. Isabel V. Sawhill:

Aa I noted in my testimony, there is some evidence that the most serious long-
term consequences of teenage unemployment. occur for those who were both out of
school and out of work as teenagers. Yet we have no data on what teenagers with
no connection to either the labor market or the educational system are doing with
their time or what sources of income support they rely on If we want to understand
either the causes or the consequences of their status, we will need to know what
activities and sources of income are competing with education and work. I would
urge some survey research and some participant observer studies of this group with

focus un the urban ininoi ity component. The Commission has a new task force on
youth which will be looking at these issues.
Answer by Dr Richard B. Freeman:

I think this is the most important order of data problem. We need to know: (1)
How much these people spend; (2) where they obtain spending money; (3) with
whom they live; and (4) what they do with their time.

Question 6 Can you estimate what portion of current employment reflects "opti-
mal- frictional unemployment? How do you define -oDtimal'?
Answer by Dr. Joseph M. Anderson:

"Frictional" or "search" unemployment refers to the measured unemployment
that results from the fact that individuals entering the labor force or changing jobs
take a period of time to find a satisfactory job, during which time they are unem-
ployed. Optimal frictional unemployment can be defined only for a given set of
labor. market institutions. Let us assume that the longer an individual searches for
a good job, on average, the better- job he will find, i.e. the greater will be the
increase in his future earnings The cost to society of the search is the output of the-

individual forgone while he is unemployed searching. The benefit is the increase in
productivity that he is able to achieve in a better job that he finds by virtue of his
job search: The optimal length of search is that period that maximizes the differ-
ence -between the present discounted value of the increased output resulting from
the finding of an appropriate job and the present diseounted value of the output lost
due to the search. Without better knowledge about the relationship between the
length of search and the increase in expected future earnings, we cannot estimate
what the "optimal- amount of frictional unemployment is for a given set of institu-
tions.

Frictional unemployment can be reduced by measures that increase the amount
of information about jobs available to job-seekers and thus reduce the length of
heir search.

Answer by Dr. Isabel V. Rawhill:
have seen estinuites of l or 2 percent. The most recent employment data show

tb -percent of all unemployment has o duration of 5 weeks or less which would be
about :t percentage points on an overall rate of 6.1 percent, "Optimal" implies that
people have sufficient time to canvas the market thoroughlythat additional search
time would enable them to find a better job. If they remain unemployed after this
point.even voluntarilythen it is not "optimal" for the economy although it may
ninke sense for the individual if he/she has of her slaire(.a of income. A lot of job
search takes place while people are employed.
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Answer by Dr. Richard B. Freeman:
"Optimal" or frictional means to me short spells by people in the process of job

finding_ Today, 4 to 5 percent.
Question Z Can you provide the Select Committee with further information on

possible government policies to improve the process of matching people with jobs?
Have other countries used computers to help search successfully?
Answer by Dr. Joseph M Anderson:

Outside my area of competence.

Answer by Dr. Isabel V. Sawhill:
Computerized matc:ting of people and jobs holds out a lot of promise and many'

countries, including the U.S., are me, ing in this direction. The idea has not reallybeen implemented fully yet or sufficlent experience accumulated to judge what
difference it will make. For more information on this and related topics, see "Labor
Market Intermediaries," Special Report No 22 of the National Commission for
Manpower Policy, March 1978.

Answer by Dr, Richard B. Freeman:
No real information.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS AsKED OF Du. [slum. V. SAWMILL LIY THE CHAIRMAN

Question I. You mentioned in your testimony the importance of exploring flexible
and shorter working hours so that two-earner families could manage childrearing
better. What barriers do you see to the development of more flexible working
arrangements?

Answer. The barriers appear to be: custom and inertia, greater adminiFtrative
complexity, the inflexibility of some production processes, and wage end hour laws
which prohibit more than 8 hour days, etc. See Sawhill and Smith, "Changi
Patterns of Work in America," in volume ofsame name, Human Resources Comm
tee, U.S. Congress, April If, 1976.

Question 2. Based on some negative income tax experiments, some analysts ai
that providing income security to women increases their propensity to divorc Dcyou agree with this assessment? Do you feel that the increased opportunity forworking women involve a simultaneous sacrifice of the strengths of the A erican
family? If the goal: of (1) a stable family, and (2) individualidignity, are at odds with
each other, whichstizs.ld policymakers favor?

Answer. It is my opinion that income security does lead to more divorce because
women are less dependent on marriage for income. (See MacDonald and Sawhill,
"Welfare Policy and the Family," Public Policy, Winter 1978.) One needs to ask,
however, whether preserving an unhappy or conflict-ridden relationship is a good
thing. 1 don't think stable families are our ultimate objective because stable families
are not necessarily happy environments for either children or adults. On the other
hand, I don't think policy should favor female-headed families as it does (e.g., AFDC)
at present.

Question J What help can the Government offer to case the entrance into the
labor force of "displaced homemakers" (women with children at home who must
seek employment because of the death of their spouse or divorce)?

Answer. This group probably needs counseling (especially confidence-building),
some skill training, and help with child care arrangements. Many find the transi-tion easier if they can 'find part-time or temporary jobs as a way of "testing the
water." Policies need to Ix based in the future on the assumption that virtually all
women will work during their lives and many for most of their adult lives. I. predict
that adult dependency (except for the disabled) will become a historical phenom-
enon. In time the displaced homemaker problem will go away. For further informa-
tion, see -Homemakers: An Endangered Species," Journal of Home Economics,
November P177.

Question 4. Dr. Freeman documented the effect of the baby boom on the earnings
of young male college graduates, who in the past have had steep age-earnings
profiles. Do you feel that young women are now facing similar reduced payoffs to
college attendance?

Answer.] have not looked at the literature on this topic. 1 would imagine that
there are two offsetting trends. Young women are likely to earn more as occupation-
al barriers break down (in (Ile past college-educated women became secretaries) butthey are likely to earn less for the same ripinn that Freeman cites in the case of
young men.

.C1-1111 711 1
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Question 5. In your testimony you discuss a study of the family income of unem-
ployed people. Could you provide us with the name of the study. Also could you
clarify .whether or nut the study included unemployment compensation in the
definition of family income and what would the results be with and without unem-
ployment compensation.

Answer. Sic Chapter :1, Table 5 of CETA: Ari Analysis of the IssuesBackground
Papers prepared 'forthe National Commission for Manpower Policy, forthcoming.
Income includes unemployment compensation. We cannot ascertain the sensitivity
of the results to this factor but see "A Longitudinal Study of Unemployment
Insurance Extuiustees,- by Walter Nichc..lson and Walter Corson, Mathematica
Policy Research, Princeton, New Jersey, January 1977 and "A Study of Recipients
of Federal Supplemental Benefits and Special Unemployment Assistance," Final
Report by Walter Corson, David Horner, Valerie Leach, Charles Metcalf, and
Walter Nicholson, Mathematica Policy Research. Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, Janu-

r y 1, 1977,
Qui-wrung H. In your testimony you mention a recent longitudinal study of the

effects of teenage unemployment on later life. Could to please provide us with the
name of the study?

Answer. -The Relationship Between Teenage Employment and Future Employ-
ability," Wayne Stevenson, University of Utah.

AvomoNwt. tliJK.sTioNs Asst a.) OF Da. JULIAN L. SIMON BY TIIE CIIAIHMAN

Question I, In your testimony you mention a dissertation on land availability.
Could you supply us with the complete reference for this

Answer. The refernce you seek is Joginder Kumar, Population and Land in World
\gri:sultur Berkeley- University ''..1ifornin, institute of Intermitiontil Studies,
197:1.)

Question 2. In your prepared statement you discuss the impact of population site
and growth on productivity Is the total site of the population or the rate of growth
more important?

Answer. Both population site and population growth have an important effect
upon .productivity. If I had to say which is the more important, I would say
population size, Even if it were not growing one year the United States would
product) more new technological knowledge than a small country such as Sweden,
even if it were growing.

Question Can a stria!) .'Dhotis compensate for the disadvantages of a small
population in the advancement of knowledge) by large expenditures on research
and development?

Answer. A small country tannot compensate for the disadvantages of a small
population, simply because it does nut have enough total resources to do so. Of
course, a stool/ country can take advantage of the technological knowledge that is
produced by other countries, but to some extent each country must develop knowl-
edge that is appropriate for its own circunistances. Small total output means that
expenditures on research and development cannot be as large as thine of a large
country, even if the smaller country decides to commit more to it,

AnoiTiost ;sTioNs Assisi) or Ds. Iticiimin B. FHEHMAN 13, CIIAIRMAN

o faro have written about the so-called "Over- educated Americtio Do
,,ou feel that the reduced pilyoll to college ottendance in recent years is zi 1.74rrna-

nent phenomenon, or does it simply reflect an oversupply of young workers today?
Answer. Represents in oversupply of young workers today.
Question 2. You have written about the past oversupply or engineer, Have

mechanisms for informing people about the nature of the job market imprm gd since
then" What could Congress do to better match training and the ttyiul,eltility of jobs?

Answer Yes, see enclosed letter from Stanford.
Quits/ion .1 In your testimony you refer to :sunlit.): made by The UmverNity of

Florida, the :dray 19711 111,S s'iudy of job searchers, and it student study of job
-Wan(' hors: Could soil pietist, provide its with complete reference information for
these studies'

Answer The study is by Clarkson and Meiners and is coat iined iii Policy Review,
Summer ['.177 pp Ti 51 1.""r A review see K Clark imd I,. Slimmers, report to
AsilF1(11,9 1I to:17, May ta'7:,

The 111,S study it jtili sliwitm)ss is ire Mliy KG CPS tapes.
The student study is Iry Joseph t.'ts undergraduate thesis, Harvard I97ri.
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STA t
DEPAI(TNI:NI

am delighted to inform you that tho t;radat Adinissions
,tpproved :our applicittio;1 ffn- adruINUoti taa the .0opartokmL of English ti zt fall

I 1 .1 description of our tr-llowtor-i. I hope you till find it infrrno.Avt_
low,ver. it is basically an explanation of titiptirtin-ritil policy and does rot rehir
,nt commitment on the part of the university per se. Such commitmen ats rii

liv tfio r` ,o: Tho t lrfoluato iiorita,it s hy tor!! op.
Jut 1 in order to present the university's formal offer.

are entering this or in other. Ph-D program in Engh,sh.. you should under-
stand that thiii pro.-iptiet11 for prtnam.nt employment after you have earned tin Ph
I) are generally lair As; a 1),pariment. we work extremely hard it placing our
gr;:duate,4. ,:nd they May expect to colnpete favorably for whatever joie; aro availai
him but wt, do not anticipate that there will he many openings in the tor-seeable
future. Anyone who chooses to pursue career in collegt teaching theme days is
saran a large risk. Plea, fact -in mind as VO,' weigh your own alterna-
tiva-,4.

th:nk highly of our departmontal nrogram. and tho tact that We have singled
,Ht 0f-several-hundred candidates obviously means th,it we think highly rof vou.

YOU hasr :AS shat kriO,,V, until April I to accept the offer Because we zdso have a
dot.; to th,. highly qualified apphc:ints in our waiting hst. WOUld he helpful to us

1.-Hr Bring cm ii sooner . however
gain, congratulations. We look forward to s :mig you in Septeinher

Siocer,iv yours.
DAvin h.oa;s,

Grodriorg,Admi.:4:,,as
tirs

It I I O." 1)it A:41)E1C,)N 101-1 C11101,,MAN

(,)/10.ilion I (,'sits you eXpl=titi ,Yhy capital can ttiorri i ninny replace ohlor
th,ri yottrigi nAawkitrs" I l,as. riot s your Finding rolitto to tho ,iorrolation or ago vith
tortniritineti,

Answft, That cvidenta that the elasticity of stthstilittion hiet%yeen capnal ;on, oldcr
excitetis that bi.tweitn c:;p1tal :roil younger workers sh-old Itq yonsiciered

tent,uive The difference ooeen the typv, r hot Oldvr itild young or, worker:,
have proyido.,, in t'xidanation !hr this result. Older workers have gre:0,4r spec ii

lli due to the fect.it4rie!ice they have hut 1,44'011.-0 :tvW:,:o
hav4 irit:rez144(r1 throl4th tinut %Yorker :, hayti oiiiiivatiori than

pros !vial it fliAy It that
'sing stlhogit morn the spe411-ic 1.1f Mier

than for the war:d =kill rat youtigr w,nritrt Although deeision=tnaking rest
ludities gra.raily incroas with ago, todn.iduals rta those positions art a sin.All

nority \lv flak' consider olde tin ire-grog:Ito Any rlistionAilp
A: Id rf,!-=11ri, W!1}1
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A," NprirrorJAr. MATT-Twa 9u7"

-!-!_r.uhL D.
ifiur ti!ah or the Ctinn-u_

te!'-ore the

Cc-rr,tt a:c7 on i-'pulation

r.:=LF 1.1=

Z,3 117.:12

tht, er1.4 tuJ .:htn to thh

demc&Frapt-4....:

h,h,o,L1A be a peric4. i temz

C th.-13e c_rzed wits pla.ruaing, far tr.0

72: poi-atLorl. It wth t a

aJs_i k_f-v

a whic:'h r'j E.-rhwthar4 eyr,r.

rQ.:1.11,.:4 ar wht,:in fUtty
1,-2.1F.ItIrt7 tr. 'hirth. tt-.c ;Lfo:ht---,4or

of the e7-.0.7,er.Cn which vluld ia3e thn total pmjectel
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pepulion unly 41i,t-,liti,:, out wc.e.,1,1 sigrrifintly lr,:u.-,eiu e :7-he prepemiLn

,Q.c lic.t re:v,Isatir..e: c705 --4,--even abree the rereni high :it,',"!,- .:Lirr-fr.,,ly prLLteth

It 'Atli be a period in wlituh Internattn_a_l :migration -4.:1: o:oy en !,:epor-Lant

r ,le In the U.2, =,:ruw-tr. rite If the rate LI' ,natural Increase re:o_arLs hflatLa-icrel,Ly

-4-yet the si_ze Lr-4,,,,, eeer, the ItLrectin ,I" the net '71.-.1.,-ration ccirtocc.,fct, remaln

,uf LiO17.,:i on leal allgraLIan t,c) a-fil f-r.'m

the United 3toter ar-Li urly stati5tral .57,0rO003O L015. :,O5C13:- the votune of illegal

lrIntgrani-,r.

What p.-,..cli'lcally coo we Oaf or 00. the future size, growth rate, arJ

age arl 5,_ne ,_tiiw-; ,..)-: the U.3, perilati.:A,1 teLw-en ft.:-.14 w-zi :,.025? The

c'ensus ,r35.15.-th'O hia prepared a Let or porp,aation prw!c:tienr., in which the

p-,;1-LIa7.'..-L:. Ly age, rase, EL-LIi x IL prcje0te,..1 ,r)r every ye.;:u' between

11,7 w-1 ,,:,-..-- ne ;-.1reall ha a no 07:15*.n1 0all to r..7uLlnd these ticr0

anil the :-.,,,LL'L-rn -'.,2.1-; re:,;.L.1% are 0i5-2,1 0; -I' atnematIca_i_ outcome of -4-2,:iLv..i7,

what w'',. tIrj-L are reasonable a5sumpt!-)r4 al--ut the futlxe course of fer'llity,

Dr.;rtallty, and net inpagration ratte3 for each arc, 5ex, and race 0,7.,:t) to the

,1-urrfil- ,J, p-lzu-lati-2--,n Z;,,,,,r4,;:!,-,, ;ITICU any net On popli4,A,un pr,je-enz

1:; thl \,'Lree-, reet:lt of the iinderlyin,g aztttstiorz, it Is przn,itile, ratCod

to On v.-Tikwa_Lly eert.t.in, that ' roe fu-,_;r-o erann, n of pe7J_Iation trno-,nf., 1,-Lu_

not foL..'., ,,...o.- ez-aivz!to,1 :1t,n cy.Ltctly.

f-at! .:.;.Ttt,,.._±,..y ,.tir,per.e.--.t., of 00 v,11:,tLc ,:rtr,itn lo 50 important in 1455 effect

an, total ;;,2T-.1.,..,ttin ,.tneth mod 003 tehvot! ::.,-.5 omratirafly histLarica_Uy that :.t,

Fer,_iLIty oat ,!.a haee torled w-ile_ly ever the Ian!, 5.-). yearl: with the-
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postwar baby bcf.)f:: j a rate of 3.0 births per °mail in 1150 'krd. a

very bLit7,h 7. o bItroi per war:an in 19,=40. Inr 190 birth rates have F2neraL2y

t; a rE=A., f 2.1 b. -.na per woman In 965 tffld 2.4 birthz per wuman

The early 0p taw aother more d.ramatic drip to about 1.8

the potential vW_attlity, if, fertility rates it Ia genera]_Ly doireahle

to ;.Juoiler .ore, than one fertiLity azsumption; thou Cenau45 Bureau proje

have a rare of three different anst_Inptlar. In the hligh series the aJT:7;:tion

le 411 gra±ually rise until it reache_l 2,7 birth er wor.a

Fa.r -,rieo the aurptior; to that fertility wth ri
-ter7 frT:o 1.7 up t a 2.1 birtha per .4,7=1 by :".')15. The lowest _

39-r s toot fertillty event,.;.ally eleee to tha prne4mt ll
of 1.7 birtho per wornar, by 2015. The hanto reason far having the cidle aeries

rise nack an. to 2.1 to that Cerzun bureau su.rvey3 on birth expectations continua

of 0.1 'airthLi rt.ta fertility rate of 2.1 births- pt,:r
-mcfnkr rebreien,-,.s the replaaement Level far tn.-, U.S. pcmilation at which tbb

rea:h zero t.7r,n,rth t:. the a.:2ence of

With tht.- la' ma -7.tenartie far y:2_ of the :.-...tsghlihts it

a4 ar prejeet it fa,r next lift years. t.r.der a11 of tht

tn, perAilatt:n wIll ro hetween 1:+. year Z:CC, tot asi:to:

tha', !Jv.: Or oro the cur-rtn-, 73.3.

A.1-7-!2 Firzen c.ierneas of .113 -r-n_Lian adll inareaserto
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1.%!.= T; nort.! 2 t%t-L1; by

rriJt y , , whi..h

.-L-pAir prru-rr.,.:. :P1:lr t h ttri miidIAA id

pranulati7;p, w1 t An .-infrial rane J,-) ;-.-,rn-.:Ant for thfA

year-;; tut ',Pon grn41.4 .so that tl,e rat,A in th,::

pAar pe)rount ..:A3 it ;111 (nay

. The mat ni.47.111.2aht turp.rirj'itil i wn by nerion

.tLn abut Q 0.7

per rearbz pb-rsaatlbh

61- thoAn population grtrgth

-1,71,,L.ratior; of ;,-,1),=0:24 y th LI.S. in

t

in P 417 efl t. a:74 .3 pc,rcArt
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ri Li .. 5 :Trillion in 21:0i) aful alre, 3:5 73 LII oo by .n;,.5- to

greatt2r th:-.ch the Lio.t ri,2 In the. =her of hirt,h3 in the mw
anti 11-7,-).31; tie rie tn rumber of birthil the r:1-0.11te otrtoo.

aii,31-.ribbon for fertiilty too thc huzbc,r of

Ii yo -lir, see, r-lther 000ii In fertility rates can make major
cliff,Jrer. tr'r, growth rotes for hay--, to pill-, Fcrtu,7,iely,
o hayt! J:(11,,,hat tore 3tab'2i by to our projectiero of hart age stru,:t='e.

In fa-m, tho k.n5-7.4clUge of the ,ifurrent agesex cilzftribution and the o4ro
proo:= 13 ihe of th4: 3oLid to de:icr57hlers howb for pr,Djection5. the
OtO2I an or 1- the o11;g e 10;i.: a513istinz uz

ticion. Lthoh to cpulationi to tb your,ger ego gr,
aro rfo-...looted ho ,lornr,what p:7!1- ury! 3cmewhat, :::7e_Lter

ohLter the low :;ori,ect we can alfitl.93 the rtrdeture generally in te=s
or the rtttiio norioo;,

fctcr .c-LL1

to cc too Iging of i.he baby be.;t popiotion. Thu people born during the

-reU of that L.,:fr1-7.ho 1-3t_ 1-16, :73 ard the eariy .1960, oOntinue to ho
tr- 1,1rz:nr: p thorntob coot of thoir liit. tt-io 1e

toot, th3t dwi 4U=.1

a .1,13d, trot of nitrenchme77
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A .2,L.dar ulderway in tLe

e.11 :gea and 1.3 alaa impacting on the housirz indtry, the entryleve!

job market, and other economic activitieo that focua on people in thi-

twentiea. In e few years ti-do boombuat cycle will inevitably touch thcae

tnituorwheI are geared to the midtilewd and older population well:

1 hav, oC exactly how the ageeex

atrnztt.re ;0 or July 1, 137 a graph of the U.S. population

by 24!=jcrud ocr rhowo the /tape except for the bulge due to

the baby boc.e pot-elation in the 15 to 13 and 20 to 24 ye:' age groups and

the amaller population of yeazger age groupa (Figure 1). Ely 2, the bul,ge

will hive rteen to the 3 age gro,;p:a and will have en echo effect in the

large ralmber of yc-,utha ogee 10 , i 19 whatlh will be born in the next decade

a!-: re,Ilt or the unpre2edented ra=ber of baby bcom generation ucoon 18 the

child tctc ge:, (!-, -elre 2). !men with ccnntant, low fertility ,tee per

woman, the tot.al number of birthn witi ri-ce due to the laror of women

between 15 and 45.

F-or the me:,t 7:emt.:17m,/, atrur :! are more termacus

ainee future fertility will have a major effect. Even so, we do know that

the baby bocm go Ition born in the late thrv,i,gh the early 60's will

the mumlber of rer:3.-,:na Otxty-rive ar.d cart t LTC high.

Frbrri number to LA:KID ."± LLO:"CO&Oe t 32 r,-,12.j_on by the

Year 2ty3 -17d ,ver -,11.2-1-ibb by ..1:725. L,Tbier car riddle 1;eri.e.a of projectiorLs

the pr.! rz,1 at .=f3-ti :mrer re7ain Or 12 7:,,,rCO:It

'-,hr,igh the ern het. j,,Imlo CO
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Th lex ll::tribution as well as the age distribution is lit '17 to undergo

significant charAes in the next 99 years. Today there are apprc dmately

95 ma1eo in the U.S= for every 100 females. This ratio will remain fairly

corsant thrcagh the end of this century but will decline to 93 males per

100 females by 2025 n. the baby boom generation advancea in years and the

higher morta'''y rates for male.; reduces that nom' _ion faster 'lien the

female popalal.ion.

We =3= not lane sight of the role of ma;dme reasonable assumptions

In order to develop these projections= The two major sets of assumptior_s

aside from l2rtllity involve mortality and Immigration. In both of these

categories the Censuil Direau only one set of assumptS.',ns for Ali three

series. This is not because we believe these assumptions will portray exactly

what will occur in the next 50 .yea, but rather because mortality and immigration

have showr less variability than has fertility in the last few decades and the

coneequences of this variability on population g: sth have been much leas tun

for fertility.

Since some :ati0ns have been raised in ear7eter hearings about the

Acsracy of these 7-o_rsTptiors, let cc di: iss them briefly herebee.nrdn,-

with mortsLtty n 14dt few years, amm-srecific mortality rates have

undergone ssmo si;,.,rileant declines. Cur .roe,t recent tet of notional projections

incorporated the iccilre5 fhrcugh 1976 and projeetet: gradual future declinen

in mol'aiity which would increase the life expect-an. by 205-0 from 69.1 to

71.3 for males and from 77.0 to a).0 for females. These data are cc intent

wV.h actselell etj sf projections t-ie by the Social Secarity 1±ministration.
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A ar:iL he ' ptiir several c"-ric._5

with varyirA mortality ProJections in the next upiata Of the national projections.

I linderstant that Kr, Siegel will have more to any about the implications

of altanatl7a mortality assumptior43 in his testimony before this; committee.

The issue of immigration arnumptioho is somewhat different, This committee

bs heard 1,-.mc extr,mel rs7h nrojections of ropulaticn by the 'tear 2CCO

pirp)rtir8 to incorporate the ef.,zJt of il_legal'mie,ration to the United States.

.:onaus Dureau' projections assume an anneal legal migration into the nation

or 40-0,CCO. No component of illegal migration is ossumed for the simple

reaSon that there are ourrer0,y r.s 1.eliable data on the annual not illegsa

migration flows to the netit mm mid ha aonfal haip for m.Lim.Q-1, assumptions

about the fute.re .

lime axfw:Lvo dlanuaLlien about the assumTtions which eo i,-m our projections

is itedol to underscore an important message; !emovraphers are taco precise

prophesies, and ver- considerable effort tb -;2vlawing and testinp, their

asTImptior. Frojectins a=re tha unteOroo of thin process, valuable guldes

fcr planning no low as the Limitations are kept in L7ird, if well en the

alternative pattern Ot Trowth and chanwe.

Perhaps when I mentisned that the rext cLades will be a very chaL : rg

portal for those char7,.:, with plata-dn,7 fir pcnulaticn growth, I should hair

qrldad that it will Lilac) ha ehadlerinc for those irdIvidhala and

trot tmmtiaroLrictmdini the CofIrala Durafi 4hich try to chad Lirht an the

fur ire
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Table 2.

EZ.37i,4ATI21 A1LU PRIATECI'ILIO OF AVEI-Via; ANNUAL F2U UHANUF. 32.
TC/Tr' 1UPULA7IONI 1950 TO 2025

ri0,1

(July 1 -
Idgth Mane

5er1 e!-1 5rlci

1.71950-1955
1955-1960
1'960-1965 1. 5
1,3-1970 1.1
1970-1975 0.0

1.'75-1980 0.6
19e4.19a5 0.9 0.7
1985-1390 1.3 0.9 0.6
19W-1975 0.5
17r .n7) 1.0 0.6 0.3
2003.=-20)5 1.0 0.5 0.2
200 5--.A10 0.6 0.2
2010---15 0.1
2015-2020 1.1 0.5
2020,-2025 1.0 0.1, 1,

Sur U. 5. is,..11,2,,u of 'h ,3e"...13, .3!...1ereE;.

Q. 701..
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ATERATZ kla) 19,r..)0 2U25

fAALL.:-.;_eriv

;list Deathe

middle serie.a Low ion .L.,-

E3trt.hz_ Births

",--

1950=1755
1955-'0(.0
1960-1965
'055-1970

-

-
-
-

1a ;n1_1110115)

3.9 1.5
.3 1.6

1,.2 1.3
3.6 1.9

-
-

1970-1975 3 .-. 1.9 -
h-11--Lits

1975-100 3.7 2.0 3.3 2.0 3.0 2.019a)-3.985 4.7 3.2 3.9 2.1 3.4 -2.11935-1990 5,1 2.3 4.0 2.1 3.3 2.3
3.9 2.4 3.1 2.41-295-2(XX) 4.9 2.ts, 3.7 2.6 2.9 2.52(30-2009 5.3 2.7 3.7 2.7 2.8 2.72005-2010 6.0 2.9 4.0 2.8 2.8 2.02010-2015 6.5 3.0 41, 2.9 2.8 2.92015-2020 6.6 3.2 1,.1 3.1 2.7 3.12020-2025 6.8 ).4 4. 3.3 2.6 3.2

Sourr.e: U.S. Bureeu or the Census, Cu_rrert Pevalation Re orts series P-25, No. 704.
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Total U.S. Popula
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May 23, 1978

THE FUTURE OF THE AM2RIC_

Slowdown in population change. A reasonable expectation is that

further changes in American family life will significantly lessen

during the next two decades. This position is supported by related

conclusions that were reached in a monograph, The Population of the

United States, Trends and Prospets 1950 to90, that was prepared

by staff members of the Census Bureau's Population Division as back-
,

ground material for-the World Population Conference in Bucharest,

Romania, in 1974. In that monograph, even the hit-ih projected rates of

change in population growth, school enrollment, and the labor force

during the 20 years between 1970 and 1990 are consistently smaller

than the corresponding rates of change that had already taken place

during the 20 years between 1950 and 1970.

The prospect of such a slowdown in social change could turn out

to he seriously in er, or particularly if some unforeseen change of

-great consequence should develop in the meantime. But several aspects

of the present situation are
---

lees change ahead.

cast consistent with an outlook of
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In the first place, the decline in the birth, rate during the

two decades has.provided much momentum to a wide variety of other changes,

as will be demonstrated in later sections. The relevant fact here is that

this decline has gone about as far as it can go, and most demographers

do not expect it rise very significantly in the next decade or two.

In the second place, the great of incrnaae in school and

college enrollment during the last two decades has influenced other

changes but is most unlikely to be repeated again inIhe next couple of

decades. The proportion of young people who graduate from high school

has been on a plateau of about 85 perdent during the 1970's. The pro-

portion of men in their late twenties who have completed a year o

more.of college after graduating from high school has reached 60 percent,

and the comparalle proportion of women has approached close to 50 percent;

these levels are 10 or more percentage points higher than a decade ago

and seem unlikely to rise by a similar amount during the next decade.

In the third place, the recent rate of increase in the proportion

of women in the labor force has been dramatic, going up from 38 percent

in .960 to 48 percent in 1977. Without a continuing dec4ine in the birth

rate and with less increase in the educational level of the .7oung adult

population, along with other changes not mentioned, the odds seem to

favor a slackening of the rat's of increase in the labor force participation

of women over the next decade or -. The worker rate for men has been

declining for several yearn; this trend may diminish or be slightly

reversed n future years by the lifting of the mandatory retirement age
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and by the easing of entry into the labor force by young men (and women)

a decade or two from now because of the relatively small size- of the

cohorts that will seeking to be absorbed into the labor market at

that time.

These slackening changes in the birth rate, the enrollment rate,

and the labor force participation rate aecm likely to have a dampening

impact on patterns of future change in family life.

Chews in the fanaLlxliasys11. Longtime trends in demographic

bles that are used to study the family life cycle have been pri-

marily affected by downward trends in the birth and death rates. This

:conclusion was reached by Glick (1977) on the basis of an analysis of

changes over the 80-year period from the early 1900's through the 1970's.

Aside from the baby boom after World Wax II, the birth rate has

followed a generally downward direction until the present time. The

average y that was formed in the early years of the 20th century

included four children, whereas the avereEc family formed in the 193Q's

included three children. Families formed during the familist:l'e era of

the 19501- had o.,e. addit onal child, but those forming e

time expect to have only two children, on the average.

the present

Today's young family of two children stendt in sharp contrast with

their great-grandparents' family of four children. 'Other things being

equal (thoug'l they may not be), one would expect that the father and

mother of today c spend more time with each of their children and with



each other apart from

been shortened by about t

.leave home has been increased by 11 years (from 2 years 13 years),

largely ss a consequence of the improvement in survival rates among

adults.

children. The period of childrearing has
.

nd the period after the children

Accordingly, young coupleS today can expect to live as a "childfree"

'twos mc for About 14 more years than their elders, most of. the increase

coming in middle age and later. These 14 years represent nearly one-third

of the entire 44 years:of married life for the shrinkingtproportion of

couples with continuous first mar The degree of satfaction

those later years bring depends on many tangible cticl intangible factors

concerning how well the two relate to each other and totheir

children. (All'but a fewbetween 5 and 10 percent- -will have some

children.) That satisfaction has .a .good chance of being affected by the

rising status of women and the concomitant increase in singlehood and

diVorce.. The extent to whith young adults are postponing marriage and

to which adults of all ages are dissolving their marriages in divorce

will be treated 4n the next two sections of this statement.

when most of those who marry do so, are now postponing entry

into their first marriage until they are about one and one-half years

older than, their counterparts two decades ago. Thus, in 1977 the medirtn .

age at first marriage was 24.0 years for men and 21.6 years for women.

In 1956 the median ages at marriage were the youngest on record: 22.5

years for men and 20.1 years for women.
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Additional evidence of much more postponement of marriage now than

formerly is,provided by the increase of one-half between 1960 and 1977

in the proportion of women 20 to 24 years of age who had never married

m 28 percent in 1960 to 45 per,..ent in 1977). During this period

the same rate of increase was recorded in the postponement of marriage

among women in their late twenties (from 10.5 percent to 16.1 percent).

One of tan tangible factors that probably helps to explain the

increasing- postponement of marriage is the 5-to-10-percent excess of

women as compared with men during- recent years in those ages when most

first marriages' occur (18 to 24 years for women and 20 to 26 years for

men). This imbalance is a consequence of past fluctuations in the birth

For examplem n born in 1947 after the baby boom had begun

eady to marry in 20 years but the men they were most likely to

marry were born in 1944 or 1945, (about one-half in each ylar) when

the birth rate was still low; these men were about 8 percent less

numerous than the 20-year-old women. (By contrast, girls who were

born during the '.eist 15 yes-- while the birth rate has In en declining

will be scarce as compared with eligible men when they reach the main

ages fOr,mar age.)

The onger the pattern of increasing postponement of marriage

persists, the more bikely the prospect becomes that the extent of life-

time singlehood among young adults of today will increase. As recently

as 1940, aboUt 9 percent of the women -in middle age had never married.

That proportion had dropped to only 4 perceneby 1977; this all-time low
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rate of me ainglehood was experienced by a cohort that was in or

near the peak years for marriage during the 1950's when the age at

marriage was and when the marriage and birth rates were high.

Unless women now in their twenties have n unusually large amount of

late marriage, the chances are that 6 percent--or even 7 or 8 percent

of them will go through life without ever becoming married. These

pro, may eem to be relatively small, but in reality they

amoun% to half again up to twice ac large a proportion as that experi-

enced by ..se 20 years older.

The marria e awl divorce rates have stabilized; will the remain

As the young people born during the baby boom became of age to

marry. the marriage rate inreased until it reached a pe 1.0 per

1.000 population in 1972. From that level it declined to 10.0 in 197';'

and has fluctuated very 1 then. Annual rates" fo-

12 months ending in a given month have fluetuateC, between 9.9 and 10.1;

the rate for L?76 as a whole we 9.1, and for 1977 it was 10.1) On

divorce rate continued its hist,:-)e.: rsse On

rea"heu e per 1,000 p ;ion i. 1977. New for nearly

two yeer April- .176 u h Jantar 19:d) the divorce rate (for

the 12 m tins efi vir, _^ a given morh) has been virtually unchanged.

o 5.1 ,r the 22 months; it was 5,1 for 1977 as

whole wit-1 in every month of 1977 except December, and it

; t in Jnu-ry 1978.)
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The propensity of young adults cannot be forecast

with a great degree of confidence. Nevertheless, there are reasons to

expect the proportion of young adults who marry to level off or to rise

moderately for a few years and then to rise still more after that time.

If the marriage propensity tends to stabilize or to rise moderately

durtng the next few years, one Of the reascns will probably be little

further change in the postponement of first marriage,, and another may be

an increase in the number of late marriages among those who have

been postponing them. Still another reason may be a discontinuation of

the pronounced decline in the remarriage rate that was obseetred between

1972 and 1975the latest period for which data are available. The devel-

opments would likely be stimulated if *he outlook for the improvement In

business conditions and in the employment of young adults were to be

generally favorable. These developments would likely be hampered, however,

if the outlook continues to be clouded by high levels of inflation and by

a
high rated of unemployment among the millions of young persons who were

born during the baby boom.

If the focus is on the more ismote period ofrone or two decades from

now, the prospects for an increasing proportion of young adults to marry

should be better because of the greater ease with which the labor market

should be able to ab rb ne relatively small cohort of young adults at

that time. Of course, changes in the sizes of age groups during successive

stages of the life

are not the only c

cycle and simultaneous changes in employment conditions

variables affecting the level of the marriage

but they are surely two he oct important variables.
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The ;tura course of the divorce rate also difficult to forecast.

But to the kstent that the level of divorce ie related to the level of

marrriag the prospect for divorce to decline somewhat in the next few

years seems reasonable. Tiis conclusion rests on the fact that divorce

tends to occur a few years arriage and that the peak in marriage

was reached in 1972, whereas the current high level of:divorce was

reached alio, 2 yeare ago. The lag between marriage and divorce is as

follows: half he- divorces ter first marriage occur during the

first 7 years after marriage, and half of the divorces after remarriage

occur during the first 3 years. The marriage rate has fallen now about

one-tenth from its highest level, therefore, it should not be surprisirn,-

if the divorce rate should also fall somewhat uring the next year or

two. Thereafte'r, fluctuations in the divorce might be expected

to occur in a pattern similar to future fluctuations in the marriage

rates of about 4 to 6 years er, if the divorce vel has essen-

y stabilized.

A rise in the divorce rate during the -ade has occurred

among couples of all ages, but by far the greatest g -specific rate

ncrease has taken place among couples in the range of 25 to 39 years

of age = -the within which three-fifths of 11 divorces occur, Between

1968 and 1975, the divorce rate per 1,000 married persons went up 70

percent for those 25 to 39, as compared with 50 percent for those under

25 and those .40 to 64 years old; it went up 35 percent among those 65 and

over These findings appear to on et the impression among many

couinielors of persons with marital stress problems, namely, that the
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greatest increase has been among persons in middle age. Those counselors'

impressions may actually be correct in the sense that there may have been

a disproportionately large rate of increase among the nts in middle age

who marriage and divorce counselors; persons in this

age range are most likely to be sufficiently affluent to afford such services

and are also most likely to have complex property settlements to consider.

spite threefold inc since 1960 in the number of children of

divorced par nts _ who live with a divorced father, the proportion of children

living with a divorced father has not changed very much; it has remained

at the level of about one-tenth of all children who live with a divorced

parent. The reason for this finding is that there has also been a three-

fold increase since 1960 in the number of children who live with a divorced

mother.

Fihat is the out- o or eban-e &mon

substantial increases in divorce and informa

the last couple of decades, the preponderant

in households maintained by a nuclear family

amilii10 Despite

i living arrangements during

majority of people still live

Specifically, seven of every

eight of the 213 million persons in the nolastitutional population of

United States in 1977 were residents of nuclear family households:

77 percent were in husband-wife households; and
10 percent were in one-parent households; thus,
'Fr percent were in,nuclear family housiholds.

7 percent were living alone as 1-person households;
1 percent were in households of unmarried couples; and
percent were in various other living arrangements.

the

100 percent. (In 1970, 1 percent of all persons in institutions.)

2 !)?
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That is the big picture. One feature of it that be particular)

surprising is the smallness or the proportion of _persons living in the

households of one-parent families. An obvious reason is that ouch

families include only one parent instead of two. Another is that only

54 percent of all have any "own" children under 16 0 of age

in the household. in fact, 16 percent million noninstituiional

children of this age in 1977 were living in one- parent families.

79 percent or all children under 18 lived with two parents;
18 (17.7) rdent lived with one parent; and
_3 percent lived with neither parent, but usually with relatives.

100 percent. (In 1970, 0.4 percent of all children were in institutions.)

ButHut some of the 79 percent of children under 18 in 1977 living with-

two parents were living with a stepparent or were born to their current

two parents after one or both had rema ed.

66 percent lived with both natu al parents in their first marriage;
5 percent lived with both natural parents but one or both had

remarried; thus,
71 percent lived with both of their natural parents.

8 percent lived with a stepparent (i.e., were,born before the
natural parent they live with had remarried).

79 percent (see above). (This includes some adopted children,
not separately identified.)

The 18 percent of children who lived 1n one - parent families in.1977

cry unevenly distributed among parents by marital status and race.

They also represent a doubling of corresponding proportion in 1960

(up from 9 to 18 percent). (In absolute umbers, the increase amounted-

to a rise from 7.1 million in 1960 to 11.3 Million in 1977.)



Sex and
marital statue
of parent

Percent of children under
living with dne parent

races Black

Total, 1977 17.7 143.2

Living with--
Mother only 16.3 11.9 41.7

Father only 1.4 1.14 1.4

Marital status of
parent:
Divorced 7.2 6.7 9.9

Married 5.9 11.0 17.5

Separated 5.0 3.2 15.9

Widowed, 2.4 1.9. 5.0

Single 2.2 0.6 10.7

Total, 1970 13.1. 10.3

Total, 1960 9.1 7.1 21.7

Informaa'\tion from the same sources as the accompanying exhibit shows

that the number of children under 18 years old rose from 64.3 million

in 1960 \to 69.5 million in\1970mnd then, because of the declining

birth rate, it fell to 64.1 million in 1977. Thus, the total :limber

of young children in 1977 was about the same as in 1960, but In the

meantime the number living with a separated parent doubled; the number

living with a divorced parent tripled; and the number living with a never-

married parent became seven times as high. By contrast, the number of

children living with two parents actually declined by 10 percent (from

56.3 million in 1960 to 506 million in 1977), and the number living

with a widowed parent declined 20 percent (from 1.5 million to 1.2 million).



On balance, there are every five young

children lilting with two parents and most or the'rest livibg with one

parent. Even tic', this situation is significantly different from that '

in 1960 when seven of every eight lived with two parents,-more often

their own natural parents then than now

Most people wduld prbbably agree that the most desirable s

children to live with two relatively harmonious parents.

CenaLs llresu cannot demonstrate whether most of the decline since 1970

in the number of children living With two parents has occurred among

those uhose parents were not very harmonious, but it can demonstrate

that about five.sixths of that decline'has occurred among children

.1 whose parents Were not -high school gradUates. (Data.presentedhere are
,

for children whose parents were under 45ye old.) Meantime, three-
.

on

fourths of the increase among children,living with their mother only

has occurred among those whose mothers.vere high sch6721 graduate

who had completed some college training. In fact,, the number of children

In one - parent families whose mother vas a college graduate doubled

between 1970 and 1977 48,000 to 351,000Wvhereas the number

children in tve-parent families Whose father was a college graduate

increased by only 1 percent (from 7.5 million to 7.6 million).. (rata

for 1977 are not available on the educational level of the mother in

two-parent families.)

Despite the substantial increase among children pd one-parent

families where the par gradUated from high school ,(and is _
, -

fore most likely to' be se n aining), the fact remains that near*

-7t
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one -half of the children in one- pareftfamilies live with a parent who

has never completed high school. This proportion is about twice as

large as that for two-parent families Thus he pattern of change with

respect to one-parent'. families it mixed and maY be expected to continue

to be that way. Young mothers who are economically independent and

who choose to live at least for a while in the unmarried state may be

expected to go on increasing in numbers. At the same time, the number

of poorly educated mothers Vho'are reported as living apart from the

father of their'children maybe expected to continue to account for a.

small proportion of the increase in one - parent families; that propor-

tion was one- fourth between 1970-and 1977. But there ii reason to

believe that some of these poorly educated and impoverished mothers

with no hughand'reportedjas livirig in the hoMe may actually have had A

husband present who
?

not so, reported because of, such reasons as the

consequences on their eligibility for welfare benefits. A closely

ed finding is as folfews: the proportion of Black families reported

as maintained by a woman in 1977 (37 percent) was much larger than that

for White families (11 percent). Making use of estimates of undercounting

in the 1970 census and relevant assumptions, the'author reached the

conclusion that probably one-fourth toone-third of thedifference between

the proportion of Black families and White fa:Mines reported as maintained

by a woman cduldhe explained by the much- larger undercount of Black men

= than that for White men-(Glick and Mills, in press).



Where do the none

To a large extent, the counterpart of one- parent femilies, consists

young separated and divorced person= vho ive'epart from their spouse'

(or exspouse) and their children, if any. 'These persons have of3ntributed

heavily to the rapid increase airing the 1970's in the number of young

adults who were living alone. The. number 0..f 1- person, households main-

tained by adults under 35 years Of age increased by 45 percent between

1970 ,and 1977 11 above the rate see for'any other age group,

About one-fourth of tbeae young adults living alone Jr, 1977- were separated

or di ed. a substantial majority of wheal were men. Most of the

remainder were never-married persons living- clone, many of whom would

have been married if it had not been for the recant mere se in the
postponement of.- rs age.

Besides the n e- fourth of young nonAta-todt1 parents who alone:

a somewhat larger proportion live in a fenily setting, usually with their,

parents. ThiS living arrangement is much more typical of separated than

divorced p_ one. Most of the remainder live in with honrelatives or

share their living quarters with nonrelativee.

Unmarried couples of opposite sex account for a numerically small

but rapidly increasing type of living arrangement. -Nearly 2-million.-

adults in 1977 were sharing their living quarteic with only one other

unmarried adult, consisting of a man with a woman living in (606,000 men

'and 606,000 vomeri) or insisting of a woman with a man living in (351,000

worsen and -351.000 men). These 1.9 million adults constituted an 83-percent

increase over their 523,000 counterparts in_l970 (Glick and Norton, 2977)-
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Most of these adults are relatively young (three-fourths being

under 45years of age), but one-tenth include a man or a woman 65 years

old or older. An estimated 3.6 percent of _ unmarried_ adults and

8.3 percent of the divorced men under 5 in 1977 were involved in an

unmarried couple lifestyle, Of.all the one - parent families, about 3 or

4 perdent included an unmarried couple. Unmarried couples-were more

likely to consist of a man and a woman neither of whom had gradtiated

from high school or both:of-wilt= had an incoMplett college educatio

than would be expected if they were randomly distributed among all

couples.

Although only 2 percent he "couple households" in the 1977

cr -0-section survey consisted __ unmarried couples, pope unknown

A proportion of young adults will adopt this lifestyle for

at least-a period of several months or have previously done s-
.

-den the current crops-section proportion comparable with the 2 percent

for the United State.. is 15 percent. Whether the lifetime pftportion for

today's unmarribd couples in this regard will rise from it ggesent

level of 2 percent to the I5-percent level is difficult to conjecttire.

-Although the current.trend is in that direction, itds probably too

early to expect tt to rise

(in modified

t

on. This statemen

documented some of the substantial changes that have been occurring in

regard to marriage, family Size, and living arrangekents and has offered

sOme opinions about likely future changes in these aspects of family life.

32.911 0 . 70 - 20 ..
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In spite of the demonstrable delay in marriage, the decline, in family

`size, the upturn in divorce, and the increasing diversity of living

arrangements, the vvervhelming majority of American people still live

in nuclear families that include a married couple and/or a parent and

one or more children. This assertion is not meant to minimize-the

extent of recent changes but _ imply that the American people have

been showing a great degree of resilience in coping with liressures

that affect their family life and are likely to continue. to do so.

The judgment presented here is that changes over- the next two,

decades will be small as compared with those during the last two decades

with respect to patterns of marriage, fertility, and related family

behavior. Of -course, the future changes in some respects, such as the

living arrangements or unmarried young adults, may continue to change

considerably in view of the recen &y of the sharp increase-1n the experi-

mentation in th

Underlying many Or the Nation's y problems the 1960's

1970's has been:. the difficulty of coping with the tremendous task

of absorbing into the social system the massive number of young

who were born during. the period of high birth rates after World $ia

employment rates and inflated prices for consumer products and

vices must have also contributed to tpe increasing delay in marriage,

the reduction in births, the evident difficulty of keeping marriages

Intact. and Associated changes in the composition of households.
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The delay in marriage should have the favorable side effect of

expanding the range of social relations before marriage, thereby

increasing the chances that a rational choice of a Marriage4artner

will be made at a more mature age than formerly. Through A cumulati

process, delayed marriage also !generally _ still fuiIher delayed

childbearing._ Research demonstrates that delaying childbearing -is one

faCtor associated with a smaller number of children and with fever

unwanted births (Nestoff, 1976).

Obtaining no-more than the desired_ number of children is nbw within

the realm of possibility for Most young adults through modern effective

means of contraception. _One Of these means that has beenUdoptedAy a

rapid growing proportion of contraceptors is sterilization of the

husband or the vife. This increasing use of sterilization deserye

more ;attention than it has received as 'a means for promoting slow/pop u-

_on grovth in future year's. As long e_

reversed

izatien cannot -be

_.prevent those vho'adupt it from changing theirminds

about havidg Additional children and contributing thereby to rvnew ba y

/
At the 'same time, lack of access to or'uae of, effective contra-

:

lly,activ.e ad01-- ents continues to be a serious problem.

boom.

ception by s

The advantages of having a large family id an,ag'rerian

longer apply to the current ,Uerican scene. In earlier times
, ,

no

mother

f many children- usually fOund her rime- fully occupied with bay giold

duties, but now half of the mothers (usually v4h only one

possibly three yollhg children) are using their high school 0 liege

edUcation'to gain employment outside the home. Once these triers have
, .
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overcome the obstacles to such-employment, few of then. are likely to

forego the advantages, particularlythote women with no children below

school age. Two of the most needed supports for working parents are

good quality day care forechildren below school age and the opportunity

to work part time or on a flexible time schedule so that one parent can

be at home while the children are not in school. One obvious way to

-provide more good quality day care for children would.be to increase

the use of persOnt trained to teach who find no jobs and to place them

with the children in vacate school buildings, with costs shared by .parents

and the local government on he basis of the parent's ability- to,pay for

service. Such a pros would become more fefsible if it were

. I

supported by'the necetsary-FederaI funding.

Delaying marriage has been associated with an increase in the work

experience of'women who have never ed. This experience makes

women more employable as they enter marriage, and increasingly make

possible for them to work on a continuous basis h a few weeks off for

childbearing. The, more employable they become and the fever children

they have as a partia;! consequendethereof, the more economically inde-

4)endent young mothers become.and the more ely they are to seek a divorcd

if their marriage comes.under Serious stress.

Thus the new options th'at have emerged, during the last 'gene on

two-rfor women to become -educated,to obtain employment outs id

home, to limit the size/of their family, and to end an unsatisfactory

marriage,in divorce, have created a " setting in which an increase in
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divorce should not be very surprief.. The new options have. therefore .'

come at a price.' But the price is net alp high Insofar as it has made

divorce areal alternative to a marriage that, becomes a threat to the

mental health and general well-being of persons "tlho are directly

involved,

_ring the last two decades social pressure has been diminishing

on young adults to marry, to have children, and to stay married. During

the next de-ade or two social pressure may also be expected to diminish

for both a working mother and her husband to be employed on a full-time

basis. Relaxation of pressures in these ways veuld be expected to

increase the quality of the marriages,that are Initiated and of those

that remain intact.

Ai appropriate closing to these thoughts about the future of

American family is the following sentence from President Carter's

announcement of the forthcomin,. Milts House Confererco on iie

"I n confident tha't the American family is basically rou and that

and will adjust to the challenges of changing tim
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ABSTRACT

In an era of glow population growth, migration has become a power-.

ful influence in determining-which regions of the nation grow and which
do not., In_the metropolitan sector, population is shifting away from
mature industrial subregions toward subregions in the- South and West.
in the nonmetropolitan sector, there has been a Strong and pervasive
revival in all subregions.

Among the specific conce to result are;

o Now many residents can a region claim as its own (which
partly determines its share of federal aid)?

o What are migration'a effects on a region's stack of skilled
and educated workers, on the one hand, and needy dependents
on the ether?

o What is the impact of undocumented aliens in those few states
and large metropolitan centers Co which the majority of aliens
make their way?

o What, if anything, can be done to ease the institutional
agonies entailed in reversing an earlier process of expan-
aion to accommodate the begsation-of population growth?

Two general policy approaches are stingtiished for dealing with
the issues that migration poses:

1. the visible cons: of mi ration,. Under this
approach, policies uld focus on assisting localities in dealing, with
the common problems that are imposed by regionwide growth and decline.

2. Federalize the redisttibUtiOn of resources to com lement the
pattern of migratory_redistribution . Acknowledging that some regions
inevitablpwill gain and others lose In terms o'f the distinctive kinds
of people that accumulate in places, this policy approach would trans.-
forivauch national problems as welfare dependency (which are dispro-
Dortionately Accumulated in certain regions) into national regpongibll-
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The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California 90406

INTRODUCTION

A transition to stability. or zero population growth, appears to

he under way in the United States. It is evident. ho4er, that even

-approaching ?PG will not eliminate the impact of rapid population growth

in some places. and that certain others are destined to feelthe effects

of population decline well before the rest. This fact has profound im-

plications for how the nation will experience the prolpnged transition

to -stability.

Today, as never before, migration has the effect of reati6cturing

political and fiscal relationships among and within regions. People

with strong bonds to an area become aroused, understandably, when they

perceive threattthts economic, social, and political interests.

The most basic kind of threat -=and probably the most difficult to

deal with--attaches to population change in a region. especially When

the rate Of change is acceleiated. The more rapid alteration of the-

population disturbs social, economic, and political arrangements not

only within regions but between them. The traditional,power babes in

Prepared,at the request of the U.S. House of Repreaentatives,
Committee on Population, and presented at its hearings on "The

Put U.S. Population and Some Implications,"
This statement draws on research supported by grants from the

Natinrint Institute of Child Health and Human Development (DREW) and the
Economic Devetopment,Administration (DOG). Views and conclusions ex-
pressed are those of the 'author and should not be interpreted as repre-
senting those of The Rand Corporation or any of the agencies sponsoring
its research.
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the nation become reshuffled: Recent demographic changes in the North

east, for example, illustrate how a regional shift in net migration

in'the context of an overall drop in the birthrate can halt population

growth and weaken-the political influence of an historically dominant

region.

My testimony focuses on current demographic, change in regione,of

the United States. Specifically, I address the following questions:

1. How are national trends in fertility and internal migration

-- being manifested in different regions?

Whatl public concerns will follow in the wake of these trends?

3; What'roles might public policy assume via -,,t-oio these issues?
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THE NATld'N.4L D EMOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

demographic transformations that hav'ebeen:quietly under

way for a decade have destabilized the social and 'economic statue -quo

in a Large number. of places. A falloff in the birthrate, reversal of --

the historic trend in migration from rural to urban settings, and re-

direction of regionA,'pOulation movements have acted as a single fo-cI

to alter the national -nacape,of growth and decline. Like wind

drifting snow, they have created new features, obliterated old ones,

and in some places exposed what lies beneath.

TAN AREAS

--The sharp decline in births ham throttled back the rate of popu-

on growth_ nationally and in the process revealed migratory comings

an 'goings as the principal determinant of local growth and AtclIne in

many places, Since 1970, 42 of the nation's 259 Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas (SMSAS) have failed to regtater any significant pop-

ulation growth (Figure 1). This cessation of metropolitan growth is

partly the reaukt of the low birth rate, but is mostly due to the ex-

cesa of departing migrants over arriving ones. AS the cities' magheiism

has waned; population has.stopped grbwing or begun to decline - -a sit-

uation often (but mistakenly) regarded tte the prelude to economic sag-

nation--anal has severely strained traditional mechanisms of municipal

finance.

NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS

The counterpart of this trend

" "rural rona4uaance"--the'revival or

in *mail cities and towns. including chose that are r4mote from Met-

ropolitan areas. These small, once stable communities, are ill-equipped

to deal with sudden population growth, Like new celebrities they lack

the full array of legal and.inst:tutional structures for coping with

unaccustomed attention.

ward metropolitan decline is the

cceleration of population. growth
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REGIONALSHIFTS

The most complex facet of this demographic transformation--the

redistribution of population among regions--has the most far-reaching

implications. The changing directions of internal migration during

the MOH signal.'and at the same time reinforce, new patterns in the

regional distribution of economic vitality. -These shifts are respon-

sible for a variety a'new regional conflicts of interest as well as

for the new regional prilitical coalitions whose 'power is just starting

to be felt.

Demographic change has been a catalyst for larger political issues

that have been quick to mature in a period of economic depression and

energy shortages. -The widely publicized regional shifts of population

in this decade.have given rise to the "Sunbelt" and the'"Frostbelt"

(not to mention other regions that the media have dubbed the "Welfare

Belt," the "Brain Belt," the "Smog Belt," and so forth). Although the

geographic boundaries of these regions are loosely defined at best, the

interests and grievances they share are quite specific -,-and a grievavce

more often defines a region than a boundary.

This "tournament of the belts" is a kind of preliminary bout

the main eventthe tension between growing and declining cities. Here

the contendi g factions.are made up of places--the Clevelands and De-

traits, where growth has stepped the Tucsons and Boulders and Pete-

lomat, which, far from enjoying their growth, often see themselves as

victimized by the'access that migration confers on places.

The broad redirection 'of migration flows as measured in regional

statistics, thee, Is most palpable at the local scale, especially where

n earlier trend has been completely reversed.
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III. NEW PATTERNS OF REGIONAL AND DECLINE

Nationally, population growth is slowing, but the fortunes of dIf-

.ferent regions present a complex picture of growth and decline, with

frequent marked breaks from past patterns. The shift J:n migration,

together with moderating natural increase, has *term , where tho

mymptoma of national decline rrat appear.

The clearest illustration of this point is found by comparing

the Northeast and the South (as defined by the Bureau of the Census).

The contrasting developments to these, two regions, (shown. in Fig, 2)

demonstrate how recent shifts in net migration, together with the over-

all drop in the birthrate, have produced sharply diverging rates of

population growth.

The heights of the'bars.in Fig. 2 show the average annual rate of

population change In both regions Col' three recent time periods: the

1960s, the early 1970a,- and the mid-1970s. Population change is divided

into its two demographic components: natural Increase fthe excess of

births over deaths)' and nermigraiion.

Notice that the rate of population growth has declined sharply in

the Northeast bul not In the South. The losses of the Northeast are

due to both a doWnturn in net Migration and the falloff in the birth-

rate. Prior to 1972, the Northeast had a nominal migration gdiw.

After 1972, net migration reversed _and turned into a sizeable rate of

out-migration.' The Northeast now registers negative change in 'popula-

tion, because out-migration more than offsets the population'snatural

increase.

In the South. the population growth rate during the 1970s has

not differed appreciably from that of the 1960s. What has changed,

though, is the source of this growth: Notice that the net migration

component is substantially greater than it was. In other words,,a

rifling influx of newcomers has sustained the South's population growth

as natural increase has waned. Although babies have become scarcer,

the South has managed to attract migrants; the Northeast is running

out of both.
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All in all, the South isn't growing any faster than it did in the

1960s, and its lead over the Northeast isn't anything new -the South

has been growing teeter than the Northeast for at least fifteen years.

But the South's margin over the Northeast today is due to migration,

whereas in the 19600 it was due to natural increase; and that shift

has altered the political complexion of the South.

The crux of inte.rest,. then, lies not cc tnueh in

the national population slowdown:acinthe politiaal,,e , and

cultural changes that regions undergo as migrants move canons them.

Mull of the nation's geographic diversity is concealed within

these large regions. To elucidate these -patterns, 1 have drawn upon

__cent unpublished data furnished by my colleague Calvin Beale of

USDA's Economic Research Service. These data show the rates at which

counties in each of 26 subregions oUsthe nation are gaining or losing

population through migration. These subregions divide the nation into

26 economically and culturally distinct groupings of counties. Blind

to the often artificial bododariea that separate states, they reflect

the administratively untidy economic andcultural geography of the

nation.

Data at this subregiona/ scale enable me to draw attention to two

principal points i want to make:

1. Migration continues to support et opolitan rarowth in the

1970s, although the locus of this growth haa shifted away

from:much of the Northeast and Midwest.

2. Ncnmetropolitan settlement patterns everywhere hav raved

beyond the point where nearness to a metropolitan center is

h.a prerequisite for local

As we have seen, the attractiveness of metropolitan areas n lion-

ally has weakened since 1970, and at growing number 'of individual areas

have Begun to decline. At the same time, _there has been a strong re-

vival of population growth in nenmetroPolitan areas. Are these national

shifts pervasive or are they more prevalent in some parts of the nation

than in others?
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THE METROPOLITAN SECTOR

The recent slowdown in metropolitan growth has been far from uni

form in all sections of the country. Metropolitan 'population growth

.
has halted in some sections of the country but accelerated in others

by subregional population movements. National metropolitan growth,

then, continues and i8 even'accelerating in certain areas, although

they are not the same areas as before.

`This pattern is Illustrated in Fig. 3, in which our focus is

restricted to the metropolitan sector. This figure shows subregions

`where the metropolitan setter is losing migrants (vertical stripes)

and gaining migrants (horizontal stripes) in the 1970s. The bolder

patterns indicate that outf14 or inflow has been initiated or inten-

sified between this 'decade and the previous one- -e.g., heavy vertical

stripes signify a higher' outflow rate during the 1970s than the 1960s

or a shift to net out-migration following net in-migration during the

1960s.

rnr vr^meu fry of popuiai vn hr ve brought Met:OZielan Popu-

ation ,th to q 641i- in 80M0 sectionv of the pountry while accel-

erating it in ombem Metropolitan population in the Northeastern

Metropolitan Belt (No: 2), for example, recorded net in-migration'at

OA percent annually during the1960s, but net out-migration at 0.4

perct'nt annually thereafter. Metropolitan growth there has come to a

decisive halt through a combination of out-migration and declining

natural, increase (as was noted above for the Northeast region as a

whole).

Most of the- Southern and :Western subregions show the mirror-image
f.

of this pattern. There, net migration isadding to the metropolitan

population, often at an accelerated rate since 1970. An impressive

illustration is seen in the Rio Grande Subregion (No. 21), wheieann

net migration for metropolitan counties changed from -0.8 percent du

the 1960s to percent thereafter.

Overall, the geographic locus of migratory attraction (a baro-

meter of economie opportunity) has shifted noticeably in the 1970s,

and will to an extent perpetuate population, and employment growth=

throughout much of the South and West -1

33411 0 - 711 - 11
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THE NONMETHOPHLITAN SECTOR

The changing economic JOrtunea onmetropolitan areas have mani-

fen,ed themselves diversely. Same sections of the nation stand out

because preexisting growth ham accelerated sharply. What is more often

noteworthy, though, Is simply the reversaiof4revious decline. Such

changesoftentimes d amaticare evident when we compare a particular

reginn'a migration trends in the 1970e with those that prevailed - }in the

1960s.

The strong revival of nonmetropolitan population growth hag been

produced by a single change -- reversal of the historic out-migration

from the nonmetropolitan nectar. In part, this increase reflects the

traditional pattern of growth in the vicinity of metropolitan centers,

but it also results from knew pattern of developing specialized acti-

vities (e.g., recreation and retirement) in arena located beyond the

immediate sphere of metropolitan life. These quitediffetent settings==

the nonmetropolitan commutingsheds of metropolitan centers Pg. more

remote territory--have to be distinguished, We can do do.by examining

separately those nonmetropolitn counties that are adjacent to presently

defined SMSAs oa.,those which are not.

Figure 4 (restricted to the adjacent nonmetropolitan counties)

focuses our attention on'the portion of each subregion that is most

susceptible to "metropolitan sprawl." Subregions are grouped accord-

ing to several patterns of demographic_ehanga,in this sector: the'tiZ'

darkest patterns show subregions that experienced migration outflow

In the I9605 which ended in the 1970s. in some of these subregions- -

the heaviest stripesthat outflow has been so severe AS to result in

absolute population decrease (all that decrease of course has now

ended), The second (represented-in the lightest stripes) shows sub-

regions that experienced net in-migration during 1960-1970, accelerated

thereafter,

In these areaS sosee tible to "metropolitan sprawl," the ftversal

eylous out-migration clearly is pervasive. In most regions, then,

there are clear signs that population in dispersing outward beyond the

arbitrary boundaries of SMSAs. It is reasonable to infer that

'nonmetropolitaa adjacent" sector has fallen much more heavily under
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the away of metropolitan influence in the__970s than b -o --and in

virtually every section of the country.

Figure 5 highlights trendy in the nonadjacent sector, where devel-

opMents under way presumably are less closely tied to the national

metronlitan.economy.' 6uch counties by no means lack sizable urban

eenrerm, but by definition such centers are below the minimum 50,000

population threshold that qualifies an urban county as a metropolitan

one. In all cases, however, these smaller cities and towns are a con-

siderable distance from any metropolitan area.}

The pattern of change shown here closely resembles that for the

adjacent sector, and often with more intensity. In the.1960s these-

remote areas were inning migrants in all but a few subregions, and that

loss wan severe enough to incur absolute population decline-in fully

10 of them. Yet, by the 1970e, that outflow had ended virtually every-

where, eradicating the decline of the past. Only one subregion failed

to register any growth in this sector.

The Sonthent Appalachian Coal Fields (No. 11) is an exemplary case

The annual net migration: rote for this sector _ shifted from a 2.6-percent

outflow during the 1960s'to a 0,8 percent inflow during the 1970s; and

the population, which had been declining by 1-3 percent annually, began

increaslap by about 1.6 percent.'

The heavily industrialized mobregioes also have registered no

able improvement in this sector. The Northeastern Metropolitan Belt

(No. 2), where growth of the motrowitall population halted in the

1970s, in registering better than a 1.7- percent annual increase in' the

"nonmetropolitan nonadiacent" sectorconsiderably above that roll the

1960s, Andi of thin increase reflects formation and growth of small.

omunsii.which appear to be prospering despite the larger trend of

metropolitan [o growth.

In their remote areas, then, the overall fortunes of part_ieuler

regiecna vary considerably. But the degree and pervasiveneSsorthese

areas' magnetism are especiiilly noteworthy. All in all, 'metropolitan

expansion is ho.ing supplemented-by self-contained urbanization even in

reaches of nonmetropolitan America,
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Clearly, the pattern of U.S settlement has evotved_huond the

point where nearness to a metropoiis Is a prerequisite to local migra--

'tort' growth. The coltnres of city slicker and country bumpkin have

merged- -=with an ASHI-Ht from .television and the federal highway program--

and Safeways, Sc.irH, and Sizzlers have diffused down the urban heirarchy

to serve oven smaLl and remote settlements.
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PUBLIC CONCERNS AND REGIONAL p0FULATIoN SHIFTS

In almost every piacie in the United States, the population is

continuously recomposed by a gradual procession of migrants c'ismtng

and going, for the most part deliberately.. That element of deliber-
ate choice in most moves sharply differentiates

population growth by

--net_migration from growth by natural increase and, more important,

it differentiates the pleeeo that are being affected. A place that
grows by net migration of GO00-hasgained a thousand people who are

there because they Want to be there, and a Placethatloses 1.000

migrants has lost a thousand people who don't want to be there.- ..Nat=

Oral. Increase does not contribute deliberate residents; it only adds
to population by lottery.

The purposefulness of migration makes it a largely autonomous

process and one that, at least in the United States, is indicative of
opportunity seeking. The view that personal success Is achievable as
readily outside as inside one's native region is a distinctive and

"deeply ingrained element 9f the American culture. It is the product

of the pars-latent vacuum pull of economic opportunities in other

placee which enables Individuals alert to opportunity to exploit newly
developed resources or knowledge quickly. The American economy bene-

fits from the readiness of its population to migrate: Without a tro

dition of migration, which moves people from areas Where jobs are

dwindling to places where workers are needed, U.O. economic develop',

ment would be aluggiah and lest eff 'cient then it actually has bsen

As this American predilection to migrate fosters rearrangement

of population in apace to answer the changing needs of the national

.economy,, it also restructures; egional political interests. These

changes have been exposed in the new regional alliancesthe Coalition

of Northeast Governors, the Southern Growth Policies Board, and others--

and will become more apparent in 1982 with,Congressional reapportion-
ment. The shifts 4180 are posing common kinds of problems in specific

'placna:
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I. II. n . When federal largesse is distributed

among local itlen and regional -in such forms an revenue sharing, com-

munity assistance. vocational education,.LEAA funding to states, and

the likethe formulas for distributing it typically give weight to

the numberof people the area claims as Its inhabitants.- Regions

unable to Mast more bodies (or, worse, to claim even as many as they

had last year\ will .lose funds, even though they may deserve more fed-

eral assistants:\ for that very- reason,

This point lean not heen lost no epics and regions with shrinking

populations, and e,,hey are pressing now for revisiting of these formulas

that will direct f ',leral dollars to areas that are losing population.

But if,a formula tha \eottapensates areas for population growth is poli

rally unpalatable, one that gives dollar credits for population loss

may be equally offensive, The image arises of an urban "black hole"

a once great city into which an unending stream of federal dollars

disappears as its population vanishes.

foroo Tolfty concerns. in recomposing a region's pop-

ulation, net migration may alter its labor pool, replenishing or de-

pleting its stock of human capital. Skilled workers may depart from

area, to be replaced by less skilled in-migrants: young adults edu-

1 gion's expense may move themselves, and that investment,

to another,

11(1,_ Some segments of the population

(e.g., those on public assistance) are recdgnizably a public burden,

and others (e.g., uneducated rural-to-urban migrants)-are_thought to

be, Their :accumulation in a place (whether through in-migration on-.

their own part or through out-migration by other people) can scartely

be a matter for local indifference beratv5e of the real or perceived

costs Ol, IMPONt..

This issue figures promin-

ently in California. Texas, New York, and a few other states to which

many aliens make their way. Illegal aliens used to stay close to the

border, often in rural areas; but substantial numbers of them are now

vratterd throughout the nation. There is much disagreement about

What effect,: they have: Some observers insist that alien Mexican.
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workers take jobs that unemployed Americans or legal migrante'could-:

have filled, and that illegal aliens overburden 4social services of all

taking more in the form of social welfare services than they

contribute in taxes. Although evidence is scarce, these allegations

have nevertheless gained wide currency.

5 Local "shrinking pain:3." Newly declining areas are discover

ing that decline is not a graceful proCess. "Shrinking pains" have

become commonplace: and not just in central citida. Nationwide, about

one-sixth of all metropolitan areas are losing population, and one

third of metropolitan residents live in these areas of population de-

' cline. For eentral cities, especially llig ones and those in the

Northeeat, the problems are far worse.

These nongrowing areas will continue to face problems of rest-

dentist and productive obsolescence--most notably, vacant and abandoned

housing, underused schools, outmoded public facilities, and an -aging,

inventory of stores, offices,' and factories. Selective out-migratLn

will add to the kprden of dependency that elderly and low-incomeciti-

Lens impose on a locality by lingering on after younger and more mobile

people have left. These forces will Worsen the fiscal situation of

declining jurisdictions in an obvious fashion: Tax bases will shrink,

while service demands may even grow.

6. Newly ep9eriericed growth.. While some areas resent the prob-

lams that migrants generate when, they leave, other areas equally resent

the problems that arriving migrants cause: congestion, sprawl, and

support octets. Local officials often feel frustrated at their inabil-

ity to dampen the. external forces that attract migrants. They have

therefore ittempte0 to deal- with the effects, instead,, by:

Instituting local population ceiling ordinances, as in

Boulder, Colorado, Petaluma, California, and elsewhere;

Propoei federal legislation to control the influx of mi-

grants, a
(:

s the Governor of-Hawaii did last year;

,Attempti_g to withdraw unilaterally from federal welfare

programs, as in Plumas County, California.

----



V. POSSIBLE ROLES FOR-PUBLIC POLICY

In an era of slowed population growth nationally, the ebb and

flow of migration will figure prOminently in both the fortunes of par-,

_ ular regions'and the public debate about regional change. Pressures

are likely to build for two broad types of legislative action: .(1)

actions to ameliorate the more visible consequences of migration by;

for exatple; assisting localities in dealing with the common problems

that are imposed by regionwide decline and growth; (2) actions to fed-

eralize the redistribution of resources to complement demographic pat-

terns by for example, federalizing welfare and health care respon-

sibilities.

Ameliorating the local consequences of mtgra on would respond to

the factionalism engendered by the highly visible effetts of local

population change. Many of the large urban centers in the Northeastern

Metropolitan. Belt, for example, face the prospect of continued out-

migration and its ensuing shrinking pains--a withering tax base with-

out a corresponding reduction in demands for public services, and the

_need to manage excess housing and underused facilities. These common

concerns that ,follow in the wake of urban ZPC might be addressed by

policies that promnte an orderly thinning our and reduction of excess

capacity.

The newly growing nonmetropolitin sector Is'experie:ezing sharply

ncreased demands for public services. The kinds of services demanded

will vary with the age composition of in-migrants: Younger couples

create demands for more schools; older in-migrants enlarge the demand

for health services, now or in future years.

Pedaralicing the redistribution of resources to complement demo-

graphl*o materna would acknowledge the inevitability that some regions

will gain and others will lose in terms of the distinctive -kinds of

people that accumulate in places. From the national perspective, in-

ternal migration is largely a zero-sum game. Out-migration may relieve

Mississippi of its poor, but same out-migrants will appear as

poor in-migrants somewhere else (although their poverty may cease



Likewise., physicians trained at Boston's expense may remove

themselves (aneflessachusetts' Considerable human capital investment)
,

toFlorida. Acknowledging these.facts of life, this second policy

approach would be to transform such national problems as welfare de-

pendency (which are disproportionately Accumulated in some parts of the

country) into national responsibilities.

These approaches do not define policy; instead, they express ways

to view regional change and to devise organizational responses to the

problems that change engenders. The choice of which policy stance

should be taken depends on -one's convictions 'about the proper role of

the public sector; on what one believes policy has in its power to do;

and on the extent to which these processes of change themselves can be

harnessed toward deliberate ends.
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summAkY

The population of New York State is in transition from steady

growth to near stability. This paper distills the basic informati

Aso current population trends in the state and highlights economic and

social problems that those trends are likely to create.

The major features of population change In New York.are: (t)) an

endto,r1;etropolitan growth,statewide and the onset of decline in four

of the state's ten Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, (2) a re-

vival or intensification of growth in selected nonmetropolitan areas

the state, and (3) wide variations in the retie of population change

for different age groups. Thesothrec demographic shifts will produce

certain strains.':some of which can be gauged with precision' while others

can only be guessed at.

Changesin the distribution of population between metropolitan

and nonmetropolitan sectors are likely to require new fiscal and polit-,

ical accommodations at the local level. There will, be. fewer children

to be educated, for example, but more elderly persons to bc'served.

The, effects of different rates of,growth for different age groups

(which reflect past fluctuations infertility) can be projected ahead

with some confidence,,Thesaprojectieos give timely notice of cir-
.

cumstances built into the populatic u innstructre that will affect school'

and college enrollments and the demand for particular kinds of dwelling

units suited to specific age groups. The Changing distribution of the

elderly population among New York' State's counties is examined in
.

detail.

Two widely held beliefs about migrati_

low-income migrants go to places like New

the other that rural-urban migration does n

rural poverty to an urban setting. Both be

from recent research, are erroneous.

State policy could be limited to reacting! or it could's

advance broad purposes; or at its sights on the specific gos

"master plan." Whatever policy stance id chosen, adaptation

re examined- -one that

City as welfare Seekers,

g more than transplant

according to evidence

to

to New'York State's forthcoming demographic Changes will entail diffi-

cult choices of emphasis between ofteo'conflicting objectives. These'

choicesare -inherently political because they distribute costs and hen-

unevenly among groumof people and jurisdictions.
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ODUCT1ON

The population of New York State is in transition from steady-

growth to near stability. Following an 8.4 percent increase between

1960 and 31970. New York's popdlation edged upward in the first year

of the 1970a, then drifted downward between 1971 and 1974 and leveled,

off by 1975. In four of, the state's ten. Standard Metropolitan Statis-

tical Areas (SMSAs), however, the pattern of no growth seems well es-

. tablished.

The end to metropolitan growth inthe state reflects, in addition

to the overall slowdown in growth stateWide, a change in the distri-

bution of population between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan sectors

within the statea trend also evident throughout the country. Although

New York'smajor metropolitan centers have ceased growing, its nee-

metropolitan areas have registered population increase and. in some

instances, dramatic growth, reversing a past trend of decline.

A primary consequence of these changing population trends is that

many localities will have Co make new fistal and political accoMmoda-

tions to deal with the different demands imposed by a nongrowing popu-

lation or by a suddenly growing one. In newly stable areas, old ways

,Paper prepared for a conference on "Planning for Change; The

Case nf New York State." at the State University of New York at Bing-
hamton, November 8-9, 1976.

I thank Donald B. Pittenger and Rand colleagues Anthony Pascal,
Ira S. Lowry, Kevin McCarthy, Judith P. Wheeler and Will Harriss for
helpful comments- This paper draws on research supported by a grant
from the Economie:Development Administration. Views expressed in this
paper are th'e author's own, and are not necessarily shared by Rand or

ite researeh Sponsors.,
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nancing nett nada proVe awkward, for the transition to no growth

passes thrt-eb a period of adjustment during which revenues may level
off s 4demands for eervicea continue to rise. Conversely, in areas of
sue en population growth, revenue increases will lag behind the rapid

ise in demand for services= All around the state, growing political

jurisdictions will be enlarging their ta-x base at the expense of shrink-

ing areas, but because of the lags in revenue adjustment, the popula-'

tion in'both kinds of places will feel' ill-served until new arrangements
can be effected.

There is a common need for'facts and analysis that can focue'atten-

tion on issues associated with New York's transition to demographic

suability =and set the stage for public debate on what to do about them.

That is my purpose here today: to distill the basic information on

current population trends in the state and highlight economic and social

problems that those trends are likely to create,



II, THE REGIONALCONTEXT

,The population shifts under way in New York State are, to nil small'

degree, reflectior'retillnal,demographic,ChangeS,Aqking place

throughout much, of the Northeast, particularly in the Middle Atlantic

Census Division (New York. New Jersey, and Pennylvania)., This regional.

context, with It "own peculiar but instructive pattern of demographic

change- resulting from the population's natural'increase and net migra-
.

tinn. is the starting point of our -analysis The context has three

noteworthy aspects.

First. poPulatEo

7 hair fJoauee of a de

rho Northeast 1aa very t.-.a fjome

hange in .reyional population trends

- 1970 as aompared with previous periods Fig. 1).

PIM. I. Pepedwien Corot lie 101101. Polo& W
(hriarin bogInning July 1. OW1211 tripmened In millioni.1
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1950.55
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Sour U.S, Bureau of the Census, Curt;e Population Rep
P-25i Na, 640, November 1976.
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Period Un

Table 1

n Change by Component for Each
veYear P rinds, 1950 to 1975

(In million P "od be

Natural increase

Region

North- North
aat Central South West

1950-55 12.1 2.3
1955-60 13.2 2.6
1960-65i .- , 2.3
1965-10: 8.7 ; 1.6
1970-151 6.8 : 1.0

Source: V.S. Bureau of the Census, Currant Population Reports, Series
P-25, No. 640, November 1976, Table B.

n

Net migration

! Region

United North- North
States Central South West

3.5 4'.5- 1.1 1.0 0.4 0,4, -1.6 1.9
3.9 4.7 2.2 1.7 0.0 -0.1 0.3 2.0
3.3 4.2 2.2 1.5 03 -0.8 0.3 1.7

l' 2.3 3.0 1.7 1.7 0.1 0.1 0.4 1%1
1.8 2.5 1.5 2.5 -0.7 -0.8 \ 2.6 1..4

'fork and Rhode island (and the 1)istrict of Columbia) have exper-

ced population declines between 1970 and 1975, and New Jersey and

Pennsclvtnia have joined their ranks since 1972. The populations of

two of the five other states in the Northeast (Massachusetts and Con.-

nectieut) are largely static; since 1972 they have increased by less

than one-quarter percent annually.

Second,' population growth has been halted by the eombination of

a continuing drop in the berth rate and a shift;',in net migivtion, bath

manifested more soutely in the Northeast than elsewhere (see Table
1). Natural increase (additions through births minus subtractions

through deaths) has diminished everywhere, but More so in the North -

east,than other regions since 1960. The Northeast's population gained

2;3 million through this component of demographic change between 1960

and 1965 but only 1.0 million between 1970 and 1975. Net migration

(the numerical difference between arriving and departing migrants) has

ed froM\nominal gains of Several hundred thousand in preceding

five-year periods to a sizable loss of 700,400 between 1970 and 1975.

regional migration loss has been more severe since 1972 and has

card the the ,Middle Atlantic states worse than those in New
rRland.:

317
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Third, in the Was, ataten with net out- migr'ario appear to be

eir7wIrgipv from 0 ',motion. Comparing t e first o

netyears (1970-72) with the last three (1972-75) New"York S

migration changed from an annual average of -47;000 to - 144,000; Penn-

sylvania's changed from18,000 to - 47.000; and New Jersey's ro

+26,000 to -32,000. In contrast, Texas's net migration rose f m an

annual average of roughly +.55,000 to +95,000 and California's r

from +30,000 to +122,000. Interpretation of this divergence is co

plicated by the economic depression that prevailed during part _h

period; it merits Close attention in the coming years.

To summarize, 'there has been a decided change in the course tha

New York State's population. is fallowing in the mid-1970s. That change

(and the/demographic transformations bringing It about) has occurred

mostly since 1972; i_t is common to much of the Northeast, especially

the Middle Atlantic and it has been most acute in New York

State.
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III. PERSPECTIVES ON CHANGING FERTILITY AND M _TION

Population changes in any given area are the product of fertility

_ mortality rates, and migration rates (including immigration and

emigration). Of these, fertility and migration -have the greatest poten-

tial for producing large and relatively rapid changes in population.

Within the last decade, population growth in the United States

as a whole has slowed considerably becOu-, of.a sharp decline In fer-

tility with no offsetting change in mortality. The most notable ef- --

fect of this drop in fertility has been a transformation of the popula-

tion's age structure which means, among other things, lower school en-

rollments and, eventually, larger social security payments. The fertil-

ity decline is being intensified or nullified in specific locales by new
trends In migration. In some areas, population is not only growing

more slowly than the national average, but actually declining because

of out-migration; in other areas, population is growing rapidly despite -.

lower fertility because of substantial in-migration. International

migration (both legal and illegal) has also begun to have prominent

local effects, especially in those few large metropolitan centers to

which the majority of immigrants gravitate.

FERTiLiTY

Changes in fertility are perhaps most important in population

analysis because they are a basic determinant of future changes in the

size and composition of the populationchanges which may have intense

and long-lasting social, fiscal, and political effects. The, contein

porary trend in fertility reflects an interaction between the wide-

:spread use of more effective methods of contraception and changing

attitudes toward childbearing:

TW,Wt Coe h.15 been modem -.1- the ladt ten

yqem: The increased use of highly reliable means of contra-

".pc tool along with the availability of legal abortion as a

backup method, has afforded couples virtually complete con-

trol over their fertility and reduced unwanted childbearing.



In 1973, 69 percent of married couples used one of the three

most effective contraceptiOe methods-sterilization, the'pill,

or the IUD--compared with only 37 percent in 1965.*

o There has been major downward shift in fertility norms and

an aversion to having large families, at least riming, young

adults: 'rationally in 1975. almost 75 percent at mai.z.fcti

women 18 to 24 years old expected to ha4e no more tr147
Ao

children, as contrasted with about 45 percent in 196-,

o There hae been a postponement of childbearing among'marriek!

couples: The wife may have embarked on a career, or the couple

has put off having their child or additional chifdren

until their economic situation improves. The birth rate of

course drops'when childbearing is "rescheduled" in this way

(and it can go back up, equally fast when circumstances change).

The growth of New York State's population, as noted above, has

been slowed in part by the decline in its birth rate, which paralleled

the national fertility decline. The states crude birth rate (number

of births per thousand population) has fallen from-18,6 in 1965 to

13.0 in 1975. (The comparable national decline was from 19.4 to 14.2.)

The direct consequence of declining births in New York is suggested

by the following accounting of its demographic change from 1970 to

1.9i5.. The state's population decline of 122,000 was the product of

1,75,000 births, 958,000 deaths-, and a net out-migration of 539,000.

A decade before, New York had recorded some 1,750,000 births in a tom-

parable period, 1960-65. As the birth rate has declined, public atten

tion has begun to focus on who bears children today:

One reason for this new concern is that among very young teenagers,

the birth rate is rising, and births to teenagers noW figure more prom-

inently among all births in this country (19 percent of the total In

1975 compared with 14 percent in 1960).- Not only has the percentage

Charles P. Weatoff, "Trends in Contraceptive Practice: 965-
1973," eamity Planning Perspectives, Vol. 8, No. 2 (March/April 1976).,
pp. 54-57.

**
U.S. Bureau of the Census. C1+rrent population Reports, Series

P-20, No. 288, January 1976.

3 I



of births to adolescents risen, but also the percentagef adolescents

who bear a child out of wedlock has climbed sharply - -not because of

more.Aut,of-wedlock conceptions, but because fewer teenage mothers are

aelecting marriage an a solution to an out-of-yedlock'pregnancy. "Kids

impose considerable long-term costs on society, which several
**

studies haVe highlighted.

HICRATION

Between 197.0 and 1976, net migration-away from New York State

reduced its population by 640,000 (3,5 percent). That figure cola-

pares with a mere 101,000 loss (0.6 percent) during the entire decade

of the 1960s. Since out - migrants tend to be in the prime working

ages and more highly skilled and educated, New York State is losing not

merely people but human capital as Since 1970. the state has

been losing workers under age 30, whereas it formerly gained them at

these Ages. In another break with the past trend, black workers appear

to be leaving New. York State to go South in greater numbers now than
***

they are arriving. These and other findings (derived from an on-

going study by my discussant. John E. Smith), as well as the widely

publicized "second war between the states"--a competitive battle among

Wendy H. Baldwin, "Adolescent Pregnancy and Childbearing - - Growing
Concerns for Americans." Population Bulletin, Vol. 31. No 2 (Popula-
tion Reference Bureau, Inc., Washington, D.C. 1976).

**
For example, see various articles in Family Planning Perspec-

tives, Vol: 8, No. 4 (July /August, 1976), special issue on teenagers;
and Leslie A. Westoff. "Kids with Kids," New York Times Magazine, Feb-
ruary 22, 1976, p. 14. Of special interest here is a study of first-
time teenage mothers in New York City, reported in Harriet B. Presser,
"Social Consequences of Telmage Childbearing," presented at the Confer-
ence on Research on the Consequences of Adolescent Pregnancy and Child-
bearing, Center for Population Research, National Institute of Child
Health and Human 'Developments, Bethesda, Md., October 29-30, 1975.

John E. Smith and Michael J. Batutis, Jr., "Changing Growth
Patterns: The Came of New York State," in George Sternlieb and James
W. Hughes, Poet- Industrial America: Me4Popolitan Decline and Inter-
Regional Job Shifts (New Brunswick. N.J.: Rutgers Center for Urban
Policy Research, 1975), pp. 139-157.
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regions for jobs and workers--have focused_ public attention as never

before on migratton.*

Migration trends, like fertility trends, have undergone significant

change recently, but with local effects that are far more diverse.

Now, as in the past, people continue to migrate for reasons that are

connected with the workings of the national economic and social system.

Migration moves people from areas where Jobs are dwindling to places,
.

where workers are needed; without such adjustment, U.S. economic growth

would be sluggish and less efficient than it actually has been. Migra-

tion is also an important vehicle of social mobility. Many people are

prevented from bettering their circumstances less because of inherent

personal limitations than because of rigidly drawn Social barriers in

their community. The generally positive experience of blacks who Left

the rural South, and of ethnic groups that left city ghettos, confirms

the value of geographic mobility as a means of access to conditions

that foster improvements In personal status.

Migration is a complex process, butlas research increases our

understanding of its operation, .pertain important misconceptions can

be dispelleC -Dine misconception concerns the mnti'vation of low-income

migrants to move to large cities. It in widely believed that Such

persona go to places like New York City as welfare seekers, drawn th

by generous public-assistance allowances. A recent--Rand Corporation

study on this question reached a contrary conclusion: It found that
---

needy newcomers'-start using the welfare system only gradually, not
r.

immediately; the delay is more easily interpreted as due to discourage-

ment injinding work after the migrant arrives than to prior motivation
tca

moving to New York deliberately to claim benefits, Findings
***

other independent studies tend to corroborate this point.

Thr Second War Between the-States," Bueinees Week, May 17, 1976,
pp. 92-114; and "Federal Spending: The North's. Loss is the Sunbelt's
Gain," National Journal, June 26..;976, pp. 878-891.

**
David M. DeFerranti, et al., The Welfare and Nonwelfare Poor

in New York City, R-1381-NYC., The Rand Corporation, June 1974.

Ostow and Dutka, for example, found that the median pre-
acceptance residency period for welfare household heads who have mi-
grated to; New York City was three years, "...which suggests a failed
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-welfare-seeking migrant appears to be a myth; if anything, receipt of

public assistance seems to reduce the migration of poor families. sug-

gesting that welfare recipients tend to pile up in cities not because

of in-migration but 12 ,catie of low out - migration.

A related misconception (dispelled by a considerable body of -

search) is that rural-urban migration does nothing more than transplant

rural poverty to an urban setting. It is true that rural-urban migrants
.

have typically been more disadvantaged than their counterparts they

have joined In the city, but they also stand out as being among the

most successful of the,city's residents at overcoming personal disad-

'vantages. This is especially evident among black rural-urban migrants,

who in striving to better their economic positions. have equalled or

surpassed the indigenous urban-born blacks they have joined.'
ea

attempt at self-maintenance rather than in- migration -for the purpose
of gaining prompt access to the state's liberal welfare system." Mir-
iam Ostow and Anna B. Malta, Work and Welfare in New York City (Balti-
more: jOhns Hopkins University Press. 1975), P. 76. See also: Larry
H. Long, "Poverty Statue and Receipt of Welfare Among Migrants and.
Nonmigrante in Large Cities," AmeriC!an Sociological Review, Vol. 39
(February 1974), pp. 46-56; I. N. Fisher and S. W. Purnell, The Con-
nection Between Migration and Welfare Zeyendenoy in the Chicago Metro-
politan Area, R- 1388 -IISP, The Rand. Corporation, September 1973; Gordon
V. DeJong and Eafar M. N. Ahmed, "Motivation for Migration of Welfare
Clients," Working Paper No. 1975-01, Population Issues Research Office.
Pennsylvania State University, ald.; Robert D. Reischauer, The Impact
of the Welfare System on Black Migration and Marital Stability," unpub-
lished Ph D. Dissertation, Columbia Universliy, 1971. Evidence on
Puerto Rican migration, although less robust, also casts doubt on the
role of welfare payments in attracting migrants. Specifically, wel-
fare payments in-the United States relative to Puerto Rico are not
associated with the Magnitude of migration from the island to the ma n-
land. See Rita M. Maldonado, "Why Puerto Ricans Migrated to the United
States in 1947-73," Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 99, No. 9 (September
1976), pp. 7-14.

Larry H. Long and Lynne R. Heitman, "Do Welfare Payments Reduce
Migration Potential?" paper presented at the annual meeting of the

lean Sociological Association, New York City, August 1976.
**

= The Incidence of poverty, for example, is no higher among black
I-urban migrants than it is among the urban - origin blacks, accord-
to a study referring to, the mid-1960s. In fact, black migrants in

the prime adult years (17 to 29) were.much less likely to be poor than
their urban counterparts, See Gladys K. Bowles, "A Profile of the
Incidence of Poverty Among Rural-Urban Migrants and Comparative Popu-
lations." paper presented at the annual meeting of the Rural Sociological

ru
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Yew of the problems facing blacks outside the South can be attri-

buted directly to their rural Southern origin. The reverse may be

true in regard to their economic-, success; it may be that the black

rural-urban migrant brings to th,! city a more constructive set:of atfi=

tudes toward school and work than those of the urban native he joins.*

Society, Washington, D.C., August 1970.

Other studies furnishing. evidence on this point are reviewed in
Peter A. Morrison. Migration frs3m nistreeeed Areae: fte Meaning for
Heyional Policy, The Rand Corporation, R-1103-EDA/PF/NIH; Cktober 1973.
See also Larry M. Long and 1.4nne R. Heitman. "Income Differences Be-
tween Black and White Men Controlling for Education and Region of
Birth," American Journal of Soeiolog9,- May 1975; Arvil V. Adams and
Gilbert Neste'. "Interregional .'Migration, Education. and Poverty in
the Urban Ghetto: Another Look at Black-White Earnings Differentials,"
Review of Economics and Vtatiatie. May 1976. PP, 156-166; and. Ann R.
Miller. The Blaek Migrant: Changing Origins, changing Characteristics,
conference paper dated October 1974, available from the W.E.B. DuBois
Institute for the Study of the American Black, Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Ga.

Adams and Neste I, op. cit.
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IV. 'SPATIAL MANIFESTATIONS: CHANGING FORTUNES

TROPOLITAN AND NONMETROPOLIT AREA?

Two major features of population change in New York are an end

ropnlitan growth statewide and a revival-or intensification of

growth in selected nonMetropolitan, areas. In the last several years.

metropolitan' areas have become less attractive, both to their residents

and to outsiders, wherees nonmetropolitan areas have become more so..

This new development. evident since 1970. is not unique to New York

State or,even to this nation. reflects a national trend that has

brought population decline to many metropolitan areas. At least a4 of

the 259 metropolitan areas in the nation have ceased growing; five of

these SMSAa are in New York State (Fig. 2) and four of them are clearly,

declining.

One word of caution: The image of wholesale ht'from the city

IS a little misleading when applied to SMSAs. Within these broad eta-

tiatical aggregates, many communities continue to grow and some may

even accelerate their growth. But what the general areawide pattern

signals is a new and rising incidence of zero population growth or

decline in metropolitan territory outside the central city: the long-

standing trend of out-migration from central cities now applies also

to the close -In suburbs.

THE ONSET OF METROPOLITAN -AREA DECLINE

How does a formerly growing metropolitan area suddenly commence

declining? The Buffalo SMSA, where growth came to an abrupt halt after

1970, exemplifies the demographic forces at work:`,. The Buffalo IMSA

0 ---,-

Between two recent five-year periods (1965-70 and 1970-75), the
percentage of population moving from nonmetropolitan areas 'declined
from 3.1 to 2.6 and from the metropoliCan sector rose'from 2.9 to 3.5,

Comparable developments haVe occurred in greater Stockholm, met-
topoiltan Copenhagen and Oslo...led other major European metropolitan
centers. See Thomas Falk, Urban.47weden (Stockholm: Rconomics Re-

search Ins tete. Stockholm School of Economics, 1976)),p 180 and.

footnote 1=



Fig. 2

andard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
No Longer Crowing Since OM
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had experienced a net outflow of 84,000 migrants (about 6 percent of

Lts entire population) during the 1960s but Lis population increased

by 42,000 anyway because the margin of births over deaths added 126w000.

When birth rates dropped inithe 1970s, natural increase (the excess of
1

births over deaths) was no longer sufficient to offset metropolitan

Buffalo's long-standing out-migration. and a previously unnoticed trend

became apparent. Between 1970 and 1975, net out-migration removed

48,400 Buffalonians, but natural increase added only 26,500, leaving

the Buffalo SHSA with a net loss of 21.900 residents.

Other metropolitan areas in New York that have been affected by

the same combination of out-migration and a lower rate of natural in-

crease include Rochester, Syracuse, Elmira, Utica-Rome, Binghamton.

and New York. In all but the first two, population growth has halted

since 1970.

EXTENSION OF GROWTH TO NONMTROPOliTANAREAS

The counterpart of metropolitan decline has been a nationwide

revival-or intensification of growth in nonmetropolitan areas since
*

1970. In New York State. where one person in nine resides io a non-.

metropolitan area, the 1970 -1,975 pattern has reflected .the broad con-

tours of national trendsat least in the eastern half of the state:

o 'Despite the low birth ra e, the state's nonmetropolitan popu-

lation has been IncreaSing 1.0 percent annually, compared with

0.9 percent annually during the .1960s.

o Nonmetronolitan areas'have registered an annual 0.5 percent,

net in-migration compared with 0.1 percent annually during

the 1960s.

o The type of nonmetropolitan counties that are growing at a

fast rate through migration are those with intermediate-or

strong metropolitan commuting ties (i.e., at least 10 percent

See Calvin L. Beale, The Hevival Population Growth in AFantnet-

repolitqn America, ERS-605, Economic Development Division, Economic Re-
search Servire, D.S. Department of Agriculture, Tune 1975; Peter A.
Morrison "Rural. Renaissance to America.? The Revival of Population
Growth in Remote Areas," Population F&IZetin, Vol. 31, No. 3 (Popu-

. lotion Reference Bureau; Inc., Washington, D.C. 1976).
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of their workers commute to jobs in a metropolitan area).

Frime examples are Schohorie and Greene Counties, adjacent to

metropolitan Albany, and Yates County, adjacent to metropol-

itan Rochester (western New York's only clear case of a fast-

growing "commuter county "). Such counties exhibit the familiar

process of "urban sprawl" sprawling further--SmSAs spilling

over into their adjacent nonmetropolitan hinterland (Fig. 3).

Exhibiting an impressive break with a past history of stable

or declining population are those counties with weak commuting

ties to an SMSA (especially those with less than 3 percent

commuting)! Essex and Franklin Counties are two clear illus-

trations of the unexpected "turnaround" that is taking place

in many ;,of the more remote nonmetropolitan areas of the cowl:-

try. Evidently these areas are both retaining a larger frac

tiory)! their, native population and attracting increasing

'numbers of outsiders (Fig. 4).

New York's nonmetropolitan growth, then, is partly just the lat-

ation of urban sprawl, as counties adjacent to individual

91SAs fill up with people and fill out sections of the Northeastern

ropolitan Belt. But the fact that areas removed from metropolitan

influence aldo are growing signals a new trend under way,
1';

Recent studies that have inquired into nonmetropolitan growth and
why it is occurring have shown several things. First, the trends toward

early retirement, and toward larger retirement and death benefits for

more people. have speeded up the increase in the number of retirees and

lengthened the average interval during 'liar lift Alen a person is no

longer tier to a specific by a job. New soertes of income such

as the foters! Supplemental Security Income prog: well is more

getsrous pensions, have accelerated the flow-of dollars into retirees'

hands, expanding the role as consumers, Indeed, with their steady

incomes assnrd regardless of location, retirees combrise a floating

lopulation of conesoers who* presence is an increasingly service -

oriented society creates jobs wherever they g-. Since 1970, Columbia,

Essex, Greene, Sullivan, and Yates oourtles. have all felt this inf;u-i

ence in varying degrees.
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Just as retirees constitute an expanding and comparatively foot-

loose subpopuiation whose demands create jobs In nonmetropolitan areas,

an increased orientation at all ages toward leisure activity has spawned

another kind of rural "growth industry"--recreation. "Much of this

growth Is concentrated in amenity-rich areas, especially mountains and

shoreline, which often lie well outside the daily range of metropolitan

commuting, The Adirondacks is an obvious` example,

'Together, these two sources 'of expanding employmentretleement

and recreationsupplemented by the impetus of the state's higher edu-

cation system, have Increased the possibilities for moving to (or re-

maining in) certain nonmetropolitan areas, At a deeper level, however.

the Question remains of Why Americans are acting on these possibll ,ci9.

An important aspect of the explanation concerns people's preferences

for nonmetrolitan living. Americans have long displayed inventive-

ness In trying to reconcile No conflicting desires: one for access

to others and the other for separation-from them, Examples abound in

the American culture of the wish to love one's neighbor but keep him

at arm's length, perhaps the most vivid being Americans' dogged pref-

erence for neorueal or perhaps pseudorural residential settings, (This

proclivity la evident in most Anglo-Saxon Societies, but the American

romance with the frontier may have reinforced it.))

To opinion surveyors, Americans state a strong desire to

rural and small -town settings--but most of them admit, when questioned

ther, that they would like .those settings to lie within thirty miles

a big city. The theme is an old one: Back In 1925, one housewife

rejected suburbia as a bad compromise in favor of the "real" country,

"By country, " she wrote, "I do not mean a farm or many acres or huge

castles built in imitation of English country houses:" She meant

instead, "a simple home built along a country road, near hills or water,

from a quarter of a mile to two or three miles from the railway statiOn,

and within one and one-half hoorg' commuting distance front the city."*

Today, people continue to seek distance from crime, physical decay,

poor schuolT, and oblecrionable neighbors, and'access to a "view,"

Cited in Peter J. Schmitt, Back to Nature: The Ardadian Myth

en Urban America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1969),
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even' it means remoteness from urb;in e.xcitenierit. Evidently, with

television and long-distanco, cum:tiering. the sense of is bred

by geographl al distance and small two mores has broken down, and

these specilicatIons can now be met in the heart of Yates and Schoh.irie
Connties well as in Suffolk or Rockland.

At the local loves!. a number of important issues turn on the impli-

cations of these trends. The oldest and largest central cities were

already having trouble meeting their budgetary requirements before the

slowdown in overall popnlatioo growth occurred. Now the sir UreS 0
no-growth or decline have spreA to many stiburBan communities, which

face painful decisiins on bow to rent local expenditnres to revenues

that no longer grow, On the other band, once sleepy villageS are now

being galvanized by spontaneons growth after deride: of resignation to

popnlation Stability and are hard-pressed to meet public needs.

There Is a clar irony in the fart that this maim- shift In popu-

lation distribution Is spurring metropt litan interests to. seek the bene-

fits of population stability or declinemost obviously, stable budgets

and the opportunity for effective planning - =at the same time that it

is threatening those benefits in .nonmetropolttan areas, The evidence

that `there ii benefits is already apparent In the widely publiCized

resistance on the part of many commonttlS tot aceoptins the 4M-t,8 that

growth conIvrs,

RACTAL CHANCE WITHIN METROPMATAN WAS

Iser once the "inner" city provided the disadvantaged with oppor-

tunities for greaterdinciime, It to now largely the refuge of victims

of Income discrimination. .5 spe cage is that of blacks, who alone

among all ethnic minorities have been unable-to make the_ transition

from urban inmlgrant to suburbanite in any substantial numbers. Be-

tween 19no and 1974; the percentage of the nation's blacks residing

in metropolitan areas (according to the 1)70 definition) rose from

about 21 to 75. Wirhin metropolitan areas, however, there has been

no subsequent dispersion of blacks (Table 2). In 1900, 54,5 percbrit

of the *rnet.-ropolitan black population resided in central cities; by

1974 71.5 pereent did. The is is true for the Northeast and New

78 -7)
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Table 2

DISTRIBUTION OF WHITE AND MACE POPULATION
WITHIN SMSAs, 1900-1974

Eecceetage of racial BrOor
15_y_ area pf residence

Central CIEs/ Remainder of SMSA

Ydar White Blacker- White Rlackn

All U.S. SMSAs b

1900 62.8 54.5 37.2

1950

1960

1974

1960

1970

1974

56.6

47.8

18.1

-77.2

79.6

77.5

45.5

43.4 22.8

52.2 20.4

61.9 , 22.5

1960

1970

All SMSAs .in 8°M-tenet

45.1 80.4

39.4

17.1 80.4

All SMSAs

61.7 88.0

54.0 88.1

54.9

60.6

62.9

New York State

19.6

18.4

19.6

2 12.0

46,0 11.9

SOURCES: Irene B. Taeuber, "The Changing. Distribution of the Popula-
tion in the United States in the Twentieth Century," in Commission on
Population Growth and the American Future, Population Dintribution and
olloy. Sara Mills Mazie, editor, Vol. V of Colission Research Reports.
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1972), Table 20; and U.S.
Bureau of the Censue. Current Population Reporte,. Series P -23, .No. 55,
"Soeial and Economic Characteristics of the Metropolitan and Nonmetro-:
poIttan Population: 1974 and 1970," U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington. D.C.. 1975, Table 3.

NOTE: The pqmlations of the central pity or cities were taken as of
the censu!Pdates. Since their areas are changing rather than con
the changeshe ppOulations in and outside central cities reflect
expansion of :ed.tAee. boundarlen as well as the populations' natural
increase ani;I:net.:;igration.

°For SMSAs in New York State. figures shown here are for nonwhite
b .

Reference here to to the ihanging populations of the counties
that were the -SMSAs of 1960.at each census from 1900 to 1960. The
SMSAs thus refer to constant areas. For 1974, reference is to the
SMSAs an defined in 1970.



York State (for hich data are she only since 1960). This contin _d

concentration of blacks in central citiep uuntrestu sharply with the

white population's dispersal from them.

Recent trends in population change, shown in Table 3. have tended

to l'einforce the pattern of diverging racial distribution in metropol-

itan areas, Between 1970 and 1974, the white population inside ,n-

tral cicies.in the Northeast declined 6.2 percent and the black in-

creased 1.4 percent. The metropolitan population outside central cit-.

les ("the suburbs." roughly speaking) has increased 3.6 percent for

whites and 9.9 percent for blacks. While the figure for blacks is

impressive.at first glance, it merely reflects the very small numbers

of blacks now residing in the suburban ring (and in a limited set of

suburban areas at that); it does not significantly offset the broader

trend toward racial separation between central city. and suburbs.

Compared with tIlle white population, the black population is both

younger and has a larger average family size. Demographically, this

means that migration trends making for racial separation in one time

period tend to perpetuate this separation in later times: the;black

population, by generating more births and fewer deaths relative to the

White population, -grows at a faster rate in places where it is now

located. (Rising minority school enrollments through differential fer-

tility are one manifestation of this tendency.) Thus, even if every-

one suddenly stopped moving. the disproportion between black central

cities and white suburbs would grow, thereby perpetuating existing

patterns of racial separation between cities and suburbs,
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Table 3

POPULATION CUANGE BETWEEN 1970 AND 1974, BY RACE AND AREA OF RESIDENCE

Area of Residence

Percentage Change in Population,
1970-1974

All

Regions Northeast
North
Central South West

All Races

United Staten
Metropolitan areas

4.1
3.6

4.2
0.2

1.3
1.0

6.7
7.6

8.0

7.1
Inside central cities -1.9 -4.7 -5.5 -0.1 4.4
Outside central cities 8.4 4.0 6.4 15.7 9.0

Nonmetropolitan areas 5.0 5.1 1.8 5.4 11.6

White

United States 3.5 0.9 0.8 6.3 6.8
Metropolitan areas 2.4 -0.3 0.1 6.8 4.0

Inside central cities -5.1 -6.2 -8.0 -3.9 -1.0
Outside central cities 7.5 3.6 5.6 15.11 7.3

Nonmetropolitan areas 5.8 5.1 2.1 5.8 16.7

Black

United States 6.7 2.4 6.3 6.3 22.3
Metropolitan areas 8.4 3.0 6.9 9.2 23.2,

Inside central cities 6.3 1.4 2.3 8.7 24.3
Outside central cities 16.1 9.9 37.7 10.6 20.4

Nonmetropolitan areas 2.0 -12.3 -3.4 2.7 7.2

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Repo-
Series P-23. No. 55. "Social and Economic Characteristics of the Metro-
politan and Nonmetropolitan Population: 1974 and 1970," U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1975. Table 3.

.

:)
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41FESTATIT6t TAE PRESSA8E9 oy A

f'IiANC INC AGE PKOFILh

Wide vdriationq in tie rare of mvilation change for different

age groups stand out aS another major teature of New York's demographic

outlook. A growing pop:A.410n is, of course, one maior driving force

behind expandleg demands kor public services and rising revenues to

support those services. Beet many service demandq grow In proporfi.

re the population in specific age rangys--police and prisons had to

expand in the 1960s El, cope with the wave of young people pasming

through the age; of peak criminal activity: public health care facili-

ties expand to accommodate the elderly And the poor and, of coorSe.

elementary schtsil enrollments have boon) ta fall off as the population

under 10 has shrunk. Similarly, revenues are partly a inn, tion of the

ProPot.t00 of persons in the working ages,

The rate at which a population is ehangilng at any given time may

Vary widely from one age group to another. Between 1970 and 1975, the

overall stability of New York State's population concealed considerable,

unevenness of change, for example:

The under-10 population declined 11 percent,

The population 2tl to 14 increased 16 percent.

The population 35 to 49 declined 8 percent.

qv different rates of _oWth for different age groups reflect past

fluctuations in fertility, the most notable of which have been the

national decline In ferti v that occurred during the eOnomiv de-

pression of the I s iOn , the baby boom following the Second World War,

and the ,sudden drop In the fertility rate in the late 1960s. Each

malor rise and fall ham left As Indelible imprint on the 2opulation's

age profile, whose unevenness IN evident In Figure 5, New York State's

profile differs only slightly from this national pattern.*

Figure 5 la not shown separately for Ni_v York State. ,Since [975
data by single year of age were unavailable. The only noticeable dif-
tvrenceii are a somewhat smaller percentage of the population under 5
0.7 for New York vs. 7.5 percent nationally), and a somewhat larger
percentage over 45 (31.1 vm, 109 percent nationally).
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Per --th way O'pythen swallows a frig - -is an apt metaphor

for how the Uni a has absorbed the impact of these swings in

fertility.. The many children born after World' War Il crowded the

schools during the next decade and began forming their own households,

in the later 1960s.: From birth to maturity they have overcrowded mater-

nity wards, then schools, then juvenile justiceinatitutions, and then

the housing market.

This concentration of population in certain ages foreshadows cer

tale inevitable changes which are likely to be felt in New York State

and nationwide with about equal intensity. These changes will affect

two distinct areas of policy concern: education and housing.

DIFACTS ON EDUCATION

In recent years, the baby boom children (persons now 11 to 29)

have been passing through the colleges and. universities and flooding

the labor market: The bulk of the wovethe large cohorts born during

the mid -1550s and early 1960s--1s stilly in school, however. As the

last of these people mature, school enrollments of persons 18 to 21
.

. will drop (see Table 4). For those 22 to 34 years of age, Often drawn

back to higher' education (especially to the comMuntry,colleges), the

outlookris different. A rapid expansion in their enrollments through

the early 1980s Is in prospect. Thereafter, growth will taper off,

and their enrollments should decline before the end of that decade.

From a purely demographic perspective, then, exi.ating pressure

for contraction of the higherp.ekication system -- except for community

--can only intensify. Community colleges are excepted becailse

they occupy a distinctive position in catering to a-.considerably broader

and generally older age range. Fven so, they will need to plan:care-

fully, directing their offerings toward those In the middle adult years

as well as the traditional. college ages.

The declining birth rate is imposing intense demographic pressures

on elementary andsecondary schools. The severity of this by now fam-

Mar problem is suggested in the following statistics for New York

State. For every 100 children aged 5 to 14 In 197°, there .were only

912 In 1975 and there will he only 79 by 1980. Between 1975 and 1985,

the number of 15-to-19-vear-olds will diminish by one - seventh.



Table 4

U.S. POPULATION AND PERCENT CHANCO,N SELECTED ACE GROUPS,

1960-1975. AND PROJECTIONS 1980-2000a

Y

_No. of persons, by age

(in thousands)
-Percent Change
Since Previous Y

18-21 22-34

1960 9,555 29,492 77,099

1965 12,204 30,554 81,814 28 4

1970 14,705 35,271 85,201 20 15 4

1975 16,479 42,024 88,673 12 19 4

1980 17,097 48,501 93,912 4 6:

1985 15,431 52,249 101,834 -10 8

\1990 14,519 51,705 111,170 -6 -1

1995 13,399 -- 48,390 12.1,428 -6 9

2000 16,002 44.819 130,594 -7 8

'SOURCE: U.S; Bureau of the Ceneue, Current Population Reports,
Series P-25, No 519, April 1974, Table 1; Series F!-25, No 541, Fehr
1975. Table 2.

aCensus Series il projection, which assumes anult_
cohort fertility rate of 2.1 births per average woman.

completed
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n New York State's school -age population

hooking further into the future to fraught with increaslog uncer-

tainty. fair we are referring to cohorts not yet born. (This is where-

the possibility of "rescheduled" childbearing, mentioned earlier, intro-

du-:es some major unknown) Adopting; the NeW York St=ate Economic bevel -,

npment Board's assumption4 about future fertility and migration, how-

ever, one plausible future ran be projected to suggest what lies ahead

(see Figure 6). According to the Board's projectidns; the S to -44 'age

group will contract until the mid-1980s; thereafter, it will increase

moderately. For 157to-19-year-oLds, the numerical shrinkage will

These assumptiond are: ,"New York State's birth-rate will
increase somewhat during the remainder of the decade and approach the
,,ompleteti fertility rate of 1.90 by 1980. This assumes that the recent
sharp decline in birth rates reflects. in part,'a deferral of bipths
and economic factors": (2). ' "New York State's rate of net outmigration
for the latter half of the decathe will diminish somewhat from current.
levels." Source: New York State Economic Development Board, "Prelim-
inary Revised Population Projections by Age and Sex for New York State
Counties," with attachments, dated March 1, 1976.
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continue through about 1990,foLlowedby one last echo of the baby

boom--a 16-percent increase between 1990and 00--to'usher out the

Lay. i"

A6 these figures suggest, demographic analyaie gives timely notice

of eircumstances built into the population's' structure for which

torative action is possible. But the process of contraction cannot be

accomplished simply by reversing the peocesd of expansion within an

existing organizational setting. Adaptation necessarily entails, Alf-

f icu it choices of emphasi's 'between often conflicting object 6,,cs
. These

cholcesdistribute coats and benefits unevenly among groups of people

arn jurisdictions and are inherently political; but the mechanisms for

making these choices may be U: rkable. When enrollmentsdecline, for

example, education planners must decide whether to 'reduce teaching

staff or decrease class sizes- whether tb close some -;Chools for econ-

omy or keep them open-for convenience to the community; wtether to sub-

mit to decline or seek new ways to use schoolschoolfacilities and faculties.

Local School districts rarely have the degree- of control over their

orianliation that would allow such choices to be arrived at Datily.

Nationally, educational-planning tends to proceed in ignorance

of what in aiteady known about the consequences gif population shifts.

Symptomatic of this problem was the frenetic response in the education

see tree to the baby boom and recent bust. Throughout the late,1960s

and early 1970s teachers And professors woretrainedin.increasing

numbers despite Warnings as early as 1965 of an impending over - supply..*

Today, there are scarcely. enough people around to be educated for all

those who are prepared to teach them. Others at this conference may

wish to comment specifically on New York State s 'experience with edu-

cation planning.

*

Paul Herman and Milhrey Wallin Melaughlln, The Management of
Decline; . Problems. Opportunities. and Research le ions;": The Rand
Corporation. forthcoming.

**
Allan M. Cartter, The Supply and Demand bge Teachers,'

In Amor. r!irn Stat 7:et 17, yi! ito(?0il ion zocia I 1Woodblys
1Washington: American Statistical Association. )965) pp.,70-8O; :idem.
"Scientific Manpower for 1970-19/15,"-Sci n o, Vol. 172, 11. 3979 (April
1971); pp. 132 -140.

6
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poop:vs ON HOUSING

The number of.households ir New York State Acreased at a 1,2 par-
,

-cent aUnual rote during the 1960s s7-.., according to Census Bureau -5.1.g-

itreS, has 'ontinuod to increse at Phin same rate stare 19A despite

the halt in York's pm%,ulat:on ,iwth. Part of the explanation for

this car a..'d rn s numer.cal: the population's changing age

profile has-mr.de.for e.wuisjon at the prime honsthold-forMing

There also have been behavioral changes: peop3 are forming households

differently no,..1 than in the past..

Regarding the first nnint, the number of households with heads

under 35 has increased sharply since 1970 as the baby-boom coherts.

have matured into adulthood (see Figure 7). According to the-State

Economic Development Board's projection, households in this age bracket

ceatinue to expand at better than three percent annually through
S

1980. 1118 ago concentration has created an especially heavy demand

fur the particular kinds of dwelling aUnits suited to this age group--

low-to7moderate priced apartments in densely settled areas and the

like--aad this pressure on demand will continue for-another five years *

or so. By about 1980, however, the age concentration will be on the

35-to-44 group--by then, the matured first cohorts born after World War

it. poring the 1980m the number of households headed by someone between

35 and 44 will increase at better than 3 percent annually.

in addition 'to these considerable pressures associated with a

cnangingage'distribution..other demographic influences ,are affecting

.housing regairoments, As everyone is aware, household composition and

=familv'mtructuro have undergone fundamental change and are Currently
/ . **

In a state or -considerable flux, both sociological and demographic,

On Influence is a decided increase in th proportion of young men and

womin who refrain from. marrying. Nationally, the increase is especIally-

apparent among persons 20 to 24 years old (an age At which most men.

New York State Economic Development Board, "Preliminary Revised
Household Projections for New York State Counties," with attachment,
dated March 30, 1976.

ss
See Paul.C. Click. "Some Recent Changes in American Families,

' Current Popuiation Roporta, Special Studies, Series P-23, No, 52, n.d.
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and women have traditionally married). At this age, 60 percent of men

and 4U percent of women were PP yet unmarried in 1975, compared with

57,percent and 28 percent 4n 1960; It is an open question whether

this tendency to remain mingle represents merely. a postifonement'of

first marriage or a developing'trend toward lifelong singleness.

Another influence is the trend toward establishing households In

"noniamily" living situations an primary individuals. ("Primary Indi-

viduals'," in the Census Bureau's terminology, are household heads Who

live in their own homes entirely alone or with persons n,t related to

them.) Between 1970 and 1976, the number of households nationally

that were headed by primary Individuals of all ages inrensed from

11.95 to 16,81 million, or about 41 percent. (This compares with a

9-pereent Increase fur. all other types of households--hnshand-wife,

other male-headed, or f,nmale- headed families.) For reasons I cannot

explain, this national trend leae evident here ie Yorlt State

and 18 not projected to continue in the future, at least aceording to

th Fconomir Development Board's figures, Those figures do show

somewhat more rapid Increase airng primary individuals between 1910.

and 1975, but they project a siol,'-cr Increase (relative to families).

in the future.

The nationally rising incidence of single- parent families, two or

more unrelated people -living together, and people of all .ages living

nu suggests the extent to which life-style options have been widened

by affluence and the relaxation of social norms. Changes in taste and

preference'havc made many people ready to live apart from the basic

family unit: grown 'Children are readler.to move out of their parents'

hnme, and a widowed parent more reluctant to move-in with an adult. sop

or daughter.- At the same time, higher real income enables more people

to afford separate living spare, Overall, there is likely to be a con-

tinning interplay between the demographic and economic circumstances

that shape the typical cluster of persons who live.together-as a house-

hold and the- social and. cultural changes that have broadened the types

of living arrangements and companinnship that society condones.,

A third change stems from. the= widening of the differential mor-

tallty of women and men. There IN now a ronsidrabl gap, wider than
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in previous decAdes, between female and male 1 fe expectancy..* One

coAjequenco of this gap has been a steady rise in the percentage of

femalesaUncolder person's. (In 1960, women made'up 55.7 percent Of

the population 65 and over in New York State: by 1985. they

jetted to comprise 61.2 percent.') As wives increasingly outII've their

husbands, the incidence and duration of widowhood will inexorably rise_.

(Nationally, in 1975 53 percent of women 65 and over were widows.)
0 .

The prospect of more widows, each facing a longer expected inter

val without a mate, foreshadows probable changes in living arrangements

at these ages. And because Increasing numbers of the elderly will be

covered by retirement and pension plans, such changes will be econom-

ically fensihle for larger numbers. At a national level, this combin-

ation of economic and demographic factors has already' brought substan-

tial changes in the living arrangements of surviving family members at

rater ages. In 1975,- 62 percent of widows 65 and over lived alone,

compared with 48 percent in 1968f, New York City, as well, manifests

these changed: according to the City's Department for the Aging, the

number of elderly live- clones rose 26 percent between 1970 and 1973.

These structural changes among elderly households raise a:broader

question of where the elderly ore likely to be. One such concentration

of elderly persons Is in central cities; another is in older suburbs.

where they settled.as newlyweds In, say, the 193fs. More recently,

there has been a developing trend among retirees te settle in areas

away. from metropolitan,centers,. Figures 8 and 9, showing the changing

distribution of social security beneficiaries 65 and older between 1969

and 1975, furnish indicators-of where New York State's elderly vopUla-

tion-ls_now disproportionately concentrated or becoming so concentrated.

(These figures are based on the concentration index data shown in the

Appendix Table.)

Figure 8 shows counties with disproportionate concentrations of

elderly beneficiaries in 1975. In some counties Essex and_

*
In 1974, -a 65- year -old white female could expect to outlive her

male counterpart by 4.2 years: in 1960, the expected difference was
only 2.9 years.

*5
As reported- in New York Tines, September 29, 1975

3 6 ")
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Hamilton) the concentration has b in increasing since 1969: in Others

(e.g.. Greene and ft! sr- It has not The population of

County, for example, contains better than 50 percent more beneftclaries

per capita than the state as a whole, but that percentage has ben

declinlne,

:Figure 9 furnishes a somewhat di It -perspective it displays

counties with a sharply rising concenti% n of he,:eiiciarie. Nassau

Chenango,'Essex, and hamilton Counties fait latter two already con-

tattling disproportionate numbers of beneficiaries in 1969) registered

*sharp relative ilicreases since 1969 (concentration index change = 8).

47

The criterion for "sharply increasing" in that the 1969-1975
change in the index of elderly concentration, ACT, is , 8:

otq'§ 454, ,7 olft of
47/'4 ihai 41

II . 777 = 2

1975 shAt4 --7471*Elon
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.1/1% yABiNG IliFTRANSiTIOIf TO STABli.ITY,

Demographic analysis has numerous specific anplications at ti='

state level. ForecSists, especially, figure In pInning decisions about
el ectric power genera t lug taci titles t ranspor at ion and land Lein, And

development more pint rally. demographic analysis reVeMa
transformations in the population's age ,;Cr n lure and itsdistributIon

among parti,ullar metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan areas, and demographic

freeai, filen attempt to anth-loatc.the pattern of things to oin(. In
herb eA,ten they draw JEtent.ion

Co emerging and approaching isSnen asso-
lid with population change And.q0E the Stage for public debato on
timely it lone tor dealing with those Itilinen HICSinaper, it in hoped,
hav, ae,omplIshed that purp.ue,

Vorecauteru are plead when their
predictions eyentnally prove

in he A,c,irAt,., weur,P v itt less hnportant than the organiza-
Clonal reuponue a forecast (:,tit in motion. By way_of structuring the
ensoina thL. p-ut

t It m, siiggest at least, three ap-
pro,hoq that irate policies

formulated Cu case the transition to s ah=
ilit7 might take:

(I)
deal with Problems as they gop imp,

wi thou i benefit of a longer-term strategy. This appri-aeh

derives from the resign(A conviction that no single state's
policy can have much effeet on intuitive and autonomous migra-

tory shifts In A nation where people are free to move about
as they please.

(2) c.;,12(o'oo .rrd
prolvet trends Into the

nitnte in an etfOrt to.tOtenee
prohlems'and needs and deviso

iocial mechanisms-to pride these trends In ways that advance.
hr.;1 mirposes, An example would be the attempt by MOM!.

MIN--; to preserve open space through new land-use regula-
tions. This approach recognizes that prorentieN of social

-hang, often carry with lhem considerable momentum: rather
than put up futile Te-ilstanec,

realistic policies will accept
and attempt in exploit the prOeentlen 40 advance general pur-

poses that are agreed upon.
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n, i.Q., designate explicit future goals and

devise plans to achieve-them. New York State's now !ales"

program i4 an example-_ lloal orientation is premised on an

ability to achieve closure of means and- ends (0.g., through

a mechanism such as the State Urban Development Corporation)

in order to create a desired future.

Each of these approaches does not no much policy us express

a way of viewing change and an organizational response to the problems

engendered by it. state policy could be limited to reacting; or it

could strive to advance broad purposes; or not Its sights on the spe-

cific goats of some "master plan." Which policy stance should be chosen

depends on ones philosophy as to the proper role of the .blie sector;

on what one thinks state policy has In its power to dO: on the extent

to which processoS of change under wal., ran be exploited toward delib-

erate ends, rather than ignored or thwarted; and on the cLirity with

which underlying purpose themselves are perceived.

Populat(on stasis and economic stagnation-are not synonymotaand,

in an era of glow population growth, need P i be correlated. Pitts-

burgh, f.os'Angeles, Savannah", and Binghamtonjlemonstrate -that'

fortablo equilibrium is attainable. What has been disturbing about

stasis in that policies evolved during earlier periods of growth prove

awkward or onwi4kihje when growth is gone, and tic purposes motiva_

them are outmoded (-4 simply uncle
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6up44d1 X Table

Concentcatfun nf Sew York 6tatela Social
ScCur1ty lieneficiacits 01 ..---'

7,--1--

Ind n! ,I 1 4. ..,31,Ev: 1121.9
3:-.1 1971

"l!:!iIPO-_,X1
- 1944 1975

--,--
Cuncentr11t344 Indva

IVA 1-'75---. ----_ 31.014 1.041 711,1 0.42n II, /7.

Alle4341 1.054 1.0(1 0.43-13a ..044 1.049
Brunk 1-054 4.477 1inonda'3ta 0.802 0.415
ar,,,rtu 1-n79 1.12. (Intact, 1.049 1.000
Cat- tt4,33,,A, 1.1711 1.112 04340. 1.1114 0.,321

ch..31,33.1.4 1 .ml i. z; 3

-IrleNn,

OviweHo

1.012

0.957

1.110-

0.1184
Chemung 1-101 1.115 -li -i , 3, - 1.244 1.247
0herian3to 1.019 ! 111 Put,,UP 0.'91 0.1a2
ClIntun 0.178 0.491

r7333,3,r. 1.049 1.072
1141444 la 1.7711 1.755 R3,,q,.311.33,r 1,014, 1.061
Cortl.lod 0,9in 0.931 Richmond 0.877 0.818
Deln.are 1=159 1.142 9,4-kland 0.597 7.40
Diachcai f/,'304 0.912 St, Laurence 11,914 0.917
1-.F!,

huAvit

0.4(1

.7111

0,411I

1,149

Satatnma

Sclainectady

0.745

1.254

0.744

1.254
011444114

1 150 1.111 4chohac1e 1.233 1.141
Fillton 1.117 1.:40 Schuyler .0.959 0.927

1.024 0.990 Seneca 0.97c 0,943
Greene 1.574 1.526 Steolu,n 1.031 I-019
ilamilt0n 1.412 1.5(4 Suffolk 0.491 0.719
Herkimer

1-1411 1.111 Sullivan 1.100 1.1/7
1-ftetkon 1-148 1.222 Tio.ni 0,777 0.795
Kitnn. 1.1014

i
1.n51 Tilmnk9o4 11.722 0.727

LeWln 1 1103 11,411 Uhlt3, 1.154 1.1117
Li311,34,e71, 0_447 1).917 "-Li r re,3 1.100 1.762
Heil/von 11.479 0.455 Haallfrigron 0.974 1.020
nail: ., n.l.0 0.951 W1y11' 0.941 0,914
Muntunc,ry 1.-02 1.340 444tchenter 0.994 1.014
NA.,,I, 0.414 4vi1m : 6 it 1.011 1.015

1.1M Yarev 1. ri 1. 2413

cileric 447ncurcarina defined avi

I.:tient/1s r.rre )1 Al I I'll ,,ft..t. :4 1-31-13, 45-3 IN j964 OL10j.I

c,lunty 4 ahare .f NYS popol.tton in IWN r,, 1975]
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The concerns of those intere undo_ tending our
population have been undergusng a change. Over the past 25 years
or no, the emphasis in a en and reports has been more on ib-
eirth rate and the future 5i-Zu of the total population. but in
the next quarter century we -probably are going to be more concerned
about the corn osition of Inc population, and its distribution=

There are a number of surprising changes which have stimulated thin
about-face, and one or the most'import.t is that the Population
has grown far less rapidly than most p.apLe imagined just 10 yearn
ago. in 1976, fur example, the number of births per 1,000 popu-
lation was 14.7, which represents the lowest rate over recorded
in the Nation's history. And our surveys of birth expectations
Indicate that biro rates Jill continue to remain low. Although
In mid-1977 to birth rate rose slightly, the rate returned
to the lower 1976 level by the end of the year.

The reasons are several, and all of them can have strong politica'.
repercussions if they continue. We can cite more widespread etlu,cf
contraceptive devices and abortions, squeezes on the pocketbook
through recession and inflation, the growing desire or women to
nay dnd taeir nigher degree of cc-cation, concern oier
pollution, delays irimarriage,ntore divorces, and other factors an
wen,.

these Lower birth rates continua as_ expected we are hea
ed zero population growti a generation or no after he

turn of the century. It will cake that long simply becaune of the
large proportion of the population that is now in and will t
entering the reproditctIve years.

But: zero population growth may pooJibi7 be preceded by an
phenaMenon which is alre:udy becoming evident, and that L3 what
might call zero growth of husband and wife families. '.This in a
phenomenon that we have not paid much attention to but which could
brim i reality if prozient trends continse. There art a sumiier of
poaaihic coChinationw of vocial and ihstitittional forces that could
prnduce a halt in the in growth or husband/wife rwciaico
relative to other social unit categories some of which 1 mentioned
a moment ago relative to the lower birth rates that we have been
experiencing.

ie- developments ifrecting the tit- and number of foaiLi recent
yearn are trulY startling. From 1910-1977, the numb of mare
ha:= inceed ty lens than 1 percent -- just over 2 million marriages
a year -- even though a large nunter of our population n-
moving onto the young adult ages. There wire more thin a million

vorc,,,,; in 1977, up 55 percent aVerl-91O In 4960, only
third or wng women 2t ynabd old ti,t,! arricd.
tars hs-_( or ,no young .4uri,:!n PI :ff,arb ol! oinOu.
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ThInn trnnaL .o --t:ntai-21 to a ,ttornitr4nding phi_tnnnnoni and
thit to a tr : a 'troartatt-a dndlinn, ii niit !;i7. or

otot ti7- an j.naredne in,T7e77m17-or

r,angna

rtqtwn,r, ont I .,'?a", tan ritt:IL.tr hr,t,Inh,,Ilo in th-
,oattt,1 inwtota. 21 t-r'.; !., 74 ani haLr or thi3 incrrae
13 nrnatdd ry jadrama i.rt tatnn(t or with non -r,tlativqn. A

5amta Limn, tn,a it nraeya i an '-,ne 1 -iv) d3 ned to th
thru panLlonn for -tnn in ht5bory We can attri
trIL3 to note tin 7w,r rtrti,Ity r-tL-1 tnc.: rtizhn nrrp.lirt: o
p,arttora 1. ii aLonn.

Wh4 non hloth:::, it 47 tr- ynara tthp-ala in F.tir,
,i1;rantint i Ctittn1 hr-in hap, projected houpeilc,Ild !,o

ineo mbre tn,r fj0 mll;,inn thn hex!. 70 year -- a gatn or
22 Campird .aLb'ri prbinatda inareace in the total
populanion pere7-

\.

The dr,',1 7r ntoala, on ti . p:15511 i xpected to continue
in 7i-rain number or 7-ions: per

houz;enoll '41A 1,67. Thnn in for tn.o ran imo in aur
hiltory, i dipped mark= :own to 297 .

ids wn n,cpnat Ln-t rig:rn "",D pnr ho,Inoho!a ir thn
mIddle'-ram.:xt ed*, !lane ; I thr r on 15 coo Jutat 2.5
7er37n 7-CS' rtua.thnIL.' 7nnii :! prjtctiona, 100n
irtn aa wn;: t'nn iattrr.o.nt Ii-s--i7 blrth rate,

a fns- ynano 7.ohn tnin nar of ahq yourw in the knly
awe 27! to tiala ttio; j hi 3 nr mare chIldnnn. -7-
tlorn ,tnttnntty, r,7:7 7n--riartn 'h 7 wr7tol
fnw.ar than hiLf of on-7 at.a fnw ynarn ago that thdy .wood 2
nho:ar,n't, and iii ti'- rntnsit, tihre,_rourth,or
to

A rittnntoo oh tln, !,rat, u!ILr. tho trantoition from

. 17:a That tto chtlOron; Our rptl-
1.

55 .gtt it-'is, ,tin Oh'- birth

aatt idtr is wt, j.. 7-rd air,ifiant., rnnm tiaot

)
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Aeiatively speaking, the proportion of persona 65 and over should
inoreade Psly\slight.i -- from abbot 10.8 percent in 1977 to be-
tweeri 11.1 an; 12.3 ;erpent in tne :fear 2000. Fut this graup
grow rap Idly it r tne year 2010 when the baby boom children of the
1940's hit ti-iYige ocup.

An 0136i1 DriDuIaticn 13, of likely to affect the political
climate. And In addition to the influence of the population over
55, there will be the vast population or those between 50 and 65
who will te thinking about what their concerns will be when they
reach 65. We project them to number slightly over 40 million and
to miter up between 15 and lb percent of the total population by the
year 200Q.

All this ahoull have a deep impact on repredentation in Congress,
esPeciallY 23 retireeo concentrate in new areas. Abetting the
greater freedom or retirees will be higher rri'rement incomes, the
availability and coat-saving of Medicare, an' , trend of older
persona ceaSing to live with their children-

fit: impart of an older populat,an on pclitles.may well be stimu-
lated even more in these commdnities, since retirees may find
politico a major form of activity. Additionally, they may well
call for programa having quick puyurri iii their Long-range
pe,c-is2%ive ItTi%ed.

The greatedt incrite ih the next 22 years should come in the ,
groups in the iddle werking years -- from 35 to 44. We Should
dee in increa%% Or 1 1 million luring this time in that age
group, which will be a sajor increase of 76 percent. Compar-
witn o projetti growth rar the entire population or 13 to 30
percent, dependIV, on the birth rite and some sther faCtors.

Yet ar.i)theridemographic rA:t,7,r that we should watch IS ImmigratAoh.
In t,:u 02A% 0 jrirO, 3 L1' isimigation sill be rs,re pro-
nounced, IC the lower birth 1-71 coctsJes, In fact, we cy.pet

for 00 to in p'--'ent or ati the growth in the
popul%100 e7-%...,eur now 10% 1988, unler the current roll try of
liii 10 3 imir,igratioss 1 year. to wtsie num.ierd, we should roe
abiout immigrants in the 10-year pentad rrom 1175 to 1965.
Thia he te,! equvllent 7 Congren-sional Districts, without

eqpilre0 %h,! .cmigrant0 will have once they
comi t, 'i. TS- !i would Or' r,reit2n
ti:, n 1 ppslat:sn or v--re than hilt' or oce 3t0_%eh.

'h% or-n- Ir.77n,r.'2 will have a high
er: Are .7nr vctise,
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1et 3 torn 1 o-olent to the blric"e r.polation. which Lit expected
to grow-only betw,,n now and the year 2000. The Cr

million in 1977 to
between def:enling on futlire fertility ratci.
Tni:1 tt ti inoreane from 11.6-perrent 'of the total popolation
in IT ,o 12 an,i i-i percent by the turn or the centurj .

incidentAlly, thQ :Auth U dayn, anZi
fewer LeaYh.

Another major lafthence 'in the political tenor and 5tructure in the
Third Century will certainly be where the people are going to be
livtng, and th:i will i:17 17,, both the regional dintribution and
Oatte:':j1 witn'in and cutnie the o-tropolitan centrn.

pattern3 chang,og. epecially In the pant few
yearn. Many or fl eon:.idered 17A1_i the dly would When
migration would reIi e the rhril p000lation to a to leel
that the liume and rate or fr,,vement to metropolitan ccntern would
J Fit no ohe pC.;,f,i,',2% that tbin would happen aa noon an

Tia'iay, more pedie are milling away frot7, our large metro-
ttAn I I h.in a r'.car,T, to them. TI flgUees tell mn tt in

the lant neven year.; (1)70-1977), the pepulltion living in t,

metropolitan arel3 increaJed by 4,5 peren, while the population
ir the non-at':-?poiitac area-.1 by 9.3 percent. . Thin in a

rev,ro or p r.hc! UtLitel Stat ,

Thangc3 in migrati,,,n betw,ion metr,nnlitan and non -metro-
pot.Ran areaa arl both the caune arl the ,ffect of regional
;:,p1+4 tion I ration to the
hi bat on the dIr hand, the rate of
migrat:n to th 3cith hai rien. For hi next i5 years, we can
,ixpeo,o to in -crel:Iihg rite of -,. "aonhelt"
which .1 fl reqgniy from I it h:),gh Texan ned on to
,I,Jmthern

W-Ilt win niPP'n or a mitter or :pat!ulAtl71::.
ioAt by tt,tt- , we Ir., hAvy fundamental changc in

.1. ptttern.; or thv N,L%ion,
1 'It n t-,rn

hA3 hAA r1,7', ;.in from mirratin
telple thY glIn recorded during

1.r. .;! 7yAr : h.-I 7. I n.711.1,1.,1 !tiny

; y.!.; ;11v' , at

i_i I , ; . I
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All-In-all, circumntanoe3 have diangeil so that more pecple can
choose where they live on the balls of different conniderations
than t the pant, Theo, tneludo rising income levels And de-
thredat;,,,, fsmily i h.pormit greater emphanis on climate,
recresten, compatible neighborn, political styles of elected
cflielals and other considerations.

A4 a example, we now have in our reentry an estimated 3 zillion
seeond homen. This creates a new of problemn for these people,
and they may be making their voices heare in two communities
in4ltftal or dust one. They are paying taxea in two communities,
probably at different rates, And they may reprenbnt an entirely
different net ,f values in their second home Communities -Can do
the Vear=round rentdeo'a. Thto in lust one development it could
aitrr the

Ti--ing in the entire migratory piotoro even though people may tend
t ering their political allegianos with them, we can't discount
the imbactc of as new environment 4nd ensuing changes to social and
economic identification.

Migr.ttion, or cource, 13, arroeting nor cities, along with a number
or other -ì tin 20 let's take a 1:ok it the cities. A notable
trend nine 1970 Ii hat the largeretropolitan arenS have iiewn

Ii- e least gruwth. in fact, 7 of the d metropolitan area s more-

th, I 11t on pqopl,-: have ch. lithle or no growth, the only
f14': ti'im being here in the Washington area. The metropolitan
in ef the ilortheast and North Central regions, taken together,
have barely gainol at all to thd IA70tn lenn than half a
pereest. Not lorpriaing, however, metropolitan areas in the Went
and thi lloiltn have grown by abgair, 10 percent.

Within the thn central attten have lost popniation ninoe
in white population, whigh more than

offsee gt!na by t;3: black Tie whole numbers show 4
mtilidn fy!aer dhitya in tho nYntedi ol' an nindo 1971' arl an in-
cean- 3,r ats,!, 1.5 t:111:1' 1 by itruoW I other eaeee. But we

sv.eeid nga, ti ala ti e a!a tai11 living in the nnhurbn
h i, gi'ewh by 4 pereent elee y-, in the 1979,r. and thin in
o .otaldartaly grd!trar thin

Findliy, It 1.Lk, I- t:i-. -ty about the shave or poly:1011
which ::1:ht to the yoara to come. nny ooal-

iai Ji..na on ane .r ; 1 1 arlier that theyo
La a do. i.EILr,7 incre ana,vtay on thd ptrt or retires
ber3.:e ie pInt' -'ti' ladatiomi. !tut the chil!!rdn

!'! In . r1,- nnlrna; in nlroumntancide that alne
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Thea6 young people who were born in the late 19400 and the 1950's
are largor in himbers than the age groups born iii the decades
immediaely bef0re and after them. Because of thel' greater

the t it) inn: en! 1 )!re i! I! r '7' !'=7! !j

johi oat thun many will fail to achieve the oaa relative degrr. of
presperity that ehara?terizel that f! parentP at th0 name lire cycle

Ant tile/ will he better a 001111 Even tc-!.ily, 24 percent or those
whtT lre 0-2twe0n 7'. 12! 2) have graduated from college, and the
peroont rib eofT!..ten-.17 riaen. Ot their print 'o age groupo Only
14 ponOent whO are c0w from 45 54 are eollege graduateo . andonlJ 10 peroehr. or t:-.01,-,! from 41 th 55 Yearw old. So the result may

increaaing diailtlifaction w170 employmeut. especially among the
whl% wv..0,c1. M,01y I tn:s in commol.

But formie'og a p,:litielL cnalit:= out 0: thal troy hoar ; group mayturn out ' difficoLt, 1-2,00Je there in a paradox. They may .haveemploym
, J.0 they 1ttu will have a greaten

)A10ier.11 of To'/1A1 lr,l Ii II :LI family typo?, life styles
and ving lrp1Lnge)-1,/nt1

.

ThnOu,:hlut tne !)'')O".; 1:12 1060 1nie prTh',..171!:, or one ramily -
whieh more often than r01 0:0111.;1 e: h03b1n11 wire and at lea:It

ch i 1 - coul b- 'rinJlated into the pre111+7= or
alt famillen. Out in the yea, m there will be
10111es dirt 17 bp tnI) type. Tnere b 1 grea!l!!r

pc/portion of e1 ll'11!!!! 1 ln! tr,0,0 oeuples onUi omeTher, .1,, 1 10!"-, p0rolon.11 living alor.,.! at any giver.

r1,-71[1i c7,nni.lit. of
1 !1 1 I I ar- ri7%,. OTi.k In I

. about 10
in-neent of r4:71111.,-1 were yra, 14 percent of
1.: families had a female aol the poroent 11 likelY t) rine
In the future. The 1-1)e In ha,; becn ospeei-i117

Inl V o,
1 P11'/O'n-,i /!1 dIll !! Pram 21 pereent ',11 1)55

polttL III 1101 lfiL0. II I1iViI.l_ 0101.1 nh 1111 1

flmily

1- ti 11111/
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In reeent yeara. some people have been describing - In nti.plien,
articles iOt peeehea - th I sa;dv-intages accruing from an in-

. They h bred: o ted
ii r. o;:o;igqiga;5rI tr i1 ttnr rowtr werg not arreated, These
peopIe ;45,1: sera peraP1,.A.Orl girawth to be the coin of tre
dem= tep...n.- I I l n,!-/ 1 inatitste po1ielI3 to bring

. splemeht nu% gervr Ly , ;,2ople on all rifles or
thL; been awto'g it the implications dre cur-
a !Age far -t :I. population experieneing for i ext,ngII1 1!

1011.11 or 1-!1 1 cons:ler irplleations to be lesa
aeriaaa and hotly tnar ii. roll ;-',hlema associated with uvgr-
prprIP:: Nevmrthe:,..i, 7.7"3 r the leveL
popuL 1Z, LAl ige distribUt at., siLo : 1.11 gstrinlex problem-
genera5ing spllaver,1 isto the aostal, eceh,mis, and Government
apherei. 1 ill mentior IISer some or th,! d,,mogr,lphLcatly Influ
eneel Ci:t;g1 lial2Lated wIth Z8 !,h1% v'rect norn-i industries
.Ina aees,. v., 1.4

Tri,,r, wimh t'-a-.! annual volume of bIrtha
.-1 etmrt di 1 III influence; '7:71 o h eri'onorlic and sou lal

gevelapsentt,. One is the 000:11 distrihstion or b irthr by; birth
rhedeg P. ra: 1 .7)`..1: I h isms t ion or
arrecs 1:: '1. to tns mart l status of the pAr,Jrlt:i.

'?fr . . f sr a stuient ri, indepenlent
If Li r 5 order sg 11 LI 21, parental ;to associated with
iv r riter A

rt'.- or 2. 1 eh: weaan used In the
c.en parg.is :;grlea I: arg!eg%I;Irs r, ! ! ..year 1185 implies a
nigher prerortian Of f order biht... ;; all births than.segurred

t" y yr, 1!: , r ani IV,: It would, however, be
Ahah".= ; :me piars' L 1 4 ;;;;-t; riene: ig7.

'f 1 lirtru c-auld Pe first orser ones
2.1 :" 17; peragnt In 1960, This

the I. !t.a. are at about, the 11:1
th = L icn ta 1 .I ion - should gertrate

jr"- th: lat- birth wile, all ii
rift- -015 11. c:oly, r projeoted r' ity

taa et,, :et t a 7.r hst !er ht; in I a,5;,, compare:: with r=elf2

,;;,T , t-ler h , : )81 tn. in 15 ;`
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PrnDably - in the ne i!ihbornood of an add i ional $700
aro pan n "toling" up for the Initial child than for

an gcu: az-i of clam, a pnton,
tuiL _$,1g0 mllatan io of magnitade that Ong usually
00 rid-; orr tn praparIng prOjoOtiOnn. nti11, it in nndouht-
edly or ntareat to inanufant0rern dinributorla who caer to
tro! .

Ti; o domado or ha tit/ hoom han nntirrIly to marital
bircnn, refloctinK n duct ir1! in marital rnr':Ility and thc
cent or wom,n1 marriel in th..1 childt;-,ning agnn. Among won '1 20
to O4 1?o, th,:d)org(mt m, -1 rrun 6? to 54
purr batwe-a Ind Lilt.

oorn 1 -u-I group dnnqined from
14) pour L00 to pl -,000 in :;75.

jC, 1 u r.; I H I.,aIi .1 1 rth-i p I f. i ,111),J
7110 WA) run 1.1 IJ i =11 11,!r,Uni!il tram 21,1. (mu tE,

, H, t 0 {)11, ltau .1 1 ii=thu WII iii 1)101 ii1)
1; ; I 11 11 Lit rth., 17f,triqi 1..11 t 1 II 19.

ida gf F--align betwean the ,7eO or 23 ard H4,
un indicv!,2 r..2rty pernntII 2 . 1-Qane or I per9ent,

us; 1= mtill_;n vnn011:. in 1)7-,' an:: 4.0 million in

Fr A th- itlndpgint or 1ngome, the mDnt productiv0 yciars for
fruit Imwcon apn

', to Hut oatt,0,n_i tQt:i t:0 diffor, In the
narlir or tho fam1iy, prop.:-;r:iont,-,:y more or the familY
inoom,! in .!an:11.rknd c:iLy 01,1 nurturing
,n growth, in 1-10,r .paarn, and inventmentn annwie a

I -s -n :; inure ac.2umul0t, and
otaliror a:Old:tad and ham.; igft Ohs flout.

1141% ,s; :=W1 fn )am; ; with h Low-u; 5. dn1 31; yours or
i r hoir abut i

tn I a m rnrrirjt tvol y Irly otago of marri. teio ta Imp ! mgnt att I-
ta.lon ,ihtdt tho o tjla Of [if- they will 1,.!al. This; in not

ge 1,ite of go-urn-u, to tho children thqy wi I b.:%
n tWeen 1 , )-g5 nnan jol=wso hon1oh01 in thi_o age gr

rrom 1 ) 14, mi i or . Thi5 1 '1

A proj,,,!

51511= nnt , 14:n 0001
5i s_us; r
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En J.J-15, 11 poro,.mt, or tha projeatel .peonle
iivInJ, in Lao Uni!_lod Staten = under 5erraa II projections
will 73r) airs on youtiga.:. Than they,will have per need

the ;a;.-oinel 1 rile LI ra, that in
i;nee w.n. 10 yearn or youn,:or in in 1945. Whether we

I,ro-war or pontwar vintago, ao a Pc0Pla we haVo cohtinocA
ta and con.imo an ever-increasing pr capita. amount of

- r,Liri1, Iran the ..-ciontials necenLiary
ta ni oil ement when ii our experiencca
afro lire

Oa!' lomanla ortul .11'e .1C.JS-1.1,/ tieJ L./ ehangut: in .the
our oTulatiar- C.]r cvarj1(., aL; birthaLi demia ',u uureLn ,t Lcian.a

:f:
. n for eIemontary uohool
Ian - p r or cOurLi,v, that ther6 areport uuch ai aigniriCanL red,. tions in

pual../r. :af,..)-3. In a similar vein, an aging population,
h,to .n in MMeea ana in relative tarm5, indicates a
r. d-nsan.i noalth nervia,os along wee all the supporting

neceary to sustain thcJe greatar lomandr. Ti are
7X1M:e'.; Lii if mien opulatio gown oh

tno aro ,oto.!

: nan nooaao:.tLea to health an,1 education nor=
n11 Ifutariai nuon an go1,1-piated toothpicks are uuch ban IOn

ia anolter and ran Lotion These basics,con-
i II] Li II vomponont il at\the same time they are

or be-g :cmt,aLnhed ulth ../aperrluOliec which may be
c. --iii: y t'.1 or fa/eloping human capabilities

Ira attr-,:'..ivo to pooplo' tastk.... and lire styles. An the
000:..nto-.a L.', It. neeelaIttra tend L0 -he demand inolantin.
Vnta ,o La nontraat to the otner end or the consumer spectrum
waano ,lemlna for iuxurie ia elastic.

i LAV' a 1 anl ole,nentary anho-A teachTrn ni
AymD,Ia to drintti.o the link between Aanag napoto changes -
IN ti'.n tnItInee nhanges in the annual number. or births Via

-rhont2 two prefer ;r
pra!-minata in tne-twa broad inlustries or h.,!alth and cdacCLion,

Imprtint uervirea to society. When we num up
ho,: two InaanfrIo,. In 'nnma or do :Ian 000L3, we find they

nava. aho-,n,ug .n rain of IL, parcent of the GNP. Annual
11.::t1-7 an el,wation run more than $200 billion

y-,- 177.-. on mAny sy..itors or the econo-
m.,.':-. a.: the alneot p' it ar alga and nalariea to staff

gn '-,wtn : noLlt.h .12tivition roproaenta
- - the root-

.: neinrerermeot or pn:::ife
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Sinue for all ..,='nticat L',_irpon- we now ha'', 501ver031 education in
the- lano, no qiqm- :Tv OtijoOt ul-entn one mon.,
heavily ,! nunlund on tnuir nd0 dd in th,. ;.4u1ation thin ,,t-1 their
unno1:-. j - id- . 7r, .:nt5 15 5 len5 0,r
mill :55%5,I dto:nnt::. ?nom J -it Id77, t9 J'ILY 1, 1985, the
toot: LI 15 nr1 3u?duJ to !n,:ruanq 7.4
ere.4W.. P, -.1!.1,.! ttOo, 0h2 popuL-ktin 5 to 13 7U5r5 of ogo to

r..7 lo por,2ont anA thq Ii to 11 year group
de,;L:r.e ny

Thu fdr grr4da :0 tn.m tnir.bor 0e5ching potlitoon 1n
luOldu117 root briw.nt. Ac-...ordir.,1, to projuttonu Prepared by th.-!

Nitional Of Eludt.19n Stat,ntiu5 the Pr 1i demand for
will Or fur ;'o replacment. For th

ddhhdi ydir ih i 001.! 1iuli.).4r or cl.diii,r,00L.

tean5 o 0 duconddry 9 nonooln in projuetui! 5%
,.- about the rio 1 i h0 rlil Of LT,' -ILout miition. To

achieve even 0 ru!ut,r1 leve., the Center ha5
1n1 rp0 itou inc: to' 5rojentI5na ln aJ!,umption related to a
nor r' 1)3 , in puP::/ter..c,,.: il 0 5L5c3

on tn9 1954 o 117 0- InIndul in thlu trend projection
:rum the Elementary and

:Soeun!lry

Th..! J1" Ir...,.t=r4; lro fond a0oOj ollur
peopl... By LW-h, pur.-1 y--=rui oil And ovur will oompriL.e 16.3_
percent Dr %; pq7u14,f1 with 15.2 percent in July 077.

thu proJentiona grow by

6 per ].:,r'.. .tne indro Ind :or popul5ti- -.ill expand by about
1 -00 , Jo d d and 5 Von group

In,_,re-a-; cr,%, 7:11-ion In L971 to 37.9 milLion
in 1),1't, wv.h 7f-.1 7"or- did Inere551ng from IR.o
mi111.710 m11110n,

Wo idivu on :trund in boot -n expur!itunva 55 5 percent or
GNP dnd ddid r,:djurd, dnd godnrj,t5tivo uxpanuion in
betith r rrino chanvn botw,.un
hudidn dni.thd tr.! 0 l

r: It yflary; 1950 and 1)55t
: . in L965 and 1966tort j.! wdru I p0di0ind, 27'r`2 . 007 u5timate5 for

OOH 1.!7; 7.7 utiP.

Id r -5i; dd-ir dumind f-tr -itch ndrvieun
rdjiou d "rd 0-0' , -,oeoi5i17 to view of thu

; hugan In
thu di, d-dulnd, dt, -1,1A mi

:10 h!

pry:. 0 0- ,9 10-' pot.' :none
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One it the gr °eat, if not the greatest toehnolugical love/hate
relati5n5htps of trt century Involves Americana aid the auto=

mottle. For lJetter or worse, America will never be the same.

au,I,m.ot le has penetrated deeply into the personal, family,
'ial. eccnomio, and political fabric: or the Nation with re-

,gro =io extend! -.g beyond our borders. Because of its impact

5n o the au, mobile repreaw1t9 ao excelleo" example

o kraphto changes create a chat: reaction in economic

acr7
The automobile 15 probably the moat prevalent inanimate object
we have tnat imparts pleasure and power to teenagers, apprehen-
sion to parents, consternation to other drivers, financial head-
aches to inurancn carters, and a sense of economic well-being
to merchants and manufacturers able to take advantage of the

many potential market opportunities connected with this vehicle.

Among the various States, the minimum eligible ages for an auto.
mobile license range from 14 to Lb years of ago, with th0,7 modal

age Apparently being 16 years. If we look at the driver license
statistics by age, prepared by at, e Federal Highway :10!ministration,

.-ott at the Censan grreru'a oe)ulaten ostmati for
'End the following, n-p,rtion of licensed delver-1

within sn ages increases rlp. rrom about 2 percent of the

14 and 15 years olds, to nit than percent of the 16 year

olfin, to tw ._thimja of tho 1 ;ear :la, and about 75 percent tr

the 18 aol t) var olda.

Out these population r,
can have 4 strong econc
of 16 and 17 year old5
1,4 million In their

.285 from 1.4 r.)

thy; lame drier licer -

for those age group.;,
itoenneS insued to a.e 1,

and theme Changes
For instance', projections
there will be a drop or
July 1, 1977, and July
if we assume approximately

198', as we currently estimate
drop of about 1/2 million
In 1c85.

We have heard a lot A'.. economic and scekal 1..iicat

me conclude by idertl, s indicator that relate., to _o

anion may be pa-t! .
i

rtant a4 a leading indiwoator.
Economists have h., concerned with the changing demo-

grapNa and econg araoteriotioa of young women.,

Because I think ' younger Torten, particularly those 20 to 24

years of ago, coo -ttufe a bellwether population for purposes of

projecting demographic developmentm am well as female partici-

pation in the labor for. e, The increasing activities and expadding

reApAnntbilitiel it younger women outside tne home, their changing

life atylen and tree,aubliequen-6 claims on their time, are causing a

number of major impact.

Let
and

These charges are a:
of Marriagen, alonw
marriage rotes anc
the younger a-yla. An,

births and 11!):,7 fore
economtc Lm;)a'tt
ecor)mtsts

and perhupa duration
ng of births -aince

end- to be at their peak at
marriage patterms, clamber or

-ion by younger women hate A ,-Ht",:,=%

Inli2A%Or5 'or the Hation'n,

Mr, Chairman you- se to to ne commer,led for fo- ,g

attention on the ahg lt Impact change in our population

characterintiec are her -c or docietY. In my judgement,

Cangrea.A in the .ac.:, kzs =,,n,-, tno much t1ne with the novern,cent'a

atatiatioAl agencica ,_ a 3a -ing How and 'LIU they octieet infn-

mation from Cenatitcenta an, i not eJogh time undrstanding l-1.',.

use this information to provide meanIrt t -liprograma.for thede 1

same eenAtitueltd,
i____

Thank

3:2,-91] 0=7
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The decline in fertility rates in the United States .and

other western nations that has been evident for the peat several

years has had the effect of rekindling interest among economists

and other social scientists in the long-run effects of a diminu-

tien or ayes cessation of population growth. It is, of course,.

true that similar concerns were expressed during the period of

fertility which took place some forty years ago (Foust, 1974;

1975; Sweeay0175). but theoretical, technological, and

methodological advances which have taken place during the inter-

vening years have given rise to more broadly based and compre-

hensive analysis which permits investigation of the complex In-

teractions that determine the economic and social consequences of

population change. Additionally, the world economy is.much more

complex at present and many national economies are very susceptible

to flactations in world markets (Wander, 1976).

;he purpose of this chapter to exami. ne the recent

terature which addresses itself to the topic of the consequences

0 low rates of population growth. perhaps, most convenient

.1.
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to do no by dividing the literature into two corapenents, theoretical

and empirical.. The overall thbust of the pa .r will be to summarize

and evaluate the recent contributions to the theoretical under-

pinninzs, summarize and evaluate the empirical studies in light of

these underpinnings, and finally to indicate the apparent gaps in

the reseach to date, particularly in view of the importance of this

knowledge for the formulation of population policy. Thin chapter,
then does r:-aim to forecast future population nor to examine

the determihants of the low fertility (Simons, 1976; Ruckert, 1977)

which have led to the population
projections which.underlie the

analyses discEased below.

It Is prIlaps appropriate to make two comments about the con-

tents of this dhapter that are not obvious-from its-title, As will

be readily a:stront, the present effort duals primarily with

analyses of population stationarity within the context of the IT/sited

States. The interest in this question in other parts of the

developed world is probably at least equal to that found in lhis

country., A synthesis of the writings on the economic consequences

of-population stationarity stemming from scholars in Europe and

Oceania would be a profitable extension of the present undertakine,

For an indication of the extent of these research efforts, one

only look,look, for example, at recent works or Stassart (1965).

Bourgeois-Pichat and Taieb (1970), Sauvy (1973). Schubnell 1974a;

19741s). and O'Neill (1977).

Many nz,tions have recently established analogs to..the Commission

on Population Growth and the American Future r many of these ctM-

missions hav-) issued reports on the implications of varying rates

:3 8
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of future population growth in their own national.context. A

listing of these .study commissions may be found in the introdaction

and summary ion of Berelson (1974). Furthermore, the content

he initial rn it of the Australian National Population Inquiry

is analyzed in recent papers by Jupp (1976) and McNicoll (197.

Additionally, in SepUmber of 1976, the Council of Europe con-

-

ducted a soninar dealing with the implications of a stationary or.

declining n

A second

chapter is

ion in Europe.

consider is that the principal focus of this

_is implications. While we have attempted to

view econer in a brbad sense, il should be recognised that both

authors are e:! as well an demographern, by training, and

nay be subjec-; to some narrowmess of vision. There are certainly

implications Of stationary populations which arc either Ignored or

treated summarily here which traditionally fall into the purview

of social sciences other than economics. Many of these issues are

treated in papers contained in the volumes edited by Weatoff and

Parke (1972) and by Mazio (1972). The student of the family may

also find recent contributions by Blake (1972), by.Mattiossen

(1 ;771. by Jurgens (1977), by Pool and Bracher (1974), and by

Winger (1976) to beef interest. Furthermore, there has been a

ent interest in thd environmental consequences of declining

. populatIpa- growth (Friedman. 1977), for regional planning (cc

-----cbitolLet,a1., 1977; Fversley, et.al., 1977; r-hwarz, 1977), and

for crime rates (Mark-ides and Tracy, 1976). Finally. several of

the issues here haVe been raised in a slightly-different context

by social gerontologists. Much of the recent research in this;

area [rain =t 70d in 289-29P of the United Nations' The

p,tortrapl, 'And Crinal4,erleo of ParahOtion ITenda (1973) .
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Z.T.7.::SRAPHIC ASPECTS

The demographic :;onsequoncos of a diminution in the rate of

pz;la7ion growth have been studied extensively, particularly in .

context of the United States and Europe (Coale, 1972: Frejka,

]972, 19751 U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1972a:

..7.ulma7.. and Fkngerts, 1976). Notestein (1975) has gone one step

fu.7ther and demonstrated the demographic effects of a program airoC

reducing the current size of the U. S. population by. 5

Tne basic result of a lessening of growth is a marked change in

the are ccition of the population. To a very gToat extent,

many o the s)cial and economic consequences which have been
,i

erY;atn=2.1, evaluated are based, eithc_r directly di indirectly.

on this chan. The differences between the absolute cessation at

pc;-Ilation growth or its continuance at an absolutely 'low level

are, in this context, relatively insivnificant,

Although mast or the recent literature on the domoi-:aphy of

sttionary popplations has concerned the gnited States, Frejka

17,0 and the Bw.eat., of the Census (1?71.) extended the analysis

tu a 1,r,g1 number of Countries which rer.esent almost the entire

of the demographle transition. An important contribution

to th.r demographic -i.t.n--atur, Ala made by Keyfitz (1971), who

deTennef- Acd that the time rtquired for growth of population to

ceace in ey closed deoe,graphic system once rcplLccaent level

permanently attained depended on the degree ,bich
t )rislnt.age structure of the system differed from that of the

stable-stationary system. Recently, Rogers and Willeltens
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(1976) extended this work to permit analysis of nternal popula-

tion redistribution. Thus, a country with a recent history of

high rates of population growth will require a longer period of

time, ceteris paribus, a reach a true State of zero population

growth than will 'a country whose recent demographic past has been

characterized by loW or moderate' fertility, since the age composi-

tion of the former will by young in relationship to the ultimate

stat y-z75 population as well as to the second country.,
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THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

For the purpose of this review, many works of a general

nature have been excluded. not because of any deficiencies on

but rather because the conclusions reached by these

writers (MaYer. 1974; Enke. 197); Mogan. 1972. Miller, 1971;

Notestein, 1?70) have been reached by others' who presented their

analyuis n iriire rigorous and systematic fashion. furthermore.

theoretical ,-,rowth models of type developed by Solow, Swan, Viehans.

and others, which allow for the existence of the stationary state

are neglect= i! here, since we are concerned with the implications

of population stationarity in a definite context. The views of

Hieser (1973)1 which are discussed below, are generally reflective

of the conclo Icns of these models. An excellent summary of this

class of model is ,found in chapter 4 of Pitchford (1974).

Perhaps the most basic or underlying question that can be

raised regarding the 0obab1e economic consequences of lower rates

of population growth is the impact on per capita income (or output

or consumption). Leibenstein (1972) in his analysis of the problem

Seeks to answer the following; would the economic welfare of the

average family be lowered to any significant extent by the year

2000 If the average annual rate of population growth in the

United States were .5 to 1.0% instead of .0.0. Perhaps the most

widely sweeping statement in support of the argument that economic

welfare could be adversely affected by the continuation of popula-

tion growth is found in many of the recent works of Spengler (1971;

1972a: 1975a; b). Although Spengler (1976) has suggested that a

stationary population contain many facets which may present
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difficultida to tie e onomic we =11 being of older persons, the

thrust of hit Ix-Asir; argument that under conditions consistent

with the attainment of a stationary population the Changes in the

age componition w oh to increase the ratio of the labor

force to the entire population. In other words, the decrease

(absolutely or relatively) in the number of young dependents will

more than h:7::;,=7, the increase in the number of older dependents,

although, points out, the cost of maintaining an old

dependent i = ubstantlally higher than that of maintaining a

young depenitnt (:_e also Kreps, 1976). FUrthermore, a decline in

fertility will release a relatively large number of women from

child-rearing related chores for entry to the labor force. Thoti

is, aceordinr to SI:engler, no. reason for employment levels to be

,adversely affect-sd in the long run and output per worker should

rise since capital formerly required to equip new entranta to the

labor force can be utilized to increase the capital-labor ratio.

This line of reasoning closely parallels that of Coale ancifloover

(1959) in their seminal study of the economic effects of d mographic

change in developing countries.

The problems which Spengler foresees this context are

primarily institutional. One is that the at,gre -ate mobility of

labor (both occupational and geographic) ma be adversely affected

due to aging and the relative depletion of hat Spengler calls the

mobile labor reserve (younger workers). This also implies the

possibility of higher structural unemployment if the composition

of consumer demand is altered to any significant degree. The

solution to this problem an well as that of related problems
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ouch as institutional barriers to the yment of older workers

and the potential dtfriculties for promotion within a hierarchical

structure are, again, felt to be institutional rather than economic

in nature.

Similar lines of reasoning aro.to be found in the works of

other students of the Nuestion, Wander (1972) agrees with the

petentiality cf mobility-related problems and adds that the rola ive

shartago of am or workers can act to diminish wafe differentials

between and older workers (or lose and more experienced

workers) ani, tonne, impair Incentives for younger workers to up-

Krade their ocupational skills.

Phelps (1,972) is in agreement with Spengler that declining

population cr,yath enhances the opportunity for incremoen in per

capita conn,n1. any given level of capital intensity) and

that if the current level of capital intensity can he maintained,

there will be definite inereasen in the

sumption, relative to

_eve' of per capita con-

which would moult from an initially:-

similar population growing at a greater o over time. However,

Phelps feels that the rate of increase in\per capita consumption

will eventually come into equality with -h rate of technical
, I

progress and that this rate will be lower tan it-would otherwise

have been due to the relative decline in th number of younger

workers,

The current litz rature may be summari rd holding the view

that the problem of ssaton,of population growth is basically

one of adjustment to a new economic environment. At the Crux of

the question of e or(emic well being is the Alen of the level
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of per capita output. This on in turn, be subdi vided into pro-

ductivity of labor and cApItal cecumulation. Mhilf 5pengler argues

tt1At declining population growth enhances the opportunity to hove,

PhY.pa notes that it in likely that the Federal Reherve sydtom

will have to t

problems of C-.TLtal

,n to force driven ratan of interest,

us and deficiency of aggregate demand that

are associ!.."'-' ttt.. keyn- (but rice Sweeny (1975) on the

, 1t1rn) erice. Wanler (197)

emphanizer t il,a1 for inve.itmcnt opportunity to avoid 4 dt47114y

in cronc:rlic and notes that ",.. under a stationary popula-

i!prn1.

supply per (p. 24 ). In b

tu Wander,!
1

i,T h--emet of the brc

intensificatiot production.

it, old capital

o, according

Auction by the

The current literature contains more ambiguity that the fore-

going mightisuggest. teibenoteln, for example, finds it difficult

to analyze the effects of population change on the economy without

knowing thel nature and magnittnie of concomitant change in other

elements of the nyotem. IL in41iffictilt to determine how innovation

is affec'ed by population growth (Kelley, 1972) and, furthermore.

what guarantee exists that this innovation will necessarily be labor

augmenting (Dorfman,

the future,. can we e

equally productive

sense cot in?

972) If economic growth does continue into

act that resources will continue to be

will diminishing returns in the kicnrdian

Another question that relevant here is ti i implications of

an older war ore .cn labor prodirtivity, disregarding for the
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moment the possible var ation 'in the capital-labor. ratio. While

one might theorize, that, in general, the greater experience of

older workers will offset their relative lack of mobility or

phyoical strengt eibensteiri notes that what he malls the-replace-

ment effect of the siill level of the labor force might Come into

play. He argues.that relatively large numbers of new entrants to

the labor force at one time have the effect of increasing the over- .1,

/level capital per worker. Hence, as the number of new

rants dimishes relative to the existing work force..so too

the rate of increase in human capital embodied in the labor

force.

DespirtThis the overall consensus/of opinion thus far would

a to be that the impact OT-a decline in population growth

_ be Po sitL-:i.. in terms of a per capita measure of economic

being. As Leibenstein puts it even if:the effect of diminished

population grow _ negative in terms of marginal per capita out-

put, this influence should be smaller than that which would result
ry

ircim a continuation of higher rates of populatiRn growth.

An important exception to the overall optimistic outlook

be found in Hisser (197-3), who reiterated the point made by

-Phelps that the rate_br economic growth must eventually converge

with the rate of technical progress, since the latter will be the

only means of absorbing net investment. However', Hieser states-

tiiat if tRe moat commonassumptik neutral technical progress, is

accred, then all re4Uired investment could be, financed by

amortization funds and net investment (and net profits) will fall

to sere. The, only way out is "... in The direction. of strongly.



and consistently labor-saving innovetr " as this creates

"artifical" population growth. However, even thit effect can be

nullified if workers shift preferences:twhard leisure and away from

goods. clerk and Spengler-(1977) point to an additional_ reason

why slower population growth might inhibit the growth of real per

capita income. While both the youngest-,and oldest segments of the

population !-A:° be economically dependent, not only may the per

capita cosec of older dependents be greater, but also a large pro-

portion of t:-.e dependency-costs of the young are for education,:

whidh creett,s human capital and influences'fature earnings and

productivit. Expenditures on the aged are. however, primarily

maintenance c.)sts and do not add to the pr6ductive potential of

the economy.

A simi:,- line of reasoning is found 1n\Barber (1975). Barber

notes that to natural rate of growth falls in conjunction with

that of'the le -bor force and population, an icrease of abput two-

ds will lie''necessary in the capital-output ratio to bring the

warranted rate or growth in line with the natural rate. This

change will likely produce a sharp reduction in the marginal pro-
,

duct of capital aid. hence, lo the return to capital. As the rate

of growth of output falls, the ratio of both capital consumption

to gro'Ss-fixed investment and the ratio of replacement capital to

capital consumption will increase" This reduction in the level of

net investment will be particularly seve'J in'the residential '

construction sector, dud to_the low income elasticity of housing.

All in all Parterrsugr.csts that as of growth of outpdi

falls from 45 to 2.5. the annual level nvestment would

fall from approximately 101 "to about °6% .anal product.
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The reasons for the disagreement between scholarson the

probable Consequences of a stationary population upon economic

well-being are doubtless very complex. It may be noted that those

who approach the problem from a theoretical perspective tend tO be

pessimistic, while those who approaCh the problem from an empirical

Perspective tend to be rather more,optimistic. To understand the

causes of this disparity, consider the features of the Harrod-

Domar and ne:.Classical growth models, which underlie much of the

theoretipal reasoning.

In he 'former case, the rate of growth of an economy's to

output i. ecuivalent to the product of the capital coefficient (out-

put-capital ratio) and the Marginal propensity to save. .Changes

in either.of these will affect the -observed growth rate of total

output. When eca_livalence occurs ex ante, this growth rate is

,termed the "warranted" rate of growth, and is an:equilibrium value.

There is, in this formulation, another rate of growth, called the
"T6..

"natural" rate _ wth, 'which is that allowed by increases in

population and technical progresS. In the long run, the actual

growth'r6te cannot exceed this natural growth rate. In the absen 6

of population (labor force) growth, therefore, increases in p_

capita output, and,,hence, in economic well-being, are determined

solely by technical progress.

The same donclusion is reached by,applipation of neoclassical

growth theory. In its simplest form (using a Cobb-Douglas.produption

function ofjirst degree homogeneity, with neutral technical progress

and diminishing returns), the growth rate of output is a function

of the rate of technical progress and the 'growth rates of capital,
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and labor. But in the long run, the growth rates of output and

capital must be identical, if equilibrium is to be attained. If

labor force growth is zero, then per capita output can grow only

with technical progreas. If one believes, as does Hisser, that

potential technicalLprogress,wili be channelled into directions

other than production, then the long-run prognosis for increased

economic wellbeing under a regime of population stationarity,:is

bleak. / t

/ /
The esplrical perspective is cducned primarily in terms of

the ratio o members of the labor force to non-members. From the

viewpoint cf Labor-supply, an overall population growth rate of

'about zero is one .which maximizes the ratio of persons)of working.

age to others. hence, under reasonable schedules of labor force

participation and employment, the labor force-population ration

--maximum, and the share of labor income devoted to the support.

of the economically dependent is approximately minimized (depending,:

.upon the level of costs per depndont as a function of the age of

the dependent-population).

Ambiguity regarding economic well-being remains no matter which

perspective one chooses to follow. Flom a. theoretical perspective,

-the unanswered, question is,the eff-- of declining population

-growth on the rate of technical pr: and on the neutrality of

this progress. From an empirical perspective. the critical

unanswered questions are the demand for labor under conditions of

declining population growth and the response of individual- labor

force`- participation to changes in, the demand for labor (and car-

responding changes in wage levals)`

32.911 0 -7 26
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best summary of the current state of analysisPerhaps

aiding the influence of a Cessation4of population growth on

economic well -being is expressed by Kelley (1972) who suggests

that given the current state of theory and empirical analysis, a

population policy.based on a hypothesized significant increase in

. per capita consumption (as a result of the-attainment of a stationary

population) is unwarranted. While there seems to be little doubt

that increci.::ng. growth of,population leads to diminishing returns

to fixed fac7.crs,and a dampening of the aggregate- capital -labor

ratio, there are a variety Of interactions about which we know com-

paratively little,- These include the impact of population growth

on the rate of technical progress; the role of population growth

where the pool of investable resources depends not only on the

level of income, hit also on its source; the intermediate run effects

of population growth where technological change is partially em-

bodied in new capital; and, the influence of population growth on
n

the level 'of human capital and productivity of the labor 'Force.

Despite the large volume,and'high quality of the empirical studies

'which will be discUIssed below, Kelley's remarks provide an excel-

lent agenda for further theoretical and empirical investigation into.

the economic and social consequences of a cessation-of population .

growth.

most of the theoretical investigation has dealt with

the influence of slow or no population growth-on the level of

nomic activity, there have been other theoretical investigations

into somewhat different topics. Denton and Spencer (1973) have

constructed a model de =igned to.tcst the cyclic effects on the
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economy of what they term demographic shocks. If, for example, the

attainment of the replacement level of fertility were initially

omplished by a sharp reduction in the level of period fertility,

a demographic shock would occur which would lead to relatively

long swings in economic variables, after an initial lag. ,While any

shock produces disequilibrating effects, the greater the relative:

Shock, the gr.3ater the degree of disequilbration. Hence. in

-evaluating :ha economic influence of a cessation of population

growth, the time path followed by fertility can be of paramount

Importance.
---1

Onoadlitionalthao_ticaldeveloPmentIlichsheuldnotbe

neglected it Spengler's (1972b) argument that a cessation Of popu-

lotion gr44h is likely-to increase upward pressure on ti-0 /evel

of prices. Tie. growth rate of the labor force Will eventually

approximate that of the entire population (allowing for adjustment

of labor \force participation rates), This labor force will also

be relatively immobile as a result of aging. Spengler argues that

unemploymen-ex'ates will eventually reach the level on the Phillips

curve where wages must inexorably rise. Labor will' be in relatively,

short supply and' those industries requiring additiOnal labor will

be forced eithe bid them away Trom othe'r induStries or to

attract nOn-par ants into the work force, The first instance

will require a premium for overcoming immobilitY. while the second

requires meetingAhe reseryafions price of nonworkers, In neither

case is there anyreason to anticipate increaset.in the level of

labor productivity. Additionally, Spengler sees that. much of the

increase in demand Tor labor will occur in the service industries.



III. EMPIRICAL STUDIES

In addition to the theoretical developments outlined pre-
..

viously.-the past few years have also seen the publication of

considerable number of studies dealing with particUlar economic

or social areas which appear to be most susceptible to demographic

variation. The variety of topics covered by these analyses is

perhaps su7r-iSingly limited. The primary areas which have been

the subject of analysis includ 1, social security and pensions;

2. cducatic7; j. spatial connid

consumption. Each or these wit be treated'ik to

ions; 4. labor force; and'. 5.

Social ,e:tm!ity aria Ponsion-

The it.=lu-nce of diminished' rates of population growth,in

the funding of social security and pensions rests on the institu-

tional arrangements of the OASDHL program (and many priVate pension

plans). Basically, of course. current contributions by workers to

the system Are utilized to pay benefits to retired persons and

other beneficiaries. The basic arguAent is that as & population

ages necessary consequence of reduced population growth);.the

ratio of workers to retired persons' will decline and consequently

the burdeh of support will be heavier on the shoulders of future

generatioel? workers. The Contribution'of the pr-sent pay as, you

go system, without,any alteration./ seems to be an impossibility

based on the findings of Rejda and Sheplcr (1973),.flogan.,(1974;

1976). Turchi (1975). and Clark (1976b; 1977). The first two of

,these studres deal exclusively with the OASDMI system. Turchi

where the level.or productivity has historically been low vis-a-vis

that'of goods producing industries. Finally, Spengler feels that-

governmental decision makers will recognize the increased political

power of older persons and seek to redress their losses through

inflation by su'pplemental payments which are likely to, give further

impetus to the forces of inflation.
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o include private pension plans as well,

further and includes dis r n of other

government .transfer systems.

The conclusions of all investigators clearly indicate that

A publicly financed system is unlikely to continue in its pre'-

sent format under conditions of population stationarity.

Clark (1977) put itt All of our projections-indicate that the

movement t-.7.1 zero population growth will require even greater

transfers of income to support the elderly, with the Social Security

System being forced to bear much of the burden." (p. 53). Denton

and Spencer's analysia(1975a) of the Canadian case yields similar

conclusions.-

Rejda and ShePler point to the possibi ity of g-neral rev

financing as dz:,,_a Hogan, who indicates that inereared demand for

public funds to pay social security retirement benefits and 1T.-di-

care would be offset by the decreasing demand for what he terms

"youth-related" (CASDHI) dependent'hed benefi,o, id to

dependent children and elementary and .neendary eddcatien

ditures, so that the share -of net national -prodbct devoted to

these fide categories would be-slightly loss under conditions. of

population stationarty than they were in 1970. Similar findings

are presented- by Van Gorkom (1976). Thle-approach, as well as that,

of Rpjda- and Shepler clearly requires sobstantAal change in to

existing legislation. -A: more,swie proposal has been made by

EUgar Browning (1973) who ug that workers be compelled to

purchase bonds which the government wilZrredeem When they retire. .
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A portion of Turchi's research oxplicity deals with those

private pc:Ilion plans which are actuarially funded. Turchi sug-
,tt under conditions of no growth of either population or

per capita income, net dissaving-is likely to characterize the

aggregate behavior of all participants in the plan. Of course, the

possibility of sustained economic growth would mitigate this"con-

elusion. T4::hi also makes the point that via its implicit control

over the r,7.,,,ment age, the social security system'can contribute

to the inflationary pressures suggested by Spengler. This pre-
/

sumably result from an increase in the level. of real benefits
/and/or a r=: ion in the, age at which an individual would be

entitled to r,3ceive the full monthly pension.

On talzr.:,e, we mayzaccept the findings of Rejda and Shepler;

Hogan, Turchi, andClark in that the cessation pf population growth

will make it extremely inequitable to continue the present mechanism

for funding OASDHI retirement benefits. ;Given Lae time period

. which will elapse before real pressures/are placed on theSystem,

there should not be any difficulty in changing this institutional

mechanism to permit either general revenue financing or Something

akin to BroWning's retirement bond proposal. Munneil (1976) under.."

scores this Conclusion on atatchgfthat if the cost increases in

the program become excessive, the` financial requirements can be

reduced by either aliewing the replacement rate (that is the, ratio

of benefit prior earnings)'-to decline or extending the retire-
, z

ment age (or both).

Perhaps theAllore important issue Is that of savings touched

upon by'Turchl, .41(1 also by Schulz (1973). A great deal needs to
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be done, from both a.- theoretical and from an empirical standpoint.

on the relationship between prospective population change and the

level of savings. If only the household sector is considered (and

it should be recognized that the importance of this sector in

terms of share of savings generated is diminishing), Winger (1976)

suggests that with a stationary population the number of families

ability to save is reduced due to increased family size will

be smaller, ani that periods favorable to saving over the family

life cycle are-lengthened. Hversley (1976) points out that. due

to declining fertility, compression of the reproductive period.

and greater lator force participation of married women. there

exists only a short period (less than ten years) over the family.

life cycle when the typical family would be charecterized'by the

one-earner. -ti-dependent model which had been typical until

quite recently. FUrther, the number of dependents even during

span would.be less than in the past.

As Kell_ey (1976b) notes. there is some Aoubt regarding the

veracity of widelyapplied generaliiations concerning the allegedly

negative impact of children on household savings rates. ,,.

(1976) suggests:that ..this hypothesis does not hold up "...if it

is accepted that a reduction in family size is the result of a

Choice (substitution) made by the parents between the number of

children and the acquisition of other'consumer durabloS as and

when family income rises."-(p. '16)i

Even if the supply of savings is assured, there is still the

ailed by Phelps and Hieser regarding the profitability of

these vings in traditional modes: of investment. Maillat (1976)
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however, notes that changes in the dynamics of the labor force

will requite industry to seek'mote capital intensive methods of

productia. The future, to Maillat, must ".., be envisaged in

terms of adaptability to new needs. The problem that then arises

Is whether ...Society will be capable of making the necessary

changes to satisfy the various new needs=" (p, 19).

2. Educati:Lr=

The impat of a decline in the rate of population growth on

the educati:rill system of the United States is, on the surface,

fairly obvi;us. At the elementary and secondary level, where

attendance is mandatory, rates of school enrollment will be 95

or higher, so/enrollment pr demand for education at this level will

closely parallel future trends in the population aged 6-17, At

higher levels of education, though, demand is perhaps more sensitive

to economic and social conditions and one canna be nearly as

,sanguine in estimating the effects of population change in enrol_

mont levels.

Due, perhaps, to these basic differences between elementary

and secondary education, on one hand, and higher education, on the

other, there has been somewhat more attention paid to the latter

type than the former-. A coMprehensive study of the future of ele-

mentary and secondary school enrollment from 1970 to 2000 under the

Cerisus Eureau's'Series,,B and Series E population projections is

found in Appleman, (1872). Their basic finding is that

'under either demographic scenario, the quality of education can,

rise (quality as measured by constant dollars expended per studen

4.;7
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but that if population growth can be held to a minimum, the United

States can provide a much higher quality of schooling for its

young people while spendinga lower fraction of gross national

product-on education. Additionally, the rate of increase of ex-
ti

penditures (constant dollar) was found to be much slower in the

future, no matter what the course of fertility, than has been the

case in the past two decades. Morrison (1976b) adds to these

'findings by pr:viding analysis of prospective changes on enrollment

and the future demand for instructional personnel. Maillat (1976)

notes that while the proportion of scheol age children dn,tne popa-

lation will surely decline by the end of the century, school needs

will not necessarily be reduced. Economic, institutional. and

cultural variables may be as important as demographic trends in

determining the financial reqyirements of the educational and

training system. Among those variables Maillat - includes: general

economic well-being, the broadening of pre-School prpgrams, the

duration ,of compulsory education, the scale of vocational training

and the pupil-teacher ratio.

The question of the impact of slower population growth on

higher-education has been addressed by Breech (197* Evans (1975),

and McMahon(1975). It should be apparent that education at thia

level le more clearly an example of voluntary human capital forma-

tion that is true at lower levels of education, and indeed, as.

Breech points out, is subject to modification with changes in the

level of economic activity and technology. However, as Evans

points out. education can be an item of consumption as well as an

investment good. In this sense, person; can'demand additional
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education for its own sake or as a form of leisure, rather than

acting in response to market forces pertaining to the demand for

labor. In this sense, then, educational attktinment can be not

only.a factor associated with the secular rise in the level of

real income, but can be a result of this increase.

An important point which is worthy of additional study has

been touched (!r1 by Evans in that future enrollment in educational

institution,_ %s likely to consist of more older persons and more

part-time students. A groat deal of this may well be related to

the question of labor mobility which Spengler touches upon and

will be coverm- more thoroughly below. Simply, as persons becoma

displaced due tc technological change, it will be advantagous for

them to learn new skills or to upgrade the quality ofitheir pre-

sent skills. The present system of higher education may be able

to meet a considerable portion of these needs, but again,

t`i°nal flexibility will be required in an institution which, on

the whole, is not generally thought of as being practicularly

responsive to change. FUrthermore, if this situation does come

about, many of the concerns expressed by Leibenstein regarding the

replacement efforts of new entrants to the labor force, and the

consequent upgrading of the human capital stock embodied in the

labor forde.,Avill be mitigated. In any event, the potential demand

for higher education for consumpticin and for job retraining purposes

in response to technological change is an area which requires con-

siderable further investigation...
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Spatial Considerations

The research which is considered under this heading concerns

the extent to which a decline in therate of population growth in

the United States will affect the dpatialdistribution of economic

activity (Brinkman, 1972), the spatial distribution of population

(MorriSed 1972), and the economic and social problems of the

central,city t 'over, 1972). _Although these studies are included

under the ,c-Yera1 heading of empirical research, .it should be

noted that they are somewhat more speculative in nature thin many

of the other ctu-ies reported here.

Brinkman's and Morrison's studies yield more or less parallel

results in that they anticipate cohtinued.redistribution of egonemic

activity and population to medium sized metropolitan areas located

in the faster growing' regions (South and West) of the nation. TO

this extent, then, they anticipate a continuation of trends which

have become more and more apparent in recent years. Morrison,

however, expects the'tempo and volume Of' migration.to be lowered,

due to the aging of the population. It is well known that migra-

tion tends to be highly pelective of age, and, as the total popula-

tion ages, the relative:number of events that prolate migration

(completion school, first job, marriage, miliAry'",service,

higher education) will decline relative to the population.

Morrison nntielpatca that the trend toward increasing suburbanIsa-

n will be moderated, but not eliminated.

According to'Brinkman, the areas which would be most favorably

impacted by a cesoation of population- growth would be non-metropo-

litan areas, particularly those heavily dependent upon agriculture,

41 )
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theor'ytt_ narypomilation would lead in relatively

short order to _ stationary demand for agricultural products,

coupled with increasing mechanizatiOn of American'agriculture.

this,might- appearto be en appealing hypothesis, There are,

however,-a varietyjof mitigating_circumstances which suggest that

thia:hypothosia should be stibjected.to more careful scrutiny prior

tou complete a-eeptance. The agricultural population per

a small Pc-r":--In. of-the-entire rural population. While an older.

population te=less mobile, it -is also conceivable that more of

pers::%A m t choose to re-migrate to the area of their

birth or tc a- area removed from the disamenities of large

metropolitan Areas, In-recent years. long-time areas, of popula-

tion decline Such as Northern Michigan, the Ozarks, and Central

Appalachia have seen 'a turn-around' in the rate of population

Zrovth,

The real q perhaps is which outcome is Most preferable.

There are costs and benefits associated with every pattern of

population redistribution and, no Spengler (1975a) notes: "Heter-

ogeneity_of tastes and expectations thus adds to t* difficulty

of arriving at a single overriding and conductdeterMining con-

ception of what is "preferable", in light of which urban size and

structure as well as population distribution. can be optimized."

(p 140).

According to Brinkman, many large cities are at a point on

their average cost curve which in aupraoptimai (i.e=. average

costs are increasing), and "In the absence of zero population

nroOth addltional people would increase thoae costs even
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Additionally, according to gooier, these cities could Move-c

stop beyond.and improve the efficiency of the delivery of their

services -For.example, the greater incidence of .smaller families

uld promote more high density housing thus increasing the

efficiency of urban transportation systems. There will be less

need to constTuct new service facilities; thus, the annual level

of investment can be reduced while maintaining thestatus quo, or

can be maintained and lead to a more rapid replacement of out-

mooed and inadequate facilities.

A cautionary note is added by Alonso (1973) who notes that

even with a national stationary:population "...'vast cross-move-

meats of the population will continue, as will structural changes

with society and the economy. Many of today's problems will con-

tinu exist, and some new ones will arise," (p. 206).

In general, there would appear to be a great deal of additional

'research; primarily empirical in nature, that needs to be done in

the area of spatial relationships and the potential consequences

of a cessation of population growth. The Implications for the pre-

sent hierarchy of urban areas and the implications for the future

would presumably lead the list. area which could'be particularly

critical is that of transportation; the requirements for the move-

mentboth of individUals and of goods need to be considered. For

example, one might ask will the travel demands of individuals be

lessened due to aging, be increased due to greater discretionary

time and income,' or unaffected,as then factors cancel each other`

out. Will demand for goods be of such variety that 'the locum of

=r-d
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.

production will shift more towards,the supply materials

or the ultimate market? Will this shift, if any, require sub-

:

stantive changes in the present transpo=rtation network?

4, The Labor Force

Questions r ing the labor force are at the very heart

of the thetratical discussions we have already considered!

Spengler on problems of mobility and advancement.

Leibanstein on questions of labor productivity, Hieser on the role

of leinftre amd the general question of whethpr the substitution

effect (of leisure for income) would grew in relative importance

under a regimen of.population stationarity. Clearly, such questions

are at the heart of the determination of rush crucial variables

as the level of per capita output and the composition of final

demand.

A variety of approaches have been taken to seek to provide.

answers to some of these question's. Johnston.(1972) has provided

an,'invaluable service by providing projections of the probable

characteristics of the labor force of the future. These include,

inter alia,'n older, more predominately female.-and decidedly

more heavily white collar orientation. The-first of those is

merely a reflection of the aging of the population and, consequently,

of the labor force. The second in a'recognition of recent trends

of relatively rapid increases in rates of labor force participa-

tion among women of all ages, coupled with the realization that

sustained fertility decline can release many women from the tradi,

tional family-making role, if they so desire (Zellinger, 1977).

The third consequence seems likely in light of the economic-
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vs and other developed'countric-

although there existz a considerable need to expand the scone of

Johnston's projections to include a wider occupational-industry

breakdown. To do so, of course, roquirca a concomitant. effort

in projection of all sectors of final demand, with recognition of

current patterns of occupational demand by industry. as well as

likely chin E-e in patterns in the future. Johnston, indeed,

recognizes this problem in noting that while the demand for jabs

requiring little education will decrease in the future, the supply
. .

of poorly educated persons will diminish even more rapidly (thus,

a rapid e usational upgrading is likely)',' However. Johnston goes

on to note that the matching of the labor supply (with varying

amaurits of formal education) to changing relative propertions and

skill reqUirements of particular occupations will be problcratio.

Johnston ale() suggests that this problem will be mere serious

under conditions of relatively high population growth; this too

is a hypothesis which Is worthy of considerable further investiga-

tion.

In addition to these considerations two other points regarding

the labor force have been made in the literature. These concern

productivity and mobility. One might be tempted to Teason that

growth of labor force enhances the level of aggregate pro-

ductivity, on the notion that productivity bears an inverse rela-

tionship to age aftersome point. Sweozy and Owens (1974)

demonstrate that for countries in Western Europe there appears to

be ii.ttie relationship between the level of productivity and

labor force growth. Additionally. Ryder (l97) notes that
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"D_rganizaticns that e.re successful tend to have higher growth

rates and, therefore, relatively young age distributions. This

may lead us ,to associate.youth with success, without asking whether

the former Is a cause or a consequence of the latter." (p. 19).

Ryder goes onto suggest that often the tendency is to equate pro-

duCti,vity '(ar. at least potential productivity) with recency of

education (and, hence Ian). But,:he notes, "The assumption under-

lying this at'ETIment is that training ceases upon entry into the

labor force. But such is net an institutional imperative." (p. 19).

..Ryder goes en to reiterate the notion expressed earlier that educa-

tion of the future labor force may become more of a life line,

continuous 'process, rather than follow the abrupt break between

formal education and labor force participation which is generally

characteristic of the present system.

A corollary't0 the foregoing discussion is the notion that

the older labor force will be leas responsive 'to change and less

creative. What exactly constitutes creativity is, of course,

somewhat of a moot point; however both Day (1972) and $weezy and

Owens agree that this is somewhat of a false issue in general.

Actually, Sweezy and Owens use of Nobel prize-Winners suggest

that the age group of "maximum" creativity is more or less the

pivotal age group in the transition from population growth to popu-

latten stabilization, in that the share of population in the 35-44

group is, relatively constant under any reasonable assessment'of

the future age composition of the American population. Day goes,:-

one step furthet in suggesting that the older age composition may

ually stimulate productivity in that the problem of promotion

4 f vi
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te be dincusscd shortly) may prevent an excessive number of

ureative individuals from being placed.. into administrative posi-

-*a-Ls for which they have no talent; in other words, the deleterious

-4frecta of the Pete* principle will be somewhat weakened.

A major need which appears to be unmet thus far is a study

of the effects of declining population growth in the aggregate

level of labo productivity. Ideally, such a study will take into

=c aunt der7:vaphic influences on the formation of new capital as

well as analyze ege0 sex, and educational characteristics of the

2abor force,- Additionally, this study might also incorporate the

2?-,e suggestion raised by Dorfman (1972) regarding the concept of

effective workers, this may`-be taken as the actual number or workers

(upward, presumably) for a "technical improyoment factor"

lessened by'a factor incorporating the increasing'diffibulty of

production, as, a result of the potedtial onset of diminishing

returns and the inclusion of social coats of production -(such as

pollution) in the va2,ue of outpmt.

aerow (1976) has provided one attempt to measure the influence

of the changing age composition of the labor force on labor pro-

ductivity as a function of age-of the labor force and capital

,,ndowment row compares the male labor force consistent with

census projections Series D and E projections for the period 1970 -

2020, The Series E projection yields a higher level of productivity

a2 a result of a more favorable age composition and a higher

cabital-labor ratio, although the margin of difference is,rela-

tively slight in each instance. This effort, though, must be

regarded As a somewhat uncertain first step, due to the exclusion

22.911 78 - 27
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of the female labor force and the failure to take into account

prospective changes in the occupational and industrial compos

of the labor force

The qutstion- of labor Mobility may be approached from a

number of persectives. One might be conceratd with the movement

of persons be-:wen occupations, between geographical areaS, and

within hleraohical structure (Spengler. 1977)." Ac we have noted

previousi y and Johnston have .pressed concern with

"stickiness." in:terms of mobility between occupations, although

Ryder's and E.larlFf notion of education becoming more of a ton-

inuons p:-,e,zs might ameliorate suah. considerations. Geographical

mobility des.- indeed, decline with age and the alleged role of

migration as --In equalizer bf interregional labor supply and demand

'imbalances ray be hampered by this fact! indeed, a projection of

interregional economic growth differentials under conditions of a

stationery national, population would be extremely helpful in

sing the volume of net interregional migraion that would be

necessary within this framework. The migration: chick= or egg

-discussion is relevant here. of course; see. Muth (1971, 1972) and

Matek and Chang (1972). The stimulation of labor migration by

market and nun-market pechanisms iu, of course, an approSch that

might be.utilized to cope with eso problems (Harley Drowning.

1975).

An interesting qUestion which has potential gnificance for

o question of,productrvity'is the role played by de4ining popu-

latian growth in the probability of individual advancement.

geyfitz (197) flatly and unequivocably notost "An increasing

./
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noculation facili °Eater individual mobility. -One of the consequences

of moving toward the inevitable ettionary population is that

mobility will become more difficult,- (p. it seems at leant

clausible that such a situation, -if left unco rect d, will enhance

worker disgruntlement and have adverse cepsequences for labor pro-

du=tivity. Both Keyfitz and Spengler (197a) suggest replacing

the step- -like process-lof economic and social ddvancement with a

process me-1-c, analogous to a ramp. although Keyfitz suggests that

individuals not likely to be stimulated by newly contrived

finely cut divisions of alleged points of.status, and that "...

people miytesne more concerned with pay and the goods they can

buy than with rank and title. Our increasing -command over goods

may cpmpensate for diminishing command over people." (p. 348)

Wander (1976) ai.ds that many of these difficulties may be attri-

butable to temporary or structural shortage of work, rather than

n abundance of older workers blocking career paths.

Another possibility for dealing with the problem of individual

mobility is the manipulation of ages at entry to and exit from the

labor force (Browning. 1975: Ryder. 1975). Browning note- that -

early departure should have greater impact due to the obvious

linkage of age and seniority. One possible drawback to this sug-

gestion concerns the intensification of-the problems associated

with social security retirement funding and infaltionary pressures

which have already been discussed. Again. the interaction of---
earlier retirement with these variables is .a topic worthy, of

additional research. On,the other hand. there exists considerable

sentiment among social gerontologists for lengthening working life.
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or at leant in provi lint greater flexibility in the customary

retirement age (Schulz; 1973), Clark (1976c) also points out

rise in the normal retirement age would also reiteva much

of the economic burden discussed previously. His.projections sug-

gest that in -u..:h a situation the propOrtion of total income needed

to support the elderly would approXimate that experienced in 1973,

Con2

There ss,ems to be a that there exists within the private

sector of the economy widespread support for continued population

growth becanse a cessation of this growth would also spell the end

economic growth (F,nke, 197)) While the pnly support that vie

could find for this conclusion came from Sinclair Lewis'. novel

Pabbitt, there urea exist the justifiable question of boy a decline

°In population growth will affect: 1. the absolute volume of con=

simption: 2.- the volumS of consumption relative to savings; and,

3 the distributiod of consumption to competing industries. All

of these questions have beenaddressed by recent similes.

In the lAng run, of course, the absolute volume of consumption

will be less under conditions of population statiOnarity than pops=

lation growthC'eNte to the sheer weight of numbers. Such a state-

is, of course, essentially b-atuitous, because :there is some

point at which the efficiency of production i8 maximized, and beyond

thtit range, diminishing returns and increasing costs net in:. While

little doubt that the rapid population growth of nincteentha

century American provided the basicdmpetus for the transformation

of the nation from th agrarian society of 1800 to the industrial
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society of 1900,,one is rather strongly compelled to atrree with

Kelley,(1972),in his assertion that the impetus provided by popu-

lation growth to the realization dt economies of scale has probably

diminished in quantitative importance over time, possibly to the

point of insignificance,- The real question is the- relatlonship

between rates of population growth and levels of per capita con-

sumption.

Reeck eat Siegel (1974 ) have examined consuar,,r expenditure

Patterns un:le: a variety of demographic conditions. They suggest

that the rate of population growth affects consumption via an in-'

,fluence in th age level of the population and on the level of per

capita income. Their findings nuggest that slower population

growth enhances the level of per capita income and hence per capita

consumption. Similar findings were reportedpreviounly be Serow

(1972) and in the projections Prepared by-the Bureau of Economic

Analysts_ for use in the research reports of the Commission on

Population Growth and the American Future (Appleman. et.al.. 1972;

Howard and Lehmann, 1972; Jones.-1972). Furthermore,:pesek and

Siegel's empirical findings support the contention of Spengler

(1972a) that the savings rate will increase under conditions of

slow population growth.

Most of the studies in this area have been dire_ ed-toWard

changing shares among industries of the total volume of consumption

(gesek and Siegel. 19741 Ellenstine and Cunningham: 19724 Espenshade.

1978; Howard and LehMann. 1972). or for particular industries;,

agricultural commodities (Serow. 1972). health and welfare (Appleman,

et al., 1972; Denton and Spencer. 1975b), and housing (Jones, 1972;
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Mersin, 1974), We have treated education as a separate area for

our Purooses, but to some extent it Could have easily been included

under the heading of Consumption.

The degree to which prospective changes in the rate of popu-

lation grm1th will affect'the co4osition of consumer demand seems

to be determined by the degree of/aggregation utilized in the

analysis, Looking at the rather broad categories utilized by the

Consumer Ex7diture Survey'of 1960-61, Eilenstine and Cunningham

6umunarize findings as followni The consumption patterns of :a

stationary po.pniation are nuTficiently like those associated with

a growing zos-ilation, sb that there is no real reason to fear

economic disorder frqm thin source with the cessation of population

growth," (p. ?30). Similar findings are reported by Rdsek and

Siegel, but bey noted that with levier population growth, these is

a change in the distribution of the sectors toward durables

at the expense or services, with little effect in the relative

share, of noadurables." (p, 290),

Using a somewhat different analytical technique. Espenshade

(1978) arrives at results parallel to those jubt mentioned; The

basic. data sot utilized are actual consumption expenditures' by

category in the United States from 1929 to 1941 and from 1946

tn 1970. 'These data are analyzed in a multiple regrossion frame -

work which uses fillatige prices,, previous levels of consumption

(by category) and measures of age composition and household size

n independent variables. The net differences .in the composition

of conaumption between a continuously growing population and one

approaching the stationary state are negligible. Espenshade
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mites that "In geieral the changes in consumption spending

occas1Oned by aetationary population are counteracted by the

increase in per capita total consumption accompanying the reduc-

lion in

.The degrn of ati,regatien in thin study, like those of

Eilenstine en: Cunningham and Reoek and Siegel. is ratku r great.

Espenshade 17.1's that a greater degree of dinaggrogation of

expehditur, ".., might show demographic influences

hidden in the aggregations that were uded," Recent findings of

Denton and 777', r (1976) aiso address themselves to this point.

By utilizing tine series Analysis of Canadian data and Cross-

sectional.an.Llysis of international date.'they find "... aggregate

consumption As net affected directly by Variations in average

household size or in the age distribution of the. population

.0f course, this does not imply an absence of direct household and

age effects on particular caAea.JIA of consumption, but only on

the aggregate." (p. 93, emphasis in the original). The sorts or

changes that might be expected with a greater degree of disaggrd.-

gation have recentltbeen outlined by Wander (1976). Three points

are made;

1.. Demand for such goods and services an food and clothing

for children, toys, sporting facilities, nr.l nurseries

will decline unless new domestic or foreign markets are

found:.

Due to a greater number of small, adult-only households,

demand for higher priced condUmer durables, personal

effects, recreation, entertainment, adult education. and

the like will rise;
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Incr _a in per capita irTi--;ome will shift demand from

ahort-to long- lasting goods. from poorer to higher

quality goods, from essentials to luxuries, and from

tho conventional to the now (p. TO).

similar findings wore reported by Howard and Lehmann,

although the lyre wan done' in terms of specific induct

rather than =t.:=-7str. of final demand. Generally -speaking, their

findings

economy ril=_

cretionavy income will be the boot off. While they note

that many In ;business concerns will have to adjust their

market strateles and/or product mixes, the well-teing of industry

as a whole will not be Much affected by population change.

The i = of differential eaten of population growth in

the demand of welfare and health aervicee have been studied by

Appleman, et.al, It should first be noted that "welfare" in this

context refers only to public assistance payments of various forms.

Thsir results are somewhat tentallive, but t=,geet that the dollar

volume of welfare required to lift all per above the poverty

guideline will at beat slowly decline and ay even increase.-

Generally, the findings suggest that the et xte needs of the

poor are relatively insensitive Ao diffsr tial population growth,

and may even be adversely affected slow-growth if that situaticaY

doen, in fact, lead to a higher level per capita income

Everzley (1976) suggest that it is posible that poverty and

welfare problems might increase since a onion of the population

most at risk (i.e., the elderly) wilt inc ease and they will

on the average, fewer children to look of er then.

-1-.at industries which cater to those segments of the .

ly benefited by increasing amounts of disc
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This mist 1 the Important In ur of the, implications of popu-

lation stationarity for itioomd dis The only contribution

to this aja to date has been that of R. S. Ikeren (1976). The

preliminary conclusion which Heeren reachen is that while thr,

evidence suggests that there is not likely to be "... a signifi-

cant 1r --e:ccegift inocle: inequality. .thin stability may conceal a

li
patio eamif composition of the poverty population. In

particular, Ix'oiortion of the poor who are aced'65 and over

may become 1. t ,r i the ci{ r n:Iosn uhoad. Whether these renolts will

the validity of the assumptions traditionally

made bv _.e distribution theory." (p. 51, emphasin'

added). It 1; clear that there are important theoretic and

empirical Isaacs that need to be resolved in this area. Given

that income r.= in at leant nominally a goal of Govern-

mental p6licy, it is crucial.` that research be .conducted to as-,

certain how prospective population changes will affect the level-

of income of different subpopulationsznd the extent and nature

of differential 'effects. One is reminded of Phelps' (1972) con-

tention that an increase in real vhages is beneficial to those

relatively well endowed with human capital, while a decline in

al profits harmu those relatively well endowed with-non-human

capital. ,Since under conditions of a stationary population, labor

will be a relatively-scarce reourco, then it would seem reasonable

to conclude that wages Will rise in relative importance as a

source of total income while income from profits on capital will

fall, in a relatime senOe. Because wage and salary income repro-

Pentn a larger proportion of total income in lower and middle

4
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income groups, the relative incceal,

toenhance the overall distribution

might be anticipated

-ie. Furthermore,

because the aged are less likely to Le .;,ive members of the labor

force, their relative economic position will be weakened,- as

Heiren sugges.ted. These are contentions that can, and should be

subjected to considerable empirical testing 'in order to establish

whether A toward slower population growth will create more

or less in::7e Inequality.

The work of Appleman. et,al, regarding the demand for health

. services (d,- fined in their analysis only as vists,to,physicians

and dentists as well as utilization of hospitals) shows-that

relatively rapid growth between 1970 and 2000 would require sub

stantially higher total outlays than would slower population

grOWth. Given that the difference in total population size between

the Series B and Stries E projections is about 50 million persons

by 2000, this is not a surprising result. The authors suggest

that future demand for health services will be primarily a function

of economic conditions and the availability of health insurance,

rather than population growth (on the individual level). While

this is, in itself, a subject of additional research, one is

also curious to know whether the differing ago structure of the

stationary population would have any quantitative importance. A

longer period analysis of Canadian data (Denton and Spencer,

1975b) suggests that populatib'n change is likely to have consider-

able impact on the cost of health care, d

and its influence on age structure.

4

o fertility variation
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The area of demand for housing its clearly one which js highly

responsive to changes in economic and demographic conditions. One

need only look at the fluctu9tiens in the number of new housing

starts in recent years to see the veracity of this in the shdrt

run. Of interest here, of course, is the longer run situation,

particularly eft a response to demographic change. Studies of this

effect have been undertaken by Jones (1972), Marcin (1974), and

Morrison (1F7' ,a). Jones' effort is somewhat hampered by the fact

that his time horizon ends with the present century. Although the

Series fi and .F.,p,:oJections differ considerably in terms of total

population s=ae and age composition by 2000, the number of house-

holds does not vary greatly, since only a, small fraction of house-

ids are healed by persons under age )0-(that is, those born during

the projectioriod).. Marcin's results are somewhat more com-

prehensive In that his time horizon extends to the middle of the

next century, when economic and demographic factors have been

allowed to interact for a considerable period of time. Ylhile

Karcip's results are very useful in terms of illustrating the pro-

spective nature of change in the demand for housing (in terms of

the size and composition of demand), it would seem that further

work in this area could usefully be coupled with the analysis of

population and income redistribution which have been suggested

previousl: i orriaon's analysis is more general than these, but

includes discussion of differential mortality and changing house-

hold status as well as age composition and population and income

redistribution.
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The final consumption-related topic to be included is Serow's

(1972) study of demand for agricultural commodities. This study

allows for economic-dcmographio interaction_ over an extended

per4o2 of time, but is hampered, as are many of the aforementioned

studies, by the assumption of constancy in marginal propensities

to c me over time. It would appear that useful additional work

could be unetaken in the determination of changes in these pro-

pensities light of the demographic-economic change implicit in

the attain7nt of stationary population.

The o'LL-settien this far has focused entirely on , the role of

tbe house 7,11 sector and its demand for goods and services.. Similar

questions can be raised regarding the industrial and governme. 1

sectors as . In the former case, analysis. might well take

an input-ort7st approach, allowing variation in consumer demand

affect. both directly and indirectly. the demand for the output

of indutry components. While the governmental sector is implicitly

represented in many of the analyses suggested previously (social

seturity,.education, health, transportation), there exists con-

siderable need for additional work on the demands of this sector

in light of prospective changes in the composition of the popula-

tion and itu rate of increase.
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iv POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH

The policy questions pertaining to the attainment of a

stationary .population are not of the variety w,ich ask "whether".

but rather concern "when"? As Coale (1968) ha noted "In the .long

rung and average rate of increase of zero is n t only desirable

but inevitable." (p. 469). Thus. the question- to lid asked are;

1. when should population growth cease (or what is the appropriate

population optimum) (Ryder, 1972); 2. what tim; horizon should be

employed to achieve this goal (that le' what ,is the appropriate

time path to follow to minimize social and,dconomic disruption);

and. 3. what instruments should be employed to attain the desired

result?

The first question is really th_p old issue eC the optimum

population which has never been satisfactorily resolved Asee

Zinam, 1974). Are we better off With the higher ultimate stationary

population achieved by allowing population to grow for additional

periods, or should growth cease at once? As Coale notes "..,

the choice is inevitable not only for ourselves, but also for

future generations" (p. 469) and that a decision-to end growth at

once or relatively quickly will do our descendents "... a favor

that they will never appreciate." Given that the age distritat-:

tion of the ultimate stationary-stable population is invariant,

more research is needed into the question of the differential

effects of size differences in this ultimate population.

The second question is in many ways the same as the first.

The crucial point-is that in this cal° we need to know much more
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about the economic and social implications of alternative paths

to the stationary population. It is probable that a very abrupt

attainment of stationarity would have a severely disequilibrating

effect in the short and intermediate run. VIAL w have a smaller

size than the ultimate stationary-stable population r,,'Ihieved by a

more gradual transition. .Thus, we need to know more uort only'about

the cost and benefits of alternative ultimat,J populstion size, but

also the coots and benefits of alternative paths-to population

stationarity as well.

In this connection. -it is,impartant to realize that as popu-

lation growth rates settle down to approximate zero, current

,(Period) rates of fertility are very likely to fluctuate rather

-- than remain perfectly constant (Wander. 1977). The measurement

of coats and, benefits should also include some provision for

differences in the period and amplitude of these oscillations.

Recent work for the Belgian economy by Wijewickrema. et.al. (n.d.),

suggest that the period of oscillation is more important_than the

amplitude, and that economic disruption is relatively less severe

with a short (13 years) or long (52 years) cycle, than with a

medium term (26 year) -one,

Finally. what means should be employed to meet whatever goal

is chosen? Davis (1973) notes that thetechnology is simple and

currently on hand. The motivational and ed:cational aspects are

of compelling importance; Davis adds, "The '(people) do not want

runaway population growth either, but they it painlessly.

They want a solution thatjeaves them their _dom,to have nve

children if they wish. In short they want a M a_ (p. n-29).



Ryder (1973) lists averiety of policies available to govern-

ments to reduce the course of population growths 1. education

and exhortations 2'. economic incentives and disincentives; and.'

3. complusion. Further research id needed to establish the con-

sequences, costs, and benefits of thede alternative approaches

(and combination of approaches, where feasible). In choosing among

these alternatives. and in evaluating them, it is also imperative

to bear in mild H. J. Heeren's (1974) comment that "... every kind

of'PoPulation policy must link up with existing demographic develop-

ments and trends, rather than try to run counter to thesetrends."

(p. 252)'.

There remains one more policy-related o raise and this

is the question of international effects of population stationarity.

The answer would appear to lie in the entire demographic context

in which the-stationarity occurs. If stationarity characterizes

the population of one or a few countrieswhile in the remainder

population growth persists then questions of the international d

tribution of goods and raw materials come into play Certainly.

the foreign trade sector can be affected in somewhat different

ways under different assumptions of worldwide demographic trends.

Furthermore., since the importance of foreign trade differs among

national economies, the results are apt to differ substantially.

Hence, cross national analysis of this question is another area

in which fruitful research could be initiated.

Barber (1975) has made some assessment of the relative

economic effects of stationary population on presently developed

countries. He argues that the effect of a cessation of population



growth on capital spending would be somewhat different for countries

in North'America or Oceania than would be the case =in iestern

Europe or Japan This conclusion is based on the fact that moat

or the ou put increases in the former group in recent years are

attributa, le to increases in employment, while in the latter group

most of these increases are attriblitable to increased productivity.

Furthermore, rn Europe "and Japan have, according te Barber.

greater 1-erraining potential for shifting resourceo into spheres

Of industrial.activity which is more productive. The degree of

productivity in Narth America and Oceania is already quite high and

the extent to further reorganization of industrial activity will

e0hance productivity in quite limited.

With large scale warfare of the future. likely to be conducted

more and more by mechanical devices, it is possible that the economic

and military alma of the state might best be fostered by smaller

rather than largeripopulation.vis-a-vis thane of competing etaten.

In other words. if Pne Chooses to adopt a neomercantilist.per-

spective of the appropriate aimu of the utate, the appropriate

PRlicY regarding population In the current context might be the

precise opposite of mercantilist population policy. Kelly (1976)

suggest that there is a range of population between the smallest

and largest whi:h wil' yield output sufficient for both subsistence

and defense nee'ds. Within this range, a country might apply policies

to increase or decrease population. or to alter the age composition.

but presumably would try not to move its population out of this

range. While Organnki and Organski (1961) state that population

size is one determinate or national power, the level of economic



dev .pment and the effciency.of.the national government are

also. of critical importance. in view of therelationship between

population growth and income. discussed previously, it,ls tar

frOm apparent that population growth implies a \concomitant increase

in national power (for a different view,in the context of developing

countries, see Eendershot (1973)-.

The interest of the'ilize and grocrth rate of the population of

one country visa -vis another has had a long history on Western

Vtlope, especially in France.., calpt,and Hecht (1976) recently

reviewed pro-natalist policies actually adopted in Europe. In

reviewing such ei3ures as economic incentives, disincentives.

and charges on the : availability of contraception and abortion,

they conclude: ".. the-ways to encourage fertility are to make

further prw:LEIn in the traditional field of family benefits, with

a greater effort in favour-of the 3rd child and subsequent children,

and totry,to make it easier for mothers to combine family reopen-.

sibilitien with A job.," (p. 111). Even this, in their view. is

unlikely to Make much difference in light of past reactions of the

public to such experiments. Government policy. in the view of

allot and Hecht, would be better advised 6.0. to try to control

the consequences of unfavorable fertility trends than to count on

being able to correct such developments if and when they occur."

(p 19).

Van de Kaa ( 976 ) came to a similar conclusion in remarking

that current levels of fertility "... reflect to a very large

extent the choice of the population in the matter an to how en

optimum qUality of life can best be achievyd under the ciroufttancon

J2-011
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\
currently pr vailing in Westernern rope." (p. 12). Governments,

--_

refore. cont uden van de Kaa,should be slow to ask the citi=

zenry to suberdi ate their individital interest to the perceived

collective 'Interest unless the collective interest (in thin case,

a higher,rate of population growth) can be clearly shown to exist.

'In addition to attempts to stimulate fertility, another

proposal which has been advanced for stimulating population growth,

where govermmect policy had determined that such was advisable.

is%Immlgration. Sica (1976) raises_the question "... what are_

the long-term chances of maintaining the population by means of

immigration?" (p. 2). He concludes that these chances depend ',,upon

two fundamental conditions: first, the host country must be able

to rely on immigrant pools sheltered from political, economic,

and social vicissitudes; second, the host country must agree to

become polycultural. Sica suggest that both conditions arc

unlikely, the first due to political reasons, the second; for

historic aversion of European nations to polyculturalism ("but

nearly all the countries of Europe cherish the idea of the single-

culture nation state" p. The degree to which immigration as

a means of sustaining economic growth will be successful is
. .

questioned by Barber (1975), who notes that in the case of exporting

nations such as Canada and Australia the rate of growth in their

markets particularly the United States. Western Europe and Japan)

may well be the decisive factor.

In 'Closing, a variety of research topics have been suggested

in the present and foregoing sections. The proper' approach to

some of theserequIren a micro - perspective while that of others

\
ere-perspective. What Is of overriding importance

e undertakings be-ear_ rIed out In a manner which will

allow the It to bcr compiled unl evaluated as a body of know-

ledgL rather than i' \ studies operating in the abstract (de

&Andre. 1976). A carefulaelectior, of models (nee Arthur hnd

McNicoll, 1975 ) and ausumptibno is needed to ensure comparability.

433
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TESTIMONY PREPARED FOR noUsE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PoPULATioN

Impact of Continued Low Fertility on Defense Capability

By COLONEL ROBERT R. de MARGE-1,1AS EARNG

ply ;tppriie tail che,opportunity to prevent my vlCwn on the

ottee of iow 11,1[1i/OAI lortilitv en future United States defense

capabilities, I am convinced that continued low tortility will

have a itraotieimpact on U.S. military capability.

Thin View AA developed while I wag a Htudent at the

United States Army WA, V''1'.ge and the result of extensive research

I did on the stible_ In wri A rerlearh paper in the military

research program of the War College course, The paper W3M

AlghAVIitIVAItry (t10 ban A forz:,a revommendation by the Artn'y's

Strategic Stalin InAtItnt i the Department at the Army that

a'full DA study-6 the problem be made.

At the time itt my seli tInn fur the U.S. Army War College

assigned Al A Field Artillery Croup Commander in the

VIgrida National Gard and am now -tanigned rtn the Inspector General

Florida ID elvillan life I am a marketing and advertising

,eutive aod have written for -1!)lication on Demographic matters.

!4N_t

Thu Selort Committer ban :1 ready heard testimony to the

that United Stall fertility is now at 1.8. Thin in

'below th r,pla,- ,mini 'eve (or ZUG level/etAnnidCra

I helleve.the memhers committee are awarethat the rate

de eo-lino f G,S, fertility ince the 3.5 and 3,7 levels of

the filAIOA I' the mitt precinitons ever reinrdeit. The

ond0t,niv k.r thin In, c.innot a- d

4!+i
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from the effects of even lower fertility levels among our NATO

allies. mince it is the over-all failnr in Western fertility

that will impact Western defense capability.

For example, West Germany has a fertility of Thin

fertility means that unless as rapid reversal ih fertility or

heavy immigraelon takes place, the Went German population will

decreane by 75% at earn . year generation. Each year thee.,

Went German population #s smaller than the preceding yenr,

For example, in 1975 there were 225,000 fewer Went Germane

than the peak of b2054,000.- If thiutrend continues,

Went Germany will anon become one of our largest liabilities

rather than one of our greatest :assets,

As Lh# committee -lx probably aware, the significance of t,

the failure In 11-.S. and western fertility has been hidden up

rill now by several factors. The first is tho fact that even.

after the population's fertility has fallen far below the

replacement level its over-all size will continue to increase:

for',iinveral decades due to the increase en life expectancy that

we have experienced-. Secondly, the popular press has been

Inundated with predict Icon of standing room only population because

many writers and misinformed VIPs have projected past population

growth, due in large measure to Increased longevity and the

doubling up of generations, as a straight line projection'into

e future regardles s ,f lerfllity trends.

naattasilv. a not oe whoati fertiliti IN far below

rep tae -ent level cannot replace present generations,
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olon "double" in any rnimhi r ot cars

Thirdly, diffor.aare between birth rtdtr and "fe=rtility ""

14 not fulTy understood. Hence If, for ex imp le, the

boom" children all had A child this year, In the

long-heralded hilt nil torihc "ripple iffec a great

npniirge In the birth rate wild to me for this year,

et-, if these morher neverhad anv more children. theHove

long-term genorational fertility would he 1, and the population

would halve itself al I T next generation.

The co mirtee 14 no d ht aware that 08tiMatCS Or U.S.

001101 h hcrd oh the side of oiire timation.

hih pla ilation of

tth. U.S. at gh even, as 162 million by

Year 20°0. have now heno.redncod. In the Maar recent Census

Within the 1

Bureau estimates, to 262. million. Even thin .figure in high nit

it .14 based on an as44'a1M---14.011 art a return to a replacement level

icrt it ty-of 2.1. Ni rationale in offered for this assumption.

If .prarsont fertility eontinnen the pOpialatinn Will he only

245 mill tarn.

Robert L. Cia-k th inav,'r^nity of North f:arolina eeTS

tcrl pity will rem. hoIoW this replatement level.

H0 ( te such Hhciai hhhhmhha an falling marriage rates, I

divorce rdtelu, deferred childbearing, the upswing in single parent,

two wage nrnor and individual households. higher education

levels. incr.- .d work experience among young women, their

greIer career oppnrtnnities. =i tan high cost of rearing and

eduating children and the over-i ncreasing niipage of effec

hirrh control techniqn

71411 . 78 - 29

To.the items lintea1 by Clark can be

4 f
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added the rapidly decreasing fltilltdct ot h.tt ions that OF WV%trit

of ail the children that wunld otherwise have

this year. (1,100,0(10 reported abortions In 1977),

IF

in analyzing tire: effects of low fertility on military

i it les, there Are two pr Ill IIal Aro... of concern. The

fir t IA th, direct effeet in Manpower limitations, the second

the economic difficulty or oic,1111 .ot-iv to

MANN/141A PITOBLEMS

hefenme depaf mint protections indicate Mat the military

manpower pool r1 18-ie it =olds will del:line by 15Z of preseot

1,14, by 1965 aod 25Z by IMMO. While 'rhe military is legs

MOW PO r IntWWW(WW than IF WO.' in earlicr.perIod ,__t
short-fall will still be moat d,riMon It will be

exceedingly dt_fil nit to continue present Volunteer Army

pullelen. Not only will there be fewer men from which vi1unt eers

'can enure, but tho developing labor shnrta};e nit. that tlmu will

bid Iii the market. A Volunteer Army he that environment will

become Increasingly expensive, and a significant decline in

'the qo ity iiI L 1 on c II in R 1±1 A r etorn to

the draft would matte the ptdlm, of quality lend cost, hut weuld

i n no way e.e.ee t h e c r L a e , I n t he I tittIr thfq 14111 tog

added FWW .Oi%Ve to a drall. lilt problem,, however, while

very real, wn,F,ld h WdAF)

Pk11111.Elds

inomic impact on defense.

A. ',Awn L 1,-, 1,1, o .11

aa monetary Inflation, have h reased the defense OF OW

OIOFMIWA rate. At th some time, the nee tl fear F expenditure,.

ha increased rapidly, Continued low fertility will .at

41
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lu tte.eelfy this erempetitieee for Fi'Nf)i-

AfOritie CApabili07.

Tefi years ago payments to the e

nd must impart on

erly and federal retiree

amounted to $46 billion or , of the $201 billion fed 11

hndet. The proposed 1979 administration budget would

otlogote 1,111 loo dollorS ill an array of programs for Iles

elderly or 40% of the 4500 billloo budge =t. This will be spent

on the opproxlmotely !4 million elderly nitiaens over 65 yearn

1979. *Clive 1.ant PAM.

Within the next twenty-two years. however, the number of

elderly will grow by 292 t.r 31 million- tf the elderly's 'slice

of the bodget eheewed the same preeportlonate increase, it would

time by 122 fem the ourreot 4072 lee 522 of the budget. However,-

since the 21% increos'e In the number of elderly in the lant

tun years brought a 742 increase in their share of the budget

(Iron 21% to 40Z) It Is likely that the actual percentage of

the bodget detecteri to the elderly wonld significantly exceed 2%.

II the elderty'n share of the budget increased at the name rate

AM ever the past ton yearn it t:toold account for 1002 of the

budget by the end ot the r-entory.

f:ven a conserva view, that the elderly'

budget will be 522 in tWerILY-Y, Implies that. the

the

ttorill

12% will come from the eorrent 14" allocated ter dere. lefense

monlm conmtitotdng the largest source of discretionary fonds.

We most. therefore, antic( , that defense spending will be

redut'ed CO not more 1 *he budget In two decadem.

Only A very ropi ef

tnitAnd PA

the real per capita to ome

o1 enlarge the motional weoli;:',
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alInw gnifi A TI4, In rnaing on the elderly w_ titnut

severely efWfing The proportion of the budget devntrd to

defense. Such tteonumia! 'growth will he p fitly hampered by

the growing energy shortage and the ef e of falling fertility,

crtaln bnsistess anaresttt have et.. the lower fertility hringin'A

eeonomi gains. It ha, been niappeeted thrrt there will be 'more

din lonary inc' in families; less publ enditure on

,hoolft, (Though it not . tear how ',trek a re tetinn will not

1 y. to the eonow

However, econumint,i noeh 4. V101 l Spe.n}ticr, Professor

Tmeritits at fluke Univer,i rid DV A Turehl of the Department

Of Ii0Mteq At the Univrnite ,tf tiorth Carolina point out

that any adV 1 pes would he I,Fip rdrY and that the hu den of

taxation'on fire dwindling working population needed to support

th wing Grid elderly population will progressively cripple

tIr economy, the specific imPdet of rr itintted low ferti icy

of the OC.,WMV fee sently being studied by

Prot.sor urchi in a M,, pot,
.1!',,11.`l being designed at

Chopel Hill,

'The Strtt n itut, ,t ks has

h Mod,* I try, I st e, pr OVide In fo riot ton

"n the f,,lipwing une,tiu, hearing on d ulINV capability:,

Proportion oi rho n,rtnil o lhodget avnliable for defense.

Proportion at II,,' national budget available for researchand dovelopmen ahide' the defense budget (NASA,nerge, et

Effeet inervaed numbe=r of Aged cit ens on the national
budget's "dis.-retlenary expenditures. (Assuming thap
the proportion of "fixed" expenditures would grow,
p a e t u g l e s s

t 1 s a at ilex Lb 1 1 ty to JurLional It". r").
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Increase tn.proport on of national budget reyul

pay old age benefit,.

A number of spaelfic fautorn bearing upon defense capahilitiel.

will be developed, for example:

Increased pressure
in draft age.

In the !ober market, for thudo

on induntri i,v lot key product
d t t ot prod," t f

an a ttroportton u1 the II.I L odl 1 Pi:01)001y dml n

it would seem thitt d mdl t cortailment.in
conntruetion would mean that we Wotild lose some

thin Industrial dp4v And that a measurement

tI the yconomy In dollars alone may obscure a
1u4N littnduStrtal mohillZation patential

411 nattonal Industrial pdant invostmen

Fit on capital fntm.IttI3n.

Inflationary etfoct

Effect on govvrninilt',= ob(lit What
savings wilt be available for future war bond drives
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While anSwers to these questions and others e eing on

.[he economy as a whole have not yet peen derived from the

-program, it is Clear that Impact

he significant, possibly _

The tiimmttteo will he in- rested to know th;i

ow lity 111

951

defnsv spending in Britain ac fi.r 24.12 of the budg c

and social urity fur 11.84. By 197J these figures hart

revered and 12.6Z of tin uiget was devoted to defense a

17.Lt to socal security. fhis.,dtage. which I believe is
most prophetic of the change taking plareo to our null co, ry.

came as 4 result of the 1threamed ,npport requirvmenis for

an ever larger elderly segment of 'the popnlationi

haViny, lot its fertilltv ,00ver chw ,h, f,ic

the in r -.asinl burden .t1 an nitb:tl:intcd number of old people

In .iimpiris.tn tt. its still economically atiVt2 opulat earlier

than has the United ht,,i4,..

In v.iowln ferti I f ty anti its L on the economy

and defense capability,
I it would he helpful to the

commIrteu to consider th ict [114( vIvinent.' 0

Population have a fertility far ht-'l nw 1 For instance, the

Anglo-Saxon white Trotestant 15 1 level d

which tiliS

number

egment of the population wilt have lost 75% 01

htrl the next 100 r= . Iii. ,1 VWISlt puI,ul,ition which

fdis i:ontrlbitted such d onN d rninutt tit neit2nct , Lech n Olo

and other disciplines A AO Vvn 10WOr fertility and is truly

on ondongered species. examF1 . Al York City's present

fertility rates 10 Endlish ;pdkinr, N,w rkrs will be
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represontedby only"1.27 in.five generation_

An in utem the many mortal and economic Factors that have

brought about the oxtremcly low fertility In all Western

industrialize t tics, it in extremely difficult to perceive

any re 3 on for a TniliOF ri2VerSai.

If we consider that the economic growth of the United St at

ha 4. hIa to ricaIly been attociated with population growth, and

that .the slowing of ic-inotal growth today coincides with a

trtility, it In prudent to admit that there ea

no assurance that real rat anomie growth with an. aglng

--t_hen declining population can he hieVed In sufficient measure

ro ill.W ,torre=nt 1VVVI d0f,11 spending in the face of

nauhroomine ei.j cost.. fir the aged. Indeed., It appear-; all

Ti apparent ,tar i x erience the name an Britai

Ind that dr euts will have- to.be math, in real 'defense

upending,

If our ekt ience in the same as Britain's, We I have

to mark lly reduce the mike of our armed fore and tirrlIrr

onal ohjotativem accordingly. Unless massive Immigration to

furapc and the United Statem LAVS plaice, or a marked upturn

in tertility is achtuvoa, it appears that NATO - Britain and

CorMan in particular - will he unabl to field meaningful

tarres In two decades. fortherm e, the defense

fhc l',11 II t -will .,f th.,

ettrn Europe

lime b impwANibl hec;_

ih very is ra1,11,1 Mi 11111-V b,10 filIppOr I Of E he CI grit

p,p111.1 iscreninelv oapeuttive.

tit t=: atta i r o O r i , O t wi vi I I have t o c o n s i d e r e a t engive and

painful changes in natio 4 rategy. Defense of
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Uemisphere with far greater reliance on the manpower of Latin

America Will transform the United Stated from a vorid power

to a rttgional one.

AN APPRAISAL, OF FUTURE STRATEGY

StruCcuring a de_fe rise force with half of today's dollars

would int/elate fateful AeCi610,13, and may require a strategy

that involves the* following:

11-back from Europe; hopefully with negotiated

reductions in Pact rwrOes if not, then unilaterally.

Fast-declining retie An European allies'who for

the most part, will be faced with a similar and larger problem

and who may opt for a neutral positaon when U.S. troops depart.
a

3. InCeaAcd reliance on ."tiassive retaliation" as the

"cheapest" form of defense rather than on the conventional force

capability .of "flexible response."

Brazil may emerge an the most powerful economic anti militar

aili the United 'States. an the Pacific, the U. ly have

nth It prebeoce aud iutluences to the island nerlmety

Of the Western Pacific. Increasingly security of the

:United States will lie in maintaining the balance of power between

the USSR and the People's Republic of China.

The low birth rate of Eastern Europe and European Russia

will be a somewhat .rffeetting factor to low fertility in the

U.S., Zapan and W,.4E rope'. While the overall birth rate

the USSR i s tot til high because r,f their non-European peoples,

an internal demographic imbaldricat may tself cause stresses

within the
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The United Stitt Wilt .be 'unable to afford Middle East

Combined with a nine .ene y criSis, the economic

rectors of our a1ein1, population will force lncr,erising

suppOrt of Arab positions. A U.S., presence in Africa or

1 Anti will be impossible.

In short he United States is forced to adept within

dO 4 defense bodge t propnrt int

4 0.1 a ,h'er

nly half

Iti diversion-erf defense dollars to care of

t h e _- larger popnlatiecn o f e l d e r l y , d as lc revisions in

strategic C will he required. -Fortress America" and

completely nuclear strategy may well be the only defense the

i S t a t e T n r de

U.N. fert [Iv remli it levels, the U.S.

armed forces two decades from now may be very similar to those

of the United Kingdom's triday raCveic nuclear

_forces backed by a very small Army force, A U.S. active Army

of six divisions with A larger Fo ref, of National Guard units

may e the strue_ the Army in 20 piars. The smaller

nst of Guard forces will become411 reaaingiy attractive.

The Navy, a itin is no looge led upon to. project its for t

I- id mmitmeuts.I-- an In the face of drastic budget

cuts. may retire its,rarriers tri favor of its nuclear- and ASW

role. Theco would appear the unattractive outline ti, .at tlefen4

spending corn wlI I force on Strategy,

They' are not

in some degree b ^aen greater reliance on reserve components.

4 search far more ecunomial weapon% systems, and a return to

con,criptinfl and tlumlnal military W,IMN. However, in brood

enr prospects. They can be mitigated
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outline, American power cannot be malntalold over the lung

term without greatly increased

ruk7c1V.i to recall

ditty.

prior to he end of

thtiAto in the 20(1 years fat op Ma Aurel ius,

(he poOtliation of R m n Europe fell in a ratio -of b to 1

A falling fettilltY was, Innre Lhcn any tither factor, the

cause for the fall Homan Empire and the end of Roman

civlltatlon. precipitous an was the fdll in Roman fertility,
:dr less fast than ha; that of the United tiitca and

Western 'Enrkpn.

May I ho o imittev, that the results of such

studies .ii. the macr oomtc model being built at tits

Untvertty of h Carolina-will indispensable t aun

f for ran , LL 1 wish

her eug e,t that a stable U, S, and Id ,tern Europe defense

oot po ibie iii the twenty year And longer term unless

fifty is increased and the growin litinnionce between retired

elderly and working young is Th, rienee 01

Fran over many decades and now the efforts being mad, in

Easrern Kurupe indica a only the Congress takes strenuous

measures to support increa d tortllity van the fiance of the

population And the nation be au assured.

1- am as Is Elf, committee. that ho on- do foretell

auto fertility. here are Oo complete or proven explanationn

pas o- it IN tOr ison that the Census Bureau.

has adopted a re leeMent level le_ lity i future model,

fur Want Of a4oMetnIng better'.

4L
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fertitit
1 wish to on

c.ring nothing wors than rho problem= of

hE fact that a ng

cxpvitence A cont:quAtiorl of or

LI'. on 0 fOrther d in e, nmutt bring great

ob Lew Ind th ^ itl 141 the U. tnd St-it=s as a

world m . pt.i,n!sit1 1 policy, therefore,.

most be_geared fir mak'og ,wrc h.rr fertLli y itaxrease does

take place,

I know that_ this commit v is frilly aware of theprysent

pub I i inure i ed So.' Security Taes and the

demands that they be reduced. I er, the committee is also

aw e that, whether then !wilds cone from social, security payroll

taxes or from nerai cev.onu or 1tom the defense budget;

I through tam!: or drrene'

capahttltl. reduced. As Mencken said, 'there is no free.lunch,V

tr Is only larongh arresting the growing; i-mbalance- bet- n the

rest -red and the work tog by a return to higher fertility that

trit`alutlttn ran he bound.

kn

*Thesefignres are based on those compiled by the Washington
liorean orthe Miami Herald. They ara markedly higher than
some published by some of the government agencies becaosc
they include' indirect cents afflOipittfin to-15 billion dollars
dop Losuch itemnUts tax credits to the elderly, agenclds'
payments to'the'elderly not onderhEW, such as VA pensions,
rood .mcdmPH to tlfl'elnlerly, mvaim nn- wheels, etc. as will as
reasiwcis paid by the federal government to those not yet 65
years of ago, snch in military and civil service retirements.
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Reports on
Population/F inily. Planning
A PtliliCATIQN Of Tot carat COUNCIL, 141 FARR A Ut, YORK, 01W Y@t4 tour, 1,15.,A,

;furrier twee

Population Pressure on Families:

Family Size and Child Spacing

Hy Jon D. Waver, :WM Soul
31Pinber for the heckef eller F 314mM/ran,
lrangkok. Theitlohd-,

'lisle y'r alArining mitre. nt 0111111%6On
gfrARh, alimptin Lk-1y Called the piM.
tiiatiOn egMuOion, are tIMM,41204 by
oho 'complex interaction or a great
many rtiViOnt. 'rho effotito of thin
growth at global or national
hove only rattier recently bevorrot
matter if faoinua voneeril; the fautorn
which prod tient the growth have been

intermingle the Wert for a long time
It is worth noting, though; that these
Denim, operating on families, begon
to prOthiCv population ptcmure M the,
family level long ago and that there is
evidence that peripte in large numbers.
rentiaMirwl the threats to their hirni.
lies impotted by erwwsive growth.

Lot ua remli that in the We-At birth
rotes began to decline At knit ern-
tory ago and that this followed not
look after I-14%th rater began'Iii fall.
It this hod not occurred. if fertility

Th in ithl'011T ftraeroratto the ethyl. or fiontly .ore, .Aoki .paring, and !OM
;rater on the ohy.tret1 and Intellegratil thwlopt,tent ehthetraft oral e.onliora the
eerationehra that otto... heturara the numb & oral raorang of ehthlren and maternal
twilit/1,one! family owl foe, It t. reprint eel feran ,.,tame 2, chapter I 1.0f the hook
It a01 ropohtia Umwth; C:msquentlal and Policy Implication/1r pLibtithin
n ,lulu I Mr the Notional Aratteray of .;'rimer. by The John. ftophinet Prg.n
The hook no. pegportyl anger tke ittreetion of De: Hoer Pont!. of the Mewed
Iltitterxity renter for Poiralotton hp it deify erattraith, of the (ere of the
lebreign SraretneyShiteneral Aragenty ll,elenera, a eth 111,4 !WIWI of thf.fiflifflf
litotes Ageney for international netelopoleof

We on grateful to the outhoe and the puhlt.hee for oeranineton to inilade ffa?
pope, to the [Moon. .eeirs In the interrat of expediting pohliention of this inns,

lint. rapranteeet the pogo proof. front Dr. 14-"MV4 ,KrOpt,

A4gMt 1971

Mite had tamarind at their previour
high lever, then 6ome WeeterM Min!
triea might have had a "population
egplorioe mine tihre ago,

Ti. erplorion did not Men. Some,
thing happened to prevent ft. promdos

ogo, long before eontramptive tech;
nology had approached the conven-
lerom or orwtiooraym delnanded
day,long before family ploornognePv.
diva were 'readily available. when, in
fact, pabiiraition of information oda-
cerning cootraimption rometimes
brought penteemion and irripOstio-
merit, fertility rates vieelint4. At a
time when motional population path

Liries wertl niment Mond a concern for
the long-1.47n etTftta of population
growth war limit. ,f to fi arrmll band of
Melilla dineipleff, birth rate roil al-
moot oil rapidly as death rotor,

Wfnt dor_ this menu? It can only
minim that thnthiandatilMn tNotoendg

fainilien wantod fewer children and
mithatted, somehow, 1.0 aehleve their
goalno nucivrnfolly that the aggro-
gate eff d. protium' declines in fer-
tility at national levelA Flow or why

ThO Fli.L.Pf of birth* to, IPIXI.otirmli at
rhilita-ating p
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did it happen? Demographers have invoked_ a variety of explanatioia .Not
lung ago Freedman summarized them this way:

The large declines in fertility in, economically developed countries in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries probably are unprecedented. The
changes in specific intermediate variables producing the decline varied
somewhat from country to country. Most sociologists and demographers
would probably agree, however, that the basic causes of the general decline
are: (a) a major shift in functions from the family to other specialized
institutions, so that there was a decrease ire -the number children required
to achieve socially valued goals, and (b) a sharp reduction in mortality
which reduced the number of births necessary_ to have any desired number
of children. ( I, p. 53)

While this analysis of causal, factors may certainly be correct, it is probable
that the great mass of people who made the decisions that 'produced the
'phenomenon based their decisions on less abstract rationales. Given the meth-
ods of limiting family site available at the time, it seems reasonable to assert
that powerful and sustained motivating' forces must have been at work to
produce the results in large population groups that we recognize in retrospect
as unprecedented declines in fertility. It seems equally reasonable to assume
that this motivation must have- come from the everyday life situation of the
people involved- from an immediate awareness of problems felt acutely at the
family level, problems clearly recognized as arising from having too many

children._
Returning to this century ,-terthis yearand examining the phenomenon

so prevalent in many parts of the worio-ofextra-legal abortion, we are driven.
to a similar conclusion. We know now .that Trie---overwhelming majority of
such abortions are performed because married women want. desperately to
limit their family size and have no effective or accessible alternative. Only
powerful and immediate motivating forces can account for this deeision,
They must come frOin intensely felt pressure at the family. level, pressure
explicitly associated with family size and the clearly anticipated effects
detrimental effectsassociated-with having "another mouth to feed,"

If this speculation is correct, if it is true -that population pressure felt at
the family level produced widespread declines in birth rates in industrialized
countries and high abortion rates in others. there has been surprisingly little
at ten him it and eqUally little systematic Study of the effects of this
prsai family level. There have, at least, -been recent expressions of
the ueed sok* study; Stycos, at a conference on teaching family planning
to medical stoden s, referred specifically to the need for more exact knowl-
edge or Ow health consequences of family_size in order to appeal to humani-

,l'arian interests in motivating medical students (2). Berelson has also called
attention recently to the need to utilize such knowledge in educational

4 61
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campaigns to motivate families (3). If we are, to overcome the-."tragedy of the
commons"' described by Hardin (4), then wais are needed to persuade indi-
viduals that their own interests and those of their families, as well as the
interests of the c Immunity or society at large, require limitation of family
size. Similarly, Llylor, in his suggestions for a "five stage population policy"
(5), emphasizes the need to go beyond the population that is merely waiting
for services and attract those who are not so fully convinced. In both of these
cases, knowledge of the consequences of excessive numbers at the family level
would be invaluable.

PRESENT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE EFFECTS
OF FAMILY SIZE AND BIRTH INTERVAL

There is a substantial body of evidence concerning the relation between
family size, or number of children, and birth interval and a number of factors
relevant to health. This evidence was obtained by a diverse array.of investiga-
tors studying a variety of problems over a period of many years. The studies
were carried out in many countries,_ in all stages of economic development,
and among various social classes within a given country. The approaches
varied: some were retrospective (based on currently obtained data describing
past events), others cross-sectional, still others prospective or longitudinal
(identifying children at birth and following them to see what happens).

Each health indicator that has been examined in these studies is produced
i. complex, and usually obscure, interactions of numerous causal factors.
There is undoubtedly a considerable amount of overlapthe same set of
interacting causal factors involved in producing variou., effects. In no case is
she total interaction clearly understood, blot certainly family size and birth
interval operate only asparts of the causal web. In the great majority of these

i\F.studies, family size and birth interval were a r ong many factors examined as
independent variables in relation to a given p nblem, and not the primary
concern of the investigators-. Therefore, the interaction between family size,
for example, and other relevant vadables, such as socioeconomic status is
often unexamined. In spite of this, the general pattern of effects suggested by
the evidence available is so consistent that it seems reasonable to consider
that deficiencies in some studies are, in a sense, compensated for by the
adequacy of other studies:We need not in other words, be compelled to
disregard the findings of an investigator who did not control for a given

To illustrate the fact that a given act may have consequences that seem beneficial
to the individual but are harmful to society at large, llardin uses as an example the
commons," or common pasture, A farmer with two cows addsone more; he gets 50
percent more milk, but his one cow may be enough to push the total population of cows
to such a level that the commons may be permanently damaged by overgrazing. The
parallel niobium with regard to population is obvious.
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variable, if the findings of another investigator who could control for that
variable show similar results.

The consistent trend of the consequences associated with either increasing
family size or decreasing birth interval is striking and uniformly negative.
When the full spectrum of these effects is seen, it is in fact, alarming. No
generj survey or summary of the evidence concerning these effects could be
found in the literature, although one portion of the spectrum, the effects on
the survival of fetus and child, was reviewed recently by Day (6),

My intention here is to cover the full spectrum. Where possible, minimum
essential information about the methodology of the study is given and rele-
vant examples of the findings obtained are reviewed. The attempt is compre-
hensive but by no means exhaustive; it is impossible to review all available
studies or all the findings of a given study. The chief criterion for inclusion
here has been the clarity of the relationships shown by the data. No studies
showing significant benefits associated with large families were excluded;
none was found, although there were a few studies which showed no effects,
either positive or negative.

THE EVIDENCE CONCERNING HEALTH CONSEQUENCES
OE FAMILY SIZE

Studies which have examined the effects associated with family size, num-
ber .of children, number of siblings, or parity of the mother (the number of
children born. to a mother) arc far rnore numerous than those considering
birth or pregnancy interval. Because of the thoroughness and variety of the
evidence concerning family size, it will be considered first.

The hilects on Children

Much of the data that are available concern the effects on children and are
derived from studies of mortality and morbidity of various types, including
malnutrition and anomalies in growth and intelligence.

Family Size and Morbidity. Several factors commonly associated with in-
creased incidence of illness are also associated with increased family size.
Among these, economic limitations, crowding, and generally poor sanitary
conditions stand out. The stage is set for causal interaction.

The longitudinal study of families of all social classes in Cleveland, Ohio,
carried ollinby Dingle and his associates (7) showed as clearly as any the
associatiiWietween family size and illness. They *examined the incidence of
various common illnesses by family size. As an example, their findings with
respect to infectious gastroenteritis are shown in Table I. Not only does the
tonlinumber of episodes per family increase, as might he anticipated on a
purely arithmetical basis, but also the number of illnesses per person per year
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TABLE 1

Incidence of Infectious Gastroenteritis
by Family Size, Cleveland

Ohio, 1964

407

Size

Number
Person Family of Family Illnesses per Illnesses per
Days Days illnesses Family/Year Person/Year

3 38,991 12,997 104 2.92 0.97
4 269,604 67,401 869 4.71 1.18
5 399A50. 79,890 1,671 7.63 1.53

6 201,396' 33,566 -1,044 11.35 1.89
7 36,491 ,5,213 189 13.23 1.89
8 31,104 3,888 180 16.90 2.11

Source: Dingle et al t7]

increases. Leaving aside a consideration of the precise causal role of family
size per se in producing illness, it is obvious that family size increases "pres-
sure" on the larger families simply because of the number of illnesses, more
need for maternal care, more expenses for treatment.

One of the most important kinds of morbidity to be found in preschool
ctWdren throughout the world is that produced by malnutrition (8, 9). In a
study of malnutrition in the preschool child population of the rural town of
Candelaria, Colombia, my former colleague, Dr. Alfredo Aguirre, and I found
that family size is one.of the factors involved in the etiology of malnutrition
there (IQ). In a house-to-house survey of the town, the total population of
preschool children were weighed and measured\and their mothers inter-
viewed. The nutritional status of the children was determined-on the basis of
internationally recommended -standards (11-14). We foun-dr,094 children
under 6 years of age in the survey; 284 of these children were classified as
having first degree, 148 second degree, and 14 third degree malnutrition a
total of 41 percent malnourished in varying degrees.

We then examined the data for associations between various social and
demographis factors in the families and malmitritibifin the children. The
effects of ilmily size were explored by grouping all of the children according
to the number of living children in their families. The proportion of malnour-
ished children (of all degrees) in each group was then calculated. The results
of this analysis are shown in Table 2, where the trend is obvious: children
from larger families are more likely to be malnourished than those from
smaller fimilies.* In this case, the difference in the prevalence of malnutrition

Some of the other factors, both social and economic, that were implicated in the
cause of malnutrition will be described in the next.to-last section of this chapter. It
should be mentioned here that we found in the Candelaria study that as laboring men in

32411 0 la . 30
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TABLE 2

Malnutrition in Nese:hoot Chilriri i Grouped According to the Number
of Living Children in Their Families,

Candelaria, Colombia. 1963

Number of Living
C7hildren/bamity

Total
Number of
Children

Malnourished Children

Number Percent

1 75 24 32.0
2 185 63 34.1
3 178 73 41.i)
4 204 $3 40.7
5 136 57 41.9
6 122 57 46.7
7 62 25 40.3
$ or more 106 49 46.2

Source; Wray and Aguirre (10).

in children from families with four children or less (38 percent malnourished
among 642 children) compared with those from families with. five or more
(44 percent malnourished among 462 children) is statistically signific4nt7=
highly unlikely to result from sampling fluctuatiOns.*

Quite recently, our students at -the Ramathihodi Hospital Faculty
Medicine in Bangkok found a similar relationship ih Thai preschool childen.
In an investigation of the total preschool population! of a semirural corn-
'nullity near Bang Pa-ln, 212 children under the age of 6 years were eA-
aniined. It was found that 58 percent of those from families with four or
more children were malnourished, while 42 percent of those from families
with three children or less were so classified (15). This difference was also
statistically significant.

Robertson and Kemp carried out one of the few direct studies of family
size and child health among children in the group called Coloured in Cape
Town, South Africa (16). They sought an association between family size and
malnutrition and deaths from causes related to malnutrition. An "unselected
control to show the size of families" was obtained from births during 1 week
of February, 1962.

Their findings that arc particularly relevant here were based on the distri-
bution of families according to the number of living children per family. They

a developing country get older, their income rises but little hile family size- increases
steadily. They seem to attempt to compensate fin this by spending a larger proportion of
their income for food, but per capita expenditures for food actually fall, and malnutri-
tAkin the children increases (10, pp. 9596).

',mkt is to so, "p" .05 The probability of such a difference in
fluctuations, or from chance, is less than 5 chances in 100.

ng front sampling
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compared the proportion (percentage) of families of different sizes in their
two test groups and in the control antIjv_lthisinethod found no evidence cf
significantly increases] risk in children from larger familif,s either of malriu
lion or of deal fmini diseases associated with Malnutrition.

They concluded that "The size of the family appears to have little effect"
.per se on the health of the younger members, families being 'at risk' because
of poverty, accompanied by pow parental capacity" (16, p. 893).

Because, as noted, there are few such studies -and the findings of Robert-
son and Kemp in this study are so different from those of others,a method.
ological problem involved here deserves careful scrutiny. to treating their data
they compared the distribution of differing numbers of children per family in
three groups of families, each selected q !e differently: the first, because
there was a malnourished preschool child in the family, the second because a
child in the family died of a specified cause, and the third because the mother
delivered a newborn infant during a defined period of time. What iA needed,
however, if we are tie understand the effect of family size is a comparison of
the prevalence of malnutrition or of death rates in a substantial population of
children grouped according to family size. Only then can a valid statement be
made concerning' the pre.,:ei or absence of increased risk associated with
family size.

This point has been spelled out by Chen and Cobb in their paper, "Family
Structure in Relation to Health and Disease" (17), in which they state:

With regard to sampling method, the most important thing is to. chuck
that the sampling procedure is the same for cases and controls. It is, for
example, wholl!, inappropriate to compare the distribution of family sizes
among patients:with the distribution reported in a census. The reason for
this is evident on consideration of an hypothetical population consisting of
equal numbers of (amities with one child and ten children, If one picks
families arq, -sllow many children there are, one has an equal chance of
picking large tt Mlles or small fantifies and concludes that the average size
is 5.5 children, If, on the tither hand, one picksndividuals and asks them
how many siblings they have, the probability of picking a person from a
Itfrge family is ten times as great as the probability of picking one from a
Small family. In this situation, one would Conclude that average size of
family ii 9.2 children....

.

.The soundest way to approach this entire problem is, of course, to
examine attack rates of disease by size of sibslup, but this can only _Dg----,
undertaken when a survey of a total poffidalion ,it sample of the poriGta.
lion has been conducted. ( 17, p. 949) .

rill, SLY and Morbidity:or illness, is but a continuum which,
in the end, inay result in death, There is an a/blind:ince ui data concerning the
association between family size :Ind mortality rates, lip rote study of a rural
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population, Gordon and Wyon (18, 19) have described their findings,oti .fined
during long-term studies of population dynamics in villages in the Punjab of
India. They followed the 1,479 children burn in their study villa es from
1055 to 1958 and thus could calculate accurate mortality rates in these

children. When nun tality rates were correlated with maternal parity, which
they accepted as a sufficient indicator of family size, They obtained the
results summarized in -Fable 3.

TABLE 3

Mortality of 1.470 Children Burn in Flevcn Pnnjab
by Parity of Mother '., India. 1955=1958

Parity Of nuttier 6 7-12 Unknown rota!

Number ol 2311 2)10 210 07 165 136 326 rr 1.479

New-61611 mortality
idea thq1,(010
6.6.fits up to
28 days) 95.7 SI 0 30.5 84 X 51.5 05.1 I66 7 73,7

Infant mortality
((Ica thq 1 ,000
inran up to
I year) 116 144 9 1_ "_3.7 171.8 164,2' 2116 liter 7 thol)

2nd -year mumaity
ideathsrl.0o0
pop.) 75 15.6 24.2 92.4 05.7 76,) 61.9

Sri 111 kfrflon 110f

Their figures show clearly that mortality in those infants tended to in-
.:rease will; family size, Among second- oi later- ?-)urn children the trend is
most apparent, though ul the first month of hie, before family or environ-
mental circumstances are as likely to alleet the newborn, differences are not
great. Atter I month they are striking, and it is important to note that the
effeet is relatively much greater in the second year of life. Mortality rates ror
the firs( year among Seventh- or lido-horn children arc not quite twice as MO)
as those in seciind horn children in the first year oh life: in the second year
they are over six times as great.

Similar observations have been made in several countries at the other end
of the development scale. Sonic of the most impressive evidence to be found
concerning the association between family size and infant mortality conies
from the studies of Morris. I featly, Morrison, and their associates in a study of

the births that occurred in Lngland and Wales during 1949 and 1950. They
inrocid the intorn:anon on the: death certificates of ;III childre snider
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d year ol age with that contained in the us.... rhocates of the saute chil-
dren. In the case of children born in 1949, they were able to do the same for
deaths in the second year. Thus they could examine the between
inlaid mortality a number of variables, V ihe cularly per-
tinent ones here tit maternal age and parity class of the family.
Since the . were dealing with a huge pOpulati -0 single, Iegitimate
live birthsassociations that might never have ,mt in smaller groups
stand out clearly, The wealth of detailed findin. .d published ir;%-a series of
eight papers under the genera; title, "Social and Biological f=actors in Infant

27),*
'..vs their data on variations with mother's parity of post-

nem., 'y (deaths between I monfri and I year of age) in different
sociat J). Social class differences m mortality rates are clear, as

I II

Social clo
lit

Infections

1 2 3 4 5

Congenital
malformations

3 4

Mother's parity (number of chilJren)

Iagurc I VAT 1.1 I, II1N with (suits in pustneonatal (1 month to I year) mortality front
mrectuins and cotmcnital inallormations m dtherent social classes. klnyland and Wales,
1949-P.150, ',sine sir cal class ,t1 the British General Register Orrice based on
occupatum of lather, trion rtidessionals I) to unskilled workers (V).

Source Morris ci al. (20).

might have been expe, ted. but etttt. illy clear is the increase in mortality with
runnher nt children in all social classes. The data depicted also support the
contention that deaths due to causes associated with prenatal factors
congenital malformations do not vary with family siz or social elms as do
those associated with environmental factors, such as infections.

Variations with tire and parity of the mother of postneonatal and second-
year mortality are shown in Figure.2. The persistence of increasing mortality
with inci,ising falioly size thioughout the first 2 } -cars of like is obvious and

lam in I w tt (lenity htutigh

4

and issued as
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16 20 25 30 35 40 and
over

Mataeri parity

Figure 2. (lop) Variations with mother's age of mortality ratios to infants, com-
paring mothers of different parities, (Bottom) 'Variations with mother's parity of
mortality ratios in infants comparing mothets of different ages. (England and Wales,
049-1950.)

agatio between rates in a given population group and the average rate for th
potulation,

turcel: Heady .1nd Morris (26). Morrison et al. (27).

appears in all rnattrnai age groups. However, is clearly snore marked in the
younger mothers ! 26).

Finally, they examined v lriations in mortality rates when each of the three
factors social class. maternal -Ige, and family size -is rontrolled. When rates
are compared, the findings shown in Figure 3 were obtained. Mortality ratio _,
bring out the differences inure dramatically, as is evident in Figure 4 (27).
Mortalty rates increase with family size in all social classes, but the effects
arc ,Aist owerfo! the younger mothers, regardless of social class. (A young

ter with :t large family will orcourse, have closely spaced ,-hildren. Birth
al wrll be discussed later.) The authors comment:

Inc mortality ratio (though not, of course, the actual Mortality rate)
for fourth and higher children is in fact higher in Classes I and II than in
the other classes. It is clear, therefore, that the reOively high mortality
rates among infants of young mothers with large families arc not a
phenomenon peculiar to any one social class due fro some simple poverty
factor. R is also true that the higher death rates MI classes IV and V canot
he explained by the contentratiOn of young mothers with large families in
these classes. (27, pp. 104-1051

4 (
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40

30

2

Social class
& II IV & V

413

MGther's age <25

Mother's age 25-29

20

?4
Mother's parity

Figure 3. Variations in postneonatal mortality rates with ape and parity of the
mother and social class of the father, England and Wiles, 1949195(1

Source' Heady et at (23)-
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400

1811

irth rank

4+

Social class
1V 5, V

16 20 25 30 35 401- 16 20 25 30 35 40+ 16 20 2a 30 35 40+
Mother's age

Figur'. 4. Variations in pa-stneonatal mortality ratios with birth rank of infant
mother's parity) and mother's age in different social classes, England and Wales,

1749-1950.
Source, Morrison et a1. (27)-

Evidence from the State of New York that is comparable in many respects
to that of Morris and his rr-ociates has been provided by Chase (29, 30). She
studied "nearly one-half minion births" which occurred in New York State,
exclusive of New York City in the years 11150-151 The majot group
consisted of single, white fetal deaths and live births. Through ext ion of
death certificates, information was obtained for each child who died v.-ithin 5
years of birth, and this was related to information from the birth certificate of
the line individual. fler data concerning the postneonatal and early child-
hoordeaths are relevant here since znvironmental factors may be expected to
be mist important after the neonatal period. The variations in mortality
by birth rank are shown in Table 4, in which the increase associated with
family size is obvious.

Analyses of her data had indicated that increasing mortality rates were
associated with prematucity, maternal age, and social class. In her second
paver (30) she controlled for pren'atOrily and maternal age by examining the`-
mortality in children whose mothers wec 20 to 29 years at the time of then

!-Is and whose bitch weights were between 2.501 and 3,500 grams. These
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Fetal Mortality and Nforiality arog Children under 5 Years of Age by

Infant's Birth Rank, New York Stale, Exclusive of

New York City, 1950.1952

Fetal Neon 4141 Pos1i003131

rota' Rale Rale Ride

---
Birth Rank Births Deaths per I ,000 Deaths per 1+000 Deaths per 1 ,400

Total 436,045 &928

First 135,882 2;252

Second 139,881 1,581

Third 84,393 1,301

Fourth 38,993 717

Fifth 17,366 396

Sixth and higher 19,387 636

Not lidird 143 45

0

r

C

z

F

C

Early Childhood 0

Rate

Deaths per L000

159 7,002 .16,3

16.6 2,107 15,8

113 2+975 15,0

154 1345 16.2

R4 682 17,8

22.8 354 20,9

32,8 437 23,3

(314.7)1 2

2,247 5,3 1,461 3.5

506 3.8 354 2.7
649 4.8 433 3,2

481 5.9 295 16

2._ 6.8 177 4,7

: 137 8.2 79 48

218 11,9 121 6.8

0 .
I

r

R;ito based Dli kss than 100 individuals M riot shown,

48thl on 31 l'i°1100. but los than IMO tilitividOds; rate high hut number of C'ISCS

Source: ()Elie (29, Table 6.4, p, 1111.

a
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children were considered to represent a "favored" group. She then compared
mortality rates within various socioeconomic groups by Moll ranks. Ilet find-
ings are shown in Figure 5. Increasing mortality rates with declining socioeco-
nomic levels are apparent, but equally apparent is the association between
mere mortality and family size within the various socioecononu, groups,
especially in the postneonatal and early childhood pei'.ods.

Similar ..-,tiknee was found in the longitudinal study of pregnancies on the
island of Kauai in Hawaii, reported by Yerushalmy, et al. (31). Their data
were obtained during 1953 when all women on the island of Kauai who had
ixperienced at Fast one prognlney were interviewed: Their study 'population
included 6,039 women of a total population 0! iround 30,000 on the island.
In each interview a complete reproductive history was obtained. This portion
of their study was, therefore, retrospective An nature, and the 'lards of the
method were well known to Yerushalmy and his colleagues. They rigorously
scrutinized their findiwis to test both reliability and adequacy. On comparing
Men data with that oh amed !rum locally recorded vital statistics, with simi-
lar d,lta trout elsewiure, and with known facts concerning variations with
maternal ago and part Y, they concluded that it was, indeed, reliable except in
regard to the reporting of early fetal deaths (under 20-weeks gestation) on the
part of women over 50 years of age..

The particular findings of their study which :ire of :interest here are shown
graphically in Figuie h, which shows relative mortality rates in early and late
gestation and front birth through 4 years by order of pregnancy. The impor.
(ant g,int is Mat at all stages, including early -Ind late fetal periods (before
and alter 2f) weeks' gestituoni death rat, highest with the higher order
pregnancies. Furthermore, when iildh od m.itality rates were calculated
(death, in age group 14 cluld:n who survived to are I), the
coriclation with birth tiCi:inly direct almost Micah The authors
state

Flo_- .ern r t't:htldhood mortality at of age exhibits
very orderly and stoking variation with ,n-der .legnaneles to an even
stronger degree than :My of the ,'her indices. this indicate that . the high

talcs for the high iordi= pretnimuy may have an envirormmtal

inomet oH,lenk:e rs otied by New, be and favendale (321. who M.

pared certain tors refatutv. i.t ; 355ri handicapped children, child deaths, or
stillbirths with control data obtained front the birth eertilicates of 213,35,3
infants Minn 1,Hween 1053 and 1959 in British Columbia. They showed
clearly, fir e inalImmations ol.vario.Js kinds were
a5sociat -.I with maternal ig.e radio than parity al, older woman is more
likely to grive1ti:11, to a chtid with a Longen unation ri"%gardles,; of 1ier

rev exeentions: ( snmitiont
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I 1Baed on 100 999 individuals

Baspd on at leas' 1000 individuals

n
I I

g
Crt

#1 _

wmw uptitton

,m5. Variation5 n infant ruortali irth rank If infant and
J-cupatiati. New Yo;k excInsive of Nev.. Y,A "ity 949-105 _

Source: Chase (30).
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Fetal deaths Neonatal lnfant deaths Childhood
weeks deaths (1-11 mortality

and over ) months)

0 0

Order of pregnancy

re 6. Variation% in (data's: mortality rates with order of pregnancy from gesta-
tion to early (Ault:lbw:ad (relative rate, , specific h2te expressed as a percentage of the rate
lot the total all pregnancies, in each age woup).11atsali, /951

Source: Yeriohaltny et aL (31)

crease in risk , offspring r4 advanced birth order for infectiv- id parasitic

diseases" -those diseases'in which environmental factors must (lave played an
important -ole,.-(b) an incn:ased risk associated with higher parity in the
younger .(no.liers, as was also observed by Morrison, et al i:1) and shown in
Figure

Fami/r ee a_ -Physh .).th. i1trch eviden examined so far!
relates to the effects of f may size on very young children. Evidence of the
perswerKe of these e is is available front several longitudinal studies of

steal growth.. The data hr,w definite, sustained Wire -ences in the growth
of Lhildreri, associated with family size and lasting through ,,doleScence.

in Great Britain the National Survey LT!' I health and Development cud:
ft/ifk-tVi.2d ttl a longtorm study of 5,386 children born during
the tits( week of March. I946. The sarnp'e was drawn from all parts of Great
Britain and included all children horn to the wives of nonmanua! workers and
of farm laborers and 25 percent of those horn to the wives of other manual
workers and the self - employed. The findings to date (and they e still being
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followed!) have been described in three boo Douglas and his co-workers
(33, 34, 35), and in numerous articles,

They found that differences in the growth of children associateld-with
family size wer not limited to the lower social cItsses and were esttthlished
by age 4,4 in (fioth sexes (33)- Douglas and Simpson have reported the find-
ings at ages 7, 11, and 15 in 1,456 girls and 1,557 boys from their original
sample (36). As is tpparcrtt in Table 5, differences associated with social class

TABU$

Unadiusted Average Mean) Heights tin inches) of Boys and Girls, by Social Class
and Number of Sibs. Great Britain, 1953-1961

Class 11

Upper middle 47.17
Lower middle 47:82
Upper manu.d 47 93
Lower in.001,0 48.15

Upper middle 55,13
Lower middle 55.98
t peer manual. , 55.70
Lo rmint4t1\7 -7 15

Upper middle 61 43
nuthile 64.73

Upper r:!.,..0 64,10
Lower I. 64.53

Boys

Number of Sibs

4, 23
47.62
47.59
41.211

64 77
64.26
03 52
63 64

Girls

Number of SO-is

3 or
More

AT 7 YEARS

3 or
More

47,72 414.65 47,71 48.12 41 1 i 47.17
47.51 47.41 48.03 47,67 4
47.15 4679 48.3i 46,95 46.94 46.14
47.07 46,29 47.61 46.89 4648 45,99

75 56.1,5 55 86 56.59 55.78
6 55 2n 57.07 56.28 55.62 ,C 04

17 54.54 56. 5.5,45 55 78 1.14
54 k . 54 48 55.14 54.76- c !,l.

A- i:15 YEARS

63.59 65.03 62 82 63,43 63.10 62.781
63,95 6344 62:85 63.34 62.63 . 62.23

± 62:75 62.84 61.90 62 64 61.78
63.4,. 112 S6 67. 23 62.21 67.02 61.57 't

Source liotistias AissliSimpsoni3t-i

were tumid at all _lees A.. association behsven family sib: was not
apparent m the upper middle clay; iprofess ! salatird. or self-employed
men with wives Irons similar hackerounds) but hectime iii r..asinely air tt5ilt
with eaLli desLent Uri Ow LIASN .t,-. 11C, Wading 11.N .111.1X I. IM IA Ili
mania dasses. It rs noteworthy, however, ihaiorily children of both sexes, in
all 'ncial cl.vices. and at ale ages appear to grow equally well.

See bli.'rgrapto
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In another British study, Grant (37) followed the growth of 1,310 children
hving London Ciii:nty housing estatei most of whom ic: re 11112J-
slued at or near their sixth, tenth, twelfth, and fourteenth birthdays, Her
findings parallel those reviewed above, but she also used her data to clarify
several points. faking advantage of the longitudinal nature °fiber material she
showed that the Miterem:es in average (mean) measurements (at various ages)
assi1mated with !molly si/e :ire, in fact, the product of Loft slower rates
of growth in eliddren from larger families. The mean increments: over a period
ut nine, I. ulpte. 1,-tween the and tenth hirthdays are shown in
Fable 6. are less in the children front larger

1 ABU r.

Gain tit Hewn! a,1 en Sonic and tenth Birthdays, by 1annly Size,
9 S 3- 060

Nut miler cc
('hildrm m

S 4)f Elmo:

S.,tiruv (.rent 117)

Boy.

i,3

22.4
22 1

height Gain between Sixth and
Tenth InrindayN 02ini

tints

23.6
23.4
23.3
22.1
22.6

he als,) examined the interaction between family size and birth rank and
produci:d some though t-provoking-resultsiSThe example is shown in Figure 7
whicl, was consuileted Iruun her data. The filmic Mows only heights in boys.
hut the saw:- 'rends are evident in hen data for height and weight in both
sexes. In exininni.' this phenomenon further. she assigned a plus or
minus "(level ineniid (DL) based on the difference in centimeters
between the ;ileisurcd height of It eaild and the expected average height for
his age, using, London data for comparison. The DL WaS assigned on. the basis
or heights oia.nned at or r age 8, to avoid growth variations produced by
pubertal growth..1nd allowed her to compare b'oth bi%s and girls. She then
compared the first and second add in consecutive pai:s of children in fain -
ittcs cIf di, fermi.' -sizes and obtained ihe d-at o shoym in 1 able 7, As she noted,
"the later-born child of any consc,:o two pair within a family tended to be
Galler th arc the preceding One:. t:r discussion, she noted:

.. that the qr.:Ake children in larger families is common to all
of them that the rirsthorn does not ;:ehieve the heigMt and weight of
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TABU, 7

Number of
Cluidom
in Family

Di.velopinenifd the mine Age, or consecutive Children
in Families of Different Sire, London, 1953=1960

Number Developmental
Birth Ranks pit fairs Level3 Difference

2 1%f old 2+0' 103 1st 1.61
2nd + 2.98 +1.37

3 1%1 and 2nd 106 lit + s')
2nd + 1.35 +0.46

2nd and 3rd 79 2nd + 0.06
3rd + 2.26 -+2.20

1st and 2nd 55 1st + 0.20
2nd + 0.56 +0.36

2nd and 3rd 63 2nd - 0.32
3rd + 0.46 +0.78

3rd and 4th 49 3rd + 0.59
4th + 0.53 +0.06

5 or re lit and 2nd 44 1st - 0.32
2nd - 0.18 +0.14

2nd and 3rd 49 2nd + 0.10
3rd + 0.51 +0.41

3rd anct 4th - 0.22
4th + 0.55 +0.77

4tli and SW 33 4th 0.05
5th - 0.27 -0.33

4Difference in centimeters between the height of a child and average height for age,
at 1- near age 8.

the fifth child in eighteen of the% idle% scat not the last but had younger sibs
following on.

Source: Grant (37, p 381.

first'-ht ns who to tinr.l roily children [the findings! suggest that-the
advent of each. additional child to a family acts as a check on the growti,

of all preceding sibs. 137. p_ .38)

Sexual maturation, another aspect of.growth and nevelopment,'is also

assts Fated vzztila family sue. Tanner. in discussing the phenomena associated

with ear Itcaturatinn in man (38), the secular (or longterm) trend, has

not-/1
one thing that

111',.ci.irche is the nunther

ill authors find significantly related an at
rf children in the family, The larger the number
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the later the rrtenarette and the less the height and weight at all ages, both
of the earlier and later born children... (38, p. 27)

Ile mentions that thls has 'en documented in Czechoslovakia and
kngland and cites malmoiltion or increased frequency of diseases, either of
which might be associated with increased family size, as possible lord fac-
tors.

Douglas and his colleagues also looked into this in the National Su, ,ey of
Health and Development mentioned earlier. In the first report of their oh-
servations (34), only the findings in girls were evaluated because they used
menarche as their definitive sign of maturation and lacked an equally satisfac-
tory ,':iterion 1,11- bo5 s. Noting the secular trend toward earlier menarche,
which has hon .cifibuted at least in part to ituvr,,Yed nutrition (38, .3 40),
Douglas fi 00.11 class differences, in sprat- of rife consider.Thle differ-
ences he !Hi 10-;.3.1 lo growth,

a...

chi

fr.

led study of these ta,..dies fails. to show any positive
een poor hying condition,s and late puberty; in ft middle
late developers wh7fend to come from the better homes,

.larch were least crowded and best equipv-ad.... 34, v. 1.08)

imd deal differences associated Nall family size, as
0 in which an olivioo relation between family size and

0; apparent, and only girlsfit, is. be seen to mature at substantially
in a more recent Ifillo-up of these same children, Douglas has

ittit Puberty :uni,rt a Sample ot Gnk In the Nitiond #ttrvcy 1 Hc.Ilth
Ikvet parent l,y t lnipteted Firmly so.e. Great tinfain 954.1957
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reported similar findings in boys, based on a standardized assessment of
maturation by physicians who examined the boys at age 15 (35).

Family Size and Intellience. We have seen that several health indicators
reflect the effect; of family size, Another important indicator, although per-
haps of well-being rather than health per se, is intelligence. Intelligence has
been extensively .studied in relation to family size, and the existence of a
striking negative correlation between the two has been known for !natty
years,

Anastasi reviewed the literature carefully a decade ago (4ft Hunt has
discussed it ,thought fully more recently (42). Studies of large populations
have shown repeatedly that children from large families score significantly
lower in intelligence tests. For example, the results of a group intelligence test
ralministered to- most of the 11-year-olds in Scotland in 1932 and in 1947
were : analyzed by the Scottish Council for Researchlin Education. In 1932
the sample numbered 87,498, and in 1947 it was 70,805. This represented 87
and 88 percent of the total populations, respectively. In both studies, a
negative correlation was found between the test scores and size of sibship
(number of children in a family). This negative correlation held true in all
social classes, even though the children's scores reflected social class differ-
ences. A random sample of 1,215 of the children tested ip.1947 were given
the Stanford Binet intelligence test; ;again the negative correlation with sib-
ship was found.* The average I.Q. of only children was 113; that of children
with five siblings or more was 91,

A second large-scale study reviewed by Anastasi was carried out in France
during 1943:44, when 2 percent of the total elementary school population of
France, age 6 to 12, was tested (41). The findings were almost identical:
mean test scores decreased with increase in family size. Only children were
found to have an average mental age I to 2 years higher than children with
eight siblings or more, and the ,differential was apparent in each age group
tested. Finally, this study showed the expected social class differences in
scores, but the negative correlation between intelligence and family size
varied among the classes, It was "clearly apparent" in children of farners,
manual laborers, and clerical workers, "negligible" in children from the mana-
gerial class, and "barely discernible- among those from the professional class.

Anastasi'also cites numerous other studies of normal children carried out
in EngLind, the United States, Greece, and Germany in which it was found
that mean intelligence test scores declined with increase in family size. In
addition, she notes that Termah, in his study of gifted children, found a
negative correizitiont between 1.0, and number of children in a family (41).

*In this case th e correlation coefficient was -.32.
-.,7,
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s 1;;.pressive as the correlation data are.the test results themselves. Fig-
ures from the British National Survey of Health and DeVelopment have been
published by Douglas (35). The performance of the children studied on the
Junior Leaving, or 11-plus, Examination is shown in Table 9, tcgether with
their test results at 8 years of age. The expected social class differences in
performance are already evident in !Ise younger children, but equally evident
at both ages and in all social classes are marked difference', associated with
family size. It should be noted further that whereas the effects of family size
on growth were ameliorated by social class in this same population (see Table
5), such was not the case with intelligence test performance.

Another study has shown the persistence of these differences into adult-
hood. Vernon (43) analyzed the data from about 10,000 British male
National Service Recruits and examined the relation between number of

TABLE 9

Average Intelligence Test Scores'', by Completed Family Size
and Social Class, Great Britain 1954-1957

Social
Class

Arc
at

Test t 2

Completed

3 4

Family Size

S 6

7

or
More Unknown

Upper II 59.87 57,31 55.80 56.49 55,65 54.45 94.0 55.00
middle 8 50.20 56.82 55.44 56.79 54.60 52.14 54.33 63.50

Lower 11 54-.60 55.27 53.20 52,02 51.81 50.11 47.81 59.00
middle 8 53.88 54.26 52.64 50.20 50.03 51.43 47.95 58.00

Upper
manual 11 52.74 52.19 49.90 48,61 47.40 45.80 40.54 47.50
working 8 52.27 51.64 49.93 48.65 47,31 48.53 42,49 44,00
Lower
manual II 50.93 48.71 48.16 46.64 45.78 44.86 42.19 44.73
working 8 51.54 49.64 48.38 47,44 45,27 45.51 42,44 45.09

All sircial I I 52.96 52.1g 50.41 48.57 47.51 46.04 42.49 47.17
classes 52.86 52.09 50.36 48.74 46.87 47.07 43.06 47.00
Social
class held 11 52.87 51.63 50.27 49,06 48.26 46.97 43,98 49.31
tainst int 8 52.83 51.69 50.23 49.07 47.53 48.03 44.61 4014

aTlthse are "T core which were designed so that the average score for all children in
the population is fifty and the standard deviation 10, ... To convert T scores into

O. the following formula may he used:

25 4- 1.5 (T score (34, pp. 34-35)

Soairee. 1) mg!
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siblings and performance on six mental tests. For purposes of analysis, he
considered "four main factors or underlying types of ability: general, verbal-
educational, spatial-mechanical, and physical." His findings, which he com-
pared with those of the Scottish Mental Survey, are shown in Table 10,

TABLE 10

Mean Standard Scores of recruits on Mental Tests of Different Types,
ti Number of Siblings, Great Britain, 1946

Number of
Siblings

Frequency
(Percent) C eneral

Verbal-
Educational

Spatial-
Mechanical Physical

Scottish
Mental
Survey

Non,. 13.3 106,6 107.2 104,6 102,3 105.8
1 22.0 105.8 10.5s 104.3 101.6 105.1
7 18.6 101,8 101.7 101.7 11)0.8 ' 101_6
3 13.8 98,8 98.5 99.5 99.8 98.6

10.4 94.9 94.7 96.7 98,7 95.8
5 7.8 93,7 92.9 95.2 97.7 94.2
6 5.2 92,4 92.6 93.5 96.4 92.8

7.8 5.5 88.9 91.6 92.9 96.5 91,8
9-11 2.8 87,9 88,2 90.6 96.2 70.1

12-17 0.4 87,2 86.2 91.6 95.8 86.5

Source= Vernon (4

Equally clear data are available ftuni the United States. In their extensive
study.. of mental !etardation in Minnesota covering the period 1910-1960,
Reed and Reed (44) reported on the findings of a subsample of 1,016 families
in which 1.(),'s were available for both parents and at least one child-a total
of 2,032 parents and 2,039 children. They describe this population with care
and, among other points, note that:

.. the sub-sample seemed to be identical with the expectations for an
intelligence curve of a normal populaCon in Minnesota. , The striking
differences to he presented are certainly net due to testing errors. (44, p.

Their findings for this population are shown in Table II; the figures require
no comment. The figures from their study, as well as those from the Scottish
survey and the scores from Vernon's "general" test (43), are shown graphi-
cally in Figure 8,

Interesting insight is provided by Scott (45), who in 1959 and 1960
studied over 4,000 London school children aged 10 to I I. Boys and girls were
represented about equally, and they were "a cross-section of children attend-
ing ordinary day schools in London." Heights and weights, as well a's informa-

1
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TABLE I I

Mean 1.Q. of Children, by Family Size,
Minnesota, U.S.A., 1910-1960

Family Size
Number of
Families

Number of
Children
Tested

Mean I.Q.
of Children

141 141 106.37 ± 1.39
2 370 583 109.56 i 0.53
3 287 606 106.75 :6 0.58
4 122 320 108.95 t 0.73
5 57 191 105.72 t 1.15
6 21 82 99.16 a 2.17
7 7 39 93.00 a 3.34
8 4 25 83.80 a 4.13
9 5 37 89.89 a 2.94

10 2 15 62.00 t 7.55

Source: Reed and Reed, (44).

110

0

6 90

0

70

children"

Scotch 11-ye -olds 4

British Army recruit 4 ..

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Number of children in family

Figure 8. Variations of 1.Q. or intelligence test scores with number of children in
England, Scotland, and the United States.

Source: Vernon (43), Reed and Reed (44).

4SI
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lion on fami;y sit.e, were obtained in a survey, and the data Wer,,- then
analyzed with the scores of verbal reasoning tests administered by the schools
the niot Leaving, or I1 -plus, Examination). Scotts findings agreed with

those obtained elsewhere: both intelligence lost scores and growth decreased
its family size increased. In addition, he presents the data shown in Table 12,
which shows "a tendency lor intelligence both to increase with height and to
le W11 is IUMIly size increases,

i lit concluded that his Findings .1 1:

(a) Wight, weight and verhal reasoning scores all tend to decrease as
family size mere,

hi Independently of family size, height and Verb at reasoning scores -id

ti rise and fall in sympathy,
Family size is more closely associated with verbal reasoning than with
height. (45, p. 11,9)

LABIA: 12

Average verbal Reasonihg, Standardized Scores
Fsanummon) by 11600 and

bannly Size, England, 1949

Number or Children in hullo.,

1(-111 Average Value Reasoning scores.'

Ind More

re.s than Ili) 0 9(42 (191 toi.2 (35) 97,5 (16) 94:5 (33)
130 0-1 34r) 1)12.1 (55) 100.4 (88) 1111.4 (52). 94.1 (55)
11; 0-1 0) 9 105 4 (701 107 0 (119) 102.4 )00.7 (44)

140 0-144 1(15.5 154) 10140 ( 4(14) 109,5 (37) 99.9144)

145 and over 105 5 (431 107.5450) 106.5 (25) 102.8 (16)

ar:igures in ti.atentliesv,.ire the _number or children in each class.

Soiree. Suitt (45).

The data in Table 1 2 also suggest that even if the constellation of causal
factors interacting in a large family is such that the children grow well, they
arc still likely to suffer in their intellectural development. The data seen in
Tables 5 o from the British National Survey of Health and Development
t ,3() ) support this concept, although from a different angle. In the upper-
middle families of that study the negative correlation between family size and
growth eventually disappeared, btit the negative correlation between family
size and intelligence remained, These families apparently can and do compen-
sate (or increased family size sufficiently to support the growth of their
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children, regardless of their number. This does nut occur with those factors
responsible for intelligence. The factors operating to impede intellectual
development in limn large fa mil; s, whatever they may he, are not
compensated fir even in upper-middle Iatmlies,

In his 1966 Oalton Lecture, Tanner (46) reviewed the evidence gathered to
date of the association between height and intelligence, and between those
two attributes and family size, 1k raises an interesting point with regard to
findings concerning family size:

1-0 summarize then: according to present data, children with many sibs
in the house are retarded in thir height growth from an early age corn-
pa rad with children of the same social class with few sibs. This is especially
true of children in poorly-off families. They also score lower in tests oc
lutelligencc or attainment. By the fine adulthood is rcaThed they have not
caught up in intelligence tests, but this may be the result only of the
vi us circle in educiitional opportunity dencribed above (46, p, 130)

The "vicious mentioned by Tanner is worth describing fur those
inclined to wonder whether the actual differences in the 1.0,'s found an
children of different family sizes are in fact of any real consequence. Tanner
noted that a 9-point difference in 1,Q, amounts to "Iwo thirds of the standard
deviation of the test score, and in the I I+ exam, for instance, corresponds to
a difference of about 15 percentile ranks at the level usually used for pass or
lair Later on he note;; that children who have that advantage in the 11+
exam -obtain an increfasing educational advantage thereafter, simply as a result
of passing these tests. I le nee they would rennin always ahead, an example of
the classical self-fulfilling prophecy or positive feedback." The power of the
sell:fulfilline prophecy- has been recently documented by Rosenthal and

.1:1,2ohson (47), who showed convincingly that teacher expectations based
the reporrat test performance (the" teachers were shown no actual results,
children have a marked effect on the performance of the children in the
classroom situ:Ilion.

171e Ellifetv Paten'

Children are more susceptible to enviromiiental anfluenees and the effects
of these influences are- mote e:!!-Ily measured. Nevertheless, there is some
evidence that tannly size takes its toll of parents, too.

tinnifr Si:e and Parental Health_ Chen and Cobb (27) cited three pertinent
studies, One ". has shown a direct linear relationship between the fre-
quency of peptic ulcer and number of children for a group of employed
men.` A study of women showed "... a positive association between rheu-
matoid arthritis and large numbers of children." A study of blood pressures,
intobf stingly enough, has shown no such relationship: " blood pressures
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are higher among the childless, he they men or women, and ... in general the
greater the number of children the lower the pressure. l'urthermore, in a four
year in' erval men and women who added to their families had on the
average stualli,,r ,,ses in pressure than those who did not.-

flare anti Shaw 148) studierd fifty-five British families divided according to
the number of children under 10 years of age. They found that both physical
and mental ill health in parents increased with family size, and more
markedly so in mother, than in fathers. Interestingly, they reported that
overall inciden,A: of illness in the children did not increase with family size,
but they attributed this to the tact that the mothers of larger families were
too busy ,to take their mildly ill children to their physicians or seek other
attention, hence, recorded ilinesses in these children were low,

.11aternal Health. A study of sociocultural factors in the
epidemiology ail hypertension among the Zulu of South Africa has been
reported by Scotch (49). llis study, carried out 'in 1951-) included Zulu men
1;n1 women in two communities, one a rural native ry:Trve and the other an
urban "location- near Durban. fle found that hypertension more COrtl
mot in the "location," that women ere more affected than men, and that
the prevalence inerea,,ed with ago. Among the variables wQmineti was the
number of children. lo Inc Zulu women truth the "location," the incidonve of
hypertension increaser' -,,yoth the numb' r of children, The difference found in
woolen with five nr more children compared with those with (bur ,r less was
sha%s;i.:alk 1' a1 L1 oor find this din-etc:nee among woi)t di living
in rural ,da, mnented as follows

ire lb- omen Yn manly children 113,1 a nigher prevalence of
flvpertet;sioi, thdn re,/ c!hddin., whert.as in the rural area there

as no rclationst, 'in her of chi:dren and hypertension... In
tia.ntional Jolla ,0 .tatu3 is clearly related to her ability to
bear du;drea . a gre , number of aildren would in no way be stress-
1.41. t ne n.,Ids true in the city, where a large number of

rru .. As long as :a woman ha,i. a minimum
noTiiber :ter wire is see.re, Rut should she have too many
chillren. I difficult in inn ways.. , 1210i

Ode lindings have been rerortcd play who studied the
oltural change on the menial health tit Yoruba women in Nigeria.

site e%. cted to !kid evidoice -accultthative stress" among Yoruba
Anroen who had been -western educated'' in comparison with those who

1onaLeolnirated Measurement ot mental health u.,Is ''based on sys-
remark_ que,drons .faked it the women based on psycLphysiologreal ser'sa-

ihv
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turns and psychiatric experiences, and on data regarding each subject's social
.idjustment given by a knowledgeable informant."' The findings did not reveal
any significant difference between the mental health of "acculturated" versus
unacculturated" women, but they did show the following correlation
between mental health and numbers of children:

I he harrcii viinmen front both groups have the poorest mental health;
the points itcif uptiinally good mental health coincide with the women who
have 2, or 4 children, and there is again poor mental health in both
groups linorig women with 6 or more children. (50, p, M)

tmally, from England then{ some intriguing data from Pyke's study of
the relationship hetween parity and the incidence of diabetes in women, most
it whom were over 45 at the time or onset (5I ). In a comparison of the

number of women in each parity group among the diabetics with that of a
control population, the increase :n diabetes with increasing parity of the
1Ni-inlet' was dramatic and highly significant statistically, as suggested by Fig-

,ore 9.
The effects of increasing numbers of pregnanciespregn incies on mothers must also be

mentioned here. A large number of pregnancies is a necessary precondition
for a large number of children, although it is obvious that where infant or
childhood mortality rates are high, a mother may belong in the "grand multi-
para" group and yet have only a few living children. Repeated pregnancies
followed by prolonged lactation periods will, among other things, produce
sustained needs for high quality protein in the diet. In the many parts of the
world where these deeds are poorly met, the result is what Jelliffe has termed
the -"maternal depletion syndrome" (14 ). This process may contribute to low
birth weight of their infants, to poor performance in lactation and, ulti-
mately, "... this cumulative process plays a part in the premature ageing and
early death often seen among Noma in developing regions."

Direct evidence concerning this condition is scant, although most clinicians
who have worked in such countries would certainly agree with Jaffe. in-
direst evidence, however, is available. Wright (52), for example, studied
maternal mortality figures for Ceylon during 1962-63 by maternal age group,
Ile found that in age groups 35 to 30, 40 to 44, and 45 to 49 the risk of
maternal mortality exceeded the overall average maternal mortality risk by

irs of I.5. 1.0, and 3.3 respectively. Advancing age per seas undoobtedly
operating here. but in a country like Ceylon advancing age and advancing
parity are closely connected, and Eastman and Hellman (53) have stated that
the effects of the, two factors on increasing maternal risk are additive --each
increases the risk independently.

Perkin (54) has examined similar data from Thailand that tends to confirm
the findings from Ceylon. Among other things, lie reported that in I963
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Figure 9. Variation with parity in
45 years of age, England, 1956,

Source: Pyke (59).

incidence of diabetes beginning in men over

women over age 35 contributed 22 percent of the births,* but that 38 per-
cent of all maternal deaths occurred in this age group. Not only does mor-
tality increase but obstetrical complications also increase with maternal age,
as, is shown by his data in Table 13. Unfortunately, it is impossible here to
sort out the effects of age versus those of parity. That high parity is at least
present in the older _women may be deduced from the fact that the number pf
live births reported by women in various age groups continues to rise in an

almost linear fashion among Thai women over 35 years of age, as shown in
Figure 10. Furthermore, we have been able to show from our own data (15,
56) the relatively high proportion of deliveries of a higher order of parity. In

*in the United States in 1965 women over 35 contributed less than 12 percent 1

births (55).

4
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TABLE 13

Complicated Deliveriesa by Age of Mother, Women's Hospital,
Bangkok, Thailand, 1964

Maternal Age Deliveries

Complicated Deliveries

Number Percent

15-19 1,521 203 13.3
20-24 6,193 693 11.2
25-29 5,956 832 14.0
30-34 2,835 445 15.7
35.39 1,294 257 19.9

40-44 444 104 12.4
45-49 47 10 , 21.3

18.291 2,544 13.9

31ncIudes' placenta previa, antepartum hemorrhage, postpartum dystocia, abnormal
presentrion, fetal distress, toxemia.

Source: Perkin (54).

20 25 30 35
Morprnal oge

45

Figure 10. Variations in total number of live births with maternal age in That women
showing continuing fertility beyond age 35.

Sources: Flawley and Prachurmok (57), Cowgill etal. (58).

4
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two rural communities mitt far from Bangkok, 385 women aged 35 to 44
years reported a total of 1,121 previous live births; 447 (39,9 percent ) were
of birth rank five or higher.,

This does not settle the matter of course; what is needed are studies in
which both maternal age and parity are properly controlled, In the meantime,
Perkin's contention (54) that older, high parity women constitute a "high
risk- group seems reasonable. Knowledge, Attitude, and Practice (K.A,P.)
surveys (!5, 58) have shown that 85 percent of Thai women over 35 years of
age, regardless of parity or number of living children, state that they want no
more children, If these women could achieve that desire, one might expect to
eliminate around a third of the maternal deaths.

to Eviou:Ncr-: NcERNING 1-1Em.rit CoNsEQuNufs
MITI I NTERVAL

Although the total number of children occurring in a family is the most
important determinant of population lAessure within that family, the interval
between births is a factor which rmukt not be ignored, Obviously, in the
absence of effective family planning, thq mother who has children at frequent
intervals is likely to have more of them\ Equally obvious is the fact that the
more young children there are in a houehold, the greater the demands upon
the mother's energy and-skills in providing adequate care for them.

Interestingly enough, data relating infant mortality to birth interval have
been available for decades, In 1923 Huse published a study carried out in
Gary, Indiana, of 1,135 births, excluding first -births (59), She found an
infant mortality rate of 169.1 (per 1,000 live births) when the interval since
the preceding child was less than 15 months, and tin rate was 102,8 if the
interval was greater than 24 months.

Not long thereaftei in 1925 Woodbury published the results of an investi-
gation of some causal factors of infant mortality and included study of the
association between birth interval and infant Mortality, among 8.196 births'
occurring in Baltimore, Maryland (60). He pound the following variations:

Birth interval I Year 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years

Neonatal (up to 28 days) mortality
rates 51,1 37.3 36,7 38,1

Infant mortality (up to 1 year) rates 146,7 98.6 86,5 84.9

Eastman, in discussing the effect of birth intervals 20 years later (62),
quoted Woodbury's conclusions!

*Yerushalmy (61) reports this figure as 7,882, but quote the same mortality ligures
as Eastman, I have not personally been able to obtain Woodbury's original monograph.
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the flints bann after short intervals had a markedly high rate of
n +artality from all causes. Fvidenny some factor that is intimately con-

nected won the shint intVrval perhaps through the influence of frequent
births upon the mother's health Jittected adversely the chancesot lite Of
the infants who billowed closely Jitter preceding births. (62, p. 4,15)

I t M4;1 T ',IN.

Voodbury's immograph is a reserved ;Ind scholarly Way, largely
objective insharacter , and it contains no suggestion whatsi Yt.4er as to what
might he done to reduce infant mortality in the short interval groups. But
those interested in the furtherance of birth control were quick to see a
remedy. Certainly, they reasoned, if conception could be prevented in
wonien during the first year or two afte'r childbirth, the high mortality
ass4rcaated with the short interval could be prevented, And forthwith the
Woodbury study became one of the cornerstones of the birth control
movement and has remained so ever since, Upon it, indeed, is based the
entire rationale, front a medical viewpoint, of so-called "child- spacing," a
term which has .come to be a sort of euphemism for contraception in

, (62, p.

pi. Fastman's somewhat di raging tone wars prompted by the fact that
his own study, which he was reporting at the time, had failed, to reveal a
similar association. His study will he discussed later, but students of the
history of changes in attitude toward family planning on the part of the
medical profession would be rewarded by reviewing the recorded comments
in the discussion which followed the presentation of his report in Chicago in
lo43.

Since the studie's of _use, Woodbury, and Fastman, there have been a
number of further investigations of the effects of birth 'interval. They are as
varied as the studies of family size, although fewer in number, and.several of
the studies previously referred to examined both variables in analyzing their
data. Much of the work has been concentrated upon the fetal, perinatal
(around the time of birth), infant, and early childhood mortality: there is
surprisingly little data concerning the effects on the mother herself, although
one might reasonably expect the "maternal depletion syndrome" mentioned
earlier (14) to IN; aggravated by repeated short intervals as Much or more than
by excessive numbers of pregnancies.

In the following pages, more recent studies about the effects birth
interval will he discussed.

The f jfrets can Wren

Birth Interval and ,1lltrtafftr. The association between birth interval and
mortality from gestation thiough arly childhood was examined in the retro\
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soective study on the island of Kauai by Yerushalmy and his colleagues (31).
Their methods were summarized earlier, but one detail is of special interest
here. Yerushalmy, in an earlier, report ,(61), had described the effects of
prematurity on the association between birth interval and mortality. He gave
Eastman (62) credit for pointing out that if a full-term infant is to be born
within a year after the termination of a previous pregnancy, conception
would nave to occur within 3 months of that termination, whereas aborted
fetuses pr prematurely horn infants, conceived 4 months or more after the
previous) delivery, could still be born within a year of the previous delivery,
The high rates of mortality associated with prematurity would therefore
artificially inflate the mortality rates of the 1-year-or dess birth irfterval group,

FOE this reason, they based their analysis of the Kauai data on pregnancy
interval rather than birth interval, in addition, they calculated the relative
mortality rates for the various fetal and child age groups in each pregnancy
interval in order to bring out the differences more clearly. Their finding_ s are -
shown in Figure 11, where it is clear that for all child age groups, death rates
are highest in the shortest interval groups. For fetal and neonatal deaths,
when biological factors are most important, rates are highest in the shortest
interval group. They decrease to a minimum with an interval of around 2
years, then increase as' the interval increases further; though never equaling
the rates in the shiniest interval. For postneonatal and early childhood mot=
tality, when environmental factors would be most important, the association
is consistent and almost 11,1,!ar: as intervals increase: chance~ of survival in.
crease.

Yerushalmy had already examined the effect of birth interval on stillbirths
(61). He studied all the births and stillbirths that occurred in the United
States during the 5-year period 1937-1941.These were classified according to
age of mother and parity, and the sample included 7,151,631 births, of which
211,079 were stillbirths. He analyzed the data on the basis of the assumption
that, in general, for woloen in the same age group, the interval between births
decreases with increa:-.ing parity, and thus provides, as he termed it, an in-
direct 'method of studying birth interval. While all of

two
data need not be

reviewed in detail, it is pertinent here to mention two of his observations..
First, he noted that when the stillbirth rates were tabulated aceording to age
and parity, the minimum ("best") rates appear in increasingly older age
groups as -parity increases -as the probable interval between births increased,
the stillbirth rates declined. Second, he observed

It is remarkable that although the level of the stillbirth rate is higher for
nonwhite than for total births, and although the effect of the birth-order
fa for and the effect of the age-ofmother factor by themselves are less
pronounced among nonwhite chap among total births, the percentage in-
crease or decrease in the stillbirth rate which mayAle attributed to the
factor of interval between births varies in a strikingly similar. fashion for
nonwhite as for total births.
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Figure 11. Variaticins in relative mortality rates (see Figure 6) with the interval
between the termination of one pregnancy and the beginning of the neet from gestation
through early childhood, Hawaii, 1953:

Source: Ycrushalmy et al. (31).

Eastman's study (62), mentioned earlier, was alsc, retrospective and was
based on 5,158 consecutive births (excluding births to primiparas and also
-.well-attested criminal abortions ") delivered at the Johns Hopkins Hogpital
between late 1936 and mid-1943. He analyzed his data according to interval
since the preceding birth: very brief, less than 12 months; _brief, 13 to 24
months; moderate-, 25 to 48 months; long, more than 48 months. Abortions,
stillbirths, premature delivery, and neonatal deaths were all appreciably
higher in the very brief interval .group. In all other interval groups these rates
were much lower and similar to each other.

Eastman -noted that if a previous delivery were followed by a conception
that ended in abortion or premature delivery, both deliveries were more likely
to take place within a,year. His "very brier was in other words, artifically
exaggerated; so he attributed the differences he had observed to this fact?r.
Because the differences among the other interval groups' were minimal, he
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concluded that birth interval was not a significant factor. Yerushalniy, in
discussing this (61), called attention to the time factor affecting prematurity
in the brief interval group, as well as possible biases associated with admission
policies which might affect a series of patients from only one hospital, He
concluded that Eastman's lindings:did not necessarily contradict those of
other investigators.

In the cross-sectional study of all births is England and Wales mentioned
earlier, the effect of birth interval was also examined, in this case by anotl'fer
indirect method (27), Having data available concerning duration of marriage,
the investigators assumed that the birth interval would be brief in the case of
mothers giving birth to, a second child after less than 2 years of marriage, or a
third after less than 3 years, They therefore considered such births "closely
spaced" and compared the mortality rates in that group with the rates in all
other births. Their results are shown iri Figure 12, where it may be seen that
in all maternal age groups and in all social classes the postneonatal mortality
rates are higher in the closely spaced group than in the other groups. These
rates are also higher in younger mothers, as we saw in the previous data, and a
third closely spaced child is at greater risk than a second such child.

They also, found, it should be noted, somewhat higher rates among first
hijrris horn aftei less than a year of marriage in all maternal age groups and all
social classes than in first children horn later, The differimees here were not as
great as those bietween,"closely spaced" .and "others," but they concluded
that "'duration of marriage', then, apparently reflects something in addition
to birth spacing, since first children are also affected by it (27, p. 105).
Clearly children horn ear in the first year of marriage would 'either have
been born prematurely and exposed to the risks of higher Mortality aSso.
elated with prematurity, or have been conceived premaritally. One can only
speculate about the effects of premarital conception, but it seems likely that
many mothers in such situations would receive less than optimal prenatal care
and be subject to more emotional stress than mothers who conceive their first
child after marriage.

Finally, Gordon and Wyon, in their prospective study of children born in
villages (18, 10) also sought an association between birth interval and

mortality rates. They compared the rates in their study children grouped
according to the interval between the index child (the individual within a
group under study) and the pieceding'sibling. The data are shown in Table
14. Both neonatal and infant mortality rates were appreciably higher among
infants horn at., short intervals, and the differences observed, even in this
relatively small population, were statistic-ally significant,* It is `interesting to
note that in the environment in which they carried out their study, marked
declines in mortality rates occurred only after an interval of, 4 years,

.01 to mot.
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figure 12_ Comparison het,:veer, postneonatal mortality or closely spaced and other,

births, (top) comparing three maternal age groups and (bottom) three _social class

groupings (see Figure 1), England and Wales, 19491950.
Source: Morrison et al. (Th.

47'

In discussing this finding the authors noted (53) that, "An even greater

effect of short interval would be anticipated fo\r the first born of the two
siblings" (63, p. 371). On the arrival of a no.vborn, the preceding child would

be deprived of attention from his mother, his nutrition might suffer, or

32-811 0 -'78 - 32
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TABLE 14

Mortality of 1,479 Children Born in Eleven Punjab Villages,
by Interval between Observed and Preceding Child,

India, 1955-1958

interval Neonatal Mortality:
between Number [Nadu per 1.000
Births in of Infants Aged Less
Months Births Than 28 Do.isa

Infant Mortality: Second Year
Deaths per 1,000 Mortality:
Population Aged Deaths per 1,000

Less Than 1 Yearb Populations

Primipara 231 95.2 175.4 68.7
0-11 34 88,2 205.9 105.3

12-23 432 972 201.9 54.9
24-35 491 57.0 132.2 89.0
36.47 175 57_1 137.9 57.7
48 112 35.7 108.1 29.0

Unknown 4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total 1.479 73.7 160.6 67.9

- Number . 1479.
bNumber = 1457.
CNumber . 854.

Source; Gordon et al_ (63),

weaning occur earlier with the consequent weanling diarrhea so often seen'in
developing countries (64). The younger he is when this occurs, the more
serious the consequences are likely to be,

During the period of their study the index children who could be observed-
for a sufficient length of time after the birth of a subsequent sibling were few
in number. The authors report the following, however:

From the data which exist, the suggestion is that the effect of a short
birth interval is more marked for the first child of a pair than.it is for the
second, as definite as that is. (63, p. 372)

Birth Interval and Morbidity. No studies of the association between acute
illness and birth interval have been found. 'As remarked earlier, however,
death is the, extreme end of- the -spectrums of morbid processes, and the
clear-cut associations baween mortality rates and birth interval in the post-
neonatal and 1-to-4-year age grobps seen-above would surely lead us to expect
an increase in illness among closely spaced children.

With regard to more Chronic processesmalnutrition, for example
Gordon's remarks above (63) concerning the effects of interval on the pre-
ceding child are particularly relevant. It is also pertinent to note that one of
the most severe forms of malnutrition seen in developing countries was called
kwashiorkor by Williams when she first reported it in 1935 (65). In discussing
this many years later (66). she reported that in the African tribal language,.

4 97
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from which she took the term it means "the disease of the deposed baby
when the next one is born."

We investigated this situation in our study of malnutrition among pre-
school children in rural Colombia. When children were grouped according to
the interval between the index, or observed, child and the following sibling
and the prevalence of malnutrition calculated for each group, the results
shown in Table 15 were obtained. It is clear that only among children who
were over 3 years of age at the birth of their following sibling is there an
appreciable decline in the prevalence of malnutrition.

TABLE 15

Malnutrition in Preschool Children by Interval until Next Sibling,
Candelaria, Colombia. 1963

Interval etween ' Percent of Children
Child and Next Percent of Total in Interval Croup

Sibling ' lumber of Children Population in Who Are
(Months) in Interval Group Interval Group Malnourished

'12 or less 50 10,2 40.0
l3 -l8 163 7' 313 42.9
19,24 140 28.6 40.0
25-30 7L 14.5 50.7
31-36 35 7.2 57.1
37-42 19 3.9 26.3
42 11 2.3 27.3

Source: Wray and Aguirre (10).

The number of preschool children in a family provides an indirect measure
of spacing or crowding, -since the interval must necessarily:be short if there
are fair or more such children in a family. When the preschool children_ iri
Candelaria were grouped in this fashion, the results obtained suggested that
this is indeed the case, as may be seen in Table 16. In this case, the difference
In the rate among children from families with three or less preschool children,
and those from families with four or more is statistically significant.*

Finally, in their study in the district, of Bang Pa -In (15); our students in
Bangkok investigated the association between interval (again between index
child and following sibling) and mablutrition and found a similar, statistically
significanreffeet, as indicated in.Table 17'.

Birth Interval and Prematurity. Eastman, as mentioned earlier, found high
rates of prematurily arming children born after' a "very brief" interval (62).

*"p" < .05,

4 98
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TABLE 16

Malnutrition in Preschool Children Grouped by Number of
Preschool Children in Their Families,

Candelaria, Colombia, 1963

Number of Preschool Total Malnourished Children
Children/Family Population Number Percent

3

4

5 or more

Source: Wray and Aguirre (101,

173 59 34.2
364- 146 40,1
366 147 40.2
140 66 47.1

25 13 52.0

TABLE 17

Malnutrition in Preschool Children by.1nterval until Next Sibling,
Bang Pa-ln, Thailand, 1969

Interval between Child
and Next Sibling Total

(Months) Population
Malnourished Children

Number Percent

Less than 24 43
More than24, 49
No child following 119

Source: A Health and Demographic Survey of Bang Pa-1n (15).

70
53
37

Douglas, -in an investigation of factors associated with prematurity, also ex-
amined the effect of birth interval (67). His data were derived from interviews
of all mothers who delivered: ilabies during I week in March, 1946.* A large
number of mothers -90,5 percent, or 13,687cooperated in the interviews.

Douglas found that social class differences in the risk 'of prematurity were
present but relatively unimp ortant. Risks appeared to be greatest in "two
well-defined groups of working-class women, namely prirniparae aged 20 or
less, and multiparae with closely spaced pregnancies" (C7, p. 159).

After examining his data further, Douglas made the following comment:

In the present survey 48 percent`of working-class mothers spaced
their pregnancies either so closely or so far apart that they ran an abnor-
mally high risk of giving birth to a premature baby. If they all could have

it was from these children that the sample of 5,386 were selected for allow -up in
the-National Survey of Health and Development ill the United Kingdom, referred to
earlier (33, 34, 35),
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been persuaded to leave internals of 3 to 6 years between births, the
prematurity rate for subsequent pregnancies would have been reduced by
21 Percent. (67, p. 158)

It should be added that other factors may have been operating in the
longer interval group. These women may have had abnormalities which ac-
counted for infertility and prematurity.

Birth Interval and Growth. In the studies reported from Candelaria (10),
growth was used as the indicator of nutritional status and was found to be
associated with birth interval. One other study, that of Grant (37). also
examined the effect of birth interval. She, too, was concerned about the
effect of interval on the preceding child. Her conclusions regarding the cross-
effects of birth rank and family size may be recalled here:"... the advent of
each additional child to a family acts as a check on the growth of all pre-
ceding sibs...." (37, p. 38

Her findings for birth nterval and growth are presented in Table 18. The
differences support the view that birth internal has an effect, but she notes
that they are not statistically significant.

Mean Height

TALI 18

th Birthday Related to Interval between Births,
London, 1953-1960

Nuniher ntt htldren in F:initly
Mean IF.igla (cm I

Boys

Mean tor all "first or two.` 114.0 I 13,9
Mean for 1st when 2nd

follows within 2 years I 13 0 113.1

n for all -last or three"' 115.6 115.0
Mean for lit when 2nd

killows within 2-years 116.5 113.0

1 tor all "second of three' 114.6 112.0
Mean for 2nd when 3rd

tollOws within 2 years 113.2 109.6

Source Grant 137

Birth Interval rind Intelligence. We saw abundant evidace of a negative
\ correlation between intelligence test performance (on a 'Wide variety of such`
\ tests) and family size. There is no such abundance when it comes to evidence
\ concerning the effects of birth interval. lnfacl, it appears that only in the

British National Survey dr Health and Development has the matte: been
examined. Douglas and his colleagues, who reported the findings in this part
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of the study in the third bok of heir series (35), were interested in the
effects of spacing on vocabulary as well as upon intelligence (-attainment")
tests in general.

In order to investigate vocabulary, they limited their consideration to
children of middle-class families in which verbal stimulation,-when present,
would he at a high level and living conditions would deteriorate relatively
little even when births were closely spaced. Upon analyzing the data, they
found that

in each size of middle-class family, the vocabulary scores of the chil-
dren are relatively high when births are widely spaced and relatively low
when they are close together. (35, p. 126)

They also noted that although differences In nonverbal test scores were
slight, the \ocabulary scores decreased in the test at age 8 as the number of
other young children in the families increased: In the same children at age 1.5
a similar fall was observed in the reading test scores, which are obviously
related to vocabulary content.

They also examined the effect of interval on general attainment. Pointing
out r,tat in three-child families there are twenty-four possible combinations of
sex and rank even before birth spacing is considered, he limited his analysisto
the data from two-child families. On comparing test scores for three interval
group's 2 yea:s or less, 2 to 4 years, and more -than 4 years they found

remarkahly consistent differences in which the highest scores, at
each age, are made by those with medium birth intervals. is no

'evidence however that those with medium birth inter/als increase their
lead in the attainment tests between 8 ane, 15 years, and the effect of birth
spacing on performance seems to be -fully established by the age of 8,
when they were first tested. (35, p. 132)

The Effects on Mother

Earlier comments on',the "Materr .1 depletion ,syndrome" (14) should
apply to mothers whose pregnancies are too close together as readily as to
those whose pregnancies are too numerous. Short intervals betw4en. preg-
nancies would provide too little time for recovery, especially 'among women
on diets that are only marginally adequate. Common sense' and clinical im-
pressions aside, however, the evidence is extremely scanty.

Eastman, in his. Johns Hopkins study (62), has provided the only data
available. He examined five factors in relation to birth interval: maternal
anemia during pregnancy, .toxernia of pregnancy, postpartum hemorrhage,
puerperal fever, and maternal mortality. Anemia (hemoglobin less than 1(J

grams per 100 cc of blood) was more common (34.5 percent) in the "very
brief- group (interval less than 12 months), but he considered the group too
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small warrant conclusions. The incidence of anemia was lower in the other
intervals and the differences among them were not significant, although the
lowest rate observed, (23,c., percent) was in, the "long" (more than 48 months)
group.

The most striking effect" he absolved was the association between
toxemia pregnancy and birth interval. As he stated in his conclusion,

The longer the interval between births, the more likely the mother is to
suffer from some form of hypertensive toxemia of pregnancy, The inci-
dence of this complication is lowest.when the interval is twelve to twenty-
four months, significantly higher when it is twenty-four to forty-eight
months, and much higher when it exceeds four years. In the present study
this was equally true ok white and colored ward patients and private
patients. In patients whNiave had a previous hypertensive toxemia of
pregnancy, the likelihood of repetition becomes progressively greater as
the interval becomes longer. (62, p. 462)

Eastman was unable in this sample to control for maternal age which is
also associated with toxemia of pregnancy, Of course, as interval increases,
age of mother increases.

None of the other factors he"examined, hemorrhage, infection, or ma ernal
mortality, was found to be associated with birth interval.

THE-, QUESTION OE CAUSE AND EFFECT

Investigations of the causal role of family size or birth interval in regard to
the "effects" described earlier 'ire extremely few in number. The problem, as
noted from the start, is complicated by, the Lact that all of these effects are
unquestionably the product of many interacting causal factors. Nevertheless,
there is some evidence, both direct and indirect, concerning the place of these
two factors in the causal web,

Common Sense Effects

Family Size and Food Expenditures_ Wherever families arc dependent on
cash income for the purchase of food, every additional member of the family
adds to the strain on the family food budget. Our study in Candelaria (10)
showed this clearly, as may be seen in Figure 13, inewhich per capita food
expenditures per week are plotted against the number of living children per
family. In situations in which families must buy their food and when food
expenditures fall o such an extent in association with increases in family size,
then common sense suggests that nutrition would suffer and the increase in
malnutrition with family size that we saw in Table 2 should not be surprising:

There is some evidence to show that this` phenomenon is not limited to
agricultural day laborers in a developing country. In the United States an
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Figure 13. Per capita food expanditures per week by number of children in the
family, Candelaria, Colombia, 1963-1964.

Source: Wray and Aguirre ( I 0).

extensive survey of consumer expenditures and income was carried out by the
S Department of Labor and the U.S. Department of Agriculture in

1960-61. Their report (68) includes a detailed review of expenditures by
income group as well as by family size.

In Table 19 the figures, were obtained simply. by expressing the reported
expenditures for food as a percentage of the total expenditures in each family
size-income class category. The data show two things clearly: as income rises,
families spend a smaller proportion Of it for food, but as family size increases,-
a higher_ percentage- is spent for food at All income levels. This parallels the

bservations in Colombia exactly. In Table 20, however, we see that the end
result of spending :1 higher proportion of income for food is also parallel to
thd- situation in Colombiathe average per person expenditures fall signifi-
candy as LimilY size increases_ The total family expenditures increase with
income, but the average spent per person decreases with family size at every
level, including the highest income classes. Furthermore, the decreases are
considerable: six-or-more-person families are spending around 40 percent less
per person than are the three-person familieS at every income level up to -
$ 15,00Q or higher.*

The report ineludes.data on expenditures for rood prepared at home and rood away
:.from home. Only the former were used in these calculations. The rationale for this

choice was: (a) It is food prepared at home that largelydetermines the nutrition of
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TABLE 19

-.xpenditures for Food, as Percent of Total Expenditures for Current
Consumption, by Family Size and Income Class,

United States. 1960-1961

447

(percent)

Income Class:3
(U.S. Dollars/
Family/Year

Family Size

3 Persons 4 Persons 5 Persons 6 or More

Number of Famlies in Sample

2,486 2,241 1,449 1,512

5 1,000- 1,999 28.0 26.5 29.2 34.0
2,000- 2,999 25.0 25.4 27.6 32.1

3,000s. 3,999 22.5 22.8 24.1 29.6
4,000- 4,999 20.5 22.2 25,2 27.4

5,000- 5,999 19.7 22.2 22.7 27.1

.6.000- 7,499 16.6 20.6 22.4 24.7
7,500- 9,999 17.7 190 21.3 22.4

10000-14,999 14.8 16.2 180 20.8

15,000 11.9 13.2 15.4 16.2

Average 18.6 19.7 21.4 24.4

`IThe data for the income claSs less-than-51,000 have been omitted: the effect of in-
come taxes at this level, as noted in the Report, made the figures erratic: also the re-
lationship between income and current consumption is often highly erratic.

Source: BLS Report No 237-93, Part 2, Tables I E, F & G, 1966 (69)-

TABLE 20

ciliated Food Expenditures in 1960 Dollars per Person per Week, by
Family Size and Income Class, United States, 1960-1961,

(:$'s(wceklpersori)

Income Class

Family Size

3 Persons 4 Persons 5 Persons 6 or More

$ ,000- 1,999 3.55 2.75 2.23 1.74

2.00(1- 2.999 4.37 3.86 3.19 2.42

3,000- 3.999 5,24 4.36 3.93 ,3.09

4,000- 4.999 5.93 '4.95 4.41.1 3.61

5,000- 5,999 6.45 5.73 4.74 4.06

6,000. 7.499 7.25 6.13 5.60 :4.44

7,500- 9,999 8.17 6.89 6.21 4.97
10,000- I 4,999 8.8 7,88 6.67 5.47

15,00(1 978 , 8.69 13/.98 7.04

Source: BLS Report No. 237-93, Suppl. 3-Part A, Tables 2 G & II, 1966 (70).

_

children, and (1) the expenditures for food away from ll1'o_me represent a significant
proportion of the total loud budget only in the higher Incolftc groups.
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The significance of the figures in Table 20 can be appreciated belating
them to food prices current at the time of the survey. The United States
Department of Agriculture periodically issues food plans with costs, devised
to provide a nutritionally adequate diet for individuals of both sexes and
various ages in a family of four. I have reviewed their plan for October of
1960 171). Taking the estimated cost of 1 week's food. for the "low-cost
plan" (and ignoring the "moderate-cost" and "liberal" plans, which are ap-
proximately 25 percent and 50 percent more expensive respectively), a crude
average of around S5.50 per person per week can be calculated. (The range is
from $3.00 per week for children under 1 year of age to $8.60 per week for
nursing mothers.) If these .2stimatls are valid, then itis clear that many of the
families surveyed in 1960 were not spending enough to provide an adequate
diet.

Some benefits from quantity food purchase and preparation are possible in
Jager families. In an earlier study (72) it was found that 48.7 percent of
families of six or more met recommended dietary allowances on expenditures
of $4.00 per person per week while only 31.5 percent of the three-person
families did so, At expenditures of S4.00 to $5.99 per person per week, 58.1
percent of three-person families and 85.8 percent of sbc7or-more -pers'on fam-
ilies met the recommendation. "Economy of scale," then, is possible, but it is
clear that many larger families, especially in the lower income groups, cannot
provide an 'adequate diet with the amounts they are spending.

Family Size and Mediaal Expenditures. It is relevant here to examine the
ins of family size on medical expenditures as revealed in a Bureau of

Labor Statistics (BLS) Report (68-70). Table 21 shows expenditures for
medical care, as a perccntge of total expenditures, calculated in the same way
as in Table 19. The differences in the two tables are interesting. Although
actual cash expenditures for medical care increase somewhat, the percentage
does not increase with income, as is the case with regard to food expendi-
tures. Unlike f-ood expenditures, medical care expenditures decrease as
family size increases. In spite of the fact that the need for medical care will
increase, as we have seen from the morbidity data associated with family size,
expenditures do not. It appears, then, that larger families may be depriving
themselves of medical care in order to meet other needs. No data are available
to indicate whether the arnou,nt of free medical care received by low income

''families would alter this picture. However, `free medical programs would not
have any :appreciable effect on families with incomes higher than $3,000 or
$4,000 per year,

Family Size and Maternal Care. P5?schopl children are very largely depen-
dent on their mothers. The quality of maternal care provided determines
many aspects of child health. With these truisms in mind, it is of interest to
review the effects of family size on maternal care, as shown in two British
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TABLE 21

Exp_enditures for Medical Care as Perc.-Nit of Total Expenditures for Current
Consumption, by Family Size and Income Class,

United States, 1960-1961 (percent)

Income Class

Family Size

3 Persons 4 Persons 5 Persons 6 or More

S 1,000- 1,999 7.4 9.3 6.9 4.9
2,000- 2,999 -7.6 6_0 4.5 4.5
3,000- 3,999 7.1 7.9 5.7 5.0
4,000- 4,999 6.8 6.2 5.6 5.5
5,000- 5.999 6.6 6.6 6.4 5.9
6.000- 7,499 6.6 6.4 6.1 5_8

7,500- 9.999 6_3 6.4 6.1
10.000-14.999 6.3 5_7 6.8 6.3

15,000 6.9 6.2 5.8 4.4
Average 6.6 6.4 6_1 5.8

Source: BLS Report No. 237.93, Part 2, Tables I ID, E, F & G, 1966 (69).

studies that have examined this relationship, in their classic stud* A Thou-
sand Families in Newcastle upon Tyne (73), Spence and his associates found
a statistically significaw correlation between "consistently unsatisfactory"
Maternal care and number of children, although they recognized that other
social factors, as well as inadequate housing and overcrowding, were involved.

The matter was examined in more detail in the National Survey of Dealt ::
and Development, mentioned earlier, and reported in Children Under Five
(33). Like the authors of the Newcastle study, they experienced difficulty in
trying to eliminate subjective judgments from the scoring for quality of
maternal care. The differences they observed, however, left them in little
doubt that the number of children constitrtes a significant factor. They
found that the "... efficiency of the mother is closely related to the size of
her family in each social group,' though the relationship is closest in the
manual workers' families." Their data for this group are presented ir(Table
22.

In their subsequent evaluation of the growth of the study children, they
made several interesting observations about interrelations between nutrition
and maternal care:

The two groups where maternal care appeared to have no effect on
growth were at either end of the social scale, i,e the professional and
salaried and the semiskilled and unskilled manual workers. It is possible
that when a certain level of material prosperity is reached in the family the
nutrition of the child is likely to. be adequate whatever the capacity of the
mother, Below a certain level; :on the other hand, even thg best manager
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TABLE 22

hoportio of Mothers Rated as Best in All Aspects of Child Care in
Skilled Manual Workers' Families with Varying

Numbers of Dependent Children,
England, I941.1{950

Nuns

uort
dens

1401 ,

Proportion of Mothers
Rated Best in All
Aspects of Care

(Percent)
Number of

Families

1

Sur r'

44.7
33.0
27.3
16.1
10.1

262
441
286
112
80

licilisights ;And Blottifield (25).

ow provide:: an adequate diet for her child with the money avail-
is interest that even in the professional and salaried group

tend care seems to become of importance in relation to the growth of
,,00rllior laterborn children. With blackcoated workers it only becomes
'0 pia 'Ate the first child, whereas with skilled manual workers it
I zimilohc irri or tan t after the third, (33, italics theirs)

the
/4 y,graraling Effects of Pandit, Size

examining the data obtained in the study of preschool children in
erdelail3(10), rarnily size was one of several factors found to be associated

oulnutrilion _ Some of the interactions between these factors were ex-
J. flit aggravating effect of increasing numbers of children became

31,ogi when cr c)ss-correlations were made with some of the other factors
ilisPoci.oled with malnutrition, Initial analysis of the (Ida, for example, had

nuilnt_t trition was more prev..lent among the children of older
rs. This was rather surprising since we expected that older mothers,

loafed rn experience, might he more competent, When we con-
,f for family size, however, the reason became -clear. The findings are

troll
InTable 23 where it may be seen that the prevalence of malnutrition

In clay
Jilin iii older mothers who have fewer children is well below the
oilywide a-rerage. The_ problem in Candelaria is that most older

htnlil
rlhave ournerous children and however competent they may be, they

finable mt-zt the .eeds of too many children, just as Douglas and
tiluladieldubscrved in England.

ahn found that children of literate mothertwere less likely to be
odd than those whose mothers were illiterate (38 percent mat-

,.f
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TABLE 23

the Effect or Numbers of Living Children on Various Factors Correlated
with Malnutrition in Preschool Children;

Candelaria, Colombia, 1963

451

factor

Total
Population

in Category

Malnourished Children

Number Percent

Vulnerable ages (12.35 months)
5 or less living children 312 154 49.4
6 or more living children 94 53 56.4

Maternal illiteracy
5 or less living children 110 46,8
6 or more living children 71 37 52,1

Maternal age (30 or more years)
5 or less living children 71 25 35.2
-6 or more living children 121 59 48.7a

a"P" = less than 0.05; X2 .' 3.34
Source; Wray and Aguirre (10).

nourished among 777 children of-literate mothers; 48 percent malnourished
among 317 children of illiterate mothers). If we assume that the education of
the mothers affects the quality of the care they provide their children, this
might have been expected. Here, too, however, numbers made a difference: in
the children of illiterate mothers there was a difference in the prevalence of
malnutrition between those with fewer and those with more siblings. Even
these mothers apparently could cope more effectively if they were not over-
whelmed by numbers, as may also be seen in Table 23.

Our basic survey had shown that the children most likely to be malnour-
ished were those between 12 and J6 months df age. Here, too, family size* had
a negative influence: children in this most susceptible age group from the
larger families were distinctly more likely to he malnourished than those from
smaller families, as is evident in Table 23.

It seems quite evident that under the circumstances which prevail in
Candelaria, parents, poor as they are, are better able to provide for their
children if the numbers are not too great. Whether the problem be poVerty or
ignorance, both of which are almost universally implicated as causal factors in
malnutrition, the effects of either are made worse by too many children in
the family.

Douglas and Riointield, in their discussion f the interrelations of family
size with Wier faCtors affecting growth in the National Study children, made
the following comments:
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In the early years when the cost of feeding a child is small, growth must
depend largely on the patience and conscientiousness of the mother and
on the adequacy of her knowledge. And we have seen that the standard of
maternal care declines with increasing family size, in the poorer groups
especially. At later ages the cost of the food itself becomes important, and
the poor growth of the later-born child will be due either to an inadequate
family income or unwise spending. The marked relation between the stan-
dar.' of maternal care and growth in those families whose income, though
not large, should be sufficientsuggests that spending habits are impor-
tant. But the lack of such a relationship in the large families of skilled
manual workers, and in all families in the poorest groups, suggests that
beldw a certain level of income even the most careful spending will not
provide a diet fully adequate for growth. (33)

It seems fair to say that in their families, as in those in Candelaria, family
size could be termed an aggravating factor.

Process ol-Elitrzination Effects

By this rather cumbersome term is meant the effects associated with fam-
ily size which-remain after other factors considered causal are controlled for,
The data need not be reviewed in detail here, but several of the studies
described earlier presented relevant evidence and three are worth mentioning
specifically,

Mdrris and his associates found that when they controlled for social class
and maternal age, infant mortality increased with parity and the increase was
relatively greatest in the younger mothers in the highest social classes, (See
Figure 3.) Whatever benefits one might expect from improved environmental
circumstances associated with higher social classes are offset by family size.
This is- not to say, however, that family size is the only residual variable
remaining to account for variations in mortality. Maternal age is also involved,
and this prompts a consideration Of maternal competence, since it is the
younger mothers who have the problem. These two factors, and probably
others, are almost certainly interacting.

The data from Douglas and his colleagues also showed clear-cut effects on
growth and intelligence associated with family size when social class was held
constant. What is clearly evident from their data (see Table 5) is that children
from small families in he lowest social classes grow as well as their age peers
in the higher social classes. In other words, lower-class mothers can and do
overcome, or compensate for, whatever factors are operating to interfere with
growth and development, providing the pressure of numbers is not too great.
On the other hand, family size has no effect in the higher social classes.

This is r;t the case, however, with regard to intelligence. Table 9 shows
that test scores are higher, in the smallest families, but social class differences
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remain, What is perhaps more important the fact that the effects of family
size arc evident within each class, even the highest.

Dime t.Ev

There is one study, to my knowledge, in which an hypothesis concerning
the nature of the effect of family size was developed and tested. Nisbet tested
his hypothesis concerning effects on intelligence among Aberdeen school chil-
dren (74), His subjects were the children *sing from primary to secondary
school in 1949 and 1959 around 2,500 each yearwho were given a battery
of intelligence tests. His idea was that the greater adult contact to be ex-
pected in smaller families would stimulate the development of better verbal
ability and that this would account for some of the association between
family size and intelligence test performance.

He tested this first by examining the association between verbal score
(English attainment) and family size, while holding intelligence scores con-
stant. He found, "All these partial correlations are negative and significantly
different from :',!r (i.e., highly unlikely to occur because of sampling fluc-
tuations), Secont, he compared the negative .correlation' with family size in
tests dependent on verbal ability with those of tests more or less independent
of such ability. He expected, and found, a greater degree of negative correla-
tion in the verbal test, though the difference was not too great. Finally, he
examined the negative correlation at various ages on the assumption that the
effect of the' environmental influencethe decreased contact with adults in
larger families"will tend to be greater at later ages when the cumulative
effect of the environment begins to show itself." The negative correlations
were indeed found to increase, both when different groups of children, aged
7,9, and I I, were compared* and also when the results at ages 7,9, and I I
of the same children were comp_ ared.t

Nisbet concludes

.. that part of (though not all) the negative correlation of family size
and intelligence test score may be attributed to an environmental influence
of the size of family on verbal development and through it on general
mental development. (74, p. 286)

Here, then, appears to be some clarification of the role of one elernent,
contact with adults, which may account for variation in intelligence with
family size. His data also show that the effect increases with increasing age of
the child. Whatever the precise causal interrelations may be, it is clear that the
process continues throughout childhood,

-.287, and -.333 respectively.
= -.209, -.226, and -.289 respectively.
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The -effects associated with family sic tart the well Ming Ott individual.s7
primarily the children in a family arc varied, but serious: increased illness,
including malnutrition, serious enough in younger children to increase mor-
tality rates; less satisfactory, growth and intellectual development: increased
illness in the parents, as well as clear cut economic and emotional stresses.
Family sire is not the only cause of these effects, bur it is clearly implicated
as an important element in the interacting network of causal factors.

The evidence regarding the effects of birth interval is less extensive than
that relating to family size but no less disconcerting. At first glance the
effect's appear to he quite similar =increased mortality, increased morbidity,
less satisfactory growth, and less adequate intellectual development, It ap-
pears, in fact, that excessive crowding (if childrentoo 'many children too
quickly in a family with a young mother will produce the same ,effects
,quickly that excessive numbers of children will produce more slowly in larger
families,

no these Are the consequences of excessive family size or
inadequate spacing of children at the family level sufficiently serious to be of
concern to policymakers or economic planners? What is needed for a con
fident answer to such questions is data that would allow us to move from the
qualitative description or cifeels provided by the evidence available to quanti-
tative estimates of the overall impact of such effects, Such data are not
available: In a way this is not surprising. Gunnar Myrdal, an internationally
preeminent economist, was compelled, because of a similar lack of data, to
justify the provision of health care in developing countries as a "moral im-
perative" in his monumental Asian Drama (75). In the light of the evidence
we have seen, one might equally well consider the limitation of family sire or
the better spacing of children a "moral imperative."

One cart, in fact, make some quantitative estimates with data
availableeven while acknowledging the need for better information, Given
the data from Scotland that the average 1.(), of children with five or more
siblings is 01, 22 points below that of Only children, what are the implications
for developing countries? In Candelaria, Colombia, we found that 27 percent
of the preschool children had five siblings or more, The implication of the
association between family sire and intelligence is such that it suggests that a
fourth of the population inay be subject to serious impairment of its intel-
lectual development. Evidence from the United States has a direct bearing
here: the President's Task Force on Manpower Conservation, appointed to
investigate why so many youths were unfit for military service, found that 47
percent of all young men rejected on mental grounds came from families with
six or more children (76), Similar quantitative data were provided by
Posamanick and Eilienfield (77) in their examination of maternal and fetal
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factors associated with the development of mental deficiency. They found
that the rate of mental deficiency was approximately 40 per 1,000 among
firstborn children, rising to 140 per 1,000 for fourth children, and then to
400 per 1,000 in sixth children--a tenfold increase over the rates in first
children_

It is also appropriate here to quote ement published by Dr. Cicely
Williams:

the "survival of the fittest" a misapplied cliche. It was not recog-
nized that the same conditions that will kill 30 percent of the babies in the
first year of life will also produce a large proportion of persons with
damaged lives who will be a burden for years and perish at a later date,
(78, p. 12801 -

Infant mortality rates are no longer so high; infant mortality attributable
to family size was probably never that high, though it is interesting to note
that in discussing population change in England in the eighteenth century
McKeown said:

.. Marriage rates were high in the eighteenth century and an increase
in the birthrate would have been due chiefly to addition of children to
existing families, rather than.:to an increase in the number of one-child
families. Hence any increase in the birth rate would have been offset
largely by an increase in postnatal mortality, (79, italics mine)

Even though mortality rates have declined since many of the studies re-
lating them to family size were carried out, we know that such rates still
prevail in many parts of the,world, and there is no reason to doubt that the
effects associated with family size are still present. Beyond that, we do know
more now about the consequences that might be expected among the chil-
dren who do not die. For example, the steadily accumulating knowledge
concerning the permanent effects of malnutrition on the growth of the brain
in young children (9) ought to give pause to anyone concerned about the
human resources- of a nation /The evidence here is such that any measure that
might reasonably be expected to reduce the prevalence of malnutrition is
worth supporting to the fullest extent possible,

Worth/ reducing family size, or increasing birth interval, reduce the effects
we have seen? Once again,- the evidence available is inadequate for an un-
qualified answer. Such evidence as there is suggests an affirmative ,answer,
derived from the fact that in those studies in which social class as well as

-family size were examined; the lower-class mothers who had only one or two
-children seem to have provided as well for their, children as the upper-class
mothers. This leaves unanswered, of course, the most important question:
would the parents of large families have provided better for their children if

32.911 J - 73
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they had fewer of them? The problem posed here mld be stated in the form
of two alternative hypotheses:,

I. Parents who do limit family size are qualitatively different from, those
who do not, This difference produces (among other things) --

a. Smaller numbers of children and
b. Healthier, more intelligent children

OR

2, Parents who do not limit family size have the same potential as those
who do, but

a, Because they lack knowledge of, to access to, means of limiting
family size, they fail to do so, and,

b, accanse:cif excessive family size,-their children are subject to more
te,:eive less adequate nutrition, and fail to achieve their full

potential fur physical and intellectual development.
Until better evidence is available, and such evidence is urgently needed, it

will he impossible to assert' that either of these is correct. In the meantirne,
however, there is evidence that mothers would like to control their family
size. K.A,P. surveys all over the world (80) have shown repeatedly that
mothers with three or four children want no snore, For lack of access to
adequate and effective means of limiting family size, many of these will have
i #acre children, and there is no way to know whether the children they a
ready have would have been better cared for if the ones their mothers did not
want had not been horn. The evidence, at the very least, suggests that they
would have.

For everyone concerned about the welfare of children, everyone who be-
lieves that-each child borti'deserves a chance to achieve his own 'best poten-
tial, the message is clear: we must, at the very least, make at possible for
parent's who do want to control their family size to do so, If effective means
are available, there is reason to believe that many will use them =and be better'
parents as a consequencee.
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TRODUCTII

The rea i of the next generation the a mp tance to

Yet we do not know the long term ramifications of recent-changes in

The most important short-term result of these changes is the

526

society

the family.

increasing reliance of parents on alternative car takers, "day care," far

their preschool. children. There are few parents who do not rely onbaby-

sitters, nursery schools, and kindergartens for the care and Stimulation of

their children during some of their waking hours during the first six years

of life. In 1976, almoet half of all children 7 to enrolled in nursery

school o ten (90 percent of the five

3 to 4 year 1 compared with 30 percent i

percent respecciw, The proportion of infants 'and toddlers in day care

year'olds; 31 percent of the

967 (65 percent and 14

is unknown.

We would concderiesi about dweh (alternative care except

that a substanilE number of preschorA,children are,49 such care for 20

hours 4 week, The most important of the recdntichanges in the family

and the one that has been most often blamed for increased reliance on alternative

care is the increasing entry into the labor force of the mothers of young

children. We will therefore focus most of our attention on the children of

working mothers, since this group is moat in need of substantial alternative

care. What is the magnitude of this phenomenon? What kind of care do

different types of working mothers choose'. Is there enough care? What will

be the need for child care by 1990 What might alter the supply of day care

or the neatly of working mothers by 1990? Finally, what, f anything, should

nr could be dons at the federal le
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PRESCHOOL CHILDREN OF WORKING MOTHERS: 1920'to 1990

Although, in the past, mothers with preschool children typically remained

at home, in recent years labor force participation rates have .n rising

er among mothers of young children than among any other grow

(from 20 percent in 1965 to 41 percent in 1972). Since 1965 the n

preschool children with working mothers has increased 65 percent, in

declining fertility. And, even though the fertility of individual won

been declining, the number of preschool children with working mothers

to continue to increase up to the year 1990. There are two reasons for th

continued increase. First, in the 198O's the large baby boom cohort will he

in their peak childbearing years. If these young women behave in a predictable

fashion. and opinions of reputable demographers vary on this issue, we expect
1

2 t

a 26 percent increase in the number of preschool children by 1990. Since, et

i

the same time, we expect the labor force participation rates of their mothers

i

to continue to increase, again, barring unforseen events. the number of child...

3
ten of working mothers _ for this reason as well We predict at

i

children of working mothers by 1990,

i

1977 there an estimated 18.5 million preschool children in the United I

States, of Whom 6.2 million (34 percent) had working mothers. By 1990 the e

witl be 24.1 million preschool children, 10.4 million (about 43 percent) with

67 percent increase in the n

working mothers (Table 1).

DAY CARE IN THE 1970'S

Although the range of possible types of alternate care is enormous

general, parents rely on in-home care and care by relatives. In 1965. near

two-thirds of all preschool children of working mothers were cared for by 4

relative (Table 2). Of the other one-third, 15 percent were cared for in the

y

child's home by a babysitter or housekeeper; 16 percent were cared for in'the



Table 1

timitea snd.Projections of'Children with
Mothers in the Labor Force, 1970-1990 a/ b/

(in thousands)

1970 1975 1977 1980 . 1985 1990,

Total

Children
Under 6

19,321. 17.792 18.501 20,358 23,553 24,164

Children
1 1

Under 6
with Mothere
in the

5,490 6,385 6,253 7.532 9,421 10,453

Labor Force

Percent of
Children 28.4 32.4 37.0 40.0 43,2
Under 6

with Mothers,
in the
Labor Force

i

Sourcea: "Children of Working Mothers," S ecial_abor Fort
F114, 154, 165. L74
"Summary of S refill Labor Force Report, March 1975

"Almost Half of All Children Have Mothers in the Labor Force."
Monthly Labor Review, June 1977

Tables from the Bureau of Labor Statistics on children with
working mothers. McijMt Labor Review, forthcoming.

"Projections of the Population of the United States:
1975 to 2050." Current Population Reports, Series,
P -25, No 601, October 1975.

b/ Preliminary projection& of the number of children-under 6 with mothers
in the labor force by Ralph Smith, The Urban institoke.

Re

1



Table 2

Day Core Arroogetents: Humber of Preoehool

(46) Children with Nthers 0 the Labor.

Force by Type of Arrangement and Year,

Past end Projected

(in thousaods)--

(Pr porri,n

Type of in

Arnin ou,sir
12t/2!!

1965. 1970 ;19/7 1980

7-
1985

Total L6 with 3794 5590 6422 62574 7532 9421

mothers in the

14hor force

Hothar, FAthtr

Oldtt Whit ,(,32) 1227 1789 2055 2001 2410 3015

Morhotifkbar (,;30) 1146 1677 1927 1876 2260 2826

Older sibling (.02) 81 112 128 125 150 189

Othe.r Relative (,30) 1146 1677' 1927 1876 2260 2826

61111's home (,15) 582 838 963 978 1130 1417

';cher'b hoe '(.1) 564 838 963 938 1130 1413

qon.Reltitiva' (111) 1180 1733 1991 1938 2335 2921

Chats Come (,15) 580 839 963 938 ,
1130 1413

Ocher's home (,16) 600 894 ;1028 1000 1205 1508

Oly, Care Center (.055) 212 307 353 344 4,14 518

riiirda fnt Self (:005) 18 28 32 31 38 47

oth (.01) 78 56 64 63 15 94

!/ Pro jeetinna from Table 1

hi Low And Spindler, 1968: Tables A.2 and A41; pother

worked 27 weeks or more, full- or part-rime in 1964,

4 C)

1990

10453

3345

3136

209

3136'

. 1568

1568

3240

1568

1612

575

52

, 105
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'home of 4 sitter or day care home operator. Only 5.5 percent were for

in a group care center. The age of the child is a factor in choice of care.

_ Slightly fever of the children under 3 (3.9 percent) And slightly more of

the 3 to 5 year olds (6.9 percent) were cared for in group care. centerel:

More recent data on the 3 to 5 year olds show that things have not

changed much over the decade. If anything, preference for in-home care by

relatives has increased. Three-quarters of thel to 5 year olds With mothers

in the labor force were cared for by a relative, 20 percent by a non-relativef'

Only percent were _ for in day care centers.

. Fewer than 10 percent of those households with a young child under 6

d day care did not pay for it at all= The d011ar cost of day care to parents,

according to information available from several studies, is surprisingly low--

3-10 to ,70 per child per hour] However, partients are not necessarily

in cash. Thirty -six percent of those who paid reported chat they paid

in cash, another thirty-six percent paid in kind, and twenty-five percent

reported that they paid both in cash and in kind

Tv_ of Famil, and'Choicoofilaar!

Although we do not know much about the actual process of choosing day care,

we are gradually learning what factors parents consider most important and what

types of parents choose each of the different kinds of care for their children.

Several studies have confirmed that there is substantial agreement among

Parents in the ordering of criteria used to select day care: 1) the suit-

ability of the provider, \the convenience of the hairs, 3) the location

of the care, 4) the coat of the care, and 5) the type of program? The

age of the child is moat important in evaluating the suitability of the pro-

vider. Patents are much more likely to consider day care centers for their

to 5 year old children than for infants and toddlers, This is partially
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because such care is less available for the under 3 group; however, parents

believe .that care in their on home or that of a provider is better suited to

the younger child. 'Parents of school age children are also unlikely to use

center care, since presumably, the children are in school moat of the day. Pre-

fa ence$ for daytime care do not seem to differ greatly among parents with bil-

dren of similar ages. What differs most is the availability of different

kinds of care. Different types of families have different options.

Income is one determinant of the availability of care. Although higher

income families and families in which the wife makes a good wage are likely to

spend more money for day care, income does not predict type of care directly.

Children of both low and high income parents are more likely to be in day care

centers than children of middle income parents. This is probably a result of

the subsidisation of care through social service agencies. As a result, low

income children are more likely to be in public and private non-profit day

care centers; upper income children are more' likely to be in private for-profit

centers or nursery schools. However, taw income families are just as likely

to rely on non-paid help from relatives and friends, and high-income families

to hire babysitters and housekeepers to care for their children at home while they

are working as to use centers. Similarly, the level of eduCation of the mother

has been found to affect expenditures on care, but not type of care chosen.°

Different types of care are differentially available, depending on a fsOil7ls

geographical residence. There is wide variation from state to state and between

urban and rural areas in the ratio of centers to number of preschool children,

according to our calculations. There is evidence that the availability of

centers does have an impact on choice of care: parents are more likely to
11

report reliance on centers in areas of eater supply (e.g., urban areas),

However, family structure is the single most important differentiator of

choice of day care by working mothers. For example, children of single parents
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are twice as likely to be in day care centers as children with two partnta.12

The most important reason may he chat single-parent families are more likely

to he poor and therefore eligible E0 receive subsidies for child care," How-

dyer, other explanations are possible. Besides who heads the family, the

composition of the family is important, Does a nonworking adult live in the

household, or an adolescent cnild? Families in which there is a grandparent,

a disabled or unemployed adult, or a teenage child as well as a preschool

Child, are more likely to rely on in.hoh, care hy a relative than are families

with no auch person. Single parents may be less likely to live in large

extended families or to have teenage children and may therefore find it both

more acceptable and more necessary to place their child in centers, Given

the strength of °apes strongly supporting the family's prerogative to care

for its children without interference, a huaband-wife family may find it mflre

acceptable to use a sitter or relative than to relinquish care of the child

to professional caretakers in a center.

Small families are more likely than large families to use day care centers 14

The expense of center care may make it prohibitive ar e families; in-home

baby sitting has been estimated to be equivalent in coat to out-of-home care

if there are three or more children.

Finally, whether relatives and friends live near-by and can be counted on

with child care is important In choice of care. Families that have

recently mnvod have been found to be more to rely on center care than

geogra; _call' tabLe famiLics.- SmaLl fa ea and those with prnfeasional

heads Ind ; ,N, L to he geogrcahicatif mobile. to be Living far

'from reLatives ini ionds, ind therefore, to use c_ near:. Such famiLies are

also MOF.! . found in urban areas.

Thus considering the effecte of family structure and composition.

including of head, number and ages of children, and presence of other
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adults, hould be no ours that race adda no predictive per to day

care choice

children, it is becaus

black children appear to line centers more than white

art more likely to he living with anlv

one parent and to ,d poor flan ace white children.

Of course, day care choice is also stronglY dependent on the mother's

work schedule, whether sh time. Mothers working part-ti--

are more likely to report that they aplit child care with their spouses or

that the: cars fur the child while at work, and Choy report more reliance on

_ _

Usformal types e.1- 7
gull -time workers, on the other harid, depend more

on formal care, whether in family day Care homes or in day care centers. Their

tnildren are less likely to be reported as caring for themselves or as

bi±ing ti [he card of older siblings. played feviale household heads

are more likely to be working full-time than employed wives. this further

emphasizes thd importance of family structure-conditioned availability a the

primary determinant of day care cho,ce.19

are_ia D.1V the 1.970'.i1

Some /8,000 preschoolers we rtnd as caring for-themselves in 1965.

Although thin is an alarming number, it represents leas than 1 percent of all

7.e Cart that nearly all parents can locate

airemn;i ,? care he 307, to conclude that the supply of day care

of Lnto tw labor .rco.

some kind of care, this does not mean

the Pr that the quality is adequate. Parental

rpcilities, and inflated prices could all

children P'

Yet !wi

that

dissd,:Afa.71

reflect

:n , -ral, p :ant,z, satisfied. In

one recent Ar-YY n react of all parents surveyed reported cheM-
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es tint led or to b a

their current day care arrangements. the other hand, the same a

reported that about :Inv.-quarter of parents would like to change to another form

of care. Almost half of

are. Since the age of tte oh llren reported, it may be that such

results reflect the changing a;es of n rather than widespread dis-

affection with in-home care. on the other hand they might indicate that

_aired to- switch to center or nursery school

parents are satisfied with the care they are wing because they have no al-

ternaciver Parental satisfacciun may'not reflect their tree difficulties in

obtain'n. care for their children.

Parents are concerned about the

receive. Or those changing from one type of care to another, the 1

of parents in one study reported that the provider vas not ouitable,

are their children

mamber

Canons

theV defined to no not liking the provider or facilities. not being able to

bind a reliablo provider-, a progran going out of ecis tense, or a provider no

21
longer available. , fot, in selecting another fora of care, child-oriented

factors such as the warmth of the rare, the supervision, and tha quality of

the stair au well an whether the child likes the t ype care were more im-

portant. The educational component itself was of minimal importance to parents.

In the on 1r ±2aaor et act to evaluatt, the quality of rare in centers and day

care homes, ether or not an educational program was shared was one of the

criteria indioacing quality of the hare or center. Since many :r-_,nters

to not offer an ducat .-sal program, and parents do not necessarily

want: such d inve 9 t tor 1 definition . witty may oat

aporopriat. A,fhosch the researchers-considered th ICY of care found

cursrion o'f the analitv of care rera-

rate out the various com-
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1.1. L._ and Providers,--En 1975 thorn were approxime

27,400 licensed day care centers in the United States. with an eriroli

)no,loo preschool children (Table 3). There were approximately 95,000 licensed

1 ,I3y care homes with 4n enrollment or some 150,000

preschool children.
24

Assuming that AL

of

centers and about 10 percent

daycare human are licensed or Approved, we estimate that in 1975 there we

a total of 27,400 day care centern and 30M. 950,000 13 ensed and un1Lcense

lay ._ern homes in the Unit-d D e Together these centers and lrclee had

an enrol t 2.4 million preschool cnildren. Different estimates

based on parental- reports (Table 4') indicate that a total of 2.3 million

children were cared for outside the child's home 1_1 million children were

In licensed or unlicensed day care homes and centers and 1.0 million were _d

for to the home oe a relative. Thu rest of the 4.3 million pre-schoolers who

am nut cared for their paeent5 ( million) we estimated as cared for in

the child'' 1 relative or baby rtr.

Ivry little is known about day care providers, -especially those who operate

in their own homes and those Who are unlicensed. lithorih there are data avail-

able are contcr rkei`s, such workers comPrise a relatively small pru-

tee total, in 1973, it examle,' of the, estimated 2.5 million total

iaretakers (ocher- than p antai only .59,000, loss than 3 percent, worked in day

-.enterl eTable additional 115000 were licensed day care hone

fdefq. there prev taxef: and appear in labor force s tact!: tics

however, tocet,her they .°a a: only 7 percent of all caretakers in 1975. The

romainine, 11 3 lltal n 55 million persons. were working an day

ro providers but Are not rypica 4 minted as part of the laLoc fer,:. Those

mill on workers, primari .-arc -r t shout

,.'r oat r the lot =h :re. eised, 14 4 e,m,11,, labor force ot: 37 million iran.

1 oteitlecidi onp of ,,03!n pro0idiu,) a service, rho: is

Product. Moll providera ham been Lound tonot is
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,)

t!'LftatPd Sopply of Day Cora C5titr3

and Hom03 In 1975

F.t.A1 it

A/U.5. 5opAftnomf of Ii0311h. CI fli 1 D,Ifarr, Narh 1976.
for U.S. okrrapolatod frDm ,Iira reported by 35 Iratl.

D/.
1.6 pra...1,501 pr da, as hom, and Li

oro-othool 0111 ho p,r f.lfo ladntc,r.

10 p,r,o.it of 4.,,y ,Ifo '10E5,4 :t o Itcoo,o4.

3

)

Foti,ital

roll-Day rre-5.1.01
rhfOlimootAf

6.350.000)

150.000

905,000
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make a very low profit; they have been said t .subsidizing warking moth-

by providing low coot care at little benefit
26

themselves, the

availability of such care has been absolutely essential, enabling mothers of

young children to enter the labor farce. Factors that have kept these women

from entering the labor foree, and those that may affect the future avail-

ability of providers are important questions that we will touch on at

later point.

At the present time we don't know enough about day care providera to

evaluate existing day cars needs. As far an the supply of centers, the

evidence is contradictory, supply of centers has expended greatly over

the past decade. between 1970 and!1975 the number of spaces doubled while

the number of preschool children of working mothers increased by only about

15 percent.
27

Although almost half of all day care centers maintain waiting

lists, large numbers of unfilled spaces are reported add several studies have

found that, in general, centers operate at about 80 to 85 Percent of capacity,'

.Conts of care to parents appear to have just- kept pare with inflation. The

evidence is even loss clear for day care homes. The number of licensed day

care homes also more than doubled between 1970 and 1975; whether this'increase

resulted from now entries or from the licensing of existing arrangements is

not known.

Up to this time it has been become-a day care provider, pdarticu

since licensing requirements were not enforced. Moreover, licensing regulations

have not been difficult to meet and there has typically been only a very short

delay between .application and receipt of a license. Since there are few ad-

vantages to large-scale ope,ations, a homemaker with children of her own can

operate out of her home as or more efficiently than a larger; more foul center.

nd or7..01X!

nd are more strictly enforced;
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and more and m time is spent in filling out forma. Thus in-home pru-

find the ir position ateadily less atcractiv,,

The ev,alu,e:Inn of d problemmari.;. AA htgh

.:unati,:nres h 1 111411 pert Or the lay-t

pti late d

children. Most hildeen Arg cared for in informal arrangements, Which Ara

ten -ire young.'

can be characterized as frralilo. The majority

el: most are not 'cud by income

tax or 300.31 irity, let alone licensing requir eta antl reyulatiyna.

Trends point toward interference in this system, first, by Incr easing requirements

for entry is A 44v a Wei end bar in ureased pressure to licene and

aecon_, by increasing competition from wages and salaries in the

1 1 ir market. The continued movement of women into the labor force

the need for it And simultaneously decrease the pool

4C:1101'311Y 14tt3f4d parents, it least while their

the system of inf

or providera are nor, at presen

Jets of low-coat. At-hOMe care. Mint then are the prospect the

,'ARE OVER THE NEXT 0kCduE, 80-1900

Aaabmin,4 that rho preferences of parents stay about tha same, we ddttMate

this the number of preschool children (with mothers in the labor force)

cared foe in day r. centers and nursery schools will increase by i!3, from

)75,000 in 1990 (Table 2..). In line with current priterences

the 1 Aegaa e proportion of hildren 6.3 million will Atill he

cared-I-or by choir parenta, In older sibling, or by another person in the

_hide home. :n 7;h10 w the numhern of caretakers and tacilitias that will

he needed fo -.are nut these dnilOrdn ;ire e -mated. 790 50ffid 17,400 day

care .lenteri .2 t homes will needed to
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for 7 million prenchool children whose parents prefer such care. Estimates

indicate

than need

hat la 1975 there were some 27,000 day care centers available, more

n 1990. supply over demand is not the case with

family day care. we estiaated that in 1975 there were 95,006 Licensed family

lay care homes. However MAy Oe AG Tony an 950,000 licensed and un-

licensed family day care homes. An estimated 1 million more homes (non- rclativ,.

and relative-operated) will be needed by 1990.

;rot only will a large number of facilities li required, but the total

carotakers needed will he substantial. The present structure of care

iA such that L.4 million caretakers (other than parents) care for an average

of 1,6 children (not including their own) each; 59,000 day care center workers.'

look after 6 cnitarea each. By 1990 a total of A million non-parent care-

will 40 needed to care for 6.0 million preschool children of working

mothers, 60 percent more than presently providing such care. If conditions do

not change, in the future we can expect underutilized day care centers and

perhaps, crowded care hones and desperate parents.

However, it i5 not likely hat conditions will stay the same over the

it decade. To develop these projections we had to assume that parents'

preferences the care of their children would not change. We did not take

into cons ".Oration changing costs of care, shortages of ent types of

care, or changes in pub c: poliov. Although we don't know exactly what cha

will occur, we can examine the trends. Based on an understanding of the factors

infl encing parents' decisions an to the care of their children, 'wk can then

speculate as to the effects such changes will have on preferences the next

decade. fa the cam C way we can estimmte the impact such changes will have on

the supply of fare by providers.

Many of these changes will affect denand and - supply by changing the

relative availability and price of care. An inc rease in the wages or benefits
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of day care providers increases the cost of day care. Parents can then be

expected to substitute less expensive forum of care. On the other hand, if

o ages of workiu,: nothers increase, they may be more likely to use more

expensive modes of care, Since both changes are likely to occur, the relative

wages of mothers and caretakers will he crucial not just to the eh: i.e of

but to the Aecision of whether to work or at homm,

iat ding whether or not to take in others' children, caretakers will

weigh the seneftts of -art::44 for children against those of entering the formal

labor force and against caring only for their own children. We have discussed

the low wages of day care providers; houever, if thew W54el riot dh050 the level

mothers are currently willing or able to pay, mothers are likely to remain out

of the tabor force, unless they can afford to pay for the privilege of working,

Professional w men, fur example, may continue working even if child care

ex4onditures Oat Up much of their take-home pay, if they enjoy their profeanion

or if they believe that remaining in the labor force will enable them to main-

tain their sent keep up with the field, and no increase their future

earnings. However, this may not be a viable option for many. Labor force

participation is the Wat important factor, therefore, in determining both

demand for and supply of care, What other sorts of factors are likely to affect

either the demand for different types of care or the availability of such care

over the next decade! The MOlt important of these are demographic changes.

Deuograpot Changes

Fertility and fami are are the raphic factors affecting

the demand F' u leahe,tderl famil _, and small families are more

likely to use ltoensed cent. 5 and homey than are -parent and large extended

families. there has been an enormous increase in the number of families headed

the last decade.
30

result, the!,Y one parent (unua

32.1111 Q - 35

the tot
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proportion of Iron 1i-tin -ith both parents has declined. In

fat esamplo, 17 percent of all children under 6 were Living with both natural

porentl irahlo 2), 1+17 that percent had dropped to 61.11 Theme figures

mask enormous race ilffarenres, Fewer than half fee percent) of all black

-preschool children were living with both natural parents in 1977, compared with

8/ percent If white preschoolers:2 Most of these children were living with their

ra0therq= In 1977, 15 percent of preschool children were in foriale-headed

lies, 10 percent of htrcont gf blackg. Fewer than 1 percent were

single male-headed families. There has ttio been to increase in th,

proportinn of prrychool children living in families, but with neither parent=

proport4 n of white children Increased 36 percent from 1.1 In 1968 to

LI in 1977, that .f slack children inreased 12 percent from 12,1 to ll.5 pot-

cnt i 11!

De

loss and Sawhill -1 the g

obabLy divinit with other re1ativel

e homes=

i fa jos headed by worann.33

found .n=it of this Increase due to divorce and separation, with a amen

part due to auteof-wedlock childbearing. Recent data indicate a stabilizing -f

the rce rate; for the first time in a decade the increase has stopped.

tilts is only temporary, in whether the divorce race will increase

,uninow At .e prloef time, one.fhire -marriages_ are

-pcto,1 to end in 1i r m 3ne-third 10 one =half of all children born

in the Ir expected ta spend 41 enter a few years in s female-headed family

reach A w ever, children In female-. "a1 ailed families, 35 in

ler -, aro nost in need St las core if the mother works outside the

in 1977 iboot the lane proportion Si the prschoo ,hildren of working

in fema
35

le-hel families. 15 percent. Mere-

n m _es headed by women lhould affect
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mit

Table 5

p and P:,.ence of [`et (

Chili--f 1hdnr 6, by ric..2, 1968 anfi 197

All Racei

fri familleg
w1th both parentg

Living with mother only
Living with father only
Living with neither parent

'lilt In tamIllog

in familiT
%Piing w Irnts
Levin{ with mother anly
Living with father only
Living with neither parent

Not In familial

TOW

N.mlbur

22,809
19.)13
2,131

109

65
123

1 ..129

19.050
17,591

1,179
67

213
79

3,497

in familIva 3,450

Living with both parentg 2,069

Living with mother only 916

Living with either inlv.
Living with nett:let- parent 2.',.

Not in fimilie i U,

percent

1977

Nhmhor

100.0 11,620

99.5 11,509
86.8 15,018

9.3 2.745
0.5 126

2.8 619

0.5 111

100.00 15,332

99.6 13,263
91.9 13.388

6.2 1,546
0.3 102

1.1 226

0.4 119

100.0 2,845

.98.9 2,809
59.3 1.237
26.3 1,162

1.2 26

12.1 385

1.1 36

*'

Po-cent

500.00

100.00

99.5
97.0
10.1

0.7
1.5

0.4

100.0'

98.7
-43.5

40.8

0.9

13.5

1.3

S, 3gro3.4 of the 4en4(111. "MaCiEd1 tatos and family gt _ 1968,

._n oa 5eridi P.20, Nn. 507, 1969, U. S. ao of the

a and 1Lvin9 arrangements! Marh 1977."

Reaotta. 5orien P-20. No, 323. 1978;
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the growth In the number of preschool children of employed female family heads.

If the divorce race continues to Increase, or at least fails to decline, the

demand for .enters nd lirensed homes should continue to increase ae single

parent fAMilles Ate More likely to use such Care for their young children.

her source of growth in female headed families is that out-of

ek births. Out of wedlock births are only a small proportion of coral

rth : 15 percent In 1975. In addition, most mothers eventually marry.

However. they to constitute a problem when the mother is young (half of all

out-of-wedlock births are teenagers) and poor (46 percent of the families

receiving AFDC In 1571 coo least one out-of-wedlock child
36

Although

nevermmirried mothers with young children are an important group, they are

less so with respect to child care, because they are less likely to be working)!

There has also been a trend toward smaller families. Censuedlureau pro-

jections are based on the AeauMp ion that current cohorts will have an average

of .L1 children per family by the time they finish their childbearing." A

r proportion Hof families will have one or two children: a much siaiLet

nroportion of families will have three or more children. It, in addition.

their children are more closely spaced. it is.unlikely that both preschool and

adolescent children will he Present At the same.time-: the likelihood of

using in-home care is reduced even further. Since parents can better afford

n or fees tf they have only one or two children, we might expec an in-

crease in the use of centers and licensed homes to result from declining family

sizes. Families are also small because they are less and less likely to consist

of more than parent and .=gild generations. In 1969, for example, about 89

percent of ail families with their own children were of the nuclear

tope., Less tnan 7 pergent consisted of 3 or more generation- 39 The

Eng popula y of separate res idences for the elderly removes a tra-
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are for mothers, And greater mobility dfstanceni them

, even as neighbors. Continued trends towards nuclear family )i ucture,

mal:itested in tiffs tendency for female family heads to establish t ir own

holds after disruption, and continuing with the increased tendency

single youth and the elderly tg head their own households, will probably

in greater Fell _,into on center and u.t-ot-home care,

Geographical mobility is anothet factor, Half of the population =Yes

3vory years. Paren to be less mobile whiffle their children are in

loguil than when they h.

that mobility would increase tie demand for center care.

Demographic changes are likely to . inset the supply of caretakers of

certain ages at the same time that they affect the number of school-age child-

ren in need care and parental preferences a to the type of care. As birth

rates decline, the proportion of elderly ,persons increases relative to Younger

age groutga. The increased number of senior citizens coupled with the in-

. creased participation of. young women in the labor force, may result in a shift

toward older caretakers both as in-home providers and an day care center workers

(not necessarily for their own grandchildten). df course, the Large number of young

women and men in their twenties and thirties available fur employment may make

it harder to get a job, which may increase the attractiveness of being an

in-home day care provider, :n addition, the decreased number of preschool

children hag made it difficult for teachers to find work, a situation that is

unit or grown chit r Any incroise i

expected to become worse. riot. better. The surplos of trained and certified

teacher. may g increasingly funneled into day care, or into "preschool

education," !=ertification Levels for lay care providers are continue

graded, and some states ire lready providing a half day of mal orhoolin

for f -!r-yrAr alto fXarytand. fur example).
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Thus, we.can see that it is unlikely that demographic changes of type

we have described will occur without concomitant changes of other types.

Specifically, we will briefly discuss the offsetting or multiplying effects

of changes in employ nc conditions, changes in attitudes, and,,finally, changes

in public policy.

h tens

Changes in the structure of work have been GLOW in developing, but would

eve nubstantial impact on the demand for day care. Mothers working part

are much to likely to use day care centers. Increased flexibility of work

hours( flexitime, and increased access to part-time employment would allow

parents in two-earner families to share child care. It would also facilitate

day care arrangements among neighbors, friends, and relatives.

The impact that flexible scheduling of work hours would have on the use

of day care by two-parent families is dependent on the willingness oi fathers

to Share in child care. There in some evidence that fathers do share the care

of their children with their wiyen. In 1965 almost half the children of work-

ing others who ',nth:, cared for principally by a parent were cared for by the

facher while the mother was working.

iron

t 1975, the 1 to 0 old ch

_ rein.; :.others who were cared .sr by a parent, about o

Al.g.th of the whit children and about one-quarter of the black children were

cared for by .-he father. l Dickinson found that in one-quarter of all two-

t families, the parents gptit the care of their children during work hours

Increased wages for women working outside the home would encourage Some

n to diuve oil: di -farc,snal employment 36 mono day care provider

ion, creaf..sn t nd tlexitimv job opportunities _. arovis ion

of lay ..io-- It .:1Q Work 21dea mdd encourage more women to work o rsidt their



homes rather than to provide i

creased employment opportunities would also serve an an incentive to awttc

from in

unities a

force and pay for day care than to work as in-home day care providers outside

the formal labor force. However, women in Sweden have been encouraged to work.

Socialism may both entourage working and -oil cti e day care and discourage.

even the wealthy from hiring housekeepets.

nc!ed In Attirud
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home care other people's children, I.,

to formal sectors. In Sweden, for example, good job opport-

have made it more desirable for women to nova into the labor

This suggests that one of the not important of all changes is attitud

Changes in attitudes regarding the desirability of center care for young

ten, the ,-..ham a rol? in childrearisg,and the relative roles the family

institutions should take in the rearing of the young can be expected

the demand for formal versus informal care. Such change has been

very stow, however. Demographic changes might play a role in changing attitudes.

An female family heads and women with fewer children become more nUmerous,

preumibly favoring l lay care modes) will become-Snore

influential.

Along with changes in economic ince and disincentives -en DJ

select various occuptions, attitudes regarding the appropriate caretakers for

children and the appropriate -roles for omen may affect providers, Working

In another s home, for reanpie, may be seen WI demeaning, whereas Working in

4 forma dI enter at comvetitise wages may be perfectly _eptable.

'Such It I u f-banges would reduce the .apply of such types of care as baba-

sitters

tzar I on of

eV and mails.

etakers, and ice:

esult might be,the

eases in their wages and

anal-
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cEan .q io Public Policy

Direct federal expend en child care amoun d to some $2.5 billion

in fiscal year 1977. However, besides expend urea, public policies

affect demand and supply in other ways.

umarooe policies can affect demand. Those which lower the cost and

raise the quality (..f formal care. or which raise women's wages, are likely to

increase the use of formal care. Welfare policies that require women to work

or char provide benefice below minimum living standards will force women to

work and increase the need for day care. On the ocher hand, policies which

promote flexible scheduling of work and extended pregnancy or parental leave

for men and women may decrease the demand for formal modes of care. Besides

direct'regulacione and requirements, such as for the receipt of welfare or

food ,atoms, various government policies can encourage mothers of young

children to enter or stay out of the labor force. policies that provide

public service Job co the male head In two-parent families (au in proposed

welfare reform legislation) or that offer generous maternal work leave Jhiie

children are young (aa in some foropean countries) should reduce day care

demand. Finally, tax policies that allow deductions for expenditures on,

certain types of day care and not others will increase the reliance on those

types of care.

Federal funds serve an the principal source t+f _support for research and

evaluation. On line in interest (and funding for) early childhood ed-

rene arch efforts coucotional prc-,ramA coincided with the failure of var'

find lasting Benefits of Head Scar

siderable Long -tern benefits of early

In such programs and Increase le_ nd

Recent research that indicates _on

ducacion may once again raise interest

parents for such care
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On the supply side, public funding has been very important in the develop-

ment of the nonprofit day care center, and the subsidization Of law income

families continues to support such centers. The direction of future funding

will be critical to the future supply of center care. The to eral role in

setting standards for facilities and staff also affects the price of

formal care, and the willingness and ability of providers o enter or remain

in the field. Rigorous enforcement of Licensing requiremeri4e.may raise the

price and lower the supply of the present low-coat care in day care homes as

well.

lucid ecurity, income tax, and welfare rules can also affect the supply

of in-home providers. Earnings limits for recipients ne:.;Fpc limit the amount

of money such women might C4111 by babysitting or by providing home daycare.

individuals, who'might serve as caretakers, are also restricted in

, up to a uurtaln age. Such restrictions would dieeuurage retirees

from providing day care.

On the other hand, one of the advantages perceived by invhome day care

providers is that evasion of taxes and social security payments is possible.

As long as a person cared for only a few children and does not advertise, the

chances that anyone will question his or her tax status are minimal, There

0 short-term economic advantage to working outside the home for many

married women, especially if they must pay far child care and if the extra

income brought into the household increases the family's total tax burden.

In addition, given the structure of the present social security system, the

benefits that most married women would accrue based on their own earnings

outalde the home are lower than those they receive as wives or widowe with-

out any eoncributtoe% to the system at all. riven recenclegislacion which

will subatantially increase the bite taken by social security taxes out of
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individual paychecks over the no several years,, he benefits of formal 'abor

force participation will.decline even further. Thus, overtime the

of staying out of the formal labor force may Increase. One of the reasons for

the lack of information about informal day care arrangements is the reluctance

of providers to talk abour their source of livelihood. Increased surveillanc-e

by the Internal Revenue ,irvice and crackdown on small-income recipients, though

unlikely, would greatly decrease the supply of low-cost day care arrangements.

The demand for day- largely on women's labor force participation,

an well as on their fertility. Given current trends, the numtof preschool

children of working mothers is expected to increase by 67 poi:cent by 1990,

while rho number of preschool children La expected to increase by 45 percent.

whether there will be enough adequate care for the children of working mothers

depends on the demand for and supply of different types of care. The structure

of the family Ls on important determinant of choice of care, Ls it a

two-parent or a single parent family headed by a woman? 1$ there a non-

working Adult or an adolescent child: All the preschool children of working

mothers need daytime care;. however, the two-parent working couple probably has

more available options than does Che single working parent, and, as a result,

td less likely to use day care centers. In addition, the working female family

head is more likely to be poor, and her children to be Lo subetdized care. There-

fore, any future increases in female headship should result in increased demand

for canter care. Uowever. since LC Is this group of women whose care is most

sensitive to federal and state policies, projection of future need based on

current trends to highly speculative. FIT-tally, the availlhtlity and cost of day

-srn wilt -130 be ineloeeeea T:plOvment palleies, welfare and one tat security

poltcte9, Ind tern! r,1,!taarion.
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twe'cARg POLICY

Although there are other reasons why merv-opp might want or need da,,- care

for their preschw24 cnillren, it rematc Ir gue if primary tc.portaocc' for

working .othert work and scheadeliog of hours ,er'.14 help

married mothers rnou re -le child are ilien; !low!ver, trosy Wilt 10.11 moor

to rely arLmarily trO lay care IA mutt Alogte mothers. The .clat Of ecartoet %el

pOtir./-marq itOuld he to facilttate the maximum ei choice and quality with

the minimum of '205E and red tape.

tt to important Cr note that there IA; no typical parent or tyvical child

at ins age. Needd and preferences of chiddren and parents differ from family

fIalt17. ::t.xxu parents use day are primarily as a means of supervision and

care while they arc word, log . Others view do's care as educational or develop-

mental; many non-working mothers lend their children to nursery schools for

fhis reason. 7ather than .rgulatina ill sari' as thouels It-worn deaelopmmntal,

it might his desirable, for example, to establish minimum standards for various

types of nare.- Aided 'by a publtly Aopoorted.InformOtiop and referral service,

parents would then he free to 9electthe type they prefer.

Whether all dare should be regulated to a difficult question, and nets

tainlv there is no (mmediate threat of investigation to the millions of unlidensed

bake/sitters and caretakers. More attention might be profitably paid to educating

parents 33 to what constitutes high quality care and how to distinguish it

from poor quality care. Finally, more attention might he paid to the dilerna

of mothers,- who wish to work, who can make wood so that they do not qualify

for welfare, but for whom working ninon child care does, not leave them a

o-ent liotnu.

'f'oronean ml TamiTy policies appear to bo more closely into-

1(-1,1 rhorA t-ho!.5 of the Coiled tzitei . o.Lrhosidh ared Lho

c.r,ax.yt lutneftta .70 workinA mwthsrm much as paternity and Ahild care Lewis
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would be procnatalist. n fertility has non, in fact, been the result.

Work and family life ma y _onlyonly be inimical because policy makers have not taken

into consideration the family involvements of both men and women. seeing in-

stead the one-dimensional worker.

THE FTTURE

have reviewed the prospects care of children of working mothers

the next decade, given current trends and policies. Whether there is or

is not a shortage at present, and whether Or not there viii be one in the '1-

turn LA debatable at the present time. There is simply not enough information

available on parental needs or on the availability of different type= of care.

However. there may be a shortage of care provided in homes for the 6.3

million children of the working mothers who prefer such care, and this would

mean that more day care centers would be needed. If labor market opportuni.

ties become more attractive it is likely that fewer women will be willing to

remain in what has been found to be a rather poorly paid prefessier46extept

while they themselves have small children. -apply of such caretakers ray

be even none Ccitieally Affected if a greater attempt is made to incorporate

;ill child care providers under a single at of standards and into the market

economy/formai labor force. Thus, depeteaing on the demand for women in the

labor force, the market wage, and enforcement o nt laws and regulations.

women may or may not find it profitable to provide low-cost child care for

oven a certain period of their lives.

An alternative zconario might shot, increased day care provided by senior

citizens, and increased reliance on cooperative arangemente and sharing of

child care by fazhers. However, unless there 15 a reversal in the trend toward

entry into the labor force of other of Young children, some increase in the

feed

inereased,

to coots:rr me nex alecsrd,3 appear5 inevitahln-. Even assuming

hility of part -ttnn w And jobs-with flexible schedules,
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the emend for center core will probably increase ,because of an'increased number

'of single parents and small and highly mobile families, and because of the

rising coat of in-home care..

The fu day care over the neat _ade depends on demographic, SOCi0=

economic, ideological, and attitudinal trends and on government policy. Cur-

rent policies are inconsistent In that they overtly promote the use of licensed

day care homes and centers yet make it increasingly unprofitable roc providers

and increasingly costly for parents. Nor do they facilitate transitions be-

tween work and chilirearing. Major re-evaluation of day care goals and poli-

cies is likaly to take place over the next decade. Such re-examination will

be fueled by short term increases in preschool populations, expectations of

long run decreases, and some recently published studies that show some very

long Fin ti
case, , :rtant effort will b

children of early childhood education. to any

red coward evaluating, first, the goals

and outcomes of day care and family poll -its and, second, the impact on the

ly and day in other areas, Such as revenue, employment,

population, and welfare. Lncreaaing the ante is not a _table stroregy

when uncertain about the value of the cards in hand.

0
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Select Committee on Population,

U.S. Rouse of Representatives, it is a pleasure to have the oppor-

tunity to report to you in regard to the influence of demographic

trends on our school system and to highlight some of the implica-

tions of-changing ,enrollment patterns on elementary and secondary

schools.

While many demographic factor. Interplay with and influence

the school system, the scope of this report is lilted to comment

on three areas:

A. Increases /Decreases in Enrollment

B. Birth, Death, and Fer t ility Rates

Changes in the Family/ men at Work.

Already in full swing and with inexorable force, our society

undergoing a profound transformation. Low birth and mortality

rates, coupled with a Lertiiity rate that has slid steadily downward

sines 1997, haCe bccr: yieldar pcpulalien which will have a lar-

ger proportion of .:flderly people And a smaller proportion of the

young.

A. Decrease in Enrollment.

This basic shift in the age -mix our society portends a

aeries of changes that have dramatic impact upoh the school system,

The most obvious of these changes is the decline in the number of

Xtudents entering the schoOls

me Facts:

1, Enrollment in grades E-12 reached a peak of 11,309 000

in 11/0. Enrollment will decline through the mid-1900's

to approximately 44,500400, a 11A drop.
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2. Secondary school enrollments peaked this year and will

decline through 1990, perhaps by as much as 25%.

Elementary school enrollments were expected to show an

upward swing by 19828L-bet many experts are now pushing

the "turnaround" year ahead to 1984-85.

implications:

An apparent problem at all school levels has 'en how best to

manage this contraction, Many school districts have closed ele-

mentary schools, consolidated course offerings, reduced staff, and

in a growing number of systems high schools are being considered

for closure. 'Restructuring in order to maintain a broad ro a of

State university systems and private colleges is a controversial

issue which has emerged in many states.

Put the impact of these changes in enrollment is much broader

and more pervasive than'a simplistic counting of students, books

'i1,4-t7Pgr; ht quTy-lt.

ome of the implications of fewer Student numbers cut deep

h__ the fabric of the educational system, as we have known it.

1. An aging teacher force is developing.

2. Stabilization of curriculum is removing diversity from

study programs.

Status-quo career ladders af discouraging young leadership.

a. Community dissatisfaction ia increas

Diminishing public support pri-tioetn

oritios.

6. Managing decline (vi. managing growth) is requiring

hitherto unneeded skills.
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-I,

biqlet an:I het f 1.3 31M05= un-Am-rican'

A hicrossina number of births, a de.,ininq fertility rate and
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senior eitizeni.

i1time FaCtAl
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of ,nged to manag o docilne while

9iMUltAnCOU5ly Mdrahallinq ita renources, loch heron and material,

to provide for the educatieta nue.ds of a bieader segment of our

scluty. Public schools will need to at. just to new demands while

sti'l 'e to the young,

Chanaus in tho FamilliWomen at Work

The typical image of the American family: mother, father and

more 'children, is increasingly at odds with reality. Changee

y gtruOture and cite, incruanes in divorce and separation

growing number of cme-parent hoesoholds arc altering

1 model of the family. Similarly will schools be

oxpecte to service and supplement new family models,

growth of female hoa Mous -.Ids with children

nis increi,.0 by over 2509 since 1916,

iiveroci AB i percentage of annual mar

orl 25.88 in 1960 to 48.1% in 1976.

,n of children livinu with both parents de-

ilinel from 98% in 1110 9i% in 1970. and 80% in 197i,

It -his boon estimated that approximately A5A of the

on 1 ldren kern in 1776 will_ at sometime during their

_ yoarE, live with only one pared' -- if prenont

I continue.

edIng number or wt:; .on aro entering t Thor

nA0 -1 1 117nifi7An!- locress among thcso inn
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1 and school -aged youngster

Facts:

5. 13.6 million mothers with children under 18 are in he

labor force.

8.1 million have children under age 6.

7 26.8 million chi en have working mothers; 20.7 million

children in grades X-12 (ages 6-17) have w.l.rking mothers.

6.1 million pre-schoolers (under age 6

mothers.

Implications;

need for day care/after school care

increased role f the school in parenting

curriculum change needs

career cf,Inseling and training,

the increase of one-parent families, many headed by

working mothers there is a growing demand for extended care

s for children after the regular school day, Ton to

vf hour nursery/day care services for pre-schoolers of working

hAve working

two

mothers will come , high priority need. In scene areaa the local

schools h.+. provided these services. The anticipated excess

Space, as well Au the location of most school buildings and the

readily Avail,11:1,, personnel, makes the school a logical place to

look for thoa services in the future.

For a myriat -n, such as dual working families, no-

parent homes, and longer or staggered parent work schedules, there

will be greatly reduced at home-time available for parenting. Many

traditionally at-hcme learned behaviors - manners, peer-sharing,
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- will hn recp in

placed upon the sdhool system to meet

the needs of children from varied family structures, redesigned

guidance and counuoling services, revised curricula, and additional

support services will also be require,

(:urriculum changes, -articular, at thr secondary 01, to

prepare students for new roles in the world f work and living

are necessaf- With the trend toward deferred marriage and child

raising, today's young people would Benefit from curriculum mater-

ials stressing skills in pe,:sonal'financial management, developing

comp0tenoies for idepeihdent (single} living, and coping. skills

for dealing with and un,;erstandinq their personal relationships.

5M/124Airt

The rirzmographic factors d>a a .r,d in th's brief paper are

but a few of the many influences that will impact upon elementary

and secondary schools in the years ahead. These alone, however,

su-ljult silnifloant chanjo '::c2m0 of. the potential changnn ahead

include

an .._ -cased emphanili ',^ad upon the development of

10Adfu-qhip MbilitiP9 in managing 'n0-grEmatta" or decli-o

F.he inclUgion 01. 1 aer-sNvrent within , ,

n, irly an th0 lifm-lon need rf age

_ogniseJ

a rho .!,.;lanai hurgeiY/Pre

ux

hn
n.
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rricular and pmcram revisions at all levcla

an increase in special support services for the children

of one-parent families and dual working familie

a greater empha placed upon now and different types

of in service programs, particularly geared to meet the

renewal needs of expericnced faculties.

anticipatt2 thn'.

ies wall emerge and vie education

national support

maintaining local tax support for schools will become in-

creasingly mar( dIffieult as local parent constituencies

diminish

as enrollments deuroase, ncmpe l tion for students of

agea and grade leve/a will increase

because of the hmerican "mind-act' some one-t

school wpporters will disassociate themselves from a

"declining in0t nn and seek other moTe pan_

involvements

status -quo can r

potential Icadcra

ec,,ur,1711 ,r.0 acme

field
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Foreword

Jr :ne next fifteen years American schools will experience a Series eit. flue-

tuai, in tneir enrellments Our to demnorapsic changes. The mid 197CI's

saw tne of total enrollment deddl'e", starting at Chet 'earliest

grades, evnr as Sign school enrollments were slow') reaching their (proba-

tie) 2Cth century peal.. In the 1980s eineentary enrollments are expected

to inrrease, wnile secondary scnonl ensblimn, 's ra hr -onriwuously These

Charles in enrollments are the result of past changes in the birth rate --

him bahy-pocm and bust -- and expmted future enanges. Demographers expect

a rise in births snortly to the aging baby boom babies begin, finally, to

Settle do qa and have children of tom r own, and teiS will affect dlementary

scntdi enrclIments in the 1980s.

This paper outlines the certain and probable -nrbllment fluctuations

at the national level and taggests' some ger; i= actions school systems might

take to aetommodate themmi.Ives to these changdt. These suggestions princi-

pally. involve increasing flexi tat Ii t i r pdys i cal plant and staffing and in

Pratecting tne isteress, of those Iikely to us affected by change. Pdadning

for flcixitility ten to fifteen years from now is perhaps not too di'ficult;,

preparing for more immediate cnange, which will be mostly decline. re-

quire g-eater t. int? alternative will almost certai.-,v involve insider-

able striae and contrnvo-sy, as te,suI systems are faced wits the ne2essity

to close ntspois anC lay cif teacoont. Careful preparation may not avid

a'l And 000hOvertc. 5 i! amellskatr the sitsiatign.
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in the ele- ',!!cry in1 -8) pe,:ved in

niqm iii L!11 !- 10 ytdf-", Trt.j1n1

In en of an,

from I i. numoun; .irths exceeed

-1111n The l,' wever, retordl

:he r ittp4ibi at fir hr n in !--nt

in -i ie,)n if 4 pit,. was ii.464. hem v,Is a

in 1)0 dn6 tne In nwt:-:nun',, nc,nn ccAlt;notd

ev.--.'eption of a small upturn in and 1970) tt, 1973. The level held

94eali 44 1194 under 1.2 million 0-23r untll '7 (See Tabl,., and

Fiqurw 1), Trils reerefient!, a de:11ne of ovf3r 291, in Jost one

to 1971). r 131,-7,1 low3 ma if no to apparently Le!on, as L!rtht rote to

Ii rtlj 9.9 3 -,:1.

Et47. I
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TABLE 1

Estimatrs and Pro1ections of Thy -rage Anna mber ot

e1ected Years, 1940 to 2000 (000is)

'ears

JO 301

,5:iTIMATES

1 - i (2.7) Series if (2.1) :1_,rieS :11 (2.1) Series
Series

119 (2.1),

III :,.7)

1940-45 71,9733

1945-50 3,555

1950-55 3,919

1955-60 4,274

950-65 4,171

1965-70 3.613

1970-71 3,709

1971-72 3,408

1972-73 3,191

1973-74 3,112

PROJECTIONS

1974-75 (1) i3,372) (3,178) 3.187 (.1,172) (3,163) (3,3451

1975-76 (1) L,,5791 (3,285) 3,125 .240) (3,234) (2,946)

1976-77 3.932 3,255 3,310 3,933 2,958

1977-78 4,151 3,575 3,377 3,435 3.392

1978-179 1,356 3,720 3,440 3,528 3.203

1979-90 4,539 3,865 3,495 3,611 3,323

1960-85 1,35 4,068 3,625 3,711 3,416

1986-90 5,243 4,146 3,717 3,1676 3.375

1940-95 6,093 3,949 3,719 3,905 3.173

1995=2000 5.076 3.763 1,778 3.91

(1) Estimate pf 187 for '974/75 and 3,126 7Jr 197' '76 is from National Center

'or Healtis Statis:ics. Vita1 Statistjcs Vol 25, no 6, page 1,

August 27, ,76. 7rese estimates became available after the projections were

made.

R3 i .)
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predicted with some degree of certainty into the 1920's and beyond, depend.

ing 0n the grade level, since most of the births that form the basis for

these enrollments have already taken place.

:nrollments in Elementary 8cho0ls - Decline. to 1923

Table II displays the enrollment projections found in the HEW publitation,

of Education Statistics to 1984/85 which was published in 1976.

These are shown graphically in Figur, Enrollments in the elementary

arades (:-8) are projected to oeeine 164 between the peak year of 1959 and

1931 ('from 36,797 to 30,800)- A slow upturn is shown after 1981. However,

careful analysis of the figJresused in the projection show it to be based

on CO assumed upturn of about 2 1/2 to 34 in births in 1975.2 In fact,

numbers of births declined slightly in 1975 (there were an estimated

3,149,000 births in 1975Jcompared to 3,166,000 in 1974) and the decline

con:inued.through the first eight months of 1976. Enrollments at the

K-8 level should, therEfOre, continue to decline to 1983, if not beyond.

8. Enrollments in Secondary Schools - 4clineto 1990

As can be seen in Table 11 andFigure 2, secondary school enrollments are

projected to decline steadily from their projected high of about 15.600,000

in 1976. The projection is taken to 1984, when enrollments drop to aboy.t

13,300,000, a 155 decline in the 8 years from 1976 to 1984.3 (The average

rate of decline between the two years is 2 per cent per year.)

2. Ibid. Table 8L1, "School "age population ages 5,6 and 5-13: US 1964-1985"
D. 153.

3. In fact, that drop in shown to occur in 7 years 9-12 enrollments in
1983 equal those of 1984. Recall the temporary increase in births 14
years before these dates. (1969 and 1970).
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TABLE 11

Enrollment

Year

in Grades K-8 and 9-12, Fall

K76

1964 to 1984 i0

9-.12

's)

K-12

1964 35,025 12,691 '47.716

1965 35,463 113,010 48,473

1996 35,945 13,294 49.239

1957 36,241 13,650 49,891

36,626 14,118 50,744

1969 36,79'i* 14,322 51.119

1976 36,577 14,632 51,309*

1971 36,165 15%116 51,281

1972 35.531 15,113 50,644

1973, 34,953 15,277 50,229

1974 34,419 15,337 49,756

P ec ecl

1975 33,800 15,500 49,300

1976 33,300 15,600* 43,900

1977 32,600 15,500 48,100

1978 31,800 15,400 47,200

1979 31,100 15,100 46,200

1980 30,900 14,600 45,500

1981 30,800 14,100 44,900

1982 30,900 13,600 44,500

1983 31.200 13,300 44,500
--,

1984 31,500 13,300 44,800\

*Peak year.

Source: HEW, Projections of Education Statistics to

Numbers include public and non =public schools.

5 7 (8

5, p.1S.
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Since births continued to decline to November, 1976, seconuary chool

enrollments cannot be expected to increase in any significant way pefore.,,

the early 1990's. All things being equal, secondary school enrollments

should reacn a low point of about 12,000,000 in 1990 when the students in

grades r =12 will come from the small birth cohdrts of 1973 to 1976. These

Cirtn conorts were 4DOOt 25 smaller than those of 1960 to 1963, which formec

one basis of secondary school enrollments in 1977.

r 1CT. elementary scnool enrollments on the basis of numoers of oirtrs

certain number of years earlier is fairly reasonable, at least at the

national level, since virtually all children attend the elementary grades

ant automatic promotion bated on age.nas been customary for two decades.

Secondary school enrollments, however, include a discretionary factor which

complicates projection's, (The discretionary factor is of Such impOrtance

in postsecondary education that this level will be dealt with in a separate

section.) There is some evidence that the continuation rate haS declined

ln recent year in some places. In New York City, a rising proportion of

drop -opts is attributed to a changing ethnic mix in the city, since Blacks

and Puerto Ricans are said to have a much higher drop out rate than Whites,

'and these groups have increased proportionally to Whites in recent years.

To the extent that this differential is true nationally, and to the extent

I that these differential persist over the next 15 years or.so,

N.Y. Times, Sunday_ October 17, 1976. Personal communication, Isabel -

Hambright, Population Research Unit, California Department of Finance,
in relation to their projected numbers of high school graduates.
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continuation rates would tend to fall, since nonWhite youth will comprise

an increasingly larger percentage of ,.-.,rSons 14-17 years of age.

National figures do not show any downward trend in high school continuation

rates, so the :roblem may be one'for local planners only.5

i. ENROLLMENT PROSPECTS BASED ON FERTILITY PROJECTIONS

Enrollment forecasts beyond the early 1980's become increasingly depenclent

on fertility projections. The entering kindergarten class of 1984 will not

be born until 1979: the same birth cohort will enter 9th grade in 1993 and

colleges and universities in 199'. Thus, is ussion of enrollments for

those le'vels of education much beyond thbse years depends on what assumo-

tions.are made about future fertility behavior.

A. PrOjeCted Fe litv in the 0.5, 1975-2000

The Bureau of the Census issued its latest detailed population projections.

in 1975.6 In order to provide a range, they made three separate projedtiohs

based on three different assumptions concerning completed family size.

(Mortality and migration assumptions were the same for all three). Series-1

is based on the assumption that the, completed families of /oung women now

of reproductive age and those who will bear children in the future will

average 2.7 children; Series II is based on an eventual completed cohort

1

6. Percent of persons 14-17 enrolled in school rose from 93.1 to 94 between

1964.and 1969, and then fell to 92,9 in 1974. 'Sucn variation could

easily be caused by changes in age distribution in the 14 to 17 year
old category. (Current Population Reports, P. 20, no 278, Table 2, 0.4)

The same publication snows an .increasing convergence in white and :le-
white rates of attendance, in this age group. By the early 1970's, the

rates were virtually equal.
6. Current Population Reports, Series P-25, no 601. "Projections of the

P-qiiii-ation of the United States: 1975 to 205D" (1975). A later public

tion Series P25 no 704, July 1977 did not differ substantially in the roe
.groups and years employed in this paper.
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fertility of 2.1: and series 111 on one of 1.7. Series 11 is generally

considered the most reasonable, in part because i. conforms most closely

with recent surveys of birth expectations.7 Two additional projections

were made using an eventual completed family size of 2.1, but introducing

certa variations in the assumptions underlying the projection::.. Series III.

is based in a 'titer than expected timing of births; Series !IR relates the

numper of births to the parent cohort. These weMe done to illustrate the

result of certain trends which, althouyh considered possible by demographers,

are felt by the Census Bureau to be somewhat less likely than those assumed

to unde.ly Series 11.

Summary it to i ;

To summarize the preceding discussions, we have seen that:

Number; of births declined nearly every year from 1962 to 1976.

2) The percentage decline in that period is nearly 28 percent (from about

4.3 to 3.1 million).

This decline has resuited in a 10 percent decline in elementary scho

enrollments, with a further decline of 7 or 8 perCent certairiby the

middle of the 1980's, (Between 1969 and 1982 or 3, elementary school

enrollment w'll have declined 16 percent, from 36,747,000 to about

30.800,000.)

secondary school enrollments reachad their peak in. 1976. Th

decline through the 1980's, pefhaps h as much as 25 percent.

Current PopulationReoorts, Series P-20 No 277, "Fertil
of &m rrcan woman: ,tune 1974', (February 1975)

y Expectations
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Enrollment in grades K-12 combined, reached :3 peak in 1970 (51,309,000),

It will decline to the mid-1980's (to about 44,500.000 or about 13t).

5( The course of elementary enrollment beyond 1982 or so and secondary

school enrollment beyond 1990 depends largely on the level of fertility

after 1976 The Census Bureau has projected fertility for the rest of

teis century (and beyond) according to three assumed sizes of comcleted

families. These are 2. 7 2.1, and 1.7 children per 4oman, Additional

DroJections for a 2.1 level of cohort fertlity were done, one usinc a

later than generally expected average age of childbea-in, and the ocrieran

oscilting level of completed fertility dependent on the size of the

parent canon:. Series 11 is cnsidered to be the most likely level of

tuture fertility.

Imnliea °inns for FrirpilmOntS

Depending on which level of projection Series is Chosen, wto iy different

conclusions about the probable course of futL e e7rollments iv r be drawn

(Numb!rs are in 000's)

a) Series 1 l2.7 children) would result In:

1. A 51 percent increase it dooulation 5-13 between 1980 and 2000

(30,'41 to 453).

! 31 tarrent ix-ease in population 14-17 in the same period

20,575).

k2J children) would result in

A 19 percent increase in population 5-13 betweh 1980 and 2000

(30,246 to 15,962).

A 6 percent increase in population 14-17 to 16.752),

Pr err,ed pr: e,tion s,ries
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TABLE III

ESTIMATES ANO PROJECTIONS OF THE POPULATION BY SELECTED AGES: 1950 2000 (000's)

Ages 5-13
Series I Series II Series [IL Series IIR Series I

1950
1955

1960
1965

1970

22,423

27.925
32,965
35.754
36,636
31,441

_O 30.441 30,246 30,235 30,228 30,112

1985 33,330 30,380 29,378 29,615 27,954

1990 41,282 34,643 31.434 32,379 29,383

1995 45,725 36,799 32.868 34,179 30,320

2000 45.923 35,963 33,213 34,758 29,119

Ages 14-Y7

`Series 1 Series Series ILL Series !IR Series

1950 _ 4

1955 9,247

1960 11,219

1965 14,153

1970 15,910

1975 16,923
1980 15,753
1985 14,888
1990 13,538 12,941 12.879 12,867 12,463

1995 17,912 15.317 14,055 14,43 13,210.

2000 20.575 16,752 14,873 15,432 13.915
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Series !I L (2.1 children, with a later average age of childbearing)

would result in:

A 10 percent increase at ages 5-13 between 1980 and 2000

(30.253 to 33,213).

percent decrease at ages 4-17 in the same 5,753 to

14,873).

Le :: Jan oscilla:inc level of completed fertility epencenz on

the site of the parent cohort) would result in:

A 15 percent increase in Npulation 5-13 between 1980 and 2002

(30,228 to 34,758).

ii. A 2 percent decrease in population 14-17 (15,753 to 15,4321.

Series 1:1 (1.7 children) would result in:

i. A ,Z'Oercent decrease in population ages 5 -13 between 1980 and

2000 (30,112 to 29,119)

A 12 percent decrease at ages 14 to 17 (15,753 to 13,915).

VI. ENROLLMENT TRENDS ASSUMING I FERTILITY

Enrollment in fl--entary Schools (1. -8)

ks indicated in Table II), the population age 5-13 which forms the basis

for elementary school enrollments, will decli e about 10 percent between

1975 and 1980 under all the projected Series, including ies 11 and !IL.

TneAecline to 1980 is certain since nearly all the children who wool

to 13-in 1980 had been born when the projection was done (mid-1975).

1930, that age group will be Just 83 percent of what it had been in the

peak year of 1370, or approximately what it:liad been in 1957.

change in the number of children 5 to 13 is projected between 1980

and 195 The following ten years, to 1995, will .see growth, however. in
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the five year's between 1985 and 1990, the number of children of elementary

school age will increase 12 percent, if the most likely age pattern of child-

bearing is followed.8 There will be another 6 percent increase between 1990

and 1995. In 1995, there ie,7' be about as many children of elementary sthol

`aae as there was in the peak year. 1970. Thereafter, the site of this age

if later childbearing becomes the mode, *owth will be much slower, but
it would continue into the 21st century.; Under Series 11 L. there would
be 10 percent more children age 5 to\13 in 2000 than in 1980. under
Series 11, there\would be 19 percent \more\ Seriew 11 R is somewhat simi-
lar to Series 11 1, in the sense of contindous growth beyond 1995, but
the rate of increase 15 faster. If its assumptions were correct, there
would be 15 percent more children in that age group in 2000 than in 1980
and the growth would continue into the first two decades of the 21st
century.



nrd,io will de lire in for 15 years. The decline will continue to 2010,

wh...h the project ion snows a total of 74,335,000 children Ile 5 -13 (about

the level of the early 19(0,'s).

In -ua ,)ry then, tne decrease in elementary school enrollments hich has

cr:curroo since 1970 will under Series II fertility assumo ions, continue

into tne early 1930's. Triere will be no substantial turn around untilaf.

)rO.LO after that ill he fairly r ib, s1ii e ti,,

elementary 7.Ch021 0Q9 will increase 12 percent in tne next

percent in the 10 years between 1995 and 1925. The 15 after 1995

will ine, but only between 6 and 7 percent.

difficult task of educators to prepare not only for the substantial

and inevitiole decl ine of tn0 nest few years, but also to plan for a reasonably

certein\upturn thereafter. There

elementary school in 1996 as thor

ver elv to be as many children in

the neck year of 1970, before the

curren-J decline. Fortunately, there will be some advance notice of the up-

turn, as there was of the downturn, giVen.the lag between birth and entrance

into scno 1 If births start to increase rapidly toward the end'of the 70s,

as they will if Series II fertility is d reasonable choice, then educators

should begin to inform the public of the need for increasing resources, pre-

Paring teachers, etc.

Enrollment jn Secondaxv Schools 9-121

Table ill presents estimates and projections of the population aged 14 to 17,

n is tne basis for secondary schdol enrollmertts. The steady decline of

nearly 26 oercent tern the current high Of close to 17,000,000 to under

13,000,000 in 1990 is certain since most persons who will be that age in 1990
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are, already born. Growth after 1990 will be rapid, however. Between 19

and 1995, numbers in tha-t age group will increase nearly 19 percent under

the Series -II assumptions (Even under the less likely pattern of later

Childbearing in Series II L. thdte 5 years would see a 9 percent increase

- in young persons of senndary school age.. Series _Ii R fertility would cause

a 12 percent increase.)

/( Another-10 perc ent increase between 1995 and 2000,'.brejected by Series-Ii,

would biline tnat ape group nearly back to its peak 1975 level. All in all,

if Series !I is reasonably orrect, and enrollment rates remail*edual, to

current ones. wecan exoec

meents in the oecade of the 9C

increase in secondary scnooi enroll-

Should childbearing be delayed (Series II L),

Increase would be a more modUst, but still substantial, 16 percent.-

_percent under 'he.pattern of!1 _R).

The upturn in secondary school enrollments will. be even sharper than tnt

in elementary schools,just as 'the downturn will be, because of the smaller

-
age soh involved. Howevere the advance warning will be greateri-too.

PRIPARING FdR''ENROLLME1 CHANGES

ProjectingILLIti

It scarcely needs mentioning that it will not be spfficient to simply

monitor the national birthrate in order to ascertain probable enroll-

ment chanoes within local school districts. Growth, likedecline, will

occur more sharply in some areas than in others. Aside' from any local

differences in birth rates, there are-important 'd n in

tion experience, both regionally (e.g., the movement from the Northeastern
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and North-Central states to th the Southwest and West) and within

regions (e.g.. from central cities to suburban rings).

Unfortunately, projections of local papule. on \by age are not easy to

do since ;hey depend so heavily on estimating uture migration patterns.

Tne demooraphic art of local migratiOn forecasting is in considerably

less satisfaction a state .than even annual fertility forecasting. In

many instances, it is not even possible ,to know with any exactitude wnat

recent past migration patterns have been, much less to forecaSt them. On

, the wnole, U.S. migration statistics are.awkward to collect and to analyze

since we do not keep registries of movement as we doof births and deatns.

We depend on the census, including special surveys,' and retrospective re-

porting to understand mig'ation patterns. Very often all that can be

known is the net migration; the exact numbers' of-immigrants` and emigrants

whicn Compose that number can only be surmised.

/_-
/.:

Nevertheless, planning for . future flexibility in meeting enrollment change

and the handling of present crises require some idea of the likely shape

of future enrollments in local districts. It is therefore df the utmost

necessity- that administrators have access to the best estimate of their

-district's Current population by age and that they develop their capacity

to estimate its likely'future conflguratIons. While many of the largest

school districts have staff who projert enrollments - usually by the grace

orogression method combined with a local birth rate-based estimate of

future kindergarten entrants - few are equipped to estimate the range of
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probable enrollments as long as five years, much-less 10 or 15 yearS out:

It would be very useful if state governments ould,provide demographic_ pro-

jection services to local schOol district', perhaps in cooperation with the

bureau of tne Census,- (The Bureau of the Census has done some work in the

field-of small area census in a project called- the "Dual,Independent Map

flcodinc File" 'Supervised by Jacob Silver.) Given the difficulties in pre_

dicting m area migration patterns, such services, to be usefUl, would

need the input of persons familiar with loCal problems and prospects. Ks

oar of the servic School administrative staff. could perhaps be trained

to monitor the situation from year to year-and make tentative correctionS

based on current experience

Tom deVelopMent of a pilot project to help School _riots project tneir

future enrollments and hence plan. rationally would, in my estimation,
,

one of the most-productive uses of educational research money that agenci
n

such as tne Nacional institute of Education (11IE) could, make. :ft is diffi

cult to see how -administrators can plan for the future without some idea

of liow many students-they are likely to have at each School.-
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B. Su..estions for Resoonses o Fluctuations in Enrollments

Aside from developing procedures for determining likely local change$, 1

believe it would be useful ftir educators,to consider strategies of flexible

response to rapid enrollment change. That rapid change will, is, occurring

is certain, or nearly so. Some areas will be more affected than others, but

nearly be affected to some degree. Two possible examples of flexible

respOnse to rapid enrollment change might include lease arrangements for pre-

fabricated buildings centrally owned; say bytthe state or by a grou- dis-

tricts, and one year certification programs for holders of appropriate bachelor's

or Master's degree..

The idea of a flexible physical plant arises from accounts of school closinc$

and the attempts of school districts to Sell or rent the property. Apparently

it is not easy to find alternative uses for school buildings. 15 or 20

wear many districts could again be faced with the need for more classrooms,

albeit differently distributed than those in existence today. This need, for

reasons of fertility Change or migratioh'could be fairly shor Llived..
While discussing strategies, apparently designed to increase rapidly the

supply of teachers seems a little out of place in today's market, the one

year post 5A or MA credential system actually allows both rapid increase and

contraction of the supply of ne :.its. :A person- need iot make a firm

commitment to the field until the so for year, thus-one need not predict the..

job market four years in advance. Plans for encouraging a rapid increase

may not- be entirely out of place. however.
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A study by Peter Morrison points to the possibility of a teacher shortage

sometime in-'the 980's. 9 The factors thought to underly this possibility

are:

1) The ROM- job market, which is discouraging students from entering teacher

training.

2) The age structure of the current stock of teachers and especially of the

reserve pool of teachers, which consists of former teachers who left the

field to raise families and whose children are either, grown or considered

old enough to leave. By the late 1980's, a large number of these persons,

products of the initial large cohorts of teachers produced in the mid

1950's will be reaching advanced ages."

A projected annual increase of 2 to 3 perceht a year in school enrollments,

due to begih in'1985. 10

I do not intend to defend either of the above suggested strategies.
I pose

them merely to urge ecloCato% to plan for flexible response to future ups

and downs in enrollments. This should include Somehow minimizing lengthy

investments by the taxpayers in physical plant and by individuals-- in pre-

Oaring for careers.

Planning for the projected growth of the late 1980's and 90's and poSSible

later downturns, will be relatively-simple compared with managing the down-

turn which is now underway and which will Continue through the 1980's. The

buildings are already there and so are the teachers, trained and committed

to a.: career, It iSin this area of present crisis requiring immediate action

that outside technical assistance sponsored by agehcies like NIE could be of

Morrison, Petee'A., The Oemooraohic Co Educational _Policy Plan
nine, Rand Paper SerieS, P-oo92, p.-

10, TETa., P. 18 and 19
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particular help.

Sihce a number of districts have already been faced with the problem of

surplus plant, it would be useful to'Collect aCcOunts of how this problem

has been faced in various places, along with general advice from such

professionals as architects and economists or others with background, in

property management. Advice in the political management of -school closings

might be even more valuable. These analyzed case histories and suggested/

solutionS could be collected in a manual to guide districts facing decline.

Perhaps task forces of.persons with experience in such matters could be set

up as a supplement to the manual to aid districts newly faced with such --

crisess the necessity to close schools.

Meire serious than school closing, in my opinion, is the posSibility of -

1ay-offs for teaChers who have invested years in their professions. While.-

some districts may be able to handle the matter through attrition, reassign-
.

. .. /
cent and' usterity (and could be helped to do so with.exPerienced outside

\ .

, r

advice, as\TO'ested above for school closings), others will not The vir-

J

tually certaih 254ercent
1..

decline in secondary school/enrollments will not
---,

be evenly distributed across the nation. For reasons of local age str ctuce

and migratory movement, 'some dittritts may well haVe secondary school) enroll-

cents drop to half, or less, of the current level. it :seems worthwhile for

teacher organizations and other groups to consider ameliorating the (impact

of such layoffs, Possible ways to do so might'inClude clearinghousesfor

L.:

employment, including employment outside the:Profession, and insurance schemes

designed to subsidfze,re-training. Such activities would be a use61 addition

to Job security clauses,in labor contracts', insofar as improving the future
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prospects for persons now in the teaching profession goes. At the least,

teachers should be advised of he possibility of future employment problems

due to projected enrollment changes in their

viate the consequences to themselves as individuals.

and of ways to elle-

Even tnose districts which do not have to resort to layoffs will not be in

a position to do much new nfring fh the 1980'S. While no scheme will make

'up for the loss of youthful energy and enthusiasm, "teacher renewal: programs

could help moderate any tenden y toward stagnation. For example, well designed

in-service training Could help eep,exoerienced teachers up to date on promis-

ing new teaching metnods and,developments in their acadeviic fields.

At the university level, the satbaticel system help% refresh teachers and

also brings in new faces as their replacements. It is doubtfUl that most

districts could afford a sabbatical Trt4ram, but, federally financed fellow-

Ship PrograMs might be of some assistance. Another way to achieve-soMe turn-

over would be for teaCherS to Switch places occasionally. Ideally, a school

which has Oeveloped :an exciting new program would "lend" teachers to neighbor.

frig districts, who,in turn would send some of their teachers to the innovative

scnool. Opportunities for retraining and placement in other jobs ieight en-

coUrage those tired of teaching to leave the field, openiog positions for the

more enthusiastic. Clearly 'another fruitful field for NIE assistance would

be. the development Of such "teacher renewal" schemes,which school districts,

could refer to as places,)for new'hires diminish and disappear. As before, I

do not ntendto develop a casOor the above suggestions, merely to encouracie

1 educators to plan. for virtually certain future circumstances.
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Su:rn:ary to Section VII, Preparing or Enrollment Char

1) Changes in enrollments will differ from schoel . :strict- to schooLidis-

trict, principally because of differences in local migration patterns..

2) Administrators need to know probable future enrollment trends in their

oistric - in nrder to plan rationally; however,. few school ditricts

have the teconical caracity to project enrOlinienCS as moth as five

years in the future.

School cistrizzs need aid to project -_ ranpe of future ehrto

mants(d range of projections is preferable since small area forecasting

an uncertain art). Such aid could well be supplied by a state acencY,

pernaps in cooperation With the Bureau of the Cersc

Some passible fluctuations in enrcllimntsnse_

a) lease arrangements for prefabricated:buili,i1g1 Centraliy Owned

by the state or by a group of disci...

t) one year certification programs frribld A or

MOstdr's degrees.
.

programs to. retrain an- fird = -for administ- =tors and -

teachers in districts facing sharp enrollment declines.

the development of ,"teacher progrlyne
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HE MAHAC ENT OF CI IN HIGHER EDUCATION

A statement by President Robert C, Spencer'
Sangamon'State University. Springfield,;

Illinois before the House Select Committee
onlopulstion. Washington. n. C.

'May 25, 1978

Mr. Chairman, not being a specialist on populatidin I am uncertain how I

can add to the contributions already.made by the demographers and sociologists

on this panel. It happens, however, that I have witnessed and experienced

some consequences of the things we are talking about today, namely, the impact

of population shifts upon the planning and, management-Of higher education.

In particular I speak of a new institution of Which I have been privileged to

have been founding,Oresident these past nine 'years. Hardly had Sangamon State

:University opened its. doors in the fall of 1974 than it Was faced with reduced

enrollment expectations, changed planning strategies, altered schedules for

completion, and a perceptible redefinition of itsmission. Under such circum-

stances pgrt of the leadership task became-the "management 'of decline" as well

as institutional development. It is an experience which many institutions are

or will be going through in the yews ahead as higher education comes to be a

"no growth industry" in' many parts of Chill country, Let me tell you a bit of

the story.

Sangamon to University oiay about half{jraplalred site for the

current academic year, and en the 1980's wi l be about one-third as large in

headcount and one7fourth in full-time-equivalent 'student enrollment as its

original pl nners conceived it in the late 1960.41. Such reductions in enrollment

of an on ing institution, wherever-located. would be 8isastrous indeed. It

has a real but less visible impact upon an institution which is new ana growing,

but will not chieve its plaAned size in the foreseeable future.
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In iota aituatton we are not alone. Many colleges and universities e

already adjusting to the demographic' realities of the 1970's and 1980's

leveling or reduced enrollments, to an older and atypical undergraduate student

body, to underutilized physical facilities, and to shifts in the "marketability"

of curt iCU lar options.

Sangamon State University, ihowever, optivistically came off the drawing

boards of Minns' educational planning and coordinating agencies less than

three years before these demographic changes-began to hit all of higher

education. Generoualy funded from the start, SSU did not have the lead time,

if You will, to eatablish its reputation and its clientele, and to stab i

its program offeringa before Eta own new "depression" hit, That' we are a

going enterprise' today in spite of these difficulties testifies to the

resilience of the facuity and staff, to the resour illness of the internal

planning process, and to thOp:intintted confidence of our several external

boards and agencies, including the legislature. For better or f- Worse, our

setting in the state capita' of one of the nation's great states has given

SSU an earlier oppbrtunity to test _a Mission and,programs under public,

scrutiny.

Before continuing, tot me explain briefly just where Sangamon State -

University fits into ist-secondary institutions across. the

country. Clarifying tha point will also make it easier-to understand some
*

of the long-term diffieu es which a number of new institutions, as well as
7,1

_many older ones, will, a e in the years ahead. The 350 state colleges and

universities in this country now nerve some 50 percent of all baccalaureate

students in public sector aerilor' institutions.' In the post-war years these

were the most rapidly growing n utlons of and successfully absorbed

. much of the enrollment' expansion in American higher educ4ion-,sharing this
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expansion with new public community colleges as it came on line throughout the

sixties an venties. This growth was engendered not only by the post-war

baby boom, but also by the ideas of expanded educational opportunity which

'generous lunding a flourishing economy, heightened expectations osocial

mobility and personal growth, and in some instances opportunit'y and growth.

which locXI pride and boosterism had sought.

Within this astonishing record of educational Irowth, the older-1 nd-

grant ins Wit ions and many private- colleges and universities also expanded.

Educational planning hoard: and agencies sponsored much of the growth, but

much also occurred as uition increases and generous public funding permitted

ad-hoc instirutional expansion iniesponse to enrollment pressures: Sangamon

Statelniversity Is part of a sub-group of these new, planned, public insti-

tutions. They were founded In response not only to.regional demographic

changes, but also to the growing number of community collegi graduate= seeking

admission to senior instit for completion of-baccalaureate studieX.

PaTIO4 tut has never been without n great public faith In education at all

levels- as an equalleer of opportunity, and as a panacea for a better world.

These years aeteltzed by untested and unchallenged assumptions about

the value and atilt y if nearly unlveral post - secondary education in 4

democratic, industrial society.

Sangamon State University and Governors State University were designed

primarily t4 meet the new community college and graduate/professional student

"markets" in Illinois. In Florida four of these upper -levelinstitutIons were.

started and in Texas, eight--elther as freestanding inXtitutions or as branch

campuses of existing universities. New York had two now one,'as. did Mitbigap.

For the most part these upper-level institutions were well locai:d In urban

or suburban settings and had stylescwhAch made them academically as well as
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o an increasingly heterogeneous student body. They

had. in addition, close affiliations with nearby community colleges.

Among the public four -year institutions founded during this era were two

in New JerseyRamapo and Stockton State colleges; Oakland University and the

Grand Valley State Celieges in Michigan; half a dozen in California; Evergreen

State College at Olympia, Washington; and an equal. number of new or greatly

expanded four -year campuses in New York state, Wisconsin added branch

campuses to its land-grant system at Green Bay and Parkside, while the

University of Illinois branched at Chicago Circle, and Southern Illinois

Universityat Edwardsville.

More than being new or "emerging ruititutions." these institutions had

another very significant experience in common. They were founded, or _ e

expanded at a time of unprecedented social ferment and unrest in America.

The implications for educational leadership and institutional management

soon clear: students and many faculty, intensely unhappy with existing social

institutions and with the quality or performance of America's political and

corporate leadership, began testing neW.areas of dissent and new lifestyles.

The new universities' bout which we are speaking recruited many of their

faculties from the nation's major graduate schools and from some of the best

and most troubled campuses during this period. Some institutions became, to

short, testing grounds not Only for most appropriate curricular changes and

carefully designed innovative PtUgrams, but also for th ideologies of

disenchantment and liberation, for alternative lifestyles as well-as experimental'

programs.

' There were two major consequences fee university leadership and management

from this change in the environment of higher education and the troubles 4n

the world "outside." Firstand particularly in public sector, ,institutions

policy and administrative decision making, whether at the campus or higher
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levels, soon had to comply with new of participation by campus

constituencies. This was in turti accompanied by new levels of openness for

Public meetings and internal processes. Secon, on many campuses the petition,-

the referendum, the-electoral politics, and populist rhetoric became for ma

faculty the standard of academic "legitimacy rather than appointed or

traditionally selected consultative bodies dominated by tenured facultY\and

sea ned academic administrators. Inexperience and political skill became

MO viable thnn.experlence and practical judgment in such settings,

y

Finally, to older measures of fitness for academic appointment or reappointment,

scholarship, teaching, and public service were added.eliber overtly or otherwise,

new tests of sincerity, ideological purity, or sensitivity to gro upitems-of

the alienated cr the newly, liberated.

On older campuFw- with stable internal governance, w h established

vtandard of quality in teaching, scholarship, and public service, these same

pressures and Constituencies could and very often did provide healthy stimuli

for debate and solid contributions to needed educational change and more

responsive bureaucratic styles, An on-going academic community with a sense

of its own worth and valued academic traditions will manage these forces Of

change differently than a new one struggling to establish its reputation and

eredibilitit..its teaching styles, and thoSe standards and internal procedures

which free its staff and faculty _for. serious academic reeks.
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But the new public institutions of the sixties and seventies, as well as

6any older public Institutions, have another hurdle to jump. That hurdle is

set by the array of technical reporting requIcements of legislatures and

coordinating, governing, budgeting, and auditing agencies. These require

that public colleges and universities regularly prove that their performance

worth the cost. Accompanying these very understandable demands for

accountability is a growing suspicion that the promise of universal higher

education may not be bringing about the better world; but that, indeed, it

may be bringing only more unrest, confusion, and alienation from what good

was left of the old world. More recently, too, Johnny's college-educated

-older brother and sister have been found less literate and informed than

.
expected, despite the vast resources devoted to their training and development.

Doubts about the value of higher education seldom -lead to serious

discussion about the quality or rigor of what should be taught, about minimal

.edudatIonal requirements for el nship in a free society.or the purposes of

what we do as educators, The enterprise is toe complex diffuse, and

questions of quality too subtle, to permit that luxury, Instead we ark asked

to report institutional output and performance by quantitative measures..

Thin is calculated in many ways: by unit costs per credit hot instruc on,

` by academic program costs, by faculty workloads, by the research productivity

of faculty, by the employability of, new graduat,l, and by compliance with

affirmative :r.ntldn guidelinesto mention cverll, For ,,,,,ple,'w1th affirmative

action guldelinos institutions are required not only to be in compliance, but

also CO COOdrt continuous progress in providing career and employment oppor-

,tunities for women and minorities, Lack of progress, from whatever cause, could

be.censtrued as. a flaw in Institutional performance'. Over a period tiVone

yiar, for example, required 120 or more reports to a total of 7 major external

'agencies, and 35 voluntary agencies or Institutions In addition to telephone

and persona/ inquiries. Those reports and 'obligations occur regardless to

institutional size.
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central staff specialists and experts in nsnessing parts of the whole. Because

internal resources also must be'developed'to meet external'reporting requirements,

all public institutions have added to their - administrative overhead costs the

'.necessary technical machines} and personnel to 5UrViVC. This-, in turn, adds

further to casts and is a special burden on the small institution which has

COMMIOS of scale to 'offset the investment.'

As importjnt as =the cost, however, is the impact of external reporting

on management. More nd more professional people withIft an institution come

to understand less and less about the entire institution's operations and

purposes, Technical staff loyalties, moreover= -like those of mini faculty°
.

are directed as much to 'leagues and peers outside the institution as to

those within from-whom the larger picture Mt ht be understood. Finally, the

closer one gets to the teaching faculty, the less these external reporting

obligations and technical requirements are understood or tolerated.

To return to the effects upon higher education of demographic changes,

pee can assess the impact of this last and most technical requirement,of

external reporting upon management. It it one which tends to fragment further

the attention and perspectives of central decisfyrimnkars, leaving untended

some edunational agenda 'requiring serious study and the commitment of leader,

ship. Few reporting documents, in other words, are decision documents. -Most

convey technical information to specialized personne'

I have- called the pattern of management-under the condition described.

here an "perforated decision-making." It in perforated because of thb necessary

fragmentation of data on institutional performance and the relentless deadlines

of external agencies; it is perforated because,, while internal:governance Is

highly participative tut seldom deliberative, occasions are seldom available

to discuss witij legitimate internal constituencies the questions and problems
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of an institution's performance before time runs out; and it to perforate

finally, because external agencies and their professional staffs have, too

frequently come to rely upon data of this kind more than upon the genuine

accomplishments of an institution's faculty and programs as expressions of a

whole educational enterprise,

Please understand that I am not discounting the need or value of deta led

examination of institutional.-performance. What I am concerned with is the logs

of purpose and perspective because the working environment has become so frag-

mented that it 13 difficult to assess responsibility br to prescribe remedies

under these c'endicions. - The weakest excuses for failure of n -urional

performance are procedural or technical: the strongest are substantive and

personal. Under the conditions described here the former tends to be

substituted-for the utter in heavily rogulatedpublic sector institutions.

Add to thtS the requirements of reallocation and retrenchmentthe "management

of decline," if you will-Land there io almost no way that decision-making can

7,proceed smoothly. And it is inevitable that central administration In many

public institutions wilt find Ii easier to seek technical, political compromises

rather than to slake sound educational decisions.

With." maximum feasible participation" mandated-by both internal constituencies

and many external agepci o. b_ energy and skill must be devoted to building

relations' with constituencies and seeking consensit: When eVeryone Is in

charge, one might say nobody Is In AargeAlthough formal responsibility

reMains the same.

enrollments in vcit's

for faculty and staf

shifts in population and College and university

bell will undoubtedly continue to cause high anxieties

seek to protect their status, economic benefits.

curricular pri 'ties, And professional Identities.

Chairman, rather than make Immesh ate policy suggestions for this

!r2 I have spoken _,-to the conditions for decision- making bich manyroom'
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colleges and univertities, Paitkularly the newer public ones, fin4 themselves

in as- demographic hangen force shifts in the sire- -and mission of many

tions. In the long term one can probably say that America', public educational

establishment is overbuilt in places, and it in very probable chat--barring

sudden new national educational efforts like that provided in the late 1950's

and I960's by the pont-Sputnik era in the scifences--the leuein of support

enjoyed in the par ca not be sustained in the future.

In my judgment the. greatest contribution Which could be made in this

situ _on-would be for this body and athers. some how to sponsor an examinatAon

of our national educational priorities in light of the eed for suntaining

and renewing one the world's last open, free, democr tic governments,

founding fathers and'many observers of American history have shared thin

concern, We have no source other than an enlightened and educated citizenry

from which to draw our future Congressiten and leaders, and other public

servants--those who represent us and who govern. The demographic realities

of the late seventies and the eighties provide an opportunity to met such an

agenda an the soundest-preparation for the future of thin country.

Such an assessment of national educational priorities would retagnixe

many good things which are already being done by our public and private

educational institutions. The paralysa and stalemate which make institutional

leadership and management no difficult could be reduced if we possessed clearer

priorities and purposes, AUthority and participative mechanisms can be

clarified around acknowledged purposes. To stimulate-recovery of purpose in

the relationship between education and the survival of a free,g6vernment in a

highly technical, rapidly changing society in a world fraught with conflict,

could be one notable outcome for the concerns of this committee.

The conditions of management and leadership described here will affect

most twit itut ions to one degree or another in both the public and private
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sectors of higher education in the years ahead. Survival for =ume during this

period of relative d teady state will depend upon sever at,things:

graphical and transportation access; an adequate range of degree and program

options; the historical legacy and academic reputation of the institution;

issien and institutional pride arising from its,accomplishments and

shard purp oses; and-'finally, externs[ support 'which returns flexibility and

a measure of discretion to haMalrung tutional leadership. It will be

'found that strengthened leadership will yield stronger internal governance

and reducedgt And confrontation when it is known that the buck stops where

it ought to and not in external agencies.

The possibiLityexists that Sangamon State University will meet these

conditions and will be given continued support, despite its drastically

reduced final size and, relatively -toady state the next few years. Many of

on also believe that it will achieve a reputation and usefulness appropriate

to its netting in the state capital in Central Illinois. Looking at the

_ .

Litr cynically. one might be assured of 'future student in light of the

growing tasks of government in the years ahead. Ii that is the case, SSU

will bear its share of responsibility that the bureaucracy be-well educated

and capable -f=the tasks it will face.
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W. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I an pleased to have the opportunity to testify he

panel on the implications of. demographic change in the

elementary and secondary school population

ion's

this is a subject

with which rand my colleagues in the Education OiV n have

been greatly concerned as we enter a period of long-range enroll-

ment decline. It represents a field in which far-sighted and con-

structive policy decisions will be essential in the years to Como.

-would like to focus today on three major aspects 'of the

problem of demographic change. First, I want to present a brief

statistical overview of the issue Snd indicate the impact that pro-,

jectcd population shifts will have on _pecific:seglnents of our

society. Secondly, I wish to discuss the implications of a pro-

ed enrollment decline on our system of elementary-secondary

school finance and administration. Finally, l would like to suggest

some policy options we would do well to consider at this

Overview and mpact

It would be wise for us to put the issues involve_ n demo-

graphic change in some. historical perspective. 'traditionally, we

in,diis country have been concerned with the problem. of growth,

not decline. In this century alone we have seen the total enroll-

mcnit in elementary-secondary schools and higher education iliStitu-

tions grow from.17,million to over 60 million. American college -s and

universities enr

J2 -911 0.- 70 - 39

the turn of the cent now
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the figure is over 11 million, which is a jump of nearly five thousand

percent. Growth led to innumerable difficultiesbut as we proved

in the earlyi196015, when we constructed 485,000 new classrooms and

trained and employed each year more than 150,000 new elementary and

secondary school, teachers, we have historically been capablebf

handlin ose'difficuitics well

As we a now learning, the questions mlating to diminishing

enrollment.are different and more complicated. Their complexity is

heightened by the fact that the patternof decline is not universal.

For example, the Census Bureau projects that 1990 total ele-

mentary-secondary enrollment will fall from its current level of

48,736,000 to approximately 45,750,000. The number of students in

grades K-8 will actually increase slightly to about 33,870,000 over

the present total of 33,003,000, after falling off sharply in the

next few years. But themuliber of high school students will drop

sharply from 15,703000 this year to approximately 11,375,000 in 1990;

it should rise sharply through die decade as those ekementary students

make their way through the school system, but will probably not reach

its present number. The reason for all of this is relatively simple.

Despite the aptiowl trend toward smaller families, the products of

the post -World War II baby boom are beginning to have their own children,

who will'he reaching school age through the next decade.

If this cycl eai trend were mlifonn oughout the Nation, the

policy implication would be clear: School systems would be well-advised
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to go into a holding pattern, and wait for ,tht classrooms pow being

depopulated to fill once fig,:

Unfortunately, the pattern is anything but Uniform. We antici --

pate although I would stress that projections in this area are highly

tentative - =that there will be a net doclinc school-age population

in the Northeast and Ncwth.Central parts of the Nation as out-migration

from those regions continues. Yet school dist._ -s in the Sun Belt

may.have to cope with a continued enrollment boom, as the overa

populationof the South and Southwest rises throughout 9

over, within these regions there will he population shifts

that have even more profound consequences. There continues to be a

net movementaway_from center cities in most parts of the Nation, as

there has been for the past two decades. Yet the growth boom c

ring suburban.communitie may well be at or near end; increasing

nukhers of people are settling in rural or small town areas or--to a

degree--in outer suburban areas that are often still classified

rural by the Census Bureau. These emerging suburb's are among:the

few places many young families can afford to buy homes:in today's marke

although high commuting costs act a a disincentive: to a signit

number of families who might otherw e chOese to relocate in these areas.

There may well he a need for..construction of new facilities in some

places t erve the enlarged school population these movement -

preduc , hut, given the uncertainty with which,lOcational projections
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must be made, I would hope that districts do not act in a hasty or

precipitate, manner.

We have somewhat more faith in the validity of projections

of the ethalic composition of the school-age population over the

next several years. We expect that, while the minority proportion

of the Nation as a whole will rise from about 131 now to about 14.86

in 1990, the percentage of the 0 to 13 age group that is black or

other minority will not increase appreciably. .dowcver, because of

the large drop in the numbe_ of white students aged 14 to 17--ancl

the relatively steady number of minority studentswe anticipate an

increase in the:TrOportion of minority high school students from

15.9% now to 19.4% by 1990.

If present conditions. continue, we expect a continued concentra-

tion of minorities in central cities. This trend is not a new one;

from 1960 to 1976 the number of whites in such areas declined by 8.5%,

while the nuthherof blaCks rose 401; as is well Anown, the proportion

of minority students inlarge-city schools increased drailiaticallY,

and ioday surpasses 504 in-Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland,

Detroit, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C., among other

cities. 01105$ net out migration of whites with children dramatically

declines, the proportion of minorities in city schools may increase

further, despite a rising degree of minority.relocition in suburban.

communities. line real nunher of on-white children in schools outside
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of center cities will also rise, of course, as minority families

leave the city at an increased pace in the next

This suggests that despite an overall ine in enrollment

the percentagand the number students who dispro-

portionately-require special sere ,ces will increase. This trend

-will be exacerbated by a continuing increase in the number of

panic children in California and elsewhere.

implications should, of course, be a matter of'concern to State

local education planners, as welt as to da3 Federal government.

Financial and Administrative=implcirakall,

Projected enrollment variations will produce a complex Set of

economic problems, for school administrators. Not surprisingly,

many members of the pt6lic cannot understand why dwindling school

populations have not been followed by dwindling school costs. In

fact, to the average taxpayer the reverse has sometimes seemed to

hold true; in mo. _ cases, school budgets have risen even as enroll-

ments have dropped.

the reasons for this phenomenon are complicated and

States and localities. Apart from general inflationary pressur

two primary factors seem to he at ork'

0 I'll as I indicated a moment. ago, high-cost stu

increasing a

song

portion of the school _ -Not
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only do minority and disadvantaged youngsters represc

a greater percentage 0 total, but a significant

additional number of handicapped students will be re-
,

full educatieopl services under the provisions

he Ilducation for 111 Handicapped Children Act. This

obviously increaser average per pupil expenditure levels--

although, I hasteti to add, the benefits of programs for:

children with s pecial needs serve the interest of equity

and fully justify their cost.

o Secondly; State support is generally geared to enrollment

figure;, either according to direct count or through some

proxy figure. In many States, when the number of pupils in

a community declines, State aid may dropalthough fixed

costs (such as building maintenance) do not. Moreover,

teaching staff salari6's often represent more a fixed than

a variable expenditure, staff reductions are often

icult :mil Painful to bring into effect. Since teacher

salaries mitOntarily represent S5 -60t of a district's budget,

tale problem is a serious one.

"this situation is exacerbated by the fact that a smaller

number of student_; means feW openings for new teachers;

those already employed with tenure stay on, however, and in

6I -?
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eceive salary increments based on years

of service. This imposes an added per -pupil cost on

the school diStrict and on the local taxpayer, at a time

when State funding may be diminishing.

Ideally, State support for compensatory education programs i

offset at least part a shortfall in general aid. Yet as we all

Inow, such programs do not exist. in every State, and the extent and

type of funding varies widely. Federal Title I and other Monies are,

of course, not fungible with funds from other sources and therefore

do not generally compensate for declines in State assistance.

It is our hope that tire economic problems engendered by enroll-

ment changes will lead to a renewed and increased interest in.school

finance reform to eliminate inequities and provide a sufficient level

of assistance to all communities. Certainly the reluctance of property

taxpayers to approve proposed school budget increases should lead to

-a careful consideration of our present system f school finance.

In the administrative area, the problems confronting people with

nunagement responsibility are no less complex. Few district administr-

have received training in nulagement of enrollment decline, in how best

to allocate staff and resources in periods of demographic change, and

in how to put facilities to efficient alternate use ns they become no

longer needed for school programs. my office: is developing air effort
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to assure the access of administrators to such traini

that technical assistance in such matters is fully available

Teachers also will require additional help through this

period. As fewer entry-level people are able to come into t

profession lie to job shortages, we all must gutird against an

ossificatiOn of teaching staff urrently employed, Macho s

want and need tinuous in- ervicc training; we should see that

it-is generally available. We can do this by assuring full access

to Teacher Center programs, and by assisting those administering

such programs to keep their quality high,

Polic-y_Otptions

Beyond taking the steps I just mentioned, I believe that tho

Federal government can, by following two strategies, take advantage

of opportunities that enrollment decline will open.

First, we can encourage school districts to 'reach out o the

ditional school age population, and to ondorserved poops ;e with,

in the 5a to 18-year-old category (such as the handicapped) to

constituency.

Our effort to create a universal system of lifelong learning is

-till in the development stage. But our ultimate goal is clear: it

is ai infUsion of education with all aspects of adult life -- vocational,
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civic, social, and creative. We have been ell served by our

adult education system. 'Tile time has now come to move beyond

that to a society where people in most =cupa[ions get time off

to go hack to school for more training, where retired people have

schooling options that relate to their interests , and where adults

develop an aw-eio- undrstanding o u I act' i

now far remod from their daily lives. We can, 1 believe, e i-

Lily site iii:iny programs to address those needs in empty elo-

mentary and\secoary school classrooms, and thereby maintain these

facilities as. via e education institutions despite a.dcclining

5- to 18-Year-old population.

Secondly, we can add o the responsibilities of the already-

existing school plant by using education facilities for other social

service programs, Sikh as health or recreation.

already being done in some commit and the results

arc positive, The Congress recognized the validity of the concept

in 1974, when it passed the Community Schools Act, That program has

been funded at $3.553 million, There is pending legislation, sponsored

in the House by Congressman Kildee and in the Senate by Ilman Resources

Committee Chairman Williams that would dramatically increase our effort

here, along the line of the conanruii ty education program recommended

by the President p the bninistration's Elementary-Secondary
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Education Act reauthorization proposal.. Although.the Administra-

.tion has no formal potition on the pending legislation, Secretary

Califano has indicated hit support of the concept.

n

We believe that we

a re-train teacher

do more than transform buildings; we

rain community organization members,

and take a number of other steps before the concept of community

schools can become a reality. We hope to assist the Congress in de-

veloping legislation to encourage and support those activities.

As I suggested earlier, none of the problems created by demo-

graphic ci nge are simple ones. We need to make the best possible

utilization of all available expertise these matters, from both

within and outside the Federal government. We need, as well, to

assure that the public receive a clear and complete picture of. what

is happening to eleMentary and secondary enrollment, and of the policy

implications of enrollment change.

This commnittte hough these hearings ancl`its other activities,

will ubtedly play a vital in the devt.lopment of policy and

the dis.mination of information. 1 wish to assure you that we in

the Administration stand ready to help in any way we can.
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Chairman and Members -of the Committee:

Unfortunately, ,I am unable to address you in person today.

However, I am pleased to-have the opportunity to offer this statement

as part oyour deliberations on the implications of demographic

changes in the U,S. I an co- director of the Cross - National Studies

Program at the Columbia University school of Social Work Our

as

h covers the fields of: y policy (public policy

families with childten) (hi social services -

eluding child care services); and (c) the experienCes of working

mothers with young children. Much of it may have salience for

consideration of the orojectee needs for child care programs in

the 1980s.

There are three major points which I would like to make in

this brief statement: (1) the failure, thus far, to deal with the

implications of the maturing of the "baby boom" cohort; (2) the

confusion in the current day care dotatql and (3) projections of

. future needs based on current labor market trends, demographic

projections, and patterns of parental prsfurencs..

1. Imolications of the Maturing of the

Most discussions of the baby boom cohort! of the late 1940s,

1950s,.and early 1560s have ignored the approaching middle years

of that cycle. 1n-other words, there has been a

qohd deal of discussion of what it will mean for thiS country-when

the cohort reaches retirement aue, from about. 2015, and, therefore,

when the.-aging popufation,increases substantially. There has been

some discussion, also, of the implications of a der e beginning
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in the 1980s.,in the site .of the youth population. But except for

some labor market projections and a few studies related to housing

policy; no serious attention has been paid to the-many other impli-

cations of this cohort entering the mid-liij stage (ages 25-54)

m now on, These are peak years of work aid- family responsibil

for both men and women. Approximately 513 percrnt of the adults

in this age group have been married at least ce and close to

this percentage of-women have had at least 'one child. About 60

percent'ef the women of this atie are eUrrentlj! ft, the labor force=

-The decade of the 1950$ will en "explosion" in the age
r

group 25-44 in particular. :These are the years that adults are

y to be bearing children and r aring and caring for young

at the same time they r1le also most likely toibe
r/

children

in the Libor force.

i.14ould also like to note thnit each decade, Beginning with

the 1950s, has been marked by the/influence of the baby boom

cohort from the development of a variety of baby - related industries

in the 1950s to the expansion of the school systeMS throughout the

country in the 1960a and the burgeoning of the various youth

movements= and finally, to the new.life style's of the 1970s with

stress on one person households,"living togetherr, and new consumer

services for the "young and single." One question for the 1980s

is: what will be the characteristic life style of the baby boom

cohort which will mark this decade'-

Clarifying the DaySare Supnly and Demand Debate

In order to make some subsequent projections about the needs

child care services, I would like now to present some current

6 2 o
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data on child care programs suggesting a pattern of use and p

ference that from the conventional day care picture. At

the same, time would like to.underscore the gaps in available

data which still ereClude more precis, Ilysis.

The usual day care discuss!_._- from one of two

contradictory positions: the. fi7=sr no41f,.: h the assumption that

about lour-fifths of all American children lie cared for by their

mothers during the day and that, therefore, there is clearly no

demand for organized child care programs. The second position is

that there-are about t.5 million Children under age six with:working,

mothers (and about 13,5 million more aged 6.13 whose mothers work);

there are about 1.3 million Children in licensed day care centers or famfly

day care homes (and an estimated 1,5 million in unlicensed); thus

there is an enormous unmet need for such provision.

Nei ther of these positions is valid. Both ignore existing

patterns of program use and parental preference,, differential

-patterns for children of different ages, and major gaps in know-

ledge regarding children in some age groups.

More specifically; of the 9.7 million 3-5 year olds in 1976,

over 49 percent (45 ..million) ware :enrolled in preprimary schools,

either nursery school or kindergarten. reeresonting an increase

of over 5o percent during the last Idecade. ',lost of this increase

is in nursery school enrc;11mont for 3 and 4 year olds, which

7 (froth to 31jumped by 120 perceh ercent). In

contrast, enrollment of 5 y ar 01d= incq4Innd by about 25 percent,

from 65 to RI percent.. In ad

programs._anOther 1'1- Percent

attending primary school by 19

en in preorimpry

Oh

lose to 1.5 million



ldren in center or family day pare about one third attend

some typeof schooi. In-short, for many children prekindergarten

and nursery classes and dap care centers or family day care are

"packaged" for an all -day olan. Adding up the best -est_

unduplicated count only, net a total of nearly 6.2 mil_

children aged 3=-5 parti :=)eting in some form of school or out-of

home day care program, re, resenting about 64 the ale

cohort, The overwhelming proportion (59 percent) are in a formal

/school or center program.

clearly there Is 'a demand for such programs. Moreover,

significant number of facilities (29 percent) cover a full day:

another substantial number cover the normal school dayl some mothers

Work part time: and some programs are used by non-working mothers.

A somewhat different picture emerges with reference'to child

care for children of other ages. Two other components of potential

demand can be identified here: 1 care of infants and toddlers

(children under the age of 3) when parents works and (2) supple-

mentary.care for children to cover the time between the end of

the normal school day, whether it is a half day or a full day;

and the parents' work day.

There are no data yet available to provide even an informed

guess as to the nature and 'extent of the demand for these types of

care. ,Indeed, although more than 35-percent of t e mothers of

children under the age of 3 were in the labor, force last year, and

44 percent of the children of that age (4 million) had mothers who

worked at some time during the year (and two-thirds worked full

time) we have very little knowledge regarding how these children

6 ).0
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were then or are now cared for. A soonto-be-released report

a Nationar'infant Day Care Study simgdsts that about 121,500

children under see 3 are incenter care. An earlier national survey

of I)arents found that 173,000 children of this age we=e cared for

at!least 30 hours per week, in centers, and 652,000 in-family day

care. In addition 363,000 were cared for in their own homes by a

relative other than the child's. own parent, or by' anon- relative.

.None of these figures give us any real sense of how most employed

parents cope with child-care for' this, age groUp. Indeed one cannot

Tail to be astonished at how little attention is paid this question

and how uncertain the facts are. None of the census

data on care of the "turd that the

most si nifi

.ast decade is attributable to into the labor force of

married womeen with children of this aae.

Schooliis the-primary child-caring institution rather than

the family. yet there is similar ignorance about how children 'are

cared for when they attend school and their parents' work day does

not coincide with the school day, or when school holidays and work

holidays are not the same. For those women working part time this

may not present a problem, 'but two-thirds of all employed women do

work toll time. Some parents may deliberately work different

shifts in oder to minimize the need for special child care. Some

parents might view-4.0 year olds and older as able to care for

themselves. Regardless, we can assume that there is both need and

significant demand for child care services among parents of the

under-threes and parbnts of school-age children, at least through,
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impossible.

chi

Proje
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ccu quantitative assessment is

Care he 980s

The labor force p icipation rate e'er women in the Prime

ne and child rearing years (25=44) is about 60 percent

and is projected to reach over 70 percent by 1499. Two - thirds of

these women now work full time -and- this pattern is not expected to

change. Since 1970 the greatest labor force increases have occurred

among married women under age 35,-with preschool children (and

particularly those with children under age 3). Furthermore, for

the first time there has been no significant decrease in labor

force participation rates of women aoed 25-29, the years women

have traditionally withdrawn from the labor force in order to cope

with child rearing. Increasingly, women, like men, are entering

the labor force and remaining in,. withdrawing, if at all, only

.very briefly around childbirth, Projected marriage rates, Airth

rates, and labor force participation rates all suggest that the

baby been cohort in the 1990s will have be -en married at least once,

will have.two children, and, most important, both parent's -, or

the sole parent -- will be working in paid, employment outside the

home. The cohort of preschool aced children will grow, as will

the numbers of children with working mothers. How we will cope

with this demand remainF to be seen,

Current preference and use patterns -= for both working and

non - working mothers -- suggest expansion of preorimary school

programs in the public Sector for children from aboutage 2 or 3

through ago 9, following the existing ,Pattern in such countries

32-911 07N -
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g inadequate to provide any precise s en need

nee for children under the age of or for after
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school programs to supplement the school day, for working parents,

seems highly probable that a demand for paid maternity leaves

lasting for at least 3 or 4 months following childbirth will

increase. Once again, this is the existing pattern in every ma

industrials ed country other than the U.S,

would urge that your committee addresitself to the

following questions.

1. can we in the U.S. hecin to reject the `historical and

artificial dichotomy between day care and preprimary school programs

and can we acknowledge the interest that most parents have in a

vow. experience for children aged 3-5?

2. are we ready to pay more serious attention to the growing

numbers of very young children whose mothers are working during the

day, and explore how, indeed, they ore now beino cared for -- and

What would be a sound policy?*

3. Is this not the time to "fy how preprimary and

primary school children are cared for now between school hours

and the close ofthe:parents' work day, and begin to consider

alternative op(ions for such care?

------Tbhr current research, funded by the German Marshall.Fund
, of the United States, is in its 'final phases and will be dealing
with the COnSeqUencea of varioda'policy options -- as experienced
in'aix countries which have made different choices.
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presidents throughout the country have become interested

in demography, admissions strategies and public policies concerning

institutions in financial diffiCUlty. The prospect of enrollment

decline is widely accepted, though educators continue to refer to the

possibility with the more delicate term, "enrollment stability."

The paper argues that enrollment declines are likely to be expert.

enced by a high proportion of institutions in a number of states. It

discusses sevr,,i roles that state agencies can play In disseminating

enrollment projections for individual institutions, identifies one

& approach to identifying institutions headed for trouble,

suggests state policies for easing institutional transition from

expensi n io decline, And traces some of New York State's experiences

during these last several years.

2n Decline

En stability through 1985 has been projected both by Cathy
3

H,:!nderSon in ttie American Council Study and by the Carnegie Council.

The Carnegie Council study projects enrollment growth from 8.4 m stu-

dents in 1980 to 8.o m. students in 1985, with a slight deeline.to 8.2 m.

students in 1990. Renewed g

Rased uf,n an expected decline in

-11 is projected the end of the century.

eighteen yeaT-oLd population. Ms.
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genderson projects sa modest '4=44 decline in the freshmen enrollments of

5

traditional college-age students in the decade 1)75 to 1985. Stephen

Breach offers the most pessimistic outlodk, arguing that the continuing

high levels of college' attendance will create a condition of "economic
6

saturation." lie projects sharp declines in the mid-1980's extending

r an additional decade through the mi

Enrollment stability may be too ---.1istie a tern to describe the

vnrollment outlook

The Sure he Census projects the number of eighteen _r-

olds will declinc from 4.2 m in 1975 to 3.6 m in 1985 and a further
7

decline to 3=2 m in L992,. The decline between 1975 and 1985 is about

152, but between 1975 and 1992, it Ls 24%. These declines are based

upon the number of children already born. The most pessimistic estimate

projected for 1995 is for 3.0 m eighteen year Ids, a decline of 30%

from 1975. Enrollment atablility will occur only if there are eompen-

sating Lnerea'sen in the college-going rate of the college-age coh

increased college attendance by adult populations.

The demand.for higher education and the proportion of the age cohort

continuing On to college is difficult to predict. Both New York and New
9

Jersey have experienced declines in "college - going" rates Since 1971. A

Caen n study identified a strong decline in the proportion of

white 18-19 year old males g ing on to
tt from 47.3% in 1969 to 39.6%

in 1912. Freeman reports a drop among ma1e.18- to /9-year old male
11

civ1ILane from 441 in 1969 to 33g in 1974. Freeman explains the reduc-

tion on the Goats of a decline in the rate of return for investment in

12
higher education. from 11-17 percent in 7-8 percent in 1974,
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High unemployment rates, growing underemployment of college graduates,

employment of college graduates in areas unrelated to their major

fields of study could continue:to discourage college attendance. The

number of college graduates seeking employment is expected to increase

for the next five years; unless unemployment opportunities rise or the

tu.ai eerie higher edne Wes, there is little reason to expect

a significant reversal of the downward drift in the college-going rate

in the next five years.

On the other hand, the number of older students enrolled in colleges

and institutions has risen significantly betWeen 1970 and 1975. 'Yet,

the American Codnell on Education study points out that ninety-four per-

cent of all first-time full-time enrollments were under twenty years of
14

age.- While institutions may seek to encourage the enrollment of older

students, they face petition from school districts, public agendies,

professional associations, industry as well as other colleges that now

serve adult popUlations. The impact of population changes and conse-

quently enrollment declines w vary significantly from region to

region. The Henderson study points out that 0-thirds of all

freshman are enrolled in states...wktieh are not projected to expert

15
overall reductions in the number of 18-year-olds by 1985." Nine

rice

states with expected dectinen account for 28 percent of total enrollment.

The Independent college $. tor is especially vulnerable. Over 40 per-

cent enrollacnt at independent colleges are within states expected

to lose c'nrolimencs, compnrad to 28 percent of the enrollment in public

institutions.



These data auggeet that the pessimists; myself-among them; tend to

be located -1n states 1) new enjoy% high college-going rates, (2)

prevoilLAy'enrull _ large nu r..+of non-traditional students, already

provide open ade:si and enroll preViously underserved ethnic groups,

.(4)are located In an area of the country facing larger than average

enrollmbnc-declines, (5) have a significant number of undergraduate

lib ral arts col Lego. . and (6) have 3 relatively largo number of Inde-

pendent institutions.

New York Is one such state and projected enrollments are or sub-

3t.satlal declieses beginning in 1981 and continuing into he mid-1990's.

New estimates for New York State project a decline of 55,000 students

between 1976 and 1985 (slightly over 10%) and a decline of 125,000 full-
1.6

time dents (about 25%) between 1976 arid-1995.

1/01 the ;wora ironds, onreilmout deetInes aro likely Lu Ise

significant for wide segments of the academic community,

Piolecilon of Enrollments for Individual
Institutions and their Impact on

Institutional Behavior

What is the likely impact of overall enrollment declined upon indi

vidual institutions?

Early in 1974, the New York State Education Deprtment. as par

Its statewide planning effort developed an enrollment projection model

that predicted enrollments for each college and university in the State.

through 1990 basis upon their then existing missions and the state's
17

.financing policies. Each institution's enrollments were projected by

estimating its enrollment share of the expected number of high school
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graduate- from each region of the state and from out -of- state. The

enrollment share were estimated on the basis of "drawing power" for the

preceding 0-year period (1969-1973),

Institutions were hen grouped into tLVo categories, Group V includes

institutions that were expected to continue to maintain stable enrollments

or alight growth. lnsiLtutkuns w 6 cia sified into Gruup V, if they

accepted a small proportion of h applicants, w 25 or more

their full -time undetgraduates utside of ate and at least

one-half of thei freshmen from outside of the region in which the initi-

tution was located. The assumption w.as made that Croup V 'institut!,nns

could and would maintain their - enrollments by adjust -ing admissions

requirements to maintain stable nr liments. Forty-four out of 187

i,.tituti.uns wkte expected to decline by 10% or less.

The other 143 institutions were assumed to shore the remaining pool

of 4op Projections for those institutions are shown in Table 1.

The following conclusions were drawn:

Inatitetioaa with expected enrollment declines of

411% or more include public and independent

institutions that together enrolled only. 10% of

the undergraduate population. The 20 independent

institutions were small liberal arts colleges, that

had experienced severe dcclirie since 1769. They

were not expect

out of 1.111-cime

undergr duotes in the state fell into. the 20% -

39.9% range «r enrollment decline. Half of the
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TABLE 1

Summary of Predicted Enrollment Declines

of Full-Time Undergraduates at 143 Institutions

in New York State, 1973-1990

Enrollment Decline
Public

40% or reater

Number of Institutions

5 20 25

10Z to 39 =9 1 16

20% to 29.9% 16

10% to 19=91' 22

Less than l0 16

Totals 75

27 43

29 45

8 30

112 187

source: T. Edward Hollander. Planning for Changing Demographic Trends

1; E'ubi c and P vat6 institutions, Unpublished Manuscript, March 1975.

rsblished version (table excluded) appears in Assuring Academic

Prolreqs Withouc Grown (Alan Carter. San Francisco: J(Jasey-Bass,

[9.7 pp. 1-12.
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ndcpundcnt institutions fell

these twos e_ Most he p

year colleges also fell'within this

decline.

-- Independent were most likely to suffer-

SeVere enrollment losses. Almost three out of

four independent institutions wore expected to

experience enrollment declines of or more

coMpared to one out of two public institutions.

The projections were shared with all of the institutions in the

.state together with a detailed description of the methodology so that

they could replicate the study. ThoSe institutions challenged the

Iiiidings did so on the basis that they planned to change their recruit-

,h of and educdii egies in order to avoid the forecast I decline.

The results of dissemination of the study influenced institutional

plans .end behavior, institutions responded in different ways,

everal institutions shifted the emphasis in

their educational programs from those designed

to serve college-age undergraduates to program

designed to serve non-traditional age popula-

tions.

Examples of such institutions are Mercy College,

College of New Rochelle, New York Institute

of Technology and Adelphi University.

Extension and outreach centers were developed by

institution hat had not done so'before:
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-- Adult and continuing education programs were

crfferd by the first time.

Recruitment and admissions functions' received

greater support and emphasis within the insti-

tutions.

Small liberal arts colleges began professional

and career programs and ocher institutions con-

centrated resources in expanding their programs.

The competition for students increased in

intensity and promotional advertising became

common.

Some of the effor have been construe others, discussed

tended to reflect on the credibility of hi gher education in th

The -,sate'' overall enrollment pattern has followed these A_

projections y CIOS Forindividual institutions, however, these

projections are not likely to be realized. A number of institutions

hive responded as noted above to expand thd constituencies they serve.

Several institutions already have closed and their enrollments have

been redistributed within the system. Several consolidations have

also aken place. The publication of these data also has resulted

in changes in overall financing and planning policies that will alter

tli ,outcome from the projected model.

The point in that he state coordinating hoard can play a

,imply by provIdiog inNLanciuns with adesute inf

:34
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tion about possible future trends and dir Minns. Many, though not all

institutions, if provided with adequate and credible data, can respond

with modified strategies and programs, that is, if they have confidence

in the information availaille.-Fear for institutional survival is one

of the most powerful change-agents around.

PredIetinll rodiv 1 Institutions headed for T ouhle

Some institutions with sufficent lead time can explore alternative

arrangements to accosanodate to decline if that is their likely future.

if they fail, and many may, plans can be developed for the orderly

dissolution of the institution and the relocation of'its students to

other institutions.

Thus, the New York State Education Department has undertaken a

pr.+ii'CL Ln identify m institutions In difficulty or

- heading for difficulty so that it can intervene early enough to take

effcetiv.s ste for maintaining an institution's viability or protect in

the students should the institution fail.

It
An Initial effort to identify vulnerable institutions was based

upon the Carne mmission's indicators of strength. The Education

neportment has identified several additional measures of strength,

based upon its experience.

An institution Least ulnerable to enrollment decline shows the

ng characteristics:

attract aii. ages, rather than t8-2I year olds.
.

provide for significant part-time enrollments.

educe anal,
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qualities for state support.

located in an urban rather than a rural area.

-- depends to a lesser rather than to a greater degree,

upon tuition income.

-- operates at or near its planned capacity,

These characteristics have_ been used to identify institutions

within the total number that need to he monitored less intensively.

These criteria, by and large, have been useful as an initial screen of

institutional strength. The institutions found to be most vulnerable

CO n decline are Smell, rural independent liberal arts col-

leges, especially women's institutions. charging high tuition and

operating significantly below capacity.

,, second phaSe of the department's efforts is the attempt to

develop lead" d' that could be used to identify individual

institutions heada for difficulty. Financed, in part by a grant from

the Ford Foundation, _study ua ±es extensive profile hate accum ated

fAA- each tnscitur_on on applicantd, acceptances, enrollments, 1641

measures, debt service, tuition lavels and space utilization. The

study will attezi.t to is`rnttty aedaurta that lead actual enrollment

declines and/or predict tperating deficits. Department staff members,

now review the nrofilas pe.7Ladically to identify institutions for

vpeclal menLLoc'og and n ,ent assistance.

The Impact of overall enrollment ckan.ges on individual institutions

18 difficult to pre, Enro Iment declines do mot 'tall proportioh,

ately on all institut ang..within a systua. Further, there in no
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reason to believe that the academically strong institutinns.will

survive while the academically weak ones will absorb the full brunt of

an en ailment decline. In fact, theacademically strong institutions

may be competing with similar institutions for a given applicant pool

on a regional or national basis. Declines in that applicant pool do

not necessarily mean that the institution can or will shift its

educational and admissions efforts to serve a different applicant pool.

Experience on. the impact of enrollment declines between 1971 and

1`l7a in New lurk Scare sum:oats that over enrollment declines tend

to effect a limited number of institutions, ethers maintain stable

enrollments or even grow. In an effort to mcarure and be able to predict

enrollment declines are distributed, the department staff is now

examining measures of "selectivity" and "0.01d."

lle(Lning

and "yield" as the ratio c

atveptances, the following in

Lvity" as the ratio of acceptance to applic loon

s -time full-time enrollments to

can be developed and analyzed.

ins itutional selectivity and drawing power among

sectors and within sectors can be measured by the

relationship between these variables.

-- Institutional vulnerability to enrollment declines

can be measured assuming the least vulnerable insci-

tutionS are highly selective and attract a high

proportion of.students they accept. Institutions

with low "Setectivity" and low "yield"' would be

expected to absorb the major shar

enrollment 0-- ine

of a subsequent
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nal admissions pa n_ can be followed

over a longer period of time to identify institu-

tional response as enrollments change, providing a

basis for projecting future enrollments.

in a preliminary exercise to test this apprrach, Paul Win;
19

matrix moia,uring "selectivity" and "yield." Institutions

then clasaifi.d along both axes as high, medium and low for each

variable, with one-third or the institutions identified in each group.

110 the ti" t is preNuOtvd in Table 2.

Table 2

Theorctical Matrix of "Selectivity'

and "Yield"

High

Yield

H

t iv itv

H.H
Prestige

Institutions

M.11

Attractive
Open Adm.
Institutions

H,M M,M

Lr
Prestige

Institutions
in Transition

M,L L,L
Institutions
in Potential

Trouble

clees/Applic
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New 'fork institutions, public and independent, were distributed

within the matrix with this result:

Table 3

!Matrix "Selectivity" and "Yield":

of 202 New York State institutions

Fall, 1976

Nigh

Yield

Se C V OW

HS Mg LS,_ Tot. _

Hy 26(13%) 18(9%) '24(12%) 68(34%)

14(7%) 29(14 2 66(32%)

L
Y

29(14%) 23(11 %) 16(8%) 68(34%)

Total 69(34%) 70(350 63(31%) 292(100z

The matrix shows that the intcrglay of student demand and institutional

fine

and competitive (high yield).

ivd, and not too ,:ompecicive,

the state's institutions of higher education as selectiv

other band, roughly 8% appear to be
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Thu distrihntion Lumbines widely diverse nndurl,rtlduatu insti

ranging tram degree - granting proprietary institutions to major multi -

universities, under varying forms of governance. A differentiated

icatterg (not shown) based upon govern nee disclosed:

-- The Stoce Unive a_ diversified system with

above average selectivity.

The City University is a non- selective $y e

below aVe !e in campetitivenese.

The proprietary institutions are non-selective,

but they attract a high propnrttou of applicants

offered admission.

-- The independent institutions as a sector overlap

the other groupings.

Thu arattur diagram approach would bu mast useful. in Identifying

cluSters of institutions with common admissions policies.

Thu anolysis of shifts of indiVidual institutions or suiettive

groups of institutions over a longer period of time is more meaningful.

IL Could serve to identify institutions headed for trouble.

Wing developed a two-year series to show the technique involved.

A longer period al. mapping is needed if this technique is to have

predictive power. The diagrammatic portrayal of shifts be n 1975

ifid 1976 LIvIty" and "yivle m I). sh

Lower "selectivity" by the independent seminaries.

And t:1Lt Uii ier si ' four-year and Ltwo-yvar

ealleges. "Yield" remains unchanged.

31.91 78 - 41
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Lower yields tor the'SUNY Sete!

and the SUNY specialized colleges.

-- increased "selectivity" and "yield" by the inde-

pendent Health Science Centers and engineering

and technical schools.

Increased "yield" for the independent multi-univ

and universities with a alight increase in

-- A dec1-ine-in-"yield" for the CUNY senior colleges

and a alight increa =e in "yield" for the CUNY two-

year c g

Thu project

es

vity.

iments and develop lead iodic CO

to identify institutions in difficulty or headed for difficulty are

important service?: a State tioordinacing board can offer to assist

institutions to understand the implication

tear own planning.

Uncoordinated Competition for Students:
New Pressure for Coordinating Boards

- verall enrollment

Coordinating Hoards are likely to be called upon to develop

measures to maintain cooperation among institutions. Uncontrolled

and uncoordinated, the increased competition for F POSeS

serious he credibility of higher educa and the n-

5 nt ability to maintain public confidence and public support.

A owing-number of t,xamples have been found of colleges and .

universities Jdoot 1
'hucksterism" in an attempt to maintain



ur expand their enrollments= Misleading catalogues, promotional

=Wye ing, and promises of placement have been used by some hard-

pressed colleges in an attempt to lure students, A number of cases

have been identified of institutions awarding excessive credits for

course work, recognizing life experience for credit when it is not

)ustified, and reducing program requirements in order to attract

students. A number of prngrame marching under the non-traditional

banner on close examination seem to be nothing sore than "credentialling"

arrangements designed'co meet enrollment goals and budgetedbudge ed tuition

revenues,

programs at mites removed from their home campuses and offered

numbers of utions have developed extension

through a local administrator not employed by the college. A

cal .,reserver intght comment that "franchising" has finally come

to higher education=

increased competition poses another threat. it can Increase

coca iict between secondary and pose secondary schools as each system

seeks to offset enrollment declines tey extending the age group of the

constituency it -.rues, Conflict ham occurred in a number of states

over e distribution of vocational education funds,, early admissions

practices, and in the competition for funds to support adult education.

Finally, the competition within the higher education community

has strained relations within the public sector as each institution

seeks to maintain its enrollments through expanded recruitment in

areas served by ocher public in 'tuitions.



veraltiec have reduced admissions eeking to artrat

students normally in the applicant pool tour -year _ colleges. Four-

year colleges. In turn, have recruited students now enrolled in two-year

colleges or who would normally be part of the applicant pool for two-

year colleges.

Public and independent inst_ u ns in a number of states are

engaged in bitter public conflict for state - support funds.

Another emerging danger is unplanned expansion of program offerings

by ln +ekruti.ans beyond their program conipe once and with limited

resources in an attempt to capture a larger pool of applicants.

The =i.multaneous expansion of all Institutions into the

same pro gram areas or to serve the same non- traditional const QI

cculkt ,d.akeu cfrectLvouus:i h. stretching each inscitu-

esourees over more diverse Unless enrollments do expand.

the institution's academic and fiscal strength is likely to be weakened.

ring the last five years. many colleges expanded program offerings

in an effort to maintain enrollments without eliminating programs of

declining demand.

In such c.as +- s_instltutiinal resources are spread thin, inst itu-

tion an no longer maintain specialized strengths and programs

the utual disadvant tudenes.

hes rohlems are' likely to grow competition .__

Irma he education

nd increase adversely our ability aintain publi_

eull id011;i2 'ittpin

rata
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It may be the institutions once fearful of Coordinating boards

may find in them an alternative that is less objectionable to the

chaos and more pernicious government intervention that is likely. to -

result from open conflict within the education community. Whatever

the agenl, mechanisms are needed to

-- Maintain minimum standards for program offerings,

monitor promotional advertising, and assure ade-

quate information is provided for informed

student Choice

-- Define boundaries and operating. practices with

respect to the roles of secondary schools, voca-

tin and colleges and universities

in serving adult n other non-traditional

studura0 as well as College -age students.

Define more precisely the espective role

public and independent institutions within the

statewide system provide for resolutiol

of conflict among institutions

Establish standards and approval arrange men

both for branch campuses and extension centers.

'Help establish consensus within the higher educa-

toncommunity on budgetary and financing proposals'

or JOVV1p 4 CWW[Ou budttetary aud legistaLlys pro-

for submission to the Governor and the

LAr,
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Role of the t P riods of Enrollment "Decline

oll can ease the tranaitiun from enrollment growth to

enrollment stabi y or decline.

A number of steps can be taken to increase the demand for poste

secondary education by increasing ace The broadest approach Is tide

establishment at 4 state need-based student -.did program, especially for

segments of the'popukations who are underrepresented because of

economic barriers. Special programs such as educational opportunity

programs can be e specifically directed at underrepresented papule-

Evaluation of hon-colleglate programs for poseible -oll

credit and expanded use credit-by-examination can encou

cetur- to college.Inds

jointly w

increased

amp do =ao lnped,

industry, prof- tonal assnciacions. lobo.

and public agencies could encourage special constituent alit groups

n liege, Student aid for par -time'students cuuldJle

expanded. Better information for ,:udents and simplified student-aid

es are long overdue in a/

Stare that now large numbers of students to inat tut ions

states can take steps to reduce the outmigratlon of student

-through more gen us student aid rrangement in -state study and

by strengthening the quality

pryg

educational offerings,

;h New York' present and ,!es4 Jersey's propomed student-aid

Lively ,-u the coat of in -state study for state r__ dent-

ewiring attendance in-state for :maximum student-aid support,
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State policy can be a major factor in determining whether public

institutions or blicly funded independent institutions can use a

period of stabil engthen existing programs Host funding ,

formulas for public institutions and state subsidy arrangements for

Independent institutions are enrollment-driven, Institutions are

under pressure to grow in order to qualify for increased public funds.

In states that anticipate _verali
enrollment declines. state

agencies in collaboration idith institutions, should seek changes in

financing arrangments away From enrollment - driven models. Alternat

arrangements that should be explored include reductions in budgeted

enrollments and transfer of funds to support. of _ or promising

pr:%sram areas, development of formulas fur budget reductions based on

oscs. and dev-qopmenc of co -driven or program - driven

models.

Statewide planning for the expansion of higher education served

higher education needs well during expansion. It is essential during

stability and decline. A weil-coordinated planning system involving

institutional participation can establiSh a rational framework for

institutional planning. If the process is ell concel'ved can

serve to .1etine institutional missions
more precisely and assure

higher education. needs are met with minimum interainstitutionol and

Inter-sector Lfonflict Strengthened coordinating ements can

111.:plvment plAotwA4

Instit academic and fiscal planning will be difficult
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unless there Is a defined and understobd system for public

financing of higher education., While it is unlikely that

would abandon the annual budgetary Probess or fo ard fund higher

institutions, states can adopt system-wide policies for financing.

Fri ciples can be adopted chat guide institutional subsidy levels,

tuition charges, and student aid to provide institutions with a basis

for long -term fiscal planning. The Regents in New York have developed

J ICC of coordinated principles that guides their annual fiscal

20

proposals, While state legislatures are not likely to adopt

definitive formulas, state coordinating boards can use them the

annual budget review.

uYidation! in New York State

New York is an interesting example of the changes in public polio

that tuilld result after there ,is widesproad acceptance that future

substantial enrollment declines are -likely to.nccur and that state

poity can influence the educational viability of the statewide system.

One early esponse by'the Regents and the Legislature' was the

'overhaul of the state's tuitio ance program. The new program,

adopted in 1974, expanded access for ncome students co all . institu -

tiuns, public and independent. The generous aid program now funded at

over $200 million annually provides higher, award levels for students

attending tniepun,ient insti utiuns. Public- sector support for the pro-

gram reduces considerably the tension that had been growing between the\\,

4errers,as enrstt'lment shifted from the independent to the public sector
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The new aid program contributed, part, to the stabil _ t

enrollments in the independent sector in 1974 and 1975 art

"'o "tive =year enrollment decline. In Fall, 1976, the independent s

share total undergraduate enrollments rose for the first tim

recent hlst Y.

A second outcome of he wide acceptance of the possibility of

dnrollment declines was the establishment by the Regents of a spec

,,mmission on the itnanClal problems of institutions

difficulty. Nathan Pussy former president of Harvard University

chaired the Commission. It report, issued in September, 1975, ,

recommended "a State policy that permits institutions, public or

ate to compete under state
financing policiei based on fair rules

- they seek to attract students and serve public needs...
. It would mean, for example,

no special state aid he granted to any

institution Irvin any source, or any authority, unless all institutions

given opportunity to present their problems and apply for uch aid."
While

yen -hand stat

permit it ail institutions to co-

caordinaced-scatewide system,

-sought to minimize

tions. In order to p

ancial politiies that would

vely for students wichin.a

e Commisslo

inter ation to aid failing

Leal. intervention to the extent possible,

endations disc.

the R port r- mended
that the CommisSiorwr of hiducation establish

formal procedures for investigation into the ar rs of an Individual

ti on which has severe financial problems. ether provided



for convening an outside group of experts if necessary, to nvestigate

and make ro,:smmendations on institutionii in difficulty. The use of the

outsida nel W43 designed to limit political inwrvention, Among the

utter cecn nendations, the Report called foi orocedures for the orderly

l.ssssre of Inetiectivrond unneeded The Regents accepted

the principal recommeidations in the Report

It is lair to s:iy that Lao liigliur education community,

and most public officials agree that the statewide system should be

prmitLe0 ntract us rollmentc inc. They resort the alterna-

tive that the state should intervene with special financial aid in an

attempt to maintain the existing overbuilt system. Subsequently, this

policy has been tested in a numb

Uiuvernor and key

th mixed results. Several

.1Vc pvimiLLed [, clusc, ilot4VUr. the

s did succeed in appropriating special

state aid in support of one politically Influential institution.

The y has been more difficult to implement in the public

sector. In attempt a resolve City University's fiscal crisis,

the Board of tllgher Education proposed the merger of three ing

institutions and the reclassification of two four-year colleges to

two-year tatug, The Legislature overruled the Board's recommenda-

tions. lfter the smoke cleared, one merger was accomplished and

one four-year college was reclassified to two -year status.

The Regents and the higher education community continue to believe

that selective closures ,based in large measure on student choice

educationally sound strategy mmodating eRpytted declines,

e
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third outcome of the idespread acceptance of enrollment declines

WAS the voluntary reductions by the State University of New York in its

enrollment goals and construction programs. The State University of New

York has adopted enrollment ceilings for most of its four-year colleges

at or near present enrollment levels. Similarly, but also as a result

uf nscal oxigv0Q.,/, the City University bus sharply reduced its enroll-

ment goals. Both systems will maintain open access,for high school

graduates through the community colleges.

Fourth, the Regents have adopted new ough standards fir

program approval designed both to assure that existing programs

meet high exp ations for quality and Eo control shoddy program

offerings developed to -pand enrollments. Tougher standards for.

prog m )provat Jko will Limit miloiNQSSary nrogr.ep nrwilferation.

A fifth outcome of concern for possible enrollment decline is

the recent effort within the higher education community to achieve

consensus on some basic principles for pUblic financing of higher

ecication TheTh effort, undertaken cooperatively chreugh the Ass ci-

ation of Colleges and Universities of Yew York and ported :by the

Deportmnr of Education and the Regen seeks -to minimize potential

conflict sector lines and assure a well - defined public

pulley that will. facilitate planning by individual institutions.'

Agreement has been reached on the need to define financing programs

to maintain the present enrollment balance between She public and

independent . The college community All a empt to reach
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agreement on a fiscal plan for presentation to the Governor and

the Legislature that will maintain the relative shares of public

and independent institutions.

The last point deserves special 'emphasis, Tf the leadership

of the academic community, across sector lines, is able to define,

propose and jointly support anclng and coordinating arrange-

munCn institutions will be ma lmum political

support. Such an agreement is the nest effective response to

potential crisis, a divided. system invites decreases in public

support. The challenge to achieve unity Ls well understood. but

a consensus across sector lines has yet ,to he reached.

Conclusions

Nhile stable, enrollments may oharacto_iz:e -future enrollment

pa`terna for many institutions in most states, individual institutions

and some states are likely to experience sharp enrollment declines of

traditional college- ents. Until there r evidence that

the college-going rate will increase significantly, all states and

contingency plans based

assumptions of reduced enrollments beyond 1981.

Oppurtunttles for extending access to non - traditional popula-

institutions would dowel

a:Jons tbrut eb further re tloon in ...consul

LO pui-sucunda- ValleAC

harriers

n exist for many Individual instituti and

in some ,iLat ::ven so, there is reason to doubt that these possi-

bilities will. ,alier st4nitieantly th ouciook for most institutions.

eRpe tally In states Iicing en Llment declines.
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Coordinating boards can play a constructive role in collecting,

analyzing and monitoring dsmagraphic and enrollment data for the

highet education community. The boards, can carve'important functions

in monitoring institutional practices, establishing processes for

orderly contraction, facilitating the development of a ell-defined

and coherent public policy for financing higher education and in-

Wining public confidence in support of the statewide systems.

In states facing enrollment,deciines, the role and authority

nating boards

support of the highery

he welcome if coordinating bo

111,

ly to increase, very- likely with the

n community. This enhanced role will

rds are supportive .of the atarewide
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In 1972, public school enrollment in Illinois reached a peak of
2,373,659. Each of the twenty-seven years following World War II
had been more productive than the last for'illinois parents. Babies
whose entrance into the world had been postponed by the war were being
born to families enjoying new prosperity. Three children Were almost a
prerequisite to life in the suburbs. And in 1959 the number of live
births in Illinois hit an all time high of 239,871.

Ten years ago, had we asked where have all the children gone?: --
the answer surely would have been--"To the newly constructed school down
the block." Illinois school districts, as did tern of thousands of
districts throughout the country, met the challenge of the baby boom and
the decade of the lite fifties and sixties saw a classroom boom as well

When the schno doors opened for the 1974-1975 school year, 2,281,889
students walked through. A very large number, indeed, but 91,770 fewer
students than had entered those same doors three years before.

Where had all the children gone?

Well, some of them had migrated out of ,,th the estimated
289,000 residents who left Illinois. And, while this number is relatiy-
small, it did contribute to the 1972-1975 decline.

We hypothesized that pupil transfers to nun-public schools might
hive "anted in part, for the decline; but, from 065-1975 the pro-
portion of children in public elementary school increased from 75.7
percent to 84,2 percent white the.portion attending.non public school
decreased from 24.3 percent to 15.8 percent:.

Some of the children had dropped out Unfortunately drop-out r
had increased from 5.8 percent in 197011971 to 646 percent in 197?-1974.

But, all of these factors combined did not explain where a
children had gone.

The simple explanation IR that the children were not there in the
first place and will not be there for the next ten years, The zero

:population groWlh movement, access to birth control and birth control
information, the decision of couples to postpone having children and
then to have fewer than three children or no children at all has drama-
tically aftected school enrollments.

Crrt years OM now, if the projections calculated by the Research
Section of the Illinois Office of Education hold true, and many believe
they will, almost 500,000 fewer students will he enrolled in the public
schools of Illinois than will enroll during the peak year of 197171972
The classrooms constructed to contain the batty boom will hold 20% fewer
RLOOOOLR AR the followinK chart indicates.
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ILLINOIS FALL 11101,16 st in eOL L. r PRUJECT S

Si

Llementa(4

(K-8)
Enrollment

1,6847-F12-

5t404AAty Total

Annual
Change F,ff,

Preceding
Year

Change
t414 PrAk
Y74f;

Enr6113ftent---Fn raTTNent

668,654 2.152,786
1,678,517 695,142 2,371,659 *20,071

1972./1 1,643,486 704,036 2,347,521 - 15,118

1973-74 1,600,486 711,711 2,111,797 -1,724 -Cl

19/4.71 1,562,719 719,170 2.281,889 .29,9011 -91,

19/5-76 1.529,344 726,991 2,254, 136 -25,553 -111,

1976-77 1,495,714`, 2.221, /44 -123572 -149,30.

1977-38 1,449,798 2,167,454 -56,310

PHOJECTIONS

ili0 -19 1,40(j71 RA ,Wg t :,101'10 - '27,67/4 'Zt, 4, )1J,'

19/9-80 1.169,391 687,478 2,051,069 56,701 .120 590
yin. 1 1,34).714 661,115 2,004,909 48,160 = f68,750

1 1-82 1,32.1,445 610,6 it . -,.,08! I -41.571
- - --- -- --------

1982-83 1,307,000 416,251 1.'fe,000 -38,082
-

.4.0,000

1981-84 1,292,000 6011,704 1,555,00 .25,000 -475,000
1944-45 1,271,000 609,108 1,880,000 -19.000 -493.000
1985-84 1,261,000 609,474 1.871.000 . 9,000 .503,000
1986-8/ 1,268,000 591,515 1,865,000 - 6,000 -509.000.
1981 =80 1,284,000.. 576,957 1,861,000 - 4,000 .511,000 ,

1,102,000 549,000 1,851.000 -10,000 -522,000
-90 1,121,000 428,881 1,852,000 1,700 -521,000

1990-91 1,146.000 522,809 1,869,000 317,400 -505,000

Enrollment ee,,ectionn Above the broken line Are based upon t live

birth, while enrollment projections below the broken line Are ha n1 41140
pt 1,4 birthq and rounded to the nearest thou%and titter all

vglculatious wPrr per14rmed

lbeHe prolec6tnn% were prepared by the Renearch Secti6n of the 11114015

q11 1,e 01 +10cAtIon MIA 14,111d- .peen( uration eurollment5. Information

% Change
Frain leak

Year;
1911-.72

.onterning the p701,1140 methodology ,,n he obtained tenni Hp4rAfcA,
,1t140, 1111001A 0111"- 01 KAWAA100, 100 5107Ahf114A Street, Npringlteld,
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As enrollments continue to decline, school districts ce many
problems, Though the number of pupils which state aid ciaims_4ie
based) decline along with the amount of stare money, -1

operations and maintenance does not Fiscal constraints .Ilan h
fewer students and possible program reductions are rausingitbi
of staff and attendant problems. Schools, some built late as 1960,
do not have enough students to fill them,

Long range planning is ne to help the schools face the resource
pace' utilization problems of the next decade.

Only lately has NIE cranked out the material so badly needed by
educators L, cope with this issue. Even the United States Census
did not give ,ducators the stAtistics they needed. Therefore, we as
educators have had tG In the work ourselves in order to face this trn-
dotis problem. In Illinois we developed a Task Force on Declining Enrall-
ments in response to the need for more information about the process of
planning and management in the public school syst during this period
of decline.

But as well as frt ent.,rig rhalJenges, declining enrollments
offer us opportunities -to reduce class -Size, to undertake long tn.
curricular review, to provide learning resource renter, to eliminate
double shifts of students, to reinstate art and MUSIC programs - and,

opportunity, to open th s,b.-405 to the typically unserved, provider
education--the adult taxpayei..

In 1973, with 11.2 million pevle Illinois ranked -fifth among the
states in population. Yet, ace to the NEA Ranking of the States,
Illinois ranked only 10th among states for the number of residents 25
years on older possessing more ,lean a high school education. The
average education of an Illinoisan is 1,1.1 years. Over- thiee million
adults lack a high school diploma and over 70,000 Illinoisans 25 years
or older have had no fors61 schooling at all _ It is estimated that
there are approximately 200,000 adult illiterates in Illinois and 46,000
students dropped out of -4-chool.

Yet, in 1974. over 100,000 adult: nrolled in l-assi s full
partially funded by the filinois Offree Of Education; and, over _,000
took the G.E.O. high school equivalency test. Another 200,000 111 rioi

residents received instruction by correspondence from 0,01 lah private
husinessand vocational srhools authorized to o in the State iR
Courses ranging from ref_ ration to interior tieceirating to drafting.

Both the need and e osi re for more and better programs for adults is
evident in the above statistics. We may soon have the opportunity to
open the schools for day-Lime adult dii classesfor Engl ti s a-- a

foreign language and for,foreign languages, for history, for 1,;Akratil
for the arts, for the technical skills - for a wide range of program
offerings not generally available to our:adult population in current
night time-1+th
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age Task n Enrollments our empty
classrooms can become local hi:;t-. :a, (enters, cultural centers for
art, music and drama, They (.(ii :,come centers senior citien
activities, for hot «e\. Re can b community education
centers.

Allrtfi inwwh owever hinges on several very important
propositi-:,s: We must have the reson, both 1,i aclal and personal,
necessan tOf Lbr long range planni tabliLndient of such programs:
abd, we hAvf. thv Nupport ott benefIciary ol such
programii.

b _ode that education does a1st stop !when a person
reaches lz but also believe taxpa., notate the-funds neces-
nary to keepvempty schools open unless wo can asswe them of relevant,
cost-effective programs that will benefit-them.

,Illinois none of Education o o#:mwaw filo solutions
myriad ye problems created by th e drastic demographic changes.
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Mr. Chuirmnn, iX.mberii Cr the Cc-L...:11Ltce,

I am Robert A. Derzon, Adminintrator, Health Cara Fthuneing Adintotrettc.

-1 an pleic o be here today with David R. McKeeioli, Supervisory Actuary,

DemograIbics and Special Coverage Analycis Staff, IICFA, to discuas the

views of ile Health Care Financing Administration an to Nov demoArarbic

changes may impact on the finaning of the Mediocre and Medicaid pregraein,

would like to commend you and pow. Committee for your Daitiative in

exiueining this :portent Ulnae. Wv share your Ccneern that the Federal

Government nuet rethink prteent ehi in-n.2101, pa u e care pa

which take into account ex of demogralilie chilages,

You will recall that th Medicare and Medicaid progamms bed theie genzn.la

in 1!)-65 an a result of the Ceti of the aged and the poor for adequate

protection againat the htFii costa of health care. Jut cc they alin tncay,

hospital ex ware, en the aecrage,ehout 3 tjno ea high e.% erpenses

incurred ty the under-ago-65 p41:lation ibeyere pIrtictilLFly

to the majority of the aged on reduced retirement c Adequate

private health,inaarence wan generally not available to thee Ite.zre at
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.yrdable rate,J. For the aged, employer-nponcored group health pltna

usually teimetnate on their _retirement. Than, health insurance protection

for the aged and p.:Ajr Vic the Medicare r :ii proi.erar is en

important responsibility of the Federal -mr].nt. A fur3cmrntel coal

or thene progrenn in that the henefieinzi grutipc chould have aje laat,

and afroi%lsble basin health imarrance proeaction. Demegrajille ChtW-vn

\
will place a \- increaa leg hr lee or. the financial resource:a needed to meet

thin co inn tn t

'Walt are the major demog,rajfaie crr.gerr Whic! 111 iffirt.Wt. met enVilY

on future financing of the Medleare program? Firet life exp,ectuncy

increased subctantially. For _example, in 1910, the average life expectancy

W 53 ,f); yearc lewr than the ltd thorn program 'n eligibility age of

65. Today, three;:qua cters of lic p-ptriat ion reach ae 6, AWL

men are expreted to live ani3ther 1.4 yearn, we.-men another la.' TI trend

in extenalon or -,erage lire ex,,eretency in, however, expected to be nlever

in the future. Improvemento in longevity during the and 197-0d

verc anbatant t Illy below the improvcmentm of the 1930'D iii 1)i0 Si . Many



demo aphera expect improvement to continue et these ,ner rates into

the future there have ben prcraising improlements in mortality

from hear disease in vary recent 'yr -s If impr con

wil

ho year 2050 n slightly lArger tor. of the

o age cq.ce the

women another

Secoor

nearly 3.6 c:.1

5

been a dramatic declin

tion

ill live another 15.5 years,

to abut 1.7 in 197

Third, we expect that the postwar ' of 1945 to 7955 will rearpenr

earlY,in the .21st eentry on a "senior boom =" The net results of the

__cc 1955 from

"senior

percen

of the 7 :elation was aa, b5 0 Iii 196b, 9.3% (about _W million)

were

d "baby but 18 e drop in the pereentaf;o of lstion

e-- tributorn to

edic--- beneficiaries.

the expected

-0 only 4% (abou 3 mill is

over. Today., the Propor-lon

24 million people). Py the wear

is Clinch

that Ihi

55 million people -- will t. age 65 or over.

) 64

11% (about
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An the population t5 living longer, the composition of a ni:;/-

n t changing. In 1940, only 30% o older citizens were

age 75 or oiler; by the year 2000, they will cozapr';se 451 or the

Ibis increaee in percentage of persons b,=:. 75 r over

0141:stoat/BUY eon Thin Coat of the Medicum program. Yon example,

average per capita TTogram costa

year 1977 for 65 to 69 war

ales

theca age 75 to 79

and for those: age 85 and over, $1,232. An the d

benefici

coritn

urward the higiler Ages

ow by drtu of t iin shift.

prdgrum

-'989;
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tatorrJoaaphir chin ges in the apaai pop,. o tor: alo,o are on in:onl

f.o-ft.r the fin:tool og of tho Fieditt-ho prnrp A yo.1,--aat-ty, Mo.-lotto!

(title XIX) MAN Flielt7t7PCI it t1W nritne tth on W. It was ostablioat.tal

to proyido, tnt_wite,t11 a.sststarce i:o lrdividaIi tutiol fatal tes 1.4-10 hod 10-i

ity.uner, arti few renturceta. 11-tit program i5 finiirined jointly with

-tattoF f ede ra I firrcin. The CLartt Fedora ccot r (Nit rr Ui Lt-14-.

it ff.:), ror rtlpr thn nr+7,..-rr raratrr, too to 797...

Midi ild payirto ttt for the aged have beoii ITV roasing ,lithoucja the

oott-kter of Aged 410 tax-rely,- cart: i deriining. In 1971, ,o-ri Mmitratti

Footptfot5 tr-vide to 22.7 portatit of the progrant'S Enrollment. :At

, tow over t: m1lllon peop_e over no ow,ro revened by Mdic:11d. by orel

yttat 107 tawer than 3.7 millittan ago] .t.ortt PAtttliraid reolptenttt,

pro Ita,,at tiait by F-Y nit, there will Fe obnjt 3.175 mall Ito Kaole on

Vo.hotitd w.rao are rawer 65 years olt. In thin year, the titratti wall ratinti=

tote 14. px?rt-tlit. Of the !4tvil,".1; .1 pETAil:±7_ tLII.

Thr Mttlo-- in pr to, titit nt or ttotarre iii goVt:FTIrel)' f r,irx-ing for

rim I le: Fair- tot far3.1ity norricen tor todiv--in', rent'

+-frie,rf,..i trV ir otn- ?ilii'rini prCgriim. -11),

for the uyier 1X---diott id to rising r., p prat--

-oat tto-Itraol ,t(:t1,21-tt a-tor-plat-to: Tr tarattal yoar 1979,

nuwrrf;olren; for ytk It-NI rilr":1mq oril i ty tho attlyoff oa

to $..1 1-111tora Fly ft-e1 vow- ti:11017-1t, [1.01 I W,! C..1.47pf7.1"t.

thit !want cci tn it t 1 tot for 111

19114 or men. , tsAn tflree tirao-ao tho talagtzit it a.--ont jit' .` att lot rt,

tetrl tor.
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- Every state with a Medicaid piwari pays for interMediate care

facility Serivioes. k with OW services, the eoct of MT eervic3T ter

the arm has biSen rapidly over the past few years. For exiiisploi Ii

floilicald paid 1,1 bill too dollars for ICF tiery ti ir siro

'later, in FY 1777, Mtdiraid paid irQrs than $3.5 hi] In fir caro

rh- at-ltd. Sy FY 1984, we project that the çiverrunnt ni 11 in

over 35 hilltort For interiTirAlate care fact] Ity set'-So(n tlre.h!r

The otiiization rates for fursing home services al-, great Iv ifIt
by ivivanced qe. Abcut me minim people frier ad., 65 af-f-o.

poroont of all nursing barns Patients. For ever? 1C(X) ).

there ore S9 ourSing hare residents. This cures with 12 cii

PPr 1.Cr0 for people aged 65774. Almost one quarter pil sL.

or older are in riirsing

MILS it ii clear that rivariy, many aged pr-i-47.1h: do rc-iiilrt-

et-i-re care tinder Medicaid wryer, ito r Wi1 I fitor in

.,!-Arrcrly, we nrit search for realistic: alternatives !. nit iti i1

1,nrj-term-care services. Dia; alternatives will not cu:7 ii f I, cc

to the tiv.rpayers who a re poylnq for Fcdiro1d. tint will 1-1,.1ri roiny

o,huulnrt need tr, be calf ined to icit CVS .

In of "7..ho 53 Stater; ,Irti

ciwrias1 c.uru prciviricil to tiettn Over u,5 if011t."11

ht. VI ta 1 . Ni est 7,1t.cd 1 e.6 mill ion federal and st

prpcsso In 1 7T7 for if 'roc

infsital aiscirrilt,r of old our is vasile dcaTifaitni. With 1, ru ,r,

rho elderly c'uotnm cretlo drectlo i5 itit iber,..aniriatv c-cercer
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tiltLtC7l k r, this has not given rise to increased use of fnental

flospitAl serVires by the elderly, the nifrninrj !ya., rephi
t11' memMal YIptt1 ss the primary loram, of 1n1Ititiltirrs131 CAM lei- Us

elderly mmfelly Iii In 1969, 56 per etrit of perr33 65 yedriyaiii over
with ri frC7lt.-1.1 disorder vutlo wene resider, either 3 111Clit,t1 ol lii or
nursirsi. frane WOO in mental hospit-sis, vihile 44 per cont were in nursing
hones. Re /771, only 2q per rent were in trier-I.-till hospitills ,-Hri 71 p-1

cent were In nut- ng 1iot7s reffiinial rates to state ard county IUO1il

ta I s were dcl. irloat sharply for these 65 ,Ind over. in 062, approxl
miltely 164 of ever/ 100,CCO peeple 65 era aver were a_cif fitted to

Or county int,T,tai hdspital for the first time, In itr7S, the cfriiiir,ote
I I /ire Urn acc rv,xitely 37 of every ird,OCO. This r3Tirtf.stots

of 711 fAir colt in first to these mental insti 4t ions-

6 ti
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An you linow, to covor all of

the health nooto 2 thu a lo do wad the

pr r to

wire only

ap,,n11

mew heal the a ;

Of then aj an almonf --a -u _el -- to

An tn,tal per -.ppita nmol ror t

min

also therease

lf Mew age_ benericierien wa-; $3.

tt In ePtimaied tliat tare c w ll to about

1 store _

24 million aEol teno

to thq prOgX

Moot or

accounted

Federal lone f it

4w Modicare)

Increased enrollment of

979,

er io tal »5

.11_1!-_-n or thin way inoreape.

to Lucre ned coot Ir. son per

By of be- m cane ee t,' Pa abOut

27 ¥sI ocrts for thip Up are _!x- «e to More em,o e

6138e or x» Lacroneto aiout

non et men Inv or torvicen.
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e nc dtacilas the may the Medicare program is financed and the

implies deiso

InancIng. As yctu kr the Medicare

ho

care inct

the ea

self-amp

railroad retir,

inflatIon may have n this

t The

nt ani

-17.0 through

A) eovera the cost

e benefici

contritu .oneone pa I by employers employees, and

in work Cure eel under the social security and

ing to the sense

the Fort A program May he considered

11 and interest earned

on the hoopitill insurance trout rend are the imm.try

lruviding for the benefit cants and admtiat.rntive oXlanoce of

'beneficiaries un,!ev ttm program. The part A program is financed on a

current-most basis; that Is bums. income is Intended to be app-ro,!,,,,tely

equal talus'

111

rateti

in 170 !t.,,

ao, Plus a ni11 additional adOunt ti mathtsin the

suffie -1.to serve Ce o conti ncy reserve,

1 in the 1,;14 City:lading the scheduled ius:reecce

long With Li ,,ur Inc,
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auPPert program exr.criditurn over the next few yearn. However,

DTrttng about th

inc- by ft large eargin, le

late 1980'a or 199D,

g exhaun

--tiai to '

for rftn Trnt o the _ea leriod jectiono

inauranee t ='un0 are made for the next

average d_

etion period.

1

educing nn

2 of taxable payroll over the entire 25-year

Future income from social neeurity taxen, and t'ture expenditures for

lane

upon many factors -- the ty end vel of health care financed by the

pro

adminietrutive ex Innen of th

nfintion of health care errata; the ion, and

health neeja of the, 11 ion receiving the beau. iitn; and the nine end

-aete neluding the eernings levels, of the popfuleton

generating the axen lined to ,vide ouch b t to Future fertility

and mor'. y ra n an 11110711,_
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advances in medic:al technology, retiremen

more in

g no, and many '

on. l nondemographic bler affect the

actuarial halnsce or t,, part A trust fund.

The oupplementay wed ical tnuoranco pro ram (port ll u :,:dtuar

.whims plein,mtv. part A by h 1ping to toy for phytaieian rvices rid

other medical care coot_ a voluntary

,rituv4:1 (pr .1a0 month s ;t:6.20 a im,n'Al errective

finon2-.:1

July i. " paid by those who clnct e- 011 for 01:c

.roagh Federal general eveun About 14 of t

the kart 11 prOExczn.

po rul

.flLlan11: the monthly venue pnyMent WBO (thEaaled

nssal to the monthly port tremium payment by the enrollee. Connequen!1

or providing part Li bonefttn was financed equally by one

ITumlumn and gepyrs=1 revenue

amendments

1 not]

the annual LI,-reane in the port if prummt .'nn n cuter

than the general !out- livng, ,Dr rat

32-911 ©- 78 - 43
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irity Bash benefits which precedec the the new

pr_ Alma. My lose or inccafe resulting from this restriction on

premiums is made up by general revenues. Since this provision has

set. medical

each bane

In addition,

en much faster then

sec and therefore teeter than premium

me enable disabled persons under age 65

to participate in le rt B by paying the same monthly premium

or financing health -

care for disabled parsons is higher than that of aged persons. Again,

age 65 and over, even

Cost ot mat by premiums

As a result of these two fact_

30% of

d by general revenues.

una eu_rrcntly account for a y

to the part B program and general revenues account

for 700%.' As health care costs continue to rise faster than the cost

Of living, ye can expect the percentage of general revenue financ

required to continua to increase and the ben

By 1984, general revenue fi.naneing is expected to represent abou

of the c: he pert B program.

ng

share to decline.

9%
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Within the framework of the aforementioned demographic changes and

financing of the Medicare program, what are the policy s

requiring our attentioa7 First, we moat recO ize that an the aged

grow an a percenta n over e next 50 years, and

as the percentage of the population under age 65 declines correspond

inn'

Medic

y deercealog vage-earning population will en ever-

g finanefal responsibility to meet the health case needs

_s. This is true for A, where financing

is generated directly from a payroll tax, and part B, where the majority

of financing is generated from inc

general revenue funds. F the Fede

and other acu een of

Main its

citmtent to provide for the health care needs of the aged over this

cv__

the Medicare pro

ability deal effectively with inflation in the health a

be critical to our efforts to keep the program affordable

ill have to be asure that the cOsts of

a kept within reasonable bounds. Clearly, our

who will be ask_
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Hospital costs continua to be the largest segment of

HCFA exndi highest inflation

They contribute the ee or share of the projected increase in

HCFA exnditurec of $5 billion al year That is over

95% of the total increase in health expendit-__ by the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare.

eliminating the diner

onables" are

in Cove_ n °-Cowles with, d a is

changes, health coats is of _ oublesome end vexing

problem. For this reason, the President submitted the hospital coat

containment

second, we valuate

Comeau more than a

0_- philosophy of the Medicare program.

Unlesa the philosophy la changed, we cannot spend great soma of money

g

the

or educational -ces. The

program has been toward taking care o

_Financing of long-tern Care, edudation) and social Bervic

out of other parts We

ill people.

prepare for_ engem im our cvm and other Federml programs defamed to
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a of a changing aged population.

BI the year 2000, there with, lde over 3 million persons over the

or'05. Instite

almoot 10 times

ta the focal point

-es ae the heal

in tlsic age gx up are the highest

n ne ages of 65 and 75.

Federal Covernt for the development

race a n be of

are dedicated to f

need: the aged,

sues with respeci io long -texts care. we

lace which will eaeure placement of

duality settings of the appropriate ty thet.m

et crew

insti tutional and inpetien

and home heal

dependency. Our goal i- to deemphasize-

asize ambulatory

services. We are centinuin our research

alternative ways to deliver heat

patient

Health maintenance organizations

for the elderly, day care centers, congregate houeing providing certain

health eery am_ ulat ? eurgicentore and hospices, to

n_

to hoop

be more economical, appropriate, and safe alternatives

ureing homes.
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Ally, we eafat examine

looahip to health plan-i_ -_ order t

or en integrated approach to meeting the health care needs of a

terms of

theevelc

aged coguLation _11 be especially important ea we

approach the next century because of the uneven growth pattern which

we expect. On the one hand, we that the number of individuals

agu 65 and over ill grew dramatic l_Jy early part of the

century e bab

will place new an i greater den

At ame

O's reaches retirement age.

the health care delivery system.

we will have to be wens o the fact that this

a an y and that thereafter the growth rate will

be at a subatantia' osier pace. In ttern, we will

have to be careful not to let the bulge in the aged population rea

capital and health manpower which may outlive

it useilneee when the aged population stabilizes.

you for thin opportunity to testify. We would be

happy to reupend to any queetiona you or members of your Committee may have.
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TESTIMONY OF ELMER W, SMITH

ASSOCIATE' COMMISSIONER FOR PROGRAM POLICY AND PLANNING,

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,

BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POPULATION,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 1- 1978

IRIRODUCIEM

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, I AM ELMER W. SMITH,

ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR PROGRAM POLICY AND PLANNING, SOCIAL

SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, AND I AM GLAD TO BE HERE TODAY TO

DISCUSS THE EFFECT OF RECENT AND PROJECTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES

ON THE SOCIAL aECURITY SYSTEM. WITH ME IS MR. FRANCISCO DAM

DEPUTY CHIEF ACTUARY, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION. As YOU

MAY KNOW, MR; DAY° HAS RESPONSIBILITY FOR LONG'..RANGE PROJECTIONS
__---

OF THE COST OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM. THE MOST RECENT

ACTUARIAL PROJECTIONS ARE CONTAINED IN THE 1978 TRUSTEES'

REPORTS, TRANSMITTED TO THE CONGRESS ON MAY 15, I WILL BE
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REFERRING TO THE REPORTS IN THE COURSE OF MY TESTIMONY,

I WILL BE LIMITING MY DISCUSSION TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY

CASH BENEFITS PROGRAMS OF OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE

AND DISABILITY INSURANCE; MR. DERZON HAS ALREADY

TESTIFIED WITH RESPECT TO THE MEDICARE PROGRAM, WITH'

REGARD TO SOCIAL SECURITY CASH BENEFITS, THE DEMOGRAPHIC

SITUATION HAS SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS ON BOTH THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS

INSURANCE PROGRAM AND THE DISABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM, BUT

THE EFFECTS ARE PARTICULARLY SIGNIFICANT WITH REGARD TO THE

FORMER SO THAT WILL BE TFE MAJOR FOCUS OF MY ESTIMONY,

I WELCOME T4E OFORTUNITY TG EXAMINE WITH YOU SOME OF THE

EFFECTS OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES BECAUSE THEY ARE .)0 IMPORTANT

FOR TI-'!` 50 C '.AL SECUEIT% PROGnAP, DEMO4KAPHIC FACTORS HAVE

TWO MAJOR FF . THE C SECURITY PROGRAM: FIRST, THEY

AFFECT THE i:IATUS OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROD AM

AND N7ED r1,1 AE -/AKEN INTO ACCOUNT.
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ANOTHER IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION IS THAT THEY MUST ALSO BE

TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN EVALUATING THE RESPONSIVENESS OF THE

PROGRAM TO THE CHANGING NEEDS OF OUR PEOPLE

IT IS OBVIOUSLY IMPORTANT THAT THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM

BE FINANCIALLY SOUND AND THAT THE PUBLIC FEEL CONFIDENT

ABOUT THE FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS OF-THE PROGRAM. TO ASSURE THIS

WE MUST ASSESS THOSE FACTORS THAT AFFECT PROGRAM

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES, AND TAKE THEM INTO ACCOUNT IN MAKING

PROJECTIONS OF THE OPERATIONS OF THE PROGRAM.

THROUGHOUT THE HISTORY OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM, DEMO-

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN PROJECTIONS

OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS. As AN EXAMPLE, THE SOCIAL SECURITY

ADMINISTRATION HAS LONG TAKEN THE BABY BOOM INTO ACCOUNT BOTH

IN PROJECTING INCREASED INCOME TO THE PROGRAM AS THOSE INDIVIDUALS

MOVE INTO THE LABOR FORCE AND IN PROJECTING INCREASED EXPENDITURES

AS THE SAME INDIVIDUALS REACH RETIREMENT AGE AFTER THE TURN OF
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THE CENTUU. IN THE SAME WAY THE FINANCING IMPACT OF THE

DECREASE IN THE FERTILITY RATE, WHICH SO CLOSELY FOLLOWED THE BABY

BOOM, MUST ALSO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. BUT IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO

ASSESS DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN TERMS OF THE EFFECT THEYHAVE.ON

THE NEEDS OF SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION AFFORDED BY THE SOCIAL

SECURITY PROGRAM, AND HOW THOSE NEEDS MAY CHANGE OVER TIME

FOR EXAMPLE, HOW WE AS A NATION RESPOND TO THE CHANGES BROUGHT

ON BY WHAT HAS BEEN CALLED "THE GRAYING OF AMERICA" WILL.

DETERMINE TO A SIGNIFICANT EXTENT THE KINDS OF ADJUSTMENTS THAT

WILL BE NECESSARY IN THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM, THE SOCIAL

SECURITY CHANGES THAT MAY BE NEEDED-MUST BE CONSIDERED IN THE

BROADER PERSPECTIVE OF THE TOTAL SOCIETAL RESPONSE TO DEMOGRAPHIC

CHANGE IF SOUND POLICY DECISIONS ARE TO BE MADE.

am.=
1.3temcntalitim

You HAVE ASKED ME TO TALK SPECIFICALLY ABOUT THE IMPACT OF

THE BABY BOOM AND BUST-1HE MAJOR DEMOGRAPHIC FEATURE OF THE
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PAST QUARTER CENTURY--ON THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM, AND I

WILL BE DOING SO, FIRST, THOUGH, I WANT TO POINT.OUT SOME-

THING THAT I THINK NEEDS TO BE REMEMBERED THROUGHOUT THE

DISCUSSION.

THE FINANCIAL STATUS OF SOCIAL SECURITY IS DEPENDENT UPON

MANY INTERRELATED FACTORS--SOME AFFECT INCOME, SOME

EXPENDITURES, AND A NUMBER AFFECT BOTH, SOCIAL SECURITY

INCOME IS AFFECTED BY THE SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF THE WORKING

POPULATION AND THE LEVEL OF EARNINGS) WHICH IN TURN ARE

DEPENDENT ON SUCH THINGS AS FERTILITY RATES, MORTALITY RATES,

MIGRATION RATES, LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES, UNEMPLOYMENT

RATES, AND SO FORTH,

SOCIAL SECURITY EXPENDITURES ARE AFFECTED BY TH SIZE AND

COMPOSITION OF THE BENEFICIARY POPULATION AND SHE LEVEL OF

BENEFITS, WHICH IN TURN ARE DEPENDENT ON SUCH THINGS AS

RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY RATES, MORTALITY RATES) FERTILITY

RATES, MARRIAGE RATES, CHANGES IN THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX,

(
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AND SO FORTH.

SOME OF THE MATERIAL FACTORS ARE DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOME ARE

ECONOMIC, AND MANY OF THE ECONOMIC FACTORS ARE DEPENDENT IN

SOME WAY ON THE-DEMOGRAPHIC ONES (OR VICE-VERSA). FOR

EXAMPLE, UNEMPLOYMENT RATES AND WAGE PATTERNS ARE ECONOMIC

INDICES WHICH ARE AFFECTED BY DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS SUCH AS

THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE NEWLY ENTERING THE LABOR FORCE, THE

COMPOSITION OF THE WORK FORCE IS ALSO AFFECTED BY THE INCREASING

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN, WHICH IS RELATED TO THE

BABY BUST AND CHANGING PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIA ROLES.

ALSO, OF COURSE, THERE ARE DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS OTHER THAN

THE BABY BOOM AND BUST THAT IMPACT ON THE PROGRAM. THE

FACT THAT LIFE EXPECTANCY, HAS CONTINUED TO INCREASE

MEANS THAT THE RELATIVE NUMBER OF AGED PEOPLE IN THE

POPULATION WILL INCREASE BEYOND WHAT WE WOULD OTHERWISE EXPECT

MERELY AS A RESULT OF THE AGING OF THE BABY BOOM\COHORT. THE
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FACT THAT IMPROVEMENT IN MORTALITY RATES FOR WOMEN CONTINUES

TO OUTPACE THE IMPROVEMENT IN THE RATES FOR MEN MEANS THAT.

WE MJS1 TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THAT THERE WILL BE PROPORTIONATELY

MORE AGED NONMARRIED WOMEN AND FEWER AGED COUPLES.

THE OUTLOOK FOR SOCIAL SECURITY IS DEPENDENT ON ALL OF THESE

DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC FACTORS AND ALL OF THEM MUST BE

CONSIDERED. WE CANNOT LOOK AT THE BABY BOOM AND BUST IN

ISOLATION AS IF FYRTILITY WERE THE ONLY FACTOR INVOLVED, FOR

EXAMPLE, ONE FkCENT ECONOMIC DEMOGRAPHIC PHENOMENON THAT HAS

CONSIDERABLE IMPACT FOR THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM, AS WELL

AS FOR SOCIETY IN GENERAL, IS THE INCREASE IN LABOR-FORCE

PARTICIPATION drWOMEN, ESPECIALLY MARRIED WOMEN.

THIS HAS IMPORTANT CONSEQUENCES FOR THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM'

AS MORE AND MORE WOMEN WILL PAY SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES AND WILL

QUALIFY FOR BENEFITS IN THEIR OWN RIGHT AS WORKERS RATHER THAN

DEPENDING ON DERIVATIVE PROTECTION BASED ON THEIR HUSBANDS'
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EARNINGS. HOWEVER, THIS CHANGE CAN HAVE A MUCH MORE'FAR-

REACHING IMPACT ON THE PROGRAM By RAISING BASIC QUESTIONS

ABOUT THE VALIDITY OF THE DEPENDENCY BASIS OF SOCIAL SECURITY

BENEFITS FOR SPOUSES AND. tiRVIViNG SPOUSES.

BUT LET! ME NOW RELATE SOME OF THE EFFECTS OF THE BABY BOOM AND

BUST ON OUR.NATION AND MORE SPECIFICALLY ON THE SOCIAL SECURITY

!

PROGRAM, THENTMILL DISCUSS IN SOME DETAIL THE DEMOGRAPHIC

AND ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS THAT ARE USEDJO PROJECT SOCIAL SECURITY

PROGRAM INCOME AND EXPENDITURES OVER THE LONG RANGE AND HOW

CHANGES IN DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS CAN HAVE IMPORTANT RAMIFICATIONS

FOR THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM.

THE EFFECT OF THE BABY BOOM OWSOCIALJECURITY HAS BEEN RECOG-

NIZED AND TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT FOR OME. TIME: A LARGE COHORT OP

BABIES IS BECOMING A LARGE COHORT OF YOUNG WORKERS THAT WILL



BECOME A LARGE COHORT OF RETIREES AFTER THE `TURN OF THE

CENTURY. TODAY THERE ARE ABOUT 31 PEOPLE .GETTING SOCIAL

SECURITY BENEFITS FOR EVERY 100 WORKERS; SOMETIME AFTER THE

TURN OF THE CENTURY; THERE WILL BE ABOUT 50 BENEFICIARIES

PER HUNDRED WORKERS.

WHAT MAY NOT HAVE BEEN AS CLEARLY RECOGNIZED IS THAT THIS

OUTSIZED COHORT HAS AFFECTED AND WILL AFFECT NOT ONLY THE

SIZE OF THE POPULATION AND ITS'AGE COMPOSITION BUT ALSO OUR

COLLECTIVE PEROEPTIONS:OF/VALUES AND GOALS, THE DEMOGRAPHIC

DISCONTINUITY OF THE BABY BOOM HAS ALREADY HADJiAMIFICAT

FOR THEAATION--.FOR EXAMPLE; IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM; IN

CONSUMPTION PATTERNS;;AND IN MANY OTHER -WAYS. WE CAN EXPECT

ADDITIONAL SOCIETAL EFFECTS AS THIS GROUP MATURES AND EVENTUALLY

!

RETIRES'. FURTHER; THESE EFFECTS WILL BE MAGNIFIED BY THE

EFFECTS OF THE LOW FERTILITY RATES PREVAILING BOTH BEFORE AND

SINCE THE BABY BOOMI.
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10

OVER THE PERIOD 1957 THROUGH 1976, FERTILITY RATES DECLINED

FROM THE BABY BOOM HIGH OF NEARLY 3\6 CHILDREN PER WOMAN

TO ABOUT 1.7 IN 1976. SINCE 1972, THE FERTILITY RATE HAS BEEN-

BELOW THE SO-CALLED "POPULATION REPLACEMENT RATE" OF 2.1 AND

IS EXPECTED TO REMAIN BELOW THAT LEVEL FOR SOME TIME TO COME.

ALTHOUGH THE FERTILITY RATE FOR 1977-ABOUT 1.8 --IS SLIGHTLY

HIGHER THAN THAT FOR 1976,-IT WOULD BE PREMATURE TO ASSUME

THAT THE DECLINING TREND OF THE PAST TWO DECADES HAS BEEN

SIGNIFICANTLY REVERSED. RATHER THE CURRENT ASSUMPTION --
I

REFLECTED IN THE INTERMEDIATE COST ESTIMATES IN THE 1978

TRUSTEES!. REFDRTs,-is THAT THE RATE WILL GRADUALLY RISE TO

2,0 BY 1990, AND TO AN "UETI ATE" .R.ATE OF 2.1 AFTER THE TURN

OF THE CENTURY.

AFTER THE TURN OF THE CENTURY, THE BABY BOOM COHORT WILL

BEGIN TO REACH RETIREMENT AGE AND WILL GRADUALLY REPLACE THE

COHORT OF AGED BENEFICIARIES THAT REFLECTS THE LOW FERTILITY
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RATES OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION AND EARLY WAR YEARS. As THIS

OCCURS; AND AS THE THENCURRENT,WORK FORCE REFLECTS THE LOW

'FERTILITY. RATES THAT PREVAIL TODAY, THE COST OF THE PROGRAM

IS PROJECTED TO INCREASE SHARPLY, REACHING A PEAK IN THE'

PERIOD 2030-40. THEREAFTER, AS THE. -BABY BOOM COHORT BEGINS

TO DIE AND IS REPLACED ON THE BENEFIT ROLLS SY THE BABY BUST

GENERATION, AND AS THE PEOPLE BORN AFTER THE TURN OF THE

CENTURY REACH WORKING AGE, PROJECTIONS SHOW THAT WORKER TO BENE-

=TTICIARY-RATIOS-AND COSTS AS A PERCENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL WILL

TEND TO STABILIZE.

IN BRIEF, THEN, THE BABY BOOM COHORT WILL INCREASE THE PROPORTION.

OF BENEFICIARIES TO WORKERS IN THE NEXT CENTURY AND THE BABY

BUST WILL MAGNIFY THIS SITUATION BY REDUCING Ti.: -SER OF

POTENTIAL WORKERS, THE EFFECTS ON THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM ARE

OBVIOUS-HIGHER SOCIAL SECURITY EXPENDITURES BECAUSE THERE

7 Ai
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ARE MORE RETIRED WORKERS AND LESS INCOME BECAUSE THERE ARE

FEWER ACTIVE WORKERS.

iCISJALMILLECIAMILLEaLECLIffThALPfrUNDIal

BUT THERE IS MORE TO IT THAN THIS. THE BABY BOOM AND BUST

HAS AN EFFECT ON THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SITUATION IN THE

COUNTRY AND THE' NTERRELATIONSHM OF THESE FACTORS AFFECTS

PRODUCTIVITY RATES, LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION, AND THE LIKE,

WHICH IN TURN WILL AFFECT THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM. LET

ME BRIEFLY MENTION THE MORE IMPORTANT OF THESE EFFECTS AND

INTERRELATIONSHIPS.

THE AGE'COMPOSITION OF OUR POPULATION MAY'AFFECT THE

GROWTH OF OUR ECONOMY. SOONTHE BABY BOOM COHORT W1LL

.BEGIN TO REACH THE PRIME. PRODUCTIVE AGE RANGE
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AND
PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH MAY BE EXPECTED SOON TO. REACH LEVELS

SOMEWHAT ABOVE RECENT EXPERIENCE AND MAINTAIN THOSE HIGHER

RATES UNTIL THE 1990ts. INDEED WE PROJECT THAT PRODUCTIVITY

WILL REMAIN ABOVE THE LEVELS OF THE RECENT PAST UNTIL ALMOST

THE TURN OF THE CENTURY BEFORE DECLINING TO THE LONG RUN GROWTH

RATE.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE LABOR FORCE WILL CHANGE, AND LABOR FORCE

PARTICIPATION ,ATES AND RATES OF AUTOMATION AND CAPITAL INVEST-

MENT MAY BE ALTERED IN RESPONSE. CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURE OF

THE LABOR FORCE\ WILL BE DUE NOT ONLY TO THE AGING OF.THE

POPULATION DUE TO THE BABY BOOM AND BUST BUT TO SEVERAL OTHER

1 .

FACTORS AS WELL. THE MOST IMPORTANT OF THESUAREI

1

-IMPROVEMENT IN MOFTALITY RATES AT MIDDLE AND ADVANCED YEARS.

REDUCT THE POPULATION'GROWTH RATE
BECAUSE OF THE

DECLINE' IN `THE BIRTH RATE1

-- CONTINUING INCREASES IN THE LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN.
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IT HAS BEEN PREDICTED IN A NUMBER OF QUARTERS THAT. IMPROVE-

MENT IN MORTALITY RATES AT MIDDLE AND ADVANCED YEARS MAY

INCREASE, INTERGENERATIONAL CONFLICTS UNLESS THE ECONOMY

BECOMES MORE FLEXIBLE AND EXPANSIONARY THAN IT NOW IS, AND

THUS BECOMES MORE CONDUCIVE TO HIGH EMPLOYMENT AT ALL AGE

LEVELS, IT IS ARGUED THAT, IF 01\D ER PEOPLE REMAIN IN THE

LABOR FORCE LONGER, JOB OPPORTUNI IES FOR YOUNGER PEOPLE

ARE REDUCED UNLESS OTHERECONOMI HANGES OFFSET THIS,

SUCH CONSIDERATIONS ARE RELEVANT OF COURSE TO THE IDEA OF

RAISING THE AGE OF ELIGIBILITY FOR SOCIAL SECURITY RETIREMENT,

BENEFITS AS A MEANS OF COUNTERING THE ANTICIPATED HIGHER

COSTS OF THE PROGRAM AFTER THE TURN OF THE CENTURY. ON THE

OTHER HAND THEY ALSO SUGGEST THE POSSIBILITY THAT AS A

RESULT OF IMPROVING MORTALITY AT OLDER AGES, PEOPLE MAY TEND

TO BE ON THE BENEFIT ROLLS LONGER,' IN THIS EVENT, OTHER

KINDS OF SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM CHANGES MIGHT BE RELEVANT;
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FOR EXAMPLE, CONSIDERATION MIGHT BE GIVEN TO A SOMEWHAT

GREATER THAN COST-OF-LIVING INCREASE IN BENEFITS FOR

PEOPLE WHO HAD BEEN ON THE ROLLS FOR MANY YEARS, TO ALLOW

THEM TO SHARE IN THE FRUITS OF INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY

AFTER THEY RETIRED.

A FERTILITY RATE WHICH RESULTS IN STABILIZATION OF TOTAL

POPULATION ILL CLEARLY ALSO AFFECT ECONOMIC GROWTH.

WHAT IS NOT READILY APPARENT IS THE DEGREE OF TECHNOLOGICAL

ADVANCEMENT) RESOURCE USE, AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

THAT' A. SLOW- OR NO-GROWTH-SOCIETY WILL PERCEIVE TO BE

OPTIMUM. THE CHOICES MADE HERE WILL ALSO AFFECT P.* NU

OF PEOPLE WHO WORK, THE KINDS OF JOBS THEY PERFORM

IN TURN, SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM INCOME.
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AND, OVERALL, THEPELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE WORKING -AGE

POPULATION (AGE 20-64) AND NONWORKING-AGE GROUPS WILL BE

CHANGING. WHILE THE RATIO OF THOSE AGE 65 AND OVER TO THE

.WORK G-AGEPOPULATION WILL BE INCREASING, THE PROPORTION OF

PEOPLE UNDER AGE 20 WILL DECLINE. THE RELATIVELY LOW

FERTILITY RATES OF THE PAST FEW YEARS WILL ALSO AFFECT'THE

COSTS OF BENEFITS FOR YOUNG DEPENDENTS AND SURVIVORS UNDER

THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM. THE RELATIVE COST OF SUPPORTING

YOUNG DEPENDENTS IS ALREADY LESS THAN IN THE 1990`5 AND 1960's

AND PROBABLY WILL CONTINUE :10 DECLINE UNTIL AFTERTHCTURN OF

THE CENTURY.

ALSO THE OVERALL RATIO OF THOSE YOUNGER THAN 20 O OLDER THAN

64 TO THE WORKING AGE' POPULATION' IS'FALLING, SO THAT THE COST

TO THOSE WHO ARE WORKING OF SUPPORTING THOSE WHO ARE NOT

ECONOMICALLY PRODUCTIVE MAY DECLINE. THUS DECISIONS AS TO

THE ACCEPTABLE LEVEL OF SUPPORT FOR THE AGED OR THE YOUNG
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SHOULD TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE INTERRELATIONSH

GROUPS.

P OF THESE TWO

IT IS OFCOURSE NOT POSSIBLE FOR US TO KNOW OR PREDICT

EXACTLY WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS WITH RESPECT TO DEMOGRAPHIC

FACTORS OR THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF DEMOGRAPHIC

CHANGES, WHAT WE CAN DO IS TRY TO MAKE REALISTIC AND

REASONABLE ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS IN THE FUTURE

,BASED,ON CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE BEHAVIOR or THESE FACTORS,

THESE ASSUMPTIONS ARE EMPLOYED TO PROJECT THE TREND AND RANGE

OF FUTURE PROGRAM INCOME AND EXPENDITURES. SUCH PROJECTIONS

ARE NOT--AND CANNOT BE CONSIDERED TO BE--EXACT'PREDICTIONS OF

FUTURE EXPERIENCE. HOWEVER, WHEN REVISED.PERIODICALLY.TO

REFLECT CHANGES IN EXPERIENCE AND INTERPRETATION. THEY CAN

PROVIDE INFORMATION THAT IS ESSENTIAL FOR MAKING INFORMED

POLICY DECISIONS.
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Now LET ME TURN MORE SPECIFICALLY TO SSA's CURRENT ESTIMATES

! OF FUTURE PROGRAM INCOME AND EXPENDITURES, IN CONSIDERING.

THE MEDIUM -RANGE (25-YEAR) OR LONG-RANGE (75-YEAR) ACTUARIAL

STATUS OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM, INTEREST GENERALLY

CENTERS AROUND WHETHER THE SYSTEM HAS AN "ACTUARIAL SURPLUS"

OR AN ACTUOIAL DEFICIT".

--AN "ACTUARIAL SURPLUS" EXISTS WHEN THE AVERAGE OF THE

SCHEDULED TAX RATES EXCEEDS THE ESTIMATED AVERAGE

EXPENDITURES, EXPlESSED AS A PERCENT OF PAYROLL.

-AN "ACTUARIAL DEyCIT" EXISTS WHEN, THE ESTIMATED AVERAGE

EXPENDITURES EXCEED THE AVERAGE OF THE SCHEDULED TAX RATES,-
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BECAUSE OF OBVIOUS UNCERTAINTIES INHERENT IN PROJECTING

FUTURE ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENTS, THE ESTIMATES

PRESENTED IN THE TRUSTEES' REPORTS ARE BASED ON THREE
F,51

ALTERNATIVE SETS OF ASSUMPTIONSr-DESIGNATED AS ALTERNATIVES

1, 11,-AND HI, ALTERNATIVE 11 IS REFERRED TO AS THE INTER-

MEDIATE SET OF ASSUMPTIONS AND IT IS THISISET OF ASSUMPTIONS

THAT 1 WILL DISCUSS. (ALTERNATIVES I AND'Ill MAY BE

RESPECTIVELY CHARACTERIZED AS MORE "OPTIMISTIC" AND MORE

"PESSIMISTIC" THAN ALTERNATIVE

NOW, 1 WANT TO SUMMARIZE THE ALTERNATIVE II ASSUMPTIONS THEY

1NCLUDE,AMONG OTHERS, DEMOGRAPHIC ASSUMPTIONS OF FERTILITY

AND MORTALITY RATES AND ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS'OF THE GROWTH

OF THE GROSEAATIONAL PRODUCT, AVERAGE WAGE RATES, AND THE

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, AS WELL AE UNEMPLOYMENT RATES..

ktiOIRARELICAMIELME: UN4ER ALTERNATIVE II ASSUMPTIONS.

THE TOTAL FERTILITY RATE IS ASSUMED TO,RISE SLOWLY FROM ITS
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1978. LEVEL OF NEARLY. 1,8 CHILDREN PER WOMAN TO AN ULTIMATE

LEVEL OT 2.1 CHILDREN PER WOMAN AROUND THE YEAR 2005.

MORTALITY RATES IN THE UNITED STATES HAVE HAD A MUCH LESS-

ERRATIC HISTORY THAN HAVE FERTILITY RATES. SSA PROJECTS THAT

THE GENERAL TREND OF IMPROVING RTALITY BETwEgN.1950-75

WILL CONTINUE TO 2059, RESULTING IN A PROJECTED MORTALITY

LEVEL THAT IS ABOUT 19 PERCENT BELOW THE 1977 LEVEL, THIS

PROJECTED IMPROVEMENTI IN MORTALITY RANGES FROM A LOW OF ABOUT

i.

13 PERCENT FOR MEN AGED 20-64 TO A HIGH OF ABOUT 38 PERCENT

FOR MEN UNDER 20.

THE--ECONOMIC RECOVERY FROM THE

RECESSION THAT BEGAN IN 1974 IS ASSUMED TO CONTINUE AT

A MODERATE RATE UNDER THE INTERMEDIATE ASSUMPTIONS AND

AT THE SAME_TIME1 THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IS ASSUMED
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: TO REACH AN ULTIMATE RATE OF 5 PERCENT BY 1985.

iT IS FURTHER ASSUMED THAT THE ANNUAL RATE OF INCREASE

IN AVERAGE WAGES IN COVERED EMPLOYMENT WILL 'REACH AN

ULTIMATE LEVEL OF 5 3/4 PERCENT IN THE YEAR 2090.

THE CPI WAS ASSUMED TO DECREASE FROM THE RECENT HIGH RATES

TO AN ULTIMATE ANNUAL RATE OF 4 PERCENT, WHICH IS SLIGHTLY

HIGHER THAN THE 3.4 PERCENT AVERAGE OVER THE LAST 39 YEARS.

THIS AVERAGE WAS_SELECTED BECAUSE THE TREND OVER THE LAST 65

YEARS INDICATES A TENDENCY FOR THE RATE OF INCREASE IN THE

CPI TO INCREASE SLOWLY WITH TIME. THE CURRENT OUTLOOK DOES

NOT SUPPORT A CESSATION OR REVERSAL OF THIS' TENDENCY.

MIGHT MENTION AT THIS JUNCTURE THAT THE RATE OF INCREASE

IN WAGES AND PRICES HAS IN THE PAST HAD A VERY CONSIDERABLE

INFLUENCE ON THE PROJECTED ACTUARIAL BALANCE OF THE PROGRAM.

6 9
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THI5 WAS BECAUSE THE AUTOMATIC INCREASE PROVISIONS IN, THE LAW

OPERATED TO INCREASE BENEFITS FOR FUTURE RETIREES BY THE FULL

AMOUNT OF ANY PRICE INCREASES PLUS' ABOUT HALF THE AMOUNT OF

ANY WACE INCREASES. SINCE THE PROJECTED RATE OF

INCREASE IN PRICES EXCEEDED ONE-HALF THE RATE

OF INCREASE IN WAGES, FUTURE INITIAL BENEFIT LEVELS WERE .

PROJECTED TO RISE MORE RAPIDLY THAN WAGES. HOWEVER, THE 1g77

AMENDMENTS ADE IMPORTANT CHANGES IN THE SOCIAL SECURITY

BENEFIT STRUCTURE WHICH MADE THE PROGRAM LICH'LESS SENSITIVE

TO INCREASES IN PRICES AND WAGES BY ELIMINATING THE DOUBLE

INDEXING OF BENEFITS FOR FUTURE RETIREES.. UNDER THE NEW LAW,

BENEFITS:FOR FUTURE:RETIREESAILL INCREASE 4qITH WAGES WHILE.

THEY ARE WORKING AND WITH PRICES AFTER THEY ARE ELIGIBLE FOR

BENEFITS.

Now I WOULD LIKE TO DESCRIBE BRIEFLY HOW THE TWO SPECIFIC

DEMOGRAPHIC ASSUMPTIONS--K TALITY RATES AND FERTILITY RATES--

AFFECT LONG-RANGE COST PROJECTIONS.
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MORTALITY RATES: OVER THE MEDIUM -RANGE PERIOD-25 YEARS--

ESTIMATED AVERAGE EXPENDITURES INCREASE WITH THE IMPROVEMENT

- IN MORTALITY RATES. OVER THE LONG-RANGE PERIOD A SIMILAR

BUT MORE PRONOUNCED TREND EXISTS. THIS IS LARGELY DUE TO THE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGE AND MORTALITY. LET ME EXPLAIN.

FOR THE POPULATION OVER AGE 65, WHERE MORTALITY RATES ARE

THE HIGHEST. ANY IMPROVEMENT IN THE MORTALITY RATES MEANS

THAT RETIREMENT BENEFITS WILL BE PAYABLE FOR A LONGER PERIOD

OF TIME.. IMPROVEMENTS IN MORTALITY RATES FOR PEOPLE BETWEEN

AGES-50 AND 65 WOULD RESULT-IN RELATIVELY MORE 'SOCIAL SECURITY

TAX INCOME BECAUSE MANY: OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS AGE GROUP ARE

WORKERS. BUT THIS GAIN IN INCOME WOULD BE MORE THAN OFFSET

BY THE RESULTING BENEFITS PAYABLE TO THE ADDITIONAL 'NEW,

RETIREES AT AGE 65.



AT THE AGES OF 20 THROUGH 50, MORTALITY RATES ARE ,QUITE

LOW SO THAT'EVEN SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT IN THE RATES

WOULDNOT'RESULT IN SIINIFICANT GAINS IN THE NUMBER OF

COVERED WORKERS PAYING SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES, SIMILARLY,

SINCE MORTALITY AT.AGES UNDER 20 IS ALREADY RELATIVELY

LOW, FURTHER IMPROVEMENT ATTHESE AGES HAS RELATIVELY LITTLE

EFFECT, IN THE LONG RUN, ON EXPENDITURES VERSUS INCOME,

CONSEQUENTLY, THE NET EFFECT OF FURTHER MORTALITY IMPROVE-

MENT NOW IS TO INCREASE EXPENDITURES MORE THAN TAX INCOME,

THEREBY RESULTING IN HIGHER COSTS AS A PERCENT OF TAXABLE

PAYROLL. THE 1978 TRUSTEES' REPORT SHOWS THAT THE NEW
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MORTALITY "ASSSUMPTIONS RESULT IN INCREASED SOCIAL SECURITY

BENEFIT COSTS AVERAGING 0.07 PERCENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL

OVER THE NEXT 29 YEARS AND ABOUT 0.12 PERCENT OVER THE

ENTIRE 75-YEAR VALUATION PERIOD.

IF NO IMPROVEMENT IN MORTALITY OVER THE RATES EXPERIENCED

IN 1977 WERE ASSUMED,!THE LONG-RANGE COST OF THE PRESENT

PROGRAM WOULD BE REDUCED FROM 13.55 PERCENT OF PAYROLL

TO 12.77 PERCENT. ON THE OTHER HAND, IF THE IMPROVEMENT

IN MO9' TY IS TWICE AS GREAT AS THE TRUSTEES HAVE

PROJECTED, THE COST OF THE PROGRAM WOULD BE INCREASED

TO 14.34 PERCENT.
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FERTILITY BATia: THE IMPLICATIONS OF PROJECTED FERTILITY

RATES FOR PROGRAM COST PROJECTIONS ARE QUITE DIFFERENT.

FIRST, SINCE NEARLY EVERYONE WHO WILL PAY SOCIAL SECURITY

TAXES AND/OR DRAW B 'ENEFITS IN THE NEXT ?5 YEARS HAS ALREADY

BEEN BORN, PROJECTED FERTILITY RATES HAVE A RELATIVELY MINOR

EFFECT ON SHORT OR MEDIUM RANGE COSTS. FERTILITY RATE

PROJECTIONS ARE PRIMARILY IMPORTANT IN EVALUATING COSTS FOR

THE LONGER RANGE PERIOD 2003-2052

THE EFFECT ON THE LONG-RANGE COST PROJECTIONS IS SIGNIFICANT

BECAUSE THE NUMBEFUOF COVERED WORKERS AND BENEFICIARIES

DURING THE LAST 50 YEARS OF THE LONG-RANGE PROJECTION PERIOD

IS HIGHLY DEPENDENT ON THE PROJECTED FERTILITY RATES. HOWEVER,.

IT AS IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE DEGREE OF UNCERTAINTY

OFTHE_ESTIMATES INCREASES WITH THE LENGTH OF THE PROJECTION

PERIOD-THE DEGREE OF CONFIDENCE THAT CAN BE PLACED IN

DEMOGRAPHIC ASSUPiPTIONS IS GREATER FOR THE FIRST 25 YEARS
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THAN FOR THE ENTIRE-LONG-RANGE VALUATION PERIOD. FOR THIS

REASON, IT HAS NOT SEEMED REASONABLE TO 'PROJECT EITHER

CONTINUING INCREASES OR CONTINUING DECREASES IN FERTILITY

,4
RATES OVER A'PERIOD -AS LONG AS 75 YEARS. (ALSO, OF COURSE,

THE RATE PROJECTED FOR THE FINAL 25-YEAR PERIOD HAS RELATIVELY

LITTLE ACTUAL EFFECT IN TERMS OF PROGRAM INCOME OR

EXPENDITURES DURING THAT PERIOD.)

IN GENERAL, THE HIGHER THE PROJECTED FERTILITY RATE THE LOWER

THE LONG-RANGE COST WILL BE, OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL.

HOWEVER, RIVEN THE GREAT UNCERTAINTY IN PROJECTING FERTILITY'

RATES AND THEIR GREAT POTENTIAL IMPACT ON-THELONG-RANGE

BALANCE OF THE PROGRAM, THE ALTERNATIVE SETS OF ASSUMPTIONS

DEVELOPED IN THE 1978 TRUSTEES' REPORTS USE ALTERNATIVE

ASSUMPTIONS AS TO THE ULTIMATE FUTURE FERTILITY RATE -- RANGING

FROM 1,7 IN THE MORE PESSIMISTIC SET OF ASSUMPTIONS TO.2.3

IN THE MORE OPTIMISTIC SET.

52- 11 o 45
4
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ONLY WITH A MUCH HIGHER FERTILITY RATE, SAY, 2.5--WOULD THE

RELATIVELY LARGER NUMBER OF CHILDREN RECEIVING BENEFITS

DURING THE -FIRST 25 YEARS BE SUFFICIENT TO HAVE A PERCEPTIBLE

COST EFFECT--AN INCREASE OF 0.01 PERCENT OF PAYROLL. HOWEVER,

UNDER HIGHER FERTILITY RATE ASSUMPTIONS, THE LABOR FORCE

INCREASES EARLIER THAN THE BENEFICIARY POPULATION, AND THUS,

LONG-RANGE ESTIMATED AVERAGE EXPENDITURES,EXPRESSED
AS .A

PERCENT-OF TAXABLE PAYROLL, DECREASE WITH INCREASING

FERTILITY.

THE RECENTLY ENACTED SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS'OF 1977 MADE

SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN:THE FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE 'SOCIAL

SECURITY PROGRAM. AS'A RESULT, THE COMBINED ASSETS OF THE

CASH BENEFITS PROGRAM ARE EXPECTED TO BEGIN INCREASING IN

19814 AND THE AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME FROM TAXES UNDER PRESENT

LAW IS PROJECTED TO-EXCEED ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENDITURES
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_BY :AIIOUT 1.0 PERCENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL OVER THE 25-YEAR

PERIOD 1978-2002.

THE SITUATION. THOUGH. IS VERY DIFFERENT WHEN'AOU LOOK AT THE -

FINAL 25 -YEAR PERIOD, THE LONG-RANGE ACTUARIAL COST ESTIMATES

.INDICATE THAT ESTIMATED; AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENDITURES WILL

EXCEED ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME FROM TAXES UNDER

PRESENT LAW BY ABOUT 11.1 PERCENT OF TAXABLE PAYROLL OVER-THE

25-YEAR PERIOD 2028-2052. OVER 90 PERCENT OF THIS DEFICIT

ARISES N THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE PART OF THE

PROGRAM (AS=OPPOSED TO THE DISABILITY INSURANCE PART OF THE

PROGRAM). NEARLY,ALL OF THE OASI DEFICIT IS DUE TO DEMOGRAPHIC

FACTORS--LARGELY THE PROJECTED SHIFT IN THE RELATIVE NUMBERS OF

BENEFICIARIES AND WORKERS.

THERE IS TIME TO ASSESSMERGING ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC

EXPERIENCE AND TO REVISE AND-MODIFY DUR PROJECTIONS IF

NECESSARY, NEVERTHELESS, THE LIKELIHOOD OF SIGNIFICANT
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LONG-RANGE DEFICITS BASED ON CURRENT ESTIMATES AND ARISING

PRIMARILY FROM PROJECTED
DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES MUST BE

RECOGNIZED IN CURRENT PLANNING AND TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN

PROPOSALS TO MODIFY THE SYSTEM, THIS SITUATION TENDS TO .

UNDERSCORE THE IMPORTANCE OF
DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS IN THE

LONG-RANGE PLANNING AND EVALUATION OF OUR SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS
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INTR001'CT1 ON

Retirement has bedome a distinct peri d,in the life of most

Americans only over the last half century. Yet today, the retire-

.ment behavior of older workers is one of the.most impOrtant indi-

vidual lifecycie decisions with signifaant implications for the
economy. Labor force participation declisions are governed by the

availability of social security benefits, private pension benefits,

wages, health, family responsibilities, and other socioeconomic'

variables. Retirement has an obvious and important influence,on

expenditures for government support-programs and the tax revenues

that are collected. In the following testimony, I illustrate the

necessity of a careful examination of future retirement policy and

argue for a gradually rising age of eligibility for retireMentpro-

grams;,-The key'points of my testimony are

*Population aging caused by low fertility tends to incre___

the proportion of the population in the older age groups.

*Holding the replacement rate constant and malnpatning 65 sa.

the age of eligibility, for
retirement benefits in the presence of

replacement level fertility necessitates an increase in the pro-

portion of Payroll to finance benefits of over 60 percent during

the next fifty years.

*tower rates of fertility exacerbate the ri =e in tax rat

satis_

dual in

ory method

ng of the retirement ago offers the most

reducing the projected rise n future taxes.

7 09



What 19 Retirement?

Despite considerable public
debate concerning its causes and

the term retirement does
not' have a clear and unambiguous

connotation. Many pe6ple consider retirement to be the termination

of a long career, but it is also employed to note a significant

reduction in hours of work below some minimum, Retirement fre-

quently is usedto denote the acceptance of pension benefits with

the age of eligibility for the benefits called the retirement age.

The "recirement"t-or earnings
test that determines social security

concerned with the amount of earnings. In empirical

the retirement process
'other variables such as the

individual's perception of retirement status, labor force partici-

'pation, annual, work rates, and expectations of retiring are adopted

as indications or proxies for retirement,

Clearly, It is possible for a person to be counted as retired

by some of these measures. but not by others. For example, mile.

Lary personnel can retire from the service (termination of a career)

and begin receiving pension
benefits. yet atiII work 40 hours a

Week for another employer. The diversity of indicators of retire-

ment increases the difficulty of explaining the labor market

activities of older persons.
Any_new research or review of exiatfng

studies-must recognize explicitly these conceptual variations of

retirement. This is of particular importance when economic varif

ar policy changes would be expected t;, have contradictory

on'.the alternative indicators,

7 1 0
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Factors Influencing Retirement.

The Labor supply decisions of the elderly are governed by

pension-related variabi,es,health Ntatti8, aggregate economic

charaeteristics, job related factors and a variety of other

financial, individual 'and family characteristics, In a recent

view of economic studies, Joseph Spengler and I concluded that

retirement systems and health status 'are judged to be the primary

determinants of reduced Labor force activity.' An increasing num-.

her of studies are finding that Lhere are also interactive effects

between the health of an individual and
the availability Of pen

clan benefits.

Social security and other pension benefits provide non-wage

income to the elderly and therefore
would be _expeeted to reduce

work effort. The receipt of these benefits is, however, in many

instances, contingent on the total or partial withdrawal from the

Labor force by the beneficiary; i.e.. earnings test, job change

or eompul*sory retirement. Thus, pension systems provide the avail-

ability of Income-if Labor force activity ig reallocated or reduced.

Within this framework, each individual tries to maximize his retire-

ment L6come and life satisfaction.

The retirement incentive of the present syetemA.s illustrated

in the following example, A married worker wh had reached 65

in 1974 after a lifettMC of earning the median we would have
--

'

L

Robert L. Clark and Joseph J. Spengler, The Economics of
Individual_Inuiatien Wog, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Rress-Trorthcoming). Chapters VI and VII.
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been igliale for a Inctal ectarity benefit of $4,71 on-

tinued
e

work, hisAroS arnings would have been $7,723, which

*would be reduced by a mArginal federal income tax rate of 17 per-

COOL and ,a nayrptl LIM ot bpi 1-rrnt tvt mn 01-=

binnd with the reduction In benefi dile iii rhe' earnings ttat, tho

Since 1950, the t;ruwilt and c:ipansion-of the e "al eeurtty

system has played an .portatil role in the decline in the labor

participation or Ador workers (see Table! ). Half of tho

insured persona aged are: stow taking advantage of

the early retirement option s is, in part, responsible Ear

the recent decline in the labor force participation rate of neon

-64, Coverage by private pensions has also contritutedaged

to riiiing incidence of retirement.

Financing Jteriefits

gotirement benefits to aged beneficiaries are financed by taxer

on the earninga of current workers, If revenues are equal to bene-

fits in each year, then the Following equation depicts rhe'inter-

gberational transfer inherent in the octal security program.

I) (T.
6

)(eir ' belt bjt
1-62

T , tax rate payable on earni q In year t.

= average income of persons
fs assumed to he taxable.

' i in year r, all of which

Tolley and Richard Burkbauser, "Integrating Social
Security into an incomes Policy," in Tolley and Burkbanner (Eds.),
income Suport Pgliclesfor the ..efl, Cambridge, Ma s' Ballinger

Publishing Company, 1977.
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Table T. Civilian labor force participation rates
worker! by sex, 1948-76

Year

or older

5 65 an. over

1948 89.5 46.8 24.3 9.1
1949 87.5 .47.0 25.3 9.6
1950 86.9 45.8 27.0 9.7
1951 87.2 44.9 27.6 8.9
1952 87.5 42.6 28,7 9.1
1953 87.9 41.6 29.1 10.0
1954 88.7 40.5 30.1 9:3
1955 87.9 39.6' 32.5 10.6
1956 88.5 40.0 34.9 10.8
1957 87.5 37.5 . 34.5 10.5
1958 87.8 35.6 35.2 10.3
1959 87.4 :34.2 36.6 10.2
1960 86.8 33.1 37,2 10.8
1961 87.3 31.7 37.9 10.7
1962 86.2 30.3 38.7 9.9
1963 86.2 28.4 39.7 9.6
1964 85.6 28.0 40.2 10.1
1965 84.6 27.9 41.1' 10.0
1966 27.5 41.8 9.6
1967 84%4 27.1 42.8 9.6
1968 84.3 27.3 42.4 9.6
1969 85.4 27.2 43.1 9.9
1970 83.0 26.8 43.0 9.7
1971 82.2 25.5 "42.9 9.5
1972 80.5 24.4 42.1 9.3
1973 78.3 22.8 41.1 8.9
1971 77.4 22.4 40.7 8.2-
1975 75.8 21.7 41.0 8.3
1976 74.5 20.3 41.1 8.2

Source: U. S. Department of Labor, 1977 Em lo ment and Training
Re:rePresident, Was ington, 0 C.c -U.--S.-Lov-
errimWIT1TIFatiTIT7Trri7a. 1977, Table A-4, pp. 142-143.
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e . employment rate of individuals of:age i in year ti equal
to the age-specific labor force participation rate times

one minus the unemployment-race,

number of people ofage i in year t,

0 average benefits to persons of age j in year t, and

R number of persons of age j in year t.

Individuals are assumed o' be eligible for social security benefits

t age 62 and entry into the labor force at age 16. No one lives

longer than n years. An age-specific wage structure can be gener-

ated by setting Yi*1,, yit (1.-Fg) where g represents the wage

gain from an additional year of work experience. Thus, tax revenues

depend on the age structure of the employed population. The bene-

fit structure will be determined by past .legislatiVe decisions

that have governed retirement benefits.

Within the framework of the above-described model, equation 1

can be solved for the tax rate necessary to finance the desired
i

level of ben its at any point in time. The required tax rate is

determined by the population Age structure, levCi of labor force

participation, and the generosity of the benefits. The primary

focus of this report is llustrate how the continuation of low

fertility will affect the age structure of Ehe population over the

next lofty years, and therefore,: the required tax rates. In

addition, the significant influence of alternative retirement ages

will be shown.

In order to simplify the analysis of changes in the tax rate

over time, the following assumptions are made. is

(L) All memberS of the Labor force have the me annual

earnings.
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(2 All retirees receive the same benef

Everyone enters the labor force at age 18 and retires

at age 65.

In such a world, the tax is a function of the ratlo-of those 65

years old and older to those 18 to 64 and the benefit-wage ratio,

r,d
c.4

Holding E constant over time makes the tax rate a function solely

of the ratio of beneficiaries to workers, In this model RI serves

the purpose of a replacement ratio; therefore, assuming it invari-

ate is roughly consistent with the 1977 amendments. Table II

indicates the changes in with replacement level fertility.

Between 1976 and 2050 the population 65 and over rises as a per-

centage of workers 18 to 64 from 18 percent to over 30 percent.

This will necessitate a tax increase of 67 percent. The magnitude

of thin increase is approximately equal to that forecasted in the

1977 Annual Report of the Trustees of the Trust Funds under their

set of assumptions II if-an-adjustment is made for the rising

replacement ratio in those projections.

Within the framework of our simple model, the rising tax rates

a function of the increasing number of beneficiaries per worker.,

a more complex model, we could illustrate the following relation-

ships.

*An increase in the labor force participation of those of

working age reduces the tax per worker. Most projections of future
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Table Age structure and related tax increases, 1977-2050 .
with replacement level fertilitya

Year R L4

1.977 :1815

1985 .1906

1990 .2003

1995 .2053

2000 .1994

2005 ,1938

2010 .2016

2015 ,2268

2020 .2599

2025 .2955

2050 .3023

Tax nr ret cement
benefits as a per-
cent of 1976 tax

T

1,05 T

1,10 T

1.13 T

1.10 T

1.07 T

1:11 T

1.25.1'

1.43 T

1..63 T

1.67 T

Tax i 97 ate
is 9.4 per _nt

of a- o

9.4c

9.87

4

10.62

10.34/

10.06

1,61,43

11.75

13.44

15.32

15.70

aFertility rate is assumed to rise tc
and remain constant thereafter. Annual immi4raticn is set at
400,000 (census projections, Series II).

This fraction illiistrates the nuMber of individuals 65 years
old and older divided by the population 18-04 in each'year

births per woman

cExpenditurea As a percent of taxable payroll.for OASI as
estimated in 1977 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of th
Federal °id...A- an_
rust un 3, p.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Census, Current P0711 Series
P-25, Bo. 704, "Projectie op the United
States : 1977 to 2050," 0, S. Government Printing_ Office,
Washington, D. C 1977.

7
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,labor force participation indicate,a continuing decline in the

work effort of older men and a continuation of the'rise in female

participation. These conflicting trends are generally

to produce a slight rise in the overall perticipatizn rate implylag

that the tax rise in Table II is slight overestimation et the

actual rise.

*A decline from the present relatively high rates of unemploy-

rent would raise the employed portion of the labor force and thus

reduce the cost per worker of retirement benefits.

*To the extent that older workers remain employed, they provide

additional taxes and may reduce total benefits paid (due to reduced

benefits from the earnings test). Thus, further decline in the

work effort of those over 65 raises the costs relative to the 1977

level.

*G th in real wages would have no effect on the tax rate

for the model illustrated in equation 2. Employing a more detailed

model of age-specific benefits (see equation 1), it could be shown

that a faster increase in the rate of growth of real wages lowed

future costs because the benefits' of previous retirees do not rise

even though benefits of future retirees 'areadjusted upuaid to

maintain a constant replacement ratio.

*If all of earnings are not subject Co he payroll tax, a

higher taxable ceiling could lower the tax rate It must be pointed

out that the demands for revenues to pay benefit_ emains unaffected.

Thus, tax collections must rise even if the form\o the tax is

altered. This would also apply to any proposed Ahit to general

revenue financing.
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*The significant impact of fertility below the replacament

level is depicted in Table III. If fertility were to remain et

1.7 births per woman, near Lts 1977 level, the ratio of retirees

to workers more than doubles, rising to .39. As a result, the

required tax increases by 214 percent, necessitating tax revenues

CO be approximately. 20 percent of payroll. Thus, the future

course of fertility wi11 significantly determine the nature of

the tax chUges that l be:forthcoming.

Table III. Age structure and related tax increases 1977-2050 with
a fertility rate of 1.7 births per woman and annual
immigration of 400,000

Year RR

Tax i 197= rat
is 9,4 percent
of

1977 .1815 T 9.4

1985 .1906 1.05 T 9.87

1990 .2003 1.10 T 10.34

1995 .2065 T 10.72

2000 .2075 1.12 T 10.53

1005 .2000, 1.10 T 10.34

2010 .2122 1.17 T 11.00

2015 .2436 1.34 T 12.60

2020 2862 1.58 T 14.85

2025 3359 1.85 T 7.39

2050 .3878 2.14 T 20.12
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Retiremen A-

The impact of changes the agd of re reflected

in shifts in the size of the population eligible for old age

benefits t/d in the size of the labor force. For example, a

reduction in the age of eligibility'for benefits increases the

number of people receiving benefits and produces a decline'in

the number of labor force participants. Obviously, as we have

previously stated, not everyone withdraws from the labor force

at the same age; however, alteration of the age of eligibility

for social secdrity benefits can be exp6cted to lower significantly

the labor forte` participation of the newly eligible group. The

future elimination of the earnings test would result in all.per-

sant over the pensicnable age being beneficiaries and further

reduce the bias in this methodology.

The importance of retirement policy Le dramatically illustrated

in Table IV, which assumes that the entire population above the

retirement age receives benefits at the 1976 replacement rate.

As described earlier, a constant replacement ratio requite's a

steadily increasing tax rate so that by 2025 the proportion of

payroll needed to finare retirement benefits be 60 percent

greater if 65 La continued as the age of eligihility. if, over

fty-year period. 62-were'established as the age For full

benefits, at the same replacement rare costs would be.more than

doubled wherees a retirement:age of 55 would requite a tripling

of the tax rate.

Considerable attention should be focused.on the decline in

the tax rate with a retirement age of 70. Even with the projected



Table IV. reyroll.tax
ratelwith'conotant

benefit 4artings.latio
and replacement level

fertility

Fre:-
cent

e 1976

55

62

085 i990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2025 2050'

2,12 T 2,18. T.2,18 T 2,,23 T 2.41 T 2.67 T 3.M2 .T 1,42 T 3,42 I

1,35 T 1.39 T 1.39 T 1,35 T 1136 T 1,46T 1;65 T 2;11 T. 2,10 T ,4

tl

65
TF 1,051 1:10T 1;,13 1,10 T 1.0]T 1:11T 1,25 T 1,63 T. 1,67 T

T. 69T ,73T .74 T .73T ,69 T .73 T ,97 T LOU
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population aging, t ax rate need be only slightly greater in

2050 if-the retiremen age were gradually raised to 70 yeara.

Thus, a significant offHet to the predicted increased tax rates

is a higher age of eligibility for retirement benefits: however,

we must guard Against a continuation of the downward drift in age

thdrAwal froth the labor force.

The importance of retirement age on the cost of benefits is

futther Illustrated in Table V. ___ 1977, a retirement age of 65

could require each worker to contribute 18 cents toward each one

dollar in benefits per retiree. By contrast, an-age of eligibility

of 55 would have required a per-worker tax of 40 cents, The cost

per worker declines with each increase in the retirement age until

a pensionable_ age of 70 necessitates a contribution of only 11

cents for each dollar benefit per retiree.

Tatle V. Tax per worker required to finance benefits with various
retirement ages, 1977

55 43.837 108,717 40

60 12,793 119,761 27

62 28,976 123,578 23

65 23.431 129,123 18

70 14.991 137,563 11

aEvaryona above the retirement age is assumed to be a non-
working beneficiary,

bBveryone between 18 and the retirement ageis asnumed to be
a wage earner subject to the uniform payroll tax,
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Summary and policy Recommendations

The continued aging of the population over the next half

century will necessitate series of alterations in our econom_

and social institutions. The Federal Government must begin to

review systematically its legislative posture toward retirement.

A,coordinatednational retirement policy ieA necessity for a

nation faced with the aging of its population,

This should-not he- construed to imply that we should focus

y on the social security program. Instead, the .wide range

ncome and ,in -kind transfers to the elderly must be. examined.

Secretary Califano, in a recent speech before the American Academy

of political and Social Science estimated that this year

expenditures on the elderly will total $112 billion or 24 percent

of the federal budget in FY 1978. He projected that these costs,'

increase to more than,40 percent of total federal outlays in

2025. .,

Each of the programs constitutes a part of the nation's retire-

ment policy because the availability of these funds influences the

labor force decisions of older workers. The programs include

GARD', medtcare, medicaid, SSI, civil service, railroad, -and

military pensions, Housing ubsidtes, food stamps and other

social and employment services. Regulation of these programs

together with preTerential tax treatment for pensions, ERISA

guidelines, and mandatory retirement legislation form the basis

of federal retirement policy.

In the future, Congress must give special attention to these'

programs and their effect on labor force' activity. With population
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aging. inc-entiveashould be given to keep workers in the labor

force and not, as presently is the case, to. induce them to retire.

Spedifically immediate attention should be given to legislation

raising the age of eligibility for social security benefits. This

should be done - gradually. For example, if it is desirable even-

- tually to raise the retirement age from 65 to 70, it could be done,,

over 'a twenty-year period, increasing the age of eligibility by

three months each year. If such program were Co take)effeet in

1990. the retirement age would be 70 in 2010 just at the time

the large tax increases would otherwise be required. It would be

advantagedus to enact such a provision into law as on as Feasible

so as to enable individuals to adjust to this rather significant

change.

Althoughsocialsecurity is the dominant program providing bene-

:fits to the elderly, numerous other programs should also be analyzed

for their impact on the retireMent,,,decision. The effect Of raising

the age of eligibility for these programs should also be assessed.

We must recognize that the elimination of these benefits for

those o5-/0 may necessitate some additional reseurces,to support

the disabled and others who are unable to continue in the labor

force.

In summary, the age of eligibility for social u y,

significant determining factor of the tax rate necessary to support

any specific level of benefits'. Higher taxes from a lower reire-

ment age are duo to an increased number of_ beneficiaries and a

decreased working population. The model presented in this paper

probably overestimates to some degree the sensitivity of the tax

rate to changes in the age of eligibility. This occurs because.
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even with a higher age required for pension benefits, some people

will continue to withdraw from the labor force at earlier ages

redueicg the number of workers to tax, By the some token, a lower

of eligibility w.,.11 not induce everyone now eligible for

benefits to retire. However, the age structure patttrns presented

in this paper clearly illustrate the Importance, of thi reOreme.

age in determining future tax rates,

Reduction in future replacement rates is ancther method of

moderating the projected rise in tax rates. Although not discussed

directly in this paper, the framework described earlier clearly

indicates that a lower replacement rate would permit proportionate

reduction in tax rates. 'Thus, variable benefit levels could be

compared to variations in the retirement age as possible offsets

to further tax increases. These two methods are not mutually

exclusive,. For example, if the age for full benefits is raised

to, say, 68, reduced benefits could be allowed at 65. The result. -

of course, is a reduction in the replacement rate of

-e between 65 and 68.

The willingness of taxpayers to endure a continuing increase

in payroll tax rates is now being demonstrated. Population aging

will necessitate greater revenues in the future unless Congress

acts to .restructure the system in the form of an increased retire-

ment age. or lower replacement ratios. lity remains below

the replacement level, this problem is considerably intensified,

Therefore, 1 urge immediate consideration of legislation gradually

raising the age of eligibility for full benefits beginning in 1990.
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d Metbers of h_ tees

Thank you for the opportunity to address this c

'rare that mankind has the opportunity to examine its future and

plan for it as ve do here today.

In a sense we are here ac witnesses to a major shift in our popula-

tion structure. The pop and youth culture characteristic of the '60s has

now given way to a mature society.' Probably for the first time in

our nation's short 200 year history the pioneering spirit with its

emphasis on explorations, youth and vigor has given way to 4 thoughtful

asseement of what our country and our lives will be 1i,ke after 2000.

Now, too, at long last in this century, we can really begin to

speak of three generations, and even multigenera ion families. At the time

of the founding of our republic less than 42 of American lived within a

three-generation fanny, and in the 17th century, Only 202 of those born

would live to be 70 years of age. It is now 872.

the year 1900, there were about three million Americans Over 65.

Today, that figure stands at roughly 23 million. Thi moan' that one in

nine Americans are age 65 or older, with the expectation that in 50 years

this rate will become one in six (figure 1).

By the year 2030, the U.S. Cassius Bureau estimates that the over

ulation will peak at 52 million. Although the overall figures Will

es, our population projections reflect our past history. The per -

age of elderly will decline barely 12 between 1,990 and 2020 to reflect

fewer babies born during the Depression and World War ii and then rise

steeply as the poet World War betty boom babies grows Old (Figure 2),
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Figures alone cannot convey the impact which the '% eying' of

,me has had and will continue to have on society. Yet they do illus-

trate _agnitude and urgency of the issues related to the health and

well -being of our older population. The establishment of the National

institute on Aging as a part of the National Institutes of Health was

in part stimulated by Congressional prescience in this matter.

NIA's broad mandate allows us to study all aspects of the a

process, with he'ultimate goal of enhancing the quality of Life through

the application of research discoveries. This includes the social and

behavioral sciences, as well as the.the traditional biomedical disciplines,

because the problems the aged are not only disease-related but are

economic and psychosocial in nature.

We already know hy there has been an increase in the nunber$ of

persons over 65. Our aging population is the result of a combination of

factors such as decreased infant and maternal mortality, major advances

in the treausent and prevention of infectious diseaasee, and remarkable

declines in the incidence of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases

both of which are leading causes of death in the elderly (Figures 3', 4, 5).

The Institute's epidemiology, biometry, and demograptm branch is

y such as who arpart designed, to answer questions about the elderly they;

they; and what are their special health needs and problem=

The population over age 65 is not homogeneous. By far the fastest

growing group are those over age 75. In 1900, there were 900,000 over

75; today there are nine miliLon: by.2030 there will be 20 million

(Figure 6). Of these, more than two million, most of whoa a

aged 85 or over. It is this group which faces the =reates

n are
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ost one in five of the 85 plus group are

5 plus

ninety-

re4idents of institutions as campared to one in tw

population as a whole Ftgure 7). In gen al, at an on

five percent of the elderly are living in the cotumunity while only

five percent are in nursinA ho es (Figure . Only 20Z of all elderly .

.ever have any nursing he experience.

In addition to the incr rmly rapid of this portion o
population, the coat health is rising at an even :sore staggering rate.

Fifty-six ,cents out of every federal health dollara total of about 518

billion,in1976was spent through Medicare and Medicaid on health care for
the elderly. The judicious application of new knowledge acquired through

research can do much to improve existing serviees and health care,

Without new knowledge will continue to do the same things in the

as -me we while our health care .e 5 continue to soar (Figure 9).

I.ma. ;tO0tfJc thinking about new ways to prevent disease and disability,

lupport thL frig

,

and develop better systems of self-help and self-care

may help us c, he spiraling costs.

demoraic trends Show a tremendous growth in life

e , the proportion of population beyond age 80,

Lanced by whites and women predominantly. Althli.ugh

women k V a 1, expectancy than men, they are thus more

susceptible to muttipe health and social problems (Figure 10 and

one Ff ever ee females born will coach age 85, but fewer han

lea will attain that age. This /5 further ooaplicate

by the fact that wolen tend to larry aen three years their senior and

thud 4!h0 act to an average eleven -ears of . Differential

7-2H
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life expectancy is evident among races an well ae series (Figure 12) and

represents one of NIA's research priorities. The study of the health

related effects of Grief, bereavement, and living longer than ones

contemporaries are also areas of- importance which areatly affect the

f our elders.

Certainly, the participation of the elderly in the labor force is an

important factor in terms of health and well-being. According to' U.S.

,Labor Department, a significant number of people over 65 continue to work

although, in general. there has been a decline in the average Age at

retirement. In 076, almost 4 million people over 65--17 percent of all

elderly- -r ained in the labor force. There were, however, important

differences among these older workers particularly in the regard to their

marital state It appears that labor force participation may be a

economic necessity in spite of Social Security and Government

support programs for the elderl,

Knowing who the elderly are is of critical importance in our health

caret and social welfare systems. In order to place Services where

they are mo8t needed, we need to k where the elderly live or where

they move. That Miami Beach may be a mega for fie

is obvious, but until recently, no cesprehensive

New Yorkers

tvdies have been done

on the migration patterns of the elderly. I an very p _ to be able

to report that the first such study is being supported by NIA. The dear

to which sovea are health related or due to economic or other social

factors such as retirement have yet to be determined,

Let me conclude by MphASLZIA4 that research. such as that conducted

at NIA provides the most promising mechanism to controlspirall health
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coats. NIA is currently carryir out extensive Stu to clinical and

basic sciences such as metabolism, endocrinology, pharmacology, biochao=

istr and nutrition in order to better understand the declines in body

functions which occur with age, why these differ anong individuals, and

the methods best suited to control these declines.

It seems likely that with the fruit of current research the elderly

Americans of the year 2030--who are alive and s in today-- will be

healthier and more active. Each day there is a net increase of son e.

1,400 elderly as 5,000 Anericans join the ranks of the over 65 group and

7,600 die (Figure 13). It is crucial that d who the elderly

are, where they are, and their special problems in shaping future

health care y. Hearings such as these offer us the opportunity

to interact with Congress for the benefit of our elderly citizens
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National Institute on Aging

National Inatitutas of Health

U.S. POPULATION
AGE 65 AND OVER

Years 1900 - 2030
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Source: U.S. Celestes Bureau
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AGE GAUGE Chart shows the percentage of the American population 65
and older from 1900 to 1975, with predictions for 1980 to 2030.

Decrease due to lowered birth rate during depression of 1930's.
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MEN IN THE LABOR MARKET: PROSPECTS AND POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

The remarkable increase in the labor force participation of women

and the accompanyin Changes in sex role attitudes which have taken ghee

nt yeats are altering the economy and the family in fundamental_

ways. The ultimate consequences for all of cur institutions can only be

dimly perceived but they are likely to be profound. The purpose or this

piper.is to briefly describe recent changes in women's commitment to work

outside of the home, the most likely effects for the economy and the

family, and the implications for policy.

by

Isabel V. Sawhill

RECENT TRENDSS IN THE LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN

While only aboUt one-third of adult women were in the labor ce

in-1950, by 1978 the figure wan close to:one-halt. The most rapid

increases,have occurred among those groupswho were leant likely to be

employed in the past; married mothera, especially those with pre-school

age children. One result Is that women with children are now more likely

to work than those ,ilthout them. In part, this reflects the fact that

any social movement or trend is likely to affect the young disproportion

Looking justvit women, aged 25-34, the participation rate rose from

45 percent in MO to 61 percent in 197B, To me theme trends suggest a

whole new set of nocial expectatiOns among the younger ,generation and

indeed we have independent evidence of a marked shift in attitudes about
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"1i:camel-Oa place," especially ,:T,,AS the young mod the w _-educated.`

fai.lure to factor there ahiftg irate projrctions cf labor

ocze participation rat.t has led'the government tc. consistently u8I _

estim%te toe at-e of past trends. For example, in 1973 the BLS

published a set of projections that included a participation rate for

women in 1980 that was exceededin 1974.2 There is v;-.rk currently underway

at the Urban Institute, under 4 grant from the bep,rtment of labor, which

is intended to rectify situation.

The increased participation rates for women reflect both a greater

tendency for women to seek paid jobs and a greater tendency to remain in

the labor force more continuously. Moreover, women are more likely to

work -time, year-round than in the past. This reduction in turnover

rates and greater commitment to full-Lime work has obvious implications

for female earnings, occupational status, and unemployment rates which

should increasingly approach those of males. However, at the present

time all of thane differentials are quite :Ade and have shown little

tendency to narrow over -time.

The increased labor force participation rates of women have been

accompanied by a decline for men. In.1950, 86 percent of adult men were

in the labor force. The proportion dropped to 77 percent in 1978, mostly

due to later entry and earlier retirement but also reflecting a small

1. Karen Oppenhetm Mason, John Crojka, and Sara Arbor, "Change in

U.-S. Women's Sex-Role Attitu ., 1964-1974," University of Michigan,

August 1975; Frank Mott.'"The NLS Mature Women's Cohort; Socioeconomic

Overview," presented at the Secretary of Labor's Invitational Conference

on the National Longitudinal Surveys of Mature Women, January,26, 1978.

2; O. F. Johnson, "The U. S. labor Force: Projections to 1990, Special

Labor Force Report 156, 1975 =and C. T. Bowman and T. H. Morland, "Revised

Projections of the U. S. Economy to 1980` end 1985," Monthl Labor Review,

Vol. 99, March 1978, 9-21.
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decrease for men in the.prime-age yearn as Eventually, the male

and female participation rates may converge. A very simple (and thua

not'very defensitle) extrapolation of past trends would suggest that such

a convergenc would Occur when the participation rate was about 67 percent

for each sex in the first. decade of the twenty-first century. Another

likely possibility is higher (but criOall participation rates for both

sexes cumIthel with shorter:hours of work. Of course, if one believes

that women will never fully relinquish, men be willing to share,

respunnibilitles for home and children, then SoMe.petmanent although much

smaller difference in participation rates may eventually be established.

In any case, the future which emerges will depend on a variety of

adjustments, including adjustments In policy, Some of which are di-cussed

below=

lidereeconOmic Policy

Looking first at 61e overall level of demand. what he than

that It will he sufficient in absorb ing labor force? One idea,

which",appears to be _ _ of faith amoni much of the public, is that

there are a fixed number of jobs in the ecnnnmy and that if women get

these jobs, men will suffer, Thin concern is reminiscent of the debate

In the early 1960's about technological unemployment. It was argued then

that machines were replfiing human labor and that this mad lend to

chronic unemployment. Similarly, the new popular wisdom argues that

tier move from home to market place, there will he a glut of

compe log for a rumber of lobs.

as
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To begin, let us : mine where there appears to by Some basis for

these concerns. .
it la tree that rapid changes in the number of

peopleseeklng lobs are likely to overtax the short-run capacity oflobor

markets to absorb them. 'Even when there 11 it sufficient lumber of jobs

In the aggregate, th'e difficult processaf matching existing vacancies

with the:characteristic-a of Job ekerp Is bound to leave some workers

unemployed and some employers with unfilled vseanelen. One cannot use an

English teacher aa a compute pr gr;,wrmr for viceve a Secondly,

future increases in the rate at wh[th worun partictpatr in the labor

force may not be correctly anticipated, andfII underestimated, the revolt

may be inadequate macroeconomic stimulus and a shortfall in aggregate

demand, Full employment is A moving target; it take% a growing uumbee of

jobs to provide for a wing labor forcei and women are eurrhtiy the.

prime molyrs el the targoi.

But let no .$name that the growth in the potential female labor-

.,
the number of women who would want to work if the economy

were at full employment) will be anticipated with' some success and turn

nor attention instead to the adequacy of aggregate demand. It is, of

cours, the fear of inflation which inhibits the full utilization of

macroeconomic measures to achieve or maintain full employment, While

Inflation oan.impose hardships on certalin groups and lead to economic

distortions, thu cost: -of 3 giuggigh or depressed economy may be even

Iligher--bothin terms of the lost output which _ idle wnrkorny could be

producing, or in terms of the human costs assuciate with 1055 of income,

impaired Self-esteem, .end dihnppolnted aspirations. More importantly,

there- Is increasing uucurt.tttity about Llic relgtIollship hawvon onemploy .n
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and inflation and the efficacy, of using
some degree of elack In the labor

market as means of lowering the inflation rate. According to Gardner

Ackley, for example, a one percentage point rise in the unemployment rate,

maintained for one year, would only reduce inflation by between one-tenth

and one-sixth of a percentage point.3 Others contend that higher unemploy-

ment actually inducei higher inflation due to the tendency of business to

peas-through the higher coats associated with underutilized capacity.

it is often argued that the unemployment rate overstates the degree

of slack in the labor market because
many of the unemployed are women and

teenagers'moving between home, school, and work. It can also be argued
,

that the official unemployment rate
substantially underes imetes the

number of people needing jobs because 0 large numbers of discouraged or

underemployed workers. A recent study by Professor.Lee Rainwater, involving

a sample of adult women in 8 European countries, found that 57 percent of

all :adult women not currently n the labor force would have preferred paid

work. With the caveat that ve don't.know what kinds of jobs or wages they

would find acceptable, this suggests a great deal more "underemployment".

than unemployment in these countries and a similar situation probably

prevails in the United Staies.4

The costa of not'utilizing these underemployed reaources.are enormdus.

Large numbers of nonworking women, the vast majority of whom do not have

young children to fully employ their time at home, increase the dependency

3. Gardner.AckLey, Testimony_ before the Joint Economic COMMittAA,
June 15, 1978.

4. Lee Rainwater, "Women's Employment Preferences and Participation in
the CECCountries," Joint Center of Urban Studies of Harvard University
and M.I.T., November 1977. Also, see'Eli Cintberg, The Job Problem',"
Scientific Ame -sn, Vol. 237, No..5, November 1977.,
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the number of people who must be supported by the employed population)

and reduce standards of living. In the future. increases in standards of

living may have to come as Much from reductions in the dependency ratio

as from increases in Individual prodoctivity. These -reductions in the

dependency ratio will be-made possible by (1) a decline in fertility,

(2) en increase n the average age of retirement. and (3) an increase in

female participation. rates.

But where, some may ask, will the jobs come from to employ c-higher

proportion of the population? Most economists agree there is no trick to

expanding total private or public output via tax cuts ur increased goyernment

expenditures. Row quickly, to what extent, and with what side effects this

expansion in demand translates itself into an expansion in employment

depends on the way in which labor markets respond. Concern with these

questions has led to the search for more micro-oriented'or selective

measures,

Microeconomic

There is increasing consensus about the need to supplemen _seal

and monetary ; icy with a more selective set of employment or income

(wage-price) policies. One can more successfully navigate between the

Scylla and Charybdis of inflation-and unemployment if an appropriate set

of structural measures can be designed and implemented. On the employment

side, these measures need to be targeted at groups h above-average

unemployment rates: teenagers, women, and minoritie With the possible'

exception of minorities, one characteristic theme groups have in common

is a lack of recent labor market experience. Rather than move from one
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job to another, these groups must make the more difficult ransition from

nchool to work or from work In _ the home to work in the market. During

periods of relatively fullemploymert, people attempting these transitions

usually deCount for about halt of-those who are out of work. In 1973,

for example, whccn-the total unemployment rate was 6.9 percent, the

proportion of the unemployed wh-crwere new entrants or reentrants to the

labor force as 46 percent.5 Granted that this transition in difficult,

that it affects warren more than men, and that it becomes an increasingly

important reason for unemployment as economic conditions improv e, what

can be done about the problem?

One approach would be to establish special: mploymcnt programs for

inexperienced workersprograma deslgee,1 to ease the transition into the

labor force. for example, special apprentlieships at below-market wage

rates might be ntahlished in a wide variety_ fields. The lower wages

would provide an incentive for employers to hire and train inexperienced

work rn. The government's role could be confined to certifying the.

training component and duration' of the programs, encouraging their devel-

0;-.,ent (perhaps through demonstration programa or modest 'subsidy of

development cost and removing possible barriers to the payment of

below-Market wages. including in aoMeCase_ wages below the legal

minimum This proposal has much in common with the idea of creating a

youth differential in the minimum wage -. except that it incorporates a

I
more explicit training component and in targeted at all inexperienced

workera, not just teenagers. t7ider women entering the labor force after

5. Employment and TrainiqzSeporr of the dent 1976, Table A-25.
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a lengthy absence might be prime benefi clardes, for example. An with the

minimum wage proposal, however, some concern ould undoubtedly be voiced

about Ahe possible displacement effects for experienced workers and more

them it would need is be given to the eligibility requirements for entry

Into the program and its possible direct and indirect effects.

If- properly structured, special apprenticeship programs. could also

help 'women to acquire_ the necessary on-the-job training to break into

new fields. Certainly, women's future employment prospects are likely to

depend an much on: the composition of demand as on the overall rate of

growth in economic activity. rhos, we need to know which occupations are

likely to expand moat rapidly, and whether women will be welcome in, and

ready to move into, nontraditional fields. The existing: occupation

geg regatiun of the male and female work force has been well -documented,

it 6 the primary reason for women's lower pay and may also increase their

unemploymeut. Although some of this segregation may be related to men's

lens'continuous work history, a -great deal,of It appears to-be a direct

result of cultural stereotypes which affect both employers' and women's

attitudes in 0 mutually reinforcin fashion.

To.understand the importance of thin issue, for the future, assume

for niggle-JAY that the ee,nomy is divided into just two occupations; one

(which we can tali f) in reserved for men and the other (which we can

call -F) In reserved for women. Now assume that 5 out of every 10 new job

openings are in H and 5 in F, l.ut that,6 out of every 10 new workei's

coming labor torce is female. Clearly, this would lead to an

_upward pr

324111 U - 7H itl

on male employment and wage rates and a corresponding

/3 2
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downward pressure on female employment and wage rates -- unless waken seek

jobs and are permitted or epcouraged to work in the male sector. Moreover,

since the upward pressure on male wage rates is likely to be greater than

the downward pressure on female wage rates (because of institutional

rigidities which Inhibit employers from cutting wages), such imbalances

are likely to increase wages and prices, even before all resources are

fully employed. Thus, occupational segregation makes it more difficult

to simuitaneously achieve full employment and price stability through

macroeconomic measures.

The above scenario assumes that female jobs will -psod-as

rapidly as-the female labor force. The reverse is also quite posait

but since the great majority of new workers Will almost certainly be women,

the demand-supply balance is likely to favor men unless those is rapid

the female sector of the job market or-significant new job

opportooltiet, for women in nontraditional fields= Whatever the case, both

a well-functioning economy and greater equality for women require breaking

down the aux-typing of occupations. 'There will be debate about whether

this is best accomplished _through affirmative action programs, through

counselling adolescent women, or through a general shift in socialiaat n

practices which affect even very young children, but probably all three

will need to play a role, The time frames in-which they will be effecti_

are, of course, very different. Affirmativeprograms may have thr

smallest direct impact but one which is at leant immediate.- Unfortunately,

the historical effeTtiveness of these programs has been undermined by

administrative inefficiency, the "inadequacy" of resources committed

enforcement-, and a misallocation of these limited resources to the
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processing of individual cases rather than to rooting out endemic patterns

and pr ctices of d mination;6 If implemented properly, the longer-run

effects of the equal opportunity programa are potentially great. The

kind of incremental progress which is currently taking place under their
-17

auspices becomes the basis for a cumulative and more fundamental change

in attitudes. Little girls will not aspire to be astronauts until some

pioneering woman becomes the first occupant of a space ship and little

boys will only be willing to work as secretaries ii their fathers first

show them the way.

One reason there is a critical 0

dealing with the equal opportunity impl

find new strategies

ity-based layoffs

in periods of high unemployment Is because relatively little new hiring

taken place when the economy is depressed. And. since affirmative action

has traditionally operated through the hiring process. progress for women

and minorities is likely to be slowed, halted, or even reversed if few or'

no new hires are taking place. In sho rt, even the best-enforced affirmative

action programs will not be terribly successful in a no-growth economy.

Thus, we can conclude that women's successful integration into the

labor market depends on the simultaneous pursuit of two goals. First,

there must be a commitment to fell employment and a growth rate adequate

to absorb all those who wish lobs. necond, there must _be a commitment

to eliminate occupational barri which lower women's earnings and employ-

ment opportunities and contribute to inflationary pressures. Pursuit of

B. Barbara P. Bergmann "Reducing the peevasiveness of Discrimination."

in Jobs forAmericans, Ali Cinsberg, ed. IEngl ood Cliffs, N. J.;

Prentice-Hall, 19114,
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-invuiven delegating the eare.oi dilldren nnd other ho.nehold to

Motu UpeeidliZed inntitufionni school;, dav-cdre centdrx.

clealang entabliiihmentii, rentauranto, etc. A fourth penNibility would be

to monetix the work which Prenently takes place tft f4'ntlYcl,""Ps

providing nalrien to all tho' care Fur young children, no in

curreatly done in Hungary, or providing vino:horn mhich can he used fur

child care within or outnide of the home. new wayd of organ! 2111g

work in the mntket--nuch as more flexible or niwrterififiurn, more conveniently

located wori.: placen, and loon emphati, on transferr,nifrikTfrWr to new

Eeograpbii- locardonscoold help to meet the ae,1 of tw-earber

In the finen of this paper it id not ponnible to even begin to lay out

all [hr altcrnative policidn which might I-Le dveloped In thene ar,an, their

coutn and beneti,, find [lull ultimate import tin rorIol nstitutti.,n,i 3nd

peoPle'n behavior. Huch mote thoulit needii to be divined to thexe

\But it 1 important that all ponible atteznativen hr lord dr

policy co4lencen around any ningle approach or 1. 17 to i'ectignize

the (wed It mulLi-Pron,4d qtriti,!gt.vs. tine iliternaLiv,,, 01 Clitr40 It

do t_ fi ni4 4 [1 ',FOIE,: MIN +I] 7, tlItlo e ha!, Ito o t

_kip! :4 (neglected chi Wren? doe 1 Joint,: IrrI I 1ty lower female labor

pact 40.71! great rearconni' ciienn of Private Mar%etii7) Which 41!-,

E1174:0 en fsrffy3df41

it, -i

The numhe, 3.0 I 1lo I prat ic6 that hi vu falldn into thin

caregdry a m..uy . ru /vErrerittLy tinder at.Liick Or have been

4110 4 - II 1 .47 014 1,. 7 t 11.-Alsla I It

Otal1,- 1 4440 +-Luout, xamp r nge hone 1 t and ppn ion

1 3 7
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puii, ill costsdi asisupport deciniwnO in Conto,ited diverceh, jsry

and Military qervice protective labor laws, credit granting practires,

and su !q 1. Wparticular si, ..tioaoce, hoWever because they directly

affect the economic poitiou uf all individualh And families, are our'

againmr women per ,;s. (egeept in Ice si., of a few minor provision-

Are structured Le a way whirh favors families in which there Is a homemal.ir,,

op0000 thoe with twO oarnern. Tu. individ0a1.4 who du not pursue a

lifeJme of marriage to one-individual with each Spouse performing their

traditiunal rules are generally penalized.

More p.11 l.1l the ssoial. Neroritv se,Lem is plagued hy two majwr

prchlemu. First. since ii til 1.ecreiTy Act WA:, initielly Introduced

In the mid-thirties, the lobor force participation of wives has increased

threefold with die-result that more And mare women are pnying social

security .taxi. it fJ,:e the prosfa.ct of receiving benefits 11D larVi

in rally slightly largor thou laid [1:Py stayed lau'e and ountriboted thUr

to the system. An tlx numhoi or two-earnee couples increases, it is likely

that they will eventually gain sufficient- political strength to rebel

AZAlluit What IN essentially , ,ubsid!..ation of h000ehold9 with eependeul

ado-lta by thohe withohr them.

-.A second problem steno. from to faht It to'' ,hoeute their liVc9

to howmaking are nor insured .1 lot only an their hushandr,'

dependents, putting them in 4 vulnerahleposition shwa,* their marriages

end' in If the "Cradiriomil- t7.1frin,'y ig viewed as an 'ecinnl

partnership to whieh ea:h contributes valuable goods a[Al litrvices
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0t dvdt.t e,. eew dtt.11-dt,1 1 at:it-11e, nonelvloyed spote.e:

tt,dcO ad 04 parLial ,411 , ill

of 144141 FyI..-4 wt41e11 4414,. ,141114 terrently provide,. In eftect,

Ineemc Ii. 11441 0,0. the KnyolleL, .tivo in the 4414.41. of nupporLig

dependent, wife, fly 11a,he141r who tdkeo oit a n:,n0MPIOYed wife

knewo. tinlenq tale W1:1)124 1. 14i enray,e ildli endetuip (pt,t-hapit Iiiitediein it

ntn,:efirw, 4141.41411.4141 iieroieeii)i then

4 114 p., 11,1411 141.41- grandfaldtering

eoi-tynt ttetteiff'."1-t7T(nu1d meehAt.t,;,:l to 14441141 44144141 41 .41.4 1 14,111411,11

1414 4l4'_4 441' .: I, 1! Ot 11.41 414 --,1Lia,"0 noL i41 4, ILIly 411

141 4,- rVe.i 1,444414 evdlormion.
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htM,f..eeer rc4oiu _rcr.urn.bly contributes 11,7t

se:vices rAtc th. f f-mlly and shares In the ntandard of ielng which her
1

unpaid work and her ha anti's ehrsinAs provide,

which she receives

Able IA be 'r -Id,

The Atial soppert

smpensatinn 64lervices rendered. In thin t n

1 her "Salary" mly be larrely Jutt.rsatned by

And only IA,A,oly related to n effer

The relationship betw--,A

1P,1711e-halird eiter

which e, IA

will in n. si the extent to hich her own

ite tp her hte ,n1 oceurOt and an the extent to

1,s1 in the Marriage market _-h gher-ehtnr, husbands

with araru AccompliAh Both spouses may agree that it is bent for

the wife co devote her t foe tv child care and other home -based a tivilies

}ells the husband specializes in huoidg thefamily income, Normally, this

arr-11 tint work, well, but problers can occur for a numbyr of reaso

Flrnt, 1 car rh orrements infer al rhther than hont eaeh

spouse oust depend on luntary complianee with the terms or 01 =l!,r(!m&did,

Thor no legal rerour:,,e (except divorce), should either party he negl ;lent

in pet his or her assigned duties, Thin informality alta, tends to

undermine the dimity and finafwial in,h.p.ndettce of the Wife, Second, nom&

nnshands aro not .0 to Afford homeMaki".t; 1,n Bell. has

reminded ss, not r very )0:e (or thould) 1 ram And, font;

AA win hove ieequoittivA earni thih ,11 7nntirtne to he tie-

Where ur le inSuffietenL, tb it may he nocvssary fo,

ft, weirk oncside h,, , leadine to all the problems

Interest,

t 1 family, A thire, And

!Oow R,!11, "Shoal,: Leer'

9, Stel,odr 1977%
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when women who have specializ,d in being wives and mothers find themnelven

"unemploy,d" 1.. id -career due to ! husband's death, or taoro likel,, an

the result ol a divorce of separation.

Ti;" climb in the divt,r r,rtc has been proceeding at an unprecedented

rate, One result has hen an enormous incroaAe in ±ri pa -a

enpeci .1Iy thorce headed by women lie 1970 and 1' alone, the

proportion Ot ..,t children under lo living in ninglesp _4 homes rune

f m 12 pc reeht to 17 pc:rc:- nt nd meat tst this incr:4sc can be traced back

to rising marital Istability, Nine nut. of every 10 of those children live

le-headed fam Arewith their mot! et-
,

10
pour,

I'n11 les rIre n

financial onsegne

10 4 (,f111.1:41kiN

nd 44 percen

then t, rotect women and chill- the

divorce, Mont w taicn who have de d themaelves

no' _ e to earn -tough to support their

faCritiw,, The leant fortunate may be forced tec tort: .1 public asnistance

t.e may receive help -r.i retativen or fro thrr

support not always r, heoming and dt may b

while tit" more for

former hush,eads.

small in amount.

!Lined um mow a national prcci.dclIity sample, we crim,-

that about 40 percent the divorced, ,eparar and single women eli

0 rer41V.4 child rt it alimony frota the ta ;ers

In additlen, thD

IIMIteT puth,.1 of tam.

leir children

9. Ileatlw L. ROWI and 1!..al,e1 V sawhi I I, 'n ice I t The'

I until on lie ,,ded by Womeo (Wash n ,n. The 0 th an scr L c 11 -

In. "m,,1-1.!:,t -,Uatm4 .a10 Livin Arf.lneMenLq= March 1975," Current

13cP0 r Se rie'g P-20, 7S7 (CutIsn,, bure,ni, 04!4:4,r1tWr 1975).

"tiow-ieh.#!a non,y 1974 and Selected Social Economic Ch,: cc=

is I of iting0I-101,:.,". P-10). 100

(Washington,.0. C., 19Y',),
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at Jill those womili who hove received NUrpOrf In i gIVVO edr.

npini d11,;Loiri

LiuJly per year In IA/A do.11ors, Anil( okly, thic iiiiiL goes ho tipport

nil I di-on And mi!ei :10,out hilt Of thuu family` n Lit! (1.0,

pnyort y 1 , vo 1 ) P. kol. In d givOO yvar, Only hbout A purcAnt it ol I

elIA11,10 fonalo-heAdod rsocIvs enough lu Child SIfi and all!."Y

us is put Hiss obese th, lovol for ,t t;lily oh hOoiu

ood

1,1for womoo vii hAvo choheO to tin fiib Ii In hoOomAker8 hollovo teat

AIvorge lo unlikely f,or alwAyn happoroi in nomoonO eine) rind that whon It

doss occur, ,htld qupport Of ilirnv will he paiJ. The farm cirud here

suggest Hgit [Iii rIki ut e highsr thou commonly believed. As in His 2

nit LieI4l it I I Lt. litery :n.ty bo a O. tin lv) pin pnlijn I.
I .; .,1; that to hhokr tilt ' o

t1o. nrn ill ti rl It isi,sstrosit in inorri ' un ti,IEititjlti ciri

In pniliripIn, Itto F -Oo..1.1 ff I ty .on1 nih ni:jy nit child nnH

di I tn pr tint tho ..,tot I t-,In the "n000pio:,ictit" +-illicit divorce lit

nil :try io P,- rh H .1! t ! i

u,-1 I ti ItUr,oillakfrO., ',IVO,. 1,ot IV, ,k,! Ii 01),_.11ot 0 I O Nt:Loz, I oymont,

too food, Imo! WI 01 nitwi him, rcfrAinIng,

un,,n:.Ci I :Hp,. nil jUliE /1, t, I o JItnEy I ,

ct.,1Itt v.1111.0,1it ttt- foist by molly

fonii I

I F flirt 1 n r ti;it.thi 1 1 , (41

Sitptiltti t I I I II t, Tit- tirbon

liiiu t 0.-I :O.11- 1'710
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hot all ^dolfwn heAd Iniil l are the \Acttm of a death or a

1,1 Ii 1.11..0. 117, ii ll) catty , In i:enunt I , VLIttlige WI, el. 441.)

I i 1101 jcL .11.,111ed tuna t LO dret.11..

1.11:1! a Vt. y I r,nrT;t

diwir ,ItIn4tion ill f,,r dittulint kind 01 rolicY TvP0111;e.

AI OM! v.01 till tot,t1 Clii tint! nticupaL 1 :ire not LO be diiip.irne.ed

It Ira " at Intl Oti.i Ihutit with I Itt

1..11 .V1 111 1,1.,11.1e0 ui lhic :11 t urn11 I vo-..1 ir (If ltii!

litn;tylun. Thet h v, gfuof,r fruedom to

tutiunil;t lilt it ituj .1.1 I I....flirt' , itt Cell I him (11.,'I ttltt:llictt

to re 1,11, 1 Ve I 't (1.1V.111. e.1 ! i.. nviz.r the :4 FAO {11

Lit_lu , lie' ,-1.1 .1 I'0.1 11 wlilcr tui.tuiItl;ti-ih

,311 0:110 .101 L 11, ha apt len.: will he n tt_itt_it f Qr

.1,11 'a I ' it.... 11.t' Heed [ rake 11,1rdt,t r

ilecifi , and El. 111e,.i tor

ef't.11

t [ u i!n liii 11..1 ee'I ;et itch tint_lI 1 tt !Inv! r

Imp] IS ! Vert .01,1i.1

NI...MI.1 I 11 I t '11111.11.e. tie

lr,,L ".411.'1.1..-; h-li-u; iCc d.0.1 r

out Id it n ru,t- 14 hi ; 311 .31)011 1.111. 4411..t
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In in iocral, the point in that one's life (diallers are cf ten dt -ter° ii

et At feant i 01-01 ned, hn denrsion And events occurring at

early age, 0ne of or( the life of It YOUNg woman

1, the birth of her tirst child. Veonding tin whnn and under I eireNM-

utannes thin birth rte' urn she m, drop out of school, heave the Jahn

force. go on welfare, fir 0

5NFN. Inf f-;

and Steven Caldwell,

Inn a earner.

ilnd by frl =stIn

1 findings is :hat adolescent sexual

activity In on Chit rise. Whereas about 64 rer6var of fernalas born In 1950

engaged in nexual int. he fo re ago 20 , 90 per rot of th born In

1962 are expected to do so, Onlens o the increased a LlahilitY

and utilization of eontracptioA bort on

adelesennt pregnan2r, and childbearing, much 0

ponnihie adv

For example, grtgnar

hin will lead to more

with

nd 3CiPT"ler the moth- theft' ahildren,

lie it rrequi,nt Angier rPacon that girls drop

our of sIorul. Data for 19/2 indicate that 80 percent

i who become -raknat

school-age

1 cind never fOrMal edNCaAION,

Although 11tle IX tti the Ed it 1 .bonnie- -; tot: of 1972-f ,hirIn nehol,

receiving federal money from *eluding pregnant stode he heavy

financial and personal disnat -s of child care often re It In-school-Age

N,!vOr ha r edueotlei 11.ourally, the lack of educat:on

reu earning potential Aaording to the hest estimates'

it it 60 pet:enf

1954 and 19'

12. Kristin A
and thii abe r

11. Ibid.

ahildren

1 B. lwel

The Uri,.

dlock hetw,

I ru Fan111us

dl ik Pr
ifute, Snot nn f
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Contracept v e anorak: youn and unmarried enple IN dint -singly

inaioqo &along teenaors survey-

nsed a contraceptive the las! time

in a 1971 study, fewer than half

at they had sex. Moreover, only

about 1.0 percent of the U, women untiinatd to he In need of stdisidited

family planning room actually ohtataA them in 1974.

All thin Implltt th

enavoria Cr' et - active and In neck. r,f birth rontrol services,

41 'he roafequ.te n ,a,ntrakept on, legal alio rtion may represent

,I table uptlot open to a wow- with an , prtgoancy. For

I Ian public hqd pOltry-Makt=rg flood to aCkNOW1-

,advn, fluaucing I a ugh MediCaid is eshential.

Family planning and abortion are important not only because eel heir

direct effects in preventirw unwanted chid h .aring and ith immediate

consequences but also because they preserve no many other options. Economic

independence for a young woman Meonn a chance to delay childbearing until

NI h acquired utit

and conscious chuff- e h,io the r

Ind experience to make tin informed

source r support to child either 1th

nr without the help ot male 'linnet-. Ir floats means rho right to know

shout the pros and norm', of other ,altternatleors, including careers in areas

tent open to women in time' pasr. Whether Such alter. .v. will a ly VC

ava I table wilt depend, In part, on the success of the employment polities

edit rt.e'd e. Jar. In this sense, oN have now come full circle,

14. John Kantnet n Irak, "Sexal Egperfence of Young

Unmarried women in Staten," Family Planning_Ferspectiveh,

Vol. ,
No, 4, Ocroher jli

Ii_ Alan Cluttmacher luitii N,. York, New York.
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VVr) are tied At present,

1,11 16, fifi p+,fr lit can think

ftni th I a., "161 I fPiff11

of in: I , ion; hire I mart: arli u.icIi t for

umfflOrWlIf cut 106 than fur 001If not.
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1 high rb

abou he we
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ng at all. ThU treat Iv

h policie 1 old br high on the -0 iC A Oda

!n.ty a 1
I n

yluvnt Ii do fp

the ,f a mar rTh.!,1 0 a I lyht, Ulf. on,.::iflOyE,Ills

Of =i hr or ON p 1 I f',11f Of a f_ `I r 611.1b1s., to find Ii 1.. or

her first lob tvai, iit to that of an experiroced worker Who 1101 jur:L

into 6 fuh. 1 di i t h01 know a much about thr,c w, Mari implicarionm

t p.upl not have wory good aura irn tiro income available

to th unemploy,4 111 1 lo the if hardship or of loilp r

term debilltatin or which are none,: lo ilituro.

result hag boon a teadency to look at onemployMoGt

catgorin and that LI

riff_ t, by demographic

a e are good pro, for econom c

Lon old he lightened if we had a better nnder-

standin., whY ratem than others .nisi

of tho' SM,A4 of fli_f0F 1 L,p0S of opOffiplOymon. r h6,-1A6 welfare.

Finally, .ver their fe ni the df,fribollun trf ifiCOMO and w,lfare.

high tn., rdif,f; bnd rhe d144"o

which bccompante, thom,

curr,.f.p

sent Of lifIft.1- fors par 'Hon

v1 output. to economy and a

In f,tall of livinci. ,,,top worccn tally,

1l liable domea onderevplb, .1 wlthln rho

71,

under

i

living 10; ,ill An. ri,
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The age structure of the B.
work force underwent 'significant ciknges

In the late 1960s and early 19705 and will,
because of demographic fact)prs,

undergo equally sharp but opposite changes In the 1930s. From 1966 to \

1976-the number of male wufkero aged 20-24
increased from 6.1 to 8.2 tilt

and the number aged 75-34 from 10.6 to 14.5 million. The number of

female workers aged 20-24 and 25-34
grew even more rapidly; from 3.6 and

4.5 million In 1966 to 6.1 and 6.5 million in 1975. The Increased number

of young workers 50 outstripped the growth of the overall work force that

the ratio of horkers 25-34 to those 35 and over mped'by 43 among men

and by 76 X among women In the period. Because of the increased flow

of young persona inta college the
proportion of college workers below 35

rose espsuclally sharply. from 343 of the college work force in 1966

to over 50: In 1976 among men and from 452 to 61= among wrmen.l

a the economic effects of such- significant demographic

davelopments?--Does an increase in the relative number of young workers

change the age-earnings profile against the young? how does the market

adjust to dramatic swings in the age-compoSition of the labor force?

.What are the Implications of the demographic burst of the late sixties

and 19705 for the 1990s. when the number of young workers is expected

to decline (U.S. Bureau of the Census)?

One of the most important determinants of the response of the market

to changes in tIW'relative number of young persons is the elasticity of

substitution between various age groups. If the elasticity between young

and older workers Is very large, the market will be able to "absorb"

significant demographic up - and -down relatively easily. If the elastic
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ague are needed to the market.

- the way in which the wagon
adjusted to the

="ble increase in young personn-in the 1960s and 1910s and provides--

estimates he subscitutilitliiy of Youn der workers. The

prinzipal finding is that the demographic changes appear to have caused a

major twist in what hanprevlousty
been viewed ag a relatively stable economic

relation, the a,s- earnings profile of role workers. 3ecaust young and

older male workers
imperfect aubstituLon, the increase in the relative

numher.of young woritorn reduced
their income relative to that of older

workern, particularly among the college trained. Taiether the relative

decline- in earningn will persist an
the large cohort of the decade ages,

creating a lifetime " "size of
cohort" effout remains to be seen.

The dependence of the ge-carningn profile on demographically -Induced

movementn along a relative demand a suggegtn tot standard hur_in capital

models of the profile, which posit that
earnings rise with age or experienze

solely as a result of individual
investment behavior are incomplete. capturing

at maat,the supply nide of the story to the neglect of deman4 factors. The

large lmgadr
0C-cohort sire on earnings and noninflnite

elasticities of

substitution among ngu groups found in this s=tudy implies that human capital is

not a homogeneous- input with a
Simple rental price, whose "units" of irIVOSMQnC

determine theage-earnings profiles.
Differences in the activities of young and

old workers and the underlying demand forces for those activities decisively

.

17fluence the shape of the profile. To tnderntand the relation between earnings

and age, it in necesnary to analyze
the demand for workers by age and employer

,personnel polities and behavior welt an human capital Investment decisions.
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open Is divided into four Secriona. The first documents the demo-

graphic shift which provides the "expt from whith estiMates oIsub-

StItution by age groups can be made. Section IL presents evidence of a

sizeable "twist" in the age-earnings
profile !Wall young persons In the

period. Section III examines the extent o which the shift in the age-earnings

profile can be attributed to the demographic changes. The paper concludes

with a brief consideration of the significance of the adings

'leCbarlz in A e Structure_of the Work Force

From the

rips len ed considerable change in its age structure. Because of the "baby

boom" that followed World War II and peaked In 1956, the number of young persons

to the work force rose considerably.
Because an unprecedented ptopor ton

of the young chose to go on to college, the number of young college graduates

increased especially rapidly. Given the high labor participation rate of

men out of school, the demographic and etducational
developments translated

Into a major Shiit in the supply of young male workers relative to other

male workers.. Among women changes In female participation rates coupled

with demographic developaents to preduce 4n even larger shift in the age

structure of the female work force.
,

The broad outline of the demographic revolution in the job market

Is examined in Table 4 which records the Absolute and relative number 01

workers aged 2074 and 25-34 from 1966 to 1976. What stands out in

1960a through the min 1970s, the U.S. labor force
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War AXMSAk3,3-&LL_L_
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---011_.--0919d-r4"t_gge

(14.theosends)

NumbersRelative 10
934--

Relative 10
356 -

20,24 23-34 20,24 25,3 20-24 23-34 2074 --2534

A. M914 Waturd

1966 6.139 10,761- .201 .352 280 1,067 .129 .490

1968 6,788 11,376 .221 .371 290 1.137 .131 .514

1920 7,378 11,924 .241 .391 376 1,200. .161 .514

1972 7,795 12,806 4257 567, 1,395 .232 .562

1974 8.105 13.993 .270 .465 502' 1.125 .222 .635

1976 0,421 14,644 .292 .302 696 2,201 .242 .779

I r4,89 7
40.1 42.4 145.0 106.5 04.7 59.0

1961,76

1966 5,601 4,516 4220 .276 .357 .472

1968 4,251 5.104 .251 .301 436 526 .397 .479

1970 4.803 3,794 .276 .322 515 ' 614 .403 .516

1972 5,337 6.525 .298 .365 620, . 801 .540 .698

1974 5.867 7.826 .;322 .430 699 1,101 .565 .890

676 6.339 9,183 .487 737 1,389 .565 1.04

2 41498 76.0 103.3 52.2 76.4 212.6 40.5 120.3

1944-76

All v0ekore data compiled Lsom 0.6.
Oepar tm011t 4F L9606,

Congress 1977. Table A-2, P. 117,

WorUsts by education -deta temeiled
item 0.0.,4960014648 0

WV4t0W1 Special ilbet Forte Reports, ViktiOUS editions.

p24-ftand4)

"latIt4re

-b A
ttt

1s-34

2,057 3.929 .249 .475

2,066 4.220 4232 .473

2,324 4,529 .249 .483

2,772 4,792 .283 .497

3,011 5.110 .139 .507

3,334 6,109 .110 .515

62.1 60.5 41,2 1.1,0

1,879 2,063 .311 .342

2,104 2,350 4317 .356

2,400 2,764 ..322 .371

7,593 1,069 .331 .192

2,598 1,451 .319 .424

3,950 .346 .446 .

56.2 91.9 34.5

tt era

819431 Atrafnmeeta
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the table is the resarkoble Increade in the al, ulnae and relative number of
a

young workerd, V _y college graduates. Taking male

workers first, Panel A shows an Increane in the number
aired

20-24 and 25-34 or over one-third
and, betause of a decline in the number

workers 35 And over, an even larger rine in the ratio of younger

to Older VQ1'1,A2U11, bece7 as by decatien, the table shows that the

growth in thentr7ler of !.oung worberd I highly concentrated ammng

college graduated, with the number of 20 =24 and 25-34 year old college one

more than doubling in the decade.

Because he lahc,r participation rate of yoen ve=n rose rapidly

in the late PAO, the grawc of the` female work for under

thirty-five years of age 1.15 even more remarkable. According to the

figures In Panel I, tbe number of female workers aged 20-24 increased

by MT while the mambo- aged 25-34 increased by These gains Ott

stripped the rate of fereadc of the older work force by seffickeot:

magoitaden t.: : lide .cbe ratio of 20-24 to 35+ year old female workers by

ael the rntlr of 2,-34 to j5t. year old
workers by n2. Amens college

siekers. the nuflfw.-
ang weTnto ineraosed esewt, 97.ally sharply, with

umhe =gem 20-24 eote thaa tlooblina ontl
the number aged 25-34 more

fllog In the per
less c.r.,atie., the absolute and relative

nuheer of yoa-,t !emote frI iii bd'dsoi
groduate workers also rose, particularly

"or Ilesetn the 2...-1; bracket,

en '.,.. bradoates from high schaoda and toll .,a and
tll aeenet e graduates entering the labor Market tell o similar story. In

ere 16.13 nn high srhoal graduates per tIousand persons in the
civiltan labor MO 34.3. According ro _an of tabor

ttatf ties figures uu etrplaytarc Irts r.rhral graduates and dropouts

(0. .7. 10 1 new high 7,01.1,31 entered the Job market per thousand
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n 1960 compared t 3 per thousand 3n T972.

For college graduates the picture is more complex, an the tendency to enroll

for graduate studies in the 1960s delayed the impact o6 the large classes

on the market until the following decade. From the late 1910a to the mid

19702. tae ratio of new bamheior's graduate% on the market to the 'civilian

labor force roughly doubled.2

Because graduate data refer

a wide age grouping. they reveal, fir ,r the beginning of the decline in the

number of young 5.53 rt..nrs which will mark the 19505. Number, of high school

and college gradnace5 levelled off and began to drop relative to

force In the mid-seventles. The demographic change from large numbers to

small numbers of young persons i5 already beginning.

The idiocy burst in rho number of young persons provides the type of exogenous

(nr.in the case of persons by level of adoration pre-determined) "shock" to

the a onomy.that would be expected to alter the relative Incomes of the young.

While not a "classical experiment" the changes can be vinand as Off$7.1-Ag

a reasonably strong test of whether the age-earnings relation does or does

not'depend on factors beyond Investments in training. Was the change In supply

accompanied by changes in relative wages?.

thSn stock!: of persons in

IT Charipesin the -Relative Parnin25:of Younc'Workers

Evidence on earnings by age from the Current Popula n Survey of

the Bureau of the Census provides an answer to this question. The

crs data show that fogroups,of workers with traditionally

steep age-earnings profiles, notably college educated men and to a lesser

extent ther male workets.'the late 1960sm19705 demographic changes were

accompanied- by:a substanClal " "twist "" in the age-earnings profile against

the'young. By contra5t, there wan no such change in the age-earnings

profile for ops of workers with traditionally 'flat profiles. such on
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women. While utile (to e explored in section 111) may have also

been at work, the concatenation of increases fr. relative nuMbern and

decreases in relative wages in the period is highly suggestive of movement

along a negatively sloped demand CUTVO, ±with a moderate elasticity of

substitution between workers of different ages.

The available aggregate. evidence on the relatis income of young

workers t5 sramsarired in Table 2, which records the ratio Of the mean Income

45-54 year old to 20-24 dad Z534-year old workers. hy sex and educatfon.3

The rable covers rhe period 1968 to 1974, when the Census data -were calculated

on a comparable basis and also given figures for 1975 when the Census

made major changes in its method of

1975 figures are based on percentage changes incomes for groups defined

on the 1974 basis. Thg source of data and method of adjustment are

described in the table notes. The table records the annual mean incomes

of all workeis (columns 1-3 ) and the mean incomes of year-round full-time

columns 4-6). The former cover larger groups, including those

unemployed dueing'the year, .and will be more sensitive to cyclic factors.

such As the movement from boom to bust in the 1968-75 period.

The figures for year-round full-time w relate to a more limited group

(011 of males 25 and over and Mt of female workers in 1975)4, but have

the Advantage of providing better measures of wage rates and being potentially

!less "contaminated" by cyclic changes in unemployment. Among women, she

sizeable number of part-time workers and -SignifiCent non -wage incomes makes

interpretation of the incomes for all workers complex, suggesting that

attention be focused on year-round lull-time eMployees.

The ratios of incomes show a remarkable increase :in the premium paid

older male workers, which in moat pronounced among college graduates. In

1968 men aged 45-54 woTking year-round full-time earned 74T more than

year - ,round full-time ben aged 20-24;,,in 1975 they earned lOOK

inn. Vol- comparability, the
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'Cable 2: g. }tic of the Near! IncoF7g of 45

Year Olds to Younger Workers, 1968 =1975

Sax, Age 6 Education Income of Year-Round

Grose loners _Total Tnesmes

1968 19 74 1975 1% 1974 1971 a

All. 20-24 'ears old 1.74 1.99 2.00 2.30 2.43 2.50

2. All, 25-3 1.18 1.25 1.26 1.18 1.26

3. H.S. Grads.. 25-34
years old

1.20 1.23 1.31 1.21 1.24 1.30

4. College (4 year) 1.38 1.61. 1.63 1.43 1.70 1.62

Grads., 2534

Ftmaken

5. All. 20-24 years old 1.21 1.35 1.13 1.38 1.49 1.48

6. All, 25 34 years old 1.00 1.01 0.99 1.16 1.10 . 1.05

17. 8 5: Grads., 2534
years old

1.07 1.08 1.05 1.24 1.19 1.13

8. College (4 ygAr) 1.05 1.14 1.17 1.35 1.28

Grads., 25-34

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Ccnsu g Current Population 3cp

Series P-60, No. 66 tables 39, 41: No. 101, t blea 53, 59: No 10%

table 47.

ang!Amer Income

41975 based on unpublished Census data which gives intomels In 174 and 1975

- on a comparable bafii5 As discussed in Series P-60, No. 105, the Census used

a different imputation procedure for estimating Incoes in',1975. The new pro-

cedure tends to bias upward the earnings of more educated and older workers.

77
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ge men aged 45-74 earned % more than

their 25-34 year old peers: in 1975 63% more. Similar patterns are found

in the total' income data. with the ,largest change also among college wicker:.

The situation for -`omen is radically different, with some evidence

of an Eritreanif le the curvature of the age-income profile for 45-54 year

olds versus 20-24 year olds and for 45e54 year old versus 25-34 year old

college women in yar-ruuod full-time incumen, but with little change

otherwise. The relative income of older women tended to fall in terns of

total incomes possibly as a resdlt of the growth of the part-time older

women work force. Presumably because of the flat cross-cot tion age earnings

profile and distinct work experience patterns of women, the demographfc

change: appear to\have had little effect on the curvature of the age

Income profile of women.

li g .uitc of It Statistical Analvsin

The decline in the relative earnings of you workers can be anal d

in greater detail using more advanced statistical\modelg. 'The results of numb

on analysis, contained in the detailed paper of which this is a,:Infirmary. show;

ten 1963 and1975 the arningn of 18,24, 25-29. and 30-34

year old mirage men dropped relative to those of n ged 45-54 by large statistically

utgntficaht amaants.raneng from about 18Z to 777. 3maller declines. on the
I

order of 6-92 occurred for high school men in these Ale brackets relative

to older high school men.

2) While the recession hag had some impact on the relative economic

position of young workers. reducing their earnings relative to those of

' older workern, analysis o'r lah'or demand shows that the balk of the decl

can he attributed to Movements.down a demand schedule dun to the increased

number of young workers. Other factory, including the increase in the capital
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A 1,Cdr Inn be of heemlaary impot e

in the id:oraiod

cliangn in rc e Lu4umvt1 (W ),-%;0) 1963-74

duo to increa%cd rie7.ber of )(none. non (F )

d,te re ch.ca:e4 0uV7er of olIr torn (1 .)

due to changed number e (d w)

due qo changed number of rap a (11)

IV ConclilliT

The anal

the relative n

07

-.08

.01

.01

-.01

iv tt-i. Ir,e ,e ha,i nfown that d.riaa,; the 1970a period when

yaluy. ,olkors foroa,01 rapidly their relative

dropped 46b4tatfolly, Tin' dertine Wa,; liniteI to male , orkers and was moSt

severe for cullVge graduates. for whom the ag omen. profile is' traditionally

steep. While the time series pattAns do not provide unequivocal results,

/

analysis of tho link between the r.'1;4 income of young men, the demographiC,

change in the age structure of the work force, the bus

cycle, and other poihle determinants of the relative demand for youngee

ns °ponied to older male workers. suggest that the increased relative number

of wrkers reduced rolativo earnings along a downward sloped demand curve.

With 4 constant elasticity demand equation. 502 of the decline in the year-round

full -tine income of 25-14 year old men relative to 45-54 year old men from

1968 to 1974 and 60: of the decline in the relative income of 20-24 year old

on relative to 45-54 yg,Ir oldq wau attributed to the changed relative

numbers. With the derived demand equal Loon of the trannlog gyntem all

of the change in the total income of 20-34 year old men relative to men 35

end over wan attrfhuted to the Increased number of young male workers,

780
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pr le in the period raises 1oPettx vnt

questions about the impact rf cohort size do earnings and the tonPlete
ntisei AN

humaneapital Story of cross7sectional profiles. Will the relatively oleptesie

.- position of the large young cohorts'of the 1970s be maintained:in the Itiwre,

doting significant generational income inewli-y7 will the age-cataisnt,

over of the young in the 1930s. when the demographyPron.!

,toward

change

young

rt effects. as

Agruments can be advnaced both for and against the likely perOnsenom
, .

. 3
o

'cohort effect' for the young workers of the 19709/and the potent"'
L7.-Preved

position of the yOung of the i9Ws, Cohort -- effects -ly to he omotr_

Cain d if'peraonnel policies prodoce'standard increases' on initial tete3of

payian promotion by seniority or age along well-defined job ladders,

to may grow if the young in the 1970s have been forced intoCi

_longitudinal profiles than are normally chosen by "new entrad

persons? .To what extent do c aeection -efit-zr

opposed CO investments in human capit

_

future promotions anCraises '1All be adversely

COhOr

:by a potent1411.-,,_
re _o

pool of competitors from the sane age group. the other hand, %f the 16

initial-.1atninLL of per-.Lns''in the f9Y(5 t risen a stiict

they indicate greater inVestments in on-thOob training in the
Peel

through selection of "learning 4obs"which will chow up in especially

tp

tudinat profiles for this cohort in the future. The likelihood that Eix-iinitect-st

among workers of different ages increases with age suggests at leastsmeNe ,

.diminution in the effect of cohort sire over-,time,(gee Welch for a
v31 -Able.

uSsion of these possi

d evidence on cohort earnings profiles in the past and the
he

the.new entrants of the 1970s suggests some peroanene effect. Regglenteg,sg.

lys'es of the tFLD data file revealed - a noticeable dt0P',41 09 1°48ttsw4w1

profile for .the Cohort which entered, the force in about 1910. apistcetly

because ,ehe-labor market conditions at the time of their entry had a
R[liira art
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were already established in the labor marker.' By contrast, the cohort born a

decade later were 'high relative to
the cohorts surrounding them and seem to have

enjoyed this advantage continuously' (p. 124). ChomNerlain's evidence on the return

Clipoling from a fixed youngyoung''cohort- addresses directly the possibility that the

relatively depressed position of young e,smpared to high school graduates

La a temporary phenomenon due to greater nvestments in on-the-job training,

Re presenis.estimates of the return to schooling at the "Overtaking point,".

earnings are no longer depressed by
investments, which give a drop from

on their earnings, relative to thosk- preceded them and

to it In 1922 'Finally. the marked degre

12 an

In the proportion of new toile

graduates in professional and
managerilalijobswhere the profiles are traditionally the

nteepest, also argues against the inveitment InterpretationA On the basiS.of

current Information, it appears more likely that the large cohort of the 1970e

significant loss In relative economic position
compared to the cohorts

eded them and to the smaller cohorts that
will enter the market in the

19803 lhin that Eh rapidly or completely recover their earnings position.

Footdotes

1

1.1,11 of the data'in this paragraph are from U.S, Department of Labor,.

imploynent.ani Trailaina Benott of_the President
1977 table A-2. p- 137 and

from 0.S riiTartment of labor, . Bureau of Labor Statistics. "Educational

Atainmeht of Workele Special Tabor Force Reports,'various editions.

the estimates given in R. Freeman, The Overedmeated Nrerican .(Academic Press, 1976

3-Because of the complex labor
farce behavior of teenagers and the role of

the minima Wage and otherlaccore on their earnings. this analysis concen3

crates on the age-earnings relation fbr persons 20 years and over. ,

e Census, Current Consumer
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INTRODUCTION

The demographic composition of the American labor

, force has shown great' variation historically. Due .to changes

in. the U.S. age structure--primarily the result of fluctua-

tions in the fertility rate--and changes in labor force

participation patterns of ego-seX groups, there has been con-

siderable fluctuation in the age-sex structure of the labor

force. Fertility changes that-nave occurred during the past

yyears assure that change in the composition of the

,Jabor-force will continue for tho'nexthalf century. Table

1 shows the age-sex composition of the U.S. labor force

for selected years in the-past and forecasts for future

years.

I have been asked to discuss the effects of changes

structure ori.the Unl'4oc= States labor market. This

statement is in three parts. The first part discusses,

the possibilitiee for substitution among the various age

groups that make up the U.S. -labor force. The second part

focuses on the demographic composition of. unemployment.

That:discussion suggests reasons why age, structure changes

may be related to changes in the Unemployment:rates of

demographic groups and to the aggregate unemploymentOrate:

The third part describes - forecasts of labor market variables

provided by arlobq term econometric model that has been



Table '2

Age-Sex Composition of the United States Labor Force

(Percent of Labor Force Falling in Each of Six Age-Sex GrOUps, Selected,Years)

ale Female
5 and Total 55 and Taal 3 ass-

Year 14 -24 25-54 over

1950 12.6 45.6 12.9

1960 11.5 44.2 12.1

1970 13.7 38.7 10.8

nao 13.9 37.1 9.1

1990 10.1 39.6 7.4

2000 (I )* 8.3 38.1 6.9

2000 (II' 9.4\\0. 37.1 6.7

2000 (/II)* 0.7 35.9 6.4

Male 14-24 25-54 over Female 14-24 25-54 over

71.1 6.9 18.2 3.8 Z8.9 19.5 63.8 16.7

67.8 6.5 20.4 5.4 32.3 28.0 64.6 17.5

63.2 9.5 21.2 6.1 36.8 23.2 59.9 16.9

60.2 20.8 22.8 6.2 39.8 24.7 59.9 15.3

57.1 8.8 27.8 6.3 42.9 18.9 67.4 13.7

53.3 8.1 31.5 7.1 46.7 16.4 69.6 14-0

53.2 . -9.2 30.6 6.9 46.8 :18.6 67.7

.0 10.5 29.7 6,.8 47.0 21.2 65.6 X3.2

.sources: Actual data are from ent and Trainin Re =art of the president 1977.

Projections were/done by the.cau hor, bas Census Bureau population projec i

published inCurrent Po -_ ation Re orts, P-25, No 704.-

-100.0

100.0

109,40

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1000

opoman numeral-tin parentheses in4icates-CensusBureau population projection series.

series differ in assumption of ultimate completed cohort fertility: Series 2-

Series II-2,10'Series III-17. The projections for_1980 and'1990 are%based

on ,Pgies III.



daveloped,to investigate the effects of demographic change

on the labor market,

THE:SUBSTITUTABILITY:, AMONG DIFFERENT AGE
GROUPS IN THE iAUOR FORCE

Economists sometimes find useful a highly simplified

description of the production ocosa that maintains that

"labor" is combined with "eapit 1" and "taw materials" in-

puts to,pr6duce the goods and s rvices that the economy

:uses, This description gives n notice to the fact that

"labor" is not a homogeneous, undifferentiated input, but

rather -consists of people with a great variety of

istics, among which is age. The fact that workers are,of:'

different ages is not significant if age is not an important

distinguishing economic .characteristic --that is, if a vorker's

age did not determinein some impOrtant way the role he

pla"ed in production. If workers of different ages could

easily be substituted for each othdr in the production

process, then change in the age structure of the labor

force--change in the size of one age group relative to an-
, i A, -

other--would not influence relative Wages. For example,

increase in the number of young 'Workers relative to the

number of older Workers ih thu labor force would simply.
1

mean that more youth would be hired,relativete the number

of older workers hired,_and this change in employment pro-

portions would not require a ehAge in the wages paid to
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Youth relative to the wages paid to older workers to make

employers willing to hire a greater proportion of youth.

An issue of interest to economists contemplating

,prospective demographic change in the United States is the

effect of age structure changer on aggregate output and the

wages and incomes of different age groups. Such effects

would depend in part upon the ease with which one labor

force age group can be substituted for another in production'

when the relative sires of age groups Change.

Information about' substitutability among age gzoaps

is Of relevance to several current policy issues. .The

minimum wage laws are purported to have a disproporti.,

impact on the wages and employment opportunities of, youth,

whose lower levels of skills and experience q:,alify tir,:r, for

lower average wages than older workers. The to fure of the

impact of a wage floor on employment of workers

on their wages and incomes, depends on substitutability

of older workers and of capital for young,woners. The

recently legislated increase in the mandatory retirement

age may piompt.an increase in the labor force partipipa-'

Lion of older workers.. Changes in the ago tt which workers

qualifrAfor s4cial security and'other retirement benefits,
,

and peoposed chang6s in the adjustment of those benefita

for early and for delayed retiremeat may affect labor

force participation of older workers. . Changes in the social

security retirement, earnings test passed4oy the Congress-

in beeember, 1977, mutt' increase labor force pettioipation
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of older workerA., It these recent Changes prompt a signifi-

cant influx ,)f older workers into the labor force,. the im-
\ ,

pact on the wages, incomes and employment prospects of/other

workers could. be considerable. That impact will depend on

the substitutability of older workers for other factors of

production.

Using data on the input and compensation of labor in

the. United States private sector during the years 1947-1976,

I investigated the ease of substitution of age groups for

one another in the labor force. My conclusion' was that labor

force age groups are not perfect substitutes for each other.

That ir, for producers in the aggregate to be willing to hire

more young. workers. atiye,to older workers, the average

wages of young worker

We knoW that labor can substitute to some degree.

for,capital equipment in the production process. 'That, is,

employers can often use more labor and less machinery,to

produce a given quantity of outputOf it appears more of-

nt to do so. However, the evidence indicates that

different' age Iroups of workers do not substitute equally

well for capital equipment in production. It appears, in

fact, that capital can more easily replace' older workers

than younger workers.

The ease 0f subs- tctionin prodUction among 'workers

of different ages and capital will influence the way in

Which producers changeftheLqUantities-of different age

workers and of capitalthat- they desire to hire ii. response



to changes in their relative wages. If the wage of a pat

cular age group of labor increases and employers find it

'easy to substitute other'age groups or capital for that

group, the'quantity of labor of the higher priced, age group

that employers want to hire will fa @Uantitative esti-

mates of the ease of substitution among different age groups

and capital can be used to calculate rough estimates of the

effects of changes in the priCe of one input on the quantities,

of other inputs that producers in the aggregate might wish /
1

to hire, "demand," an economiste say.

These estimates can be used to suggest some of the

'partial effects on the labor market of various public policies.

For example, my tentative estimates suggest that any measure

(such as an investment tax credit or accelerated depreciation)

that reduces the price of capital services r lative Lo all

other prices by, say, ten percent will tend, other things

equal,.to increase the deMand for capital by about -four and

one half percent, and reduce the demand for Workbrs age

by about two percent, for workers age 25-54 by perhaps three:'

percent and for workers age 53 and over,by about six percent.

These estimates measure only parti41,effects of'telative

price changes. They reflect only Substitution possibilities'

among different combinations of labor force age groupe,and

capiehl that could be used to produce a given quantity of

output. These estimates do not take into account additiOnal

in-vestment that might be undertaken in order to'produce

additional output. The resulting growth'ie the economy then

7 9 0
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might increase thCdemandforlaber of various age' groups.

As a:second-example let usconsider some possible

effects of raising the minimum wage= if a rise in the

minimum wage raises wages of a kers age 14 -24 by ten,

percent, relative to. other wages and prices, my estimates:,

suggest that, other things equal, the-quantity of labor of

that age group demanded by employers may-fall as much. as

twenty-five percent, -demand for workers age 25-54 might ill-

crease by two to three percent, demand for workers age 55

and over might rise'by about threepercent,:and demand for

capital services. would probably not be affected significantly.

These effects reflect the subStitution of capital and older

workers, whose higher wages were not changed by the-increase

in the minimuM wage, for-younger workers whose wages were

raised,

The above discussion provides some examples of how

information about substitution possibilities among labor force

-coups can be used to provide predictions of the effects

ven price changesOn'quantities demanded of labor in-
,

puts. Similar Measurements of substitution possibilities

can be used to provide information about how given

changes in quantities will effect prices

obviously, the dumber of workers,of various'ages

that are employed at any given time is determined primarily

by the age composition of the population and the labor force,

i.e. , by the number of individuals of different ages seeking

work. The age domposition'of the population will:be determined.

by pastindemographic history, not by current economic condi-,
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tins. Economic conditions,. .e., relative wages,

mainly adjust to the given dempgraphic structure of the labor

force, rather than-the other way around. Measurements of the

ease .or difficulty of substituting one age group input for

another provide information about how given changes in the

size of the labor force age groups due to demographic changes

will affect their relative prices. -A rough idea is provided

by the following estimates. It everything else in the economy.

could be held constant, a ten percent increase in the labor

input of workers age 14-24- would tend to reduce their wages

by one to three percent. A ten percent increase in the

quantity of labor of ages 25-54 would tend to reduce their

wages by about five percent. A, similar increase in the labor

input of-workers age 55 and older would tent:1'f° reduce their

wages by about three percent.

A change in the quantity of one input also c

wages o;i other-i -nputs. An increase in labor input increases

the return to capital because the given stock of capital

equipment then- has more labor to work with,and hence each-

unit of capital can be used to produce more ou4iut. Workers

of one, age group can be used to substitute for workers of

another, but only if there are changes inxelative wages.

All age groups do not for a given group equally

well, Therefore,. an increase in the size of:one age group

will affect the wages of other groups and- the effects will

differ across groups: For example, my prelimirry estimates

ietthat a ken percent increase, -in the quantity of labor
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provided by workers age 25 through 54 will tend to reduce

the wages of workers age 14-24 by two percerq. A similar

proportional increase in the labor0input from workers age

55 and over will 'tend to reduce the wages of young workers

lees than one percent. A ten percent increase in the

quantity of labor provided by workers age 14-24 will increase

the return to capital by less than one percent and will have

a-negative but negligible effect on the wages of older workers.

The estimtos of the sizes of the effects ot,a change

in the quantity of labor of one age group on the wages of

other groups and the returnto capital can be used to suggest

the possible direction and magnitude of the aggregate effects

of the recent increase in the mandatory retirement age. If

raising the mandatory retirement age prompts an increase in

hours worked by workers in the oldest age group of ten percent,

that might serve to increase the return to capital by about

One percent, reduce.wages of young workers by less than one

percent; but have a negligible effect on the wage rate of

middle workers. These effects on relative wages of a hypo-

4hsti-dsi increase in the quantity of input of older workers

do not apPjor to be particularlygreat. No evidence has

yet appeared that the prohibition of mandatory retirement

will prompt a large increase in the labor force of older

workers. A survey of social security beneficiaries found

that only seven percent of a cohort of retired male workers

were retired!unwillingly,,able to work but unable to find a

new job, The trend has been toward retirement at younger
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gee and nearly universal retirement at age 65. Labor force

participation after age 65 will certainly be determined,much

more by Social Security legislation, economic factors and
.

social conventions than by a mandatory age limit.

°GRAPHIC CHANGES AND UNEMPLOYMENT

The rise in the average aggregate rate of unemploy-'

mont over the past two decades has prompted widespread-

concern. a frequently observed that because of the

ferences in rates of unemployment among demographic groups,'

tr4-76-Fa-nq-ing age-edx composition of the labor -force would have

raised the measured aggregate rate of unemployment even if

group-specific rates remainedOonstan . The increased pro-

portion of the labor force accounted for by demographic

groups which persistently have high rates of unemployment-,-'

younger wOrkers and women-- has'-increased the aggregate rate

Of unemployment, which can be calculated as an average of

the rates of each group weighted by the ptoportion of the'

-group.in the'total labor force. ,For-example, the unemployment

rate in the fourth quarter of 1977 was 6.6 percent, but

that rate would have been 5.8 percent if the comN)sition

of the labor force were the same as it was in 1956, and each

demographic group had its unemployment rate of,the fourth

quarter of 1977.

The entire chat,:e in the aggregate unemployment rata

cannot be attributed to change in the composition of the

labor force among demographic groups with differing but

794
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constant group-specific unemployment rates, however. The

-group rates have also changed. Examination of selected

years indicates that for demographic groups that have in-

creased relative to others the unemployment -rates have

increased. Table 2 compares the rate of unemployment of

men and of women in three years of equal low Unemployment

and in two-years of -equal -high unemployment. Over the

,period of- observhtion, for equal aggregate rates of unemploy-

ment at both high and low levels, the rate for men has

fallen and that of women has increased. During the period

the share of the labor foice made up of women has increased.

Table 3 presents, less precisely, the same general

picture, comparing eight years between 1950 and 1974 when

the unemployment rate varied in the relatively narrow range'

of 5.3 to 5.7 percent. in general the male unemployment

rate fell over the period, as the participatien-rate'and

share of males in the labor force fell, while the female,

unemployment rate rose -over the period, as the/participation

rate and share of females rose.

In Table 4 the high aggregate unemployment rate of

.5.9 percent in the two -years 1949 and 1971 is further dis-

aggregated by age as well as sex. In general the rate ,rose

for those groups which experienced the greatest growth over

the period, teen-age men and young women. The eNception

was women age 45-64, whose unemployment rates ell while

their labor force population grew rapidly.
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Table 2

d DiatrL button b Sex in Yearn cf Ea

Total

Uumbee Unemployment Vumber 'Unemployment Participa
Year Unemployed Rate Unemployed Rate Rate(100toen

Female

Number Unemployment Participation
Unemployed Rate Rate
1000_'e) Percent

Yearn of low unemployment:
'

1949 2276 1559 3.6 07.0 717
1966 2075 3.2 91.4 1324
1967 2975 3.0 1500 3.1 01.5 1468

Yeare of high eceMployment:

1949 5.9 2572 5.9 86.9 1065
1971 4993 2776 80.0 .2217

Unemployment Ra

Table 3

4.1

4.0

5.2

6.0

6.9

32.7

40.3

41.2

33.2

`43.4

o -n

Total

NUrbay . Unemployment Nmber Unemployment/ Participation -number Unemployment ParticipationYear Unemployed Rate Unemployed Rate Rate Unemployed Rate Rate

1950 3290' 5.3 2239 86.8 1049- 5.7 33.9
3532 5.5 -2144 '5.3 86.4 1188 6.0 34,.6.

37:10 2420 5.3 84.5 1320 5.9 37.2
960 3052 2406 5.4 q04.0 1366 5.9 37.8

;3911 2423 5.2 .82.8 1408 6.2 38.0
4070 5.7 2472 5.2 82.2 1598 6.5 38.3

1972 4040 5.6, 2635 4.9 79.7 2205 6.6 43.9
1974 5076 5.6 4.0 79.4 , 2400 6.7 45.7



Table 4

Unemployment Rates of Age-rex Croups in Two Years of Equal High Unemployment

Age' Groups

Year -1 1& -17 16 -19 20-24- 2' -44 45- 4 5 65+

Male 1949 5.9 5.2 13.7 14,6 10.4 5.2 '4.3 5.4

1971 5.3 12.8 10.6 15.0 10.3 3.1 3.0 3.3 3.4
=-1
CiD

Female 1949 6.0 7.4 . 14.4 11.2 7.3 4.7 4.0 4.4

1971 6.9 10.2 18.7 .16.2 9.6 7.0 5.2 4.0 3.3 3.6
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This evidence suggests that changes in the demographic

composition of the labor force have affected the aggregate

rate of unemployment in two ways. First,-change in the

relative sizes of groups with persistently different unem-

ployment rates has changed the weights attached to those

rates in the determination of the average unemployment rate.

Second, change ln the relative sizes of demographic'groups
..

appears to have affected the group-specific unemployment rates

themselves.

The evidende discussed above concerning the subs

tution possibilities among labor inputs in Production suggests

that an increase in thd size of a demographic group will

frequently prompt an increase in its rate of unemployment.

That evidence indicated that differenLagegroups are not

perfect,stestitutes in production, hence they-should be

treated as different inputs. A shift the relative.supply

of workers of different demographic groups requires ern.

adjustment in their relative wages. If wages are inflexible

in the short rune because of the prevalence of-contracts

' or conventions about the "proper",structure 9f wage dif-

ferentialsand particularly if changes in relative. wages

take place slowly, the procesSof adjustment may be prolonged.

While relative wages are adjusting, excess.supply will appear

as an increase in demographic group rates of unemployment.

Any element that reduces wage flexlbility,,or that

distorts the structure of equilibrium wages, will increase

the rate of unemployment. one such element may be minimum
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wage legislation.. When the floor under wages is r

wage differentials are reduced. Needed adjustments in

relative:wages-then require greater absolute increases than

they would in.the absence of the minimum wage.

I investigated the relationship between the relative

size of a labor force demographic grant and its rate of un-

empleyment. For each of the three age gronps,mantioned above

(ages 14-24, 25 -54, 55 and over) and for each of 15 age-sex

groups (eight aye groups of each sex) 1 estimated statistically

the relationship between the group rate of unemployment and

its share of the labor force and the shares of other grob6s..

For each group there was a significant p6sitive relationship

between its labor force share and the group unemployment rate.

A second experiment was performed to acquire informs-

-n about thedeterminants he unemployment rate of each

of the sixteen sex-age groups. For each group l estimated the

relationship betWeen the annual average unemployment rate

of the group and the labor force .shares,of each of the follow

ing four groups: males 14-24, females 14-24, females 25-44,

and females 45 antiover. These four particular demographic

subaggregates were selected to serve as explanatory variables

because their shares of the labor force have shown consider-

able variation over the period, and because there has been

speculation that there may have occurred some substitution

of one or more of those subaggrega -tes for other groups

during the period. Such substitution tendencies would b

reflected in a positive relationship between the substituting
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group's labor force share and the repl oed group' un m-

ployment rate.

Unemployment teen -age (14-17)nales was positively

associated with the size of the labor force of males 14-24,

as the imperfect substitution hypothesis predicts. Males

14-24 also appeared to substitute, for females 16-24 and for-

females 45 and older. share in the labor force of

femalis 14-24 was positively associated with unemployment

of-males 18-34, indicating substitution The two subaggre-

gates of'women'25 and older appeared significantly,to have

substituted for teenage (14-17) males. The shares of both

.females 25-44 and females 45 and older were positively

associated with unemployment of females 45 and older.

Females 45 and,oldr appeared to have substituted for males

of the same age groups and for all the-female age groups

except 14-15.

This evidence is only deacriptiye and is tentative.

is consistent with thq hypothesis put-forth above, and

it suggests 'that'the demographic
structure of unemployment

and the aggregate unemployment rate are related to the

changes in the demographic dompositiOn of the

labor force..

FORECASTS OF LABOR MARKET
DEVELOPMENTS: 1917 -2000

The research 1 have just described was undertaken

for the purpose of developing an
econometric model that

32-011 0- 78 - 81
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of a considerable number of variables

characterizing the United States labor market. The model

was developed to investigate and forecast the effects of

demographic change on the labor market and on the economy:

The investigation of the substitutability among labor force

age:groups and capital provides information about how wages

and the price of capital services respond to changes in in-

put.quantities that may result from demographic changes.

The examination of the determinants of the unemployment

rates of demographic groups providee.information regarding

what proportion of the labor force will be employed and how

this proportion relates to demographic change. To complete

a set of equations to predict labor input; equations ex-

plaining the labor force participation rate for each demo-

graphic group, average weeks worked per year and hOurs' worked

per week were estimated; Given projections of demographic

data, the equations of the model are solved for each future

year to provide forecasts of the variables characterizing the

U.S. labor market. The complete set of equations facilitated

prediction of labor force participation rates, ,size, total

manhours worked annually'and total labor compensation re--

ceived by each of sixteen age-sex groups(males and females

age 14-15, 16-17, 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 4554, 55-64, and 65

and over). report a few interesting aspects of

forecasts based en recent Census Bureau population projectio

/ Labor force certification rates indicate the propor-

_ on of each demographic group that is'in the labor force.



Table 5 shows labor force participation rates f- ,I6 age-

sex groups for selected years in. the past and.projedtions

to year 2000. For males, no major changes in participation

are forecast. For ages'14-24, a decline ip participation is

ooz:it. For ages 25-54, a slight decline. Will occur, but

nothing Significant. For ages 55 and over a continuation of

the declining trend observed since the end of World War II

is forecast, with only about 10 percent of the male pl'apula-
,

n age 65 and over in the labor force by the end of the century.

For women, important changes in labor force participa-

tion are forecast to continue. For ages,14--24-, participation

continue to rise, with male and female participation

converging toward very similar patterns by the end

Of the century: For women age 25-54, a continuation of the

very strong rising trend obserVed over the past two decades

is forecast) with participation rates rising from Around

55-58'percent in 1977 to about 70 percent for women age 25 -44

and about 80 percent for women age 45-54. For these groups

a convergence of male and female rates are also forecast,

but rates for women remain bel those of men. For women

age 55-64, participation is ocast to rise from about 40

percent in 1977 to over 60 percent in 20.00, converging

toward that of men. The participation of women 65 and over

remains below 10,pereent.

These changes in participation combined with changes

inthe age structure that result from past demographic changes

bring about considerable changes in the size of the labor



Table 5

Labor Force Participation gates of Demographic Groups, Selected Years:

(Percentof Each Age-Sex Group in the Labor Force),

Mate

1950-2000

Year 14-15 18-17 18-24 25-34 -44 45 -54 . 55-64

1950
1960:
1970
1971
1980
1990
2000

29
22
22
21-
21
19
19

52,
47

'48
49
'49
56
56

86
84
82
Cl
81
76
72

.96
98
9/
96
95
94
94

98
98
97
96
96
95
94

96
96
94
92
92
91
88

87
87
83
74
74
7'2

70

Female

Year 4-15 16-17 16 -24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

1950 30 39 38 27
196-0 29 48 36 44 50 37.
1970 16. 35 57 '45 51 54 43
1977 17 41 63 58 58 55. 41
1980 17 44 63 59 59 57 44
1990 19 55 66 . 61 63 68 . 58
2000 22 56 70 70 71 67

Sourc Actual data are from EmplsnmalL2116Treining_Peit_of the President 1977.
-Projections were done by the author.

65 and over

46
33
27
20
19
14,
10

65 and over

10
11
10
8

a
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force of difforont demographic groups. The size of the

veriouo deMegraphic groups in the labor force in selected

past years and forecasts to the year 2000 are reported, in'

Table 6. For men age 14-24, because of the slight decline

in participation and the stabilization in the size of the

population of that group, there will be a decline in the

labor force, from about 15 million in 1977 to about 13from about

.- million in the year 2000. This labor :force projection assumes

that the U.S. total fertility rate will return to 2,.1 and

remain there. If the total fertility rate remains as low as

it is now, the

siderably,

size of this age group will decrease con-

risesabove 2.1, it will expand.

For men age 25-54 a sharp increase is forecast, from

37 million to 51 million130 percent. The size of the group

age 55 and over will changb very little. It was about 9

million in 1977 and will be about the same at the end of the

century.

For women, the same pattern of rapid growth the

middle age group prevails,but because of the ast

increases in participation at virtually all ages there is

some growth in all age groups. For women age 14-24 the

.labor force is forecast to grow from about 11 million in

1977 to about 13 million at the end of the century. For

women age 25 -54 the growth is dr'amatic: from about 23

million in 1977 to about 42 million in the year 2000,..84

percent. P6t ages 55 and older about 5 million were in the,

labor force in 1977; about 9 million is forecast for the



Table 6

Size of the United States labor Force by Age-Sex Group, Selected Years: 1950 =2000

(rnllions)

Male

Year 14-15 16-17 19-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 and over

1950 .6 1.1 0 11.0 10.0 8.2 5.8 2.5
1960 .6 1.3 .9 10.9 11.4 9.6 6.4 2.3
1970

,i

.9 1.8 .9 12.0 10.8 10.5 7.1 2.1
1977 .9 2.1 11.7 15.7 10.8 10.4 6.8 1.8
1980 .8 2.0 11.9 17.1 12.0 10.2 7.7 1.8
1990 .7 1.8 9.7 19.3 17.0 11.1 7.3 1.6
2000 .8 2.4 9.6 16.1 19.1 15.3 7.9 1.2

Year 14-15 16-17

1950. .3 .6
1960 ._ .8
1970 .6 1.3
1977 .7 1.7
1980 .6 1.7
1990 .6 1.7
2000 .9' 2.5

Female

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 and over

4.1 4.2 3.3 1.8 .6
4.1 5.3 5.3 3.0 .9
5.7 6.0 6.5 4.2 1.1
9.2 6.6 6.7 4.3 1.1
9.6 7.4 7.1 5.2 1.3

12.7 11.7 8.8 6.2 1.4
9.2 12.2 15.0, 14.6 8.0 1.4

Source: Actual data from Em lo
Projections were ne
projection Series II.

President 1977.
e u-F6WraTt011e n

lity rate = 2.
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end of the century.

These changes in the size of vari'pua age groups are

ctsd in the sharee of the labor for4accounted for by

various groups, es illustrated in Table 1.\ The most notable

feature of Table 1 is that, while the sha-;:i of the labor force

acdounted fei by males of the prime ages, 2-54, remains

viOtolly. unchanged at abO'ut-39 percent, the share accounted

by females age '25 -54 increases from about,-22 percent in

1977 to about 32 percent at the end of the cur\tury. That

increase is accommodated primarily by a fall the share of.
I

yOUnger and of older males. With tneincrease\in the numbers

, ,f woMen in the labor force there is a corresponding increase

in the value and in the share of total income darned by

wohlen:'

'Phe very high unemploy6ant rates that have charac-

red teenage workers since the early 1960's are forecast

to ease somewhat in the 1980's -and 1990'6, as.the relative

else of this, age group falle. Slr.ce the medelssumits no

change in the atrecutre of the labor market, teenage-unem-

ployment rates remain higher than those of older groups,

reflecting the frictional unemployment associAL:ed with

labor force entry and the frequent job changesof'teenagerar

and the lesser attachment of teenagers to the labor force.

At-the end of the century, as .the larger birth cohorts pro-

jected for the 1990's.enter the labor force, teenage inemploy-

ment rates begin to rise.

The'market for the labor services of the small cohorts

born in the 1930's remains relatively tight as they pas-

8 OF,
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through successive age groups. Th

for males. The trend unemployment

age 35-44 in the 1970's and far m

is. is particularly apparent

ratea are loWest for males

lee age 45-54 in the 1990's.

The same pattern exists for females, but it is obscured by.

the changes in participation that alter the supply pattern,

that would have been generated by demographic factors alone.

The unemployment rates of women ages 25-54 remain higher

than for men of the same ages, as the shares of these women

in the labor force continue to increase.

The fall in fertility since the early 1960's, and

the slower rate of popUlation growth projected for the re-

mainder of the century result in a slowdown in the rate of

growth of, the labor force and of labor input. Total labor

input (adjusted for quality Change) is forecast to grow about

'51 percent between 1977 and_2000. Capital services input,

meanwhile, is forecast to inCrese by about 87 percent by

the year 2000.

In sammary,'there will be -,.a rise in the proportion

of the labor force accounted for by. the prime age groups,

both'men and women age 25-54, as the baby boom generation

enters that age group, while the size of both younger and

older age groups remains virtually unchanged. There will be

a dramatic_ rise in the number and proportion of women'in

the labor force. With the fall in. the rate of growth of

the younger age groups, the rates of unemployment of the

groups should decline. No major labor ,shortages in

any age group are expected, while some of the labor market

adjustment problems that were associated with the rapid -

crease in the number of young people in the late 1960's and

1970's should be relieved.
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ADDITIONAL PEOPLE IMPROVE TUE STANDARD OF [,[VINO

THRDDCH KNOWLEDCE CREATION AND PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES

Julian L. Simon

TNTROPUCTION

In the lone poi-1111t ion growth and add nal people Are not

the standard of living; that is an ishvervesd empirical tart. And

there i9 also mound al reason to go further and say that Neu-

lotion growth 0 Add nal people ill. And to a large extent,

in the more-dcvl )rld 01 rahirh the U.S. is the central element.

(Tice ionslusions are much the samc for less-developed countries, but for

different reasons: tin 0-develo naltries are the subject of today's -

hearing, however.)

These assertiong are quite at variance with the conventional wisdom,

of course. The conventional wind ss her

reasoning in which cap

ram simple Malthusian

n Is the key element. The posit V

f additional people In increasin productivity by creating new

knowledge is completely,ahsent from the original Malthusian model. Yet

all economists agree that the increase in productivity due to increased

productive knowledge g th- MOO important fact about long-run economic

growth in MPc's such as the U.S. Bringing Into the model this effect of

additional people on productivity through knowledge creation reconciles

the theory with the observed facts about the relationship of population

h to economic growth. That is my subject today.



-THE EMPIRICAL CO

Classical scone is th

that population growth must

44404414M is "capital dilution,"

y sin

CORY

the first edition of Malthus concludes

he standard of living. The operative

concept, which is at the heart of

all acon0Mic,theory-Of population from Malthus to Limits:to Growth, can be

toted in a single sentenc43 ThCmore people, the lower the per-capita

'income,all elee equal. Thie proposition derives from the "law" of dimity-

h Oa ieturnai Twv men cadnet use-the same tool at the same time, or

piece of land-, without reducing the output per worker.

--the empirical evidence does not confirm the conventional, theory.

The data suggest that in more-developed countries (tMC's) population

growth does not hinder economic growth. One piece of historical evidence

is the concurrent expinaion in Europe of bOth population and economic

deVelopment from 1630 onvordC ' The failure of France to excel icanomically

despite ow biith rate in the peat 100 "y'eare is an important vigne

Chia history.. A fuller picture is giVen by the umpire of:countries

in Tables 1 and 2, showing decadel rate; of_growth of population and

output per capita for those contemporary MpC's for which long -run data

are available.

Content

-tionship appears, as seen in Figure 1 and 2.

Tablee 1-and 2 and Figures 1 and .2

y compariaons among varieue countries of _u rates

of population growth and rehmmic growth are another source of evidence.

Many such studies have been done by now. All except one (and that one

haa:a fairly obvious flaw in its method) conclude that population growth

809
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Sable Population Growth and Output Growth Over a Century In Contemporary

Mora-Dive (sped Couttlee

Population Grow h Output per Capita
Growth Rate, per

Decade
Rate per Decade

Prance 1961 -70 to 1963 -66

Sweden 11161-.69 to 1963-67

Great firiraia 1855-64 to 1963-67

rk

rSeraliny

Japan

Nett:errands

U.S.

Cnnada

1865-69 to 1963-67

3.0

6.6

8.2

1865-69 to 1963-67 10.2

1850-59 to 1963-67 10.8

1874-79 to 1963-67 12,1

1860-70 to 1963-67 13.4

1859 to 1963-67 18.7

1870-74 to 1963-67 190

Auatralia 1861 -69 -to 1963-67

SOURCE: Rut:lets. 197t, pp. 11 -14.

7

17.0

28.9

13.4

21.3

20.2

18.3

32.3

12.6

17.3

18.7

10.2

8
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Tatils 2. papolatidn Crovth and Output, Gr thOver Half a Century Sn
CantiMpOratY tiore*Ilaveloped Countries

Population Crnwh Ou
Rite per N.:al.:ft, Cr

and

NY

1896 to 1963-66

1920-24 to 1963-67

1900-04 to 1963.67

1890-99 to 1963-67,
1910 to 1963-67

.o 1963-67

Net ado A900-09 to 1963-67

1910 -14 to 1963-67

Mistrials 1900-04 to 1963-67

-Canada 1920 -24 to 1963-67

1,5

4.8

5.3

6.9

0.8

10.4

14,2

14,2

18.8

19,4

16.9

144

22.9

20.5

15.1

18.4

13.1

20.1
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does not have a negative effect upon economic growth. Among these are

by the beet - respected economic-derlogiaphic statisticians of re-

cent decades; for example, Kurneta' results are shown in Table 3. You

may verify,for yourself:thit neither a positive nor a negatiVe relationship

ie Shown by the data.

Thom overlapping empirical etudies do not show that fact population

vowthiln MDC's increases per capita income. Rut they certainly imply

that one should not confidently assert that population growth decreaaee

economic growth.

Table 3

THE EXPLANATION: ADDITIONAL PEOPLE PRODUCE ADDITIONAL PRODUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE

These empirical data; which conflict so sharply.yith the received

theory, have naturally provoked explanations such as thejidvafitages of

youthfulneee in the labor force, the increased pips,-stitiea and consequent

flexibilqy in a growing economy, and the greater mobility of the labor

force in a growing economy. But the most plausible explanation of the

lack of:negative influence of population growth almost aurely is the'posi-

tive effect.of Additional people on productivity by creating additional

productive knowledge.

am saying that, in the long run, the most important economic

impact of population/ sire and groWth is the effect of additional people

upon the stock of useful knowledge empl-oyed in the production of goods

era services. And this positive effect is large' enouglL(in the long

run) to dominate all the negatiie effects of population growth. This
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Table 3. Annual Rates of Growth of Population and Total and Per Capita

Produce, Cop-Communist Developed Countries (including-Japan)0

P6st-World War 11 Period (Mostly From the Early 1950's to

1964)

Average rates tar groups of countries. arrayed in increasing order'of rates of
growthof population (2)

Ctou0s Population,
(1)

Per Capita
Product

(2)

Total Product- ,
(3)

1. 1-4

2. 5-8

3. 9-13

4. 14-17

5. 18-21

Average,
21 countries

9,29

0.65

0.94

1.46

2.19

10

3.66

3.60

5.07

3.49

2.02

3.64

3.96

4.28

6.05

5.00

4.25

'4.77.

SOURCEt Reproduced from Kuznets, 1967, p. 191.
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is a taloa:4 Statement, but the. evidence ems strong. I shall

now support this assertion, drawing on-the detailed presentation of the

evidence gives In chapters 4 and 6,of my Look, The Economics of Population

Growth, attached here as Appendices B and,C.

Let's begin with a question: Why is the sta.:40rd of living so much

higher in 'the U.S. or Sweden than in India or Mali? And why is the

standard of living so much higher in the i.5. or Sweden now-than it was

two hundred years ago? The proximate eauhe is that the average worker

in the U.S. or Sweden now produces x times as much goods and services par

day as does the average worker In India or Mall, or as did the average

worker in the U.S. or n two hundred years ago, where x is the ratio

of the'standard of living-now in the U.S. or Sweden, to that in India or

Mali now or the U.S. or Sweden then.

-Though the first answer is almost definitional it points us to the

Important next question: Just why does the average worker in Sweden

1

ow produce so much more per day than does the average worker in Mali,

than did the average worker inISweden two hundred years .go? Part

of the an that the verage worker in Sweden today has available to

him or her a much lartleL supply of capital enipMent to work withmore,

buildings, tool and transportt-iop equipment., But that Is only a minor

factor; as proof, notice how west Germany and Japan were able to

regain a high standard of living even after-mu?h,of their capital was

destroyed in World War II.

The all- important difference between the or $:%:4q, now, and

those countries two hundred years ago or India now, is that here

n much greater stock of

78 3

logical know-how available now, and t-Jep,te
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are educated to earn and une that knoWledge. The knowledge and the

schooling are int :_ned; in India now, unlike the U.S. two hundred years

agb, the knowledge is available in books in the library, but without the

achobling the knowledge cannot he adapted to local needs and then put to

work;' The stock of industrial capital is also'intertwined with the stock

of knowledge and with education; the value of much of our stock of capital

such as Computers and jet airplanes consists largely of the new knowledge

that is built into them. And without educated workers, these chunk(' of

capital cannot operated and hence would be worthless.

Thn:IMportance of the technological knowledge factor has clearly

emerged in two famous studies, one by Solow and the other by Denison.

Using different methods, they calculated the extent to which the growth

of physical capital and the labor force could account for economic growth

in the U.S. and Europe. Both found that even after capital and Ihbor'are

allowed for, much of the economic growth cannot reasonably be explained

by any factor other than an improvement in the level of tethnological

practice (Including improved organisational methods). Economies of -scale

due to larger factory size do not app

context, though in_larger and faste

portant in this

wing industries the level of

technology Improves more rapidly than in smaller and slowergrowing

economies. This improvement in productivity with technological prize

did not of course; much of.it was "bought".with investments

in research and l.development (RIO). But that does not alter the limper

lance to the\gains in technological knowledge.

How do:population size and growth come into the pictu The source

of improvements In prodUetivity is the human mind, and the human mind is
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found apart from the human body. And because improVem :--their

invention and their. adoption come from people, it senme tesEa

assume that the amount of haproVement depends on the masher of p

Available to use their minds.

This is an old idea, going

in 1682:

at least as far 40 William Pe

"As for the Arts of Delight and Ornament,, they are beat
promotedhy the greatest number of emulators. And it Is-

more likely that one ingenious curious man may-rather be
found amon4 million than 400 persons . .And for the

propagation and Improvement of useful learning, the same

may be said concerning it as_above-said concerning . .

the Arts of Delight and Ornaments. . .

More recently, this effect of population size has been urged upon us by

Kuzueta.

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that "technological advance"

does not mean "science ", and scientific geniusep are just one part of

the knowledge process. Much of technological advance comes from people

who are neither well-educated nor well-- paid --the dispatcher who develops

ghtly better way of deploying taxis in his ten - taxi fleet, the

shipper who discovers that garbage cans make excellent cheap containers

. for many items, the supermarket manager who finds a way to display more

merchandise in a given space, the supermarket clerk who finds a quicker

way to stamp the prices on cans, the market researcher in the supermarket

chainwho experiments and finds more efficient and cheaper means of

advertising the store's prices and sale items, and soon.
1

Even in science one need not.be a 13441.40 to make a valuable cont_

bu Ortega y Gasset auggeataf'
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It is necessary to insist upon this extraordinary but
undeniable fact: experimental science has progressed
.thanks In great part to the work of men astoundingly
mediocre, and even lesS than mediocre. That is to say,
modern science, the root And symbol_ of our actual civil-
ization, finds a place for the intellectually common-
place man and allows him to work therein with success.

- -
The need for additional producers of knowledge, and their potential

contribution o 'resources and the economy 1.6 manifest« Nebel winner

Mans Bathe tell* u that the future cost-and Availability of nuclear

power--and hence the cuhr of availability of energy generally-'would

be rosier aspect if the population of

Talking cally,about nude

by the Russians:

entific workers were larger.

n and a device called Tokamak

k on machines of the Tokamak type is edge going for
in many other laboratories in the U.S., in the U.S.S.R. and
in several countries of western Europe. If the probleM can
he solved, it probably will be. 'Money is not the limiting
factor: the annual support in the U.S. is well over $100
million, and it is Increasing steadily. Progress7is limited
rather-by the availability of highly trained Workers, by the

required to build large machines and then by the time
required to de significant experiments.

A casual insp

lation. There have

f the historical record confirms thin sOecu-

en many more discoveries and a faster rate of

growth of productivity in the past century, say, than in previous den-

furies, when there were fewer people alive.,-True, ten thousand years

there wasn't much knowledge to huild new ideas upon. Rut seen differently,

it Should have been'all the .easier ten thousand years aga than new to

find important improvements because so much still lay undiscovered.

urely was ag'onlz ngly slow in pre-history, however, for example,

whereas we develop new materials (metal and plastic} almost every day. it

,.was renturt usandH of years between the dlneov y nd use

8 fly

Y



copper and iron. It makee sense that if there hhad been a larger popu a

then, the pace of increase in technological prac would have been

For the V.S. in the twentieth Century there come statistical

evidence. For the period 1950-1962 for the U.f. Denieonestimated

yearly growth in output of .76% due to nadVanee. in klowloigt' (which

excludes the effect of education on the labor for end .30% due to

"economies of scale," for a totel just over 1%. For Norkhweet Europe

he estimated .76Z due to "advances in knowledge;" .56% due to "changes in

the lag In application of knowledge, general efficiency, and errora and

omissions," end' .41% due to "economies of-scale," for a total of some-.

thing over 1.5% per tear. Solow's estimate _ of the lncr-- e in output in

the U.S. due to increases in technical knowledge for the 40 'aura from

1909 to'1949 is about 1.5% per year.

If a larger labor force causes a feater rate of productivity change,

one would expect to see this reflected in observed changes in the rate

of productivity advance over time in the United States as population hoe

grown.' And indeed, Solow concludes that the yearly,rate of change of

productivity went from 1Z to 2% between the 1909-1929 and 1929-1949

periods; 'Yellner found these rates of productivity increase: 1900 -29:

1.8X; 1929-48:. 2.3%; 1948-66: 2.8Z. These results are consistent

with the assumptio that'the rate of increase of productivity is indeed

higher =when population is larger.

ia it certain that the faster recent productivity increase would

not have occurred, anyiony, even if population had been small- The

connections between numbers of scientists, inventors, ideas, adoption and
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use of new discoveries are difficult to delineate clearly.

crucial links needed to confirm this effect seem very obvious and stron

For example, the data show,eleirly that the bigger the population of a

country, th greater the number of scientists and the larger the amount

of scientific knowledge produced; more specifically, scientific output

is proportional to population size, in countries at the same level of

income. The U.S. is much larger than Sweden. and it produces propor

tionately more scientific knowledge.

Then why aren't populous China and India' the most advanced coun

of all? Quite obviously, China and India do not produce as much new

knowledge as the U.S, or the U.S.S.R. because :China and India are

tively poor, and hence they are able to educate relatively fewer people.

But it is instructive that India has perhaps the fourth biggest scientific

community in the world--despite its poverty, and just because it has such

population. Put differently, would you bet on Sweden or Holland.

against treat Ar.ltain and the!U
. to produce such great discoveries

as those lhat will make nuclear fusion practical? (I have'omitted the

U.S. from this discussion because of its higher percapita income than

n or the

does

Though A bigger populatioa,produces more scientific knowledge, this
,

_ yet show that more people mean technological

advance, because science is not the same as applied knowledge put into

operation. The fact that Swe imports much more technology from the

U.S. than the U.S. tmports from Sweden is very suggestive. But one would

like to have still more evidence.
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The evidence on the rates of productivity gains in industries

graving at different rates is indirect but it is nonetheless quite

compelling, in my judgment. An industry, or the economy of an entire

country, can grow because population is growing, or because per- capita

income is growing, or Some industries in some countries grow

faster than the mime industry in other countries, or than other Indust _

in the same country. Comparisons of faster-growing and slower-growing

bdustries show that in the Warr-growing industries, the rate o

crease of productivity and technological practice is higher, This

argues that (eater population growthwhich cause faster-growing in-

dustries--lesds-to teeter growth of productivity. We shill seethis in

more detail in the next section.

Babies don't create knowledge and improve productivity while at _

in their cradles, of course. And though the family bears moat of the

cost, society must also ihellout to bring the baby to productive adult-

hood. This means that if you do not loolas far as the next, twenty-five

years, the knowledge benefits of someone else's baby born today do not

interest you, and that baby is therefore a poor 'social investment for

Your taxes. But if you feel some interest and obligation to the longer-

un future, perhapa based on the fact that you yourself are today en-

loying the fruits of the expenses that someone paid for 25 or 50 or

00 years ago, then the knowledge produced by today's children will be

n by you to be of great positive benefit to you.

ECONOMIES OF SCALE

The phenomenon ca lied by economists "economies o e " - -g

efficiency .of largeraacale production where the market is largeris

H
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inextricably intertwined with (a) knowledge creation and technological

change, along with (b) the ability to use larger and more efficient

machinery, and (c) greater division of labor. A larger population

implies a bigger market, all else equal. A bigger market is likely

to bring bigger manufacturing plants that may be more efficient

than smaller ones, as well as longer production runs and hence lower

set-up costs per Unit of output. A larger market also makes possible

greater division of labor and hence an increase in'the skill with which

gOods and services are made Specialisation can also occur with respect

to machinery. If the market for its goods is small, a firm will buy a

machine that can be used In the production of several kinds -of products.

If the market is larger, the firm can afford to buy a separate, more-

specialized machine for each operation. Larger markets also support

a wider variety of services. If population 18 too small, there may be

too few people to constitute a profitable market for a given product or

,service. In such a case there will be no seller, and people who do need

the product or service will suffer ram not being able to obtain it.

Economies of scale also stem from learning. The more television

sets or bridges or airplanes that a group of people produces, the more

chance they have to improve their skills with learning by doing,

a very' important factor in increasing productivity. The increased

efficiency of production within firms and industries as experience

accumulates has been well documented in many -industries starting with

the air - frame. Indus y In the 1930's. The h r the population, the

more of everything that Is produced, which promotes learning by doing.
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A bigger population also makes p ible many major social in-

vestments that would not otherwise be p Atable, e.g., railroads,

irrigation systems, and ports. The amoun _ of such construction often

-depends upon he population density per &even land area. For example,

if an Australian fa'rme.r were to clear e of land very far from the

nearest neighboring farm, he might have no way to ship his produce to mar-

ket, as

when more are established nearby. roads will be built which

him with markets in which to buy and sell. Of course, there may also

disee

1 as having difficulty in obtaining,labor and supplies. But

ncreased scale, for example congstion and pollution.

The most relevant evidence on economic?, of scale comes from studies

of industries.asyholes. As mentioned above, it is an Important and

well established phenomenon that industries which:grow faster increase

their efficiency faster--even compared with the same industries in other

countries. The most and complete analysis is shown in Figure 3.

'i.0 we comparisons of the productivity of'O.S. industries in 1950

and 1966, and of U.K. industries in 1963, against U.K. industries in 1950.

The '
Industry relative t he 1950 U.K. base, the greater is

fie produrriv differ This effect is very large. It is also eon-

?intnr with erdoorn's Law-, which:is, productivity goes up with the

t of ,,utput@ That if you quadruple the sits of an industry,

may output per worker And per of capital

employed.
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A RICHER COMPUTER MO V

Population size and growth have a vertu of economic effects, some

negative and others positive. If the economist is to. be worth hi ep,

he must take account of the size and importance of the various effects,

and calculate the net'effecc. One can only obtain a satisfactory overall

assessment by constructing an integrated model of the economy, and then

comParing the incomes produced by the economy under various canditiana

of population growth.

If one adds to the pimple, neo- classical model another fundamental

'fact of the economic growth of nations-- the increase in productivity

due to additional people's inventive and adaptive cape

arrives at A very different result than the standard Malthusian model.

The analysis is Outlined in Figure 4, where the elements of the us

economic demographic model for MDC'a are shown in solid lines, and where

the knowledge-feedback elements are shown in dotted lines. That is, this

model.embodies not only the standard classical andneo-classical capital

effects, bUt also the effects of knowledge advance, economies of scale,

and t aource use. These latter elements have bedn omitted from

population models in the past, but they are crucial to a balanced under-

standing of the problem. The analysis is conducted separately with two

separate ways of ntroducing the effect of population size upon the

production of productive knowledge, the Residual model and the Verdoorn

Figure 4

model.
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Note: The line with long clashes from L; to A,., represents the fate-
back effect in the Residual model. whereas the line-with the share
clashes from Y, to A,,, represents the feedback effect in the Ver-
doorn model.

Fl OURS 4 SC EMATIC OF MDC MOI*1.5 WITHOUT EDUCATION

3
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Ldua1 model derives an estimate from the "residual" found in

studies that attempt to explain U.S. economic growth. The residual is the

unexplained porition of economic growth left after inputs of capital and

labor have been accounted for, and is commonly associated with technological

advance, ,And the Residualmodelasumes that the size'af the _residual is

a function of the size of the labor force (considering the industrialized

world as a whole, so that the question of a small country riding the coat-

tails of other countries does not arise). 'In this formulation the residual

is positively influenced by population growth.

Verdoorn's law provides a second approach to our subject. The

Verdoorn model embodies the effect of the sire of an economy--as measured .

by its labor force--upon the rate of increasa in productivity'. Additional

workers certainly are not the only cause of increased ustputs. But over

any period longer than the business cycle, the site of the labor force

is a major influence upon tolal output. And if one 'oolds constant the

capital endowment and the original level o technological practic

the analysis, then sopulati,on size is the rffa, influence open total

output.. Therefore, it is easonable to think of Verdoorn's law as a

proxy for the labor force-productivity change relationship; that is,

output ttself'do a not change ptodurtP,ity, but ratherjhe people engaged

in producing that output change productivity (and in fact, Verdoorn ex-

plains his law as cause' h,y lear..1"ng). One may, of course, also think

or Nerdoorn's law simply' as an empirical estimate of economies of scale

bout specifying a behavior J. mechanism. Either interpretation is

flue,- consittent with the w- described hcre.
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RESULTS: HIGHER POPULATION MUTH 'MUER FASTER ECONOMIC GROWTH

Five diffbrent rates of population growth were investigated in the

simulation: ZPG has zero population growth; RASE has 12 population

growth per year; PLUS-HALF has a 50% jump in the birth rate above BASE

in year zero and subsequent years; TWO has 22 population growth per y

TEill° has a one-year temporary increane in the birth rate.

The results for the five demographic structures with the Residual

model are shown in Figure 5; the corresponding results for the Verdoorn

model are not shown but are similar.

Figure 5

The most important outcome is that under every set.af conditions,

demographic structures PLUS -HALF and TWO with the more rapid population

growth come o have higher per-worker income than structure BASE in less

than BO years, even with a base _rate of-change technology as low AS 1%.

And in every run, structure TWO, which reaches a labor force (in thousands

say) of 23,769 in year t160 from the starting point of 1,000 in year

has a higher per-Worker income structure than structure PLUS-HALF,

which reaches a labor ce of 7,346 in t -160. (For comparison, the

labor force for structure BASE in year 160 is 4,913.) And population-

growth structure UPC holds its advantage over the BASE structure only

about as long as BASE holds its advantage over faster population growth;

thereafter, it does much worse.

In many runs the higher fertility structures overtake the BASE

a n -' per-worker output after only 30 years--that is, only about

10 years after the entrance of the first additional children into the
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J
20 40 60 80 1r 1 120 140 160

YEAR

FIGURE 5 OUTPUT PER WORKER WMI VARIOUS RATU OF
POPULATION GROWTH
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labor force. It is true that the long run -30 to 80 yearsis a long way

off from now, and therefore is of leas importance to us than is the short

run. But we should remember that our long run will be someone else's

short run, just as our short run was someone else's long run. Some measure

of unselfishness should impel us to keep this in mind as we make our

decisions about population policy. Furthermore, the short-run iconic

differences between the various demographic structures are small by\any

absolute measure, though the long:run differences are large.

The time horizon is sufficiently short so that any possible major

changes in the natural resources situation may be disregarded. But it

is sufficiently long ao that the delayed effects of knowledge increase

can come to play their role. And though the models refer to the United

States, it would be more appropriate to think of this analysis an applying

CO the developed world as a whole, because of the scientific and techno-

logical interdependence among the MDC's.

Models such as these would have had no chance of being accepted

15 or 30 years ago because of the pre-eminence of physical capital in the

thinking'of economists. But with the recognition in recent years of the

fundamental importance of knowledge, education, and of the quality of the

labor, force in this productive process, these models and their results should

fit well with our general understanding of the economic process in MDC'n.

OUT OTHER FACTORS? -

Often one hears the objection that even if additional people really

ill have a positive effect upon per-capita output and income, this posi-

tive effect would be offset by such negtive impacts as pollution of the
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environment, shortage of agricultural land due to pavidg-,it over for cities

and highways, increased scarcity of energy and other natu esources, and

increased chances of world starvation and famine. the main basis for

objection is the assertion hat the trends in these factors are for

worse than at present. The simple truth, however, is that it is bunk\that

these trends are toward the worse; Appendix A gets a bit more specific,

and offers some speculation about why people believe that the news abut

natural resources and the environment is bad when it its really good. i

Another objection to 'ay models is that they do not allow for the

social disorder and psychological distress that would be caused by highe

population density in the U.S. In fact, there is no evidence for any

such negative effects of population density, as all recent studies ha

shown.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

on the above analysis, my policy recommendations are siple

1) Stop Worrying about population growth in the U.S. Helping people

obtain the number of children they. mant, no.more and no less, is' desirable

,
on general grounds, but there no long-run macro-eednemic warrant for

any government population-ertre

2) Increase the rate of immigration, because I_I igrants are likely

to have even lower social costs, and higher social benefits of the sort

described in this paper, than do native-born children. Of course, this

recommendation requires another full argument, much of which was in my

talk this year at the Population Association of America Meetings.

32-011 - 78 =
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SIIIMARY

A larger population Implies a larger amount of knowledge beidif

all else being "equal. Thin in the straightforward r

there being more people to have new ideas. The data on scien r pro-

ductivity across countries bear out this obvious proposition.

A larger population also a positive effect on the economic

level through economies of scale. A larger population implies larger

total demand for goods. And with larger demand and higher production

come division of labor and specialization, larger plants, larger indt

"tries, faster learning-by-doing, are related economies of scale. Negative

congestion efferts.do not seem to present an economic problem in this

contl'Xt.

These Int'r 11WS to proeluctivity due increased scale and to greater

nowledge, raint.d by increases in population, were added to 'e simple clas-

sical model of a more-developt,d country, usingtwo' -quite separate models.

One model used the residual to onEimnte the feedback from the labor-force

size to productivity:' the second model used Verdnorn's la

the feedback effect of total output on productivity.

Under a realis

demographic structureswith Larger rates of populaation growth,

initially falling behind in pr-capita Income, usually overtake struc-

tures with lower rates of population growl:. In 30-80 years, and the

options about the parameters,

shorter end of this

productivity. That

period is implied by recent rates of change of

in, though an increment of population initially h

a small negative effect upon economic welfare, after some decades the

efict hccomog pltl e and largo, compared to the short-run n ativr

offool.

M/C/79
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THE ONLY If.nUait:IC SMORTACE IS A SHORTAGE OF BAD

Lillian L. Simon

19771 'I 1llore than 100,000 Wer-: Africans

Inked of huner" In the Sahel between 1968 and 1973 due to drought.

r Peter 6t.ynne Informed me that the estIm came from hurt Woldhelm's

mennage to the tN 1911 hesectif ;al Conference. 1 tiler fort formented

Waidhelm'n rmurce,

lhre lormment

eI

is Fr OM larPubli Incfdrita. (1) Waldheim1n

saying, "Who can forget,the horror of millinnn of men, women and

children . ving, wlth more thin 100,000 dying. hecause of an ecological

calnmity that turned grazing land and farms into Lenart?" (2) Two

Pages t. the UN Sahellan Office, dated 1974, that nald, "tilt in not ponsibly

to calculate the preneut and future imliaut tf thin tragrdy, on the popular

c to n. .Although precinct figures are not available, Indeed unobtainable...

certainly there has Won an extenniee and tragic loses of life...".

Making itormenne of the other two documentn was one page by Dr. 11,1en Ware,

a req10,trd Anxtrallan export on African ticrnl raphy and a air:Rini fellow

the University of tbadan In 1975 when the memo wan written for the P11.

Based on calculations of the normal area dcath mite and "the highest death

rate 10 6., ,oup or nomath';," figured that "At an alnoInte, and most

improhable 1114lt a laindred thoonand pnple filbf would not othrwlite

have died . 1 to the effeetn of famine,. Even as a Maximilm

(Intimate] reprco tn an uoral limit."
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To repeat, this statement, which flatly Rives the Lie to tildhelm's yell-

publ lc IZIA wno written fur and sent out by the UN, well before

Waldhelm's message. Recently the UN press releases have retreated to the

more modest - bu t still unprovable - assertion that "tens of-!thousands"

died.

Thin Ii. Jura one example of a coinsnen phenomeno Ad news

about population growth, natural re.ntrureen, and the envi t in

.published widely in the face of contradictory evidetice,
-.another example.

from\the name Newsweek piece: "More than one-third of the land in

desert or lear-desert. And deserts are spreading inexorably, turning

nrAble land into stony was Aps,of drifting sand...annually des-

ying twelve million to seventeen million acres." The front-page head-

line of the York Times said, "4 Million Acres a Year Vanishing as

Deserts Spread Around Glebe." The clear -implication In that the world's

supply of arable land in decreasing. But the truth in exactly. the opposite:

Joginder Kumar careftilly surveyed arable land in 1950 and 1960. His finding:

Nine percent more total arable land in 1960 than in 1950, in the 87 countries

for which lie could Find data (73 percent-of total world land areala gain

of almost one percent per yeat. And the DS flepartinent of Agriculture re-

ported that this trend continued after 1960.

Dore are some other examples of publicized,
fells. , had news and the

unpublielzed, good-news truth:

Statement: The food situation In Le=n - developed countrief, is worsening

knet: Per capita feed production has increased roughly one percent yearly--

25 percent during the last quarter century. Fond stocks are high now. Sven

in less developed countries food production bas increased substantially,

and India now hos large Manaus t': of fend in storage..
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EratInzt: 1111 danger f (,amtnu in Were; Inn. Fart ) 111r leading

rxl.-rt iii rot, J oh .n tlo i.. tld hit II there b.ln

been a e d e.: I Inv" In f antis Only .t Leath Mi people led
famine a the thlld tplarte f the ..!Oth century all In tl Iaat quarter at

the 1911. '11 IrY--t1O11411t11 mach larger Iii =tatlatlail iw.w,

scat v Higher population growth implien lower per r,il.it,i monemic

growth. NtInlion by Nobe -prize winner S1tto fli-_ni.tt. and

°thorn nhow no t int leal eottelat ion between etatntrIon' invillatian growth

and their cat lta cool vile growth, either over this ltaiE,t run Or in recent

decadva.

litatitrettr: ophivt Ii. it ed rempliter ti!odelt: that Or the next thirty

yvarq an 1nOroa, ..aarn.l, 11Oraa.,11a1 in lies i ,Iplta Income,

t t At t he Britt n1 all then,. plinlvin imply 7n aritinetical truth:

When there one more rid lily tin acid amonn ,f goodn, thvre In

len% to no arotinC That ia. the inntant a,ralf In born, per emdra in ome

n with gO up: hut the Intuit a child in horn, per capita income and

wealth go tlf.141. 011(11t tin children grow op .end lei ran pro,inocrn no Well

iii C0111111111etn, the imte.tct on 11,..1- Capita Income ri.VOrno1, and nventtl:tl by the In-

come of othern In higher hecatnle of ti....,, it my own technical work !win nhoun.

lint thin taken inner than tI 111 ,,r ov, ed by the we 1:,11 1.10c1t,

lo1 ill l:WO', n Vol' the tub !ao 11,1 617.

'midi ogricultural and" an r v 11,it't 7 All urban

land vl.-; dwavn total te!,i th,- ren 111011 1T.. The unn rfalelel

that ", are in it roam

ntat and Oat 1.11 .,.irk:: rme from el).. it mill to in IWO to 61 million

arrez; hi 1964, and t11.1

rnergy ger ring ,CA 11.1r11 11re r,lily ticalitnitrtil

reei.i!ltire 1,1 :ware I* In nearer 1,10 1:1 t i,. tara of 111O pnnal. The rot of



energy - -whether measured in labor time required to produce the energy.

in production cos in the proporFion of our-Incomes spent for enerEY,

or even the price relative to other consumer goodshas been falling -

rather steadily over the entire' course of recorded history.

until this moment.

sp

Etatoment: The Nation's "overall environmental well- Mint.' in de=

elining, according tortlie Environmental Quality Itrciex, Fact: This widely-

reported "index" in -ubjective analysis.rwhicbl represents collective

thinking of the ed ors of the National Wildlife Federation Staff"--that

in CEIS(131 obserrtion.

The objecpve statistical facto, however. indicate that the environment

is getting bo tor. The official Council on Environmental Quality's statistics

on major n'r politttantn show sharp improvements in the cast decajo. With

respec "major improvements in the quality of polluted streams.

have b'on documented" with bard data. The fish catch in Lake Erie, long

,aid.to be "dead" by Barry Cunmaner has been increasing. The most

Portant indicator Ic xtancy: it continues to rise.

Statement:' Increased popillation density leads to psychological and

social pathology, Fact: The statement is Sheer myth, based on faulty

analogies to animal behavior. Social surveys conclude that density has

no general ill effects on such measure, of welfare as longevity of life,

crime raty, mental illness rates, and recreational facillties. The most

umbitious experimental rests, by i tychoingIA. Jonathan Freedman who, as

arCeissociate of pact stared out believing that density is

pathological, retina hat "People who live' under crowded - _o g to not-

(9 -J
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Suffer from being crowded. Other things being quay they are no wo

than other people,..i took me and other psychologints working in thin area

many years to be convinced, but eventually the weight of the evidence over-

-came our doubts And preconc eptions.'"

Why 'd else statements of bad news dominate public discussion of

these topics? Here are several speculations: There is a financial

incen State Oepartment and the VE--for scholars and

research institutions to produce such statements, (2) gad news sells

books, newspapers and magazines; good rzews La not half to interesting.

it 16 in the self-interest of conservation organizations to convince

People,that population growth Ls a had thing. In the short run more

children mean more visitors ter wildlife areas--though in the long run

it larger population may well build and protect new and hotter creation

areas. (4) Beliefs about the value of human life are involved, For

example, when referring to the 23 pillion population increase in the U.S.

\
during the 1960's Kingsley Davis, one sf the arld's great demographers;{

saII: "L have never been able to get anyone to tell cc why we needed those

23 million", :hrlicht "i can think of any reason for having

more than one hundred and fifty million people [in the U.S.1." The human

value of these Elven to the; people themselves and to g is not a value

for such:people an Gavin. and Ehrlich.

Don't shrug off alse bad noun am harmless exaggeration. The `riper

e paid. in for of credibility for real threats al. they arise because

of -"wait" crieN. ,end in toes of public trust in debased pnblir communication.

As Philip Handler, tronident of the National Academy of Science, testified

to Congrest.men In the midst of the environmental panic in 1970i The

ti.nn5 of the world may yet pay a dreadful price he publtr bahavior

cienti eart from... fact to indulge... in hyperbole."

The qu_ntion, then, 1st Who will n the goad -and-trne-news?

will it be pu led'for people to learn':
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CHAPTER 4

Macro-Economic Influences of

Population Growth on Income

in Developed Economies

ECONOMIES OF SCALE IN PRODUCTION' -

THE PREVIOUS chapter discussed the main micro-economic effects of popu-
lation growth in MDC's. This chapter considers the main macro-eco-
nomic effects economies of scale, and changes in knowledge and
technology.

Gineral
Despite the fact that economies of scale are indissolubly linked with
advances in knowledge, it may be useful to examine some of the evidence
from studies that have attempted to isolate the effect of scale on efficiency.

Most economic inquiries regarding economies of scale have sought to
learn the most efficient size offirm within industries, to determine whether
larger firms are more efficient than smaller ones. The methods used have
been various, and the results are hard to interpret. But in any case, the
studies of firm efficiency are not germane to our purposes. To see why,
consider an industry in which even a small.country's market would be
large enough to support at least one firm of the largest size found in big
countries. This apparently implies that there are no economics to be
gained in that industry by beirig a country with a larger population. But
the existence of several firms of that size may lead to,ireater efficiency
on the average than if there is only one firm, due to the interaction of the '
firms. These efficiencies may come from external effects such as im
provements in techniques/that all firms share, or they may come from the
quickening effect of competition.In any case, the implication is that the
appropriate unit of analysis is the efficiency of countries as wholesor
next best, the efficiency of the various industries within countries. We shall
first review the evidence in industries, and then move on to countries as
wholes.

Changes in Productivity in Industries over Time

One method is to relate the rates of change of productivity over tirrre in

General discussion of this topic may tic found in Chapter 2. Discussion, that pertains
more to LOC's is found in Chapter 12.
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ValieWcountries to their rates of change of labor input. The typical
regression model is .

change of productivity to country i change of total Jahor input in country
a

during period r, in logarithms during period t, in logarithms

This method was pioneered 'by Verdoorn, whose ft coefficient was a re-
markable .50 (Clark, 1967, p. 1960) which gave rise to Verdoorm's "law"
that pro ...:tivity goes up as the square root of total output. Clark used
the same method on a larger sample and obtained a coefficient. of 0.18,
much lower than Verdoorn's estimate. Fabricant (1963. pp. 50-51) sum-
marized the results of several cross-sections of time-series studies con-
ducted by others. In a sample of somewhat less than 20 countries, over
several decades the correlation between growth of physical output and
output per man in individual industries is perhaps .7 or .8. When capital
and other inputs are also included in the analysis. the correlation is some-
what lower, perhaps .6 or .5, according to Fabricant.

Movements of output and output per head

Excluding electricity

0

2
0.

E.

0

9a4 -60 (19a4 too)

Including ectriciry

200 600 tit10 700 800 1

Output (X)
Including electricity Y.= t t 3-3 + a3(X); standard error =35-6, r +o-8t
Excluding electricity 94'4+914(X); standard error i=3i-4.) r.= +o-82

FIGURE 4-1 OUTPUT AND OUTPUT PER HEAD IN VARIOUS

INDUSTRIES IN ENULANEE 1924-50

SouRcE: Reproduced from Salter, 1966, p. 123.

The, most recent study in this tradition is that of Salter (1969), who
worked with changes in output and productivity per worker over I92450
in 28 industries in Great Britain. The correlation between the change in
output and the ch;mge in productivity (output per head) is 0.81 (1966,
p. 110) as shown in Figure 4-1. The corresponding correlation for the
1954 -63 period is 0.69 11966, p. 202). And a similar analysis for the
1923-50 period for 27 industries in the United States yielded a correlation
of 0.62 (1966, p. 166). The elasticity (calculated at the medians) for the
1924 50 sample is .26 if the electrical industry is included...39 if it is not.
For the 1954 =63 period, the elasticity is ,43.2

'The medians and regressions come from Salter, 1966. pp RD and 123, 197 and 210, for
the earlier and later periods respectively.
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An important of the - ries stueaesfor the purpose here. how-
wet. is th...t the ri rutty well he causal effects in both C.rectinns between
grov-t :n mar (output) and growth in productivity. The time
series data sl,o .1. both cffects togyther though ,! are presently interested
only in the Meet of growth in market size upon growth in productivity
(the economies of scale The resultinu bias is upward. That is. the elas-
tici'y relevant to purposes here is likelyto be lower than the estimates
derived from, say. Salter's work.

./Cross-National Prothic 'Comparisons

The tradition of work begun by Rostas( 194S) has tried to remove the
effect of tecrinieal changre upon =total output from- the analysis by com
paring two countri4-usually the United States and Great Britainat
the sat-he date. The model is

if Efficiency of U.S.
industry i in year /

Efficiency of U.K.
industry i in year /

Scale of production of \
U.S. industry i in year /

_ scale of productionof
U.K. industry 1 in year -II

After omitting localized industries such as ice cream. Frankel (1957)
obtained a correlation of .7 between relative efficiency and relative scale.
Paige and Bomhach (1959).used more industries than Frankel. and a
different method. but obtained a similar rank correlation of .789 (p. 69).

Clark carried this work up to 1963, as shown in Figure 4-2: He, finds
that the slope of these data is "in the neighborhood of 0.5,- which is quite
consistent -wiih Verdoorn's "Law.''

Frankel (1957, pp. 64 =68) developed other statistics that confirm the
strong positive effeet of market size upon productivity. When capital'
per worker and size of plant arc held constant, the correlation between
output per worker and market size goes up to .79. In a particularly telling
analysis. he showed that the output per unit of fuel input is strongly
positively affected by the market sizet(correlation 01.73 in the adjusted
sample of U.S. and 13ritish industries. And when fuel Input per worker
and size of plant are held constant, the correlation rises to .90 (though
Frankel warns Of sampling instability). These fuel-input data are par-
ticularly interesting because they avoid problems of difTercnees in skills
of.workers that [night be present in the cross-country comparison. Fuel
is the same in both countries, and it less fuel is needed per unit of output
where Markets are relatively larger. this would seem to show conclusively
that relatively large markets result in relatively high. productivity.

The rank correlation for output and productivity for 22 American
and Canadian industries was .76 in 1955. implying that the size of the
market "appears to he the most important single ractor- accounting tor
difference,: between U.S. and Canadian productivity (Young, 1955. cited
by lialassa, 1961).

4 2
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Stigler (1961) used Frankel's data and a Cobb-Douglas function to
estimate the elasticity of productivity with respect to output. The sum of
the coefficients for capital and labor was 1.27, which implies an elasticity
of ,27, and substantial economies of scale. A regression using relative

prices and relative outputs yielded a similar elasticity of .34. Fabricant

(1963) warns us, however, that in his judgment, any relationships drawn
from these data are overstated for various technical reasons.

Chenery and Taylor (1968) conducted a time-series-plus-cross-section
regression analysis of the development patterns of about fifty countries
with 10-15 observations each. (Most of the countries are LDC's, but the
pattern seems sinillar in both NI DC's and LDC's.) For the manufacturing
sectors that were expected to show economies of scale, the effects of
reduced scale amount to between 25`,V and in terms of -reduction
in value--very substantial indeed.

In summary, the evidence from cross-country studies suggests that

economies of sale, at least in industry_ of the same order that Ver-.
doom found fu within-country studies, that is, that productivity goes
up as the square root of total output.

Economies .Y9 Scale in Governments

Now let us consider a single industry, the government. It is in the govern-

ment sector that one would at first think there are substantial economies
of scale, because of the one-to-a-country nature of parliaments, premiers,

and so on. But upon examination, of the matter across countries, E.
Robinson concluded: -If one considers the problem as a whole, the
economies of scale in relation to the administration, provision of public
services, and the defence of a nation arc probably o'n balance advan-
tageous to a large nation, but, with the single exception of defence, are
probably not of erect significance.- (1963, p..239) And the kit-gest nations
seem to spend proportionally the most for defense, implying that even
in the public sector economies of scale semi to be unimportant for our
purposes.

Data on governm_ units w ithin countries :ould also seem to be

relevant. ['rest (1963) reports that in Australia, the Commonwealth
Grants Commission studied the relationship of sizes of state to costs of.
education, health and hospitals, and law and order. The estimated cost
per person was 12',Xlower in the three larger states (average 2.5 million
people) than in the two smaller states (average 439,000 people), and it

was 6',! lower in the larger states than in South Australia (834,465 people).
But these cost ditferenceS were said to stem not from differences in sparsity
of population, but rLither: from total population size and differences in
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proportion of dependents; the latter factor muddies the point forpurposes
here.

With respect to hospitals alone:

the smaller the population the greater the need for excess capacity
in Itospital beds and other medical facilities in order to provide for
random fluctuations in illness and injury. Despite the large population
of the United States, theAlroblem of efficient hospital size is still an
important one. Nearly all observers are agreed that there are economies
of scale in the production of short -term general hospital services up
to a size of at least 200 beds (and possibly 500). However, at present,
almost 40 per cent of the short-term patient days in the United States
are provided in hospitals with fewer than 200 beds,

In general, the cost of producing medical care (adjusted for quality)
goes down as population size increases. (Fuchs, 1971, p. 226).

A good mitny-studies of,the _mintints of public expenditures in the
United States have included variables for population density and for the
population size of municipal units. Miner's excellent survey of the litera-
lure' (1963, pp. 43-48) reports that a wide variety of results have been
found, depending on whether state or local expenditures arc considered,
which other variables are included, and so on. Miner concludes that
-density is negative in its impact on state spending and positive in its
effect on city spending. The higher costs of police and fire protection in
the cities is offset in the state analysis by the negative influence of density
on highway and school expenditures- (p. 47). All in all, there seems no
on-balance evidence of economies tor diseconomies) of scale with respect
to population density in the state-and-local-government sector.

Aizgregare Economies cif Scale in Production

The ultimate interest here is in scale economics for the economy as a
w hole. Aft& carefully reviewing the sorts of materials discussed above,
plus others, in the context of his study ofinputs to production and growth
in a sample of European countries and the United States, Denison (1967,
pp. 29S 3011 estimated a v;:arly gain frog economics of scale of .36% for
the United over the period 1950 62. and a yearly gain of ,93% for

,e lea both places, growth of the national market ac-
counted of the economies, and. independent growth of .local
markets for only a ;mall part. The greater economies of scale in North-
west -Europe -,tem [mm the fact that the increase in consumption was
(during 1950 62 compo.ied relatively heavily of income-oliistic consumer-

I ani graterol to I4-411g xtt %t.ttton for hrini;ing alai. fe ence iolov ;mention,

4 5
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durable good, must he noted that Denison included in his economies-
of-scale calculations only those economics from changes in production
scale, and he excludes gains in knowledge; the latter are estimated
separately..

For the purposes of the present model, the economics of scale must be
related to population changes. During the 1950-62 period, population
grew annually at about 1% in Europe and at- perhaps 1.5% in the United
States; more relevant. the work forces grew by .9",;', and 1.1')' (Denison.
1963, p. 52). But the scale change that produce's economies of scale is the
scale of the economy, much of w high would have occurred even if the
population were stationary. Therefore, we must calculate the economies
of state due just to the growth in population (labor force). This may be
done by considering the proportiOn of the total growth in the economy
due to increase in labor force. Denison estimated that increase in labor
force accounted for 33% of the total observed increase in the scale of the
United States economy, and 18% in Northwest Europe. These estimates
imply an elasticity of perhaps .1 for the United States. and about .18 for
Northwest Europe. That is, a rate of increase of l'2 in population (labor
force) would be expected to produce a continuing increase of .1% in pro-
duction due to increases in efficiency in the United States, and about .18(;,,
in Northwest Europe.

-Arlwall (1971. p. :16) estimated similar elasticity with a cross-sec-
tion 1 regression or Denison's data in this form:

Rate of charcge in Rate (inane
= +

productivity J labor force

fie obtained the relcitively high coefficien of \274 but it was not very
significant statistically (1 s 1.2):ftence, not much weight should be given
to his findings.

These magnitudes ma scent small at first. But it should be remembered
that the elasticity of advances in knowledge with respect to population
is consiclentbly higher' than that of economies of scale, as we shall see in

41 his causes economies of scale to appear both bccainse of the nature of the t thnology

involved in the prytyluytion ot consumer clot thles, is yiell aS because of their relat ye prices
and the tchnical matter of their differential impact yy hen prices are weighted in dittcrem
count' its' prices. For discuvtion of this cumples matter, see Denison, p. 235

5The C:11CtiliitiOn i5:

and

33%
= = .1 for the United State.

I

tta .93
for Northwest Europe
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the next section, because advances in knowledgeholding education
constantcan be attributed entirely to the growth in people rather than
to the growth of the economy as a whole. And the rate of growth of the
former is much less than the rate of growth of the latter, implying higher
elasticities, cetens paribus.

I lagen (1953) studied the correlates of the incremental capital-output
ratio. A lower ratio implies that an economy can obtain more output per
unit of investment, which is an advantage. Hagen found that in eight
MDC's, "the relationship between the rate of increase in the working
force and ICOR [incremental capital-output ratio] is striking." That is, a
faster- growing, work force seems to cause investment to be-more profitable,
which is an economy of faster growth. Hagen offers this explanation:
'7A rapidly increasing labor force absolves a country from penalty for
almost all mistakes in investment.-6

Direct Due to Congestion

Recently, economists have begun to speculate that increased population
also causes important diseconomies of scale, especially from congestion.
Each person is said to impose costs on other people by decreasing the
space in which the other person can move around, and by each person
depositing his waste (e.g., soot-) on other people. Therefore, ceteris
paribus the mote other people there are, the less space each person has
and the more pollution he suffers from. These effects would be expected
to be felt both in decreased ease and joy of living. and in higher prices
due to higher costs of production caused by congestion costs.

Economic evidence of such congeStion effects is, however, not ob-
vious or easy to come by. The only explicit study of the matter is that
of 'Nordhaus and Tobin. Their method was to asswrie that the higher
wages which people receive in larger cities, holding education and several
other variables constant, is a measure of the disamenity of larger cities.
By regressing median income on relevant variables, they estimate that
f.t",, of national income may be considered to he the -value- of such urban
disamenities, with an elasticity of .06 for income with respect to popula-
r ion size and density taken together (1972. pp. 50 and 540. But interpret-
ing the income differential as a measure of urban disarnenities seems .
unsound h me. `lhe Nordhatis-Tobin regressions do not allow for dif-

"On the ,,°her hond, Hagen tiridc mote esidence scat that abundance of
natural resour: t.s in the tom in kind makes insesiment mots, profitable. This implivi thatporitihtion ti,, .11 rie,;iiie throueh i.thoency to insestment, sshereas

sti",O Itt, ps)siiise Oleo. sshich almost a contradiction Ilui the density
chest is much %seals er tbmi the gross th Oleo in I lagen's data hire sSork deserves In be donealong this line
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ferences in skill and talent, over and above differences in education-;
exercised by people in similar occupations in different-size places. Com-

mon observation suggests that the best advertising copy-writers in New
York and Chicago are much more skilled and talented than the best
people in that job in small towns; the best ones in the small towns go to
the big cities, which explains why some advertising men in New York
and.Chicago, but none in Champaign or Springfield, make S100.000 or

$200.000 per year, Similarly, the best doctors tend to practice in bigger
cities: this is why patients with difficult ailments are more likely to be

sent there: It is also true of entertainers and of many other occupations
that the level of skill is much higher in bigger places. And the fact that
there are higher incomes in some occupations probably raises income levels

in other service occupations because of the positive income elasticity of
demand. This in turn is likely to affect wages in other occupations. This

fact of biggerhigher skills and talents in many occupations in bigg cities, with

its derivative effects, would seem to me to explain more of the income
differentials by size of city than do the disamenities oflareer places
though direct inquiry into the matter would seem very worthwhile.

If there really are important congestion costs in bigeer cities. one would

expect them to be reflected in the markets for goods, for example in the
standard-of-living data for different size cities. Figure 4-3 plots Bureau

of Labor Statistics (BLS) costs of living on a moderate budget in three

of the nation's four main regions (the cost of living in the South .is lowest

across the board). No strong relationship between size of city and cost
of living is apparent. And from a study of the BLS cost-of-living indices
for four geographical regions Sheffer (1970) concludes that "the. overall
impression that one may obtain from the above analysis that, by and

large, no significant relationship exists between population size of SMSA
[Standard Men opolitan Statistical Area], and the consumer expenditure

necessary for a given standard of living." Alonzo and Fajans (1970) cal-
culated that there is a -slight" positive association between city size and

the BLS budgets. But they find that much of this association is due to the

fact that the BLS budgets contain higher-quality items in bigger places,
where incomes are higher. ( Income rises considerably faster with city
size than does the BLS cost of living.) This, in turn, is due to higher
expenditure aspirations and expectations of people in larger cities. Alonso
and Fajans conclude that "it is not more expensive to live in larger urban

area .. .
The common belief that bigger places.are more costly appears.

the result of higher expectations rather than higher pa ( p. 3). i laworth

and Rasmussen (1973) found a positive relationship between city size
and cost of living when they omitted per-capita income from the analysis:

"'In the high budget . .. for each additional million additional popula-
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Lion the cost of living goes up by , . one per cent,' and less in moderate
and low budgets (n6 effect in latter)," But the magnitude of their finding
is so small in economic terms that it is equivalent to no effect.

Perhaps the most 'general and best test of whether an even denser
.population would increase or decrease people's ind,vidual welfare is by
observing which levels of density peopleaeiose, -taking together all the
conditions of life in various places. That is, do more people move to the
biggest cities or to smaller eiU'es? This test lumps:together the welfare
of people or workers and also of employers, because it inelades.the wages
"paid by employerS and their location choices.) There are several possible
measurements that might he appropriate, but none seems to show that
more people are choOsine, .smaller cities in preference to larger ones

.(Bogie, 1953; Zitter, 1970; Berry, 197:
All. in all, there seems no strong evidence of diseconomies of scale in

production even in the most densely settled areas of the MDC's, Rather,
the evidence seems to point to ligniticant economies ofproduction scales,
which will be hankilcri as part of the overall impact of population .size
upon produetivityan the NIDC simulation model in Chapter 6,

ADVANCE IN KNOWLEDuE AS A FU CI ION
OF POPULATION GROWTH

Technological Advance

An example to start v ith a larger population.makes it more possible for

a country to raise onoutM taxes and manpower for huge knowledge-
creating project areospace missions to the moon. Sweden's
capita income!, nigher than that of the U.S.S.R.. but lithe latter were the

size of the former prob.ibly could not mount a Moon shot.
It cannot be empliasiled too strongly that "technological advance"

does not mean "science." and scientific geniuses are just one part of the
knowledge process. Much of technological advance comes from people
who are neither well educated nor well paid the dispatcher who develops
a slightly het ter way of deplo2,Ine the taxis in his ten um Hem the: shipper
who disQw.ers that garbage cans make excellent cheap containers for

many items; the supermarka manager who finds a way to display more
merchandise in a cis en space, the supermarket clerk w ho find~ a quicker

way to stamp the prices on cans, the market 'archer in Ow supermarket

/
Odle s s mot erossine at a taster role Ohm Frto,kNI SNINA s tins even

it this is inkicet1 starlit this 9,0tilti not nt4,;essartly intlicatc that SMSA's are

riu re anti, live that Is, am: to more people than htlTo SMSA's, otthIse the logic

of Stigler's "surstsorshlp- test in toduartal organitation
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e writers, even eminent h,,ve 'Au ,ioned whether more
le imply more ideas and tech! deselopment. But is there

anyone who %souk] bet on Ssseden or Holland, against Great Britain
and the L S..S R producing the great oiscoscries that ssdl make nuclear
fusion practical? t 1 has: omitted the Untied States because of its higher
per-capita income.)

Qua, .ntl i

Another possible negative effect on knowledge dile to population
oross-th is a reduction in the amount of education children receive. Human

ssell as phyTitiLal capital is crucial in the productivity of an
ecortimiy. And \people might not pniside for authorities mutt not de-
mand) enough additional tax revenues to maintain the equivalent level
of _schooling. If so, the larger population. with its larger ploporti011 of
children. might lead to less education on the aver :i e. and less potential
to adiinee knoss ledge fa /obi/ than the smaller popultui

The conventional theory of poPufation gross t efrect upon the amount
of education per child is straightropiYard Malthus: A fixed educational
budget of money and resources divided ,iinong. more students implies
less' esottr.es per student on the as erage. This theory also !..telIs the
quantlauve prediction that the elasticity of the impact would he a I.;
that Is, a I" incr -'ase in children should cause about a I" decrease in
educatii.,n per student.

But as know from a host of es Idefice- d institutions often
ri.:spond to popal.thon r ly. altering am fixed conditions,
iror example. in agriculture more children cause increased labor input
by the patents (see Chapter (it And hen there are :additional profitable
oppoiturmies tOr economic th,:ory tells its that people u fiat
shift some resources troth consumption to investment : additional children
cons!iiet..t such an additional opportunity for profitable investment_

,!ore. sser-ri ailo\ for possible responses contrary to the simple
nis,,in pie-snaring theory.

but tt LIM rissi ors Ihtl to 1-70 "In the principal ssest hirtspean e.luntnes
in 9-to !her.: A iltturishine literature in iarinine . [ling there was no

cite ,find. 1 7:S(i Midi did t:C, Ine :r.,rn prc%s

'AA% t'as'ter v.ork,:- 119(11. pp :JO and 219) Aitsrr 1751) there 0;aain (level-
tits' i.e on aricuIture. InztnftlFtLj ieiitlh. esrietiin,mtation. iis- men as

\ or: t hid -' i in .2 to seems reasittiahle tii cner,ili C this cited to
s1[4. q'.) 'hat ;n r;-tralation
the 7= ;iii hilt) dung ailcry.on t., i ctik 'AI K; popuhmon

prcs,nre
A:NIA I, it ii iisil l r s t Irte, 1 dernorisitsoion that Indust I -iein.inJ it I

major imlucri,c i n the etem Or in%ermon m various industries.
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There is no 4 ay of k note ne from -theory alone" Inch I the effect);

will dunnnate. I NC cannot knurl, a priori v. het her the impact
of population groi.iidli \' apP10.11:11 the elastic); v of unity that Nlidthusit.fri

theorime, stnigeqs wlielhzr the elasticity will approach zero
and i.orirpleic offsetting th- Ialthusion effect by the indueed-response

effect must liar- to cow:meal data

study across iii the determinan of Irnitevl S . cspenditures

on public cduxation h4 NIeNlahon (1970 yielded a coefttetetit for the
Oleo tat cluldk.n ag-cd 5 -1- as a pet seem of tf.ic popukdnin ,..t Inaphe,

an elasticatIt of x2 for expvinlituros tAith respect to the dependency rate:

- that is. if there is any ucgatn.e reflect of population vrowth on educational

level, he regression coefficients in :I bv Miner (.19( 3)

'imply 1w negati% ei effect or the proportion of children under 18 tin total
expenditures per pupil Alter extensile survey of the literature. !liner
concluded that his rests. :' are representame tit and consistent with the
literatnre. Those studies streeest that the best available estimate, ;liven
the present state of the art. is that the elasticity or educational expenditure
with respect to the number ot children is close to or equal to 1.0. Of worse
a natiOn-v.i& change in rcrtilit,s May have different effects than do dif-
ferences a moo states, but this cannot be judged from available data.

because expendn,ures per child are lo)ker ss here the proportion of
dependents is higher, state and federal funds making up the slack. Try,s

it hanism might not %xork try Alert fur the ctrect Ntatc-wi,10

tttionomdc., dependene ratios that come st, oh last,:r
clarion vrtmth, but Liu-, is a T-3atter for speculation,

.
the other hand. Limit:LI itorthconang. tz hatter 7) plotted thei:oursv

of educational expenditures from 18-to to 1072 in the United St t.' I-1,2

finals a reduction in the upvard trend tthoogh CM'iMUatiOn

1trov,thi NL,w.in!_,, iii 10.:-0, ai,out the ,anti_' trune thi,U children Oc1,o1-1', .11Z

rising share ct the popuiarion aft 1 having been A ded111111g shat: or the

population in earher ears. I hough this is hardly proof the fortdny
reduces edu...:ifiki:1-,11 expenditures per child it is at least -sug:!/tivc.
Strointer negatp:c e\idenee comes from Tollei and Olson s

).--rimiri .-y In 1h

Ciotti% .,Q.1:) ,1::,.1r t,,(A1 roptd.ifion dnd 1hc n tai jedwAtton
person,il tr!,.,dolo rest' -Loki -, :5 and -18 clumucs
1946 (IS kw2n by \LAI.thon: -.,,ter 'Alder 111.111

!-,k41 UW, ;111.,0 01 OW hm, to a ..1.10t!

2'.'d i Nyner And cNim,n. p47(4). tj,tNd ,:onseNA

AA ahoko
n.

dV.Irit An )1111'011M); :711:11,e1

re--dJk tr,u-it.! ,Nts.:11

he 71k,''.1tRe

Net !a 11n: A:tikullndtNlu.ti-%i:11:. rcrreN,H,D.,
allop.ed 114 111 (tip rz!2re..,siow,

7
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Tlift Ehi OF POPULATION ON SCII00LING IN to DC's

Regressions using crude oti. 7:,c 2i..itreisions using dependency rate

Ilepend-io x:inahle
.= .,

-Primary sehiifil attendance
Secondary school atienilance ,,

Teroarx school aliendance,

_Expenditures on shoaling per
(Inld in dollars

'\
N.

Elasticity from
logarithmic regression

.01

.67'
=8

43

Elasticity from
linear 7cgrc,siolt

Elastico3 ri---,i!o
logari:,.. -4mision

Elasticity from
linear regresaon

Number of
Countries

CO
e.n
ND

-.007
.57

' -20

.31

la
82'

.82.

.26

- .07
.72

.67

.05

19

20
20

20

Sot 4It's Pdarski and Simon. 1075.
Not Elasticities and standardized regression coefficients for schooling as the dependent variable in regressions with either the crude birth rate or

the dependency burden along with per-capita income, median education. life expectancy. and socialist-non-socialixt as the independent variables in a
sample of mnr eauntrics.
'Significant at IT, level.
'54nd-it:ant at 57, level.

8 5 c
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careful .imultaneous-equati rt ?ion of educatton;,1 expenditures
and income across the state. they found zhat expendituies per pupil has
an ela.ticit,,, ol .47 with respect to pupils per employee.

A cross se,:tion NIDC nations was exzimincd by Pilarski and Simon
(1975).14 Re!,!ressions were run of tile following form:

Percent atiendilig S1tecttieil loci ut t-it lin . prtrnaryi
illirth rate or dependeno rat other

and

Expcnrintirc,, on )choolin4 t (Birth rate or d cndenv rate, other van 111,zs).

In Table 4 -1 we see that both the crude birth rate and the fertility ratio
have a substantial negative effect on expenditures per child and urin
secondary enrollment, though not on primary or post-secondary enroll-
ment. The effect on expenditures is nowhere near as great as simple
Malthusian theory would su,tgest, however. \lore than halt of the extra
effort is made that svoukl he necessary to keep expenditures per child
at the same levels -as if fertilw. were lower And even the negative effect
on expenditures that the data suggest is cast into question by the lack of
statistical signiticance and by the fact that in a parallel linear fegression.
he signs of fertility are positive rather than negative. But on balance, the

data do suggest some negative tfe.t of fertility on expenditures per child
in M DC's.

In summary. the evidence in MDCs sthlgests that faster population
growth has at least some neeanve effect on education per child, but the
effect does not seem to be large.

Some 1111-4.' C.c)111'

Chapters 6 discuss chi! dreii as if they are a homogeneous lot, making
equal contribution to the Society. The reader may wonder. however.
whether some elasses of cbildren particularly the poor --may be a
drain upon the economy even 11 most children make a positise contribu-
tion. There seems to be no evidence lor this view. however. The research
of Jones and Smith. should he releant even though it pertains to New
Commonv,:alili immigrants into Enel.ind r:iti.:r than to ZleS, births.

iThotil!hi the. income re' head of members of
households is less :nail that of the indigenous popul
portion o1 it.

ncinwealth
the pro-

repre.entin_reNourees generated by the

any rT.iti-nil to Ailin for me to
joint iikork

32-1,11

iciiC reSulti. unpublit
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NO% 1111011tv " dill labour ton: made .i--nlahls: for contilhue
non\ to an incre-ise In slOc ,tcr.Igc lor
the total popalattoa

hey hio.e icndAi to a: e at time~ %hen. tind 1m... to place where.
lustrial capital has allorded it, tor Inch there %%et,. no in lmenous;

takers..
Their d.-nands perpi r head tin the 1 cm] 111(1L'Allil helow

the InItn -.11 aki2raLL0..
slid much to allo\y 1-or higher hying

(lard Iii he -ealhed Certainly it improhable that a some
11a% mill-anon ha\ retramed 'ndil!enous livitlaF \tandards
beim, the level whiL-h, in it, ab-,enee. the ,inght ha\ c attained. Amonv
other evidence cinch points to this conetaKion: special mention t-khould
he made or iho,e ,ccihms or the quil% that indicate demands on the
social Neryiee\ hclok. tho\e ot the indnienout:- populanoiL and in impact
on the hou\my mar4et hick may %%ell ha\ e helped, marl'tinally. to
rat,e t! andardL at \lik.:1-1 the indn/crioul, poindinton, on averaeze,
like~ pp. 1:.!: 123. 131 161

The data )rettented in this itild he qualiiii,t( t

n that the ertam to -\Vestern DCs, and Japan. Ihey May not
he reloant tisi -,ocialls KLI/nek NAYS.

In. relation het \wen demoorapine rentr, Ind nue cro% th that
' derived iron.. e \perien,.e the,e non-controlleki non.-

authoritarian developed countric,, that . the preponderant part of
veil experience ma % 07t irrelevant to a hit2.111v cen-

i rJ1 Tied s \tem in AlliCn iai le :2rinr, (wi the population Nkvr4 mihicrt
to :ompulNoT:, dud ail population to ratak. tight control

in produ,non and con,iiirinth : And. taven the recent
enlcr.!CM:c rim the I S pc of NOCIiIi ' =kith Its 411 iflLifl.Z

tna dire,:t 1\11,,,,,,1Atte
relations it pi.lpul,C,Itin irk

hat dh, adequate to 1K: lint ti, to
ran!ze, of modem ewe

tern, )n>e.
and Com, vrowth,

k 1th rlitIV,,r-, tiler and
t 1965,

/1/t,.

I tie tlt is\ion in this eflalpter. and the tnodel eoi ructed to t hapter ti
if one dein( 1:iphic tot,11 fertility

in ,-ontain th:re other demo,,t1:apInc .atiahles
that could atle,:i the ,aandard of liom.' . irkluthrn2 tee folltmim! I I the

at 1.1/4 -wme it hc,ir Linidt en L%iti dilier itread 11t4' I ii=lIii ol time
inuji
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of whites, largely because blacks have children at v utier agiN. 21 The
;pacing between children can ailect both the birth Kt: and tile amount
of time women are out of the labor force 3) The year -to -year changes in
mortality nov, tal..ing place are not great. Rut there could Occur in the
future a signihe,int lengthening ollife. It ,.vould matter vet) much whether
the lengthening takes place after the worls!ne years, or whether the \\ork-
ir.g are=proloriged, also (4) Choi , child's ;ex by parents
atTeet the ses ?or the work force, as well as Nithsequenik
influencing the birth rate.. (5i Immigration and enngr,won atleet the

economy quite differently from fertility, bothbeea use migrants are largely
of labor-force years and because they have different educational back
grounds than the rest of the labor force. (5) Though it does not shokv up
in statistics coneerr..!ig population growth, internal migratiou has a very
large Influeneo economy internal inU,!lzion almost always rere-
scuts an Unproved allocation of productive resources, as noted above.

Soule day :t model may he developed which will he able to account for
Oleic. other demos iphie in addition 10 fertility.

1-sit'( (CHAN AND 4)

The history o the mote,devel, icies since the Industrial ICevolu-
tion does no' !.port the simple Malthasian model. A negative gel rion°
ship hetw,e i. population gtovth and eeOnoinic grow-Ili is ei1 in

aneedotd Listory or in urne-scries over the past hundred yedis or in con-
ternnorar!, cwss-sections. Data shown m Chapter 3 sougest that there.ts
no simple -Hionship be:ween popiiation gross and eeonomiL

Various explanations of this discrepanc I -t we been °tiered. The most
general and most ;Ippealint! explanaLloi, ,c.,:ntifically. is the neyus of
economies of scale. er,calion and adaptation oladdttional new knowledge
by additional people, ald the creation u new re .our...7es from new knowi-
ed)ie: Therefore the i,vid.iconsrrocted in Chapter (5 builds this funda-
mental element or c,:or.inue progress i.hieh htti; previously hen left out
of population models

Clapter neici te\k,,, the dar !!!L micr( uunic variables
to he eta' red into the model. These r.clude tle effect of Children
upon s,iving trather indeteririr t and the elleet of Idmona I children on

lor.:y by the mid tither
inlportcinee than usually ;upposedt Ihyn hapto discusses the main
macro - economic too,: elle..,tsoi population t,.",kili economies of
scale f qtbsintialt, d the evideme on the eticyt of population si/e
groWth ti;' +n 2.1 etc in knowlekl-e but II, iinpossihle to
-nutruifyi
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CHAPTER 6

The Effect of Population on Per- Worker

Income in MD 's A Simulation

I : t'kufotJCTION

MORE ntRTtlti are commonly thought to mean a lower standard of
both in the short run and in the long run. The root of the argument
first-edition capital-dilution Malthus: Adding people whO must work and
live with the oriental fixed supply of land and capital implies less product
available for each person. The Limits to Growth simulation (Meadows ct
al., 1972) only expands this argument with a complex. and sophisticated
method.

If: however: one adds to the simnle n,Thclassical model at otter funda-
mental fact of the economic grow: 'l of nations - the increase in productiv-
' due to additional people's 'inventive and adaptive capacitiesone
arrives at a very different result:

This chapter constructs and experi'nems with a simulation model of the
effect of t ;ul.ttiun growth on pei -worker output m Nl DC's This model

outline, in Figure 6-- I. It embodies nor only the standard ,sical and
nco-Classical capital effects but also the effects of knowledge advance,
ecottctttiies cif scale. and natural resource use. The latter elements hi' .4

been omitted from population models in the past, but they are crucial
to a balanced understanding of the problem.- Chapters 3. and 5 analyzed
the available data and provided rough estimates of the parameters for
use in the models constructed in this chapter.

The various models given in this chapter are intended tote illustrative
and and do not purport to represent either the United States
or any othe country Or the developed ...mid as a whole. The central
linding results I rom single clement --the clrect or population size
upon productivity -to a simple conventional model: within what seem
to the writer to he reac,onahle ranges of the basic parameters. But though
it is true that one can n.lmediately deduce front the input arguments the
maw tri-o.'ty.tir,/ conclusion that at some point in OK future, per-worker
outp,t nt ty hecin to he Jea ter with a higher population .irowth rate the
simulation is needed to tell Own ever becorms positive ihider
v,;rik,:. 4::11k:ii (}n,= caninat kno om ex,imination of the
model's structure alone whether this will be in 30 or 301 or 3001) years.
The results of the simulation sit:ecst that the answer is between 30 and
80 years.
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Note, The line t-it: 04 da-,hes 1_, , represents the feed-
back effect in the Residthil model, V.hereas the line Stith
dashes from Y, to A represents the feedback effect in the Vet--
&Join

Fna_ntr 6 -1 _ wiruouT Eoccvp_

The result that population g h's effect becomes positive after 10=-80
years is arrived at with tw o separate but rekied approaches, The of
both models is to estimate quantitatively the tnte%tction and altim
net effects °Nile ntNative and positive impacts of popul ation growth. Both
models embody -in additi,7i to the conventional economic considera-
tions including the effects of :-lependency and labor-force participation
the impa,:t of additional people upon technological advance through the
creation of knowledtte and throueh the economies of larver t:eale, work ;tig
together with the natural-resources effect.

One of the models embodies this knowledge-and-scale effect directly
by way of the assurnptu, that the observed "reidual" in studies of
economic growth the over-all growth of productivity due to technologi-
cal advance is a function of the l_tbor force and the creativity found
therein at all levels. The "Residual model- approach makes set a priori,
but the empirical evidnce for it is only vague. Therefore, a second model
is constructed that takes advantage of Verdoorn's empirical law that
produetivity goes up as the square root of total output. This "Verdoorn
model- is au indirect way of getting, at the Battle effect as does the Residual
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model. Total output is a function of the size of the labor force, and
Verdoorn's lass may be thought elf as it proxy for the relationship of labor
force to productivos and technological ads once. Or if one prefers, one
mas think of it suinplv,iis a not estimate of returns to scale.

It is encourainne that the Residual model and the Verdoorn model give
soniku results, 1 his strenotheni; hcliel in the ticd,,onitbleness of both
models and in i11,' eeneral result they jointly yield, fhe over-all finding is
that within 3H 10 tiii years, the initial negative elTeet of another birth upon
per-workci Tait 1, displaced by a positive effect that rapidly increases
in magnitude as the person's legacy productivity advance accumulates.
the length of the time required for the effect to becoille positive depends
ttprtit the parameters one decides are most reasonable.

This chapter may he viewed as an attempt to quantify' Kuznets'
masterful paper (1960i. In the formal approach used here, many of the
influences discussed I Kuznets and by Chapters 3 and 4 are necessarily
left out Also this chapter is not an empirical study, but rather is a theo-
retical C:Serci.se vshish uses the simulation technique instead of analytic
methods. This has the disadvantage of less generality than analytic
method ,. because the results hold only for the specific sets of parameters
on which the models.are run, and apply only by analogy to other sets of
parameters within the ranges of the simulated sets. Unlike analytic
methods, no results are proven to hold for all cases consistent with the
basic assumpyons. On the other hand. the simulation method has the
advantage of allowing one to theorize ahout a much richer and more
realistic model than analytic methods allot, and wilh more specificity,

SI he contest of the-chapter is near-full employment, The t: .e horizon=
perhaps 50 or 150 ve.irs is sufficiently short so that possible major
ehanees in the i att.r.il roomer:is sitoation m..r he disreeardedi but
sufficiently lone so Old: delased ell -et-, in I,iio,.sledge can come to play
their role .= 11,0, it is crucial to note that thoueit the terms of reference
are to t ile tI St,1L-s, it ssoald be ;Host appropriate to conduct this
analysis fort 1 developed world .is a whole, hecause of the scientific and
reelmologicar interdiTorictiCe the NI DC's. This point I view
skirts the- possibility that one country mieht decide to take a ride on the
coattails' of fyinice create(' by other countries.}

Lino
h . to weigh:

anon, po .ind soh- iKuincis, 339).

itcin lowered ri.e- N thirnw his ,:hildhocd fliain in his
scientific manhood it ihitC had no bcncliioid irpriaci nut start-
ing perhaps Sit yc..irsaricr Eln -t-in -s birth, 'oplInolng his birth caused great
economic gain:

sit air indisida.t, countrie Haight intircd t actin this ent to it hish iitt knOvil
re 4.0,01orrwri!, ;Ind t:-.1perivnce may

he undercsoindied, ho
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at 1)(

The purpi e the chapter are these. ( I l to understand in the history
or industrial the intluences or population growth on income
throwrth cleani_ey it cape!. I. seal,. and know ledge and (21 to consider
what the 11,11 tilt! course of output per worker might he with higher Or lower
birth rates.

The dependent k a°iablt i, output (or income) and not
output of k.onstwipt, c.epita for per-consumer-etatir.alent

In the lout:. tun The ..0 i-eeitsr, ai-c much the same. In the short run an
inert. is epatation teetough Ink:reasein fertility necessarily implies
a Won in c.ui-iumption per capita e.2. tt output per worker rernams the
same, bccatrwii the total number of workers remains the same while the
numher of people mere,: (a point discussed at greater length in the
Appendix to Chapter 1(t ). In the household, income is filed spread among
more peopleAnd when pope' tion grows: raster there is greater public
consumption of education and other child-raising services: which im-
plies larger ta \es and ley, resources available lot private consumption
and s+vine

Rut in the long run, measures of consumption per capita and output
per worker er,i; much the same result, and the focus here as on the
long run. Furthermorei lower per-person consumption need not mean
lower total milky. In tact depending on one social welfare function, the
same total con,,aimptilm ,praad among mire people might he seen as
yielding higher kotal

Tilt

Kuznets (19(toi u that an additional person's contribution to
knowledge inerJed cad him to [Live a net.,positive effect upon the standard

;int linnets did not quantify the argument or compare the
likely eilect, e-,1 the additional knowledge against the clei,sical capital-
diluting effects of population -t41owth. Such quantification, leading to an
estimate of how foro it take' or the cllect to t-ieeoiF c tit ever),
is the aim 1.,)1 (lie 1,1,,ckl here.

Except for the f;eklback ete:et to allow for the influence t population
growth or output 0.rovi th upon pre eductik ityi the models are quite unexcep-
ttonal: a Cohb-l) e,eigios produc7 en function, arkewances for the Oleos
of the rate olderciiilency lip01) s r. nt and labor,forec participation, and
a simple demographic model in which all persons enter the labo:- Force
at 21 until the die at ace Oft I he eflect 01 p0p011111011 (II

upon e _!ttc.uu s a bit less standard, and -several variants are us:.:

4 It 15 ?WI a --i11111Cd hcrc .the appropruit .0,irc AcItar
iti Chapter 0), 1 argue Ire :1, not lini oth- of the arguinenti in ,1111-10
everone's aetrare

The ile.,;,tilicrti aSp.:0 In'oC treies,1 later.

8 6 `)
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those details it.t.iy he left for later. This section takes up the central feed-
back element of the two alternate models,

Notation

A, IcNel of the economy's productive ctlicieney as of
year r

ART = complex of natural resources,- ccc nomies of scale, and
technoloeical knowledge

ER', the clfc-tive labor force: the number of workers
weighte, 'w their education

K, stock of capital
number of people in the-labor force
number of males of age 1 alive as of year i in demo-
graphic structure i
total population in year t in demographic structure i
natural resources available for use
total resources spent on physical investment and
education
expenditure on ed
number of females of agej alive as of year t in demo-
graphic structure t
the avv.regate output

- elasticity labor force with respect to children born
the saving ratio, s, with respect to number

Of children
the proportion of savint to output
ratio of children age 20 and under to adults ages 21-60

,onent Lit capital in Cobb-Dou.21.is production
function
exponent of labor in Cobb-Douglass production func-
tion

S.

XED,

Plc Residual Model

The Residual model derives an estimate of the etTect of population
vth upon the indisoluble complex' of knowledge creation, natural

wangle the three ART from each other stenos hoPelevs. Rather they must
. it .,iced tonerher ,1% i ,ornply ,st +,i doing so is it main methodological feature of this

study To illii.traie ,Iss they mu vi be treated together, consider natural resv)urces first,
:Natural resonikes mtgiti a!, .t third helm of production

Rr

and .t aottld seem reasonable R, is a negan%,e function of output in p.,viou
perhaps the surri of the previous output

8 f



r economies ot ale hereater reterr,d to the run!, in

AR I dimple,- from the -tesidual- found in studies that attempt to
eplain U.S V.10k% th, The residual is the une,plained portion

ot edinomic r:tt :diet- ot capital and labor !Lox !veil ae-
J.:minted for it is Lon,,lionl, ledinOICIIT;Wal ad% anCe,

Ihe Residual mod, issumes that the ',lie Or the It:Nldlial is a function
of the siie or the labor force. In this formulation the re,adu ,! I, positivel!,

influenced rr:, popuLttion th v.Ineli is a quantitative pres.aon of

KL1111c1S. ,1,,e1 thin lit the contest oi the Cobb-D, pro-

duction function, the residual !nay he seen as changes in technolovical
level, prohlem ahoui Alicther the ink:rcases in capital laud lahori
should or do reflect imp i-.ements due to inLreased kno1/4led,7e is critical
here, but t,: 11,111 merely look Ow plohlem in the lace and then pass

rapidl!,
The -rit is introduced as lolIG-As. The amount in

a :unction ot the entire lai or ;orLe. but an mcrease In
till mponent of AR I ,!o., not result in an inst;kitaneous
in :...111.1.:11tlI): rather, the elk:et of nmch kno,C,:d.,2e is slit"-

ed: 1 he ertent or the Lie in the application of knowledge

R,,

etiti311,ii tno,;et.t .`It htm,_,11 point ,ii tut oral ret.ource
lint the ,letnntion or fer./Lift

the eArtli t, not o)vr.int)n.0 and hence itio,ininek.sN NVItat t relet..4nt

A the ccAnotill,' ill base tieLrea astir tone,
as Harneit lor,e !Isle 41,00,n !his resoortx., I. !itnoton
01 in, rea,inz e 0 r1 C,, !0 tor Ind retrrt't,, rill !IC, rester:. `t,tterl;rl,
10 ,titt,,o wt. .o it 0.: ;e,iur,-es
are not dittereni Irtiiil 1.01 .,,1E 11.11 111,1 thereto!!. think ahotr. as,tilable

,i! 1111:e i 1, r IF! ,,r .trid OW tutor,: CCILIF,C CI OW ,"1),,k naltirzd

re%our.,es t.ttl he .10,',.led hs 111,-rco,e in 'Knott letlee III the 'same ay as 01.1.

ventionalt , 11

rile tort,

1,11. ,,,o6! k ir )!',.,!!!1.:, !II: L'It in eNrCrtMcfli other pch..on

and Inst.dl.ontri ti; -1 ,n,nt., ,A,111,1 ht! '.! the r.I 1010.00,10e

coo:Lott. ; exi-,0ron,:nt

and .1n in the r I : 1, not
possible to -,cpar thereat ,11, in. old Alt:, or4 .0.11th

in mime pr ,1,t,' to,,crher ernri, :ht in,ert.a-
iihtlit tit! ,!!!` 1:110S,114. Ill !HA ,11

bk:,01!, %A.1

, !WI 1.A 't t , !Kull!' tint thee. MI` I s2'.,!".0 rho
dithy;ufR f=4,.urz,,.. 1`,01! 110; IA! L.,!III1A!u., 0! !!,7 a,f'. r.,C fir
kil,}4%)vito,e the :n t pop.d.won

dc,linntv rer .Ipo.1 kd 0.c s:on'elA 0I thti
r, 1 ,0,1 th.kt Skt,h 112 ,,ne ot the sources

,atirdex
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is an important empirical question concerning which I know of no evi-
dence (though it would seem that. the length of the lag izdecrcasing). Let
us suppose that the present mean of the lag distribution for the ART
complex as a whole, for an average cross-section of workers, is 5 years:
This means that the first increment to the productiviy residual can be
dated at 5 years atter the incremental workers enter the labor force, with
an additiona/ increment to productivity in each of the following, 40 years
until 5 years after they retire. The equation for He changc in A in the
main approach is as follows:

or A, T Ai_ 4- (6 -la)

where h is chosen so that A, .v),4,, in the basic demographic
structure, and .v rs the parameter' relating the size of the labor force to
the increase:in the ART compliex, that is, A. When x IS set at .01, a sta-

, tionary labor force in period / = would produce a .01 increase in
It the labor force is erowtng at a rate of A per year. the labor force

in years 3 causes A, - 0- to he (I + A )(.0 _ I That is, in the con-
text of this model, (he increase in ,4 from year to year is proportional to
the size of the labor force. This mechanism is calibrated so that the labor
force' at time / 5 in structure BASF produces an .v increase in A, in
sear t 0, where v is whichever of .01, .015 or .02 is being tried in that
rum The point to notice here is that the ART additions from an incre-
ment of workizrs, knowledge and economies of scale are cumulaqe and

u/ as' is the stock of productive know-how.
One source for an estimate of the growth in per-worker output clue to

the increase in knowledge and scale, including the effect of natural
sources,is Denison (1967), who estimated the effect of elements 'rongyy
comparable to ART. For the period 1950 62 For the United States,
Denison estimated yearly growth of .76" for "advances in knowledge",
(which excludes the effect of education on the labor force), and .30 ". for
"economies of scale"- (1907, p. 29S), for a total just over 1"; For North-
west Europe he estimated .70" for "advances in knowledge." .56`.`cc for

in the lag in the application of knowledge, general dieiency,
and errors and omissions. and .1",, for ''economies cif scale (pp. 287,
300), for a total of something Over 15 ",. Solow's estimate for theT United
States for the 40 years from 1909 to 1949 is about 1.5% per yealr (1957,
p. 316). Soltiw also adduces, though not really comp:izible,'"ipn esti--
mate of .75",, per year from 1869 to 1948 by Valavanis-Vail, and Schmook-
ler's for 1904 13 to 1929 -38 which (though including
titre) was of similar size to Solow's estimate,

II-no lag were involved, to would Null x

0 t)
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If a larger labor force causes a faster rate of productivity change, one
would,expect to see this reflected in ob`served changes in the rate of pro-
ductivity advance over :ime in the United States. In fact, So low concludes
that the yearly rate of chance of went from l' to 1' over the 20 years

from the (median of the first half of his study period to the (median of
the) second half of his period 11957, p. 320). Fellner, using Kendrick's
data, arrived at these rates of productivity increase over time (using, two
methods of calcukition): 1900 -29: 1,8% (or 1,5%) ; 1929-48 ;2.3", (or
2,0%), 1948-66: 2.V.:;, (or 2.3% and for the two subperiods within
1948=06; 1970, pp. 11-12). These data are consistent with the assumption
that the rate of increase of productivity is indeed higher when population
is largerthough other factors could explain part of the rate of increase,

of course.
The mode) will be run with estimates of1,0%, I,S%, and 2,0 Most of

the reported results will pertain to the "conservative- estimate of 1.5%,
roughly the average for the twentieth century which is well below the rate
observed for the most recent period.

The reader may not feel comfortable with this method of estimating
the feedback effect of the -8.1. complex, But to just ignore the effect

altogether is not a reasonable alternative. To leave out the effect is to im-
plicitly estimate that the effect is zero (which is what all the classical models
do). But certainly there is overwhelming evidence that the effect is not
zero, though its site is difficult to estimate. Hence, it would seem that the
appropriate argument, is about how to estimate it, and which estimates
to use, rather than whether to include the effect at all,

Thefeader may object (hot advances in knowledge have not been linked
solidly to population at a micro-economic level. True, But where else

but from people's minds, past and present, can advances in knowledge
come from, holding the quantity of capital constant? Physical capital
alone cannot generate advances in knowledge, though it may serve as a
basis of ideas to people, All the advances-in-knowledge concepts that
Denison mentions are related to people: "Knowledge concerning the
physical properties of things, and of how to make, combine. or use them
in a physical sense" (p. "manatiternd knowledge'' (p. 280): "organ-
i7ed research- (p. 287), As noted earlier, it is possible that there are
interactions among people such that the quantity ol'advance in knowledge

is not a 'simple linear function of the number of people, but the evidence

does not show that any such interaction is less than a simple linear function,
It may he useful to show some static partial computations to illustrate

the main forces operating. Assume that in the year t I, and only in that
year; the cohort of workerS,aged 2 I is larger than in the base demographic
structure, and hence the work force as a whole is larger thi:gt it would
otherwise have been, Assume also that the exponent of labor 2/3 in

the Cobb- Douglas production function, and the base yearly increment

6 f)
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due tci gains in knowled is 1";,. Irone calculates separately the drop in
per-worker product from the captial.dilution effect, and the rise in output
due lo the ART effect as in equation (1), in year t 5the first year in
which this cohort's ART contribution to is felt- the downward push
from the former effect is 32 times the upward push from the latter effect.
But in the second year, t = ;" the drop from the capital effect isonly
1(s times the rise from the ART effect, becausethe incremental worRers
have now, contributed (iv() ART inerements,to .4. In the third ear the
ratio is 32 to 3: In lc.is than 32 years the two effects would be rouehlY
equal, and_ product per worker would he about what it would h.te becn
if the incremental workers had not entered the work force. From then on,
product per worker is higher than it would otherwise have been.

This static model allows us to understand the mechanism by which
faster population crow th may overcome thdrag of capital dilution, But

full dynamic simulation with reasonable parameters is necessary to
tell us whether the net effect reallyts likely to become positive. Perhaps-
rnore unportant. the dynamic sinmlation is needed to indicate the length

the process is likely to take,
we turn from the Residual model to an entirely different way of

tint~ at the same question. the Verdoorn model.

Vera'?

Verdoorn`' found that in a sample:of industries er the periods 1870 to
1914 and 1914 10.1930, productivity rose as the souare root of total
output. Other sorts of evidence consistent with this "law,- were discussed-
in Chapter 4.

Verdoorn's law providi.,,i -another approach, to our subject. Additional,
workers certainly are not the only cause of increased outputs. But over
any period loncer than the business cycic. the size of the labor force is a"
major influence upon_ total output. And if one holds constant the capital

i endowment and the orOnal level of tochnolocical practice in-a ceteri.s-
iih-lrinti, analy,-,i,t then ,opulation site is the on/r influence upon total
output. 'Fherefore, it is rLasonahle to think of V crdoorn's low as a proxy

I for the labor force-productivity chance relationship. that is, output itself
does not chance productivity, but rather the pcopleengirtied in producing-
that output chane productivity land in fact, Verdoorn explains his law
as caused by learning. Clark, 1957, p. 357). One may of course, also think
of Verdoorn's law simply as an empirical estimate of economies of scale
without specifyinc a hehaVioral mechanism. Either interpretation is con-
sistent with the work here.

Ver.loorn- rublishe his finding; in I.:11n la, No. I, It)49, pp, 45 -46, I h.iv. hoe
unabl- to obtain a copy of that publication and hence I rely on the reports by t3tl.tssa
(19n1 l and rlark i 1957, 1967).
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In the Verdoorn model, the Equation 6-1b, is used where rtio
6-1a is used in the Residua! model.

A, -
or A, + het, Y,_ (6-1b)

A, ,

where h is chosen so as provide the desired initial rate of producti",ity
change in the base popalation. for example, 1.5", or

"Learning by dolag- accounts for part of the effect of the rate of output
upon productivity. The increased efficiency or production within firms
and industries as experience azo-nulates has been well documented in
many industries, starting w ith the air frame industry in the I 93trs (for
bibliography see Arrow, 1962). But intra-industry learning is only one
of the many productivity-increasing mechanisnis that are at work as
over-all output increases. In addition, each industry benefits by the
advances in other industries. But the latter effect does not appear in the
sort of industry studies done by Verdoorn, Rotas (19-IS) Paige and
Bombach (1959), and the subsequent tradition. Therefore, such intra-
industry estimates may understate the economy-wide effect.

One might wonder whether it is proper to extend Verdoorn's law from
individual industries to an economy as a whole. One might also question
whether the observed relationship shows an influence of new-discovery-
caused increases in productivity on total output rather than the converse.,
But at least one of the main sorts of data used by Verdoorn and bKlark
to support Verdoorn's law -the Rostas and the Paige and Boinhach
data on two countries at two points m time, all compared to one country
at the earlier dale-is reasonably, free of both of these problems; both
countries have the same access to new knowledge, so exogenous discover-
ies are not likely to account for the observed relationship. The fact that
new basic discoveries do not account for the observed relationship also
altays worry that Verdoorn's law at the level of industries only reflects
a shift in resources among the industries in response to new opportunities.
Hence, aggregation does not seem to run the danger of a.composition
fallacy. Another reason not to believe that productivity is responsible
for the output differences in these data is Schmookler's (1962) demonstra-
tion that, to an important de)2ree, advances in knowledge are induct:2d by
demand rather than the relationship running mainly -from-productivity
to output via prices.

ELI MI Mctuct s

The Dernograplin So t

The populatio Ind labo'r4orcestructures to be compared. shown in Figure
6-2, are as follows: The comparison base, structure -BASE,- has an 'to-

8 6
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genous I% growth in the birth-rate each year. that is, WOM(BASE11,
E0IWONI(BASE),:, , and MEN) VASE 101MEN(BASE),.,= , .

starting in year t 60. In this and in all other population structures
infants live until they enter the labor force at age 21, and also through the
end of their labor-roNe scrvice it ;me ,O,thtitis M M EN 21,,

MEN.nj cq. and the sante for females. The number of males and females
of each ;Ig;:;th; equal in this and in all other structure .s till children arc
assumed born on January and up until the end of their first year the
cohort is labeled MEN, and ,VOM, Adults are assumed not to matter
economically after age 60.i

The population in year t I.) in structure BASE

POP(BASF) --- N1EN(13ASE)e, WOM(RASE)00,1,0

MEN( BASF.)5,, ± WOM(BASE),

+ MEN(BASE)L, + VOM(BASE) t=.0

E NBASEIbn., 0 + 0 M (13AS

+ (1.01) MEN(BASE)00.ito

(1.0() WOM(BASE),

+ (1.01)' MEMBASE)60,0

1,01)2 WOM(13,ASE),

(1,01)59 NI EN( BASE),-,-

-t 1.01)" WOM(IIASE),,0,1=0

-I1 structure BASE.. in which births increase I"
women are assumed to work. The labor force L at tin

(6-2)

r year, half
= 0 -is

to, .1.60
L(BAS)=),_i, MEN(BASE)i,) + :5 WOM(I3ASE)J 0

,=1i J=.21

In structure -TEMP" the population is "temporarily" augmented by
a 50',%, increment in the birth rate in just a :single year, t = I, that is,

= 1,5f MEN(TEMP)L,=0 = 1.51 MENBRASE11,,,o.
All other cohorts remain'tho same as in structure BASE. llenc for the
40 years from t 21 to t -= 60 there is in structure TEMP a single cohort
that is roughly 50'%, larger than its next-aged cohorts, and the labor; force
is larger by that many %1/4 orkers for the 40-year period, This may he seen
in Figure 6- 3, which shows the fine detail from Figure 6-2-for the first
thirty years atter t = 0,
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In structure PLUS-HALF" the birth-rate is incremented by 50% over
structure BASE in year r 1, but unlike structure TEMP, the bulge
continues in each successive year, Thal is, in structure PLUS-HALF.
MEN(PLUS-HALF),,,.,,, and ME -(pLus.HALF),3 1.01
IsilEN(PLUS-HALF),2, and so on Hence all cohorts from, t I

onward are more than 50% bigger in structure PI-US-HALF than in
structure BASE.
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It is north noting that after an adjustment period the dependency ratio.
iv, is again the same in structure PLUS-HALF as in structure BASE.

In structure -TWO- the birth-rate rises by 2" a year instead of the I" in
structure RASE, that is. MEM-TWO), = I U2 NIEMTWO),., t-

In structure -1P(i" the birth rate is the same in c cry year, a -station-
ary- population with ,-Ao population growth.

The simplicity of thlilodel stems largely from the fact that the total
amount of labor supplied is lived expgenously, as seems reasonable in
an MDC. rather than depending upon income and tastes. This is unlike
the LDC situation to be seen later. where the total amount of hours
worked is endogenous to the s,ritem even when the potential labor force
is fixed exogenously; in LDC's the amomitiof agricultural work supplied
is a function of death and sickness rates, and -even more importantly
of tastes influenced by family size and prices of industrial goods. This
means that the entire demand side of the system need not he dealt with at
all in M DC's, though it must be surely be dealt with in LDC's.

The rte

The ProchIC lion and Sta.ing-larewateut Function

I framework is a Cobb-Douglas function such as

(6-4)

ere .33 and /1 ==. .67.

This aggregate production function is a major simplification of the
two-sector agriculture-and-industry general model described in Chapter
2. The simplification to one sector is reasonable because agriculture is a
small partperhaps only a tenth or a twentiethof the total economy
of the developed world. This enables is to avoid the complexity of the
allocation of labor to the two sectors, and also explains why- e need not
deal with endogen.sqtrizitions of vork hours by itgricultur:ilists as a
function of family. Size, prices of industrial goods. and other influences.

NeXt comes the net investment function, whiCh for simplicity is a pro-
portion of each year's income where s = .06

= (6=5)

The 7 /-rung, the Supply q/ Par,trts' I_ulzctr

Incremental babies will cause some women to be out of the labor force
who would otherwise work outside the home. From studies of U.S. census
data based on work by Bowen and Finegan (1969). Cain (1966). and
Sweet (1970) together with the assumption that each woman will have
at Icast one child. I have calculated that an incremental child results in a
total decrease of .45 of a woman's work year, spread over the two years
after the child is born. On the other hand, by my calculations from the
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190 LS. census, an incremental child causes a total increase in .10 of a
man- work -year by Gathers, spread over 25 years (details in Chapter 3).

In those simulations runs in which the labor force is to be adjusted for
the effect of children on the supply of labor,

6(1

MEN 0025 (MEN, ± WO_
J721

VOM") .0025 (rviEN2,.,

4 .5 WON .22 (MEN, WOM

.22 (NI EN 2,1 4- WOM2), (6-6)

effect of incremental children on the parents lobor supply will be
shown in the comparisons of structures TEMP and PLUS-HALF to
structure- BASE in these cases all conditions arc the same up to time
t 0, and different thereafter as the numbers of births differ. But there
seems to he no way to compare the labor-force effect of additional children
in stable populations with different rates of growth, that is, structure-
TWO versus structure BASE.

Surprisingly, howeyer, the effect of incremental children on the parents'
labor supply turns out not to he important in sensitivity analyses. This
can he seen in even an unrealistically high upper-limit estimate of the
effect of incremental children on the economy through the parents' labor-
force. If the birth-rate is a low 25 per 1,000 and there are a low 400 em-
ployed workers per 1,000, a doulditig in the birth rate would only mean a
drop in the labor-force to (400 .45 x 25) -= 389, or about 3%, using
an estimate of .45 workei'-years lost per incremental child. Total output
would drop even less, maybe 2%. Physical saving might then go down by,
say, 712 x .1)21 .0024 of total output. The cumulative effect on output
would be very small as a result of even such an improbably large change
in an M DC's birth rate over,i decade.

Elf .ct ihrou,i,li chan,szcs in Private Sating of Physical Capital

Several kinds of evidence, discussed in the previous chapters, are relevant
for an e innate of the effect of the number of children on private saving.
These include family budgets, cross-sections of nations, and titne-series
evidence. One may find support for an estimate higher than 1,0, or
as low as fl, for the elasticity of the prop_ ortion of income saved with
respect to a proportional chance:in family size. Separate simulation runs

re 1 i_;.fore imide with elasticities of 1, 7.5. and 0, though most-tuns
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reported here use .5. The ra

2h

E (wo-
W 6o t

E (wo
= 2 I

S computed for each year in each case. For structure BASE it is .67 for

each year, and is referred to as In other structures the saving ratio
for each year is then calculated as

s,ms[l
W W

W
6-7)

where 3 is the proportion of neome saved in structure BASE, and c, is
the elastirrity of saving with rLspect to children.

The Effects of Schooling

Schooling is the only social expenditure considered here. Two aspects
of education are relevant. First, more children Mean higher expenditures
on education, which may cut into investment n physical eaPital as well

as reducing consumption.. Second. if ineremen al expenditures on school-
ing are less-than proportional to the number o incremental children, and
if there are no economies of scale in educatio 1, an increased number of
children will cause a lower average quality of the work force in future

years.
The bases for the estimate of the effect of c ildren on public schooling

costs are as follows: (I) Expenditure on education is 4.6% of U.S. national
income (Harbison and Myers, 1964 p. 41); (2) A quarter of the popula-
tion is in school, 18.4% of the- population being in the 5-14 age group
(ibid.): (3) In 1968, S623 per year was spent by public schools per'student
year (Statistical Abstract, 1969, p. 102); (4) S6.56 average year-round
male earnings in 1966 (Statistial Abstract, 1969. p. 233). This estimate
excludes foregone earnings, on-the-job training costs, etc.; (5) A high-side

inclusive estimate of U S. education plus training.costs is I2.9? ofadjusted
GNP. by Machin') (ilarbison and Myers, 1964. p. 2Sn). How much of
children's education expenditures should be considered as consumption
is a matter not considered here. On the basis of these data. the base ck-
penditure on education is assumed to be 6% of gross national product.

The responsiveness, of educational expenditures to increases in the
number of children is also important. As discussed in Chapter 4, based

on the studs of Miner (1963) 1.ind McMahon (1970) for the states in the
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United States, I have calculated that the elasticity {the index of propor-tionality) is not far from unity, and perhaps equal to tinny. That is, an
increase in population in the United States can he expected not to reducethe level of education per child;, if these data are appropriate, (On theother hand, no data known to Me provide the basis for any estimate ofthe eireet ore,dueamonal expenditures upon investment in physical capital.The best that can be done, therefore, is to try out several possibilities inthe simulation.)

Education is treated in sex eral ways. In the basic no-education variant,education is ignored completely, and investment ut physical capital" is(i":, or output each year in all the demographic variations. In variant 13,the level of education as measured by expenditures per child per year ofschool aee is lived and rising at I" per year. because the animal increase
in overage schoolleaving has been of this general maimitude in thelast half century in the United Slates. In the base year (and also for allother years in structure BASE) expenditure on education, XED,,zo, is6". In all years, the total expenditure in phy1sical investment plus cduca.(ion is

, XED, + (K, (6-8)
That is, an increase in education expenditure iMplies a decrease in physicalinvestment in cool' year alter r 0 the e*nditure on education ismade a function of the number of children.'"

XLI), MEN; MEN,,7Ak.- 7 . E N 1,1(ik =20. (6-9)
where the relationships ;throat* the expenditures arious school years,

are fixed according to a crude schedule, for,cx ample., Oa& Igrade 2 1.125 .. . grade 9 8 The effect labor represented, bya worker in any year in variant /I is the square ociCorthelOtar amount
spent on his schooling durinit his youth.' effective labor force in
any year, EFT,. is the sum o4 persons of lab r-force age weighted by
their effective labor values

EFE,
k

d+ (6-10)

where the subscript k refers to the various years in the past when the
cohort received its educatibn,'

"The corresponding mum) capital-output ratio is 3 Runs were also e ddilh a savingsrate Of and a capital output ratio of a, with much the same results.
"Showing only male, to equation tt`i 91 is shorthand lOr shots ing both mak and femalechildren.
'' Sec Denison (19693 for relationships between years of schooling and earnings. the lattera proxy for Individual proonettvity.
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In variant C. the level of education is not fixed exogenously. Rather,
the total amount spent on education is nude a function of the dependency
ratio weighted by the relative school-year cost in each cohort.

XED,

.20 ,
MEN11,,,th,

J . 21
EE N(1),

MEN( BASEIjAk

NI EN( BASE),,

where i refers to a demographic structure other than BASE. This model
suggests that the standard of education falls if the number of children
rises.

A more refined model would change the proportions over time of each
cohort getting . education and working. But such modification would not-,
be likely to affect the particular sorts of conclusions this chapter is in-
tended to provide.

The effect, on sat ing of the social spending for education and other
children's sevices is most unclear. To my knowledge, there is no basis on
which to estimate either the elasticity of spending on schools with respect
to population,grow di. or the extent to which the incremental expenditures
on schools substitute for other '6ocial investment without causing) new
tax levies_ I shall therefore simply assume that the three private saving
elasticities being tried will bracket the elasticity that includes social as
well as individual saving.

In variants B and C the labor-force argument in the production func-
tion is replaced by the effective labor force

Y, s A,K,i(EFF),u 6-12)

The Efli-ct through the increments to the' Labor Force

Now let us move ahead to the time when the incremental children enter
the Mork force. If the capital stock does not receive an increment pro-
portionally as large as the increment to the work forceor, o fortiori, if
the capital stock is even smaller than otherwise due to a reduction 'n
savingthen per-worker output will he lower than otherwise.' -' This is
the fundamental l,lalthusian element.

The model beeins in each case with L1, = I and 1<,,c,
started at 1/3. Separate runs were made with the savings elasticity at

ir the family and society sax': enough extra so that average capital per sorker
be the same v.ith or N% ithout the increment or children, as may he the ease with the Ilium-lies. -

per-.Aorker income would he the same after the incremental workers entered the stork
But this must occur at a cost ar lower perconsumer consumption prior to the years of labOr
force entrance.
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.5, and 0, and both with and without the 'adjustment for the
-parent-' labor-force effect.

RESULTS

The results for the five demographic structures with the Residual model
and the no-education variant are shown in Table 6- la ; the corresponding
results for .the.Verdoorn model are shown in Table 6--lb.- Summarized
selected results from no-education variant and edv.:ation variants B,
and Care shOvn in Table The rates of growth from period to period
will not be shown for other than thci basic models; these "absolute"
_results were quite unrealistic. for the other models because they were run
with the same Cobh-Douglas exponents and other parameters as were
used in the basic model, and more realistic models would require that
these parameters be different when -encation is handled differently. But
the, relai ire values among the demographic structures are meaningful,
and arc shown as percentages of 'the 1%-growth demographic structure
BASE. Also, only the runs with the "conservative" estimates of the ART
effect (1;'5%, per year) will be shown. Runs with more realistically higher
estimatet:, show population growth in an even more flavorable light.

1. The most important outcome is that under every set of conditions,
demographic structures PLUS-HA LF.and TWO with more-rapid popula-
tion urowth.come to have higher per-work'er income,i him structure BASE
in less than 80 yQrS, eenwitua base rite of cll:Inge of 1%. And in
every run, structure TWO, which reaches a labor force (in millions, say)
91.23.769 in year r -= 160 from the starting point of If .000 in year t-= 0,
has a higher per-worker income. than structure LUS-HALF, which
reaches a total labor force of 7,346 in r 7. 160. (For comparison, the
labor forcc for structure 13A5[ in ye:ir 160 is 4.913, And the zero popula7.-

-lion uoWth structure (ZPG) holds its advantage over the BASE structure
only about as long as BASE holds its advantage over faster population
growth.

In many runs the higher fertility structures overtake the BASE struc-.

ture's per-worker output after only 30 years -which is only about. 10
years after the entrance of the first additional children into the labor force.
- These results rady be compared with the results from classical growth

theory where there is no feedback effect: as seen in the first block in
Table 6-2. lower population grow. di has hider output. per worker in the
classical model. It is-true that the long ruri-30 --80 years -- is a long way
off, and therCfore of less importance than the short run, But we shOuld
remember that our lone run will he someonelse's.short run, just as our
short run was someone else's lone run. Some measure of unselfishness
should impel us to keep this in mind as we make our decisions about
population policy,
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'Furthermore, the short-run economic ditletences between the various
demographic structures are small by any absolute measure. And as
Leibenstein (1972, p. 64) noted, the ditTerences aroi relatively small corn-
pared to -other variables which lire subject to governmentlil
actions, and influences. The economic implications of the differences
between the United States and the hipitnese saving rate :Ire much greztter
than the dilferences between -the demographic structures., A modest
decrease: in the unemployment rate could morei'diin offset any likely
short -run drop in per-worker income'duet0 higher ler Leibenstein
thinks that even an improved consumer informtition program arrd'elim-
ination:-0ragricultural price supports could substantially kiffset higher
fertility..So even the short-run negative impel of.higher fertility in these
models is not of major economic- proportions absolutely or relatively.

The mainspring that produces higher .pet--worker income with higher
population is, of course; the element that makes, the rate of change in the
productivity coefficient a function of the number of persons in the work
force or of total output. One Might argue that the tr.isic yetiirly rate of
productivity increase would, in the foreseeNble.future, be even less than
.01, or neeatise. But one certainly finds no basis in convention:AI studies of
growth cif national production using the GNP concept ('or a belief' that
productivity will cease to iliCrCatie,

The higher the base rate of productivity change, the greater must be
the=relativelinal advantage of the cases of faster population growth', and
the sooner 'the high population growth structures-overtake the BASE
structure. frtLible la tend Fieure G -4 of the nO--educational Residual
model, which hits equal to 1,015 and elasticity of savings

,_of 0.5, structure PLUS-HALF overtakes structure I3ASE at period 50
and structure TWO does so between pleriods 30 ;fad 40, whereas the over-
taking time for .4,, 1.01 is between periods 7(1 for both struc-
tures 1)1_'US-IIAL. and TWO. Fdr I.02 the overtaking
pririod is even shorter than for 1.015,

2. The dependency- effect of 1nel-en-with-II children on savings can havo
substantial impact on the results in structure TWO. In the no-education:
model with .s .12 and KI 3 (results not shown), by year 160 the
comparison of the 1,0 savings elasticity with the /ero elasticity shows
ratios of approximately 4:5 fol. the final results, that is, the end result for
a 'structure TW() run is lower by one-filth when the savings elasticity is

1,0 rather than 0. The 0.5 elasticity produced result.'s roughly in
between the zero elasticity and the --- 1.0 elasticity. but the cffeet of
dependency is quite small ,relative to the differences in rt. between
'structure TWQ and :structure BASF. For structure PLUS-TIALF, the
savings Nct is very stp;111. The siivines effect is.even less When . .06,

as may he expected. All in all,-the dependency effect is not 01 major con-
sequence in the results troll) these models-.



TABLE 6- I a

OUTPUT PER WORKER INRESIDUAL MODEL: INITIAL CAPITAL-OUTPUT

RATIO O1 31 INITIAL PHYSICAL SAVINGS RATE OF ,06; LABOR FORCE NOT

ADJUSTED FOR EFFECT OF DEVENDENTS1 SAVING ELASTICITY OF 50

bit! rile

of productivity

change Demographic

(% A) structure 0 10 :0 30 40 51 60 70 :80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170

1,010 BASE' : 100. 114 115 162 192 234 294 1)75 495

1110 TEMP 100 114 115 I62 189 234 294 381 501

1.010 PLUS HALF 100 114 132 141 17 222 300 \ 441 672

1,010 TWO 100.111 126 l5 189 232 357 '555 963.

1.01(.) ZP(i 100 120 14', 185 195 231.270 318.. '372

672 945 1374 2088 33y.5559 9849 18594

681 954 1389 2112 3357 5622 9963 18804

1074 1803 .3207 6078 12348 27099

1911 4479 1283.7

435 510 498 696 813 948 1104 1287 1500

1,015 BASE 100 120:.150 192..249 336 571 684 1035 1634 2754 4890 9255 18804

1,015 TEMP 100 110 19192 149 339 517 696 1053 1671 2802 4971 9411 19122

1.015. PLUS HALF 100 120.147 177 234 336 528 927. 1749 3546 7791 18684

1:015 TWO 100 117 144 189 264 40 702 138 1246 9345

1:015 ZPG 100 126 156 19.3.2 43 306 381 477 \ 597 747 , 933 1164 1458 1821 2277 2847 3558 4449

1,020 BASE 100 129 168 211 330 489.762 1257 2202 4110.. 8250 11916.

1,020 11 MP 100 :129 168 231'.330 493 714 1284.'2250i 4203. 8.46

1.020 N,11511ALF 1110 129 165 216' 312 504.930'. 1983 4650..

1.020 TWO IOU 1:3 165 237. 372 669: 1401 .3540 1125'6 "
,

L02(1 21'6 100'112174 231 306 45 54' 720 963 1,287 1725 2313 3102 410., ,55891 '75N) 100$9,' 1356
,0 Li

In BASE population growth is wie riercent per year, in TWO it is Iwo prcent per,ycar, an ZPQ pnpu14(i9nA,s14;ionaff, P,opt1141ionistraciures;
,,0111,:, a, Jo didit

TEMP hrid PLUS HALF Te cxp1cd rn tit txr
I

.1 1 .1!, ki!1,111,y; ilik

v



TABLE 6 -1b

OUTPUT PER WORKER Ittl VERDOORN MODEL:

OTHERWISE SIMILAR TO TABLE.la
I

Bale rate

or productivity

chop Demographic

1% A) slruciure 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 1U 80 90 100 HO 120 130

1.010 BASE' 100 114 135 159 195 246 324 453 687 1188
2598

9717

1:010 TbIP 100 114 135 159 195 246 324 456 693 121)0 2,637 9984

L010 PLUS.HALF 100 114 132 150 177 225 306 465 801 719 6006

1.010 TWO 100 III 126 147 171L. 228 315 486 909 2511 23505

1,010 Z1)(3 100 120 144 114 X13 267 339 :441 597 843 1263 2013 3939 98

1;015 13ASE, IOU 120 153 201 279 420 126 1593 6042

1,015 'TEMP 11)0 120 153 198 276 421) 732 1623 6228

1.015 PLUS IOU 120 150. 186 255 393 750 2133 18234

1,016 TWO IOU 117 141 I8 261. 420 838 2979

1,015' ZPG 100 126 162. 213 294 423 654 1119 2292: 6681

LEO BASE 100 129 174 255 42) 855 2655

1,21 TEMP 100' 129 174 255 423 4861 2715

100 129 171 231 318 840 1465

TWO .100 I23 165 240 417 . 990 55X3

1,020 ZP(j. 100 132 186 270 42J 765 1695 5949

BASE populalion growth one percent per year, in TWO is Iwo percent per year, and in ZPG popalalion is s111110iiiity: PopulaiioOvicitas

in

TEMP and PLUSFI1ALF art explained in ihi



ModeI and variant

No.feedbad. model, AA 1,015A

ABLE 6-2

SUMMARY OF.RESULTS OF SELECTED: MODES '',

Res ual model, no= ducation variant, AA r. 1.01A

Demdgiaphic

structure

TM) 1;000

PLUS.I-MLF 1:000

TWO 1:000

ZP(1 1.000

TEMP

P1, 115.1-1ALF

TWO

'LPG

1:000

1,000

1100

1000

Residual model, nolduealinn variant; M = 1,015A TEMP 1,000

PLUS.NAME 1,00

TWO 1,000

ZPG 1:000

Residual model, no-education variant, AA 1:02A

Verdoorn nrRilocalion variant: AA ¢ 1.015A

'Residual model; nmducalion variani, gq: ri, function

A, bit;

'AA 1,015A

TEMP

PLUS HALF

TWO

ZPG

TIMP

pLus.HALF

TWO

NO

1.000

1.0(10.

1.000

1:000

1,000

LOU))

100

1,000

MAR' 1.0
PI U, imoo

'.TWO 1.000

7PG :MO

=.2O r a 40 I 80

LOU)) I,000 1,000

I 0110 :892 .900

.943 ,865 ;800

1,086 1.135 [225

1.000 0,984 1.012

0.978 0.922 1,358

0.933 0,984 1.945

1:044 1,016 0.752

1.0110 1.000 1,017

.0.980 0,940 1,690

0,960 1.060 3:136

1.040 0.976 0.577

1,000 1,000' [022

0,982 0:945 1112

0:982 1,127 5.112

1.036 0,927 0,437

1.000 0.989 1,031

0:980 0,914

0.922 0:935

.3,018

'1:059 .1,054 0,379

1,(100 1,000 1.009

0:980. 0,909 1,133

0,939 0.948 [261

1.061 x.881

Year of

t =160 crossing.
h!

1:000

.953

.775

1.525

1,013

50, 60

40-50

0.069 (40.50)1

50

30-40,

(30-40)

40.50

20-30

130)

50

50-60

50

(50=60)

1:007

60-70

50=60

0.250 15040)



(erdoorn model; no.education variant; half the rate:of

change in basic model, AA 1,015A

tesidual model; Intl of cdueilion fixed exogenously

and expenditures on education a 'unction 01 number

of children; Si f.; + =.,12, .

AA t: 1.051A

/erdoorn model; same education variant as line

above, AA 1,015A

Residual Todd, ici/t1 oicducolion an inverse function

doendency ratio weighted by relative schoolyear

cost, initial AA .t 1,015A

ierduorn model, otherwise satrtus line above

AA ;1,015A

TEMP 1,000 1,i000

pLus.HALF 1;000 0976

TWO 1.000 0,929

ZPG 1.000 1;071

TEMP 1,000 0;956 1.013

pLusHALF 1;000 0.750 0.723

TWO 1,000 041 1,1.0

zro 1,000 1,015 0,906 0.346

TEMP 1.000 0.950 1,000

PLUS.I1ALF .1,000 0:733 0.624

TWO 1.000 0,900 0,856

1PG 1:000 I:033 L040

40

TEMP 1,00 _1 06

PLUS HALF 1,000 0,838 0,748

Two Loot) 3,897 0.975

LPG 1,001) 10 T 0,981 0,395 -

1,034,

2412

TEMP

MAW
TWO

ZPC

1:000 0,986 0.993

1,000 , 0,822 0;608

1,000 6.863 10,757

1,1)00 1,051 1,075

In all rum; 11111131 'OK F.- 3; initial'S,', f 11(,01 1(40) g. ,06Y,; and elasticity or ming (e;) '4 :150; Theiresi lis so'wn are pemvOrker incomes in

4

'aller. (I enlographic structUres A a proportion of Y1L in struLlur `BASE 10 the same year

'.Dashes intlicalt that iht.lueslof the notratol or the denoininato(hecar4 very large; but ihotthe.trepd observed in the List two. miry years is

continued,
./0. , - .: .

... i ,

1:

1,Ciossing years shown 1n par theses ildieate that the crossing was from'Obove BASE to below BARE 0t afronfhelOw to above.

. q
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- 6 -1.2 140 16
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iGt.* OUTPUT 'Pm Ware . _ KITH VARIOUS OF
POPULATION GRow-nt

3,-, With respect,to the labor-force adjustment: The effect through the
rents labor supply of incremental children after the first child is quiteArisignifidant, fust-as preliminary calculations had suggested it wouldbe In no case waSIthe relationship between structures BASE and PI, S-HALF-as mudiVaca-qUarter- of a percent different in year 160 betWe nthe runs that were and were not adjusted for the parents' labor-fc e.
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4. The timrequired for Y L in structures PLUS-HALF and TWO to
overtake Y L in structure BASE is generally longer in .models -where
expenditure, on education affect physical saving. even where education 7
positively influences both EFF, and r1,. But this is not invariably true,
especially for structure TWO where the labor force always has a younger
average age and hence may have a higher average education than in struc-
-ture BASE.. because of the secular growth in education.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Some may question the framework of this chapter on the grounds
that the past rate of increase in knowledge, economies of scale, and pro-
ductivity may not continue in

our
future, Perhaps. But even ,U" so, this

formulation should add-to oUr understanding of the growth of popula-
tion.and per-worker incorneJn the past history of the United Stilte:I. and
Western Europe. And for at least a Short-period in the future. it does not-,
seem unreasonable to project the long -term trend of thy: past'. Further
into the future. we must bring other arguments to belie to help us decide
whether the growth of productivity will he faster or slowee than n the
past. "Fhe same criticism may also be made i'clout natural resources in
the future, wit±t the same response.

2.- The physieal capital output ratio is failing over time in the United
Sulta.due to the shift to tertiary activities and the discovery.of better
ways to make capital equiciment. But oh the .other band, the social cost
of schooling- will rise- in the future. On .bitlzince, one does net know
whether the social:cost of a n incremental labor-force entrant will fall or rise
in the future relative to-his earnings.

3. The, difTere-Ace in effects of population increase in LDC's and
pontes out sharply in this analysis. Productivity per worker does:

not grow much from yei.tr tee ye1,tr ill many LDC's, and hence the effect of
the feedback' is correspondingly small. This implies that an increase in
workers Will not increase productivity per worker much in LDC's. This
conclusion is:rnade even stroneer by the iliet that zi considerable portion
of the increase in knowledge operative in LOC productivity increase
occurs outside any LOC, is nailer independent of the sire of the-LOC
work f tees.

4. ilhe dependent variableln this model is output per worker iqeasirred
com"nlional nationat-inccmie terms. If such amenities as space and

purity f the environment that are a !unction total .population are
negative and were included in the measurement, the results might be dif-
ferent. cidetilinion that includes them might show a lower -adjusted
income'' r welfare measure:Per person for a large population that would .
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otherwise have a Indicr income per person measured in cOnventional
terms, I f suoh disamenitieS are really substantial, the results of this chapter
would be biased in favor of the larger population. But no convincing
measurement of the over-all effect of population density has yet been
developed.-- An authoritative recent sUrvey of studies of such partial
measures of welfare as longevity of life, crime rate, mental illness rates,
recreational facilities, number of fires:ease of travel, and so on, concludes
that Netter population density is not the' unalloyed evil it is commonly
thyught to he (Hawley, 1972j.: Different densities and different city sizes
have different advantages and disadvantages.

A related matter is leisure, the amount and value of which can niake an
enormous difference in a measure of welfare. As income per person rises,
people work fewer nours and enjoy more leiSure (Kindleberger,
Denison. 1967, Chapter 6; Nordhaus and Tobin, 1972): This implies
that the gap between the outputs per worker yielded by any two demo-
grwhie structures is smaller than otherwise shOwn.and the amount of time
required for convergence or crossin would therefore be shorter. This
would tend to reinforce the main point of this chapterthat even if faster
population-growth structures start out behind in output per worker, they
will catch up with and.overtake lower population-growth structures,

5.t. No distinction hat; been made between.market-inducedandmatket:
autonomoi.::; priLi:.1uetiVity increitses 'for the fallowir4 reasons: (1) 'the
variation explained by economic incentives that induce innovation Is
much greater within a given industrY (him within a society asa whole;
(21 The reward structure has more influence on whether an inventor wOrks,
on airplanes instead of railroads thin it does on whether he innovates or
doeS not innovate at all,,it would seem: (3) The incentives are endogenous,
and hence are most easily treated.as'innards of the black box that is cow-
sidered here only, in its over-all shape and behavior.

-6. The simulated models Odle M[)C sector discussed in this chapter
arc quite simile compared/to-the general -model outlined in Chapter 2,
;it d compared to int: Model 16r LDC's to be discussed in coming chapters,
(TIM, is why the M DC sector is treated in -only four chapters whereas the
,LDC's require seven chapters.) The' Main simplifications are these
The entire economy is:viewed as 4t single. industrial sector; (2) The effect
of population 'growth 'is essentially` a scide effect, includink the increase
in knowledge Such scale effects do not require fundamental changes in.
people's behavior, For exam*. thereare-no.changes in the trade-off of
leisure for 4o ids. or People becoming market oriented, or incre3sing
control or ''.miltty. isnot to sLiv Nutt there iire no directly population .
induced behavior changes in MIX: Ts: such effects, both poSitiveand nega-
tive. do indeed exist, for oattiple, Moving to less-crowded areas tO avoid
congestion, and the invention and development of the skyser:?Per, But

1
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prtmarilY the response to poptilation growth in MDC's is "more of the
sane;',' rather than fundamental transformations to quite different be-
'havior -as occur in LDC's. Such transformations in LDC s are much
more complex, and it is the absence of this comp_ lexity thLit enables the
M DC model to he so streamlined.

7 Nlodels such as those set forth in this chapter would have had ab-
,olutely no chance of being accepted by readers 10 or 21) years ago,
because of the Fire- eminence of physical capital in the thinking of econo-
mists. Rut- with the recognition in recent years of the fuodathental im-

. portance of knowledge, education and of the quality of the labor force in
the productive process. models that allow for the effect of population
growth on technology and human capitLil should not be uncongenial to
:readers. . .

8.. Though this and the ,previous chapter deal only with MDC's, the
reader may wonder whether M DC population growth has negative effects
upOrr-LDC's even when the effects of additional fertility are positive for
the MDC's themselves. This question can be answered with an unequivo:
cal "No." As discussed in Chapter 5, the effect through increased demand,
use and prices of natural resources is clearly positive. (A person ssho
sympathizes with the LDC';; and doubts the value to them of trading their
natural resources should ask himsdrifany LDC would be better of if
the MDC's decided to No/ no oil, coffCe., and so forth from LDC's.) t-
And the L.DC's clearly should benefit from the additional knowledge:,
and techno!ogicil advance which higher population groWth is hound to .-

;--produce in M Des. - . - tl .

'9. -The speed of the onsu.t of the positive effect of an additional child is
understatedin the results because the impact of an additional child on
the parents' work'Aupply surely is much more positive than is, showin in
the model.

10. As you question the.conclusions in this chztplercheck with ypur
intuition whether you think that the United States and other countries

..._, _ 4would be. better, off today it thi.r-had been hall as many people in the
United'States in 1830 or 100 or I 930 as 1 here actually. were. Our ancestor's
had .positive acotsupon us through the knowledge they created and the
economies of scale they willed us,iand if thereWt2re fewer oft hose ancestors
the legacy stuff hose been Stnall .r. It is worth keeping this mind IIL anni,:w.len
speculating about w Miler, life td would he better if there Isere fewer
people Clive todty._.

But the'M DC :Ind LDC models go beyond "human capital is a coin -`
. modity that is- essentially plastic and inert as is physical. capital. These
,models retillv reflect thefeedback of .people as people, respondingto their
needs with physical,andmental efforts up to 'and including the creative
spark. Imaginatihn and creativity are not concepts commonly:found in

8 (5
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economic odels, nor are they ever above the surface here. But let us
recognize their importance unselfconsciously, and he willing to give them
their due.

SUMMARY

-.Increases in productivity as a result of increased scale and of knowledge
caused by increases in population were added to a simple classical model
of an. M DC, using two quite separate models, One model uses the residual
to estimate the feedback from the labor-force size to productivity; the
second model uses Verdoorn's law to estimate the feedback effect of total..
output on productivity.

Under assumptions about the parameters that I trust arc reasonable,
demographic structures with larger rates of population growth, after
initially falling behind in per- capita income, usually overtake structures
with lower rates of population growth in 30-S0 years, and the shorter
end of this period is implied by recent rates of Change of productivity.
That is though an incremem of po.ptilation initially has a negative effect
upon economic welfare, after some decades the greet has become positive.
,This outcOme is:a step toward quantifying Kuznets' reasoning about the
role of people-as cretitors of kndwlei.* in modern growth.
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